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H-A-Sh

حأش

“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺎذ ِﺷﯿَۃal-hashiyaa): edge/border (of cloth etc.)
“َﺎس
ِ ( ” َﺣ ْﺸ َﻮةُ ْاﻟﻨhashwatun naas): lowly people (i.e. those who are kept on the periphery). From this it came
to mean distance.
“ِش ِ ٰ ّہﻠﻟ
َ َ ( ”ﺣﺎhasha lillah): Allah is very far from him, or I seek Allah’s protection.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺎ ِﺷﯿَۃal-hashiyaa) also mean people who live under someone’s protection {T}.
The Quran says:
12:31
they said Allah is without any blemish or fault (he is flawless)
This is used for exemption, i.e. to be exempt of any fault or blemish {R}.

H-B-B

ﺎش ﻟِٰﻠّ ِﻪ
َ َوﻗُـﻠْ َﻦ َﺣ

حبب

Muheet says “ ( ”اَ ْﻟﺤُﺐﱡal-hoob) or “ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤ َﺤﺒﱠۃal-muhabbah) has five meanings:
1) Whiteness and cleanliness. Hence, “( ” َﺣﺒَﺐُ ْاﻻَ ْﺳﻨَﺎ ِنhababul asnaan) means “the sparkle of teeth”.
2) To rise or to be high, to appear “( ” َﺣﺒَﺎبُ ْاﻟ َﻤﺎﺋِﻦhubaabul ma’a) has come from it and it means a
water bubble.
3) For something to be stable in its place. Hence, “ ( ” َﺣﺐﱠ ْاﻟﺒَ ِﻌ ْﯿ ُﺮ َو اَ َﺣﺐﱠhabbal bayeero wa ahab) means
“the camel sat down so adamantly that it did not get up after that”.
4) For something to be pure or its real element, like “ﺐ
ِ ( ” َﺣﺒّۃُ ْاﻟﻘَ ْﻠhabbatul qalb): pureness of heart.
5) To protect someone, to hold.
This is why “( ”ﺣُﺐﱡ ْاﻟ َﻤﺎ ِءhubbul ma’a) is a canter or skin tank in which water can be preserved.
“( ” َﺣﺐﱠ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ ُﻞhabbur rajul) means the man stopped.
ُ ْ( ”اَ َﺣﺐﱠ اﻟ ﱠﺰرahabbaz zara), the fields were sowed, that is, the results of their development began to
“ع
appear {M}.
Raghib says “ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤ َﺤﺒﱠۃal-muhabbah) means to want something which is found to be good and beneficial.
This has three aspects.
- One is for pleasure like a man loves a woman.
- Second is to like or want material things which are beneficial in some way.
- Third is to love figurative matters as scholars like each other because of the knowledge they have.
Sometimes love is also said to mean intent, but love has more of force and strength than intent {R}.
“( ”اِ ْﺳﺘَ َﺤﺒﱠ ٗہistahabba): liked him//her,
“( ”اِ ْﺳﺘَ َﺤﺒ ٗﱠہ َﻋﻠَ ْﯿ ِہistahabba alaih): preferred him over another. (12:107)
Ibn Faris says “ ( ”اَ ْﻟﺤُﺐﱡal-hoob) and “ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤ َﺤﺒﱠۃal-muhabba) mean to think someone is essential. The basic
meanings of this root are essentiality and stability. That is to think that something is essential and to stay
with it with steadfastness.
The Quran has used the word “ ( ”ﺣُﺐﱞhoob) as against “ٌ( ” ُﮐﺮْ ةkurhun). Here it means liking, as in 49:7 or
2:216. These meanings need no explanation, but where ever love for Allah is mentioned, it needs to be
clarified.
Surah Al-Baqrah says:
and there are people who consider other forces to be
Allah’s contemporaries and love those forces as they
2:165
love Allah although those who have Imaan (those who
trust), love Allah in much greater degree:
This is the general translation of this verse.
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Surah Aal-e-Imran says:
Tell them if you love Allah then follow me;
Allah will love you too, and pardon your sins:
and Allah is most merciful and protector. Tell
3:30
them to obey God and his messengers, but if
3:31
they turn away from this, then (be warned) that
Allah does not like the deniers.
This is the traditional translation.

ﻗُ ْﻞ اِ ْن ُﮐﻨْﺘُ ْﻢ ُِﲢﺒﱡـ ْﻮ َن اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪَ ﻓَﺎﺗﱠﺒِ ُﻌ ْﻮ ﻧِ ْﯽ ُْﳛﺒِْﺒ ُﮑ ُﻢ اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪُ َوﻳـَﻐْ ِﻔ ْﺮ ﻟَ ُﮑ ْﻢ ذُﻧـُ ْﻮﺑَ ُﮑ ْﻢ
َو اﻟﻠّﻪُ َﻏ ُﻔ ْﻮٌر ﱠرِﺣْﻴ ٌﻢ ﻗُ ْﻞ اَ ِﻃﻴْـ ُﻌ ْﻮا ﻟ ٰﻠّﻪَ َواﻟﱠﺮ ُﺳ ْﻮ َل ﻓَﺎِ ْن ﺗَـ َﻮﻟﱠ ْﻮا ﻓَﺎِ ﱠن اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪَ َﻻ
ﺐ اﻟْ َﮑﺎﻓِ ِﺮﻳْ َﻦ
ُِﳛ ﱡ

These verses are quoted as proof for the love for and by Allah’s and the edifice of tasawwuf
(Mysticism/Sufism) is built upon it. This love is so great that its height is deemed to merge with His
personae. This whole concept is born due to taking love to mean as we human beings take it to mean.
A relationship of this kind with God is not Quranic. As far as God’s personae are concerned, it is beyond
our comprehension, and Therefore, there is no question of love as one would love a beloved (even if it’s
one’s child). To love an unseen body in this manner is psychologically impossible. This was the difficulty
which compelled Man to believe in God’s incarnation in human form or to make statues of Him.
Everything will be clear if we recall the meanings of love given in the beginning.
“ ( ”ﺣُﺐﱞhoob) means “to be steadfast”. Therefore, loving Allah would mean to be stable and unwavering
about Allah’s orders and to follow them steadfastly, to be resolute about them and not waver over them.
The verses above are testifying to these meaning.
See verse 2:165 of surah Baqrah which says “those who consider others to be powerful, and follow their
laws and decisions as well”. Therefore, here love of Allah means following His laws.
( ”اِ ْن ُﮐ ْﻨﺘُ ْﻢ ﺗُ ِﺤﺒﱡﻮْ نَ ﱠinn kuntum tuhibboonillaha) has
Surah Aal-e-Imran’s verse 3:30:31 explains this: here “ِﷲ
ّ
َ
been expostulated by “ُ( ”ا ِط ْﯿﻌُﻮْ ا ﷲatiullah) which is to obey Allah.
As against it “ ْ( ”ﺗَ َﻮ ﻟﱠﻮtuwallau) has been used. This word further clarifies the meaning. As such, in these
verses love of Allah means following His orders, which come under a centralized system, which is
formed for establishing His laws.
Surah Al-Maidah’s verse 5:54-55 supports this. In these verses, it has been said to the believers that if
anyone among them turns his back from this way of life, then he should well understand that Allah’s way
of life is not dependent upon him. He must not think that if he leaves this way of life, then there will be
nobody to take care of it.
Allah will replace them with people who are “( ”ﯾُ ِﺤﺒﱡﮭُ ْﻢyuhibbohum) and “( ”ﯾُ ِﺤﺒﱡﻮْ ﻧ َٗہyuhibbunahu), i.e. those
who love Allah. Allah will also love them. This means that they will be very soft with their own and
liable to dominate others. They will struggle continuously and will not be deterred by any detractor or
condemner.
The next verse says:
5:55
Allah, the messenger and the believers are your friends

اِﱠﳕَﺎ َوﻟِﻴﱡ ُﮑ ُﻢ اﻟﻠّﻪُ َوَر ُﺳ ْﻮﻟُﻪُ َواﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳْ َﻦ اََﻣﻨُـ ْﻮا

This makes it clear that by “love” here means to be close to someone, as a friend. Ahead the Mominen
are told not to befriend the deniers in 5:57. This too makes it clear of what ‘to love Allah’ means, which is
to follow His laws. Now as far as Allah loving Man is concerned, one needs to recall the other meaning of
the word i.e. to protect, to hold, to elicit strong capabilities, or acts to produce results. Thus, Allah’s love
would mean the appearance of all those results that are inevitable to obeying His laws. This is the true
meaning of Man loving Allah and vice versa. This is also the meaning of being Allah’s wali (friend) or
Allah being Man’s wali. See heading (W-L-Y).
“ ( ” َﺣﺐﱞhub) also means grain, cereal and crop, as used in 55:12
“ٌ ( ” َﺣﺒﱠۃhabba): singular of grain as used in 2:261.
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H-B-R

حبر

“( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤ ْﺒ ُﺮal-hibr) means ink.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﻤﺤْ ﺒَ َﺮةal-mihbarah) means inkpot.
( ”اِ ْﻟ ِﺤﺒ ِْﺮ ﱡal-hibri) means one who sells ink.
“ی
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤ ْﺒ ُﺮal-hibr) is the knowledge of authors, especially a Jewish scholar {T}.
“( ”ﺣْ ﺒَﺎ ٌرahbaar) is the plural form as used in 5:44.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤ ْﺒ ُﺮal-hibr) means beauty and its glow.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ْﺒ ُﺮal-habr) means pleasure, bliss, and happiness.
“ٌ ( ” َﺣ ْﺒ َﺮةhabrah) is complete bliss and comfort, abundance of luxury.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ْﺒ َﺮةal-habra) means music in heaven or jannat, good song.
The Quran says:
30:15
So they shall be delighted in the gardens
43:70

Enter the jannah delightfully, you and your spouses

ِ
ﺿ ٍﺔ ُْﳛﺒَـُﺮْو َن
َ ﻓَـ ُﻬ ْﻢ ﻓ ْﯽ َرْو
اﺟ ُﮑ ْﻢ ُْﲢﺒَـُﺮْو َن
ْ اُْد ُﺧﻠُ ْﻮ
ُ اﳉَﻨﱠﺔَ اَﻧْـﺘُ ْﻢ َو اَْزَو

Zajaj says the dictionary says that “ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ْﺒ َﺮةal-habra) means a good song {T}. Actually it encompasses all
the aspects of happiness and pleasure, whether they are with the blissfulness of sight or sound,
masterpieces of art or music.
Ibn Faris says it means such signs which highlight the beauty of a thing.
“( ” َﺣﺒﱠ َﺮ ْاﻟﺨَﻂٌ َو اﻟ ِﺸ ّﻌ َﺮhabbaral khatta wash-sheyr): he polished the letter and the verse, and made it
beautiful.
“( ”ﺗَ َﺤﺒﱠ َﺮ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ ُﻞtahabbarar rajul): the man became handsome and beautified {M}.
“( ”ﺛَﻮْ بٌ َﺣﺒِ ْﯿ ٌﺮtaubun habeer): good, new cloth.
“( ”اَ ْﻟﯿَﺤْ ﺒُﻮْ ُرal-yahboor): a man with a delicate body {T}.
Raghib says that “( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺠ ْﺒ ُﺮal-hibr) means a very good and beautiful sign.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ْﺒ ُﺮal-habao) means a scholar, because his knowledge has an effect on people and his better signs
and steps are followed.
The Quran enunciates the appreciation of every beautiful thing in the universe and stresses enjoying it (its
beauty), with the condition that Man stays within the limits set by God and does not transgress.
A heavenly society is the one in which art and music are cause for delight in their respective places, and
since all the time Allah’s limits are kept in view, they are not the cause of ill effects.
The Quran has mentioned every aspect of beauty and adornment in the context of heavenly life, but life
turns heavenly only when Allah’s laws are implemented and followed.

H-B-S

حبس

“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺒْﺲal-habs): to stop, to imprison.
“( ”اِﺣْ ﺘَﺒَ َﺴ ٗہihtabasahu): stopped him.
“ﺲ
َ َ( ”ﻓَﺎْﺣﺘَﺒfa ahtabus): Thus, he stopped.
ْ (al-mahbus): the eating pot of animals {T}. It also means a ring which is put on the fingers {M}.
“ ُ”اﻟ َﻤﺤْ ﺒَﺲ
“ُ ( ” َﺣﺒَ َﺴ ٗہ َﻋ ْﻨہhabasahu unhu): to stop someone from (doing) something.
“( ” َﺣﺒَ َﺴ ٗہ َﻋﻠَ ْﯿ ِہhabasahu alaihi) means to devote {M}.
The Quran says:
5:106
(you should) stop those two witnesses
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حبط

H-B-Te

“ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺒَﻂal-habat): the scar that remains even after the wound has healed.
“ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺤﺒَﺎطal-habaat): an animal disease in which the stomach swells and the animal dies
Zamkhashri and Ibnul Atheer say that “ً ﺖ اﻟ ﱠﺪاﺑﱠۃُ َﺣﺒَﻄﺎ
ِ َ( ” َﺣﺒِﻄhabetatin da’abbatin habata) means an animal
overeating upon reaching a very good grazing land but not being able to digest the food it has eaten.
Hence, this makes its stomach swell and it dies {T, M}.
Ibn Faris says its basic meanings are to be proven false; pain and sorrow.
Quran has used the terms “( ” َﺣ ْﺒ ِﻂ اَ ْﻋ َﻤﺎلhabatey aamaal) (the futility of actions) rather being meaningful,
as in 2:217.
If whatever an animal eats gets well digested, it becomes a part of the body and adds to the animal’s
health due to which it becomes strong and plump. But if its fodder is not digested, then its stomach
swells, and it seems like the animal is fattening. But in fact it is a sign that the animal will die. Similarly
human beings do a lot of things which appear very good to him, and he expects very good results from
those acts, but they are actually the cause of his annihilation.
The Quran calls this “( ” َﺣ ْﺒ ِﻂ اَ ْﻋ َﻤﺎلhabtey aamaal) that is, not getting the good results that one expected
those acts to produce. The fact is that only such acts can produce good results as which are committed
under the right system of Allah’s orders. If this is not so, then all Man’s efforts go waste, and the result is
nothing but destruction.
whose efforts go waste in this world and also in
ِ
ِاﻻ ِﺧﺮة
2:217
َ ِاُوٰﻟﺌ
ْ َﮏ َﺣﺒَﻄ
َ ٰ ْ ﺖ اَ ْﻋ َﻤﺎ ُﳍُ ْﻢ ﻓﯽ اﻟ ﱡﺪﻧْﻴﺎََو
the Hereafter:
Their efforts only leave traces, there are no results, Thus, good deeds are not those which we think are so,
but the criterion for good and bad deeds is the Book of Allah. The deeds which according to Him are not
good can never produce good results no matter how good they may appear to us. No matter how good our
intentions are, in the universal balance, decisions are not made according to our likes or dislikes, but
according to the unchanging values of Allah. That is why the Quran has not only pontificated the good
deeds but also mentioned what results they will produce, so that we can judge whether we are traversing
the right path or not. If our deeds are not producing the results mentioned by the Quran, then we must
understand that our deeds are not according to the Quran. If we do not keep taking stock and continue in
our self-deception, then all our deeds will go waste.

18:105

Thus, their deeds did not produce any result; and
on the day of the judgment, we will not even
ready the scales (to weigh their deeds)

ًﺖ اَ ْﻋ َﻤﺎ ُﳍُ ْﻢ ﻓَ َﻼ ﻧُِﻘﻴْ ُﻢ َﳍُ ْﻢ ﻳـَ ْﻮَم اﻟْ ِﻘ ٰﻴ َﻤﺔ َوْزﻧﺎ
ْ َﻓَ َﺤﺒِﻄ

We must ponder over many of our deeds that are going to waste, and we never stop to think why this is
happening, although Allah’s Book (the ever true criterion of deeds) is with us.
As mentioned earlier, Ibn Faris has said the basic meanings of the root are not only to go to waste, but
also pain and sorrow.
That means that the deeds will not only go waste, but also be cause for pain and sorrow. That is, deeds
which were supposed to produce good results have been so wasted.
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H-B-K

حبک

“ﮏ
َ َ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺒal-habak): to secure tightly.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺤ ْﺒ َﮑۃal-habakah): the place where a belt is tied, i.e. the waist.
“ً ﮏ ﺗَ َﺤﺒﱡﮑﺎ
َ ( ”ﺗَ َﺤﺒﱠtahabbaka tahheboka): tied the azaar (belt) on his waist
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺤ ْﺒ َﮑۃal-hubkah): a rope which is tied to the waist.
“ﮏ ِﻣﻦَ اﻟ ﱠﺴ َﻤﺎ ِء
ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺤ ْﺒal-hoboka minas sama-ee): the path of the stars (orbits).
“ﮏ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﻣ ِﻞ
ُ ُ( ” ُﺣﺒhobokar raml): waves of sand.
ٌ ( ” َﺣ ْﺒhubk) means for something to twist and bend or break. As such, “ْﺮ
Fara’a says “ﮏ
ُ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺤﺒalِ ﮏ ِﻣﻦَ اﻟ ﱠﺸﻌ
hobok mina-sha’ar) also means curly hair which grow twisted with split ends.
“ﮏ
ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ْﺒal-habka) means to cut and cutting of the neck {T, R, M}.
The Quran says:
51:7
the sky with pathways (or orbits):

ِ واﻟ ﱠﺴﻤ ِﺎء
ِ ذات ا ْﳊﺒ
ﮏ
ُُ
َ َ

And if it is taken to mean strength, then the verse would mean such high atmosphere where each body
moves in its orbit and doesn’t move away from its orbit. As such “ک
ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤﺒَﺎal-hibaak) is that bunch of
wooden pieces which are bound tightly together so none of the pieces moves from its place {T}, and if it
is taken to mean break, then it would mean the atmosphere with celestial bodies in which they are orbiting
after originally breaking away from their source (meteors).
Ibn Faris says the basic meanings include something’s continuity, longevity and strength. Thus, verse
51:7 would mean such height (atmosphere) which has long or big orbits for the celestial bodies.

H-B-L

حبل

“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ْﺒ ُﻞal-habl): something to tie with, a rope. The plural is “( ” ِﺣﺒَﺎ ٌلhibaal).
“( ” َﺣﺒَﻠَ ٗہhablah): tied him with a rope {T}.
Surah Taha says “( ” ِﺣﺒَﺎﻟُﮩُ ْﻢhibalohum) in 20:66, which means ropes.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ْﺒ ُﻞal-habl) also means pact, responsibility, and security.
Surah Aal-e-Imran says:
3:102
all of you, hold on to the rope of Allah (be linked to Him)

َِ ﺼﻤﻮ ِﲝﺒ ِﻞ ﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ
ِ
ًﲨْﻴﻌﺎ
َْ ْ ُ ََو ْاﻋﺘ

Here Taj-ul-Uroos says that “( ” َﺣ ْﺒ ٌﻞhabal) means ‘pact’.
The author of Kitabil Ashqaq also supports this meaning.
Ibn Faris says its basic meaning is the longevity of anything.
ّ ٰ ” َﺣ ْﺒ ُﻞ
Raghib says anything through which one reaches another thing is “( ” َﺣ ْﺒ ٌﻞhabal), Thus, “ِﷲ
(hablullah) means the thing which takes you to Allah i.e. the Noble Quran.
ّ ٰ ﺼﺎ ُم ﺑِ َﺤ ْﺒ ِﻞ
Abu Ubaid says “ِﷲ
َ ِ( ”اَ ْﻻ ِءﺗal-etesaamiu bihablil lah) means following the Quran.
ّ ٰ ِ ( ” َﺣ ْﺒ ُﻞhablullah) to mean the Quran.
Ibn Masood has also taken “ﷲ
Ibn Arfah says that at one place in the Quran it says:
3:111

Allah’s responsibility or the responsibility given by the people.

ِ اِﱠﻻَِﲝَْﺒ ٍﻞ ِﻣ َﻦ اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ َو َﺣْﺒ ٍﻞ ِﻣ َﻦ اﻟﻨ
ﱠﺎس

ّ ٰ ( ” َﺣ ْﺒ ُﻞhablillah) means responsibility towards Allah {T}.
As such in 3:102 “ِﷲ
But whatever we take the word to mean, rope or the means, responsibility or pact. It is all the same, our
relationship or link is through the Quran. This is the rope that has come to us from Him and which binds
us together. The next part of the verse says “ ْ( ” َو َﻻ ﺗَﻔَ ﱠﺮﻗُﻮwala tafarraqu) (i.e. do not be dissected), and
beyond that the momineen have been told to stay as one group or party. See 3:103 and 3:109.
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ّ ٰ ( ” َﺣ ْﺒ ُﻞhabalillah) means the collective system which is based on the Quran and whose purpose
Thus, “ِﷲ
is unity of the nation and following of Allah’s laws.
The Quran says about Allah:
50:16
We are closer to Man than his hablul vareed.

ب اِﻟَْﻴ ِﻪ ِﻣ ْﻦ َﺣْﺒ ِﻞ اﻟْ َﻮِرﻳْ ِﺪ
ُ َوَْﳓ ُﻦ اَﻗْـَﺮ

ْ (al-vareed) has the same meaning and that is of lifeline {T}.
Fara’a says that “( ” َﺣ ْﺒ ٌﻞhablil) and “”اﻟ َﻮ ِر ْﯾ ِﺪ
This nearness of God to Man has been explained in the first part of the verse by saying:
50:16

ِ وﻧـَﻌﻠَﻢ ﻣﺎﺗـُﻮﺳ ِﻮ
ُس ﺑِﻪ ﻧـَ ْﻔ ُﺴﻪ
ُ َْ َُ ْ َ

We are even familiar with his breath

The reference is the knowledge of Allah who is All Knowing and on which the wheel of nature depends,
and no human deed, not even a passing thought, is outside His Knowledge.
50:17

ِ ِ ِ ٍ
ﺐ َﻋﺘِْﻴ ٌﺪ
ُ َﻣﺎﻳـَْﻠ ِﻔ
ٌ ﻆ َﻣ ْﻦ ﻗَـ ْﻮل اﻻَﻟَ َﺪﻳْﻪ َرﻗْﻴ

There is a guard (watchman) on every human deed.

This is how god is closer than one’s lifeline.

H-T-M

حتم

“( ” َﺣﺘَ َﻤہُ و َﺣﺘَ َﻢ ﺑَﮑﺬاhatamahu way hatama bekaza), “( ”ﯾَﺤْ ﺘِ ُﻢbehtim), “ً ( ” َﺣ ْﺘﻤﺎhatman): he decided about
something
“( ” َﺣﺘَ َﻢ َﻋﻠَ ْﯿ ِہ اﻷَ ْﻣ َﺮhatama alaihil amr): something was made compulsory for him
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺎﺗِ ٴﻢal-haatim): one who decides, one who makes a decision to be compulsory on someone {T, M}
The Quran says:
19:71
This has been decided by your Sustainer.

ِ ﮏ ﺣْﺘﻤﺎ ﻣ ْﻘ
ﻀﻴﱠﺎ
َ َ َ َ َﮐﺎ َن َﻋ ٰﻠﯽ َرﺑﱢ

Ibn Faris says that this word has no root but a mutation where (ta) has been changed out by (kaaf). He
claims that “( ” َﺣﺘَ َﻢhatam) in fact was “( ” َﺣ َﮑ َﻢhakam) which means to decide.

Hatta

َﺣ ﺘ ٰ ّ ﯽ

“( ”ﺣ ٰﺘّﯽhatta) is used in the following meanings:
they said we will continue doing this, until
30:91
Moosa doesn’t return to us

ِِ ِ
ﲔ َﺣ ٰﺘّﯽ ﻳـَْﺮِﺟ َﻊ اِﻟَْﻴـﻨَﺎ ُﻣ ْﻮ ٰﺳﯽ
َ ْ ﻗَﺎﻟُْﻮا ﻟَ ْﻦ ﻧـَْﺒـَﺮ َح َﻋﻠَﻴْﻪ َﻋﺎﮐﻔ

Sometimes it means ‘so that’, as some say it means in this verse
And these people will continue fighting you
2:217
so that if they may, they will force you to
revert from your way of life
This means that their purpose is of fighting you….

ِ
ِِ ِ ِ
ﺎﻋ ْﻮا
ُ َاﺳﺘَﻄ
ْ َوَﻻ ﻳـََﺰاﻟُْﻮ َن ﻳـُ َﻘﺎﺗﻠُ ْﻮﻧَ ُﮑ ْﻢ َﺣ ٰﺘّﯽ ﻳـَُﺮﱡد ْوُﮐ ْﻢ َﻋ ْﻦ دﻳْﻨ ُﮑ ْﻢ ان

Sometimes it also means the same as “( ”اِ ﱠﻻilla) which means “rather”, as quoted by both Taj-ul-Uroos
and Muheet with reference to Ibn Maalik in the verse that means:
It is not largesse to give much from riches that are more than necessary, but rather to give even if you
have little.
Sometimes it is also used to mean “and”, as in:
So when you come against the deniers, then behead
47:4
them (kill them), and when you overwhelm (conquer)
them…
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ِ ُ ﻟَﻴﺲ اﻟﻌﻄَﺎء ِﻣﻦ اﻟْ ُﻔ
ًﺎﺣﺔ
َ َﻀ ْﻮل َﲰ
ُ َ َ ْ
ِ
ﮏ ﻗَﻠْﻴ ُﻞ
َ َْﺣ ٰﺘّﯽ َﲡُ ْﻮَد َو َﻣﺎ ﻟَ َﺪﻳ
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No doubt that “( ”ﺣ ٰﺘّﯽhatta) here may mean until, but ‘and’ also gives the requisite meaning.
Sometimes it is used only to begin talking, as:
however, when they came to the valley of the
27:18
namal …

ِ
ِ ِ
ِ َﻀﺮب اﻟﱢﺮﻗ
ﺎب َﺣ ٰﺘّﯽ اِ َذا اَْﲣَْﻨﺘُـ ْﻮه ُ◌ ْم
َ ْ َ َﻓَﺎ َذاﻟَﻘﻴْﺘُ ُﻢ اﻟﱠﺬﻳْ َﻦ َﮐ َﻔُﺮْو ﻓ

Here “( ”ﺣ ٰﺘّﯽhatta) is starting a completely new topic which has no connection with the previous talk.

حثث

H-Th-Th

“( ” َﺣﺜﱠہhassa), “( ”ﯾَ ُﺤﺜﱠہyuhusso), “ً ( ” َﺣﺜّﺎhassan): to hurry, to continuously ask to hurry up.
“( ” َﺣﺜﱠہُ َﻋﻠَ ْﯿ ِہhassahu alai): to instigate
ْ (al-haseeso): speedy, swift in one’s work {T, M}.
ُ ”اﻟ َﺤﺜِﯿ
“ْﺚ
The Quran says about night and day:
7:54
the day follows the night very swiftly

ًﺑَﻄْﻠُﺒُﻪُ َﺣﺜِﻴْﺜﺎ

( ” َﺣ ﱞhassun) and “ ( ” َﺣﺾﱞhazzun) are alternate words.
Hariri with reference to Khalil has written that “ﺚ
( ” َﺣ ﱞhassun) means to ask to make haste and to instigate, while “ ” َﺣﺾﱞ
The only difference is that “ﺚ
(hazzun) means to persuade and ask to make haste {T, M}.

حجب

H-J-B
“ﺐ
َ ( ” َﺣ َﺠhajab), “ ُ( ”ﯾَﺤْ ِﺠﺐyahjeeb): to cover, to hide.
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤ َﺠﺎبal-hijaab): the thing that is used as a veil {T}.
7:76

ِ
ﺎب
ٌ َوﺑـَْﻴـﻨَـ ُﻬ َﻤﺎ ﺣ َﺠ

there will be veil between the two

But Raghib writes that it means an obstruction that obstructs one thing from getting to another: This
means that punishment meted out to those in the state of Jahannum will not reach those who are in the
state of Jannah. And the dwellers of Jahannum will not be able to partake of the pleasures of Jannah.
Here it means to deprive.
Surah At-Tatfeef says:
They will be deprived of Allah’s blessings during
83:15
this time. (due to their (bad) deeds)

اِﻧـﱠ ُﻬ ْﻢ َﻋ ْﻦ َرﱢﻬﺑِ ْﻢ ﻳـَ ْﻮَم ِء ٍذ ﻟَ َﻤ ْﺤ ُﺠ ْﻮﺑـُ ْﻮ َن

Nawab Siddiq Hasan Khan has written that words in which “( ”حhah) and “( ”جjeem) comes together,
indicate to the meaning of stopping or negating.
“ﺲ َو ْاﻟﻘَ َﻤ ِﺮ
ِ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺎ ِﺟﺐُ ِﻣﻦَ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﻤal-haajib minash shamsi wal qamar): the corner of the sun or moon which
appears first {T}.
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H-J-J

حجج

“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ﱡﺞal-hajj): to intend, to decide.
ُ ْ( ” َﺣ َﺠﺠhajajto fulanan): I intended for it.
“ً ﺖ ﻓُﻼَﻧﺎ
ْ
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ِﺤ ﱠﺠۃal-hijjah): one year {T, M}.
“( ” ِﺣ َﺠ ٌﺞhijaj) is the plural form.
Some scholars say that it means to decide about some respectable thing or to decide with a majority {T,
M}. This is why intending to head for Mecca has been called “( ” َﺣ ﱞﺞhajj).
Surah Al-Qasas says:
28:27
eight years

ٰ
ﻨﯽ ِﺣ َﺠ ٍﺞ
َ َﲦ

“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ﱡﺞal-hajj) also means to prevent.
“( ” َﺣﺠ ٗﱠہ َﻋ ِﻦ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ ِءhajjahu unish shaiyi): stopped him from (doing) it.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤ َﺤﺎ ﱠﺟۃmuhajjah) has been lead to mean “to quarrel” {T, M}.
Each one of the quarrelling party tries to stop the other from his intentions.
The Quran says:
3:19
if they stop you from what you intend
Also see 6:81.

ِ
ک
َ ﻓَﺎ ْن َﺣﺎَ ﱡﺟ ْﻮ

“ُ ( ” ُﺣ ﱠﺠۃhujjah): reasoning.
Muheet says that reasoning is called “ٌ( ”ﺑَﯿﱢﻨَۃbayyenah) because it makes the thing clear and distinct and
“ٌ ( ” ُﺣ ﱠﺠۃhujjah) leads to victory over the opponent.
In surah Anaam, the Quranic reasoning and orders are called “ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺤ ﱠﺠۃُ ْاﻟﺒَﺎﻟِ َﻐۃal-hujjatul baalegha) in
6:150.
For the pilgrimage at Kaaba the word “( ” َﺣ ّﺞhajj) is used in 2:196.
In 3:96, the same thing has been called “ﺖ
ِ ( ” ِﺣﺞﱡ ْاﻟﺒَ ْﯿhijj-ul-bait).
ْ
َ
“( ”اﻟ َﺤﺎ ﱡجal-hajjo) is one who performs “( ” َﺣ ّﺞhajj).
“( ” َﺣ ّﺞhajj) is the universal gathering of the Islamic world, and is held in the center of this nation, so that
solutions to their collective problems are sought in the light of the Quran. In this way this nation is able to
see the benefits with their own eyes.
22:28

so that they see what is to their benefits in material (physical) form

ﻟِﻴَ ْﺸ َﻬ ُﺪ ْوا َﻣﻨَﺎﻓِ َﻊ َﳍُ ْﻢ

For the establishment of a system, centralized gatherings are very important. It is interesting to note that
the Quran gave a system of consultation, as stated in 42:38, and a gathering so that when the world was in
the grip of kingships and when the world thought that they were “God’s gift to Mankind’ and when it
thought that the kings had the Divine right.
From the local congregation of prayers to the universal congregation of Hajj, the purpose is to establish
the Quranic system and solve problems for mankind. For more details see heading Qibla.
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حجر

H-J-R

“( ” َﺣ َﺠ ٌﺮhajar): stone.
“( ”اَﺣْ َﺠﺎ ٌرahjaar) or “ٌ ( ” ِﺣ َﺠﺎ َرةhijaar) is the plural form.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺤﺠْ ُﺮal-hujr), “( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤﺠْ ُﺮal-hijr), “( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺠْ ُﺮal-hajr): to stop from, to prevent, to protect.
“ً( ” ِﺣﺠْ ﺮاَ َﻣﺤْ ﺠُﻮْ راhijran mahjoora) as used in 25:54 means something that stops, a stopper, a barricade.
“ٌ ( ”ﺣُﺠْ َﺮةhajra): a camels’ enclosure, a room. “( ” ُﺣ ُﺠ َﺮاةhujraat) is its plural.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤﺠْ ُﺮal-hijr): the intellect that prevents man (from doing something harmful). 89:5
Nawab Siddiq Hasan Khan writes that words in which “( ”حhah) and “( ”جjeem) appear together give the
meaning of preventing from, or stopping from something.
“( ” ِﺣﺠْ ٌﺮhijr) was also the name of the dwellings of the nation Samood, because these dwellings were
carved out in mountains.
“ٌ ( ” َﺣ ْﻨ َﺠ َﺮةhanjarah): the throat. Its plural form is “( ” َﺟﻨَﺎ ِﺟ ُﺮhanajir) as used in 40:18, 33:10.
“( ” َﺣ َﺠ ٌﺮhajar): gold and silver, and a very aware and clever man as well.
Quran says about “( ”اَﻟﻨﱠﺎ َرan-naar):
2:25
Its fuel is humans and stones

ْ ﱠﺎس َو
ُاﳊِ َﺠ َﺎرة
ُ َوﻗـُ ْﻮُد َﻫﺎ اﻟﻨ

Raghib says it means people who are so adamant or whose hearts are as hard as stone. About the same
people it is said a little further ahead:

2:74

Then your hearts (attitudes) hardened, so they
became hard as stones or even harder.
(or that their development capabilities had stopped)

َﺷ ﱡﺪ
َ ِﺖ ﻗـُﻠُﻮﺑُ ُﮑﻢ ﱢﻣﻦ ﺑـَ ْﻌ ِﺪ ذَﻟ
َ ﮏ ﻓَ ِﻬ َﯽ َﮐﺎ ْﳊِ َﺠ َﺎرةِ أ َْو أ
ْ ﰒُﱠ ﻗَ َﺴ
ﻗَ ْﺴ َﻮًة

“ ُ( ”اَﻟﻨﱠﺎسan-naas) could also mean the commoners who follow the elite of the society, and “ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤ َﺠﺎ َرةalhijarah) means those clever people who as leaders make the simple folks follow them. That is, those who
traverse the wrong path, the leaders and their followers both, will go to state of Jahannum. This is
supported by other verses of the Quran, like 14:21, 33:67. If it is taken to mean gold and silver, then it
would mean capital worship which gives birth to a hellish society. Surah Tauba says that if people keep
collecting gold and silver (wealth) and do not use it for the welfare of humanity, then that gold and silver
will be heated in the fire of Jahannum and be branded on their foreheads and backs. (9:34-35).
As such, the fuel of Jahannum is the capitalists and their wealth which they do not use for the benefit of
mankind but for their own personal gains. On the other hand, if in 2:25 the meaning of “( ”اَﻟﻨﱠﺎ ُرan-naar) is
taken to mean battle (see heading N-W-R), and then “ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤ َﺠﺎ َرةal-hijarah) would mean the stoning which
in those days was done against the opponents (as in 105:4). That would mean that since you do not decide
on the basis of knowledge and intellect, then it would mean battle, which is waged by Man and inflamed
by the stones which are thrown against the opponents. This can mean battle between the Momins and the
opponents or between the opponents themselves. (See 6:65, 6:130, 27:82-83). The supporters of Allah’s
laws have to go to in war in order to eradicate war from this world once for all.
ْ َ( ” ِﺣﺠْ ٌﺮ َﻻ ﯾhijrunbla yatamoja) in 6:139, which means forbidden, which is not
Surah Al-Anaam says “ﻄ َﻌ ُﻤﮩَﺎ
permitted ordinarily to eat.
“( ” ُﺣﺠُﻮْ ٌرhujoor) means to protect. “( ” ِﺣﺠْ ٌﺮhijr) means ‘lap’.
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حجز

H-J-Z

“( ” َﺣ َﺠ َﺰ ٗهhajazah), “( ”ﯾَﺤْ ُﺠ ُﺰ ٗهyah-jozuhu), “ً( ” َﺣ َﺠﺎ َزةhijarah) means to stop, to prevent.
“( ” َﺣ َﺠ َﺰ ْاﻟﺒَ ِﻌ ْﯿ َﺮhaja-zal bayeer) means to make a camel sit and tie its lower legs with a rope and tie its waist
with the same rope so that it cannot move and its wound on its back can be treated.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤ َﺠﺎ ُزal-hijaaz) is the rope with which the camel is Thus, bound.
“( ” ِﺣ َﺠﺎ ٌزhijaaz) is called so, because this place is situated between Najaf and Tuhama and is serves as a
barrier. {T, R, M}
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺠْ ُﺰal-hajzo) means to build an obstruction or border between two things {L}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means to be an obstruction or barrier.
The Quran says “ً( ” َﺣﺎ ِﺟﺰاhaajizan) in 27:61. At another place it says “ َ( ” َﺣﺎ ِﺟ ِﺰ ْﯾﻦhaajizeen) in 69:47. These
words mean to prevent or stop from something.
Nawab Siddiq Hasan Khan writes that words in which “( ”حhah) and “( ”جjeem) appear together give the
meaning of preventing from, or stopping from something.

حدب

H-D-B

“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺪَبal-hadab) means the stomach and chest, to cave in, and the hunch on the back to jut out.
“ً ب ﯾَﺤْ ﺪَبُ َﺣﺪَﺑﺎ
َ ( ” َﺣ ِﺪhadiba yah-dabun hadaba) means to be a hunch back.
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺪَبal-hadab) means high land, plateau, and the hard and high part of land {M}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means to be high or lofty.
The Quran says about Yajjoj Majooj:
21:96
they will jump out very fast from the plateau

ٍ وُﻫﻢ ﻣﻦ ُﮐ ﱢﻞ ﺣ َﺪ
اب ﻳـﱠﻨْ ِﺴﻠُ ْﻮ َن
َ
َْ ْ َ

For details see the word Yajooj in the heading (A-J-J).

H-D-Th

حدث

ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤ ِﺪﯾal-hadees): is the opposite of ancient, something new.
“ْﺚ
Ibn Faris says it basically means to come into existence from oblivion.
ُ ( ” َﺣ َﻮا ِدhawadis) means new events that keep coming to the fore, or keep happening.
“ث
ُ ( ” َﺣ ِﺪﯾhadisus-sin) means young man.
“ ْﺚ اﻟﺴﱢﻦﱢ
“( ”اَﺣْ َﺪﺛَ ٗہahdasa): he did something (which was never done before).
ٌ ( ”اِﺣْ ﺪahdaas): to bring into existence.
“َاث
ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤ َﺤﺪal-muhaddas): honest and truthful man
“َث
ٌ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤ َﺤﺪal-muhaddis): someone who relates hadees {T}.
“ﱢث
ٌ ( ” ُﻣﺤْ ﺪmohdas) means unprecedented {M}.
“َث
It means something that comes into existence for the first time, unparalleled. It also means something that
has not happened too long ago.
ُ ( ” ُﻣﺤْ ﺪmohdis) in these meanings in 21:2, 26:4.
Quran has used the word “َث
Surah Al-Kahaf says:
18:70
let me initiate and talk first
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Surah Taha says about the Quran:
20:113 Or so that they may think of it.

ِ
ث َﳍُ ْﻢ ِذ ْﻛًﺮا
ُ أ َْو ُْﳛﺪ

It can also mean that it will grant loftiness to those people. See heading (Dh-K-R). And also that it will
bring the historical events of universal nations which will awaken their capacities to comprehend.
ٌ ( ”اِﺣْ ﺪihdaas) is to bring into existence.
In both cases the meaning of the word “َاث
Surah Az-Zuhaa says:
93:11
you keep propagating your Sustainer’s blessings

ﱢث
ْ ﮏ ﻓَ َﺤﺪ
َ َواَﱠﻣﺎ ﺑِﻨِ ْﻌ َﻤ ِﺔ َرﺑﱢ

ٌ ( ”ﺗَﺤْ ِﺪﯾhadees) means common propagation.
Here “ْﺚ
ٌ ( ” َﺣ ِﺪﯾhadees) which can mean tales, historical records as in
ُ ( ”اَ َﺣﺎ ِدﯾahadees) is the plural form of “ْﺚ
“ْﺚ
12:6. It has also been used for tales in 23:44.
َ ( ” َﺣﺪhadas) means for something to come into existence, out of non-present state.
Ibn Faris says that “َث
ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ِﺪﯾal-hadees) because it leads to another thing that is stories galore.
This leads to “ْﺚ
ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ِﺪﯾal-hadees) means any speech or act which has been attributed to Allah’s
In the Islamic law, “ْﺚ
ٌ ( ” َﺣ ِﺪﯾhadees) is quite extensive, but we have briefly dealt with it here.
messenger. The meaning of “ْﺚ
ُ ( ”اَ َﺣﺎ ِدﯾahahdeesa) is the plural of “ْ( ”اُﺣْ ُﺪوْ ﺛَہuhdoosa) which is possible, but later it
Faraa says that “ْﺚ
ٌ ( ” َﺣ ِﺪﯾhadees).
became the plural of “ْﺚ

حدد

H-D-D

“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ﱞﺪal-hudd): the actual meanings of this root are to prevent or stop from something {M}.
“( ” َﺣ ﱠﺪ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ َﻞ َﻋ ِﻦ ْاﻻَ ْﻣ ِﺮhuddar rajula unil amr): stopped that man from (doing) it.
ُ ( ” َﺣ َﺪ ْدha-dadto fulanan unish shiir): I stopped him from something bad.
“ت ﻓُ َﻼَﻧﺎ ً َﻋ ِﻦ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ﱢﺮ
ْ
َ
“( ”اﻟ َﺤ َﺪ ُدal-hadad): obstruction.
“( ” ٰھ َﺬا اَ ْﻣ ٌﺮ َﺣ َﺪ ٌدhaazarun hadad): this is a forbidden act.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ﱡﺪal-hudd): to distinguish a thing from the other, also something which becomes a barrier between
two things so that one does not merge into the other, or so that one thing does not reach the other.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ِﺪ ْﯾ ُﺪal-hadeed): “iron”, because due to its hardness it becomes a barrier (especially to enemies). Also
a sharp object or which goes through and though.
“( ” َﺣ ﱠﺪhudd): to sharpen.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤ َﺤﺎد ةal-muhad’da): infighting; to oppose each other {M}.
It actually means to prevent or stop one another from something.
Surah Al-Ahzaab has used “( ”ﺑِﺎ َ ْﻟ ِﺴﻨَ ٍۃ َﺣﺪَا ٍدbi al-sinatin hidaad) ‘from sharp tongues’.
“( ”ﺣﺪَادhiddaad) is the plural of “( ” َﺣ ِﺪ ْﯾ ٌﺪhadeed) as used in 33:19.
Surah Qaf says “ک ْاﻟﯿَﻮْ َم َﺣ ِﺪ ْﯾ ٌﺪ
َ ﺼ ُﺮ
َ َ( ”ﻓَﺒfa basrokal yauma hadeed) in 50:22. It means sight that can see
through the covers that are covering the truth. This is about the time of the result when eyes will be so
sharp as to see the results behind the deeds.
Surah “( ”اﻟﺤﺪﯾﺪal-hadeed) tells us to establish Allah’s law, and uses the word “( ” َﺣ ِﺪ ْﯾ ٌﺪhadeed) i.e. the
sword or force.
Surah Al-Mujadlah says:
resist those who obstruct the establishing of Allah’s
58:5
laws and his messenger
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ٰ
ِ ِ
ُا ﱠن اﻟﱠﺬﻳْ َﻦ ُﳛَﺎ ﱡد ْو َن اﻟﻠّﻪَ َوَر ُﺳ ْﻮﻟَﻪ
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For the laws of Allah, the Quran mentions a phrase at several places, like in:
2:187
these are Allah’s limits, do not go near them

ود اﻟﻠّ ِﻪ
َ ْﺗِﻠ
ُ ﻚ ُﺣ ُﺪ

ّ ٰ ( ” ُﺣ ُﺪوْ ُدhudood-allah) points to a very big reality. The Quran has generally
Calling Allah’s laws as “ِﷲ
given the orders in principle, and left it to the human beings to formulate sub laws according to the need
of the times under those principles. Quranic principles will remain unchanged, but the laws under them,
will change as the times change. Thus, Man has full liberty under the unchanging principles, just as the
team in a game has full liberty within certain rules. Thus, Man is given a system by the Quran, in which
he fulfills both, the unchanging basic principles and the changing sub-laws. This does not leave him
completely unbridled or impose restrictions that curtail his freedom totally.
ّ ٰ ( ” ُﺣ ُﺪوْ ُدhudood-allah). But we have strayed away from the truth and formulated
This is the purpose of “ِﷲ
rigid laws which have made Islam a collection of outdated and rigid laws instead of the living movement
that it is.
And which cannot be compatible with modern times. Complete freedom under few limitations. This is the
ّ ٰ ( ” ُﺣ ُﺪوْ ُدhudood-allah) are the last limits of Allah’s law which
way of life given to us by the Quran. “ِﷲ
should not be transgressed.

حدق

H-D-Q

“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ َﺪﻗَۃal-hadaqah): the blackness of the eye which surrounds the pupil.
Ibn Faris says it basically means for one thing to surround, encompass another.
“ َ( ” َﺣ َﺪﻗُﻮْ اﺑِ ٖہ ﯾَﺤْ ِﺪﻗُﻮْ نhadaqu bihi yahaqoon): they surrounded him.
“ق ﺑِ ٖہ
َ ( ”اَ َﺣ َﺪahdaq behi) is anything which encloses another.
َ
“ٌ ( ” َﺣ ِﺪ ْﯾﻘۃhadeeqa) means the ditch in the valley where water gets collected.
“ٌ ( ” َﺣ ِﺪ ْﯾﻘَۃhadeeqa) is also the garden with a surrounding wall. Without the wall, it is not called “ٌ ” َﺣ ِﺪ ْﯾﻘَۃ
(hadeeqah), and in addition this garden needs to grow grass. If there is no grass, then such a garden is
called “ٌ ﺿۃ
َ ْ( ” َروrozah) {T, R, M}.
ُ ( ” َﺣﺪَا ْﯾhada-iq) is the plural of “ٌ( ” َﺣ ِﺪ ْﯾﻘَۃhadeeqah) {T, R, M}.
“ﻖ
The Quran says “ﻖ َذاتَ ﺑَ ْﮭ َﺠ ٍۃ
َ ِ( ” َﺣﺪَاﺋhadayiqa zaata bahjah) which means delightful gardens. Here it means
ordinary gardens without walls.

حذر

H-Dh-R

“( ” ِﺣ ْﺬ ٌرhizr), “( ” َﺣ َﺬ ٌرhazar) is to avoid something which frightens, to be careful, to be cautious.
Ibn Faris says it basically means to be aware, and avoid.
“( ” َر ُﺟ ٌﻞ َﺣ ِﺬ ٌرrajulun hazar): a person who lies awake as is wary.
“ار
ٍ ( ”اِﺑْﻦُ اَﺣْ َﺬibnu aaar): the one person who is extremely cautious {T, M}.
“ار
ِ ار َﺣ َﺬ
ِ ( ” َﺣ َﺬhazari hazari): caution.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺎ ِذ ُرal-hazir): a person who is armed and ready for battle {T, R, M}.
“ َ( ” َﺣﺎ ِذرُوْ نhaazeroon): the plural form of “( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺎ ِذ ُرal-hazir).
The Quran says:
26:56
armed armies
Sustainer’s azaab (the results of bad deeds ) is
17:57
something to be aware of
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َواِﻧﱠﺎ َﳉَ ِﻤْﻴ ٌﻊ ٰﺣ ِﺬ ُرْو َن
ِ
ﮏ َﮐﺎ َن ﳏَْ ُﺬ ْوًرا
َ اب َرﺑﱢ
َ ا ﱠن َﻋ َﺬ
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Surah Baqrah says “ُ ( ”ﻓَﺎﺣْ ﺬرُوْ هfaahzuruhu) in 2:235 which means to observe the laws of Allah.
Surah Al-Zumr says about a Momin:
39:9
he keeps the life of the Hereafter in mind

ٰ ْ َْﳛ َﺬ ُر
اﻻ ِﺧَﺮَة

Surah Al-Ma’ida uses “ُ( ”ﻓَ ُﺨ ُﺬوْ هfakhzohu) against “ ْ( ”ﻓَﺎﺣْ َﺬرُوfaahzuro) (5:41) which means “to avoid”.
Surah Al-Baqrah says “ت
ِ ْ( ” َﺣ َﺬ َر ْاﻟ َﻤﻮhazarul maut) in 2:243, 2:19, which means “to avoid or escape death”.
Surah An-Nisa says “( ” ُﺧ ُﺬوْ ا َﺣ ْﺬ َر ُﮐ ِﻢkhuzohazrakum) which includes all precautions.
“( ” َﺣ ﱠﺬ َرهُ ﺗَﺤْ ِﺬ ْﯾﺮًاhazzarahu taeera): alerted him, warned him.
“( ” َﺣ ﱠﺬ َرهُ ِﻣ ْﻦ اَ ْﻣ ٍﺮhazzarahu min amrin), or “( ” َﺣ ﱠﺬ َرهُ ْاﻻَ ْﻣ َﺮhazzarahu-lamra): He told him to be aware of that
matter.
The Quran says:
3:28
Allah tells you to be aware of the results of the natural outcome.
verily your Sustainer’s punishment is something to be cautious
17:57
about

ٰ
ُُﳛَ ﱢﺬ ُرُﮐ ُﻢ اﻟﻠّﻪُ ﻧـَ ْﻔ َﺴﻪ
ِ
ًﮏ َﮐﺎ َن َْﳏ ُﺬ ْورا
َ اب َرﺑﱢ
َ ا ﱠن َﻋ َﺬ

حرب

H-R-B

Muheet says “ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺮْ بal-harb) has basic meaning of desolation, destruction and waste.
Nawab Siddiq Hasan Khan has written that words, in which “( ”حha) and “( ”رra) appear together,
contain the meanings of hardness and hard work.
Ibn Faris writes that its basic meaning is to snatch, and this word is the opposite of peace. In other words
this word means to fight.
“ُ ( ” َﺣﺎ َرﺑَہharaba) means to fight and to rebel {T}.
The Quran says:
9:107
For those who rebel against Allah and his messenger
5:33

These are those who rebel against Allah and his messenger

ٰ ﻟِﻤﻦ ﺣﺎر
ُب اﻟﻠّﻪَ َوَر ُﺳ ْﻮﻟَﻪ
َََ َْ
ٰ
ِ
ُاَﻟﱠﺬﻳْ َﻦ ُﳛَﺎ ِرﺑـُ ْﻮ َن اﻟﻠّﻪَ َوَر ُﺳ ْﻮﻟَﻪ

“ ٌ( ” َﺣﺮْ بhurb) means battle, war as used in 2:279.
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﻤﺤْ َﺮابal-mihraab): upper floor, high place, center, and palace.
Kitabal Ashqaq says that such high places are built for battles.
“ﺎرﯾْﺐُ ﺑَﻨِﯽ اِ ْﺳ َﺮا ِء ْﯾ َﻞ
ِ ( ” َﻣ َﺤmahareebo Bani Israel): the mosques of Bani Israel in which they used to meet to
consult about battles etc. {T}
The Quran too while telling Muslims to establish the system of prayer mentions mutual consultation
42:38. That is, they solve their problems with mutual consultations. This clearly shows the connections
between mosques and consultation.
But it seems that “( ” ِﻣﺤْ َﺮابmihraab) was also the place where sacrifices were made.
About Zakariya it is said:
3:38
he was engaged in salah in the sacrificial place

ِ ُﻫﻮ ﻗَ ِﺎء ٌم ﻳﺼﻠﱢﯽ ﻓِﯽ اﻟْ ِﻤ ْﺤﺮ
اب
َ
َ
ْ ْ َُ

Surah Saba says in 32:13 that “ ُﺎرﯾْﺐ
ِ ( ” َﻣ َﺤmahareeb) used to be made for Suleman (Solomon). This could
also mean strong fortes and palaces or mosques.
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حرث

H-R-Th

ُ ْ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺮal-hars) basically means to earn. Later this word became common as meaning to work on land.
“ث
ٌ ْ( ” َﺣﺮhars), as such, means to do farming, since it entails hard labour along with the faculties of the
“ث
mind.
َ ( ” َﺣ َﺮharsash shaiyi) Hence, means that he gained expertise in it.
“َﯽ َء
ْ ث اﻟﺸ
ُ ْ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺮal-hars) also means to stoke the fire to make it burn more brightly.
“ث
ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﻤﺤْ َﺮal-mihraas) is the wooden poker used to stoke the fire {T, M}.
“اث
ٌ ْ( ” َﺣﺮhars) (cultivation, fields) in 2:223, because they are the basic
Quran has also called women as “ث
means of the perpetuation of the human race. This also shows that the Quran uses this word for sexual
intercourse between husband and wife which is perpetuation of the human race. For details see headings
(H-Sd-N) and (S-F-H).
In surah Waqia “ َ( ”ﺗَﺤْ ُﺮﺛُﻮْ نtahrosoon) is used in 59:63 which means to sow seeds (in the earth), and then
“ َ( ”ﺗ َْﺰ َر ُﻋﻮْ نtazra-oon) in 56:63 which means to make the crop grow from the land.
ٌ ( ” َﺣ َﺮhars) is in Man’s own power, but “ع
ٌ ْ( ”زَرzara) happens according to Allah’s law. Man can well
“ث
sow the seed in land but to make it grow is not within his power. This happens (growth) only according to
Allah’s law. As such, whatever grows is not only man’s doing but also the gift of God. A man can only
ask for compensation for his labor, but cannot be the owner of what God has done. For details see my
book, Nizaami Raboobiyat.
َ ( ” َﺣ َﺮHarsun naaqata) means that he weakened his she-camel, probably due to
Ibn Faris says that “ث ﻧَﺎﻗَﺘ َٗہ
hard work.

حرج

H-R-J

“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ َﺮ ُجal-harj) means to collect things in a manner that, a dense concentration appears. It also means
where there are thick trees {T}.
Raghib says that from this it came to mean discomfort. It also means work which is not done whole
heartedly.
“‘( ” َﺣ َﺮ َج اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ ُﻞ اَ ْﻧﯿَﺎﺑَہharajar rujolu anyaabahu): he grinded his teeth.
“ﮏ
َ ( ”ﻻَ َﺣ َﺮ َج َﻋﻠَ ْﯿla haraja alaika): there’s no harm on you, or there is no objection against you {M}. From
this, this word also came to mean ‘sin’.
Nawab Siddiq Hasan Khan has written that words, in which “( ”حha) and “( ”رra) appear together,
contain the meanings of hardness and hard work.
Surah an-nisa says that the characteristic of Momineen is that they follow Allah’s laws in such manner
that:
ِ َﻻ َِﳚ ُﺪ ْوا ﻓِﯽ اَﻧْـ ُﻔ
4:65
they don’t feel any qualms about this obedience
ًﺲه ِ◌ ْم َﺣَﺮﺟﺎ
ْ
In Surah An-Noor this word has appeared to mean something objectionable (24:61).
Surah Al-Hajj says:
he has not been narrow in affairs of this way of life
22:78
towards you
It may also means that it cannot be forced upon somebody.
2:256
It will be accepted gladly
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The laws which you observe in the way of life are not useless labor, but it is so that your personality
becomes expanded and strong and stable.

2:286

Allah does not hold any person liable or responsible for
anything except if it is not necessary to expand his
personality

ﻒ اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪُ ﻧـَ ْﻔﺴﺎً اِﱠﻻ ُو ْﺳ َﻌ َﻬﺎ
ُ َﻻ ﻳُ َﮑﻠﱢ

Remember that there is no narrowness in this way of life. This does not mean that you claim to follow this
way of life but accept only those things which you find easy, and reject the things you find difficult (to
do) on the plea that there is no narrowness or coercion in way of life.
As long as you are within this system, you will have to accept all its laws with equanimity. When you feel
some coercion, you are out of this system. By staying within the system, you will have to follow and
observe every law and rule. This is not coercion but a limitation which one observes voluntarily. That is,
to accept the limitations set by this way of life is in a way agreement that one will observe the limitations
imposed by the system. This is what is meant by no (narrowness) coercion in this way of life.

حرد

H-R-D

“( ” َﺣ َﺮ َد ٗهHaradah), “( ”ﺑَﺤْ ِﺮد ُٗهyahridoh), “ً( ” َﺣﺮْ داhardah): he intended to, he stopped him or he prevented
him from.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺤﺮُوْ ُدal-hurudu): to be aloof.
Ibn Faaris says it basically means to intend, to be angry, or to get to one side.
“ﺎر ٌد
ِ ( ” َر ُﺟ ٌﻞ َﺣrajulun haarid): a man who is aloof. It also means a man who is very angry.
In the Quran, it has been said about the men with the gardens (or orchard) “ َ( ” َو َﻏﺪَوْ ا ﻋ َٰﻠﯽ َﺣﺮْ ٍد ﻗَﺎ ِد ِر ْﯾﻦwahadau
ala hardin qaadereen) in 68:28. This could mean that they were capable of completing their mission or
purpose, and also that they had the power to prevent the poor from coming to their garden. The second
meaning seems to gel with the context.
Nawab Siddiq Hasan Khan has written that words, in which “( ”حha) and “( ”رra) appear together,
contain the meanings of hardness and hard work.

حرر

H-R-R

“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ﱡﺮal-har), “( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺮُوْ ُرal-haroor), “ُ ( ”اﻟ َﺤ َﺮا َرةal-harah): heat.
“( ”اﻟ َﺤﺮُوْ ُرal-huroor): the heat of the sunlight.
In the Quran this word has been used opposite to “( ”ظَ ﱞﻞZill) as “( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ِﺮ ْﯾ ُﺮal-hareer) in 35:21.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ِﺮ ْﯾ ُﺮal-hareer): silken cloth, as used in 76:12 {T}.
“( ” َﺣ ِﺮ ْﯾ ٌﺮhareer): every thin or fine cloth {R}.
The actual meaning of this root is to be absolutely pure and without any pollution {T}.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺤ ﱡﺮal-hur) is the opposite of “( ” َﻋ ْﺒ ٌﺪabd) which means “someone bound by contract”.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺤ ﱡﺮal-hur): a free man removed from a contract. It also means the best part of anything, the best
horse, the best land from among ordinary land and sandy soil.
“ض
ِ ْ( ”ﺣُﺮﱡ ُﮐ ﱢﻞ اَرhurro kulli ardin): the best part of any land.
“ﮏ ﺑِ ُﺤ ﱟﺮ
َ ( ” َﻣﺎﮨَ َﺬا ِﻣ ْﻨma haza minka bihur): this is not your best work {T}.
“( ” َﺣﺮﱠاharra), “ ( ”ﯾَ َﺤﺮﱡyuharro): to be free.
“( ”اَﻟﺘﱠﺤْ ِﺮ ْﯾ ُﺰal-tahreero): to free a slave man or woman.
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“ب
ِ ( ”ﺗَﺤْ ِﺮ ْﯾﺮ ُْاﻟ ِﮑﺘَﺎtehrirul kitaab): though it might mean to free one’s thoughts from one’s mind and bring
them on to a book, the writer of Taj says this means “to beautify edit the words of the book”, otherwise
“to make the book better”.
“( ”ﺗَﺤْ ِﺮ ْﯾ ُﺮ ْاﻟ َﻮﻟَ ِﺪtehrirul walad): to devote a child in the service of some place of worship.
Surah Maryam quotes her mother as saying:
whatever is in my womb, I have promised to devote to
3:34
my deity

ًﮏ َﻣﺎﻓِ ْﯽ ﺑَﻄْﻨِ ْﯽ ُﳏَﱠﺮرا
َ َت ﻟ
ُ ﱢﯽ ﻧَ َﺬ ْر
ْ اَﻧ

Here “( ” َﺣ ﱠﺮ ٌرharar) means that there is the condition in this that the child can never leave the service {T}.
As such even today the Christian nuns have to devote their entire lives to the Church. This explains the
very many allegations against Maryam which the Jews had leveled against her. Maryam had been
devoted to the service of the Kaneesa or the holy place of the Jews. It seems that at that time Maryam’s
mother had given her to the Kaneesa, celibacy was not requires for the devotee. This was later formulated
by the Jews, which later permeated the Christians too and is still practiced. Maryam defied this manmade rule and followed what God told her to do, and got married, left the holy place and began to live a
normal life. This, according to the bigwigs of the Jews, was a very big crime and rebelliousness from their
religion. That is why they persecuted her so. Details of this can be found in my book “Shola e– Mastoor”.

حر س

H-R-S

“( ” َﺣ َﺮ َﺳ ٗہharasa), “( ”ﯾَﺤْ ِﺮ ُﺳ ٗہyahresahu), “( ”ﯾَﺤْ ُﺮ ُﺳ ٗہyahrosohu): he protected him.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ َﺮ ِﺳ ﱡﯽal-harassio): governmental guard and bodyguard.
“س اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ ُﻞ
َ ( ” َﺣ َﺮharasur rajul): this man committed a robbery.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ِﺮ ْﯾ َﺴۃal-hareesa): stolen goods {T}.
The Quran says:
72:8
strict guards

ًَﺣَﺮﺳﺎً َﺷ ِﺪﻳْﺪا

“ ٌ( ” َﺣ َﺮسharasun) and “ ٌ( ” ُﺣﺮﱠاسhurraas) are the plural of “ ٌﺎرس
ِ ( ” َﺣhaaris): the protector or guard.
“( ” َﺣﺮْ ٌزhurz): the protection of goods.
“ ٌ( ” َﺣﺮْ سhurs) means the protection of a place {R}.
This will contain an element of strictness and labor because the letters “( ”حha) and “( ”رra) have
appeared together. This is their particularity {Al-ilmul khalaq}.

حرص

H-R-Sd

“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺮْ صal-hurs) means to drill a hole into something, to tear something up or scrape something, like the
washer beats the clothes on the stones and Thus, even tear up some clothes.
“ ٌ( ”ﺛَﻮْ بٌ َﺣ ِﺮﯾْﺺsaubun hareesun) means clothes torn up this way.
“ﺻ ٗہ
َ ﺎر
ِ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤal-haarisa) is the cloud which drills sort of holes into the ground with its rain, or scrapes the
top surface of the earth.
“ُ ﺻۃ
َ ْ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺮal-harsah) means for animals’ teats to split so that the milk falls into the pots {T, M}.
In the light of these basic meanings, “ ٌ( ” ِﺣﺮْ صhirs) means a wish (whether it is good or bad) which pierces
the heart. It does not remain hidden in the heart and is often expressed. That is, a very earnest desire {T}.
The Quran says:
you will find that the wish to live forever is very
2:96
intense in their hearts
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Another place, it is said about the Messenger (pbuh):
he is pained at whatever misfortune befalls you
9:128
(he nurses the intense desire for your benefit)

ﺺ َﻋﻠَْﻴ ُﮑ ْﻢ
ٌ َْﺣ ِﺮﻳ

Azhari says that to the Arabs “ْ ﮏ
َ ( ” َﺣ ِﺮﯾْﺺٌ َﻋﻠَ ْﯿhareesun alaik) is the same as “ﮏ
َ ( ” َﺣ ِﺮﯾْﺺٌ ﻋ َٰﻠﯽ ﻧَ ْﻔ ِﻌhareesun
ala naf’eka) {T}. That is, the wish to benefit you is very intense in his heart.

حرض

H-R-Zd

“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ َﺮضal-hurz) means disorder, mutation, even if it is physical or mental. A weak and broken man
who is near destruction, perhaps due to sorrow or heart break (12:85) {R}. A thing not worth considering,
which has no good attributes {Al-ilmul-khafaq}.
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ِﺮضal-hariz): the man who is weakened by disease.
Raghib says “ ٌ( ”ﺗَﺤْ ِﺮﯾْﺾtehreez) means “ض
ِ ( ”اِزَاﻟَۃُ ْاﻟ َﺤ َﺮizalatul haraz) or to remove somebody’s weakness.
“( ” َﻣﺮﱠﺿْ ﺘُ ٗہmarraztoh) means to remove somebody’s sickness. Thus, “ﱠض
َ ( ” َﺣﺮharraz) means to instigate
someone for something which is life-giving for him and which if not done would be deadly for him.
The Quran tells the Messenger (pbuh) “ﱢض ْاﻟ ُﻤ ْﺆ ِﻣﻨِ ْﯿﻦَ َﻋﻠَﯽ ْاﻟﻘِﺘَﺎ ِل
ِ ( ” َو َﺣﺮwa harrazil momineena alal qitaal) in
8:65. Ordinarily it is supposed to mean “get them ready for battle”, but it means that you remove all the
weaknesses and faults from your companions so that they engage in struggle for life with gusto and
manliness. This is what “( ” َوﯾُ َﺰ ﱢﮐﯿ ِْﮩ ْﻢwa yuzakkihim) means in 62:2, which is to develop, to remove the
weakness, something that is the first stage of this program.

حرف

H-R-F

“ ُ( ” َﺣﺮْ فharf) means the end or corner of something, or limit.
“( ” َﺣﺮْ فُ ْاﻟ َﺠﺒَ ِﻞharful jabal) is the upper part of a mountain which juts out on one side.
“ف ِﻣﻦ اَ ْﻣ ِﺮ ٖه
ٍ ْ( ”ﻓُ َﻼ ٌن ﻋ َٰﻠﯽ َﺣﺮfulanun ala harfin min amrihi): that man is standing on edge to go the way he
finds beneficial {T}.
The Quran says:
in matters of observing Allah’s laws they are on the
22:11
border line (edge), if they find it beneficial to observe
them, they do it, otherwise they leave it (the observance)

ٍ ﱠﺎس ﻣﻦ ﻳـﻌﺒ ُﺪ اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪ ﻋ ٰﻠﯽ ﺣﺮ
ِ
ف
ْ َ َ َ ُ ْ َ ْ َ ِ َوﻣ َﻦ اﻟﻨ

“( ” َﺣﺮَفَ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯿ َﺊ ﻋ َْﻦ َوﺟْ ِﮩ ٖہharafash shaiyi un wajhehi): to turn something away from its right path, changed.
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟﺘَﺤْ ِﺮﯾْﻒal-tahreef) means to change or amend, whether in words or figuratively.
“ َ( ”اِ ْﻧ َﺤﺮَافinharaf) means to lean to one side, to become crooked (not straight) {T}.
Quran says:
They change the word of Allah
2:75
(amend it after understanding the word of Allah)

ِ
ُُﳛَﱢﺮﻓَـ ْﻮﻧَﻪُ َﻣ ْﻦ ﺑـَ ْﻌﺪ َﻣﺎ َﻋ َﻘﻠُ ْﻮﻩ

“( ” َﺣﺮَفَ ﻟِ ِﻌﯿَﺎﻟِ ٖہharafa le iyaalehi): he earned for his family {T}.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤﺮْ ﻓَۃal-hirfah): industry or profession from which one earns.
“ﮏ
َ ُ( ” َﺣ ِﺮ ْﯾﻔhareefoka): your companion in your profession {R}. (We use this word in meaning of opponent
or enemy due to the mutual tussle between colleagues).
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤ َﺤﺎ َرفal-muhaarif): someone who strives very hard but is unable to earn enough for his family {R}.
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤ َﺤﺮﱠفal-muharraf): someone who has lost his goods {R}. Therefore, “ُ ( ”ﺗَ ِﺤﺮْ ﻓَۃtehreef) would mean to
argue and explain in such a way as to miss the spirit of the thing which is actually the capital (or the main
point), whether this “ُ ( ”ﺗَ ِﺤﺮْ ﻓَۃtehreef) is by changing the words or by changing the meaning. The changes
which the nations with celestial Books have made are mentioned in the Quran.
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4:46

ِ ُﳛﱢﺮﻓـُﻮ َن اﻟْ َﮑﻠِﻢ ﻋﻦ ﱠﻣﻮ
اﺿﻌِ ِﻪ
ْ َ
َ َْ َ

they remove the sentences from their places

Also see 5:41. This is the sense of “ْﻒ
ِ ( ”ﺗَ ِﺤﺮﯾtehreef) (change of words or meaning).
Surah Al-Baqrah says:
they write the Books themselves and say
2:79
they have been sent by Allah:

ٰ ِِ ِ
ِ
ِ
ُﺎب ﺑِﺎَﻳْﺪﻳْ ِﻬ ْﻢ ﰒُﱠ ﻳـَ ُﻘ ْﻮﻟُْﻮ َن ٰﻫ َﺬا ﻣ ْﻦ ﻋْﻨﺪ اﻟﻠّﻪ
َ َﻳَﮑْﺘُﺒُـ ْﻮ َن اﻟْﮑﺘ

This means change of words. Details about how badly the Christians and the Jews both have committed
“ْﻒ
ِ ( ”ﺗَ ِﺤﺮﯾtehreef) in their holy books can be found in the first chapter Zahrul Fisaad of my book Meraaji
Insaaniyat. None of their Holy Books is in its original shape anymore.

H-R-Q

حر ق

“ق ْاﻟ َﺤ ِﺪ ْﯾ َﺪ ﺑِ ْﺎﻟ ِﻤ ْﺒ َﺮ ِد
َ ( ” َﺣ َﺮharaqal hadeeda bilmibrad): filed the iron, which is the basic meaning according to
Ibn Faris.
Since this process generates heat, it means to burn by putting in the fire.
ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ َﺮal-harq): the flare of fire, or fire itself
“ق
ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ِﺮ ْﯾal-hariqu): fire, or to be on fire.
“ﻖ
ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ِﺮal-hariqu mis-sahab): cloud with a lot of lightning.
“ب
ِ ق ِﻣﻦَ اﻟ ﱠﺴ َﺤﺎ
Surah Aal-e-Imran says:
3:180
taste the punishment of total destruction

ِ ذُوﻗـُﻮا َﻋ َﺬ
اب اَ ْﳊَ ِﺮﻳْ ِﻖ
ْْ

Surah Al-Ambia says about Ibrahim:
21:68
they said “burn him”

اﺣﱢﺮ ﻗـُ ْﻮُﻩ
َ ﻗَﺎﻟُْﻮ

ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺮ ْﯾiharaq) means to burn as used in 2:266.
“ﻖ
Since “( ”حha) and “( ”رra) have appeared together in this word, it has the connotation of hardness and
hard labor which is its particularity {Al-ilmul-khafaq}.

H-R-K

ح رک

“ک
ُ ( ”ﯾَﺤْ ُﺮyahrok), “ً ( ” َﺣﺮْ ﮐﺎharka) and “ً( ” َﺣ َﺮ َﮐۃharkah): moved, showed some movement.
َ ( ” َﺣ ُﺮharok), “ک
It is the opposite of being still, stationary.
“ک
َ ( ” َﺣ ﱠﺮ ْﮐﺘُ ٗہ ﻓَﺘَ َﺤ ﱠﺮharraitohu fatah-harrak): I moved it, so it became mobile. This is used for material
things to be transferred from one place to another. Sometimes “ک َﮐ َﺬا
َ ( ”ﺗَ َﺤ ﱠﺮtaharraka kaza) is said when
there is a change in something, that is, there is some addition or subtraction in its elements.
The Messenger (pbuh) has been told in the Quran, with literal meanings that
do not move your tongue along with it, so that you
75:16
take it faster:

ﮏ ﻟِﺘَـ ْﻌ َﺠ َﻞ ﺑِِﻪ
َ َک ﺑِِﻪ ﻟَ َﺴﺎﻧ
ْ َﻻ ُﲢَﱢﺮ

It is generally thought that this is about the noble Quran, because at another place it is said:
Do not act on Revelation’s program until the entire
ِ
ِ وَﻻﻧـَﻌﺠﻞ ﺑِﺎﻟْ ُﻘﺮ
30:114 program is before you. (act only when the entire
َ ْآن ِﻣ ْﻦ ﻗَـْﺒ ِﻞ اَ ْن ﻳـُ ْﻘﻀٰﯽ اﻟَﻴ
ُﮏ َو ْﺣﻴُﻪ
ْ َْْ َ
program is revealed before you, not before)
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But the Quran has not been mentioned before 75:16, but rather the context it about humans and their
deeds. Thus, this verse begins on a new subject, if the context is to be kept in mind, then it will be
understood that it is mankind which is being addressed, and the matter is about the catalogue of their
deeds. See details in Mafhum-ul- Quran, because that is its right place.

حرم

H-R-M

Ibn Faaris says that the basic meaning is to forbid or stop someone from something.
“َﯽ َء
ْ ( ” َﺣ َﺮ َﻣ ٗہ اﻟﺸharamahus shaiyi), “ً ( ” َﺣ ِﺮﯾْﻤﺎhareeman), “ً ( ” ِﺣﺮْ َﻣﺎﻧﺎhirmanan): to stop something from, not
to let something reach it.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ َﺮا ُمal-haraam): all those things which are forbidden to do.
This is the opposite of “( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﻼَ ُلal-halal) which means to open up the ropes and remove the shackles.
“( ”اَﺣْ َﺮ َم اﻟْ َﺤﺎ ﱡجahramal ha’ajj): haji (one who performs hajj) reached a stage where some things which he
could do previously were disallowed to him. This is the situation in “( ”اِﺣْ َﺮا ٌمihraam).
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ِﺮ ْﯾ ُﻢal-hareem): anything that is haram (or forbidden), which is to be protected and supported at
every place.
During the times of ignorance, it also meant all those clothes which they took off before circling the
kaaba naked. That is, those clothes were forbidden to wear at that time.
“( ”اَ ْﺷﮩُ ُﺮ اﻟَﺤْ ﺮ ُِمash-hurul haram) means in the same sense those (four) months in which battle or war was
forbidden {T, M}.
“ار
ِ ( ” َﺣ ِﺮ ْﯾ ُﻢ اﻟ ﱠﺪhareemud daar) also means the inside of the house which has been roped in and included in
the house {T, M}.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤﺤْ ﺮُوْ ُمal-mahroom) is one who cannot meet his needs, who has nothing left {T, M}.
Actually, the connotation of labor is included in it because “( ”حha) and “( ”رra) have appeared together,
and the word they appear together in has an element of hard labor and hardness {Al-ilmul-khafaq}.
Therefore, its basic meaning is to stop or prevent vehemently.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺮْ َﻣۃal-hurmah) is anything which is not permitted to be done, the prohibition which cannot be
broken, and also the responsibility which needs to be protected, that which must be done {T, M}.
The Quran says:
Violation of those things which are a must for you
6:152
is forbidden
Surah Al-Ambia says:
nation which is destroyed due to the scheme of
21:95
things is forbidden from rising again

ﺗَـ َﻌﺎﻟَ ْﻮا اَﺗْ ُﻞ َﻣﺎ َﺣﱠﺮَم َرﺑﱡ ُﮑ ْﻢ َﻋﻠَْﻴ ُﮑ ْﻢ اَﻻَﺗُ ْﺸ ِﺮُﮐ ْﻮاﺑِِﻪ
َو َﺣَﺮ ٌام َﻋ ٰﻠﯽ ﻗَـ ْﺮﻳٍَﺔ اَ ْﻫﻠَ ْﮑ ٰﻨـ َﻬﺎ اَﻧـﱠ ُﻬ ْﻢ ﻻَﻳـَْﺮِﺟ ُﻌ ْﻮ َن

This means that salvation of such a nation is not possible. This is the destruction of nations which comes
after the grace period, and due to which those nations can never raise again. But if this verse is taken with
the verse that comes after it, and which begins with “( ”ﺣ ٰﺘﯽhatta) which means “until” then it will mean
that their renaissance is possible only when the situation described in the verse prevails. Or the verse
would mean that these dwellings were only destroyed because they were deserving of punishment, as they
did not come towards the laws of Allah at any cost. This means that a nation deserves annihilation when it
loses the capacity to progress in accordance to the laws of Allah. In this case “( ”ﺣ ٰﺘﯽhatta) in the next
verse would be redundant.
“( ” ُﺣ ُﺮ ٌمhurum) is the condition of prohibition, as used in 5:1.
ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺤ ُﺮ َﻣal-hurmaat): the things that have been forbidden (2:194).
“ﺎت
“( ” َﻣﺤْ ﺮُوْ ٌمmahroom): someone who is prevented from something, as just returns for his labor (56:67).
Someone who cannot meet the needs of life (51:19)
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“( ” ُﻣ َﺤ ﱠﺮ ٌمmuharram): that which has been declared forbidden (2:85), that which has been made respectable
or that which must be respected (14:37).
Since the question of forbidden and permitted holds a very important place in religions, so much so that
sometimes it is the basic difference between two religions, they must be discussed in detail.
God has created every human as a free spirit. Every man, simply by being a human being should be
respected.
17:70

آد َم
َ ﻨﯽ
ْ ََوﻟَ َﻘ ْﺪ َﮐﱠﺮْﻣﻨَﺎ ﺑ

we have granted respect to man

He has clearly stated that no man has the right to subjugate another.
Ibn Qutaiba has also written that in la yarjeoon, the la is additional, or the meaning of haram must be
taken. (Al-qartain volume I page 134, volume II page 26). The second meaning is right that la cannot be
taken as additional.

3:78

no man has the right, no matter he has been
given the laws of Allah or power to rule or even
prophet hood, to tell other human beings to obey
him rather than Allah

ِ
ِ ٰ ِ
ْﻢ َو اﻟﻨﱡﺒُـ ﱠﻮةَ ﰒُﱠ ﻳـَ ُﻘ ْﻮ َل
َ ََﻣﺎ َﮐﺎ َن ﻟﺒَ َﺸ ٍﺮ اَ ْن ﻳـﱡ ْﺆﺗﻴَﻪُ اﻟﻠّﻪُ اﻟْﮑﺘ
َ ﺎب َوا ْﳊُﮑ
ٰ ِ ِ
ِ
ِ ﻟِﻠﻨ
ُﱠﺎس ُﮐ ْﻮﻧـُ ْﻮا ﻋﺒَﺎذاً ﻟﱢ ْﯽ ﻣ ْﻦ ُد ْون اﻟﻠّﻪ

As such, according to the Quran, nobody has the right to curb the freedom of other human beings.
But there is need for certain limitations in life. These limitations are of different kinds.
The doctor may tell his patient not to eat meat for a certain number of days. Obviously this limitation is
not obedience of someone’s orders. It is a sympathetic suggestion which we can either observe or not
observe. By accepting it, we will be benefited, and if we do not, then we stand to lose. We accept this
limitation with grace, and it does not curb our freedom.
Our assembly is constituted of our representatives, it makes laws and the government implements them
(for instance to drive on the left or right side of the road). This rule also is not obedience and is a
prevention set by ourselves. This too does not curb our freedom.
But somebody says that according to Islam, the use of a certain thing is forbidden. This means that this
man has imposed a restriction on millions of fellow human beings of his time, but imposes them in such a
way that the violator is liable to punishment not only in this life but even in the life hereafter. Obviously
for imposing such restrictions, one must do it on some competent authority. What is this authority
according to the Quran?
The Quran has used the word haram for restriction of this nature, which is the opposite of halal. Haram
means to prevent or restrict someone from something. The Quran has given distinct orders about what is
haram and what is halal. The first thing it says is that all things that Allah has given humans are halal,
except those things that are declared haram.
Surah Al-Baqrah says:
O those with trust, whatever Allah has given
2:172
you, eat the good things and thank Allah, if you
are subservient to Him only.
He has only forbidden you to eat dead bodies,
2:173
and blood, and meat of pork and that which is
attributed towards another then Allah...

ِ ﻳﺎ اَﻳـﱡﻬﺎ اﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦ اٰﻣﻨُـﻮا ُﮐﻠُﻮا ِﻣﻦ ﻃَﻴﱢﺒ
ﺎت َﻣﺎ َرَزﻗْـ ٰﻨ ُﮑ ْﻢ َوا ْﺷ ُﮑُﺮْوا ﻟِٰﻠّ ِﻪ اِ ْن
َ ْ ْ ْ َ َْ َ َ
ُﮐْﻨﺘُ ْﻢ اِﻳﱠﺎﻩُ ﺗَـ ْﻌﺒُ ُﺪ ْو َن
ِ
اﳋِْﻨ ِﺰﻳْ ِﺮ َو َﻣﺎ اُ ِﻫ ﱠﻞ ﺑِِﻪ ﻟَﻐَ ِْﲑ ﻟ ٰﻠّﻪ
ْ ﱠم َو َﳊْ َﻢ
َ اﱠﳕَﺎ َﺣﱠﺮَم َﻋﻠَْﻴ ُﮑ ُﻢ اﻟْ َﻤﻴْﺘَﺔَ َواﻟﺪ

Here only edibles are mentioned. Surah Al-Airaf also mentions things we use, for instance:
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7:32

7:33

Ask them who has forbidden life’s adornments
that He has created for His slaves? And the
good things of life?
tell them, my Sustainer has forbidden only
shameless things, whether they are hidden or
obvious

ِ ﻗَﻞ ﻣﻦ ﺣﱠﺮم ِزﻳـﻨَﺔَ اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ اﻟﺘَﻴ ِﯽ اَﺧﺮج ﻟِﻌِﺒ ِﺎدﻩِ واﻟﻄﱠﻴﱢٰﺒ
ﺖ ِﻣ ْﻦ اﻟﱢﺮْزِق۔
ْ َ َ َْ ْ
َ َ َ َْ
ِ
ِ
ﺶ َﻣﺎ ﻇَ َﻬَﺮ ِﻣﻨْـ َﻬﺎ َوَﻣﺎ ﺑَﻄَ َﻦ
َ ﻗُ ْﻞ اﱠﳕَﺎ َﺣﱠﺮَم َرﺑﱢ َﯽ اﻟْ َﻔ َﻮاﺣ

In Surah Al-Aam explain it further that blood is only forbidden in its liquid state:
6:146
Flowing blood

ﻮﺣﺎ
ً َد ًﻣﺎ ﱠﻣ ْﺴ ُﻔ

These verses make it clear that:
•
•
•
•

Only Allah has the right to declare something as forbidden.
No one else besides Allah has the right to do this
He has not declared any adornment as forbidden.
Those edibles which have been declared forbidden have been detailed.

We have Thus, seen that only Allah has the right to declare something as forbidden, but Allah does not
address each individual personally and Therefore, His decisions about forbidden or allowed were
conveyed to the Messenger through Revelation).
Surah Al-Anaam says:
O, Prophet, tell them, that “whatever has
revealed unto me, I don’t find anything haram
6:164
in it, excepting that which is dead, flowing
blood, and that which has been attributed to
other than Allah

ِ
ِ َﱄ ُﳏﱠﺮﻣﺎ ﻋﻠَﻰ ﻃ
ِ
ﺎﻋ ٍﻢ ﻳَﻄْ َﻌ ُﻤﻪُ إِﻻَأَن ﻳَ ُﻜﻮ َن
َ ً َ ﻗُﻞ ﻻَأَﺟ ُﺪ ِﰲ َﻣﺎ أ ُْوﺣ َﻲ إِ َﱠ
ِ ِ ٍِ ِ
ﺲ أ َْو ﻓِ ْﺴ ًﻘﺎ أ ُِﻫ ﱠﻞ ﻟِﻐَ ِْﲑ
ً َﻣْﻴﺘَﺔً أ َْو َد ًﻣﺎ ﱠﻣ ْﺴ ُﻔ
ٌ ﻮﺣﺎ أ َْو َﳊْ َﻢ ﺧﻨﺰﻳﺮ ﻓَﺈﻧﱠﻪُ ر ْﺟ
اﻟﻠّ ِﻪ

Thus, it is obvious that God himself has decided as to what is forbidden and what is not through
Revelation.
Surah Al-Hajj says:
The four legged are allowed for you except those which have
22:30
been forbidden according to the revelation which is related to
you.
Surah Al-Ankabut says:
29:45
read what has been revealed to you from the Book

ِ
ﺖ ﻟَ ُﮑ ُﻢ ْاﻻَﻧْـ َﻌ ُﺎم اِﱠﻻ َﻣﺎ ﻳـُﺘْـ ٰﻠﯽ َﻋﻠَْﻴ ُﮑ ْﻢ۔
ٌ َواُﺣﻠﱠ
ِ
ﮏ ِﻣ َﻦ اﻟْﮑِﺘَﺎب
َ اُ ﺗْ ُﻞ َﻣﺎ اُْو ِﺣ َﯽ اﻟَْﻴ

This is the thing which is contained in the verses of surah Aal-e-Imran, the first part of which has been
mentioned in the previous pages:
ِ
ﺎب َو ِﲟَﺎ ُﮐْﻨﺘُ ْﻢ ﺗَ ْﺪ ُر ُﺳ ْﻮ َن
3:78
through this book, which you teach:
َ َﲟَﺎ ُﮐْﻨﺘُ ْﻢ ﺗُـ َﻌﻠﱢ ُﻤ ْﻮ َن اﻟْ َﮑﺘ
Surah An-Namal says clearly:
47:92
I have been ordered to recite (follow) the Quran

ِ ِ
ت۔ اَ ْن اَﺗْـﻠُ َﻮ اﻟْ ُﻘ ْﺮاَ َن۔
ُ ۔ اﱠﳕَﺎ اُﻣ ْﺮ

From these explanations, it is obvious that only God has the right to declare something as Forbidden.
Whatever was to be declared as forbidden has been mentioned in the Quran.
This makes clear as to who is the authority to declare something haram. Let us see further how the Quran
has highlighted the fact that nobody except God has the authority to declare something forbidden
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Surah Al-Airaaf says:
Tell them, who can declare things of adornment and
good things created by Allah for His missionaries
7:32
as haraam?

ِ ﻗُﻞ ﻣﻦ ﺣﱠﺮم ِزﻳـﻨَﺔَ اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ اﻟﱠﺘِﯽ اَﺧﺮج ﻟِﻌِﺒ ِﺎدﻩِ واﻟﻄﱠﻴﱢٰﺒ
ﺖ ِﻣ َﻦ اﻟﱢﺮْزِق
ْ َ َ َْ ْ
َ َ َ َْ ْ

Thus, it is clear that Allah has not given anyone the right to declare stuff as forbidden.
In this connection even the Messenger (pbuh) has been told:
O, prophet, why would you declare something as
66:1
haram which Allah has declared halal for you
(all)?

ِ
ﮏ
َ َﻳٰﺎَﻳﱡﻬﺎاﻟﻨﱠﺒِ ﱡﯽ ﱂَ ُِﲢّﺮُم َﻣﺎ اَ َﺣ ﱠﻞ اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪُ ﻟ

At this point we will not go into the matter as to what it was that the Messenger (pbuh) had forbidden for
himself. We only want to say that this right has not been granted by Allah even to the Messenger (pbuh),
and not only that, but even to forbid for him anything which Allah has not forbidden.
Here, a point in this connection needs to be clarified. The Quran says “ً ( ”طَﯿﱢﺒﺎtayyeban) along with the
things which are halal. As in surah Al-Baqrah:
O mankind, the products of the land which have
ِ ﱠﺎس ُﮐﻠُ ْﻮا ِﳑﱠﺎ ﻓِﯽ ْاﻻَْر
ض َﺣ ٰﻠﻼً ﻃَﻴﱢﺒﺎً۔۔
2:168
ُ ﻳٰﺎَﻳـﱡ َﻬﺎﻟﻨ
been made halal for you, eat it in a tayyab way
Tayyab means delightful, pure, beneficial and fine. It is not that everything that is halal must be eaten.
You can select things to eat according to your taste and liking. Those which you do not like need not to be
consumed. This allows for personal liking, medical use, and other particularities.
But for the Messenger (pbuh), there is caution even in terms of this allowance. That is, if Zaid does not
like something and Therefore, does not eat it, then the effect of his decision will only affect him. But if
the
Messenger (pbuh) leaves something, and leaves it like it is haram for him, then the effects could be far
reaching. It is possible that due to simplicity or ignorance or due to excess of faithfulness, some may
think that there must be some religious reason for him leaving that thing, and they may give it up
altogether. In this manner, something which Allah has ordained halal becomes haram for the people.
This has happened in earlier races. That is why this was specifically pointed out to our Messenger (pbuh).
The Quran says that Yaqoob (Jacob) had taken something to be forbidden for him alone, but the Bani
Israel (the people who followed him) thought it to be God’s order, and made it haram for them. Till such
time that when they saw that the things which the Quran mentions as haram do not include that thing,
they raised the question as to why something which was forbidden by God earlier (according to the wrong
concept of theirs) had been declared halal by the Quran.
Quran answers by saying:
All this food (which has now been declared halal
for the Muslims) was also halal for Bani Israel,
3:94
except which, before the revelation of the Torah,
Israel or Yaqob had forbidden for himself.

ِ ِ ِ ِ ِ
اﺳَﺮِءﻳْ ُﻞ
ْ ُﮐ ﱡﻞ اﻟﻄﱠ َﻌ ِﺎم َﮐﺎ َن ﺣ ﱠﻼ ﻟﱢﺒَﻨ ْﯽ ا ْﺳَﺮاءﻳْ َﻞ اﱠﻻ َﻣﺎ َﺣﱠﺮَم
َُﻋ ٰﻠﯽ ﻧـَ ْﻔ ِﺴ ِﻪ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﻗَـْﺒ ِﻞ اَ ْن ﺗُـﻨَـﱠﺰَل اﻟﺘـ ْﱠﻮَراة

These things were not declared by God, but by people.
Yaqob had, for some reason, made these things forbidden for him. The Jews thought since the God’s
prophet had made it forbidden for him, then these must be forbidden by God. That is why it was pointed
out to our Messenger that though he had left the use of something due to personal dislike or some other
reason, (in the usual circumstances this is very ordinary) but it may so happen that some people, due to
excessive piousness, may consider it haram too, like the descendants of Israel. Therefore, you must be
careful in these circumstances.
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This discussion will be incomplete without the real meaning of the verses of surah al-araf, without which
the reader may be the victim of a misunderstanding.
In this surah, it is said about the real traits of the Messenger (pbuh):
he will declare the good and execrable things as
7:157
haram

ِ وُِﳛ ﱡﻞ َﳍﻢ اﻟﻄﱠﻴﱢﺒ
ﺚ
ْ ﺎت َوُﳛَﱢﺮُم َﻋﻠَْﻴ ِﻬ ُﻢ
َ ِاﳋَﺒَﺂﺋ
َ ُُ َ

This verse is believed to means that the Messenger had the right to declare things as halal or haram.
It must be first seen as to that Allah says at different places in the Quran that only Allah has the right to
declare halal or haram.
But surah Al-Ma’ida says:
O you, who entrust, do not make such things haram
5:87
which Allah has made halal for you.

ﻳَﺎاَﻳـﱡ َﻬﺎﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳْ َﻦ َآﻣﻨُـ ْﻮا َﻻ ﲢُﱠ ِﺮُﻣ ْﻮا َﻣﺎاَ َﺣ ﱠﻞ اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪُ ﻟَ ُﮑ ْﻢ

This clearly states the things which Allah declare as halal, should not be declared haram by people.
The same surah (Al-Araaf) says:
tell them that my Sustainer has only declared
7:33
fawahish (transgression) as haram

ِ
ِ
ﺶ
َ ﻗُ ْﻞ اّﳕَﺎ َﺣﱠﺮَم َرﺑﱢ َﯽ اﻟْ َﻔ َﻮاﺣ

Here it has been said through the Messenger’s mouth, to declare that only God can declare something for
haram.
Surah Al-Baqrah says:
Allah has declared bai (profit by trading) as halal
2:274
and declared riba (profit by interest) as haram

َواَ َﺣ ﱠﻞ اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ اﻟْﺒَـْﻴ َﻊ َو َﺣﱠﺮم اﻟﱢﺮﺑٰﻮ

Therefore, where ever the Quran has attributed halal or haram towards the Messenger is as well revealed
though Revelation, and is preserved in the Quran.
In his connection the following verse of Surah At-Tauba must be understood correctly:
Fight those who (among people of the book) do not believe
ﻗَﺎﺗِﻠُ ْﻮا اﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳْ َﻦ َﻻ ﻳـُ ْﺆَﻣﻨُـ ْﻮ َن ﺑِﺎ اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ َوَﻻ ﺑِﺎﻟْﻴَـ ْﻮِم ْاﻻَ ِﺧ ِﺮ
9:29
in Allah and the Hereafter and do not consider forbidden
ٰ
َُوَﻻ ُﳛَﱢﺮُﻣ ْﻮ َن َﻣﺎ َﺣﱠﺮَم اﻟﻠّﻪُ َوَر ُﺳ ْﻮﻟَﻪ
that which has been declared haram by the Messenger.
From this verse it is inferred that Allah and the messengers both have the right to declare haram or halal.
In this verse, these words should not be taken to mean declaring something edible as haram. As stated
earlier, the word of haram is also used for making something compulsory.
Thus, the verse means that Allah and his messengers declare the things that are compulsory but they do
not consider them compulsory. These people avoid the Islamic laws while remaining within the Islamic
system. They will have to face war untill they agree to live as subjects of an Islamic state.
This clarifies that according to the Quran:
•
•
•

The right to declare something haram or halal is entirely up to God.
Whatever that is declared as haram has been explained by the Quran.
Nobody other than God has this right.
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The Quran has declared it a great sin to declare something as haram which God has declared halal. It has
stressed that:
O you who entrust. Do not declare haram the
ِ ﻳﺎ اَﻳـﱡﻬﺎاﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦ آﻣﻨُـﻮا َﻻ ُﲢﱢﺮﻣﻮا ﻃَﻴﱢٰﺒ
ﺖ َﻣﺎ اَ َﺣ ﱠﻞ اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪُ ﻟَ ُﮑ ْﻢ َوَﻻ ﺗَـ ْﻌﺘَ ُﺪ ْوا
good things which Allah has declared halal for
ُْ َ ْ َ َ ْ َ
5:87
you, and do not exceed the limit. Allah does not
ﺐ اﻟْ ُﻤ ْﻌﺘَ ِﺪﻳْ َﻦ
اِ ﱠن اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪَ َﻻ ُِﳛ ﱡ
like those who exceed the limit.
This means that to declare something halal or haram, for human beings, is to exceed the limit, because it
has been said earlier that no human has the right to curb another man’s freedom.
At another place it has been said with more emphasis:
16:116

And how your tongues utter falsely, that this is
halal and that is haram, and accuse Allah for it.
Do not do this.

ِ
ِ
ِ ِ
ب َﻫ َﺬا َﺣﻼَ ٌل َوَﻫ َﺬا َﺣَﺮ ٌام
ُ َوﻻَﺗَـ ُﻘﻮﻟُﻮاْ ﻟ َﻤﺎ ﺗَﺼ
َ ﻒ أَﻟْﺴﻨَﺘُ ُﮑ ُﻢ اﻟْ َﮑﺬ
ِ ِ
ِ
ِ ِ
ب
َ ب إِ ﱠن اﻟﱠﺬﻳْ َﻦ ﻳـَ ْﻔﺘَـُﺮو َن َﻋﻠَﯽ اﻟﻠّﻪ اﻟْ َﮑﺬ
َ ﻟﱢﺘَـ ْﻔﺘَـُﺮواْ َﻋﻠَﯽ اﻟﻠّﻪ اﻟْ َﮑﺬ
ﻻَﻳـُ ْﻔﻠِ ُﺤﻮ َن

Here the Quran has pointed out that those religious scholars who prepare a list of what is haram or halal
know fully well in their hearts that nobody except Allah has the right to declare something as haram or
halal (or they know that if they declare something as haram or halal on their own (without attributing it
to Allah) then people will not observe them. That is why they say that all this is according to Allah’s law.
Thus, they attribute such things to Allah which He has never said. This is fabrication, falsehood, great
allegation.
About such people it is said:
Say: have you pondered that you declare haram or
halal from the sustenance which Allah has created
10:59
for you? Ask them if Allah has permitted them to
do so, or dis they make these allegations to Allah?

ﻗُ ْﻞ اََرءَ ﻳْـﺘُ ْﻢ َﻣﺎ اَﻧْـَﺰَل اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪُ ﻟَ ُﮑ ْﻢ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﱢرْزٍق ﻓَ َﺠ َﻌﻠْﺘُ ْﻢ ِﻣﻨْﻪُ َﺣَﺮاﻣﺎً َو
َﺣﻠَ ٰﻼً ﻗُ ْﻞ اَﻟ ٰﻠّﻪُ اَِذ َن ﻟَ ُﮑ ْﻢ اَْم َﻋﻠَﯽ اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ ﺗَـ ْﻔﺘَـُﺮْو َن

The Quran says that no man has been given the right to declare something for being halal or haram.
Anyone who does such a thing casts allegations upon Allah.
The Quran also tells us that many things which are halal (for us Muslims) were declared haram for the
Jews as a punishment.
The Quran says:
And we had declared haram all animals with nails for the
Jews and the fat of cows and goats too, except that stuck to
6:147
their backs, or intestines or bones. This was Our punishment
for them for rebelling (from His laws).
4:160

For the transgression of the Jews, We had declared some of
the good things as haram for them

ِ وﻋ
ﺎد ْوا َﺣﱠﺮْﻣﻨَﺎ ُﮐ ﱠﻞ ِذ ْی ﻇُُﻔ ٍﺮ۔۔۔
ُ ﻠﯽ اﻟﱠﺬﻳْ َﻦ َﻫ
َ ََ
ﮏ َﺟَﺰﻳْـ ٰﻨـ ُﻬ ْﻢ ﺑِﺒَـ ْﻐﻴِ ِﻬ ْﻢ
َ َِذاﻟ
ٍ ﻓَﺒِﻈُﻠْ ٍﻢ ِﻣﻦ اﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦ ﻫﺎدوا ﺣﱠﺮﻣﻨَﺎ ﻋﻠَﻴ ِﻬﻢ ﻃَﻴﱢٰﺒ
ﺖ
ْ ْ َ ْ َ ُْ َ َ ْ َ
ِ
ﺖ َﳍُ ْﻢ
ْ اُﺣﻠﱠ

The details of their transgressions follow, as punishment for which many things were declared haram for
them. Surah An-Nahal says this was not oppression on them from Allah, but they had oppressed
themselves by becoming deserving of this punishment (16:118). This clarifies that to declare things as
haram which have not been so declared by Allah is to punish people for no reason.
In order to relieve the Jews from this punishment, Isa (Jesus) made his advent. He said that the purpose of
his coming as a Messenger was this very thing:
so that I can make some things halal which have
ِ
ﺾ اﻟﱠ ِﺬ ْی ُﺣﱢﺮَم َﻋﻠَْﻴ ُﮑ ْﻢ
3:49
َ اُﺣ ﱠﻞ ﻟَ ُﮑ ْﻢ ﺑـَ ْﻌ
been declared haram for you
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The Jews opposed Isa and Thus, became more deserving of punishment than ever. After that Muhammed
was sent, and the purpose of sending him as a prophet is mentioned by Allah as:
7:156

ِ وُِﳛ ﱡﻞ َﳍﻢ اﻟﻄﱠﻴﱢٰﺒ
ﺚ
ْ ﺖ َو ُﳛَﱢﺮُم َﻋﻠَْﻴ ِﻬ ُﻢ
َ ِاﳋَٰﺒﺌ
ُُ َ

He will make the good things halal for them and
the bad things haram

But they defied this Messenger too, and Thus, preferred to be kept captive by those inhibitions (by
opposing this Messenger as well) and are still in these chains.
Those with the books had prepared lists of haram and halal according to their religious leaders, for which
they had no authentication from Allah. The mushrekeen (those who followed others than Allah as well),
had some traditions about haram and halal, and they followed them although they were based on mere
superstition. The Quran opposed them too. They used to believe that this animal among the four-legged
was haram, that crop was haram, that once a specific animal was permitted for riding (6:139), that thing is
halal for the men but not for women (6:140), so and so progeny of camel is haram, so and so calves are
haram (6:144). They were told that those lists were all “compiled by your forefathers” (6:149). You
attribute them towards Allah without any reason (6:141). Then they were challenged that if they were
right then they should produce witnesses to back their claims (6:151).
These discussions make it clear that there is no other authority than Allah to declare haram or halal.
Aside from edibles, the Quran has also mentioned in detail the relationships which are halal or haram.
This has been mentioned in surah An-Nisa, verses 12 to 24. This is the Quranic version of halal and
haram, and for something to be declared halal or haram, Quranic authority is essential. It may be
mentioned, that the (true) Islamic state, due to some emergency or some expediency declares something
as prohibited for a limited period.
For instance during the rainy season, the health officer may declare that the use of figs etc. is forbidden or
during a war the government orders that something is forbidden for civil use because the army’s need is
greater. But it is obvious that such limitation is for a limited time period only, and declaring something as
haram for all times is quite different because nothing can be declared haram by anyone except God. See
heading (H-L-L) and (N-Ain-M), as well for more details.

ح ری

H-R-Y

“ ْ( ”اﻟﺘﱠ ُﺤﺮﱢیat-tahri) means to intend to, to strive to get something, to intend to do something particularly.
“ُ ( ”ﺗَ َﺤﺮﱠاهtaharrah): he intended to do it. Some say it is to strive to get the good things {T}.
The Quran says:
these are the people who have decided honorably to
72:14
receive guidance

ِ
ًک َﲢَﱠﺮوا َر َﺷﺪا
َ ﻓَﺎُْوٰﻻ

Ibn Faris says its basic meanings are nearness, or intent, temperature, to return or to lessen.
“( ” َﺣ َﺮاءhiraa) was a mountain in Mecca city which Muhammed (pbuh) is said to visit (to receive
guidance) before prophet hood {T}. This is only mentioned historically, but the Quran says nothing about
it. The Quran says only that before prophet hood, Muhammed (pbuh) was in search for the truth and
guidance. See heading (Zd-L-L).
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H-Z-B

حزب

“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤ ْﺰبal-hizb): the turn to drink, people’s group or party. The plural is “ ٌ( ”اَﺣْ ﺰَابaaab).
Rabhib says that it means the condition where the feelings and acts of the people in the group or party are
similar, even if they have never met each other. Raghib also says that there is also the condition that there
ّ ٰ ُ” ِﺣ ْﺰب
is hardness and intensity among those people. This is why the Quran mentions two groups i.e. “ِﷲ
(hizbullah) (8:22) and “( ” ِﺣ ْﺰبُ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯿﻄَﺎ ِنhizbush shaitan) (58:19).
Hizbullah are those people who are strictly observant of Allah’s laws, no matter in which part of the
world they may be, and Hizbush shaitaan (the opposing party) are those who live according to
contradictory laws to Allah’s, no matter which nation or country they belong to. The Quran formulates
nations on the basis of life or purpose of life and not on the basis of country, race and language.
In surah Momin the parties which opposed Allah’s messengers have been called “ ُ( ”اَ ْﻻَﺣْ ﺰَابal-ahzaab). In
surah al-aaab, “ ُ( ”اَ ْﻻَﺣْ ﺰَابal-aaab) are those parties which together fought against Allah’s Messenger
(40:30).
The Quran has termed sectarianism as shirk (that is the highest sin i.e. to worship others along with
Allah). Because it then so happens that:
every group thinks that it is on the right path
ُﮐ ﱡﻞ ِﺣ ْﺰ ٍب ِﲟَﺎﻟَ َﺪﻳْ ِﻬ ْﻢ ﻓَ ِﺮ ُﺣ ْﻮ َن
32:32
(and all the other sects are on the wrong path)
By saying “ب
ٍ ( ” ُﮐﻞﱡ ِﺣ ْﺰkullo hizbin) (all groups), the Quran has clarified that when there are sects within
this way of life, than it is wrong to assume that any one sect is right and all the others wrong. The very
existence of sects is shirk to the Quran (30:32). As long as there is true Deen (Islamic system) there can
be no sects within it. When that system is no longer present, then this way of life becomes an individual
thing and the formation of sects is inevitable. To remove sects, there is only one way, which is the
establishment of a truly Islamic system. Other than this, there is no way to get out of this shirk.

H-Z-N

حزن

“( ” َﺣ ْﺰ ٌنhuzn): this is a composite word and is used for every misfortune that may befall a human being,
including economic troubles form a great part of this misfortune.
“( ” َﺣﺰَاﻧَۃُ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ ِﻞhazanatur rajul): those family members whose pain is felt by a man and whom he fends for
{T}.
Tajul Uroos says that in surah Faatir’s verse 35: 34, the word “( ” َﺣﺰ ٌَنhazan) means the worry about
acquiring the daily bread.
َ (la taan) or “( ”ﻻَﺗَﺤْ َﺰﻧُﻮْ اla taanu), it does
Raghib says that where in the Quran, it has been said “”ﻻ ﺗَﺤْ ﺰ َْن
not mean to not worry, because man does not have the power ‘not to worry” (i.e. man cannot help
worrying). It means not let those reasons be created which create “( ” َﺣﺰ ٌَنhuzn). This can happen with
economic wellbeing because “( ” َﺣﺰ ٌَنhuzn) means the worries which arise due to financial troubles. Also
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ْﺰنal-hazn) means hard, stony, the opposite of which is “( ” َﺳ ْﮩﻞsahl) {T}, probably because
vegetation cannot grow in such harsh soil.
Ibn Faris says that this root contains an element of hardness, harshness, and intensity.
ٌ ْ( ” َﺧﻮkhauf) is the worry which is due to some expected
In the heading (Kh-W-F) you will find that “ف
danger, (i.e. it concerns some event in the future), while “( ” َﺣﺰ ٌَنhuzn) is used against this meaning. It
means a sadness that is due to some event in the past, something that has passed. The situation before any
ٌ ْ( ” َﺧﻮkhauf), and after that event this fear is no more, but sadness or “( ” َﺣﺰ ٌَنhuzn) begins, or
loss is “ف
remains.
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The Quran says:
Do not get sad or heartbroken. If you are those
3:139
with peace, you are greater.

ِ
ِِ
ﲔ
َ َوﻻَ َﻬﺗﻨُﻮا َوﻻَ َْﲢَﺰﻧُﻮا َوأَﻧﺘُ ُﻢ اﻷ َْﻋﻠَ ْﻮ َن إِن ُﻛﻨﺘُﻢ ﱡﻣ ْﺆﻣﻨ

Here it has appeared against greatness and loftiness, peak, overpowering.
In the tale about Adam, when the life of Heaven was taken away from Adam, he was told that if he spent
his life according to what was revealed, the result would be:
He will not have any khauf and huzn.
ف َﻋﻠَْﻴ ِﻬ ْﻢ َوَﻻ ُﻫ ْﻢ َْﳛَﺰﻧـُ ْﻮ َن
2:38
ٌ َﻻ َﺧ ْﻮ
(any fear or worry):
When this Heavenly society of Quranic laws is established in this world, then along with other comforts
of life, there remains no worry on account of the economic factor. These are the basic connotation of
“( ” َﺣﺰ ٌَنhuzn). Also the heaven out of which Adam was driven out, had the particularity that nobody had
to bend his back for food, clothing or housing, nor did anyone go without these (20:118 -119)
For details of these matters see headings (A-D-M), (Sh-J-R), (J-N-N).
It is obvious Therefore, that any nation which is suffering from hunger, fear, and “( ” َﺣﺰ ٌَنhuzn) etc. is not
obeying the laws of Allah. To live in obedience of Allah’s laws means inevitably that man’s life in this
world will be successful as well as in that of the Hereafter.
In surah Yusuf, “( ” َﺣﺰ ٌَنhuzn) has been used to mean a sadness or worry that has been born due to some
past event (12:82).
َ (la tahazzan alaihim) in 15:88 means “do not be sad for them”.
“”ﻻ ﺗَﺤْ ﺰَنُ َﻋﻠَﯿ ِْﮩ ْﻢ
ﱠ
َ
“( ”ﺗَ َﺤﺰنَ َﻋﻠ ْﯿ ِہtahazzan alaih) means that he was sad for it {T}.

حسب

H-S-B

“ﺐ
َ ( ” َﺣ َﺴhasab), “ ُ( ”ﯾَﺤْ ﺴُﺐyahsab), “ً ( ” ُﺣ ْﺴﺒَﺎﻧﺎhusbana) and “ً ( ” ِﺣ َﺴﺎﺑﺎhisaaba) means to count, to number.
“ﺐ
َ ( ” َﺣ ِﺴhasibu), “ ُ( ”ﯾَﺤْ َﺴﺐyahsabu), “ً( ” َﻣﺤْ َﺴﺒَۃmahsabah), “ً ( ” ِﺣ ْﺴﺒَﺎﻧﺎhisbana): to think, to have the opinion.
“ ُ( ” َﺣﺴْﺐhasb): that which is enough, that which suffices, after which the need ends.
“ ٌ( ” ِﺣ َﺴﺎبhaasib): someone who counts.
ٌ َ( ” ُﺣ ْﺴﺒhusbaan) is the plural form.
“ﺎن
“ﮏ ِدرْ ﮨُ ْﻢ
َ َ( ” َﺣ ْﺴﺒhasbuka dirham): one dirham is enough for you.
ّ ٰ ( ” َﺣ ْﺴﺒُﻨَﺎhasbunallah): Allah (Allah’s laws) are enough for us (9:59). With Him there, we do not need
“ُ ﷲ
anything else, He shall suffice to meet all our needs.
“ﺐ َذا
ِ ( ” ٰﮨ َﺬا ﺑِ َﺤ َﺴhaaza bihasabi za): this is according to his need or this is sufficient for him {T, M}.
“ ٌ( ” َﺣﺴﯿْﺐhaseeb): one who counts, administrator.
17:14

ﻚ َﺣ ِﺴﻴﺒًﺎ
َ ﻚ اﻟْﻴَـ ْﻮَم َﻋﻠَْﻴ
َ ﻚ َﻛ َﻔﻰ ﺑِﻨَـ ْﻔ ِﺴ
َ َاﻗْـَﺮأْ َﻛﺘَﺎﺑ

Read your own book, today you are
accountable for yourself.

According to the scheme of things created by God, at the time of the results of one’s deeds, there is no
need for any outside witness or accountant, as man’s own self is a living testimony against him.

75:14

the effects of deeds which naturally affect the
person, themselves testify as to the nature of
deeds done

ًﮏ َﺣ ِﺴﻴْﺒﺎ
َ ﮏ اﻟْﻴَـ ْﻮَم َﻋﻠَْﻴ
َ َﮐﻔٰﯽ ﺑِﻨَـ ْﻔ ِﺴ

The time of the results being made known, has been called “ب
ِ ( ”ﯾَﻮْ ُم ْاﻟ ِﺤ َﺴﺎyaumul hisaab) (the Day of
ْ
ُ
Reckoning) or in 14:41 “ ُ( ”ﯾَﻘﻮْ ُم اﻟ َﺤ َﺴﺎبyaqumul hisaab), the result of every deed begins to formulate as the
deed is done. But they appear after a time, like the fruit which begins to take shape when the bud appears,
but the fruit actually appears after some time.
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This is the time for their appearance of results.
6:97
10:5
17:12

We created the sun and moon for you to keep count
so that they can be used to keep track of months and years

ًﺲ َواﻟْ َﻘ َﻤُﺮ ُﺣ ْﺴﺒَﺎﻧﺎ
َ َواﻟْ َﺸ ْﻤ
ِ
ِ
ِ
ﺎب
َ ْ ﻟﺘَـ ْﻌﻠَ ُﻤ ْﻮا َﻋ َﺪ َد اﻟ ﱢﺴﻨ
َ ﲔ َوا ْﳊ َﺴ

It is obvious then that there can be a calendar based on the sun’s orbiting, the lunar or solar, whichever is
easier, can be used.
Surah Kahaf says:
18:40
He can send husbaan on the field (cultivation)

َوﻳـَْﺮِﺳ َﻞ َﻋﻠَْﻴـ َﻬﺎ ُﺣ ْﺴﺒَﺎﻧﺎً ِﻣ َﻦ اﻟ ﱠﺴ َﻤ ِﺎء

Here “( ” ُﺣ ْﺴﺒَﺎنhusbaan) is generally taken to be some misfortune, i.e. some celestial catastrophe which
destroys the cultivation, as rain, storm strong winds, hails, or swarm of insects {T}.
But the Lughat Hameer (the dictionary of Hameer) says it means extreme cold.
Ibn Faris says it means both, hail and swarm of locusts.
“ﺐ
َ ( ”اِﺣْ ﺘَ َﺴehtasab) means to think, or have an opinion {M}.
The Quran says:
Allah’s laws provide sustenance from places not
65:3
even thought of.
Someone who desires this method gets countless
2:212
sustenance from Allah.

ِ
ﺐ
ُ َوﻳـَْﺮُزﻗْﻪُ ِﻣ ْﻦ َﺣْﻴ
ُ ﺚ َﻻ َْﳛﺘَﺴ
ٍ واﻟ ٰﻠّﻪُ ﻳـﺮُز ُق ﻣﻦ ﻳﱠ َﺸﺎء ﺑِﻐَ ِْﲑ ِﺣﺴ
ﺎب
ُ ْ َ َْ َ
َ

Raghib writes a little differently. One of them is that He gives him but does not take at all, or gives, not
according to what people think, but much more than that. When society is formed according to Allah’s
laws, then the provision of sustenance becomes abundant and much more than common ideas.

H-S-D

حسد

“( ” َﺣ َﺴ ٌﺪhasad) means to scrape.
“( ”اﻟ َﺤ َﺴ ُﺪal-hasad): the mentality which says that whatever the other one has in possession, may be taken
from him and given to me. And even if I do not get it, then may it be lost to him
“ٌ ( ” ِﻏ ْﯿﻄَۃghibtah) means that along with him, I too may get it, in other word, envy {T}.
Raghib has only added that it also includes striving for that thing.
Surah Al-Baqrah says that the opponents due to “( ” َﺣ َﺴ َﺪhasad) (jealousness) wish you to give up your
trust and become a denier. So they wish that the good results of trust may be taken away from you, no
matter if they gain anything from this or not (2:109).
The Quran has described jealousy as a very destructive mentality, and advised avoiding people with such
mentality (113:5). This can be done through profound connection with Allah’s laws.
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حسر

H-S-R

“( ” َﺣ َﺴ َﺮhasar), “( ”ﯾَﺤْ ِﺴ ُﺮyahsir): basically means to open something or scrape it or to skin.
“( ”اِﻟﺘﱠﺤْ ِﺴ ْﯿ ُﺮil-la tehseer) means for a bird to lose its feathers {T}. This led to its meaning of being
vulnerable.
“( ” َﺣ َﺴ َﺮ ْاﻟﺒَ ِﻌ ْﯿ َﺮhasaral ba-eer): the camel was made to walk so much that it became vulnerable.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ْﺴ َﺮةal-hasrah) Hence, means a situation in which a man becomes like a tired camel. The word has
the connotation both of vulnerability and shamefulness, as well as sadness and repentance {T}.
Raghib says “ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ْﺴ َﺮةal-hasrah) means sadness and shamefulness at something’s death, as if the truth
has dawned upon the man and the situation in which he did something, has been removed.
ٌ ( ” َﮐ ْﺸkashaf), which means to open up.
That is why Muheet says it really means “ﻒ
“( ” َﺣ َﺴ َﺮ ْاﻟﺒَﺤْ ُﺮ َﻋ ِﻦ اﻟﺴﱠﺎ ِﺣ ِﻞhasaral bahru unis sahil) means that the river receded from the banks and the land
ٌ ( ” َﮐ ْﺸkashaf) the
which was below the water, openly came into view {T}. This contains the elements of “ﻒ
opening, and vulnerability.
Surah Al-Baqrah says:
Allah will unveil their deeds to them and this
2:167
revealing will make them vulnerable

ٍ ﻳ ِﺮﻳ ِﻬﻢ اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪ اَ ْﻋﻤﺎ َﳍﻢ ﺣﺴﺮ
ات َﻋﻠَْﻴ ِﻬ ْﻢ
ََ َ ُْ َ ُ ُ ْ ُ

ُ ْ( ” َﺣ َﺴﺮhasaratul bait) means I swept the house.
“ َت ْاﻟﺒَﯿْﺖ
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﻤﺤْ َﺴ َﺮةal mihsarah) is the broom {R}. That means the previous verse can also mean that their deeds
became totally unproductive and all they did was swept aside.
َ (la yastahseroon) in 21:19, which means to get tired.
Surah Anbia says “ َ”ﻻ ﯾَ ْﺴﺘَﺤْ ِﺴﺮُوْ ن
Surah Bani Israel has used “ً( ” َﻣﻠُﻮْ ﻣﺎ ً َﻣﺤْ ﺴُﻮْ راmaluman mahsoora) in 17:29 i.e. begging situation, a
condition in which all is lost, and you repent at what you did. 67:4 says “( ” َﺣ ِﺴ ْﯿ ٌﺮhaseer) which means
getting tired and emaciated.
“( ”اَﻟﺘﱠ َﺤﺎ ِﺳ ْﯿ ُﺮat-tahaseer): troubles and misfortunes.
“ٌ ( ” َﺣ ْﺴ َﺮةhasrah): deep sadness and shame and to repent the loss of something {T}.
“( ”ﯾَﺎ َﺣ ْﺴ َﺮ ٰﺗﯽya hasrata): “Alas!” (39:56).

حسس

H-S-S

“ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤﺲﱡal-hiss) means movement, hidden voice. This leads to “ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﻮاسﱡal-hawass).
“ ( ”اَ َﺣﺲﱠahass): that which is to feel, to be aware of {T}.
Raghib says when something becomes evident, so as to be felt, we say “ ( ”اَ َﺣﺲﱠahass)
3:51

ﺲ
ﻓَـﻠَ ﱠﻤﺎ اَ َﺣ ﱠ

when he felt

“ﱠﺲ
َ ( ”ﺗَ َﺤﺴtahhass): to find out about someone (12:87). “ ٌ( ” َﺣ ِﺴﯿْﺲhasees): a soft sound.
21:102

They don’t even hear a single sound from there

َﻻ ﻳَ ْﺴ َﻤ ُﻌ ْﻮ َن َﺣ ِﺴﻴْ َﺴ َﻬﺎ

“ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤﺲﱡal-hiss): cold in which grass dries out.
َ( ” َﺣ َﻮاسﱡ ْاﻻhawaasul ard): cold, hail, wind, swarm of insects and cattle which might destroy
“رْض
ِ
cultivation. As such the word means destruction
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺎﺳُﻮْ سal-hasoos) means drought.
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Surah Aal-e-Imran says:
when you were annihilating and destroying
3:151
them

اِ ْذ َﲢُ ﱡﺴ ْﻮﻧـَ ُﻬ ْﻢ

Ibn Faris says that “ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺲﱡal-hass) also means to kill.

حسم

H-S-M

“( ” َﺣ َﺴ َﻤ ٗہhasamah), “( ”ﯾَﺤْ ِﺴ ُﻤ ٗہyahsimoh): he cut it off
“( ” َﺣ َﺴ َﻢ ْاﻟ ِﻌﺮْ قhasam-ul-irq): he cut the vein, and branded it with iron so that the blood did not flow off {T}.
Ibn Faris says it means to cut off something at its root.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ َﺴﺎ ُمal-husaam): sharp cutting sword.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺤﺴُﻮْ ُمal-husoom): bad luck
Azhari says that anything which follows a thing is called “( ” َﺣﺎ ِﺳ ٌﻢhasim), plural of which is “” ُﺣﺴُﻮْ ٌم
(husoom). Thus, it means things that come one after the other, things which keep coming continuously.
Raghib says “( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ْﺴ ُﻢal-hasm) means to remove the effects of something, that is, to destroy something in
a way that no traces are left.
The Quran says that following about the punishment that came upon the nation of Aad:
The storm kept coming for seven nights and
69:7
ًَﺳ َﺨﱠﺮَﻫﺎ َﻋﻠَْﻴ ِﻬ ْﻢ َﺳﺒَ َﻊ ﻟَﻴَ ٍﺎل و َﲦٰﻨِﻴَﺔَ اَﻳﱠ ٍﺎم ُﺣ ُﺴ ْﻮﻣﺎ
eight days.
“ً ( ” ُﺣﺴُﻮْ ﻣﺎhusooman) here can also mean continuous, but with reference to the context, this meaning
deems more appropriate that it was such a storm that removed even the traces of the Aad nation, or even
removed them from their roots.

H-S-N

حسن

“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺤﺴْﻦal-husn): Muheet says that “ ُ( ” ُﺣﺴْﻦhusn), or beauty means for all limbs to be in the right
proportion, and generally the word “( ”ﺣﺴﯿﻦhaseen), or beautiful, is used for things which are pleasing to
the eye due to their balanced proportions. As such “( ” ُﺣﺴ ٌْﻦhusn) means the right proportion and
symmetry, and is the opposite of “( ”� ٌْءso’a) which means unbalanced or bad.

This is why this word has come against “( ”ﻓَ َﺴﺎ ٌدfasaad) in 28:77, which means disproportion. Thus,
“ ُ( ”اَ ْ ِﻻﺣْ َﺴﺎنal-ehsaan) means to make some proportion right. That is, if in society, there has been a
ٌ ”اِﺣْ َﺴ
decrease or insufficiency in somebody’s capability or strength, to make up for it is called “ﺎن
ْ
ٌ
ْﺣ
(ehsaan). See heading (Ain-D-L) in which “( ” َﻋﺪ ٌلadl) and “( ”اِ َﺴﺎنehsaan) have been discussed in
detail.
ٌ ( ”اِﺣْ َﺴehsaan) is of two types. One is to make up for the deficiencies and correct the
Raghib says that “ﺎن
balance, and the second to make one’s own character balanced, or to create “( ” ُﺣﺴ ٌْﻦhusn) in it.
Raghib says that “( ” َﻋ ْﺪ ٌلadl) is to give whatever you have and take only which is your right. On the other
ٌ ( ”اِﺣْ َﺴehsaan) is to give more than you are required to give and take less than what is you right.
hand “ﺎن
This means that in ehsaan, the purpose is not to focus on what is due, but on creating a balance.
Surah Al-Qasas says that when Moses came of age and “( ” َوا ْﺳﺘَ َﻮ ٰیwastawa), i.e. every type of balance
was created in him, and then We bestowed him with knowledge and sagacity (i.e. decision power).
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Later, it is said:
Thus, We reward the muhsaneen with the
28:14
fruits of their (good) deeds.

ِِ
ﲔ
َ َِﮐ َﺬاﻟ
َ ْ ﮏ َْﳒ ِﺰ ْی اﻟْ ُﻤ ْﺤﺴﻨ

Here, it is obvious that “ َ( ” ُﻣﺤْ ِﺴﻨِ ْﯿﻦmohseneen) means those who live a balanced life.
“ً ( ”ﮨُ َﻮ ﯾُﺤْ ِﺴﻦُ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ َء اِﺣْ َﺴﺎﻧﺎhuwa yuhsinush shaiyi ehsana): he knows it fully well {T}. Surah Yusuf relates
that in prison, when two men after relating their dreams asked Yusuf to interpret them it is said:
We know that you are one of fully aware
ِِ
ِ اِﻧﱠﺎ ﻧـَﺮ
ﲔ
12:36
َ ْ اک ﻣ َﻦ اﻟْ ُﻤ ْﺤﺴﻨ
َ َ
people
Here “ َ( ” ُﻣﺤْ ِﺴﻨِ ْﯿﻦmohseneen) mean people who know something very well.
ٌ ( ” َﺣ َﺴﻨhasanaat) as against “ت
ٌ َ ( ” َﺳﯿﱢﺎsayye-aat) meaning life’s pleasant things, as in
The Quran has used “َﺎت
7:131 and 3:119.
Surah At-Taubah uses “ٌﺼ ْﯿﺒَۃ
ِ ( ” ُﻣmusibah) against “ٌ( ” َﺣ َﺴﻨَۃhasanah) in 9:50. As such “ٌ ( ” َﺣ َﺴﻨَۃhasanah) is
anything which gives comfort to human beings, goods of comfort and luxury. Since this can be achieved
by being in the government, it was said that We made the Bani Israel the inheritors of the East and West
of Palestine, and:
Thus, the law of balance of your Sustainer was
ِ َﲤﱠ
اﳊُ ْﺴﻨٰﯽ
ْ ﮏ
7:137
َ ﺖ ِرﺑﱢ
ْ
ُ ﺖ َﮐﻠ َﻤ
fulfilled
“( ” ُﺣ ْﺴ ٰﻨﯽhusna) is the feminine of “ ُ( ”اَﺣْ َﺴﻦahsan).
Allah attributes are known as “( ”اَ ْﻻَ ْﺳ َﻤﺎ ُء ْاﻟ ُﺤ ْﺴ ٰﻨﯽasma’al husna) in 59:24, because Allah’s persona is such
that various attributes are present in it in complete balance. All attributes and in complete balance. This,
according to the Quran, is the concept of Allah, and since the purpose of man’s life is to walk in His
shadow, so to speak, he is nearest to Allah whose good attributes as well develop in a very balanced
manner.
This is why the Quran has said:
the attributes of Allah are certainly the attributes of
7:180
Allah, and they are totally balanced

ْ ﻓَ ْﺎدﻋُﻮﻩُ ِﻬﺑَﺎ ا ْﳊُ ْﺴ َ ٰﲎ َوﻟِﻠﱠ ِﻪ ْاﻷ
َُﲰَﺎء

Therefore, call Him by those attributed, i.e. the concept of Allah is similar to the attributes that which you
invoke Him with.
It is also said that:
dissociate with those who go lopsided (away from the
7:180
path of balance) in any one of them (attributes)

ِﱠ
َﲰَﺂﺋِِﻪ
ْ ﻳﻦ ﻳـُﻠْ ِﺤ ُﺪو َن ِﰲ أ
َ َوذَ ُرواْ اﻟﺬ

Therefore, the required is not only to reflect upon attributes of Allah (i.e. the development of hidden
capabilities of human personality), but also to balance them. The life which is without “( ” ُﺣﺴ ٌْﻦhusn) or
balance is not a life which is in the Quranic mould. The purpose of life is to see how much balance you
create in yourself and how much balance you contribute to the universe. In this world (outside the human
ٌ ( ”اِﺣْ َﺴehsaan) (creating balance) begins with dealing humanely with other individuals
personality) this “ﺎن
in society.
ِ َوﻗـُ ْﻮﻟُْﻮﻟِﻠﻨ
2:83
treat people in a way so that balance is created
ًﱠﺎس ُﺣ ْﺴﻨﺎ
ّ ٰ ( ”اَ ْﻧﻔِﻘُﻮْ ﻓِ ْﯽ َﺳﺒِ ْﯿ ِﻞanfequ fi sabi lillah): keep the fruits of your labor
The practical way to do this is by “ِﷲ
open (available) for mankind and Thus, “( ”اَﺣْ ِﺴﻨُﻮْ اahsenu), create balance in society (2:195). This is the
ٌ ( ”اِﺣْ َﺴehsaan) 2:83.
definition of “ﺎن
The Quran cautions that when you are asked to create husn or do ehsaan, it must not be done to get any
remuneration, because:
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55:60

ِ اﻻﺣﺴ
ِْ ﺎن اِﱠﻻ
ِ
اﻻ ْﺣ َﺴﺎ ُن
َ ْ ْ َُﻫ ْﻞ َﺟَﺰاء

the return for creating balance, is that balance in deed
is created

ٌ ( ”اِﺣْ َﺴehsaan) should be returned with another ehsaan. For instance, a man
We generally believe that “ﺎن
faces hard times, he goes to somebody for help, and the other person helps him, which is assumed to be
his ehsaan. Now the first person is on the lookout for when the other person faces bad times so that he
may repay his ehsaan, and till that time he does so, he feels indebted. Even if he disagrees with him on a
minor point, that person may recall the ehsaan he did on him and say “what sort of ehsaan-forgetting
person are you?” This is the ehsaan, as we assume, but the above Quran ordains clearly define the
difference in its use today and the real meaning.
Ehsaan means to keep on doing ehsaan and not even think about its compensation or return, because
when Momins do ehsaan on somebody they clearly tell him:
we want no compensation, nor thanks
َﻻﻧُِﺮﻳْ ُﺪ ِﻣْﻨ ُﮑ ْﻢ َﺟَﺰاءً ﱠو َﻻ ُﺷ ُﮑ ْﻮًرا
7:6
(gratitude) from you
Thus, the teachings of the Quran are aimed at creating “( ” ُﺣﺴ ٌْﻦhusn) in Man’s own soul as well as in
other human beings and the external universe. To make all these more beautiful, will be its own reward.
That is why the Quran has said that when you feel that the balance has gone out, correct the balance. This
will remove any bad effects.
23:96

ِ
َا ْدﻓَ ُﻊ ﺑِﺎﻟﱠﺘِ ْﯽ ِﻫ َﯽ اَ ْﺣ َﺴ ُﻦ اﻟ ﱠﺴﻴِﺌَﺔ

Take stock of yourself first. If your personality
is not balanced then try to balance it

When the society loses its balance, try to rectify it. Thus, keep on beautifying the external universe
through knowledge and inventions. Your efforts towards this end will be their own reward. The result of
trying to create “( ” ُﺣﺴ ٌْﻦhusn) or to restore balance is that “( ” ُﺣﺴ ٌْﻦhusn) or balance will ultimately be
established.
Hence, the purpose of life is to maintain balance, and God’s personality is one in which “( ” ُﺣﺴ ٌْﻦhusn) or
balance has reached its peak.
“( ”اﻻَ ْﺳ َﻤﺎ ُء ْاﻟ ُﺤ ْﺴ ٰﻨﯽal asma ul husna): the objective standard for man is Therefore, God’s personae for the
proper development of his own faculties.

حشر

H-Sh-R

“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ْﺸ ُﺮal-hashr) means to gather people and drive them towards some direction.
Ibn Faris says its basic meaning is to drive, to life, to get up and go.
ْ (al-hashr) means to collect and drive.
Experts of dictionaries say that “”اﻟ َﺤ ْﺸ ُﺮ
ْ
ْ
“( ”اَﻟ َﻤﺤْ َﺸ ُﺮal-mahshar), “( ”اَﻟ َﻤﺤْ ِﺸ ُﺮal-mahshir) is a place to gather.
Muheet says people use this word for a crowd and to create narrowness (lack of space) for each other
{M}. This means such crowd or gathering which creates difficulty for others.
The Quran has also used this word to mean “to gather for war”, as in:
as per Sulemans’s orders, the armies were
27:17
collected and taken
And about the Jews, it is said in surah Al-Hashr:
52:6

Allah is He who, among those who had the Book,
took the rebellious out of the houses for hashr

َو ُﺣ ِﺸَﺮ ﻟِ ُﺴﻠَْﻴ ٰﻤ َﻦ ُﺟﻨُـ ْﻮُد ٗه

ِ ُﻫﻮ اﻟﱠ ِﺬ ْی اَ ْﺧﺮج اﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳْﻦ َﮐ َﻔﺮْوا ِﻣ ْﻦ اَ ْﻫ ِﻞ اﻟْ ِﮑﺘ
ٰﺐ ِﻣ ْﻦ ِدﻳَﺎ ِرِﻫ ْﻢ
ُ َ ََ
َ
اﳊَ ْﺸ ِﺮ
ْ ِﻻَﱠوِل

This too refers to a gathering for war or exile, which was the outcome of this battle.
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Surah Aal-e-Imraan says to tell these opponents:
you will be overpowered soon, and will be
collected in the ground of destruction and then
3:11
taken towards jahannam

ِٰ
ﱠﻢ
َ َﺳﺘُـ ْﻐﻠَﺒُـ ْﻮ َن َو ُْﲢ َﺸُﺮْو َن اﻟﯽ َﺟ َﻬﻨ

Its next 3:12 verse details the battle.
Surah Shura says about the Pharaoh that he sent “ َ( ” َﺣﺎ ِﺷﺮ ْﯾﻦhaashereen) to different cities (26:36). This
means that representatives who would collect people and bring them (to him) were sent to different cities.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ْﺸ ُﺮal-hashr): to sharpen the blade and to take from one place to another after collect them together,
as drought gets people out of the villages and into the cities {T}.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ َﺸ َﺮةal-hashara) means that which is hunted and is edible, i.e. which can be eaten. It also means
insects. That is why “( ”ﺣﺸﺮاتhasharaat) means insects and small animals. In the Yemen dialect, it
means “saw dust” {T}.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ْﺸ ُﺮal-hashr) also means death. It is also the fine part of the ear.
Surah Tahaa says:
and We will raise him blind on youm-ul20:124
qiyamah

َوَْﳓ ُﺸُﺮ ٗه ﻳـَ ْﻮَم اﻟْ ِﻘ ٰﻴ َﻤ ِﺔ اَ ْﻋ ٰﻤﯽ

This means to give return for deeds. That is, the results of deeds continue to be formulated very
discreetly.
“ٌ ( ” َﻣﺤْ ُﺸﻮْ َرةmahshoorah): gathered together (38:19).
50:44

it is easy for us to gather them

46:6

And when mankind are gathered

ﮏ َﺣ ْﺸٌﺮ َﻋﻠَﻴْـﻨَﺎ ﻳَ ِﺴﻴْـٌﺮ
َ َِذاﻟ
ِ ِ
ﱠﺎس
ُ َوإ َذا ُﺣﺸَﺮ ٱﻟﻨ

In these places, the connotation of taking them somewhere along with gathering together must be borne in
mind.
We generally take “( ” َﺣ ْﺸ ٌﺮhashr) to mean reckoning (after death on the Day of the Judgment), like
Aakhirah, qiyamah, sa’ah, bo’as etc. These are composite terms of the Quran and mean not only to rise
after death but also the renaissance of nations. As such, Shah Waliullah says (in Hujjatulaahi Baligha Kitabul Fatan) that in Islamic (sharia), “( ” َﺣ ْﺸ ٌﺮhashr) has two meanings. One is the gathering or
collection of people in Syria, that is, before the Qiyamat, this will happen when people are sparse and
either due to various ceremonies or due to battle, people will gather there, and the second is to rise after
death.
Wherever these words appear in the Quran, it must be noted with reference to the context whether they
mean life after death, or a revolution in this world.
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حصب

H-Sd-B

“ُ ﺼﺒَۃ
َ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤal-hasabah) means gravel, small stones.
“ ُﺼﺐ
َ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤal-hasab) means fuel, or whatever is put into the fire to make it burn brighter, as firewood.
“ ٌﺼﺐ
َ ( ” َﺣhasab) can be used if the fire is stoked.
“ ُﺻﺐ
ِ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺎal-hasib): the strong wind which raises dust and gravel {T}.
The Quran says:
Send towards you a wind that raises
17:68
gravel or stones
you and your gods whom you worship
21:98
other than Allah are the fuel for hell

ِ ﻳـﺮِﺳﻞ ﻋﻠَﻴ ُﮑﻢ ﺣ
ًﺎﺻﺒﺎ
َ ْ ْ َ َ ُْ

ِ ِ ِ
ﱠﻢ أَﻧﺘُ ْﻢ َﳍَﺎ َوا ِرُدو َن
َ إِﻧﱠ ُﻜ ْﻢ َوَﻣﺎ ﺗـَ ْﻌﺒُ ُﺪو َن ﻣﻦ ُدون اﻟﻠﱠﻪ َﺣ
ُﺼ
َ ﺐ َﺟ َﻬﻨ

Here “ ُﺼﺐ
َ ( ” َﺣhasab) means fuel. The fiery wind which blew from a volcano towards the nation of Loot
was also called “ً ﺻﺒﺎ
ِ ( ” َﺣﺎhaaseba). It has a mix of both, small stones and the heat of the fire.

حصد

H-Sd-D

“ﺼ َﺪ
َ ( ” َﺣhasad) means to cut cultivated crop or plants with a shears {R}.
12:47

ﺼ ْﺪ ُْﰎ ﻓَ َﺬ ُرْوﻩُ ﻓِ ْﯽ ُﺳﻨْﺒُﻠِ ِﻪ
َ ﻓَ َﻤﺎ َﺣ

let the corn remain in the ear of the crop you cut

“ﺼﺎ ٌد
َ ( ” َﺣhasaad): to cut the crop, as used in (6:142), or the time to cut the crop.
“ﺼ ْﯿ ُﺪ
ِ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤal-haseed): the crop that is cut.
About the annihilated nations, the Quran says:
21:15
We made them motionless and quiet like the crop which has been cut.

H-Sd-R

ِ ﺟﻌ ْﻠ ٰﻨـﻬﻢ ﺣ
ﺼْﻴﺪاً َﺧ ِﺎﻣ ِﺪﻳْ َﻦ
َ ْ ُ ََ

حصر

“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺼْ ُﺮal-hasr): to stop, to imprison, to create narrowness {T}.
Raghib says that “( ” َﺣﺼْ ٌﺮhasr) and “ﺼﺎ ٌر
َ ْ( ”اِﺣihsaar) are said when the stoppage is due to some visible
obstruction (like if the enemy has stopped you) or if there is some internal reason (like disease which has
prevented you). When the obstruction is only internal then “( ” َﺣﺼْ ٌﺮhasr) is used {R}.
Surah An-Nisa says:
or they may come to you in the condition that their
4:90
chests are constricted and hearts narrow (frustrated)

ِ اَوﺟﺎء وُﮐﻢ ﺣ
ﺻ ُﺪ ْوُرُﻫ ْﻢ
ْ ﺼَﺮ
ُ ت
َ ْ ُْ َْ

“ﺼ ْﯿ ٌﺮ
ِ ( ” َﺣhaseer) as used in 17:8 means a prison, as well as a narrow-minded person. It also means that
miser who does not drink, only due to his miserliness.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺼُﻮْ ُرal-hasoor) as used in 3:38 means one who refrains, especially one who refrains from going to
women {T}.
“( ” َﺣﺼُﻮْ رhasoor) can also mean a man who has control over his libido.
“ٌ ﺻ َﺮة
َ ( ” ُﻣ َﺤﺎmuhasarah) means to surround the enemy and stop it.
“ﺼ َﺮ ْاﻟﻘَﻮْ ُم ﺑِﻔُ َﻼ ٍن
َ ( ” َﺣhasarun qaumun bi fulani): the nation surrounded somebody {T}.
ّ ٰ ﺼﺮُوْ ا ﻓِ ْﯽ َﺳﺒِ ْﯿ ِﻞ
Surah Baqrah’s verse “ِﷲ
َ ََﻻ ﯾَ ْﺴﺘَ ِﻄ ْﯿﻌُﻮْ ن
ِ ْ( ”اُﺣahsiru fi sabeelil lah) has been explained by “ ً ﺿﺮْ ﺑﺎ
ْ
ض
ِ ْ( ”ﻓِﯽ اﻻَرla yastati-oona zarban fil ard) in 2:273. It is about those who are stopped in a way that they
cannot move, that is, their movements are restricted.
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Surah Bani Israel states “( ” َﺟﮩَﻨﱠ َﻢJahannam) as “ًﺼﯿْﺮا
ِ ( ” َﺣhaseera) in 17:8. This means a place or
condition where one’s development stops, or where somebody is forbidden to go forth. For the right
meaning of jahannam, see heading jahannam and (J-H-M).

H-Sd-Sd

حصص

“ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺺﱡal-hass): to shave the head so that the head is cleaned.
“ﺎح
ِ َ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺼﱠﺎ ُء ِﻣﻦَ اﻟ ﱢﺮﯾal-mohassa’a minar riyah): clean air without any dust or pollution etc.
“ﺺ
َ ﺼﯿْﺼﺎ ً َو َﺣﺼْ َﺤ
َ ( ” َﺣﺼhus-hasa shaiyo tahseesnan wah hus-hus): The thing became evident,
ِ ْﱠﺺ اَﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ ُء ﺗَﺤ
became distinct. In other words, it was previously hidden but got clearly visible {T, R}.
“ﺺ
َ ( ” َﺣﺼْ َﺤhushus) is a four-lettered word ( )ح ص ح صbut we have dealt with it as three-letter sections.
Surah Yusuf says:
now the reality is clear
12:51
(the reality has now become evident)

ﺺ اَ ْﳊَ ﱡﻖ
ْ اَْ ٰﻻ َن َﺣ
َ ﺼ َﺤ

But Muheet, with reference to Baizawi says that this is from “ﺺ ْاﻟﺒَ ِﻌ ْﯿ ُﺮ
َ ( ” َﺣﺼْ َﺤhusasil aabeer) which
means that the camel, in order to sit down, rested his knees and chest firmly on the ground.
ﺺ اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ﱡ
“ﻖ
َ ( ” َﺣﺼْ َﺤhus hasal haq): the truth is proven and become well evident {M}.
( ” ِﺣ ﱠhissah): that which is cut off from the thing itself, a part of the whole {T, R}.
“ٌ ﺼۃ
Ibn Faris says its basic meanings include being a part, to become clear, and also for something to end or
lessen.

H-Sd-L

حصل

“َﯽ ٍء
ْ ﺻ ُﻞ ِﻣ ْﻦ ُﮐ ﱢﻞ ﺷ
ِ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺎal-haasilo min kulli shaiyi): that which remains of something.
ﱠ
َ
ْﺤ
“ﺼ ْﯿ ُﻞ
ﺘ
ﻟ
ا
”
(at-tahseel):
whatever that is received, to separate it.
ِ
َْﺤ
“ﺼ ْﯿ ٌﻞ
ﺗ
”
(tahseel)
actually
means to pick the kernel out of the skin, for instance wheat from chaff, or to
ِ
pick out small stones from the wheat.
( ”ﺗَ َﺤ ﱠtahassala shaiyi): the thing was collected and was proven.
“ﺼ َﻞ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ َء
“ُ ﺻﻠَۃ
َ ْ( ”اَ ْﻟﺤَﻮal-hauslah): a bird’s stomach {T, R}.
The Quran says:
whatever is hidden in the chest (or anywhere else) will
100:1
be brought out like kernel from the skin

ﺼ ُﺪ ْوِر
ﺼ َﻞ َﻣﺎ ﻓِﯽ اﻟ ﱡ
َو ُﺣ ﱢ

Ibn Faris writes that “ﺼ ْﯿ ٌﻞ
ِ ْ( ”ﺗَﺤtahseel) means to take out gold or silver from the mine.

H-Sd-N

حصن

“ ُﺼﺎن
َ ْ( ”اَ ْ ِﻻﺣal-ihsaan) means to safe keep something, protect it. This is its basic meaning.
“ ُ( ” َﺣﺼُﻦَ ْاﻟ َﻤﮑَﺎنُ ﯾَﺤْ ﺼُﻦhasanul makanu yahsun): for a place to be safe in a way that there is no way it can
be reached, a place as safe as this, would be called “( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤﺼْ ٌﻦal-hisn).
( ” َﺣ ﱠhassanahu) and “ُ ﺼﻨَہ
“ُ ﺼﻨَہ
َ ْ( ”اَﺣahsanah): he made it safe.
ْ
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ِﺤﺼْ ﻦal-hisn): every safe place which cannot be reached, plural is “( ” ُﺣﺼُﻮْ ٌنhusoon) as used in 59:2.
( ” ُﻣ َﺤ ﱠmuhssana): protected, as in 59:14.
“ﺼﻨَ ٍۃ
“ ُﺼﻦ
َ ْ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﻤﺤal-miihsun): lock for protection.
Surah Al-Anbia says:
21:80
So that it keeps you safe.
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Surah Yusuf says for wheat that was safe kept:
12:48
Unless that which you keep safe.

ِ َﳑﱠﺎ ُْﲢ
ﺼﻨُـ ْﻮ َن

ٌ ﺼ
“ﺎن
َ ( ” َﺣhasaan) is a woman who protects her chastity {T, R, M}. It also means a pearl (because it is safe
in a clam). There are two ways a woman can be chaste. One is that she is unmarried and protects her
chastity, and secondly that she gets married and belongs to only one man. Thus, she protects her chastity
from other men. A chaste woman is called “ﺼ ٌﻦ
َ ْ( ” ُﻣﺤmohsan).
ِ ْ( ” ُﻣﺤmohsin) or “ﺼ ٌﻦ
Raghib says “ َ( ” ُﻣﺤْ ﺼَﻦmohsin) (protector) is used when she protects her chastity in an unmarried state,
while “ﺼ ٌﻦ
َ ْ( ” ُﻣﺤmohsan) when she (who is protected) is married (and Thus, is protected by marriage).
ُ ﺼ ٰﻨ
Therefore, “ﺖ
َ ْ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤﺤal-mohsinaat) mean married women.
“ َﺼﻦ
َ ْ( ”اَﺣahsan) means to get married.
But Taj-ul-Uroos, with reference to Johri and Sa’lab, writes that chaste women are called “ٌ ﺼﻨَۃ
ِ ْ” ُﻣﺤ
(mohsinah) as well as “ٌ ﺼﻨَۃ
َ ْ( ” ُﻣﺤmohsanah) both. On the other hand, a married woman is only called
“ٌ ﺼﻨَۃ
َ ْ( ” ُﻣﺤmohsinah).
The Quran uses “ﺼ ٰﻨﺖ
َ ْ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤﺤal-mohsinah) for chaste women in 24:4, which includes both married and
unmarried women. As such when “ٌ ﺼﻨَۃ
َ ْ( ” ُﻣﺤmohsinah) is used, it will have to be seen with reference to
the context whether it means a spinster or a chaste woman or a married woman.
This word has been used in the Quran in 5:5, 234:4, and 24:23. In surah Nisaa verse 4:25, this word has
been used against “( ”ﻓَﺘَ ٰﯿﺖfayyaat), where it means free women (as removed from slavery). In the same
surah’s verse 4:24, it has been used to mean chaste or ‘with husband’. According to the first meaning of
this word, the verse would mean that all chaste women except those in your marriage are unlawful for
you. While according to the second meaning the verse would mean that all women with husbands are
unlawful for you, except those slave women which you already possess. Except women with husbands
who have already been excepted (60:10). Here, the meaning of women with husbands is more
appropriate.
The Quran has used two words for the sexual relations between man and woman, “ﺼﻨِ ْﯿﻦَ َﻏ ْﯿ َﺮ ُﻣ َﺴﺎﻓِ ِﺤﯿْﻦ
ِ ْ” ُﻣﺤ
(mohseneena ghaira musafeheen) in 4:24.
See the detailed meaning of “( ” َﺳ ْﻔ ٌﺢsafah) under heading (S-F-H).
Here it suffices to know that it means to wash away or waste your sperm uselessly. If it is only for taking
out the sperm, that is, for pleasure, or the satisfaction of sexual desire, then it is called “( ”زﻧﺎzina) or
illegal fornication. This is not permitted, and if it is intended to give the sperm a spot to stay i.e.
pregnancy, and not be wasted, then it is allowed. This is called “( ”ﻧِ َﮑﺎ ٌحnikaah). As such the Arabs used
the word nikaah against siffah. They also used to gamble with arrows where every arrow was for a
particular spot, but one arrow was extra. It had no part in play. This arrow was called “( ”اﻟ ﱠﺴﻔِﯿْﺢas-safeeh)
{T}. This shows what “ َﺼﻨِ ْﯿﻦَ َﻏ ْﯿ َﺮ ُﻣ َﺴﺎﻓِ ِﺤ ْﯿﻦ
ِ ْ( ” ُﻣﺤmohseneena ghaira musafeheen) means.
“ِ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤ ْﺴﻔُﻮْ ُح ِﻣﻦَ اﻟ ﱠﺰرْ عal-masfooh minaz zar’a) was a cultivation whose leaves yellowed due to extreme cold
and its seeds withered down {M}. In this way, the whole cultivation got lost. This too shows what the
Quran means by sexual intercourse.
That is why it has called women as cultivation in 2:223 that means, a man and woman’s sexual
intercourse should be “ َﺼﻨِ ْﯿﻦ
َ ْ( ” ُﻣﺤmohseneen), which is to protect the responsibilities that are imposed
(though willingly) on each other through marriage. This aim at the protection and perpetuation of the
human race is not just sexual satisfaction, or unproductive sex. Nikaah for a limited period is also “” َﺳ ْﻔ ٌﺢ
ٌ ﺼ
(safah) not “ﺎن
َ ْ( ”اِﺣihsaan). See also heading (Kh-D-N).
As to how much the nature of sexual relationships affect a society, see my book “Letters to Tahira”.
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H-Sd-Y

حصی

ٰ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤal-hasa): small gravel, like stones. Since the Arabs used small stones to keep count, as is done
“ﺼﯽ
on the fingers, Therefore, “ﺼﺎ ٌء
َ ْ( ”اِﺣihsaa) means to count as used in 14:34. It also means to count, and
procure and surround.
The Quran says:
72:28
he has counted each and every thing and surrounds it
This includes the elements of counting as well as taking into protection.
Surah Al-Muzammil says:
he knows that you cannot have the perseverance to do it
73:28
regularly
Surah Al-Kahaf says:
has anyone of the two groups taken the period into
18:12
consideration (or kept track of): or kept it in one’s control

ٰ َواَ ْﺣ
ًﺼﯽ ُﮐ ﱠﻞ َﺷ ْﯽ ٍء َﻋ َﺪدا

ِ
ُﺼ ْﻮﻩ
ُ َﻋﻠ َﻢ اَ ْن ﻟﱠ ْﻦ ُْﲢ
ِ ْ َی ا ْﳊِْﺰﺑـ
ٰ ﲔ اَ ْﺣ
اَ ﱡ
ًﺼﯽ ﻟِ َﻤﺎ ﻟَﺒِﺜُـ ْﻮا اََﻣﺪا

We think it is better to take the word as a past tense. Kishaaf has also written so.
Ibn Faris has written that its basic meaning is to abstain (from something), also to count and to have the
capacity to do something with difficulty. This too means to surround and to persevere.

H-Zd-R

حضر

“ﻀ َﺮ
ُ ْ( ”ﯾَﺤyahzuru), “ً( ” ُﺣﻀُﻮْ راhuzura) means to be present. It is the opposite of being
َ ( ” َﺣhazar), “ﻀ ُﺮ
absent.
“ﺿ ٌﺮ
ِ ( ” َﺣﺎhaazir) means present.
“ﻀ َﺮ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ َء
َ ْ( ”اَﺣahzarash-shaiyi): presented the thing {T, R}.
“ُ ﻀ َﺮه
َ ( ” َﺣhazarahu), “َﻀ َﺮه
َ ْ( ”اَﺣaaraha), “ُ ﻀ َﺮه
َ َ( ”اَﺣْ ﺘahazarah): presented him, made him present, came to
him and reached {M}.
Ibn Faris says this root means to reach, to deliver, to make present.
“ﻀﺎ ُر
َ َ( ”اَ ْ ِﻻﺣْ ﺘal-ihtezaaru) means the time of death, when death becomes present.
In verse 23:98 “ﻀﺮُوْ ِن
ُ ْ( ”ﯾَﺤyaaroon) means to hurt; or to do badly.
“ُ ﻀﺎ َرة
َ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤal-hazaarato): stay in the city, as against “ٌ ( ”ﺑَﺪَا َوةbadawah) which means to reside in the
village.
“ُ ﺿ َﺮة
ِ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺎal-hazirah): means green habited areas, cities, group of dwellings.
The Quran says:
2:133
when death faced Yaqoob (when his time to die had come)

ِ
ت
َ ا ْذ َﺣ
ُ ب اﻟْ َﻤ ْﻮ
َ ﻀَﺮ ﻳـَ ْﻌ ُﻘ ْﻮ

“ﺿ َﺮةَ ْاﻟﺒَﺤْ ِﺮ
ِ ( ” َﺣﺎhaaziratil bahr): to be situated on the bank of a river (7:163).
“َﺿ َﺮة
ِ ( ”ﺗِ َﺠﺎ َرةٌ َﺣﺎtijarato haazirah): cash transaction or cash trade (2:282).
“ َﻀﺮُوْ ن
َ ْ( ” ُﻣﺤmohzaroon): those who were made to be present, to undergo punishment (30:16).
“ﻀ ٌﺮ
َ َ( ” ُﻣﺤْ ﺘmohtazar): the one who is made to be present (54:28). There will be a drinking place for
whosoever the turn is, and nobody else would have besieged it.
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H-Zd-Zd

حضض

“ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺾﱡal-hazz): to instigate something.
Khalil says “ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺾﱡal-hazz) means to drive and also to instigate for other things (with reference to Ibn
ٰ ( ”ﯾَﺤُﻀﱡ ٗہyahuzzuhu alaa amr): to instigate someone for something.
( ” َﺣ ﱠhazzahu), “ﻋﻠﯽ اَ ْﻣ ٍﺮ
Faris) “ﻀ ٗہ
“ ٌﻀﯿْﺾ
ِ ( ” َﺣhazeez): means low land, because man goes towards a slope quite fast {T, R}.
The actual meaning of “ ( ” َﺣﺾﱞhuzz) is to drive or steer an animal towards the low or sloping land {R}.
Later on the word came to be used to mean instigate, prompt.
The Quran says:
69:34
he does not instigate or persuade towards feeding the poor
Surah Fajar says:
They do not motivate or instigate each other. Those who do
86:18
so deny this way of life.

ِ ْ ﺾ َﻋ ٰﻠﯽ ﻃَ َﻌ ِﺎم اﻟْ ِﻤﺴ ِﮑ
ﲔ
َوَﻻ ُﳛُ ﱡ
ْ
َوَﻻ َٰﲢﻀ ْﱡﻮ َن

Also see 107:1-4. Note how deeply the Quran is linked to economics.

H-Te-B

حطب

“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﻄَﺐal-hatab): firewood, fuel. When alighted, this fuel will be called “( ” َوﻗُﻮْ ٌدwaqood).
“ ُﺐ ﯾَﺤْ ِﻄﺐ
َ َ( ” َﺣﻄhataba yahtib): to collect firewood.
ٌ ( ” َﻣ َﮑmakanun hateeb): the place where there is a lot of wood.
“ ٌﺎن َﺧ ِﻄﯿْﺐ
َ
ْ
“( ”ﮨُ َﻮ َﺣﺎ ِطﺐُ ﻟﯿ ٍﻞhuwa haatibul lail): he relates all sorts of things, good and bad, useful and useless, like in
the darkness of the night, a collector of wood, thinking a snake to be some wood, picks it up.
“( ”ﻓُ َﻼ ٌن ﯾَﺤْ ِﻄﺐُ ﻋ َٰﻠﯽ ﻓُ َﻼ ٍنfulaan yahtibu alaa fulaan): so and so man instigates people against so and so.
“ﺼﺎ ِﺣﺒ ْﯿ ِہ
َ ِﺐ ﻓُﻼَنُ ﺑ
َ ( ” َﺣ ِﻄhatiba fulanu besahibehi): so and so squealed against his companion.
The Quran has used “ً ( ” َﺣﻄَﺒﺎhatiba) in 72: 15 to mean fuel, and Abu Lahab’s wife has been called “ ََﺣ ﱠﻤﺎﻟَۃ
ْ (hamma latal hatab) in 111: 4 which may mean enmity or squalor. The meaning ‘who speaks
ﺐ
ِ َ”اﻟ َﺤﻄ
against someone (untruthfully)’ seems to be more appropriate, or the one who increases the tools or
means of opposition.

H-Te-Te

حطط

“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﻂﱞal-hutt): the root actually means to take down from above and place it down {M}.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﻂﱡalhutto), “ُ”اﻻﺣْ ﺘِﻄَﺎط
ِ ْ (al-ihtetaat): to unload luggage etc. from a transport as a camel or donkey or
some vehicle.
“( ” َﺣﻂﱠ ﻓِ ْﯽ َﻣ َﮑﺎ ٍنhutta fi makan): he got down somewhere.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤ َﺤﻂﱡal-mahutt): destination, a place to stay.
“( ” َﺣﻂﱠ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ ُﻞ ﯾَﺤُﻂﱡhutar rajulo yahut): he got down from above.
“ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺤﻄَﺎ ِءطal-hutaa-it): man of small height {T}.
In surah Al-Baqrah verse 2:58 where the Bani Israel have been told to enter the city victoriously, it is
also said “ٌ ( ” َوﻗُﻮْ ﻟُﻮْ ا ِﺣﻄﱠۃwaqulu hitta) which means to go and settle in this city, and pray that days of our
wandering in the wilderness may come to an end. Let our traveling goods be unloaded and let us live
comfortably.
Raghib says “ٌ ( ” ِﺣﻄﱠۃhitta) is the same as “( ”ﺣُﻂﱠ َﻋﻨﱠﺎ ُذﻧُﻮْ ﺑَﻨَﺎhutta unna zunubana): unload our sins from us,
remove our sins from us. This too means that we may be pardoned and our days of gypsy life may be
over.
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H-Te-M

حطم

ْ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤal-hatm) means to break, no matter how. To break something dry, like the bones
“ﻄ ُﻢ
َ
“( ”اِ ْﻧ َﺤﻄ َﻢinhatama): that thing broke.
ْ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤal-hitma), “ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺤﻄَﺎ َﻣۃal-hutama): whatever that breaks off a thing.
“ُ ﻄ َﻤۃ
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ِﻄ ْﯿ ُﻢal-hateem): the part which has been left aside from the Ka’ba.
ْ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤal-hatma): severe drought year.
“ُ ﻄ َﻤۃ
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺤﻄَ َﻤۃal-hutama): camels or goats in large number who trample the crops. It also means intense fire
which burns everything down to its ashes. It is also used for a shepherd who oppresses his flock.
Surah An-Namal says:
27:18
lest they trample you:

َﻻ َْﲝ ِﻄ َﻤﻨﱠ ُﮑ ْﻢ

Surah Az-Zumr says:
then He breaks into very small pieces, like something
39:12
trampled upon:

ﰒُﱠ َْﳚ َﻌﻠُﻪُ ُﺣﻄَ ًﺎﻣﺎ

Surah Al-hamzah uses “ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺤﻄَ َﻤۃal-hutamah) for jahannam in 104:4, that is, the condition in which
humanity is trampled down.

H-Ze-R

حظر

“( ” َﺣﻈَ َﺮهُ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ َء ﯾَﺤْ ﻈُ ُﺮ ٗهhazarhush shaiya yah-zarohu): to stop him from something, to lock, to stop.
“ﮏ
َ ( ” َﺣﻈَ َﺮهُ َﻋﻠَ ْﯿhazarahu alaika) is said when something becomes an obstruction between two things.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ِﻈ ْﯿ َﺮةal-hazeerah): the boundary around a field (of crops), boundary, a circle of sorts which is made
from branches of date palms etc. and dates are put inside after being picked, a camel pen etc.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤﻈَﺎ ُرal-hizaar): a wall.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ِﻈ ْﯿ ُﺮal-khazeer): also means a miser because he keeps his wealth to himself and does not open it
(makes it available) for the rest of human race.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤﺤْ ﻈُﻮْ ُرal-mahzoor): stopped, obstructed, and prevented, one who has been stopped from receiving
something {T}.
The Quran says that as per God’s physical laws, worldly wealth, according to one’s efforts, can be
acquired by anyone who strives, whether Kaafir (denier) or Momin (believer).
17:20

God has not limited his Benevolence (to the Momin only)

ًﮏ َْﳏﻈُْﻮرا
َ َﻣﺎ َﮐﺎ َن َﻋﻄَﺎءُ َرﺑﱢ

It has been kept open for all mankind, and there for they should be open for all. The system which puts
curbs on God-given fountains of sustenance by putting them in individual ownership violates the
universality of God’s principles. That is why it can never succeed. This has been called “ َ”ﯾَ ْﻤﻨَﻌُﻮْ نَ ْاﻟ َﻤﺎ ُﻋﻮْ ن
(yamna-oonal ma-oon) in 107:7 that is, the sustenance which should flow like water, has been curbed by
putting dams.
Surah Qamar says about the destruction of the nation of Samood:
they became like the leftover broken pieces in an old pen
53:31
(or like the sawdust which a man makes an enclosure to keep)
(Ibn Faris).
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حظظ

H-Ze-Ze
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﻆﱡal-huzz): luck, ordained part.
“( ”اَ َﺣﻆﱠ ﻓَ َﻼ ٌنahuzza falan): that man became rich and lucky.
“ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ِﻈﯿَﻆal-hazeez): lucky and well to do {T}.

The Quran calls a very lucky man as “( ” ُذوْ َﺣﻆٌ ِﻋ ِﻈﯿ ٍْﻢzuhazzan azeem) in 41:35. He is the man who removes
with goodness whatever that is bad, and treads steadfastly on the right path (41:34-35).

حفد

H-F-D

“( ” َﺣﻔَ َﺪhafad), “( ”ﯾَﺤْ ﻔِ ُﺪyahfad): to be quick in work, to serve.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﻔَ ُﺪ واَﻟْ َﺤﻔَ َﺪةalhafado walhafadah) means servants. It is the plural of “( ”ﺣﺎَﻓِ ٌﺪhaafid), and a “”ﺣﺎَﻓِ ٌﺪ
(haafid) is one who does some work with alacrity and obedience {T}.
The Quran says:
he made your wives give birth to you progeny (sons)
16:72
and servants as well

ِ ِ
ًﲔ َو َﺣ َﻔ َﺪة
َ ْ َو َﺟ َﻌ َﻞ ﻟَ ُﮑﻢ ﱢﻣ ْﻦ أ َْزَواﺟ ُﮑﻢ ﺑَﻨ

Some say that “( ” ِﺣﻔَﺎ ُد اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ ِﻞhifaadur rajul) means man’s progeny. Some others say that it means relatives
by law. Still some others say this means grandsons {Lataif-ul-Lugha}. The majority however, thinks it
means servants, and the verse means that He gave birth to your progeny from your wives and created
servants to serve you. This word is taken to mean grandsons because they are more sincere in service.
By servants, it is meant those who help in work, not slaves or low status citizens whom you do not even
give the status of human beings.

حفر

H-F-R

“( ” َﺣﻔَ َﺮ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ َء ﯾَﺤْ ﻔِ ُﺮ ٗهhafarash shaiya yahferuh) means to dig. The place which is dug is called “ٌ” ُﺣ ْﻔ َﺮة
(hufrah), and with which tool you dig, is called “( ” ِﻣﺤْ ﻔَﺎ ٌرmihfaar) {T, R}.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺤ ْﻔ َﺮةal-hufra): a dug hole {T, R} as used in 3:102.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺎﻓِ ُﺮal-haafir): an animal’s hooves, because when the animal walks his hooves dig the ground.
“ٌ ( ” َﺣﺎﻓِ َﺮةhaafirah) is a road or path with landmarks.
ُ ( ” َر َﺟﻌraja’to ala haafirati): I returned to the path I was on. That is, to return to one’s former
“ْﺖ ﻋ َٰﻠﯽ َﺣﺎﻓِ َﺮﺗِ ْﯽ
state.
Ibn Faris says it also means the first task besides digging.
Surah An-Nazeaat says that when they are told that their power and wealth will be lost to them and they
will return to their former state when they were without it, they make fun of this.
and they say’ listen to this, they say that we will return to
ﻳـَ ُﻘﻮﻟُْﻮ َن ءَ اِﻧﱠﺎ ﻟَ َﻤ ْﺮُد ْوُد ْو َن ﻓِﯽ ا ْﳊَﺎﻓَِﺮِة
79:10
our former state (as if this was possible)
Taj says that “ٌ ( ” َﺣﺎﻓِ َﺮةhaafirah) means for the last part to return to the first part. In other words, to become
as you were, or to return towards life after that even your bones have become hollow, or to relive.
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حف ظ

H-F-Ze

“( ” َﺣﻔِﻈَہhafezah), “ً ( ” َﺣ ْﻔﻈﺎhifzan) means to guard, to protect {T}.
“ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤ ْﻔﻆal-hifzo) means the same in (37:7).
Nawab Siddiq Hasan Khan writes that words in which “( ”حha) and “( ”فfa) appear together have the
connotation of collecting or gathering together.
One aspect of protection is not to let something be scattered, be divided, to keep together.
“ٌ( ” َﺣﺎﻓِﻆhafiz), “ٌ( ” َﺣﻔِﯿْﻆhafeez): the man who is appointed to guard something, a guard {T}.
86:4

there is a guard or overseer appointed for everyone:

11:57

my Sustainer is overseer of everything

ٍ اِ ْن ُﮐ ِﻞ ﻧـَ ْﻔ
ﻆ
ٌ ِﺲ ﻟﱠ ﱠﻤﺎ َﻋﻠَْﻴـ َﻬﺎ َﺣﺎﻓ
ٍ اِ ﱠن رﺑﱢﯽ ﻋ ٰﻠﯽ ُﮐﻞ ﺷﻴ
ﻆ
ٌ ﯽء َﺣ ِﻔْﻴ
َْ َ ْ َ ﱢ

In surah Qaf, a Momin has also been called “ٌ( ” َﺣﻔِﯿْﻆhafeez). It would mean one who guards or oversees
Allah’s laws. The plural is “ٌ ( ” َﺣﻔَﻈَۃhafazah).
In the Quran, this word has also been used for those celestial powers (malaikah) which according to
Allah’s law control everything (6:61).
“َ( ”اِ ْﺳﺘَﺤْ ﻔَﻆistahfaz): to wish for protection.
“ٌ( ” َﻣﺤْ ﻔُﻮْ ظmahfooz): kept in protection.
The Quran says:
the Book of Allah which was given to them for
5:44
safekeeping: which they were required to protect:
21:31
We made the sky a safe roof

ِ
ِ َاﺳﺘُ ْﺤ ِﻔﻈُﻮا ِﻣﻦ ﮐِﺘ
ﺎب اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ
ْ ﲟَﺎ
ْ ْ

َو َﺟ َﻌﻠْﻨَﺎ اﻟ ﱠﺴ َﻤﺎءَ َﺳ ْﻘﻔﺎً َْﳏ ُﻔ ْﻮﻇًﺎ

Fathal Qadeer says that it means “ً ( ” َﻣﺮْ ﻓُﻮْ ﻋﺎmarfoo-a) or high. But we did not get confirmation of this in
the dictionaries. Perhaps these meanings were taken with regards for protection of something, is kept so
high that it is beyond people’s approach or reach, but this is only a guess. For the meaning in detail see
heading (S-M-W)
Nasir says that “ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺎﻓِﻆal-haafiz) also means straight and clear path.

حفف

H-F-F

“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤﻔَﺎفal-hifaaf): the ring of hair on a bald man’s head: Otherwise this word means everything which
surrounds something.
“( ” َﺣﻔﱠ ٗہ ﺑِﺎﻟ ﱠﺸﯿْﯽ ِءhaffa bish shaiyi): he surrounded him with something.
“( ” َﺣﻔﱠﻒَ َﺣﻮْ ﻟَ ٗہhaf-fafo haulahu): he surrounded him {T, M}.
The words in which “( ”حha) and “( ”فfa) appear together, contain the meaning of gathering together or
collecting.
Surah Al-Kahaf talks about two orchards:
18:32
We placed date palms around them

َﺣ َﻔ ْﻔ ٰﻨـ ُﻬ َﻤﺎ ﺑِﻨَ ْﺨ ٍﻞ

Surah Al-Zumr says:
39:75
you will find that the malaika surround the sky

ِ
ﱢﲔ ِﻣ ْﻦ َﺣ ْﻮِل اﻟْ َﻌ ْﺮ ِش
َ ْ َوﺗَـَﺮ ٰی اﻟْ َﻤ ٰﻞء َﮐﺔَ َﺣﺎﻓـ

The sky (arsh) is the center of the universe’s control, and malaika are the forces which put God’s
program into action. All these forces work according to God’s celestial control.
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ح ف ی۔و

H-F-Y/W

“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﻔَﺎal-hafa): man’s or camel’s foot and animals’ hooves which due to excessive walking get injured
or scraped, or to walk barefoot without shoes or socks.
“( ”اِﺣْ ﺘ َٰﻔﯽihtafa): he walked bare foot {M}. Since a man gets up and leaves barefoot only for some work
which he deems urgently and think of as most essential, Therefore, this word is also used for intensity and
exaggeration.
“:( ” َﺣﻔِ َﯽ ﺑِ ٖہhafia behi): treated him very kindly, respected him, and expressed pleasure at seeing him {M}.
“( ” َﺣﻔِ َﯽ َﻋ ْﻨہُ ﯾَﺤْ ٰﻔﯽhafia anhu yahfaa): to find out about someone’s welfare time and again.
“( ”اَﺣْ ﻔَ ٰﯽ اﻟ ﱡﺴﺆَا َلahfas suwaal): he repeated the question again and again. He asked insistently.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﻔِ ﱡﯽal-hafee): a scholar who has acquired knowledge with great endeavor or someone who can get to
the bottom of things.
“( ”اِ ْﺳﺘَﺤْ ٰﻔﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ ُﻞistahfar rajul): he found out with much effort {M}.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺎﻓِ ْﯽal-haafi): judge who gets to the bottom of the matter and decides the case.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﻔِ ﱡﯽal-hafee): someone who knows thing very well {T}, or someone with vast and comprehensive
knowledge.
Surah Al-Airaaf says:
they ask you about the sa-a (the moment i.e. qiyamat) as if
7:187
you are researching this subject beside everything else
Surah Maryam says about God:
19:47
He is very kind to me. He looks after my needs

ﮏ َﺣ ِﻔ ﱞﯽ َﻋﻨْـ َﻬﺎ
َ ﮏ َﮐﺄَﻧﱠ
َ َﻳَ ْﺴﺌَـﻠُ ْﻮﻧ
ًاِﻧﱠﻪُ َﮐﺎ َن ﺑِ ْﯽ َﺣ ِﻔﻴّﺎ

“( ” َﺣﻔِ َﯽ ﺑِ ٖہhafio behi) means to exaggerate in someone’s respect. Samai says “( ” َﺣﻔِ َﯽ ﺑِ ٖہhafia behi) means
to be when needed, and to make him stay with respect {T}.
47:37

If he asks you (for wealth) and insists on his demand:
pursues you or sticks to you or keeps after you bare footed.

اِ ْن ﻳَ ْﺴﺌَـﻠْ ُﮑ ُﻤ ْﻮ َﻫﺎ ﻓَـﻴُ ْﺤ ِﻔ ُﮑ ْﻢ

Ibn Faris has said that the root basically means to prevent, to be excessive in asking, and to be bare-foot.
This root also contains the connotation of uprooting something.
“ﻮارب
ِ ( ”اِﺣْ ﻔَﺎ ُء اﻟ ﱠﺸihfa-ush shawarib): to shave off the moustache from the roots.
Muheet has quoted a verse by Abu Faras inb Hamdan Advi:

ْ ﺿ ِﺤ َﮑ
ﺖ َﻣ ْﻦ َﺟ ْﮩﻠِﮩَﺎ اﻷُ َﻣ ُﻢ
َ ًار ﺑَ ُﮑ ْﻢ ۔ ﯾَﺎ ٗأم َءة
ِ اَﻏَﺎﯾَۃُ اﻟ ﱢﺪ ْﯾ ِﻦ اَ ْﻧﺘُﺤْ ﻔُﻮْ ا َﺷ َﻮ
Which means: “Has the importance of Deen (this way of life) been reduced to shaving off your
mustache only? The nations of the world are laughing at your idiocy.”
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حقب

H-Q-B

“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﻘَﺐal-haqab): the strap that passes under the camel’s belly and is fastened to the ‘howdah’.
Ibn Faris says that the basic meanings of the word are to prevent or imprison.
“ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﻘِ ْﯿﺒَۃal-haqeebah) means sack, especially the sack which dangles at the back side of the camel’s seat.
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤﺤْ ﻘِﺐal-mohqib): a man who allows someone else to ride at his back on the camel.
“ﺐ ﻓُ َﻼ ٌن
َ َ( ”اِﺣْ ﺘَﻘihteqab fulan): that man tied something to the camel’s seat and let it dangle.
ْ
ْ
“اﻻﺛ َﻢ
َ َ( ”اِﺣْ ﺘَﻘihteqaba fulanul ism): that man tied a bundle of sins behind him.
ِ ﺐ ﻓُﻼَ ٌن
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤ ْﻘﺒَۃُ ِﻣﻦَ اﻟ ﱠﺪا ْھ ِﺮal-hiqba minad dahar): a period of time which cannot be measured.
ْ (al-huqub): time, a period of 80 years, a year and many years. The plural is
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺤ ْﻘﺐal-huqbu), “ ُ”اﻟ ُﺤﻘُﺐ
“ ٌ( ”اَﺣْ ﻘَﺎبahqaab). This word denotes an unlimited period of time {R}.
Lataif-ul-Lugha has written that it means “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪھَ ُﺮad-dahr), which is indefinite time.
Surah Al-Kahaf says:
18:60
Keep walking (moving on) for years and years.
78:23

they will live in it (jahannum) for an indefinite time

11:107

As long as the sky and the earth exist.

H-Q-F

ِ اَو اَﻣ
ًﻀ َﯽ ُﺣ ُﻘﺒﺎ
ْ ْ
ِ
ِ
ًﲔ ﻓْﻴـ َﻬﺎ اَ ْﺣ َﻘﺎﺑﺎ
َ ْ ٰﻟﺒِﺜ
ِ ﻣ
ض
ُ ﺎداﻣﺖ اﻟ ﱠﺴ ٰﻤ ٰﻮ
ُ ت َو ْاﻻَْر
َ َ

حقف

ٌ َ( ”اَﺣْ ﻘahqaaf). Also means a
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤ ْﻘﻒal-hiqfu): means long, high or big, round sand dune. Plural is “ﺎف
winding, sandy land.
ٌ َ( ”اَﺣْ ﻘahqaaf) is used in 46:21 for the dunes and mountains between Oman and Hazarmot in Yemen
“ﺎف
where the nation of Aad used to live {L}.

H-Q-Q

حقق

( ” َﺣ ﱞhaqq) means for something to be present, happen or to be proven in way which cannot be denied
“ﻖ
{L}. It means for something to present itself in concrete form, or to be established.
Words in which “( ”حha) and “( ”قqaf) appear together give a positive meaning.
Ibn Faris says its basic meanings include health (good health), stability and establishment.
( ” ِﻋ ْﻨ َﺪ َﺣ ﱢinda haq liqaa-heha): after a she camel’s pregnancy was established.
“ﻖ ﻟِﻘَﺎ ِﺣﮭَﺎ
( ” َر ُﺟ ٌﻞ َﺣﺎ ﱡrajulun ha-aqqar rajul): means that man’s manliness is an undeniable truth
“ق اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ ِﻞ
( ” َرﻣٰ ﯽ ﻓَﺎ َ َﺣ ﱠrama fa-ahaqqar ramiyyah): he shot the arrow and the animal died, Thus, it was proven
“َﻖ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ِﻣﯿﱠۃ
that his arrow had hit the target. The dead animal Hence, proved that the arrow had found its mark.
ْ ( ”اِﺣْ ﺘَﻘﱠihtaqqat behit ta’nah): spear injured him, and proved that the attack was indeed fruitful.
“ُ ﺖ ﺑِ ٖہ اﻟﻄﱠ ْﻌﻨَۃ
ٌ“( ”طَ ْﻌﻨَۃٌ ُﻣ َﺤﻘﱠﻘَۃta’na mohaqaqa), or “ٌ( ” ُﻣﺤْ ﺘَﻘﱠۃmohtaqqa): it is said when the spear goes through and leaves
no doubt that it had hit its target.
( ” َﺣ ﱡhaqq) Thus, means for something to be established as a solid event or reality.
“ﻖ
Surah Al-Ahqaaf says that the criminals will be made to stand before their punishment and asked:
ﺲ ٰﻫ َﺬا ﺑِﺎ ْﳊَ ﱢﻖ
46:34
Say if the law of consequences is a reality or not?
َ اَﻟَْﻴ
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Similarly when Yusuf gained prominence in Egypt, he said to his father:
this is the reality behind the dream which I had in my
12:100 childhood,
my Sustainer has presented it in the form of a solid event

ﺎی ِﻣ ْﻦ ﻗَـْﺒ ُﻞ
َ ََﻫ َﺬا ﺗَﺎْ ِوﻳْ ُﻞ ُرْء ﻳ
ًﻗَ ْﺪ َﺟ َﻌﻠَ َﻬﺎ َرﺑﱢﯽ َﺣ ّﻘﺎ

Similarly surah Hijr says that when Ibrahim’s guests gave him the good news about a son in old age,
Ibrahim was surprised, and they said:
the good news we are giving you will come before you as a
ﺎﳊَ ﱢﻖ
ْ ِﮏ ﺑ
15:55
َ ﺑَﺸ ْﱠﺮٰﻧ
solid reality
( ” َﺣ ﱞhaqq) means for something to appear as a solid event or reality.
Thus, “ﻖ
A solid reality can incorporate changes only if its development is constructive, Therefore, haqq means the
positive and constructive results of deeds.
ٌ ( ”ﺗَﺤْ ﻘِ ْﯿtehqeeq) means to weave cloth very strongly {L}.
“ﻖ
ٌ ( ”ﺛَﻮْ بٌ ُﻣ َﺤﻘ ﱠsaubun muhaqqaq) is a cloth which has a strong weave {M}.
“ﻖ
( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤ ﱡal-hiqq) are the camels which have completed three years (of age) and entered the fourth, and are
“ﻖ
now able to bear a load, and they are now also capable of making female camels pregnant and Thus, are
productive {T}.
( ”اِﺣْ ﺘَ ﱠehtaqqal faras) means that the horse became weak, or emaciated.
“ ُﻖ ْاﻟﻔَ َﺮس
ّ َ( ”اِﺣْ ﺘihtaqqal maal) means that the cattle fattened.
“ﻖ ْاﻟ َﻤﺎ ُل
“ُ ﺖ ْاﻟ ُﻌ ْﻘ َﺪة
ِ ( ”اِ ْﻧ َﺤﻘﱠinhaqqatil uqdah): the knot was very tight {T}. Hence, haqq means solid, constructive
event, which is established and solid, which cannot be erased.
( ”ﯾُ ِﺤ ﱡyuhiqqo) as against “( ”ﯾَ ْﻤ ُﺢyamho):
The Quran uses “ﻖ
Allah’s laws of the universe, destroy the results of destructive
42:24
forces, and maintains the results of the constructive forces,
which keep their presence in solid shape:

ِ وﳝَْﺢ اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪ اﻟْﺒ
ﺎﻃ َﻞ َوُِﳛ ﱡﻖ ا ْﳊَ ﱡﻖ ﺑَ َﮑﻠِ ٰﻤﺘِ ِﻪ
َ ُ ُ َ

Anything can last only if it is according to the laws of protection and permanence, also which can meet
the needs of times which is right in its own place and also meets the need of the changing times.
Therefore, another meaning of haqq is intellect and knowledge, fair play and justice, and to be right in
accordance with the times.
Raghib has explained this through an example. Nowadays there are locks on doors but in older times
there used to be a projected wooden bar which used to fit the socket in such manner that it used to stay in
place as well as swing with the door. Raghib says that haqq is like that. Therefore, haqq also means an
inventor who invents keeping the needs of sagacity in mind.
( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ﱡalhaqqo minal faras): means a horse which steps with its hind legs right where it foreleg
“س
ِ ﻖ ِﻣﻦَ ْاﻟﻔَ َﺮ
fell {T}.
( ” َﺣ ﱞhaqq) and “( ”ﺑَﺎ ِط ٌﻞbaatil) may be
In the light of the above meanings, the right connotation of “ﻖ
comprehended.
ﻖ ْاﻻَ ْﻣ ُﺮ ﯾَ ُﺤ ﱡ
( ” َﺣ ﱠhaqqul amro yahaqqo) and “ﻖ
( ”ﯾَ ِﺤ ﱡyahiqqo) mean that that act became compulsory.
“ﻖ
َ
ْ
“ٌ ( ” َﺣﻘِﯿﻘۃhaqiqah) is something whose protection is compulsory for you.
“ َ( ” َﺣﻘّﺎ ً َﻋﻠَﯽ ْاﻟ ُﻤﺘﱠﻘِ ْﯿﻦhaqqa alal muttaqeen) as used in 2:180 means this very thing, that the muttaqeen are
under compulsion not only to follow those laws, but also to protect them.
The flag of a country is also called “ٌ( ” َﺣﻘِ ْﯿﻘَۃhaqiqah) because it establishes the presence of a country and
its protection is compulsory on its citizens.
( ” َﺣ ﱠhaqqal tareeq) means that he mounted and walked in the middle of the road, and Thus, his
“ﻖ
َ ْﻖ اﻟﻄﱠ ِﺮﯾ
presence became prominent {T}.
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Surah Yunus has used the word haqq as against “( ”ظَ ﱞﻦzann) in 10:36 where it has been said that zann
does not work against haqq at all. Therefore, haqq should be followed and not zann. Deen is totally haqq
and there is no place for zann in it, as said in 10:30. God is haqq Himself, and his messenger is haqq as
well.
The Quran which He has sent is haqq (34:6). Its promises (laws) are also haqq (10:55). Its way of live is
haqq (9:33), and this universe has been created with haqq (39:5).
Since haqq is higher than zann or doubts, and it is present in a solid constructive event, Therefore, the
appearance of results is also called “ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺎﻗﱠۃal-haqqah), as in 69:1.
The above explanations show that haqq is not something mental, intellectual, or conceptual. This is the
name for the concept and beliefs in life that make their appearance in solid shape, which are compatible
with the times and which are not dependent on external reasoning for their truth, but are like the sun,
which are proof of their own. No belief about this world can be proven haqq until its constructive results
appear in the form of reality.
The Quran says that the sky will be torn asunder and the earth will become empty. For details see
Mafoomul Quran.
After this it is said:
It will act upon the laws made by its Sustainer and it has
84:2-5
been so (to act so) created.
Similarly for making the results of deeds becoming compulsory, it has been said:
7:30
(a group) was committed to go astray
17:16

So was proven against it their word

50:14

So was proven my promise

38:14

So was proven my penalty
to protect the momineen from the conspiracies of the
opponents is incumbent upon us

10:103

ِ َواَِذﻧ
ﱠﺖ
ْ ﺖ ﻟَﺮﺑـﱢ َﻬﺎ َو ُﺣﻘ
ْ َ
َ َﺣ ﱠﻖ َﻋﻠَْﻴ ِﻬ ُﻢ اﻟﻀ
ُﱠﻼﻟَﺔ
ﻓَ َﺤ ﱠﻖ َﻋﻠَْﻴـ َﻬﺎ اﻟْ َﻘ ْﻮ ُل
ﻓَ َﺤ ﱠﻖ َو ِﻋْﻴ ِﺪ
ِ ﻓَﺤ ﱠﻖ ِﻋ َﻘ
ﺎب
َ

ِِ
ﲔ
َ ْ َﺣ ّﻘﺎً َﻋﻠَْﻴـﻨَﺎ ﻧـُْﻨ ِﺞ اﻟْ ُﻤ ْﺆﻣﻨ

ٌ ( ” َﺣﻘِ ْﯿhaqeeq): proper, essential, compulsory, or must (7:105).
“ﻖ
ً“( ”اِ ْﺳﺘَ َﺤﻘﱠﺎ اِ ْﺛﻤﺎistahaqqa innama): that they committed a crime. Here too, this word has been used for the
act to be committed, for it to become an event (5:107).
These are the basic meanings of haqq. See heading (B-Te-L) for “( ”ﺑَﺎ ِط ٌﻞbaatil) as against haqq so that
the meaning of haqq becomes more clear.
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H-K-M

حکم

“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ َﮑ َﻤۃal-hakamah) means the horse’s rein {T}, rather the bit which is then tied to the leather so that it
tightens both the jaws, so that they do not move. It is called “ٌ ( ” َﺣ َﮑ َﻤۃhakamah).
“س
َ ( ”اَﺣْ َﮑ َﻢ ْاﻟﻔَ َﺮahkamal faras) means to rein a horse like this, since this rein is to keep the horse in check.
Hence, it is said:
ُ ( ” َﺣ َﮑ ْﻤhakamtul faras): I stopped the horse and (with the help of the reign) controlled him.
“س
َ ﺖ ْاﻟﻔَ َﺮ
“( ”اَﺣْ َﮑ َﻤ ٗہ َﻋ ِﻦ ْاﻻَ ْﻣ ِﺮahkamahu unil amr): he prevented him from it, stopped him.
Ibn Faris says that its basic meaning is to stop or prevent, to tell a person, which are his limits that he
cannot exceed. This is, making a decision in controversial matters. That is to ascertain the limits of one’s
rights and responsibilities, and not allow them to exceed them. This is the meaning of “( ” ُﺣ ْﮑ ٌﻢhookum),
which is order, or decision {T}.
“( ” َﺣﺎ ِﮐ ٌﻢhaakim) means one who decides, one who orders something as foregoing.
“ﮏ
َ ِ( ” َﺣ َﮑ َﻢ ﺑَ ْﯿﻨَﮩُ ْﻢ َﮐ َﺬاﻟhakama bainahum kazalik) means he decided Thus, between them {T}.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺤ ُﮑﻮْ َﻣۃal-hukumah) is the noun.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ َﮑ ُﻢal-hakamo): arbitrator with authority or reach, one who can decide finally for or against, one who
imposes the law (6:115, 4:35).
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤ ْﮑ َﻤۃal-hikmah) means to keep fair play and justice in mind while deciding. That is, to fix everyone’s
limits and not allow them to transgress. This is why a “( ” َﺣ ِﮑ ْﯿ ٌﻢhakeem) is a person who deals with matters
in a balanced way, keeping all aspects in mind {T}.
“( ” َﺣ َﮑ ُﻢhakam): stop something at one spot, anything which stops firmly at one place.
“( ”اَﺣْ َﮑ َﻤ ٗہahkamah): made it stolid, made it immoveable from that spot {T, M}.
Ibn Faris says that “ُ ( ” ِﺣ ْﮑ َﻤۃhikmah) is called so, because it prevents from unawareness.
In Allama Iqbal’s view (a very famous poet of the East); “ُ ( ” ِﺣ ْﮑ َﻤۃhikmah) is an opinion with authority,
that is, the power to decide and the power to implement the decision. This is nowadays called
‘governance’.
The Quran has been described as “( ” َﺣ ِﮑ ْﯿ ٌﻢhakeem) in 36:2, because it fixes the right point for everything
and does not let it transgress. It decides all controversial affairs. God too has been called “( ” َﺣ ِﮑ ْﯿ ٌﻢhakeem)
in 2:32 because He operates the universe on sound grounds and creates everything in the right proportion
and controls everything with his laws.
2:113

َْﳛ ُﮑ ُﻢ ﺑـَْﻴـﻨَـ ُﻬ ْﻢ ﻓِْﻴ َﻤﺎ َﮐﺎﻧـُ ْﻮا ﻓِْﻴ ِﻪ ﳜَْﺘَﻠِ ُﻔ ْﻮ َن

He decides affairs controversial among men

ٌ ٰ( ” ُﻣﺤْ َﮑﻤmohkamaat) and “ﺎت
ٌ َ” َﻣﺘَﺸَﺎﺑِﮩ
The Quran has said that its verses are of two kinds, “ﺖ
(mutashabehaat). This is a very important point and must be well understood.
Surah Aal-e-Imraan says the following in ordinary language:
Allah is the One who has revealed this Book to you.
One kind of verses it contains is ‘mohkam’, and these
are the basis of the Book. The other kind is
‘mutashabihaat’ (figurative). Therefore, those who
have some mischief in their hearts, latch on to the
‘mutashabihaats’ to make them controversial by
3:7
attributing different meanings to them, although their
true meaning is known only to Allah and those who are
solid in knowledge. Those say that we have trust in all
of them (the verses) and these are all from our
Sustainer. The truth is that truth can be understood
only by those who have insight and intellect.
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ِ
ِ ﮏ اﻟْ ِﮑﺘ
ﺖ ُﻫ ﱠﻦ
ٌ َﺎب ﻣْﻨﻪُ آﻳ
ٌ ﺎت ُْﳏ َﮑ ٰﻤ
َ َ َ ُﻫ َﻮاﻟﱠﺬ ْی اَﻧْـَﺰَل َﻋﻠَْﻴ
ِ َاُﱡم اﻟْ ِﮑﺘ
ﺖ ۔ ﻓَﺎَﱠﻣﺎ اﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳْ َﻦ ﻓِ ْﯽ ﻗُـﻠُ ْﻮﻬﺑِِ ْﻢ
ٌ ﺎب َو اُ َﺧُﺮ ُﻣﺘَ ٰﺸﺒِ ٰﻬ
َزﻳْ ٌﻎ ﻓَـﻴَﺘَﺒِ ُﻌ ْﻮ َن َﻣﺎ ﺗَ َﺸﺎﺑَﻪَ ِﻣﻨْﻪُ اﺑْﺘِﻐَﺎءَ اﻟْ ِﻔْﺘـﻨَ ِﺔ َو اﺑْﺘِﻐَﺎءَ ﺗَﺎْ ِوﻳْﻠِ ِﻪ
َوَﻣﺎﻳـَ ْﻌﻠَ ُﻢ ﺗَﺎْ ِوﻳْـﻠَﻪُ اِﱠﻻ اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪُ َواﻟﱠﺮِﺳ ُﺨ ْﻮ َن ﻓِ ْﯽ اﻟْﻌِْﻠ ِﻢ ﻳـَ ُﻘ ْﻮﻟُْﻮ َن
ِ اٰﻣﻨﱠﺎ ﺑِِﻪ ُﮐ ﱞﻞ ِﻣﻦ ِﻋﻨْ ِﺪ رﺑـﱢﻨَﺎ وﻣﺎ ﻳ ﱠﺬ ﱡﮐﺮ اِﱠﻻ اُوﻟُﻮا ْﻻَﻟْﺒ
ﺎب
ْ ُ َ ََ َ
َ
ْ
َ
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As seen above, mohkam means resolute, unmoving in its place, one who decides clearly and solidly, but
here it has been used as against mutashabehaat. Thus, mohkam would mean that which is not
mutashaabeha or similar. Mutashabehaa would mean that which is not mohkam. This means that
mohkamaat and mutashabehaat are two types of verses in the Quran.
For detailed meaning of “ٌ( ” ُﻣﺘَﺸَﺎﺑِہmutashaabeh) see under heading (Sh-B-H). Briefly, it means similar or
like one another.
Mohkam would Therefore, mean firstly the verses which mean exactly what they say. For instance, in the
case of nikaah (the marriage contract) it is said:
your mothers are forbidden for you
ﺖ َﻋﻠَْﻴ ُﮑ ْﻢ اُﱠﻣ ٰﻬﺘُ ُﮑ ْﻢ
4:23
ْ ُﺣﱢﺮَﻣ
(you all are forbidden to wed your mothers)
Here “( ”اُ ﱞمumm) means mother, that is, the woman who gives birth to a child, but as mentioned earlier
under verse 3:7, “ب
ِ ( ”ﮨ ﱠُﻦ اُ ﱡم ْاﻟ ِﮑﺘَﺎhunna ummul kitaab) is not that kind of mother. The word umm has been
used metaphorically and it means the basis and real. This is the explanation of the word.
“( ”ﺗَﺎْ َو ْﯾ ٌﻞta’weel) means end result, the ultimate reality of anything. The Quran contains the guiding
principles for Mankind. Obviously, the words and meaning of such principles and rules should be such
ْ ( ” ُﺣ ﱢﺮ َﻣhurremat alaikum ummawhose meanings are evident from the very words, as in “ﺖ َﻋﻠَ ْﯿ ُﮑ ْﻢ اُ ﱠﻣ ٰﮩﺘُ ُﮑ ْﻢ
haatekum) (4:23). These verses are ‘mohkamaats’. But at the same time, the Quran also contains such
truths which are beyond our comprehension, as Allah’s personality and His traits, life after death and the
results of our deeds, the concepts of jannah and jahannam or the end purpose of human life. It is obvious
that such truths can only be told allegorically.
This means that they will be related symbolically. For instance, it has been said about Allah:
ﻮی َﻋ ٰﻠﯽ اﻟْ َﻌ ْﺮ ِش
7:54
He sat on the arsh (came to stay on the throne)
ٰ َاﺳﺘ
ْ ﰒُﱠ
11:7

َﮐﺎ َن َﻋ ْﺮ ُﺷﻪُ َﻋﻠَﯽ اﻟْ َﻤ ِﺎء

His arsh (throne) is on water

Obviously in these verses “ ٌ( ” َﻋﺮْ شarsh) is not a throne made of wood or some other material, and “” َﻣﺎ ٌء
(ma’a) also does not mean water. This is an allegory, that is, these facts have been related in an
allegorical or symbolic way. Thus, these verses are mutashabehaat. Meaning that these verses are such in
which truths have been related in an allegorical way.
It is also true that the truths which are beyond our senses cannot be comprehended by us. Although by
deliberating on similar things which have been related, we can get some, not total, idea as to what they
may be. As from the word we can understand, that it means authority or control, or in 11:7 “( ” َﻣﺎ ٌءma’a)
means the fountainhead of life, because at another place in the Quran, it is said:
َو َﺟ َﻌﻠْﻨَﺎ ِﻣ َﻦ اﻟْ َﻤ ِﺎء ُﮐ ﱠﻞ َﺷ ْﯽ ٍء َﺣ ﱟﯽ
21:30
we made every living thing from water:
But we cannot understand how He exercises His control or how He created the life form. We have been
given a very small part of these truths:
ِ
17:85
And of knowledge ye have been vouchsafed but little.
ًَوَﻣﺎ اُْوﺗِْﻴﺘُ ْﻢ ِﻣ َﻦ اﻟْﻌِْﻠ ِﻢ اﱠﻻ ﻗَﻠِْﻴﻼ
However, we can exercise our intellect, knowledge and insight to reach the level of guidance meant for us
by these indications:
ِ وﻣﺎ ﻳ ﱠﺬ ﱠﮐﺮ اُوﻟُﻮ اﻻَﻟْﺒ
ﺎب
3:7
And not will they take heed, except men of understanding.
َ ْ ْ ُ َ ََ
Two types of mentalities have been mentioned about such verses, i.e. mutashabehaat. One belongs to
those who are out to create controversies, that is, by leading mankind away from the basic truths about
life and into mere rhetoric and into spending their energy in futile pursuits. In order to understand these
beyond-comprehension truths, they keep on projecting different concepts and thoughts, and consider all
this to be the height of knowledge. They consider human matters as lowly and are always engaged in
celestial matters. This Quran says is the wrong path, and makes one oblivious of practical life.
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On the contrary, people with the other type of mentality are those whom the Quran calls “”’ َرا ِﺳ ُﺨﻮْ نَ ﻓِﯽ ْاﻟ ِﻌ ْﻠ ِﻢ
(raasekhoona fil ilm) and “ب
ِ ( ”اُوﻟِﯽ ْاﻻَ ْﻟﺒَﺎoolil albaab), which is those who exercise their intellect and
thought, and go on becoming more mature in their knowledge. They, it has been said, build their thoughts
on the structure of trust. This means that they say that all these truths have been related by God who has
the knowledge about all things. As such, there can be no doubt about their being the truths.
Therefore, there is no doubt that they are the truth but we cannot grasp their real connotation. However,
the human guidance that they can provide us, we can certainly reach through the use of our intellect and
understanding, but this is the limit of our understanding of these truths. Only Allah is aware of the real
connotation of these truths and people can only understand them as far as human guidance is concerned.
The Quran has said at several places that man can derive the right results from knowledge if he uses his
intellect under the guidance of the celestial revelation. For example see 46:26 or 25:23. It must also be
understood that there are two types of believers. One type will be of those people who believe in the
celestial message as it is, and the other is of those people of knowledge and perception who use their
intellect to deliberate on the truths of the celestial message.
ْ ُ( ”اَﻟﱠ ِﺬ ْﯾﻦَ اُوْ ﺗal-lazeena ootul kitab), which are those
Surah Al-Mudassar has called the latter group “ﺐ
َ ﻮا ْاﻟ ِﮑ ٰﺘ
with more understanding of the book, whereas common folk have been called “ َ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤ ْﺆ َﻣﻨُﻮْ نal-muminoon),
or just the believers (72:31).
Surah Al-Mudassar talks in detail about the two groups mentioned above and their mentality.
Also it has been said about “( ” َﺳﻘَ ٌﺮsaqar) or hellish state that:
74:31
nineteen angels are posted there
Obviously, this is only a parable and after that it has been said:
And not we have made their number, unless a trial
74:31
for those who deny

َﻋﻠَْﻴـ َﻬﺎ ﺗِ ْﺴ َﻌﺔَ َﻋ َﺸَﺮ
َوَﻣﺎ َﺟ َﻌﻠْﻨَﺎ ِﻋ ﱠﺪﺗَـ ُﻬ ْﻢ اﻻَﻓِﺘْـﻨَﺔً ﻟِﻠﱠ ِﺬﻳْ َﻦ َﮐ َﻔُﺮْوا

Their count i.e. the count of 19 is a cause for chaos for those who deny the truths of the Quran. But
conversely:
those who have been given the knowledge of the
ِ
ِ
ﺎب َو اﻟْ ُﻤ ْﻮِﻣﻨُـ ْﻮ َن
74:31
Book strengthen their belief through this Book and
َ َﺎب اﻟﱠﺬﻳْ َﻦ اُْوﺗُـ ْﻮا اﻟْﮑﺘ
َ ََوَﻻ ﻳـَْﺮﺗ
the common believers increase their faith through it
However, whether it is the elite of the believers or the commoners they never find the allegorical tales of
the Quran as doubtful, but:
ِ
ِِ ِ ِ
Those whose hearts are diseased and also those who
ض َو اﻟْ َﮑﺎﻓُِﺮْو َن َﻣﺎ َذا اََر َاد
ٌ ﻟﻴﮑﻨﻮﻟﻴَـ ُﻘ ْﻮ َل اﻟﱠﺬﻳْ َﻦ ﻓ ْﯽ ﻗُـﻠُ ْﻮﻬﺑ ْﻢ َﻣَﺮ
َ
74:31
do not believe in the Quran ask as to what does Allah
اﻟ ٰﻠّﺔُ ِﻬﺑٰﺬا
really mean when He presents these allegories?
After that it is said that the truths in the Quran have been related through parables. Whoever wants to
derive guidance from these can do so and whoever wants to be misled can also do so. After that it has
been said:
these are the soldiers of Allah about whose reality
ﮏ اِﱠﻻ ُﻫ َﻮ
74:31
َ َوَﻣﺎ ﻳـَ ْﻌﻠَ ُﻢ ُﺟﻨُـ ْﻮَد رﺑﱢ
and connotation only He can tell
And then it is also said:
but their allegorical mention is there for the guidance
74:31
of human beings

ﺮی ﻟِﻠْﺒَ َﺸ ِﺮ
ٰ َوَﻣﺎ ِﻫ َﯽ اِﱠﻻ ِذ ْﮐ

As such those who are convinced that they are the truth do not try to find their exact connotation etc. but
through the use of intellect and deliberation, reach the guidance that is meant for them. This is the first
ٌ ٰ( ” ُﻣﺤْ َﮑﻤmuh-kamaah) and “ﺎت
ٌ َ( ” ُﻣﺘَﺸَﺎﺑِﮩmuta- shabihaat).
meaning of the verses that are called “ﺖ
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Muta-shabihaat also include truths that have been related in words that are similar to others but the
meaning of which every person can derive as per his own knowledge level and intellect or the persons of
different eras can glean according to the advancement of that time. The Quran is guidance for every level
of human being and person in every era. We find that even during the same era people possess intellect
and knowledge that is different from others of the same era, and if the Quran had related its truths which
only a particular set of people could understand, then it could not have been meant for eternity as at
present nor be universal and could have been suited to only people of a certain era or people of a certain
level only. Then it would have been useless for all others. It was Therefore, necessary to describe the
truths in a way that could be interpreted in many different ways so that people with all mental levels
during all eras could benefit from it.
Actually the choice of words is also a characteristic of the Quran. These words not only represent the
truth at all times but men of all mental levels can benefit from it. For instance the Quran says about the
celestial system:
36:40

ٍ َُﮐ ﱞﻞ ﻓِﯽ ﻓَـﻠ
ﮏ ﻳَ ْﺴﺒَ ُﺤ ْﻮ َن
ْ

Everything is progressing in its own circle.

And about the sun the Quran says:
36:38
the sun is travelling towards its destiny

ﺲ َْﲡ ِﺮ ْی ﻟِ ُﻤ ْﺴﺘَـ َﻘﱢﺮ ﱠﳍَﺎ
ْ َواﻟﺸ
ُ ﱠﻤ

Obviously till the ancient beliefs about the universe were prevalent there could be no right concept about
the planets and the stars. When later the astronomer Copernicus came out with his theory about the
universe and the celestial bodies, then it was known as to how the celestial bodies revolve in their
respective circles. Similarly, until Herschel’s theory came to light, nobody could imagine that the sun
along with all bodies within its system was travelling towards its destiny. Until human knowledge had not
reached this far, the Quranic verses regarding these were mutashabihaat or metaphors, but after the
discoveries and revelations, the related verses entered the realm of muhkimaat.
Now these verses hold the status of muhkimaat for persons of a certain mental level. For people below
that level they still hold the status of mutashabihaat. Till these verses were included among the
mutashabihaat, and the discoveries were not made only Allah knew about the truth in them. When these
discoveries were made then these verses entered the realm of muhkumaat, and their reality was disclosed
to some people of thought and knowledge. It is due to such instances that it has been said that Allah has
revealed the Quran, and Who is aware of the highs and lows in the universe (25:6).
After a few verses, it is said that if you want to know anything about these matters then:
25:59
ask the One who is aware

ًﻓَ ْﺴﺌَ ْﻞ ﺑِِﻪ َﺧﺒِ ْﲑا

Until human knowledge reaches a certain stage, only Allah is aware of those truths. He is the one who has
related the truths in parables through the celestial revelation. When human knowledge reaches that level,
then human beings too, those who are in a position to know, will become aware of those truths as well. As
such, this is also one meaning of mutashabihaat and muhkumaat.
These are the various meaning of mutashabihaat and muhkumaat of the Quranic verses. But whether it
is mutashabihaat or muhkumaat, all verses are strong and authoritative in their own right. Every single
word of the Quran is like a rock, established in its place.
That is why Surah Hood says:
This is a book of which all verses are authoritative
11:1
for this book, comprises of permanent values.

ِ
ِ
ْ ﺐ اُ ْﺣﮑ َﻤ
ُﺖ آﻳَﺎﺗُﻪ
ٌ َﮐﺘ

The truths it contains are unchangeable and its principles too do not know change. The truths that have
been related in parables are also unchangeable in their veracity. From this point of view, all verses of the
Quran are muhkumaat.
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On the contrary, Surah Al-Zumr says that the whole book is comprised of ‘muta-shabihaat’:
Allah has presented the most balanced narrations in this
ِ اَﻟ ٰﻠّﻪ ﻧـَﱠﺰَل اَﺣﺴﻦ ا ْﳊ ِﺪﻳ
ﺚ ﮐِﺘٰﺒﺎً ُﻣﺘَ َﺸ ِﺎﻬﺑﺎً َﻣﺜَﺎﻧِ َﯽ
39:23
ْ َ ََ ْ
ُ
kitaab that are mutashibihaat rather than masani
But here the word mutashabihan has not been used opposite the word of muhkimun, but it has been used
opposite the word “( ” َﻣﺜَﺎﻧِ َﯽmasani). For the meaning of “( ” َﻣﺜَﺎﻧِ َﯽmasani), see heading (Th-N-Y).
But briefly, it is mentioned here that ‘masani’ is used for two things that are opposite one another. It is
the style of the Quran that it brings two opposites to face each other to make the meaning clear. For
example “( ”ﻧﻮرnoor) or light is explained by bringing its opposite “( ”ظﻠﻢdarkness) in front of it. These
two, light and darkness are each other’s ‘masani’, or opposite of each other. By explaining things this
way, it can make everything very clear. As such some philosophers think that things are known by their
opposites. But this may lead one to think that the Quran mentions only opposites to which Allah said
“No!” There is no contradiction in the Quran (4:83). All its verses are similar ‘mutashabiha’ to each
other. The opposites are mentioned only to make things clear. Therefore, the verses of the Quran are
similar or ‘mutashabiha’ besides being opposite.
In this way, the Quran is a book that is kitaban muta-shabihan masani. Alternatively, it can be said that
similar or muta-shabihan is the style in which truths have been mentioned, such as ‘noorun wa hadyun’
that is light and guidance, and opposites or ‘masani’ is the style where a thing has been explained by
bringing an opposite before it. “( ” َﺳﺒْﻌﺎ ً ِﻣﻦَ ْاﻟ َﻤﺜَﺎﻧِﯽsab-un minas saani) as in15:28. See heading (Th-N-Y).
The Quran has used the word “ٌ ( ” ِﺣ ْﮑ َﻤۃhikmah) along with the word “ ٌ( ” َﮐﺘَﺎبkitaban) which means a book
of wisdom.
ِ
ِ
2:151
And teaches your about the book (law) and the hikmah
َْﻤﺔ
َ ََوﻳـُ َﻌﻠﱢ ُﻤ ُﮑ ُﻢ اﻟْﮑﺘ
َ ﺎب َو ا ْﳊﮑ
Law is one thing and there is another which is the reason or (why of it). The law has been called “َﺎب
َ ” ِﮐﺘ
ْ
َ
(kitab). See heading (K-T-B), and its why, or reason it is called the “( ” ِﺣﮑ َﻤﺔhikmah). Because it is
‘hikmah’ that tells us why that particular law has been made. If the Quran wanted to impose that law by
force, then only the book of law or ‘kitab’ would have been enough, but since the Quran wants believers
to act on the laws with equanimity and fully voluntarily, it is necessary to impart the reasoning of the law
along with the law. These are both given by Allah through the divine revelation, and are safe in the
Quran.
Surah An-Nisaa says:
4:113
Allah has revealed the book and its reasoning towards you
Also see 17:39.

ِ
ِ َ واَﻧْـﺰَل اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪ ﻋﻠِﻴ
َْﻤﺔ
َْ ُ َ َ
َ َﮏ اﻟْﮑﺘ
َ ﺎب َوا ْﳊﮑ

At some place the Quran has been called “ٌ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤ ْﮑ َﻤۃal-hikmah) only as in 17:39. At others places it has
been called both the kitab and al-hikmah, and only one pronoun has been used for both, as in 2:231. So
that it can be made clear that these two are one and the same thing.
Surah Azhaab has made it clear by saying that ‘al-hikmah’ is also to be followed. All these things make
it evident that reasoning or ‘hikmah’ is within the Quran, not outside of it.
Revealing the ‘hikmah’ through divine revelation also had a special purpose. The Quran has given us
laws and rules in order to achieve results. That is, its laws and rules are not there just for the sake of it, but
have been given in order to produce definite results. If only laws were received from Allah and it was not
revealed as to what results can be achieved through them, then maybe we would have acted upon those
laws as we deemed fit, and would be content that we had done Allah’s will. However, this was not the
case. He gave us laws and also told us what results they would produce if followed faithfully. As such, we
will always have to ensure that those laws are indeed producing the results that Allah has ordained. If yes,
then the laws are being followed correctly. But if not, then we will have to review and find out where we
are going wrong and why the desired results as ordained by Allah are not being produced.
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For instance, the Quran says:
Establish as-salah, indeed, as-salah prevents
29:45
fahsha and evil deeds.

ﺼ ٰﻠﻮةَ ﺗَـْﻨـ ٰﻬﯽ َﻋ ِﻦ اﻟْ َﻔ ْﺤ َﺸ ِﺎء َواﻟْ َﻤْﻨ َﮑ ِﺮ
ﺼ ٰﻠﻮةَ اِ ﱠن اﻟ ﱠ
اَﻗِ ِﻢ اﻟ ﱠ

ٰ
Here “َ( ”اَﻗِ َﻢ اﻟﺼ ٰﱠﻠﻮةaaqimis salat) or the establishing of “”ﺻﻠﻮة
(salat) is an order (kitab), and the second
ٰ
part that “”ﺻﻠﻮة
(salat) will prevent forbidden things i.e. “( ”ﻓﺤﺸﺎءfah-sha) and negate all that is
undesirable its reasoning. If salat is not producing this result, then we should find out where we are going
wrong, because when Allah Himself says that salat will produce such and such result, then if salat is
being established in the right way, it should produce that result.
Because the result has also been created by Allah, it can never be wrong. In Deen, or the Quranic way of
life, or system, every command of Allah which is followed correctly, produces its result as ordained by
Allah. This was the meaning of kitab and hikmah. Also see heading (K-T-B).
Hukman also means that strength of decision making power, or understanding that is available to a
common person even without the knowledge of revelation.
Surah Al-Qasas says about Moosa:
When he reached maturity and his limbs became
28:14
balanced, then We endowed him with hokum
(understanding or decision power and knowledge).

ًﻮی آﺗَـﻴْـ ٰﻨﻪُ ُﺣﮑْﻤﺎً ﱠو ِﻋﻠْﻤﺎ
ٰ َاﺳﺘ
ْ َوﻟَ ﱠﻤﺎ ﺑـَﻠَ َﻎ اَ ُﺷ ﱠﺪ ٗه َو

The context reveals that this is before Moosa was given prophet hood, and Therefore, does not mean that
this hikmat was the same as the one made available through divine revelation. This is the reasoning or
hikmat that enables one to apply Allah’s order and principle to details or to mundane things as it is
suitable to the era and situation in general. Or, the application of which command or principle will be
most appropriate. But all this deliberation and reasoning is quite different from that hikmah which is
acquired through the ‘wahi’ and which is found in the Quran.
About the Messenger (pbuh), the Quran says:
Reciting to them its verses, and purifying them, and
62:2
teaching them the book and the wisdom.

َﺎب
َ ﯾَ ْﺘﻠُﻮ َﻋﻠَ ْﯿ ِﮭ ْﻢ آﯾَﺎﺗِ ِﮫ َوﯾُ َﺰ ﱢﮐ ْﯿ ِﮭ ْﻢ َوﯾُ َﻌﻠﱢ ُﻤﮭُ ُﻢ ْاﻟ ِﮑﺘ
ََو ْاﻟ ِﺤ ْﮑ َﻤﺔ

All four aspects as ‘tilawa’ (following the verses), ‘aaya’ (signs of Allah), ‘tazkiyah’ (cleansing of the
body and soul with education) and ‘kitab’ (laws), are present here.
It means that you, (messenger Muhammed) impart the teaching of the ‘kitab’ or the book and the
reasoning behind the verses that are found within the Quran, and towards the formation of that system
practically, and in this way decide the correct application and implementation of Allah’s system. Through
this education and training he desires to teach the followers that they too should employ this strategy in
their lives. The reasoning related by the Quran is unchangeable as are its laws, but this reasoning or
‘hikmah’ will continue to change, as it is applied to changing circumstances.
Governance: the Quran says in principle that no human being has the right to govern another, even if he
may enjoy full authority to do so (3:78). The right to adjudicate between people and to make decisions
accepted belongs only to Allah (12:40). This governance of Allah is established through His book
(6:115). But the need to implement practically the decisions of the Quran a living and present authority is
inevitable. This is called the Islamic system or Islamic republic which was first established by our
Messenger Muhammed (pbuh). The central authority of this system was the obedience of Allah because
the authority made everyone obey the laws and commands of Allah and not the decisions of anyone else
(4:65, 5:48).
After Muhammed, this system was carried forward by the Khalifas (caliphs) of Islam and was called the
path of the prophet (3:143). The ‘deen’ or the way of Islam can only be found in an Islamic republic. It is
not an individual matter. ‘Allah’s governance’ means this very thing, i.e. to govern as per the dictates of
the Quran. Those who do not do this are called kafirs, or the deniers by the Quran (5:44).
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Contrary to what many say today, an Islamic government can certainly be established at any time as
demonstrated by our beloved prophet Muhammed (pbuh).

H-L-F

حلف

“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﻠْﻒal-halfu), “ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﻠِﻒal-halif) means a promise that is made between two individuals in order to
seal a deal. Later it began to mean any ordinary promise {M}.
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤﻠْﻒal-hilf) is a promise made between people. It also means friendship and friend.
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﻠِﯿْﻒal-haleef): someone with whom a pact has been made.
ٌ ( ” َﺣ ﱠﻼhalaaf) means one who makes too many promises {T} 68:10.
“ف
“ َ( ” َﺣﻠَﻒhalafa), “ َ( ”ﯾَﺤْ ﻠِﻒyahlifa) means to promise {T} 4:62.
Ibn Faris says its basic meaning is to stick with another. This led to its meaning to abide by.

H-L-Q

حلق

“ٌ ( ” َﺣ ْﻠﻘَۃhalqah) means any circle whether it is of human beings or of gold, silver or iron.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ْﻠﻘَۃal-halqa) means armor, weapon, and rope, round mark atop a camel {T}.
Ibn Faris says its basic meaning includes cleaning of hair, or to shave the head.
ُ ِﻖ ﯾَﺤْ ﻠ
This led to “ﻖ
َ َ( ” َﺣﻠhalaqa yahliqu) which means to shave the head {T}.
ٌ ( ” َﺣ ْﻠhalq) actually means to cut off hair.
Raghib also says that “ﻖ
ْ
ْ
ُ ( ”اَﻟ َﺤﻠal-halq) means the place where animals are slaughtered {T}. The inner part of it is called “”ﺣ ُْﻠﻘُﻮْ م
“ﻖ
ُ ِ( ”ﯾَﺤْ ﻠyahliqu).
(hulqum), “ﻖ
َ َ( ” َﺣﻠhalaqa), “ﻖ
The Quran says:
48:27
those who shave off their heads

ِ
ﲔ ُرءُ ْو َﺳ ُﮑ ْﻢ
َ ْ ُﳏَﻠﱢﻘ

“( ”ﺣ ُْﻠﻘُﻮْ ٌمhulqum) also means the throat as in 56:83.
Maulana Abeedullah Sindhi writes that among the descendants of Ibrahim, the hair on the forehead was
thought to be sacred just like the khes (head hair) among Sikhs and the bodi or tail among Hindus. The
Arabs at that time also used to maintain hair with great sanctity and used to have them cut at the point of
Mina during Hajj and this shave was thought to be equal to sacrificing the head {Maulana Sindhi’s
tafseer or explanation named Al-maqaamul Mehmood}.

H-L-L

حلل

The real meaning of “( ” َﺣ ﱞﻞhall) is to open a knot.
20:27

اﺣﻠُ ْﻞ ُﻋ ْﻘ َﺪ ًة ِﻣ ْﻦ ﻟِ َﺴﺎﻧِ ْﯽ
ْ َو

Open the knots in my tongue.

“( ” َﺣ ﱞﻞhall) also means to melt something which has been frozen, that is, its knot was opened and it was
solved. Later “ َ( ” َﺣ ﱠﻞ ْاﻟ َﻤ َﮑﺎنhal lul makan) came to mean to arrive at some place and stay.
Raghib says that “( ” َﺣ ﱠﻞ ْاﻻَﺣْ َﻤﺎ َلhalla-al-ahmal) means to open the knots of ropes tyding the luggage in
order to dismount them from camels.
“( ” َﺣﺎﻟﱠ ٗہhallah) means to dismount or stay along with someone.
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“( ” َﺣﻠِ ْﯿ ٌﻞhaleel) has been derived from this root, which means husband and “ٌ ( ” َﺣﻠِ ْﯿﻠَۃhaleelah) means wife.
Because these two live people in the same house with each other, or they are “( ”ﺣﻼلhalal) or permissible
for each other.
The Quran says “( ” َﺣ َﻼ ِء ُل اَ ْﺑﻨَﺎ ِء ُﮐ ْﻢhala-eelu abna’ikum) in 4:23. “( ” َﺣ َﻼ ِء ُلhalail) is the plural of “ُ” َﺣﻠِ ْﯿﻠَۃ
(haleelah) i.e. the wives of your sons.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤﻠﱠۃal-halla): neighborhood, the destination of the nation.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤﻠَۃal-hilla): a nation which has come down. It also means neighborhood
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺤﻠﱠۃal-hulla): a pair of clothes, as shirt, blanket or cloak. It also means wife by implication.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤ ﱡﻞal-hillu) is the place outside or the sacred place of Muslims.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟﺘﱠ ِﺤﻠَۃal-tahilla): something used to atone for broken promises and in this way their knots are opened.
ّ ٰ ( ” َﺣ ﱠﻞ اَ ْﻣ ُﺮhalla amarullah alaih) means that the matter of Allah was made incumbent upon him.
“ﷲِ َﻋﻠَ ْﯿ ِہ
Ubab says that “( ”ﯾَ ِﺤ ﱡﻞyahillu) means to be incumbent and “( ”ﯾَ ُﺤ ﱡﻞya-hullu) means to be revealed or to
come down {T}.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ َﻼ ُلal-halal) is the opposite of “( ”ﺣﺮامharam) or impermissible or that which does not have the knot
of impermissibility on it. That is things which are allowed to be eaten and which have not been declared
impermissible.
“( ”اِ ْﻟ ِﺤﻞﱡ و اَ ْﻟ َﺤﻠَﯿْ ُﻞal-hillu wal haleel) also means this {T, M}.
Surah Al-Ma’idah says:
Do not open the knots that have been tied in respect and
5:2
reverence. (Respect them).
Regarding becoming incumbent it is said:
20:81
My wrath shall become incumbent upon you
About the place of animals sacrificed during Al-Hajj it is said:
22:23
the place of their slaughter is the Kaaba
Surah Al-badar says:
90:2
you are resident in this city

اﺷ َﻌ ِﺎء َر اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ
َ َﻻ ُِﲢﻠﱡ ْﻮ
ِ
ﻀﺒِ ْﯽ
َ ﻓَـﻴَﺤ ﱠﻞ َﻋﻠَْﻴ ُﮑ ْﻢ َﻏ
ِ ﰒﱠ َِﳏﻠﱡﻬﺎ اِﻟَﯽ اﻟْﺒـﻴ
ﺖ اﻟْ َﻌﺘِْﻴ ِﻖ
َْ
َ
ﺖ ِﺣ ﱞﻞ ِﻬﺑٰ َﺬا اﻟْﺒَـﻠَ ِﺪ
َ َْواَﻧ

Here “( ” ِﺣ ﱞﻞhillun) may be taken as “( ” َﺣ َﻼ ٌلhalal) or permissible {R}, and it may also mean that they did
not respect even this city of peace and persecuted you by being inimical to your life.
Maulana Mehmoodul Hasan writes that this phrase means ‘and there will be no bar on you in this city’.
As far as halaal and haraam i.e. permissible and impermissible are concerned in Islam, the Quran teaches
that everything that the Quran has declared as haraam (see heading (H-R-M), all other edibles are halaal
or permissible. That there is no bar on their consumption, nor has anyone been given the right to declare
anything as forbidden or impressible or haram. See 5:78, 6:146, 6:119-120, 10:59, 16:116, and 22:30.
Even the messenger Muhammed has not been given this right to declare anything haraam (66:1).
Surah Al-Airaaf says about Muhammed:
he will declare the pure things as halaal or permissible
7:157
and the impure things as haraam or impermissible

ِ ُِﳛ ﱡﻞ َﳍﻢ اﻟﻄﱠﻴِٰﺒ
ﺚ
ْ ﺖ َوُﳚَﱢﺮُم َﻋﻠَْﻴ ِﻬ ُﻢ
َ ِاﳋَٰﺒﺜ
ُُ

There it means that he (the Messenger) will do it through celestial guidance or wahi, through the Quran
6:146, 5:1.
But the Quran has also said “ً ( ”طَﯿﱢﺒﺎtayyiban) along with halaal in 2:168 that is, you can choose from
among the things that you like among the permissible things and need not necessarily take all things that
are permissible even if you do not favor them; and do not eat things which are not pleasant for you. The
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things that are permissible must also be pleasant for you. The edibles should be tasty and good for health
as well. They should be delightful in every way. The Quran has made allowances for the taste and likes of
every individual and for collective benefit.
Here one point must be understood. According to the Quran, every pure or tayyab edible is halal or
permissible and every impure thing is haram or impermissible. This means that everything that Allah has
declared as halal is by itself pure or Tayyab. This does not mean however that all halal things should be
eaten or consumed even if they do not cater to one’s taste. If someone doesn’t like something which is
Tayyab, then he is permitted not to eat it. But it should not be considered haram or impermissible. In the
same way the Islamic society for greater or collective benefit can declare some things as impermissible
for some time, and there is nothing wrong with imposing these prohibitions if necessary but it is not
allowed to declare that thing as haram. In the same manner nobody is allowed to declare something as
halal or permissible if it has been declared impure or haram by the Quran.
As per Allah’s system of sustenance, pure and impure i.e. halal and haram could also mean that ordinary
edibles in nature which Allah has made sustenance for human beings should be allowed to remain
available (halal), and they should not be withheld and kept away from benefiting people. This is also like
making Allah’s halal as haram. This is the basis of the Quranic system which is that free goods should
never be turned into economic goods or a commodity for sale. For more details of halal and haram see
heading (H-R-M) and (N-Ain-M). For Saidul bahar (catch of the sea) to be halal, see heading (B-H-R),
and verse no 5:96.
“( ” ُﻣ ِﺤ ﱞﻞmuhillun) means he who thinks that a thing which has been declared as haram, or forbidden to be
halal or permissible.
5:1

those who think that the hunted animal or bird is not halal
or permitted to be eaten

ﺼْﻴ ِﺪ
َﻏْﻴـَﺮ ُﳏﱢﻠْﯽ اﻟ ﱠ

“( ” ِﺣ ﱞﻞhillun) means halal as in 5:5.
“ٌ ( ”ﺗَ ِﺤﻠﱠۃtahilla) is a kind of atonement, that which frees one from the binding of a promise (66:2).

H-L-M

حلم

“( ”اَ ْﻟﺤ ُْﻠ ُﻢal-hulm), “( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺤﻠُ ُﻢal-hulum) means “a dream”. The plural is “( ”اَﺣْ َﻼ ٌمahlaam) as used in 12:44. It
also means copulation in a dream, and since this condition i.e. copulation is a testimony to one being an
adult, it also means adulthood 24:59. And since adulthood also brings understanding “( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﻠُﻢal-hulum)
began to be used to mean peace and tranquility, intelligence and deliberation, and self-control.
52:32

do their understanding and deliberation, their seriousness
and sobriety order them or drive them to obey this

اَْم ﺗَﺎُْﻣُﺮُﻫ ْﻢ اَ ْﺣ َﻼ ُﻣ ُﻬ ْﻢ ِﻬﺑٰﺬا

“( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤ ْﻠ ُﻢal-hilm) means to have self-control so as not to flare up even in anger {R}.
Ibn Faris says its basic meaning is not to hurry, i.e. not to flare up instantly over some trivial thing. Thus,
it led to the word “( ”ﺗَ َﺤﻠﱠ َﻢ ْاﻟ َﻤﺎ ُلtahallamal maal) which is said when the animals become fat and corpulent,
and they become more sturdy too.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﻠِ ْﯿ ُﻢal-haleem) is a trait of Allah and is used to mean that neither the disobedience of the unfaithful
makes Him flare up nor He is aroused by anger to take some step hastily. Rather, He has framed a law for
everything which that thing or being reaches ultimately in any case. This means that every deed has a
result, good or bad. Therefore, “( ” َﺣﻠِ ْﯿ ٌﻢhaleem) means understanding, authentic, stable, always one to act
according to law and principle, one who does not flare up emotionally.
About Ibrahim the Quran says:
11:75
Verily Abraham was sympathetic, being one to revert to Allah
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And about Ismael it is said:
We gave Abraham the good tidings about a haleem (or an
37:101
understanding son)

ﻓَـﺒَ َﺸ ْﺮ ٰن ٗه ﺑِ ْﻐ ٰﻠ ٍﻢ َﺣﻠِْﻴ ٍﻢ

We use “( ” ِﺣ ْﻠﻢhilm), or “( ”ﺣﻠﯿﻢ اﻟﻄﺒﻊhileemut taba-a) to mean humility, self-effacing, soft spoken but
these are the meanings of our own language (Urdu). Simple selflessness is the product of weakness but
“( ” ِﺣ ْﻠ ٌﻢhilm) encompasses a feeling of strength and energy within it, but which is under full control and
which does not allow for loss of this control even under very stringent circumstances and does nothing
that is cause for repentance. One who cannot face an opponent bows due to weakness and insult, but to
have the power to rebel and still bend before law and principle is the height of humility and humanity.

حلی

H-L-Y

“ﯽ
ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ْﻠal-hali) means jewelry or ornaments, which are made by melting metals or with precious stones
{T}. The plural is “ﯽ
( ” ُﺣﻠِ ﱞhulliun)
7:128

ًَﻣ ْﻦ ُﺣﻠِﻴﱢ ِﻬ ْﻢ ِﻋ ْﺠﻼ

made a calf out of their ornaments

It means that they melted their gold to frame a calf out of it.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤ ْﻠﯿَۃal-hilya) means a thing or ornament.
16:14

which you recover things of ornaments (such as pearls from the sea)

ًﺗَ ْﺴﺘَ ْﺨ ِﺮ ُﺟ ْﻮ ِاﻣﻨْﻪُ ِﺣﻠْﻴَﺔ

“ً( ” َﺣ ﱠﻼ ﮨَﺎﺗَﺤْ ﻠِﯿَۃhillahu tahliya) means he adorned the woman with jewelry {T}.
18:31

ُﳛَﻠﱠ ْﻮ َن ﻓِْﻴـ َﻬﺎ

they will get to wear things of adornment there

Ibn Faris says it basically means luxury.

H-M-A

حمأ

ْ (al-hama) means black smelly mud, spoiled earth.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ْﻤﺎَةal-hamatu), “”اﻟ َﺤ َﻤﺎ ُء
“( ” َﺣ ِﻤ َﺊ اﻟ َﻤﺎ ُءhamial ma-oo) means water that has become murky with the amalgamation of black smelly
mud. A place which has such water will be covered with a layer of caked “( ” َﺣ ِﻤﯽ ٌءhamiyun). The
feminine is “( ” َﺣ ِﻤﺌَۃhaminah).
About the early stages of man’s creation, the Quran says:
black transformed earth on which a crust has formed,
15:26
Allah began man’s creation from it

ِ
ِ
ﺼ ٍﺎل َﻣ ْﻦ َﲪَ ٍﺎء َﻣ ْﺴﻨُـ ْﻮ ٍن
َ ْﺻﻠ
َ َﺧﻠَ َﻖ ْاﻻﻧْ َﺴﺎ َن ﻣ ْﻦ

This very thing has been called “ب
ٍ ( ” ِط ْﯿ ٍﻦ ﱠﻻ ِزteenil lazib) in 37:11. This means that the earliest living cell
was created from the amalgamation of earth and water. Details can be found in my book (Iblees O
Adam).
The Quran has called the Black Sea as “( ” َﻋ ْﯿ ٍﻦ ﺧ َِﻢ◌َ ٍةainin hamiatin) in 18:81.
Note: see also last part of heading (H-M-Y).
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حمد

H-M-D

“( ” َﺣ ْﻤ ٌﺪhamd) is the feeling that is created within the human breast at seeing a very rare and very
delightful sight or thing. This hamd is an appreciation of the Creator of that beautiful thing. This has few
conditions which have been related by the author of Muheet as follows.
1} the thing that is being acclaimed and lauded must be a palpable and physical thing. That which cannot
be felt can never gain our acclamation i.e. which is good in concept only, such as “( ”ﻣﻘﺎم ﻣﺤﻤﻮدmaqami
mahmod), “( ”ﺻﻔﺎت ﻣﺤﻤﻮدsifaat mahmood) etc. even though they have been mentioned in the Quran.
For example we can only appreciate an artist or painter through his works which come before our eyes in
palpable form and we cannot laud his concept only. As such, the Quran has as sarcasm upon those who
merely want praise for themselves instead of doing something constructive and then let their works be
praised.
3:187

They want to be praised on the basis of the work that
they do not produce.

ُِﳛﺒﱡـ ْﻮ َن اَ ْن ُْﳛ َﻤ ُﺪ ْوا ِﲟَﺎ َﱂْ ﻳـَ ْﻔ َﻌﻠُ ْﻮا

2} the praise for somebody’s work must be voluntary, so that the individual ego of he who is praising
can also be gauged i.e. whether it is magnanimous enough to praise good work by another. Automatic
work or quality which is inherent or incumbent even if it is good does not produce the right occasion
for hamd. So much so that the word hamd is not used for beauty and excellence that is present
inherently and has necessarily to be acquired. If the qualities are present of their own, then the word
“( ” َﻣ َﺪ َحmadah) is used instead of hamd.
“( ” َﻣ َﺪ َح ْاﻟ َﺠ َﻤﺎ َلmadah-al jamal): if a machine is producing fine things then that machine is not fit for hamd
but madah, but producer of the will be deserving hamd. This is also the case with a peacock’s dance. The
peacock deserves madah for the dance and the peacock’s Creator deserves hamd.
3} For true hamd it is also necessary that the thing that is being praised is also actually liked by the one
who is praising or is close to his heart; to praise someone because of some pressure is not hamd but it is
madah. Hamd does not encompass any sort of deceit, fabrication, pretense or hypocrisy or soft-soaping.
In hamd the acclaim comes to the surface involuntarily.
4} the thing that is being praised must also be very much correct i.e. it must deserve to be praised. Hamd
cannot take place only on the basis of some vague concept. Hamd can never be done for un-clear
concepts, ambiguous outlines, and on the basis of doubt and hesitation. Hamd does not arise out of deceit,
concept, superstition and blind faith. It is based on solid belief and faith, but madah can also be done for
opinions, but not hamd.
5} the things of benefit, delight and balanced beauty that are being praised or for which hamd is being
undertaken must have reached perfection and their benefit must be felt and acknowledged. At which is
not beneficial to human beings or art which has not reached perfection cannot be praised. For instance the
sleight of hand of a pick pocket cannot be praised because it is not beneficial for human beings although it
may be perfect.
Hamd is a feeling which meets the conditions given above. If even one of the above conditions is not
there then it will be madah and not hamd. It must be mentioned that the word “( ”ﺛﻨﺎءsana) can be used
both for praise and criticism.
“( ”ﺗﺴﺒﯿﺢtasbeeh) means to be engaged in its duty with full attention.
The Quran says:
13:13
The thunder lauds Him with its loud sound
In the highs and lows of the universe all hamd or
30:18
praise is for Him.
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َوﻳُ َﺴﺒﱢ ُﺦ اﻟﱠﺮ َﻋ ُﺪ ِﲝَ ْﻤ ِﺪ ٖه
ِ وﻟَﻪ ا ْﳊﻤ َﺪﻓِﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺴ ٰﻤ ٰﻮ
ِ ت َو ْاﻻَْر
ض
ْ َْ ُ َ
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17:22

َواِ ْن ﱢﻣ ْﻦ َﺷ ْﯽ ٍء اِﱠﻻ ﻳُ َﺴﺒِْﻴ ُﺢ ِﲝَ ْﻤ ِﺪ ٖه

that is, there is nothing that does not praise Allah
along with performing His tasbeeh

This means that nothing in the entire universe can abstain from following His laws along with conducting
His hamd or praise. Therefore, it means that all forces in the universe are busy in producing beneficial
results that are living examples of Allah’s creativity and His praise. This so much that when destructive
forces are removed out of the way then that work by itself deserves praise.
As such it is said about the destruction of oppressive nations:
The oppressive nations were routed and Allah the
6:25
nurturer of the universe deserves all praise or hamd.

ِ ﻓَـ ُﻘ ِﻄﻊ داﺑِﺮ اﻟْ َﻘﻮِم اﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦ ﻇَﻠَﻤﻮا وا ْﳊﻤ ُﺪ ﻟِٰﻠّ ِﻪ ر ﱢ
ﲔ
َ ْ ب اﻟْ ٰﻌﻠَﻤ
َْ َ ُْ َ ْ ْ ُ َ َ
َ

That is why it has been said about Allah that He is “َﺰ ْﯾ ٌﺰ
ِ ( ”ﻋaziz) as well as “( ” َﺣ ِﻤ ْﯿ ٌﺪhadeed). This means
that He is fine or delicate, as well as hard and tough (14:1). He is the remover of destructive forces out of
the way to make the beneficial aspects manifest so that they become living examples of Allah’s hamd and
praise.
At another place it is said:
64:1
every sort of authority belongs to Him

ﮏ َوﻟَﻪُ ا ْﳊَ ْﻤ ُﺪ
ُ ْﻟَﻪُ اﻟْ ُﻤﻠ

He is also the fountainhead of every kind of grandeur and beauty. It is also one of the traits of the
believers that they are “ َ( ” َﺣﺎ ِﻣ ُﺪوْ نhamidoon) as described in 9:112. This means that they are known to do
hamd or sing Allah’s praise, for this purpose man has been given the knowledge of the names (or
qualities) of Allah, or the knowledge of natural elements, because when the malaika or the forces of the
universe said to Allah:
we are always busy in Your hamd or praise
ِ ِ
ک
2:30
َ َوَْﳓ ُﻦ ﻧُ َﺴﺒﱢ ُﺢ ﲝَ ْﻤﺪ
(Allah’s praise).
Then it was said in reply from Allah:
Adam [man] has been given the knowledge about all
2:31
things in nature or in the universe

آد َم ْاﻻَ ْﲰَﺎءَ ُﮐﻠﱠ َﻬﺎ
َ َو َﻋﻠﱠ َﻢ

But this knowledge can become operational only if he keeps this knowledge under obedience of the
celestial message or the wahi.
That is why he was told that:
the nation that follows the guidance of Allah
2:38
will be safe from fear and grief

ِ
ف َﻋﻠَْﻴ ِﻬ ْﻢ َوَﻻ ُﻫ ْﻢ َْﳛَﺰﻧـُ ْﻮ َن
ٌ ای ﻓَ َﻼ َﺧ ْﻮ
َ ﻓَ َﻤ ْﻦ ﺗَﺒ َﻊ ُﻫ َﺪ

This is the said “ً( ” َﻣﻘَﺎﻣﺎ ً َﻣﺤْ ُﻤﻮْ داmaqaman mahmoodan) or the happy place situation (17:79). This means a
position which is completely deserving of hamd or praise, and that was attained by our beloved
Messenger Muhammed. He himself was called “( ”اَﺣْ َﻤ ُﺪAhmad) in (61:6), which means one who was
given greatly to conduct hamd or praise (of Allah). Some think that it means who himself is greatly
praised, and this later became “( ” ُﻣ َﺤ ﱠﻤ ٌﺪMuhammed) (48:26), that means one who is continuously the
reason for hamd and praise, i.e. one who is praised for one quality after the other. The prophet of Allah
ّ ٰ ( ” ُﻣ َﺤ ﱠﻤ ٌﺪ ﱠرﺳُﻮْ ُلmuhammadar-rasul Allah) 48:26 i.e. Muhammed, the Messenger of
was also named “ِﷲ
Allah.
The book named Kitabul Ashqaaq says that Muhammed means the one who is praised constantly, while
Mahmood is the one who gets praised only once. The book Aqrabul Muwarid says that Muhammed
means one who possesses many different praiseworthy traits.
If we deliberate on the meanings of the first verse of the Quran that is:
1:1
Allah is the praiseworthy Sustainer of the worlds.
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ِ
ﲔ
اَ ْﳊَ ْﻤ ُﺪ ﻟِٰﻠّ ِﻪ َر ﱢ
َ ْ ب اﻟْ َﻌﺎﻟَﻤ
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In the light of the above given definitions of the word hamd then we can see how the Quran has revealed
the universal truth before man, that every creation in the universe is a season or occasion for hamd or
praiseworthiness of Allah who is nurturing everything from its initial stages to its ultimate end. Obviously
then hamd is not just a reason for emotional response but a living truth that is arrived at by deliberation
upon things in the universe. Thus, a nation that does not deliberate upon the system of the universe cannot
be able to appreciate the excellence of the Creator. How can he then hope to understand how things in the
universe are praiseworthy? For example we can only appreciate an artist or painter through his works
which come before our eyes in palpable form and we cannot laud his concept only. As such the Quran has
as sarcasm upon those who merely want praise for themselves instead of doing something constructive
and then let their works be praised.
“To sing the praises of Allah” is not just a verbal praising session but it is in fact a practical program i.e.to
sing praises of Allah means to give practical shape to a system in society that Allah has ordained (and that
which has been manifested by the last prophet of Allah i.e. Muhammed) and to make it produce
miraculous results such as those which the whole world instantly recognizes and appreciates and cries out
that undoubtedly the God or Allah Who has given such laws to humanity following which can produce
such results indeed deserves unlimited praise.

حمر

H-M-R
“( ”اَ ْﻻَﺣْ َﻤ ُﺮal-ahmar) means red. Its plural is “( ” ُﺣ ْﻤ ٌﺮhumr).
35:27

ﺾ َو ﲪٌُْﺮ
ٌ ُﺧ َﺪ ٌدﺑِْﻴ

the layers of red color or lines

“( ”اَﻟ ِﺤ َﻤﺎ ُرal-himaar) means donkey as used in 2:259. The plural is “( ” ُﺣ ُﻤ ٌﺮhumur).
Surah Al-Mudassar says:
donkeys which rear up after being frightened or
74:50
disturbed

ٌُﲪٌُﺮ ُﻣ ْﺴﺘَـْﻨ ِﻔَﺮة

حمل

H-M-L

“( ” َﺣ َﻤ َﻞhamal), “( ”ﯾَﺤْ ِﻤ ُﻞyahmil), “ً( ” َﺣ ْﻤﻼhamla), all mean to lift a burden, or carry a burden, to be laden
with.
“( ”اِﺣْ ﺘَ َﻤ َﻞihtamal) means to lift.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ْﻤﻠَۃal-hamalah) means to revert in battle and attack {T}.
“( ” َﺣ ﱠﻤ َﻞhammal) means to burden with, or to make one lift a burden, or to allocate some work to
someone.
62:5

the people to whom the responsibility of obeying the orders of the
Taurah was designated

ََﻣﺜَ ُﻞ اﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳْ َﻦ ُﲪﱢﻠُﻮا اﻟﺘـ ْﱠﻮَراة

“( ”اِﺣْ ﺘَ َﻤ َﻞihtamal) means to burden oneself with as in 4:112.
“ٌ ( ” َﺣ ُﻤﻮْ ﻟَۃhamulatun) means an animal for lifting burden {T}.
6:143

And some of these animals are to carry burden while others to eat

111:4

one who snitches {T}

َْوِﻣ َﻦ اﻷَﻧْـ َﻌ ِﺎم َﲪُﻮﻟَﺔً َوﻓَـ ْﺮ ًﺷﺎ ُﻛﻠُﻮا
ِ ََﲪﱠﺎﻟَﺔَ ا ْﳊَﻄ
ﺐ

Hence, it means someone who passes information unnecessarily from one to another, one who gathers
information for opposing.
“( ” َﺣ َﻤ َﻞhamala) means to make someone leave his place of seating, i.e. to destroy him {M}.
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69:14

the earth carries the burden of the mountains

ِ ِ
ﺎل
ْ ض َو
ُ َاﳉِﺒ
ُ َو ُﲪﻠَﺖ ْاﻻَْر

“َ( ” َﺣ َﻤ َﻞ ْاﻻَ َﻣﺎﻧَۃhamala al-amanata) means to misappropriate in that which is entrusted {T, M}.
Surah Al-Azaab says:
We presented the amana or that which was to be
kept safe to the sky, the earth and to the mountains
33:72
but they all refused and became afraid lest there be
some misappropriation in it, but man does
misappropriate in it; he is very oppressive and foolish

ِ
ِ ﺿﻨَﺎ ْاﻻَﻣﺎﻧَﺔُ ﻋﻠَﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺴ ٰﻤ ٰﻮ
ِ ت َو ْاﻻَْر
اﳉِﺒَ ِﺎل
ْ ض َو
َ َ ْ اﻧﱠﺎ َﻋَﺮ
ِ
ِ
ِ
ِ
َ ْ َﻓَﺎَﺑـ
ُﲔ اَ ْن َْﳛﻤﻠْﻨَـ َﻬﺎ َو اَ ْﺷ َﻔ ْﻘ َﻦ ﻣﻨْـ َﻬﺎ َو َﲪَﻠَ َﻬﺎ ْاﻻﻧْ َﺴﺎ ُن اﻧﱠﻪ
ًَﮐﺎ َن ﻇَﻠُ ْﻮﻣﺎً َﺟ ُﻬ ْﻮﻻ

This means that Allah presented His laws to be kept safe to the universe but it did not do any
misappropriation in it i.e. the entire universe is engaged faithfully in carrying out the orders of Allah as
He has ordered them to but man does misappropriate in these laws i.e. he does not carry them out
faithfully i.e. does not follow them faithfully, he is very foolish and is oppressive to himself by being
foolish and committing this misappropriation.
Surah Al-Anka’buut says:
How many animals aren’t there who carry their own
26:60
needs?

َوَﮐﺎَﱢﻣ ْﻦ َداﺑﱠٍﺔ ﱠﻻ َْﲢ ِﻤ ُﻞ ِرْزﻗَـ َﻬﺎ

The author of the book Taj-ul-Uroos says that here “( ”ﺣﻤﻞ رزقhamala rizq) means to hoard {T, M}. The
Quran has pointed to a very important reality here. To hoard is inherent within human nature but not
within animals. The hoarding that we see ants and mice indulge in is only due to their habits, as research
has shown us, and not due to a purpose.
Besides, whatever they hoard is used by all of them and not just an individual. They do not hoard so that
they can sell it at a higher price or to earn more profit as humans do. When a cow has eaten its fill, then it
does not hoard the left over feed for the evening. Only humans can do this. It is this greed for more that
has become the cause of such conflict in human society. The strong or the clever ones hoard the wealth
etc. and the poor and the weak suffer deprivation.
The Quran says:
Allah provides for the animals (who do not hoard), as
29:60
well for the humans (who do hoard)

اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪُ ﻳـَْﺮُزﻗُـ َﻬﺎ َواِﻳﱠﺎ ُﮐ ْﻢ

Animals only fulfill their need but you [man] indulge in hoarding for making a profit. This is caused
chaos in human society. Details can be found in my book Nizami Rabubiyat.
Surah Al-Airaaf says:
As example of a dog, if you attack him, he lolls out
7:176
his tongue, or if you leave him, he lolls out his
tongue

ِ ِ َْﮐﻤﺜ ِﻞ اﻟْ َﮑﻠ
ﺚ
ْ ﺚ اَْو ﺗَـْﺘـُﺮْﮐﻪُ ﻳـَﻠْ َﻬ
ْ ﺐ ا ْن َْﲢ ِﻤ ْﻞ َﻋﻠَْﻴ ِﻪ ﻳـَﻠْ َﻬ
ََ

“( ” َﺣ َﻤﻠَہُ ﻋ َٰﻠﯽhamalal aala) means to tire out someone by making him walk too much {T, M}. As such the
verse would mean that if you tire out a dog by making him run, he will pant but even if you don’t, he will
pant nevertheless. This means it cannot be at rest in any condition, and it will pant in any case. Or it could
be from “( ” َﺣ َﻤﻠَہُ ﻋ َٰﻠﯽ اﻷَ ْﻣ ِﺮhamalahu alal amr) which means that he was instigated {T, M}. Like a dog is
told to go after the hunted bird or animal, that is, no matter whether you sic a dog onto the hunt or let him
stay still or sit idle, he will continue to pant. Most scholars have said that “( ” َﺣ َﻤ َﻞ َﻋﻠَ ْﯿ ِہhamalal alaih)
means to attack, to drive away or to dismiss someone.
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حمم

H-M-M

“ً ( ” َﺣ ﱠﻢ اﻟﺘﱠﻨﱡﻮْ َر َﺣ ّﻤﺎhammat tannura hamma) means that he warmed up the tandoor oven. That is traditional
among the Arabs and is used for baking bread or naan and is fixed in the ground, by putting fuel into it.
“َ( ” َﺣ ﱠﻢ اﻟ ﱠﺸﺤْ َﻤۃhammash shah-mah) means that he melted the fat.
“( ” َﺣ ﱠﻢ ْاﻟ َﻤﺎ َء َﺣ ﱠﻤﺎhammal ma-a hamma) means that he warmed up the water.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺤ َﻤﺎ ُمal-humaam) means the fever of all animals or camels.
“( ” َﺣ ﱞﻢhammun) means worry or grief.
“( ”اِﺣْ ﺘَ ﱠﻢ ﻟَ ٗہihtamma lahu) means he worried for him {T, R, M}.
“( ”اِﺣْ ﺘَ ﱠﻢ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ ُﻞihtammar rajul) means the man could not sleep due to worry.
“ ُﺖ اﻟ َﻌﯿْﻦ
ِ ( ”اِﺣْ ﺘَ ﱠﻤihtammatil ain) means without any pain, there was no closing the eyes i.e. couldn’t sleep.
About the residents of jahannum it is said:
that drink which turns life into a great distress i.e.
6:70
great distress or punishment

ِ ِ َﳍﻢ َﺷﺮ
اب اَﻟِْﻴ ٌﻢ
ٌ اب ﻣ ْﻦ َﲪْﻴ ٍﻢ َو َﻋ َﺬ
ٌ َ ُْ

Lataif-ul-lugha says it means both hot and cold water.
Surah Al-Waqiya says:
56:23
shadow of hot black smoke

َو ِﻇ ﱟﻞ ﱢﻣ ْﻦ ﱠْﳛ ُﻤ ْﻮٍم

“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ِﻤ ْﯿ ُﻢal-hameem) means a close relative for whom one worries, or with whom there is mutual concern
and love, or the one who possesses the feeling to support his close ones and who expresses that warmth
and love {T, M}.
The Quran has used this word to mean a close and sympathizing friend or associate (70:10).
“( ” ُﺣ ﱠﻢ ْاﻻَ ْﻣ ُﺮhummal amr) means the matter was decided.
“( ” َﺣ ﱠﻢhamma), “( ” َﺣ ﱠﻤ ٗہhammahu) means he intended to do it.
ّ ٰ ( ” َﺣ ﱠﻢhammal lahu kaza wa ahammahu) means Allah decided it for him.
“ﷲُ َﮐ َﺬا َواَ َﺣ ﱠﻤ ٗہ
Ibn Faris says its basic meaning includes to become warm or to intend.

حمی

H-M-Y

“( ” َﺣ َﻤﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ َءhamash shaiyee) means that thing was protected.
“ﯽ
( ” َﮐ َﻼ ٌء َﺣ ِﻤ ﱞkallun hamiyyi) means protected grass.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ِﻤ ﱡﯽal-hamiyyun) means the sick man who has been prohibited from taking things that might hurt
him.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺎ ِﻣﯿَۃal-hamiyah) is one who protects or prevents one from hurtful actions or things. Both these
things fall within the purview of support.
“( ” َﺣ ٍﺎمhaam) during the pre-Islamic era of ignorance, there was a tradition among the Arabs to let a camel
roam free if it had made a fixed number of she-camels pregnant, just as oxen are allowed to roam free
among Hindus even now. And this camel is then no more used for loading or for a lowly purpose. That
camel used to roam free and eat from where it wanted.
It used to acquire a sort of superstitious sacredness. The Quran has forbidden this practice in 5:103.
56:23

the heat of the sun or the fire became intense

ِ ِ
ﱠﺎر َْﲢ ٰﻤﯽ
ْ َﲪﻴَﺖ اﻟﺸ
ُ ﺲ واﻟﻨ
ُ ﱠﻤ

The Quran says “ٌ( ”ﻧَﺎ ٌر َﺣﺎ ِﻣﯿَۃnaarun hamiya) in 10:11 i.e. very hot fire.
ُ َ( ” َﺣ ِﻤﯿhameetu ala fulan) means he was angry at someone {R}
“ﺖ ﻋ َٰﻠﯽ ﻓُ َﻼ ٍن
ْ
َ
“( ”اﻟ ُﺤ َﻤﯿﱠﺎal-humaiyya) means height of emotion or extreme anger {T}.
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“( ” َﺣ ِﻤ َﯽ ْاﻟ َﻤ ْﺴ َﻤﺎ ُرhamiyal masmaar) means the rod became hot {T}.
The Quran speaks of the wealth of capitalists:
9:35
the day he will be burnt in the fire of jahannum

ِ ِ
ﱠﻢ
َ ﻳـَ ْﻮَم ُْﳛ ٰﻤﯽ َﻋﻠَْﻴـ َﻬﺎ ﻓﯽ ﻧَﺎر َﺟ َﻬﻨ

“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ َﻤﯿﱠۃal-hamiya) means that heat which is generated in anger. This means that a man should show
emotional heat to protect something that is close to his heart. If that thing is factually good then this
emotion is also treated as good, and if that thing is not good then this emotion shall also not be treated as
good. Before the advent of Islam, the Arabs used to be very emotional in protecting their traditions. Since
most of those customs and traditions were execrable or not good Therefore, the Quran has described the
emotion to protect these traditions as the “( ” َﺣ ِﻤﯿﱠۃَ ْاﻟ َﺠ ِﺎﮨﻠِﯿﱠ ِۃhamiyyatil jahiliyya) in 48:26.
“( ”اِﺣْ َﻤﻮْ ﻣٰ ﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺸﯽ ُءah-moma ash-shaiyee) means the thing turned black like the night and the cloud.

حنث

H-N-Th

ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤ ْﻨal-hinsu) means sin, disobedience {T, R}. It means to be disobedient to Allah or disobey His
“ﺚ
command.
Surah Al-Waqiya says:
these people used to insist upon committing big
56:37
crimes or infidelities

ِ ﺼﱡﺮو َن ﻋﻠَﯽ ا ْﳊِْﻨ
ِ
ﺚ اﻟْ َﻌ ِﻈْﻴﻢ
َ ْ َُوَﮐﺎﻧـُ ْﻮا ﻳ

ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤ ْﻨal-hinsu): to make a false promise deliberately or fail to keep a promise {T, R}. It also means to
“ﺚ
move towards falsehood from the truth {Aqrabul Muwarid}.
َ ِ( ” َﺣﻨhanisa fulanun fee kaza): if he gets the strength to sin, or makes some mistake.
“ﺚ ﻓَ َﻼ ٌن ﻓﯽ ﮐﺬا
َ ( ”ﺑَﻠَ َﻎ اﻟَ ُﻐ َﻼ ُم ْاﻟ ِﺤ ْﻨbalaghul ghulamul hins) is said when a child reaches adulthood, because then he himself
“ﺚ
becomes responsible for his good deeds and bad. He then violates some command, then he himself is
thought to be the criminal {Ibn Faris}
َ ( ”ﺗَ َﺤﻨﱠtahan-nasa) means to prevent one from committing some sin {T, R}.
“ﺚ
The Quran says in the tale about Ayub:
(By treating your disease through superstitious means) do not leave
38:44
the truth to go towards falsehood.

ﺚ
ْ ََوَﻻ َْﲢﻨ

Also see heading (Zd-Gh-Th).

H-N-J-R

حنجر

“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ْﻨ َﺠ َﺮةal-hanjaratu) means the throat {T}, or the windpipe {M}. The plural is “( ” َﺣﻨَﺎ ِﺟﯿ ًﺮhanajir) as in
34:10. “( ” َﺣ ْﻨ َﺠ َﺮ ٗهhanajarahu) means he slaughtered him {T}.
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حنذ

H-N-Dh

“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ْﻨ ُﺬal-hanz) means to fry meat on warm stones and make kabab.
“( ” َﺣﻨِ ْﯿ ٌﺬhaneez) means the warm meat from which water is still dripping even after being fried {T}.
Ibn Faris says its basic meaning is to cook something.
Surah Hoodh says about Ibrahim:
11:69
he brought fried kid goat for his guests

H-N-F

ِﻋ ْﺠ ٌﻞ َﺣﻨِْﻴ ٌﺬ

حنف

ْ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﻨal-hanaf): the arch of the foot.
“َﻒ
ٌ ( ” َﺣﻨِﯿhaneef) which
“”رﺟْ ٌﻞ َﺣ ْﻨﻔَﺎ ُء
ِ (rijulun hanafa-o): for the foot to be arched. This leads to the word “ْﻒ
means to leave the wrong path (the curve) and to adopt the straight path.
ٌ ( ” َﺣﻨhanaf) means “to leave the path of being astray and come to the straight path”.
Raghib says that “َﻒ
This encompasses the connotation of being single-minded.
ٌ ( ” َﺣﻨِﯿhaneef) means to be inclined. In his time
The book Tafsir-ul-Manaar says that in the dictionary “ْﻒ
people used to follow the path of denial or “( ”ﮐﻔﺮkufr), he left all the different ways and adopted the
straight path {Al-munaar}.
( ”ﻗَﻮْ ُل ﱡqauluz zuur) has said “( ” ُﺣﻨَﻔَﺎ َء ِ ٰ ّہﻠﻟhunafa’a
The Quran after abstaining from “ ٌ”رﺟْ ﺲ
ِ (rijs) and “اﻟﺰوْ ِر
ٌ ( ” َﺣﻨِﯿhaneef) clear i.e. to shy away from all sorts of
lillah) in 22:30-31. This makes the meaning of “ْﻒ
worship, and go towards the laws of Allah.
“( ” َﻏ ْﯿ َﺮ ُﻣ ْﺸ ِﺮ َﮐ ْﯿﻦَ ﺑِ ٖہghaira mushrikeena behi), as in 22:31 means one who accepts no other obedience but
His. This is what Islam means i.e. to turn away from every Godless force “ت
ِ ْ( ”ﯾَ ْﮑﻔُﺮْ ﺑِﺎ اﻟﻄﱠﺎ ُﻏﻮyukfur bitّ ٰ ِ( ”ﯾُﺆ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﺑyumin billah) 2:256.
taghoot), and after that to believe in the laws of Allah “ِﺎہﻠﻟ
ّ ٰ ”ﻻاِ ٰﻟہَ اِﻻﱠ
َ (la ilaha illal laah) means, i.e. there is no authority but that of
The above is exactly what “ُ ﷲ
ٌ ( ” َﺣﻨِﯿhaneef). This was also the way of Ibrahim
Allah. As such, every believer or “( ”ﻣﻮﻣﻦmomin) is a “ْﻒ
ٌ ( ” َﺣﻨِﯿhaneef) in 2:135 i.e. one who turns away from all else and starts
whom the Quran has called “ْﻒ
obeying the commands or laws of Allah.
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H-N-K

حنک

“ﮏ
ُ َ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﻨal-hanak): some say that this means the upper inside of the mouth, but others say that it means
the lower part of the mouth. However, this leads to “ﮏ ﻓُ َﻼ ٌن
َ ( ”ﺗَ َﺤﻨﱠtahanaka fulan), which means that he
took the twist of his turban from under his chin upwards.
“ک
ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤﻨَﺎal-hinak) means the bind with which the prisoner is held, so that if he even pulls a little on it, it
may cause him pain in his chin {T, F}.
Animals (horses, donkeys etc.) are usually held by a leash but if a leash is not available then a rope is
passed through their mouths so that it can be held and directed according to the owner’s wishes.
ُ ( ”ﻟَ ْﻢ اَ ِﺟ ْﺪﻟِ َﺠﺎﻣﺎ ً ﻓَﺎ ﺣْ ﺘَﻨَ ْﮑlum ajid lijama fahtanakta da
ٌ ( ”اِﺣْ ﺘِﻨَﺎihtinak). The Arabs say “ﺖ دَاﺑﱠﻨِ ْﯽ
This is called “ک
abbani) that is, since I found no leash so I put a rope in my animal’s mouth to control it. This has led to
“ض
َ ْﮏ ْاﻟ َﺠ َﺮا ُد ْاﻻَر
َ َ( ”اِﺣْ ﺘَﻨahtanakal jaradul ard) which means the tad-flies swarmed over the land and sucked
away all the produce.
“ُ ﻀﺎه
َ ﮏ ْاﻟ ِﻌ
َ َ( ”اِ ْﺳﺘَﺤْ ﻨis-tahnakal iza-a) means that a bush was uprooted.
َ (lahtakinna zurriyatehi) in17:62, which
The Quran says that Iblees has challenged that “”ﻻَﺣْ ﺘَﻨِ َﮑ ﱠﻦ ُذ ﱢرﯾﱠﺘ َٗہ
means that I will surely tie a rope through a man’s mouth. This means put him on a leash and in this way
guide him where I want.
In this there is implied the meaning not only that Iblees will drive Man to go wherever he pleases but it
ٌ ( ”اِﺣْ ﺘِﻨَﺎihtinaak). Selfish ends can possess man and
also encompasses the demeaning connotation as in “ک
everyone is aware that those selfish ends serve to demean people, just as the legs of a dog follow his nose
so does man follow his selfish desires and earns a bad name as a result. But if he makes these selfish
emotions to be controlled by the commands of the celestial guidance or the wahi, then he can be greatly
enriched and rewarded.
The harm which selfish ends do to a man’s character is also done by rebellious nations to weak nations.
This means that they drive a rope through the weaker nation’s mouth and make it do whatever they the
stronger nation wants. These strong nations are also like the devilish forces. As such the aforesaid verse
was revealed 17:62. After that the Quran describes the machinations of the powerful nations into enticing
the weaker nations. Details of these can be found in my book Mafhoom-ul-Quran.

H-N-N

حنن

“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﻨِﯿْﻦal-haneen) means to be attracted towards something, or to laugh or cry intensely, or the sound of
involuntary emotion whether in happiness or sadness. The author of Misbah says that the word “” َﺣﻨِﯿ ٌْﻦ
(haneen) is said only of a mother’s love for its child.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺎﻧﱠۃal-hannah) means a she-camel which pangs for its child which is away in another land.
“ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﻨﱠﺎﻧَۃal-hannanah) also means a woman who has been abandoned by her husband and is now
worrying on account of her young kids. {T, R}.
The Quran says about the prophet Yahya:
We endowed him with the heart of a sympathetic
19:12-14
and loving mother

اَﺗَـْﻴـ ٰﻨﻪُ۔۔۔ َﺣﻨَﺎﻧﺎً َﻣ ْﻦ ﻟَ ُﺪﻧﱠﺎ

Allah’s attributes include the attribute of “ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﻨﱠﺎنal-hannan), but this word has not been used in the
Quran itself. It gives the impression somewhat of a Christian God in its meaning of sympathy and feeling.
“( ” ُﺣﻨَﯿ ٌْﻦhunain) as used in 9:25 is a valley near Mecca where Messenger Muhammed fought a battle with
his opponents.
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حوب

H-W-B

“ب
َ ْ( ”ﺣُﻮhoob) and “ب
ِ ( ” َﺣﺎhaab) are words used to scold a camel {T}.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﻮْ ﺑَۃal-haubah) means need, a need that can drive the needy to commit a crime {R}. After that, the
word also came to be used to mean a sin. It also means annihilation and worry, and also to be sympathetic
or remorseful which is a necessary result after sinning {T}.
Ibn Faris says its basic meaning is sin, need or residence.
The Quran says “ً( ”ﺣُﻮْ ﺑﺎ ً َﮐﺒِﯿْﺮاhuban kabeera) in 4:2, which means to usurp the wealth of an orphan which
is a cardinal sin. It also means frustration, annihilation, misery and grief or disease {M}.

حوت

H-W-T

ٌ ( ”اَﺣْ َﻮahwaat).
ُ ْ( ”اَ ْﻟﺤُﻮal-huut) means fish but mostly big fish. The plural is “ات
“ت
“( ” ِﺣ ْﯿﺘَﺎﻧٌ َﺤﺎ َوﺗ َٗہhitanhawatahu) means he deceives like a fish deceives.
Ibn Faris says its basic meaning is to deceive i.e. change course suddenly which deceives the onlooker.
ٌ ْ( ”ﺣُﻮhuut).
It is for this reason that the fish is called “ت
“( ” َﺣﺎتَ َﻋﻠَﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ ِءhaata alash shaiyee) means to revolve around something {L}.
The Quran says about the Yunus:
the big fish made him its mouthful, or that the big
37:142
fish swallowed him (literal meaning)

ت
ُ ﻓَﺎﻟْﺘَـ َﻘ َﻤﻪُ اﳊُْﻮ

Surah Al-Airaaf says
7:163
that is, their fish

ِﺣْﻴﺘَﺎﻧـُ ُﻬ ْﻢ

H-W-J

حوج

“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺎ َﺟۃal-hajatu) or “ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺠﺎﺋِ َﺠۃal-haija) means need. Actually, it means not being able to reach one’s
objective, or not being able to reach one’s desired destination. Later this word began to be used
commonly to mean need.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺎ َﺟۃal-hajatu): the fishing tackle.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺎ َﺟۃal-hajatu): a need which embeds itself in a man’s heart like a tackle {M}.
Ibn Faris says it means to become very moved about acquiring something.
Surah Yusuf says:
this was a pang in Yaqub’s heart
12:68
(which was later fulfilled)

ِﱠ
ِ ﺎﺟﺔً ﻓِﯽ ﻧـَ ْﻔ
ب
َ ﺲ ﻳـَ ْﻌ ُﻘ ْﻮ
ْ َ اﻻ َﺣ

Surah Momineen says this word has come to mean something which is desired.
40:80
that which your heart desires
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حوذ

H-W-Dh

“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﻮْ ُذal-hauz) means to encircle something {T}. It also means to drive an animal harshly.
Ibn Faris says it basically means speed, to be speedy in some matter.
“( ”اِ ْﺳﺘَﺤْ َﻮ َذ ﻋ َٰﻠﯽ َﮐ َﺬاistahwaza ala hala) means overwhelmed something; became overpowering over it.
“( ” َﺣﺎ ُذ ْاﻟ َﻤ ْﺘ ِﻦhaazal matni) means the imaginary line that can be ‘seen’ or imagined on a horse’s back from
the neck to his tail, or the line of its spine or the place where the saddle is placed on the horse’s back or
that part of the horse’s thigh that touches the tail. Both corners as such will be called “( ” َﺣﺎ َذا ِنhazaan).
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﻮْ ُذal-hauz) means for the man to walk exactly aligned between the legs behind a horse from where
he can easily control the animal {R}. If this simile can be kept in mind then this verse can well be
understood:
58:19

Selfish ends rode them hard and they were driven hard all their life by
these emotions (instead of following the Allah’s way).

ِ
اﻟﺸْﻴ ٰﻄ ُﻦ
َ ا ْﺳﺘَ ْﺤ َﻮ َذ َﻋﻠَْﻴ ِﻬ ُﻢ

In the same way the weaker nations are driven at the stronger nation’s behest. See heading (H-N-K).
Surah Al-Nisa says:
Say when you came to attack it was We who had
4:141
encouraged you and given you the courage

ِِ
ﲔ
َ ْ ﻗَﺎﻟُْﻮا اَْم ﻧَ ْﺴﺘَ ْﺤ ِﻮ ْذ َﻋﻠَْﻴ ُﮑ ْﻢ َوﳕَْﻨَـ ْﻌ ُﮑ ْﻢ ﱢﻣ َﻦ اﻟْ ُﻤ ْﺆﻣﻨ

Here “( ”ﻧَ ْﻤﻨَ ْﻌ ُﮑ ْﻢnam’na’kum) means your enemies protected you, and “( ”ﻧَ ْﺴﺘَﺤْ ِﻮ ْذ َﻋﻠَ ْﯿ ُﮑ ْﻢnastahwiz alaikum)
means that we were dominant on you.

H-W-R

حور

“( ” َﺣﺎرhaar), “( ”ﯾَﺤُﻮْ ُرyahuur), “( ” َﺣﻮْ رًاhoora) all mean to revert, to return, to be transformed from one
state to another, also to be reduced after being excessive 54:14.
Ibn Faris says its basic meanings are a kind of color, to revert or return, to revolve.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤ َﺤﺎ َو َرةal-mahawaratu), “( ”اﻟﺘﱠ َﺤﺎ ُو ُرat tahawoor) means reply to each other or retort (to return a
statement) i.e. exchange of words as in 18:33, 58:1.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﻤﺤْ َﻮ ُرal-mihwar) means the piece of wood or iron around which something revolves.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﻮْ ُرal-haur) also means amazement and surprise. See heading (H-Y-R).
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ َﻮ ُرal-hawar) is a kind of wood which because of its whiteness also is called “ﻀﺎ ُء
َ ( ”ﺑَ ْﯿbaiza’a).
Saghani says this word “( ”ﺣَﻮْ ٌرhuur) is based on being white. Its basic meaning is to be white. As such

ْ ارﯾ
“ﱠﺎت
ِ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ َﻮhawariyyaat): the women who are fair and also less soiled than women who work.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺤﻮﱠا َر ٰیal-hawwari) means flour which is the essence of ground wheat. It also means any edible thing
that has been whitened or cleaned {T, M}.
The companions of Jesus have been called “ َارﯾﱡﻮْ ن
ِ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ َﻮhawariyyuun) in the Quran 61:14. Some think that
they were laundrymen and that is why they were called Thus, or they were called this because of their
cleanliness. But most think that they were called hawariyyuun because of their clean nature and pure
intent.
Shamar says that “( ” ُﺣﻮﱠا َریal-hawwari) means a well-wisher, however this word has come to mean the
purity of thought, the sincerity of action or deed, and the best of companionship.
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The author of Al-Manaar thinks that “( ” ُﺣﻮﱠا َریhuwwari) means flour as it is the essence of ground wheat.
The companions of Jesus were called hawariyyuun because they were the selected people from among
their nation and were particular persons {Al-manarr vol.3}.
“( ”ﺣُﻮْ ٌرhaur) is a plural word. Its singular is “( ”اَﺣْ َﻮ ُرahwar) which is masculine, while “( ” َﺣﻮْ َراءhaura’a)
is feminine.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ َﻮ ُرal-haur) means the white of the eye to be very white and the black to be very black and for the
complexion to be very clear. It may as well mean the blackness of the eye to be so intense as to look as if
it has been enhanced artificially. Men and women in whom these traits are found will all be called “”ﺣُﻮْ ٌر
(huur).
The Quran says about muttaqeen (those who adhere to Allah’s laws):
52:20
And we unite them as hauri ein
44:54

ٍ ْ وَزﱠو ْﺟ ٰﻨـ ُﻬﻢ ِﲝُﻮٍر ِﻋ
ﲔ
ْ ْ
َ

Just as “( ”ﺣُﻮْ ٌرhoor) is used for both masculine and feminine, so is “( ” ِﻋﯿ ٌْﻦein) the plural for “ ُ”اَ ْﻋﯿَﻦ
(a’yan) which is masculine, and “( ” َﻋ ْﯿﻨَﺎ ُءaina) which is feminine.
Raghib says that “( ” َز ﱠوﺟْ ٰﻨﮩُ ْﻢ ﺑِﺤُﻮْ ٍر ِﻋ ْﯿ ٍﻦzawwaj nahoom bihoorin een) means to make companions. See
heading (Z-W-J). Therefore, this does not only mean to be husband and wife but also to be companion
and friend.
Husband and wife are “( ” َزوْ ٌجzauj) for each other. Accordingly the Quran has also called pure women of
a heavenly society as “( ”ﺣُﻮْ ٌرhoor) in 56:22, 55:72.
Besides this, Lane has written with reference to various sources that “( ”اَﺣْ َﻮ ُرahwar), which is singular of
“( ”ﺣُﻮْ ٌرhoor), means pure or clean intellect. That is not cunning intellect but pure and clean intellect
without cunningness. As such “( ” َﻣﺎﯾَ ِﻌﯿْﺶُ ﺑِﺎَﺣْ َﻮ َرma yaeesh bi ahwar) means a person who is not clean in his
dealings, and does not live according to purity of intellect. As such, in heavenly life, mutual friends or
companions are “( ”ﺣُﻮْ ٌر ِﻋﯿ ٌْﻦhoorun ein), whether friends or wives will not use their intellect to deceive
each other but their intellect will be devoid of such impurities.

حوط

H-W-T

“ٌ ( ” ِﺣ ْﯿﻄَۃheetah) means to protect, to keep safe, to safe guard, to resist, fulfilling someone’s need.
ّ ٰ ”ﻻ ِز ْﻟﺖَ ﻓﯽ َﺣﯿَﺎطَ ِۃ
َ (la zilta fee hiyata tillah): May you live always in Allah’s protection.
“ﷲ
ُ
َ
َ
ٌ
“ُ ( ” َر ُﺟﻞ ﯾَﺘ َﺤ ﱠﻮط اﺧَﺎهrajulun yatahaw wato akhah): he looks after his brother.
“ُ( ”اَﻟَ َﺤﺎ ِءطal-hayito) means wall, because it protects the things inside it.
“ُ( ”اِ ْﻟ ُﻤ َﺤﺎطal-muhaat): a place where cattle etc. are kept and which is protected from all sides {T}.
Kitabul Ashqa says that
ْ ( ”ﺣhuttosh shai-a) means to protect, and
ُ ُﻄ
“ﺖ اﻟ ﱠﺸﯽ َء
“ُ ( ”اَ ْ ِﻻ َﺣﺎطَۃal-ihaatah) means to protect fiercely.
Ibn Faris says its basic meaning is to surround something.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ْﯿﻄَۃal-haita): a chaste and gentle woman who is extra wary {M}.
“( ”اُ ِﺣ ْﯿﻂَ ﺑِ ْﺎﻟﻘَﻮْ ِمuheeta bilqaum): the entire nation was encircled by annihilation {M}. That is, was destroyed.
The Quran says:
These people think there is no one to ask them what all
2:19
they are doing; they are wrong, and their deeds can never
remain without due results.

ﻂ ﺑِﺎﻟْ َﮑﺎﻓَِﺮﻳْ َﻦ
ٌ َواﻟ ٰﻠّﻪُ ُِﳏْﻴ

God’s scheme of things covers them and results of their deeds are surrounding them and they will surely
be annihilated. Thus, “ٌ( ” ُﻣ ِﺤﯿْﻂmuheet) includes both, the covering or protection of deeds and the
annihilation due to the results of their deeds.
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Likewise, it is said about jahannam:
26:54
verily, jahannam surrounds them
82:16

ِ
ﱠﻢ ﻟَ ُﻤ ِﺤْﻴﻄَﺔٌ ﺑِﺎ ﻟْ َﮑﺎﻓِ ِﺮﻳْ َﻦ
َ َوا ﱠن َﺟ َﻬﻨ
ِ
ﲔ
َ ْ َِوَﻣﺎ ُﻫ ْﻢ َﻋْﻨـ َﻬﺎ ﺑِﻐَﺌﺒ

they are not oblivious to Him

Surah Al-Kahaf says:
his possessions, the fruits of the orchard etc. all were
18:42
destroyed

ﻂ ﺑِﺜَ َﻤ ِﺮ ٖه
َ َواُ ِﺣْﻴ

Surah An-Namal says:
he said, I have found out something of which you are
27:22
unaware

ﺖ ِﲟَﺎ َﱂْ ُِﲢ ْﻂ ﺑ ِﻪ
ﺎل اَ َﺣﻄْ ﱡ
َ ﻓَـ َﻘ

Here “َ( ”اَ َﺣﺎطahaat) means to have found out about something, to bring it within the bounds of
knowledge.
Surah Al-Brooj says:
85:20
Allah is unseeingly surrounding them

ﻂ
ٌ َواﻟ ٰﻠّ ُﯽ ِﻣ ْﻦ َوَر ِاءِْﱘ ُِﳏْﻴ

This means the same as said in respect of “ َ( ” ُﻣ ِﺤﯿْﻂٌ ﺑِ ْﺎﻟ َﮑﺎﻓِ ِﺮ ْﯾﻦmuheetun bilkafireen).
Surah Al-Baqrah says:
they cannot understand anything out of or from within
2:255
Allah’s knowledge

َوَﻻ ُِﳛْﻴﻄُْﻮ َن ﺑِ َﺸ ْﯽ ٍء ِﻣ ْﻦ ِﻋ ْﻠ ِﻤ ِﻪ

They cannot comprehend, cannot come within the boundary of their knowledge.

ح ول

H-W-L

“( ”ﺣَﻮْ ٌلhaul) basically means to change, to go from one state to another and be distinguished from other
things. As such the thing which is not in its former condition but undergoes change is called “” َﺣﺎ َل اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ ٌء
(haalalash shaiyo) or “ﯿﯽ ٌء
ْ ( ”اِ ْﺳﺘَ َﺤﺎ َل اﻟ ﱠﺸistahaalash shaiyo) because there is a change in its condition.
“ٌ ( ” ُﻣ ْﺴﺘَ َﺤﺎﻟَۃmustahalaat) and “ٌ ( ” ُﻣ ْﺴﺘَ ِﺤ ْﯿﻠَۃmustaheelat) means a bent bow. It also means land which has not
been cultivated for many years (i.e. it becomes uneven and does not retain its former state).
ُ ْ( ” َﺣﻮﱠﻟhawwaltush shaiyia fatahawwal) means “ﯿﯽ َء ﻓَﺘَ َﻐﯿﱠ َﺮ
ُ ْ” َﻏﯿﱠﺮ
Raghib says that “ﯿﯽ َء ﻓَﺘَ َﺤ ﱠﻮ َل
ْ ﺖ اﻟ ﱠﺸ
ْ ت اﻟ ﱠﺸ
(ghaiyyartush shaiya fataghaiyyar), Thus, “( ” ِﺣ ﱠﻮ ٌلhaul) means change. In the same manner, in Quranic
َ (la yadhona ainha hiwala), the meaning of “ً( ” ِﺣ َﻮﻻhiwala) is of change
verse 18:108 “ً”ﻻﯾَ ْﺒ ُﻐﻮْ نَ َﻋ ْﻨﮩَﺎ ِﺣ َﻮﻻ
and transformation.
“( ” َﺣ َﻮا ُل اﻟ ﱠﺪﮨ ِْﺮhawalud dahar): the changes of time.
Raghib says “( ” َﺣﺎ ٌلhaal): the changes in one’s possessions, body or in his psyche.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺎ ُلal-haal): the present time.
“( ” َﺣ َﻮ ٌلhawal): to be cross eyed because the eye is not in its former (original) state.
“( ” ِﺣ َﻮ ٌلhiwal): decline or death. This also has an element of change.
Ibn Faris says it basically means the movement of the times.
“( ”ﺣَﻮْ ٌلhaul) also means the year, because it happens due to the revolution of the earth (2:240).
“( ”اَ َﺣﺎ َل اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ ُءahaalush shaiyi) means the thing passed one year, or the thing is one years old.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﻮْ ﻟِ ﱡﯽal-hauliyyo) is a four legged animal which is one year old.
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“( ”ﺣَﻮْ ٌلhaul) also means the surroundings.
“( ”ﺣَﻮْ ُل اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ ِءhaulush shaiyi) means the end of a thing or the side.
“ﮏ
َ ( ” َﺣ َﻮ اﻟَ ْﯿhawalaika) and “ﮏ
َ ( ” َﺣﻮْ ﻟَ ْﯿhaulaika) are the ends which surround you.
ّ
“( ” َﻣﺎﺣَﻮْ َل اﻟﺸ ْﯽ ِءmahaulash shaiyi) means the surroundings of a thing {T}.
“( ” َﺣﺎ َل ﺑَ ْﯿﻨَﮩُ َﻤﺎhaala bainuhuma) is something which intervenes between two things (34:54). That which
intervenes is called “( ” ِﺣ َﻮا ٌلhiwaal) or “( ” َﺣ َﻮ ٌلhawal) or “( ” ُﺣ َﻮ ٌلhuwal).
“( ”ﺗَﺤْ َﻮ ْﯾ ٌﻞtehweel) means to change something’s direction or to deteriorate something (17:56) {T}.
Therefore, it also means to deteriorate and to change from one state to another {M}.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ َﻮاﻟَۃal-hawalah) means to turn the direction of a canal to another direction.
“( ” ُﻣ َﺤﺎ ٌلmuhaal) means two opposites to be combined (which is impossible) {T, M}. It also means “”ﺑﺎطﻞ
(baatil) which is something untrue and diverted from its right direction.
“ٌ ( ” َﺣﻮْ ﻟَۃhaulah) means spending power, observing power and authority. It also means to firmly sit on the
back of a horse. Any load which one lifts on his back is also called “( ” َﺣﺎ ٌلhaal). It also means a child’s
walker which helps him learn to walk {T, M}.
“ٌ ( ” ِﺣ ْﯿﻠَۃheelah): Expertness in observing, and sharpness of sight, the control over affairs and tact, and
mastery in affairs.
Raghib says that “ٌ ( ” ِﺣ ْﯿﻠَۃheelah) is the secret manner in which one reaches a conclusion.
Urdu speakers generally use it in a negative sense, but in the Quran it is used to mean “to have the power
to change things” and “to deal with matters”, as in 4:98 “ً( ”ﻻَﯾَ ْﺴﺘَ ِﻄ ْﯿﻌُﻮْ نَ ِﺣ ْﯿﻠَۃla yastatee-oona heelah).
“( ” َﺣ ِﻮ ْﯾ ٌﻞhaweel): a witness, as well as a caretaker.
ُ ْ( ” َﺣﺎ َوﻟhawalto lahu basri): I looked at him sharply {R}.
“ ْﺼ ِﺮی
َ َﺖ ﻟَ ٗہ ﺑ

حوو

H-W-W

“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺤ ﱠﻮةal-huwwah): greenish blackness, dark green, a color like iron that is reddish and blackish.
“ ُت ْاﻻَرْ ض
ِ ( ”اَﺣْ َﻮا َوihwawatil ard): the land became green {T, M}. Raghib has supported this meaning.
The Quran says:
87:4-5

God grows fodder from the earth,
then it dries up and becomes blackish rubbish

َو اﻟﱠ ِﺬ ْی اَ ْﺧَﺮ َج اﻟْ َﻤ ْﺮﻋٰﯽ۔
ﻓَ َﺠ َﻌﻠَﻪُ ﻏُﺜَﺎءً اَ ْﺣ َﻮ ٰی

Fara’a has said when the grass dries up it is called “( ” ُﻏﺜَﺎ ٌءghusa’oon) and when it becomes old and moth
eaten and black, then it is called “( ”اَﺣْ َﻮ ٰیahwa). Feminine form is “( ” َﺣﻮﱠا ُءhawa’u).
“( ” ُﻏﺜَﺎ ٌءghusa’oon) means garbage. See under heading (Gh-Th-W).
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H-W-Y

حوی

“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ِﻮﯾﱠۃal-hawaiyyah): the roundness of anything, wound in a circle, like the intestine. Plural is “َ ” َﺣ َﻮاﺑﺎ
(hawaya), i.e. intestines as used in 6:147 {T}.
“ُ ( ” َﺣ َﻮاهHawah), “( ”ﯾَﺤْ ِﻮ ْﯾ ِہyahweeh) means to collect something, to gather within, to be owner, to surround
it, to keep watch over it {T}.
Ibn Faris says that the basic meaning is to collect.

Hais

ُ ْ َﺣ ﯿ
ﺚ

ُ ( ” َﺣﯿhais) points to place i.e. like ‘where’. Akhfush says it
As “( ” ِﺣﯿ ٌْﻦheen) points to time like ‘when’, “ْﺚ
also points to time, that is, it can also mean ‘when’. Taj and Muheet also support this.
Surah Al-Baqrah says:
2:58
Whenever you want and from where ever you want, eat.
About the ‘jannah’ of Adam, it is said:
2:35
eat profusely from where-ever you want

ﺚ ِﺷْﺌﺘُ ْﻢ
ُ ﻓَ ُﮑ ْﻠﻮا ِﻣْﻨـ َﻬﺎ َﺣْﻴ
ﺚ ِﺷْﺌﺘُ َﻤﺎ
ُ َوُﮐ َﻼ ِﻣْﻨـ َﻬﺎ َر َﻏ ًﺪا َﺣْﻴ

The heavenly society will be such that life’s accoutrements will be available to every individual in
abundance.

H-Y-D

حید

“ْﻖ
ِ ( ” َﺣﺎ َ َد ﻋﻦ اﻟﻄﱠ ِﺮﯾhaada unit tareeq), “( ”ﯾَ ِﺤ ْﯿ ُﺪyaheed): he moved to one side from the way.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ ُﻞ ﯾَ ِﺤ ْﯿ ُﺪ َﻋ ِﻦ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ ِءar rajulu yaheedo unish shaiyi): man abstains from a thing out either of hate or
fear.
ٰ ( ” ِﺣ َﻤﺎ ٌر َﺣﯿhimarun haida): the donkey which balks at his own shadow.
“ْﺪی
“( ” َﺣ ْﯿ ُﺪ ْاﻟ َﺠﺒَ ِﻞhaidul jabal): lifted portion of a mountain which is high and jutting out; hard, bent rib {T, M}.
Ibn Faris says its basic meaning is to move to one side from the path.
The Quran says:
50:19
this is the thing from which you used to balk and avoid

H-Y-R

ﺖ َﻣﻨْﻪُ َِﲢْﻴ ُﺪ
َ ِذَاﻟ
َ ْﮏ َﻣﺎ ُﮐﻨ

حیر

“ﺼﺮُه
َ َ( ” َﺣﺎ َر ﺑhaara basaroh), “( ”ﯾَ َﺤﺎ ُرyahaar): to be blinded (temporarily) by looking at something.
“( ” َﺣﺎ َر ﻓِﯽ اَ ْﻣ ِﺮ ٖهhaara fi amrihi): he could not find the right solution for the matter.
“ٌ ( ” َﺣ ْﯿ َﺮةhairah): actually means to be blinded by the glare (and Thus, to turn the eyes away from there).
“( ” َﺣﺎ َر َوا ْﺳﺘَ َﺤﺎ َرhaara wus tahara): to find no way
ٌ ( ”ﻓَﮩُ َﻮ َﺣ ْﯿ َﺮfahuwa hairaan): he was surprised, that is, being troubled at not finding the right path.
“ان
“( ” َﺣﺎ َر ْاﻟ َﻤﺎ ُء ﻓِﯽ ْاﻟ َﻤ َﮑﺎ ِنhaaral maa-oo fil makaan): when water finds no outlet and it keeps revolving in the
same place {T}.
“( ”اَﻟَ ُﻤ ْﺴﺘَ ِﺤ ْﯿ ُﺮal-mustaheer): a path in the middle of a barren desert about which it is not known where it will
lead to {T}. It also means to be troubled and go crazy over not finding a way.
The Quran says:
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6:71

like a man possessed by his desires which the shayateen
(opposition) control, and lead him astray in the world and
the man is bewildered

ِ
ِ
ِ ﲔ ﻓِﯽ ْاﻻَْر
ض َﺣﻴْـَﺮا َن
ُ ْ اﺳﺘَـ ْﻬ َﻮﺗْﻪُ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ٰﻴﻄ
ْ َﮐﺎﻟﱠﺬ ْی

That is one who follows his desires and loses the way and does not know which way to go.

حیز

H-Y-Z

“( ” َﺣﺎ َز اﻟ ﱠﺸﯿْﯽ َء ﯾَﺤُﻮْ ُزهhaazash shaiya yahuza): to gather or collect something and take it within itself or
towards oneself.
“ُ( ”اِ ْﻧ َﺤﺎ َز َﻋ ْﻨہinhaaza unhu): he moved away from it.
“( ”اِ ْﻧ َﺤﺎ َز اِﻟَ ْﯿ ِہinhaaza ilaih): he leaned towards him.
“( ”ﺗَ َﺤ ﱠﻮ َزtahawwaz), “( ”ﺗَ َﺤﯿﱠ َﺰtahayyaz): to wind like a snake, to wind, to move to one side {T}.
The Quran has it:
8:16
one who turns back to reach his group or party

ِ
ُاَْوُﻣﺘَ َﺤﻴﱢـًﺰا ا ٰﻟﯽ ﻓِﺌَﺔ

Raghib says it means one who moves towards an open place, to an edge, to a corner. It means everything
whose elements are interlocked with each other. As such “ف َء ٍة
ِ ( ” ُﻣﺘَ َﺤﯿﱢ ًﺰا اِ ٰﻟﯽmutahayyizan ila fi’atin)
means to regroup with his own (or some other) party.

حیص

H-Y-Sd

Ibn Faris says that it contains the element of surprise along with moving.
“ُ ﺎص َﻋ ْﻨہ
َ ( ” َﺣhaasa unhu), “ ُ( ”ﯾَ ِﺤﯿْﺺyahees): to move away from a thing, to run away to escape somebody
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤ ِﺤﯿْﺺal-mahees): the place where one moves to, the place where one runs to and moves to one side
{T}.
4:121

They will find no place to escape it. They will find no
sanctuary after escaping.

ِ
ِ
ﺼﺎ
ً َوﻻَ َﳚ ُﺪ ْو َن َﻋْﻨـ َﻬﺎ َﳏْﻴ

“ ُ( ”اَﻻَ َﺣﯿْﺺal-ahais) also means a person whose eye is smaller than the other.
“ْﺺ
َ ْﺺ ﺑَﯿ
َ ( ” َﺣﯿhais bais) means something to become very puzzling {R}, intense confusion {T}.

حیض

H-Y-Zd

“( ” َﺣﺎض اَﻟ ﱠﺴﯿْ ُﻞhaazas sayl): the flood arose, and its water rose and flooded.
This root basically means for something to start flow and then keep flowing.
“ُ ﺖ اِ ْﻟ َﻤﺮْ اة
َ ( ” َﺣﺎhaazatil mar’ato): a woman to bleed during menstruation {T, M}.
ِ ﺿ
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤ ِﺤﯿْﺾal-mahez): to menstruate as in 2:22. It also means the menstruation blood, or the days of
menstruation, or the place from where the blood flows.
This word is also used for menstruation itself in (65:4).
Ibn Faris, however, says the red water that comes out of the babool tree (a sort of cactus) is called “ ﺖ
َ َﺣﺎ
ِ ﺿ
ُ ( ”اِﻟ ﱠﺴ ُﻤ َﺮةhaazatis sumrah). Taj has supported the meaning.
ْ ﺿ
“ ُﺖ‘ﺗَ ِﺤﯿْﺾ
َ ( ” َﺣﺎhaazat taheez): to flow.
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65:4

The women who for some reason have not menstruated:
(that is, according to their age, they should have menstruated but due
to some disease they did not menstruate)

ِوﱠ
ﻀ َﻦ
ْ اﻟﻼء ْی َﱂْ َِﳛ
َ

حیف

H-Y-F

“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺎ ِءفal-haaif): something crooked or bent. It also means “one who has left righteousness”.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺎ ِءفُ ِﻣﻦَ ْاﻟ َﺠﺒَ ِﻞal-haaif minal jabal): a portion of a mountain which juts out on one side.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤ ْﯿﻔَۃal-heefah): corner, side.
Ibn Faris says the basic meaning is leaning.
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﯿْﻒal-hayf): to be partial while making a decision, to be unjust, to be unfair, and to be oppressive.
“( ”ﺣَﺎفَ َﻋﻠِ ْﯿ ِہhaafa alaih): was oppressive towards him {T}.
The Quran says:
Do they fear that Allah and His Prophet will be partial
24:50
and won’t do justice to them? (How wrong they can be)

ِ
َ اَْم َﳜَﺎﻓُـ ْﻮ َن اَ ْن ﱠﳛْﻴ
ُﻒ اﷲُ َﻋﻠَْﻴ ِﻬ ْﻢ َوَر ُﺳ ْﻮﻟُﻪ

حیق

H-Y-Q

ُ ق ﺑِ ِہ اﻟﺶﱠ ِءیْ ﯾَ ِﺤ ْﯿ
“ﻖ
َ ( ” َﺣﺎhaaqa behish shaiyo yaheeq): something encircled him {T}.
40:45
6:10

the worst type of punishment encircled the nation of
Firoun (Pharaoh)
The people who used to make fun of Allah’s message
were encircled by what they used to make fun of.
(they were surrounded by the results of their deeds)

ِ ﺎق ﺑِ ِﺎل ﻓِﺮ َﻋﻮ َن ﺳﻮء اﻟْﻌ َﺬ
اب
َ َو َﺣ
َ ُُْ ْ ْ
ﺎق ﺑِﺎﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳْ َﻦ َﺳ ِﺨُﺮْو ِاﻣْﻨـ ُﻬ ْﻢ َﻣﺎ َﮐﺎﻧـُ ْﻮا ﺑِِﻪ ﻳَ ْﺴﺘَـ ْﻬ ِﺰءُ ْو َن
َ ﻓَ َﺤ

Ibn Faris says it basically means for one thing to overwhelm another, to cover it and stick to it.

حین

H-Y-N
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺤﯿْﻦal-heen): total time, whether it is little or more.

In the Arabic language, “( ” ِﺣﯿ ٌْﻦheen) means from a moment to infinity.
Raghib says it means the time when something is achieved.
“( ”ﺣَﺎنَ ْاﻟﻘَﻮْ ُمhaanal qaum) means that which was desired by the nation, that time for getting it had come.
“( ” ِﺣﯿ ٌْﻦheen) also means period, and when it is meant to say that one thing happened after another then
“( ”اِ ْذiz) is added.
For instance in:
when it is time for death, and life reaches the throat,
59:84
at that time, after that, you are watching him
The Quran says:
38:3
this is not the time to run away
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“( ” َﺣﯿﱠﻨَہhayyenah): fixed a time for it {T}.
Surah Al-Baqrah says:
you have to stay on earth and avail of the benefits
2:36
for a time, period of which or duration of which, has
not been fixed

ِ
ٍ ْ ض ُﻣﺴﺘَـ َﻘﱞﺮ وَﻣﺘَﺎعٌ اِٰﻟﯽ ِﺣ
ﲔ
َ ْ ِ َوﻟَ ُﮑ ْﻢ ﻓ ْﯽ اﻻَْر

This duration will be different for various nations and individuals. The time for any nation will be fixed
by its deeds. As for human presence on earth, nobody knows about that duration.
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﯿْﻦal-heen) also means murder and death.
“ُ( ”اَ َﺣﺎﻧَہُ اﷲahanahi-llah): He got killed by Allah (Allah’s laws).
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺎﺋﯿﻦal-hayen) is used for an idiot
“ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﺎﻧِﯿﱠۃal-haniya) means alcoholic brew {T}.

H-Y-Y

حیی

“( ” َﺣﯿِ َﯽha-yiya), “( ”ﯾَﺤْ ﯿَ ٰﯽyahya), “( ”ﯾَ َﺤﯿﱡﯽya-hayyio): he lived or became alive.
“ٌ( ” َﺣﯿَﺎةhayaat): life.
“ُ( ”اَﺣْ ﯿَﺎهahyaa): he made him alive.
“( ”اِﺣْ ﯿَﺎ ٌءihyaa): to give life.
“ُ( ”ﺗَ َﺤﯿّﺎ ِﻣ ْﻨہtahayya minhu): he shrank from it.
Biologists say one sign of life is to shrink. Touch any living thing (insect etc.) and its first reaction will be
to shrink itself, and if it is not living then it will remain as it is. This shrinking is actually due to its
defensive instinct. From this the Arabs derived the meaning of this root as shrinking.
“( ” َﺣﯿَﺎ ٌءhayaa) also means shame, shyness and is also derived from this root because that too is displayed
by stepping back a little.
A snake is also called “ٌ ( ” َﺣﯿﱠۃhayya) because it moves by shrinking and expanding. {T}.
Raghib says “ٌ ( ” َﺣﯿَﺎةhayaa) means the faculty of sensation, “( ”ﻣﻮتmout) is its opposite.
See heading (M-W-T)
These different perspectives are
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

faculty of growth, which is found in animals and plants
faculty of sense
the faculty to think and act
freedom from sorrow
life after death which can be reached through life, that is the life of intellect and knowledge
Life which is met only by God and which has no death “( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ﱡﯽ ْاﻟﻘَﯿﱡﻮْ ُمal-hayyul qayyum).

“( ”اِﺣْ ﯿَﺎ ٌءihyaa): to make alive.
“( ”اِ ْﺳﺘِﺤْ ﯿَﺎ ٌءistihyaa): to keep alive, also to make live.
But in 2:26, “( ”ﻻَﯾَ ْﺴﺘَﺤْ ٖﯽla yastahyi) means that God has no qualms about giving this example here {R}.
“ُ ﯽ َﻋ ْﻨہ
( ”ﻻَ َﺣ ﱠla hayyia unhu) means it is no bar.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﯿَﺎ ُءal-haya) means greenery as well as rain, because these are related to the land’s life.
“ ْﯽ ﮨَﻞ
ﯽ ﻋ َٰﻠﯽ ﯾﺎ َﺣ ﱠ
( ” َﺣ ﱠhayyia ala or hayyia hal) means make haste in this work {R}.
“ً( ” َﺣﯿﱠﺎهُ ﺗَ ِﺤﯿﱠۃhayyiahu tahayyia): to pray for somebody’s longevity and a happy life {R}. It also means to
salute as in 4:86 {M}.
ٌ ( ”ﺗَ ِﺤﯿtahiyyat) is actually used for everlasting life {L}, and also to be safe from all evils and
“ﱠﺎت
misfortunes.
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ُ ( ” َﻣ َﻤmamat) appears
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤﺤْ ﯿَﺎal-mahiya) means life as life comes opposite to death in 67:2. Like this “ﺎت
as against “( ” َﻣﺤْ ﯿَﺎmahya) in 6:163.
“ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﯿَﺎةal-hayato) sometimes means soft or beneficial {T}.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﯿَﺎةُ اﻟﻄﱠﯿﱢﺒَۃal-hayatut tayyebah) means jannah (heaven) or halal (permitted) sustenance {M}.
ُ ْ( ” َﺣﯿِ َﯽ اﻟﻄﱠ ِﺮﯾhayyit tareewo) means the path became clear or distinct.
“ﻖ
ٌ ( ”طَ ِﺮ ْﯾtareeq hayyi) means clear path {M}.
“ﯽ
ﻖ َﺣ ﱞ
ٰ ْ ( ” َواِ ﱠن اﻟ ﱠﺪا َرwa innad daral akhi-ratah) in 64:29. Here
For life after death, the Quran says “ ُاﻻ ِﺧ َﺮةَ ﻟَ ِﮩﯽ اﻟْ َﺤﯿَ َﻮان
ٌ ( ” َﺣﯿَ َﻮhayawan) has been used which rhymes with “( ”ﻓَ َﻌﻼَ ٌنfualaan).
instead of “ٌ ( ” َﺣﯿَﺎةhayah) the word “ان
This difference is very significant. In the Arabic language the words rhyming with “( ”ﻓَ َﻌﻼَ ٌنfualaan) have
the connotation of intensity, overpowering, for something to appear suddenly, and movement and the
element of being disturbed. This means that Life after death is not a link in the chain of life in this world
which is governed by physical laws. Life will suddenly adopt a new form there {M}. Instead of stagnation,
there will be constant movement and effort {M}.
Also see “ٌ ( ”اَ ِﺧ َﺮةakhiratun) and “ٌ( ”ﻗِﯿَﺎ َﻣۃqiyamatun) which are mentioned under the headings (A-Kh-R),
and (Q-W-M). Also see the word “( ” َرﺣْ ﻤٰ ٌﻦRahman) which will be found under the heading (R-H-M).
“ٌ ( ” َﺣ ٰﯿﻮةhayaah) has different meanings as mentioned in the Quranic verses above.
He has also written that a snake is called “ٌ( ” َﺣ ٰﯿﻮةhayyah) because of its long life. The Arabs thought that
the snake met its death only due to some accident, not biologically. This means that the life after death
will indeed be a continuation of this life, but it will not be according to the physical laws, it will have
other set of laws there.
But this fact must be well understood that the Quran does not call only the physical life as “ٌ ” َﺣ ٰﯿﻮة
(hayyah). Real life, in its eyes, is that which attains the height of humanity, in which Man develops
himself by acting upon the laws of Allah.
“( ”اﻟ َﺤﯿَﺎةُ اﻟ ﱡﺪ ْﻧﯿَﺎal-hayatud duniya) means quick benefit, instant benefits, only present benefits, that is a life
which has no eye on the future. Hence, it means the physical life in which a man exists on the animal
level. He does not have in mind the delightfulness of the life after death nor believes in the continuation
of life (after death).
This is “( ”اﻟ َﺤﯿَﺎةُ اﻟ ﱡﺪ ْﻧﯿَﺎal-hayatyud duniya). We should keep the Quranic meanings of “ ”اﻟ َﺤﯿَﺎةُ اﻟ ﱡﺪ ْﻧﯿَﺎhayatud
duniya and life after death in mind. Also the fact that as generally believed, life means to breathe and
death means for the breath to stop. That is not so, but has a deeper meaning, and these words have been
used in a wide connotation. Therefore, at every place, we must see which meaning is more befitting
according to the context. As for example, when we say that that nation is dead, we do not mean that the
individuals of that nation are buried in their graves. When we say that that nation is among living nations,
then it does not mean that the individuals of that nation breathe. The meaning of alive and dead nations is
obvious. The Quran has used these words at some places in these connotations too.
Surah Al-Anaam says:
And he who is dead…then We enliven him, and
6:123
walk among people….

ِ اََوَﻣ ْﻦ َﮐﺎ َن َﻣْﻴﺘًﺎ ﻓَﺎَ ْﺣﻴَـﻴْـ ٰﻨﺔُ َو َﺟ َﻌﻠْﻨَﺎﻟَﻪُ ﻧـُ ْﻮًرا ﱠﳝْ ِﺸﯽ ﺑِِﻪ ﻓِﯽ اﻟﻨ
ﱠﺎس
ْ

It is obvious here that life and death here are not physical and mean guidance and being led astray. This
difference in the meanings of life and death must be borne in mind at every step. The messengers used to
come in order to give ‘life’ anew to ‘dead’ nations with which they could achieve all the successes of life
(8:24). This life can now be achieved by following the Quran, but only those who have the capacity to
‘live’ (36:70) and he who wants to escape disaster (2:2).
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Kh-B-A

خبء

“‘( ” َﺧﺒَﺎَهkhabah), “( ”ﯾَ ْﺨﺒَﺆُهyakhbawuh), “ً ( ” َﺧ ْﺒﺎkhaba) means to hide, to keep behind a veil. Ibn Faris says
that these are its basic meanings.
“ٌ ( ”اِ ْﻣ َﺮأَةٌ ُﺧﺒَﺎَةimra atun khibah): domestic woman who hardly leaves her house.
“ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨﺒِﯿﺌَۃal-khabiat): the seeds which the farmer hides in the earth, the bounties of Nature which are
hidden in the earth.
“ ٌ( ”اَ ْﻟﺨَﺐal-khub): buried or hidden thing {T, R}.
The Quran says:
27:25
the treasures hidden in the highs and lows of the universe

ِ اَ ْﳋﺐ ﻓِﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺴ ٰﻤ ٰﻮ
ِ ت َو ْاﻻَْر
ض
ٌَ

It means their latent potentialities, the treasures of sustenance hidden in them.

Kh-B-T

خبت

Ibn Faris says that it means vast land in which there is no vegetation.
ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨﺒal-khabt): low, vast land {T}.
“ْﺖ
“ َ( ”اَ ْﺧﺒَﺖakhbat): he reached the low land. Later this word came to mean softness, humbleness, to obey, to
be content {T}.
The Quran says about the momineen:
11:23
they obey Allah’s law
22:54

َواَ ْﺧﺒَﺘُـ ْﻮ اِٰﻟﯽ َرﱢﻬﺑِ ْﻢ
ﺖ ﻟَﻪٌ ﻗُـﻠُ ْﻮﺑـُ ُﻬ ْﻢ
َ ِﻓَـﺘُ ْﺨﺒ

before Him, their hearts bow (become soft)

In verse 22:34, it is said “ َ( ” ُﻣ ْﺨﺒِﺘِ ْﯿﻦmukhbateen), which means those with softness and obedience. Before
that it is said “( ”ﻓَﻠَہٌ اَ ْﺳﻠَ ُﻤﻮْ اfaklahu aslamu) in 32:34, which means those who bend before Allah’s laws,
meaning, those who accept them with good grace.

Kh-B-S

خبث

ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨﺒِﯿal-khabiss): opposite of “ ٌ( ”طَﯿﱢﺐtayyab). See heading (T-Y-B) to see the meaning of “ ٌ”طَﯿﱢﺐ
“ْﺚ
(tayyab).
ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨﺒِﯿal-khabis): dirty, hateful and unpleasant, even if it regarding edibles, speech, actions, beliefs or
“ْﺚ
thoughts.
ُ ِ( ”اَ ْﻟﺨَﺎﺑal-khabis): cunning man, or useless thing {T, M}.
“ﺚ
ْ ﺚ اﻟْ َﺤ ِﺪ ْﯾ ِﺪ
ُ َ( ” َﺧﺒkhabasul hadeed wal fizza): a mixture of iron and silver which is melted and
“ﻀ ِۃ
َ ِواﻟﻔ
ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺨﺒal-khubs): fornication.
separated in the oven. Hence, it may mean mixture, adulteration. “ْﺚ
َ ( ” َﺧﺒkhabus) in 7:58. It is used for saline land which does not grow anything or if it
Surah Airaaf says “ْﺚ
does, then very little.
In surah Ibrahim, it is said “ٌ ( ” َﮐﻠِ َﻤۃٌ طَﯿﱢﺒَۃkalimatun tayyebah) as against “ٌ( ” َﮐﻠِ َﻤۃٌ َﺧﺒِ ْﯿﺜَۃkalimatun khabisah),
which has been likened to “ٌ( ” َﺷ َﺠ َﺮةٌ َﺧﺒِ ْﯿﺜَۃshajaratun kjhabisah), 14:24-26. It means a tree which gives no
fruit, unfruitful concepts of life. Something that appears very correct but does not produce any result, and
all effort is lost, although wrong concept grows very quick and has a lot of glamour (5:100), but it can
never be stable, for its roots are not deep enough (14:26).
ُ ِ ( ” َﺧﺒَﺄkhabais), “ٌ( ” َﺧﺒِ ْﯿﺜَۃkhabisatun) is the plural.
“ث
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7:157 says that the prophet declares the tayyebat, or good and desirable things, as halal, while not good
things as khubais and Hence, haram. This means that things as termed haram, or forbidden by the Quran
are khubais and the things which are halal are the tayyebat. For details see headings (H-R-M), and (H-LL).
The Quran has used the word “( ”ﺧﺒﯿﺚkhabiss) also for people who commit lewd acts as well as for the
bad deeds themselves.
Surah An-Noor says:
24:26
khabis things are befitting khabis people

ِ ِ اَ ْﳋﺒِﻴﺜ
ﲔ
َ ْ ٰﺖ ﻟﻠْ َﺨﻴْﺜ
ُ َْ

This can however also mean that khabis women are for khabis men. The second meaning is confirmed by
another verse which says:
a fornicating man can only wed a fornicating
ِ
24:3
ًاَﻟﱠﺰاﻧِ ْﯽ ﻻَﻳـَْﻨ ِﮑ ْﺢ اﻻََزاﻧِﻴَﺔ
woman
This is explained in Mafhoom-ul-Quran.

خبر

Kh-B-R

Ibn Faris says the basic meaning of “( ” َﺧﺒَ ٌﺮkhabar) is knowledge. As such, “( ” َﺧﺒَ ٌﺮkhabar) must have
knowledge as well as familiarity in it.
“( ”اَ ْﺧﺒَﺎ ٌرakhbar) is the plural form.
“( ” َﺧﺒَ ٌﺮkhabar) and “( ”ﻧَﺒَﺎ ٌءnaba) differ only in that the last mentioned is news about a very big event and
“( ” َﺧﺒَ ٌﺮkhabar) is news about ordinary affairs.
Some lexicologists say that khabar is something which is copied from something, but the Quran has not
used this word with this distinction.
Moosa said to his family upon seeing fire:
27:7
I will bring news about it to you

َﺳﺂﺗِْﻴ ُﮑ ْﻢ ِﻣﻨْـ َﻬﺎ ِﲞٍََﱪ

“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨﺒِ ْﯿ ُﺮal-khabeer): one who knows or has the news, or one who gives the news {T}.
The Quran has used this word as one of the traits of God:
2:271
Allah is aware of what you do

َواﷲُ ِﲟَﺎ ﺗَـ ْﻌ َﻤﻠُ ْﻮ َن َﺧﺒِﻴْـٌﺮ

“( ” ُﺧ ْﺒ ٌﺮkhubr) also means to know something as used in 18:68 {T}.
Muheet says this means knowledge on the basis of experience.
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خبز

Kh-B-Z

“( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺨ ْﺒ ُﺰal-khubz) means bread as used in 12:36 {T}. The real meaning in this root is to shun and kill.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨ ْﺒ ُﺰal-khubz) means for a camel to strike the earth with his pawn.
Since bread is also made by slapping the dough in the own with the hand, it is Hence, called “” ُﺧ ْﺒ ٌﺰ
(khubz), or perhaps because bread shuns or kills hunger.
Sometimes the word is used for edibles or means of livelihood {M, F}.

خبط

Kh-B-Te

“َ( ” َﺧﺒَﻂkhabat) means to strike something hard, to trample something forcefully with the foot, to strike the
tree with a stick and make the leaves fall.
“( ” َﺧﺒَﻂَ اﻟﻠﱠ ْﯿ َﻞkhabat-ul-lail): to walk at night without knowing the direction where one is going.
“ ُ( ”ﺗَ َﺨﺒﱠﻄَہُ اﻟ ﱠﺸﯿ ْٰﻄﻦtahabbatush shaitaan): the devil maddened him {T}.
“ٌ( ” َﺧﺒْﻂkhabt) also means a king’s oppression {R}.
“( ”اِ ْﺧﺘِﺒَﺎطُ ْاﻟ َﻤ ْﻌﺮُوْ فikhtebaatul ma’roof) means to demand a favor from someone perforce {R}.
Surah Al-Baqrah describes those who practise usury as:
these people stand like they have
2:275
bitten by the snake

ِ
ِ
ِ
ﺲ
ﻻَﻳـَ ُﻘ ْﻮُﻣ ْﻮ َن اﻻَ َﮐ َﻤﺎ ﻳـَ ُﻘ ْﻮُم اﻟﺬ ْی ﻳـَﺘَ َﺨﺒﱠﻄُﻪُ اﻟﺸْﱠﻴ ٰﻄ ُﻦ ﻣﻦ اﻟْ َﻤ ﱢ

This state embodies mental agony as well as a troubled heart which gives no calm to them as their hearts
are afire with the greed for more wealth. If “ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﯿ ْٰﻄﻦash-shaitaan) in this verse is taken to mean the wild
emotions of man, then it would mean, the man who is being mad due to his desires.

Kh-B-L

خبل

ْ (al-khabl), “( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨﺒَ ُﻞal-khabal): it basically means for some trouble (something amiss) to appear,
“”ا َﺧ ْﺒ ُﻞ
such as some trouble to develop in man’s limbs, or to have an attack of paralysis, or to be mad.
Zajaj says it means for something to be lost. Later, it commonly meant annihilation or loss.
“( ” َر ُﺟ ٌﻞ ُﻣ َﺨﺒﱠ ٌﻞrajulun mukhabbal): a man whose hands and legs have been amputated {M}.
The Quran says:
3:117
your enemies will leave no stone unturned to hurt you

ًﻻَﻳَﺎﻟُْﻮﻧَ ُﮑ ْﻢ َﺧﺒَﺎﻻ

This embodies all types of loss.

Kh-B-W

خبو

“ ُﺖ اﻟﻨﱠﺎ ُر َو اﻟْ َﺤﺮْ ب
ِ َ( ” َﺧﺒkhabatin naaro wal hurb): the fierceness of the battle dimmed, became calm, the
flame became mild {T}.
Surah Bani Israel says:
17:97
when the fire will start dying
17:97

we will stoke the fire for them to make it burn brighter

ﺖ
ْ َُﮐﻠﱠ َﻤﺎ َﺧﺒ
ِزْدﻧـ ُٰﻬ ْﻢ َﺳﻌِْﻴـًﺮا

“( ” ِﺧﺒَﺎ ٌءkhibaun): a curtain with which something is covered, and also the ear of the corn, the husk {R}.
“( ”ﺧَﺐْ ٌءkhab) as used in 27:25, see heading (Kh-B-A).
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Ibn Faris says that “( ” َﺧ ْﺒ ٌﻮkhabwoon) and “ ٌ( ”ﺧَﺐkhabun) both mean to hide.

ختر

Kh-T-R

“( ”اَﻟَ َﺨ ْﺘ ُﺮal-khatr): going back on one’s word is the worst way possible, to break an agreement and to
deceive {T, M}. This is that break of agreement for which one works so hard that he becomes dead tired
{T, M}. He becomes tired and weak and Hence, his limbs become weak as well {R}.
“( ”اَﻟ َﺨﺘَ ُﺮal-khatar) is of the same meaning as “( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨ َﺪ ُرal-khadar) which means such stupor as created by
taking some poison or drug that is the cause of slackness and weakness in limbs.
“( ” َر ُﺟ ٌﻞ ُﻣ َﺨﺘﱠ ٌﺮrajulun mukhatta): a man whose limbs become slack.
“ ُ( ” َﺧﺘﱠ َﺮهُ اﻟ ﱠﺸ َﺮابkhattarahush sharaab): the drink has made his limbs slack {T, M}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means laziness and madness.
The Quran says “ﺎر َﮐﻔُﻮْ ٍر
ٍ ( ” َﺧﺘﱠkhattarin kafoor) in 31:32. This verse may mean a con man, or a man who
has become lazy, due to lack of hard labor, or the man who is lazy in carrying out Allah’s orders.

ختم

Kh-T-M

“( ” َﺧ ْﺘ ٌﻢkhatum) means to hide or cover something, to close and Hence, make something safe. As such,
when land is cultivated and seeds sown, then watered for the first time, it is called as “ع
َ ْ” َﺧﺘَ َﻢ اﻟ ﱠﺰر
(khatamuz zar’a) by the Arabs, because after watering the mud sticks together and Thus, hides the seed
which becomes safe.
The bee collects the honey in the honeycomb cells and lays a thin wax layer at the mouth to close the
honey inside and keep it safe. This too is called “( ” َﺧ ْﺘ ٌﻢkhatum) by the Arabs. Later, the honey itself, and
the mouths of the cells too came to be called “( ” َﺧ ْﺘ ٌﻢkhatum).
“ً ( ” َﺧﺘَ َﻢ اﻟ ﱠﺸﯿْﯽ َء َﺧ ْﺘﻤﺎkhatamash shaiya khatma): means to reach at the end of something {T}. Ibn Faris says
this is its basic meaning.
“( ” َﺧ ْﺘ ٌﻢkhatmun) and “( ”طَ ْﺒ ٌﻊtabo’n) are used in two ways:
1. To put a seal on something.
2. The mark that is made by sealing,
Later on the meaning widened and it came to mean to close and stop something. This because by sealing
the thing inside, one closes it and it is not brought out anymore {T}.
“( ” ِﺧﺘَﺎ ٌمkhitaam) is the wax which is used to seal.
“( ”ﺧَﺎﺗَ ٌﻢkhatamun) is the seal itself.
“( ”ﺧَﺎﺗَ ٌﻢkhatamun) is also used for the end of everything.
“( ”ﺧَﺎ ْﺗ ُﻢ ْاﻟﻘَﻮْ ِمkhatamul qaum) would as such mean the last individual of the nation.
“( ” ِﺧﺘَﺎ ٌمkhitaam) means the last part of any drink {F}.
Fara thinks that “( ”ﺧَﺎﺗَ ٌﻢkhatamun) and “( ” ِﺧﺘَﺎ ٌمkhitaam) are very similar in meaning
“ﮏ ﺑَﺎﺑَ ٗہ
َ ( ”ﻓُ َﻼ ٌن َﺧﺘَ َﻢ َﻋﻠَ ْﯿfulan khatama alaika babehi): that man avoids you and closes his doors on you {T}.
Quran says:
2:7
There is a seal of Allah on their hearts

َﺧﺘَ َﻢ اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪُ َﻋ ٰﻠﯽ ﻗَـﻠُ ْﻮﻬﺑِِ ْﻢ

ّ ٰ ( ”طَﺒَ َﻊtaba’allahu….) other places.
It also says “ُﷲ
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When it says that the hearts of people are sealed, it means that they lose the capacity to think or
comprehend.
Surah Al-Anaam says:
If Allah take away your ability to
6:46
listen and observe and seal of your
heart …

ﺼ َﺎرُﻛ ْﻢ َو َﺧﺘَ َﻢ َﻋﻠَﻰ ﻗـُﻠُﻮﺑِ ُﻜﻢ ﱠﻣ ْﻦ
َأ
َ َْﺧ َﺬ اﻟﻠّﻪُ ﲰَْ َﻌ ُﻜ ْﻢ َوأَﺑ

This verse makes it clear seal on heart means to lose the abilities of comprehension. This is the condition
of those who willingly adopt the wrong path, because they prefer quick benefits to the pleasantness of
future (16:106-108). Then there are those who are unwilling to hear the right thing and when they are
confronted with it, they turn their heads and walk away (17:45-46). Their condition is such that they
attend your sittings and it appears that they are listening to you quite attentively, but they are listening to
something else (they are faking that they are listening to you), and only know how to follow their desires
(47:16-17) and do not deliberate on the noble Quran (27:24). Their deeds themselves turn into rust and
seal their hearts {T}.
ّ ٰ ( ” َﺧﺘَ َﻢkhatamul lahu ala qulubehim) means. It means that it
These explanations clarify what “ﷲُ ﻋ َٰﻠﯽ ﻗُﻠُﻮْ ﺑِ ِﮩ ْﻢ
is not Allah who seals the hearts, but their own deeds, according to the laws of nature, become the seals.
In surah Tatfeef verse 83:25, the drink in jannah has been called “ﻖ َﻣ ْﺨﺘُﻮْ ًم
ٍ ( ” َر ِﺣ ْﯿraheeqim makhtoom),
ٌ ( ” ِﺧﺘَﺎ ُﻣہُ ِﻣ ْﺴkhitaamohu miskun) in 83:25, also with it is 83:26 which says that its will
and it is said “ﮏ
shall remain and shall be like musk. It is followed by “( ” ِﻣﺰَا ُﺟہُ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﺗَ ْﺴﻨِﯿ ٍْﻢmizajohu min tasneem) in 83:27
which means that it will be mixed with water which is coming from great heights and shall give life the
strength to reach the highest destinations.
Surah Aaab calls the Messenger (pbuh) as “ َ( ”ﺧَﺎﺗَ َﻢ اﻟﻨﱠﺒِﯿﱢ ْﯿﻦkhaataman nabiyyin) in 33:40. “( ”ﺧَﺎﺗَ ٌﻢkhatam)
has been explained earlier and as per those meanings it would mean that the Messenger is the last
Messenger. To think that messenger-hood continues after him is against the Quranic teachings. Since the
Quran is the last Book that has been revealed by God, the Messenger is also the last messenger. See (N-BA) for the meaning of messenger where it has also been explained that there can be no messenger without
a holy Book. Therefore, there was no celestial book after the Quran and no Messenger after Mohammed
(pbuh).
The concept that with the messenger’s seal others can also become messenger is to be unaware of the
reality of messenger-hood. Messenger-hood was endowed on any man by God not due to any effort or
expertise. Nobody could acquire it, nor could any messenger relegate it to anybody. Details will be found
under heading (N-B-A). As such, any claim to messenger-hood after Mohammed (pbuh) is patently
untrue.
But there is another form of the claim to messenger-hood which is very complex and as such demands
careful deliberation. Messenger-hood is to acquire knowledge directly from God, that is, his own intellect
or knowledge has nothing to do with it. He must get the knowledge directly from God. In sufism, there is
a concept that aulia Allah (Allah’s friends) or Sufis get direct knowledge from God, and that is called
kashf or ilhaam. But the difference is of name only as manifested. Kashf, ilhaam and wahi are all the
same, only the names are different, Thus, inherently this concept lays open the door to messenger-hood.
According to the Quran, whatever knowledge God wished to impart, He gave to the last Messenger
(pbuh). This knowledge is now safe in the Quran. Now, no human can have direct knowledge from God.
Note that kashf and ilhaam are man’s own psychological tribulations, they are not from God.
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خدد

Kh-D-D

“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨ ﱡﺪal-khudd) has been used in 31:18 for the cheek. Otherwise it means a rectangular hole dug in the
ground. “( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨ ﱡﺪal-ukhdood) means ditch {T}.
The Quran says:
85:4
Death other people of the fire-ditches

ِ
ﺐ ْاﻻُ ْﺧ ُﺪ ْوِد
ْ َﻗُﺘ َﻞ ا
ُ ﺻ ٰﺤ

Muheet relates that the king of Yemen, Zunawaas, asked able bodied Christian young men to give up
Christianity. When they refused, he had a trench built and put them in it to burn in the fire which he had
started there. Taj-ul-Uroos relates that Bakht-Nasr torched religious Jews like this. But the context of the
Quran shows that it means all those opponents of Islam who were fighting against the God’s Messenger,
and used to keep the fires of war burning. The Quran has given the news about their destruction. Also see
heading ashaabul, ukhdood and tubbah.

خدع

Kh-D-Ain

ٌ ( ” َﺧ ْﺪkhad’a) means hypocrisy, to secretly connive against someone {T}.
“ع
Ibn Faris says its basic meaning is to hide and keep secrets.
ٌ ْ( ” َﺧ ُﺪوkhad’o) is actually that female camel which at times gives milk profusely and at others
“ع
completely dries up {L}. Arabs were famous hosts and used to live on desert and the milk and meat of
their animals was readily available with them. Imagine the chagrin of the host who goes to milk a camel
ٌ ْ”◌َ ُدو
only to find out that she has dried up. Thus, a camel (she) which could not be relied on was called “ع
(kjhad’o).
ٌ ( ” َﺧ ْﯿ َﺪkhada’a) is a mirage, and also the path which is seemingly leading to one’s destination but the
“ع
reality is against it {T}.
“ٌ ( ”ﺧَﺎ ِد َﻋۃkhadia) is a small room built aside a bigger room, where the valuables of the house are kept {T}.
ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟﺨَﺎ ِدal-khadih) and “ع
ُ ْ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨ ُﺪوal-khuduh) means the path which
Lataaif-ul-Lugha says that “ع
sometimes becomes very clear and at other times is completely lost.
ٌ ( ” َﺧ ْﺪkhaduh) is that way of life in which hypocrisy is practiced or which is less than expected, or that
“ع
which is not stable (not on the same condition).
“( ” َﺧ َﺪ َع ْاﻟ َﮑ ِﺮ ْﯾ ُﻢkhadal karteem) is said when a philanthropist unexpectedly turns miserly.
“( ” َﺧ َﺪ َع ْاﻟ َﻤﻄَ ُﺮkhada’al matar) means when it rains less than expected.
ٌ ْ( ”ﺳُﻮsooqun khadia) means a market which does not stay stable.
“ٌ ق ﺧَﺎ ِد َﻋۃ
“ﺖ ْاﻻُ ُﻣﻮْ ُر
ِ ( ” َﺧ َﺪ َﻋkhada’atil umoor) means for conditions to deteriorate {T}.
َ
“ع
َ ( ”ﺧ َﺪkhada’ah) also means to become less.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺴﻨُﻮْ نُ ْاﻟ َﺨ َﻮا ِدﻋُﻦas-sinoonal hawadeh) are the years when sometimes there is a good crop and
sometimes drought, or which years have lots of rain but little produce.
ٌ ( ” ِد ْﯾﻨَﺎ ٌر ﺧَﺎ ِدdeenarun khadeh) is that Deenar (Arab unit of currency) which looks okay but on scrutiny is
“ع
found to be counterfeit {T}.
ٌ ( ”ﺧَﺎ ِدkhadeh) means the person who in his emotions either flares up or withdraws within himself, or
“ع
that hypocrite who appears as he is not only to gain some profit, and in this way he deceives the society.
Such people cannot be trusted.
Muheet says “ع
َ ( ” َﺧ َﺪkhada’a) basically means secretive and hidden-ness which cannot be judged
beforehand. This is the hallmark of opportunists or emotionalists.
The Quran has described this sort of deceptive mentality as the disease of the heart in 2:10 and said
further that this is psychologically a deception with one’s Self, since God’s scheme of things makes them
deceive themselves.
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2:9

But they deceive none other than themself

2:10

There is a disease in their hearts

َوَﻣﺎﳜَْ َﺪ ُﻋ ْﻮ َن اِﱠﻻ اَﻧْـ ُﻔ َﺴ ُﻬ ْﻢ َوَﻣﺎ ﻳَ ْﺸ ُﻌُﺮْو َن
ِِ ِ
ض
ٌ ﻓ ْﯽ ﻗُـﻠُ ْﻮﻬﺑ ْﻢ َﻣَﺮ

Surah Nisaa describes them as:
these hypocrites want to deceive Allah’s laws
4:142
but it so happens that they deceive only
themselves
9:2
Deceiving Allah is actually self-deception

ِ
ِِ
ﲔ ُﳜ ِٰﺪ ُﻋ ْﻮ َن اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪَ َوُﻫ َﻮ َﺧ ِﺎد ُﻋ ُﻬ ْﻢ
َ ْ ا ﱠن اﻟْ ُﻤﻨٰﻔﻘ
َوَﻣﺎ ﳜَْ َﺪ ُﻋ ْﻮ َن اِﱠﻻ اَﻧْـ ُﻔ َﺴ ُﻬ ْﻢ

But people do not understand, because they do not have awareness about it. As it is, anyone who is
blinded by emotions loses his understanding power.

خدن

Kh-D-N

“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺨﺪْنal-khidn) means companion, one to talk to, friend {T}.
Raghib says this is used mostly for a companion who stays with one due to sexual desire.
Words which have “( ”خkha) and “( ”دdaal) together contain the connotation of effectiveness {Al-ilm-ul
Khafaaq}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means to stay with someone.
The noble Quran has said about the sexual relationship of man and woman:
Mohsanaatin instead of musafehatin, and not
ِ ﱠﺨ َﺬ
ِ ﺖ وَﻻ ﻣﺘ
ٍ ِ
ٍ ُْﳏ
ات اَ ْﺧ َﺪ ٍان
4:25
َ
َ َ ﺼﻨٰﺖ َﻏْﻴـَﺮ ُﻣ ٰﺴﻔ ٰﺤ
those who take secret lovers
The meanings of “ﺖ
ٍ ﺼ ٰﻨ
ٍ ( ” ُﻣ َﺴﺎﻓِ َﺤﺎmusafehatin) can be found under the heading
َ ( ” ُﻣ ْﺨmohsanaatin) and “ت
(H-Sd-N) and (S-F-H). From there it will be clear that “( ” َﺳ ْﻔ ٌﺢsafhun) means sexual relationship only for
pleasure seeking, for which the Arabs used to send messages to women before Islam. That was the
custom in those days.
“( ” ِﺧ ْﺪ ٌنkhizn) is secretive affairs. Both ultimately came to mean the same thing. They are mentioned
separately here so that all forms of sexual relations (out of wedlock) shall be rejected, and only one form
remains, which is “ َﺼﻨِ ْﯿﻦ
ِ ْ( ” ُﻣﺤmohseneen), that is, protected and in wedlock.
“ َ( ” ُﻣ َﺴﺎﻓِ ِﺤ ْﯿﻦmusafeheen) means only for pleasure seeking. This includes illegal fornication or to fulfill the
custom of marriage without accepting any of the responsibilities of wedlock.
“ت اَ ْﺧﺪَا ٍن
ِ ( ” ُﻣﺘﱠ ِﺨ َﺬاmuttakhizaati akhdaan) would simply mean illegal fornication, although the Quran has
used the words in the context of slave girls, (which the Arabs used to have in those days). See heading
(M-L-K). But it is commonly applicable because as per the Quran, illegal fornication is not permitted, no
matter in what form.
In other words, “( ” َﺳ ْﻔ ٌﺢsafhun) would be the satisfaction of sexual desires in a way acceptable to society
and “( ” ِﺧ ْﺪ ٌنkhidnun) a form which the society deems impermissible. As per the Quran, however, every
form of sexual intercourse would be impermissible which is against the Quranic Nikah (wedlock), and its
purpose, which is perpetuation of the human race, whether society feels it is permissible or impermissible.
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خذل

Kh-Dh-L

“ُ ﺖ اﻟﻄﱠ ْﺒﯿَۃ
ِ َ( ” َﺧ َﺬﻟkhazalatiz zabeeha): the female deer lagged behind its herd. Such a deer is called “”ﺧَﺎ ِذ ٌل
(khaazil) or “( ” َﺧ ُﺬوْ ٌلkhuzool). Usually such deer or cow lags behind due to its young one {T}.
ْ َ( ”ﺗَﺨَﺎ َذﻟtahazalat rijlahu): his feet got tired and he lagged behind.
“ُ ﺖ ِرﺟْ َﻼه
Such a man is called “( ” َر ُﺟ ٌﻞ َﺧ ُﺬوْ ُل اﻟﺮﱢﺟْ ِﻞrajlun khazulur rajul).
ْ ( ”اَ ْﻟal-khazlaan) is used when a man who thought to be very useful, backs out.
“ ُﺨﺬ َﻻن
Ibn Faris says it basically means to back out and be helpful.
Surah Aal-e-Imraan says:
If He leaves you without being helpful, who is
3:159
left there to help you?

ِ
ِ
ﺼُﺮ ُﮐ ْﻢ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﺑَـ ْﻌ ِﺪ ٖه
ُ ْا ْن ﳜَْ ُﺬﻟْ ُﮑ ْﻢ ﻓَ َﻤ ْﻦ ذَا اﻟﱠﺬ ْی ﻳـَﻨ

A nation which is left un-helped by Allah’s laws (resources), as against “ﺼ ُﺮ
ُ ( ”ﯾَ ْﻨyansur) in 3:159, and that
nation lags behind other nations, cannot be helped by others. Such an individual or nation which lags
behind others is deprived of the blessings of life (17:22). Islam means that all Monineen progress in
union. See the word tasalam under heading (S-L-M). However “( ”اَﺛِ َﻢism) means to stay behind or lag
behind due to some personal weakness. See heading (A-Th-M). But if somebody due to various
temptations, children’s love being the greatest attraction among them, lags behind his party, it will be
called “( ”ﺧ َْﺬ ٌلkhazal), which means to lag behind the group of momineen due to some personal benefit or
emotion or to lag behind the nations of the world because of giving up Allah’s system of life. These are
both called “( ”ﺧ َْﺬ ٌلkhazal).
Surah Al-furqaan says:
The rebellious human emotions seemingly would be with one to
25:29
the last, but at the time of need, give up man’s company.
(such emotions are only temporary)

ِ وَﮐﺎ َن اﻟﺸﱠﻴ ٰﻄﻦ ﻟِ ْﻼﻧْﺴ
ًﺎن َﺧ ُﺬ ْوﻻ
َ ُ ْ
َ

خرب

Kh-R-B

ٌ ( ” ُﻋ ْﻤ َﺮumraan) or habitation, to be
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨ َﺮابal-kharaab) means desolation. It is the opposite of “ان
uninhabited.
“ب
َ َﺮ
ِ ( ”ﺧkhariba): to become inhabited.
“ب
َ ( ”اَ ْﺧ َﺮakhraba): to make inhabited, to make desolate.
“ُ َﺮﺑَۃ
ِ ( ”اَ ْﻟﺨal-kharibah): isolated or uninhabited place.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟﺨَﺮْ ﺑَۃal-kharbah): a sieve, impairment, impairment of Deen, doubt and blame.
Ibn Faris says it means for a corner to break off and Thus, create impairment, and to be full of holes, like
a knife is blunted as its corner breaks off.
Ibn Faris says “ُ َﺮﺑَۃ
ِ ( ”اَ ْﻟﺨal-khariba) means hole, and “ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺨ ﱠﺮﺑَۃal-khurrabah) means the needle’s eye.
The Quran says:
they make their homes desolate with their own
59:2
hands
Surah Al-Baqrah says about the mosques:
2:114
He tries for them to become desolate.
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Hence, the desolation of mosques does not just mean that they are not visited by people to pray, but also
that they avoid discussions regarding Allah’s and His traits. That is why the following order is related to
mosques:
42:38

ری ﺑـَْﻴـﻨَـ ُﻬ ْﻢ
اَﻗَ ُﺎﻣﻮا اﻟ ﱠ
ٰ ﻳﺸ ْﻮ
ُ ﺼ ٰﻠﻮَة َو اَْﻣُﺮُﻫ ْﻢ

Establishment of Salaat and mutual
consultation go hand in hand

This means that where there is one, so is the other. At another place it is said that the mushrekeen (those
who involve other laws with Allah’s) cannot inhabit the mosques (9:17), because they do not obey pure or
chaste divine laws.

Kh-R-J

خرج

“( ” ُﺧﺮُوْ ٌجkhurooj): to exit, or come out.
“( ”اَﻟَ ْﺨﺮ ُجal-kharj): expenditure as against income.
“َﯽ ٍء
ْ ( ”ﺧَﺎر ٌج ُﮐ ﱢﻞ ﺷkharijo kulli shaiyin): the part of everything that sticks out, or which is evident
“َﺎر ِﺟ ﱡﯽ
ِ ( ”اَ ْﻟﺨal-kharijiyyo): a horse which is better than its parents. It also means anything that surpasses
others of its species {T}.
“ﺼﻨَﺎ َﻋ ِۃ
ِ ( ” َﺧ َﺮ َج ﻓُ َﻼﻧٌﻔِﯽ اﻟkharaja fulaan fis sana’ah): somebody became an expert in workmanship {M}.
“ٌ ( ”ﻧَﺎﻗَۃٌ ُﻣ ْﺨﺘ َِﺮ َﺟۃnaaqatun mukh-tarijah): a camel which surpasses others and becomes an Alfa-camel {T}.
“ُوْج
ِ ( ”ﯾَﻮْ ُم ْاﻟ ُﺨﺮyaumul khurooj): A day of festivity when people come out all decked up.
“ﺖ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ِﻋﯿﱠۃُ َﻋﻠَﯽ اﻟْ َﻮاﻟِ ْﯽ
ِ ( ” َﺧ َﺮ َﺟkharajatir rayiyatu alal ewaali): when the subjects rebel against the leader and
stop obeying him {M}.
The Quran, saying that God enlivens the dead land with rain, goes on to say “ﮏ ْاﻟ ُﺨﺮُوْ ُج
َ ِ( ” َﮐ َﺬاﻟkazaalikul
khurooj) in 50:12, this way there will be ‘khuruj’. Here khuruj means life anew. This has been called
“ُوْج
ِ ( ”ﯾَﻮْ ُم ْاﻟ ُﺨﺮyaumal khurooj) a little further on in 50:42. In the Quran, the words “( ”ﻗﯿﺎﻣہqiyamah),
“( ”ﺳﺎﻋہsaa’ah), “( ”ﺑﻌﺚbo-as), “( ”ﺧﺮوجkhurooj) have special connotations, but all these have the
elements of life anew. This life anew could be a nation’s renaissance, or for the entire humanity to stand
on its own feet, or the Life after Death of an individual. All these concepts are included in the said terms
and context will determine as to what they mean at a particular place.
The words “( ”ﺧَﺮْ ٌجkharj) and “( ” َﺧ َﺮا ٌجkharaj) have also been used in the Quran, as in 18:64 and 23:71. It
means the sum which one takes out of his wealth and gives to others.
I have not discussed “tribute” in a jurisprudential context because the term is not mentioned as such with
this word in the Qur'an.
Among the Arabs, “( ” َﺧ َﺮا ٌجkharaj) was the amount a slave-owner had fixed for spending towards his
slave (for paying him). Later, this word came to be used for land tax. Now, every tax that the government
receives from the people is called “( ” َﺧ َﺮا ٌجkharaj). In the beginning “( ” َﺧ َﺮا ٌجkharaj) used to mean the
produce of the land, but later it came to mean the tax received from properties as well {T}.
“َﺎر ٌج
ِ ( ”ﺧkharij): that which comes out, exits, get expelled.
“( ” َﻣ ْﺨ َﺮ ٌجmakhraj): the place where something gets expelled from.
“( ”اَ ْﺧ َﺮ َجakhraj): to take out, to give birth, to produce.
“( ”اِ ْﺧ َﺮا ٌجikhraaj): to get something out, to give birth.
“( ” ُﻣ ْﺨ ِﺮ ٌجmukhrij): the one, who gives birth, produces.
“( ” ُﻣ ْﺨ َﺮ ٌجmukhraj): which is born, or the place or time from which something has been extracted (17:80).
“( ”اِ ْﺳﺘ َْﺨ َﺮ َجistakhraj): to take out.
ٌ ( ” ِﮐ ْﺘ َﻤkit’aan) in 2:72, which means to make something
Surah Baqrah uses “( ”اِ ْﺧ َﺮا ٌجikhraaj) as against “ﺎن
evident. In the same surah, it is said “( ”ﻓَﺎ َ ْﺧ َﺮ َﺟﮩُ َﻤﺎfa akhrajhuma) in connotation to Adam’s tale: “He got
the two of them out of there”, and later it says “( ” َوﻗُ ْﻠﻨَﺎ ا ْﮨﺒِﻄُﻮْ اwa qulnah betoo) in 2:36. It is obvious then
that khurooj and huboot are different. Khurooj simply means to get out, while huboot also has a
demeaning connotation. For details, see my book “Iblees O Adam”).
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خردل

Kh-R-D-L

“( ”اَ ْﻟﺨَﺮْ َد ُلal-khardil) means mustard.
“( ”ﺧَﺮْ َد َل اَﻟﱠ ْﻠ َﺤﻢkhardalal laham): he cut the meat into many small pieces {T}.
The Quran says:
21:27
equal to one mustard seed

ﺎل َﺣﺒﱠ ٍﺔ ِﻣ ْﻦ َﺧ ْﺮَد ٍل
َ ِﻣﺜْـ َﻘ

خرر

Kh-R-R

“َﺮ ْﯾ ُﺮ
ِ ( ”اَ ْﻟﺨal-khareer) is the sound of water running, or wind blowing, or the sound of an eagle’s wings in
flight, or the sound of snoring.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨ ﱡﺮal-kharr) actually means to fall from a height and the sound of the fall. Later it started meaning
every type of fall.
The Quran says:
7:144
Moses fainted due to the lighting and thunder
22:31

as if he fell from the sky

ًﺻﻌِﻘﺎ
َ َﺧﱠﺮ ُﻣ ْﻮ ٰﺳﯽ
ﻓَ َﮑﺎَﱠﳕَﺎَ َﺧﱠﺮ ِﻣ َﻦ اﻟ ﱠﺴ َﻤ ِﺎء

This is the state of a mushrik (one who lives according to other laws as well as Allah’s).

Surah Al-Furqaan has enumerated various qualities of a momin. One of them is:
when the verses of the Sustainer are recited in front of
ِ
ِ
ِ ِ
ﺻ ّﻤﺎً َو ﻋُ ْﻤﻴَﺎﻧًﺎ
25:73
ُ اذَاذُ ﱢﮐُﺮْواﺑٰﺎﻳٰﺖ َرﱢﻬﺑ ْﻢ َﱂْ َﳜﱡﺮْوا َﻋﻠَْﻴـ َﻬﺎ
them, they don’t follow them, as if they are blind or deaf
Muheet says that “( ” َﺧ ﱠﺮ َﻋﻠَﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ ِءkharra alish shaiyi) means to stick to one thing.
From this it is obvious that the Quran cannot be result producing if it is simply adhered to emotionally
without any deliberation. The quality of the momineen is that their acting upon the Quran is based on
careful thought. Imagine how can the Quran allow non-divine things to be worshipped or accepted
without deliberation, when it even does not allow its own verses to be followed blindly and without
understanding?
It says that a momin does not follow something without properly understanding it. It orders him to:
Do not follow something which you do not
ِ ِ َ َوﻻَﺗَـ ْﻘﻒ ﻣﺎ ﻟَﻴﺲ ﻟ
ﺼَﺮ َواﻟْ ُﻔ َﺆ َاد ُﻛ ﱡﻞ
understand. Verily the sight, hearing and the
َ َﻚ ﺑِﻪ ﻋﻠْ ٌﻢ إِ ﱠن اﻟ ﱠﺴ ْﻤ َﻊ َواﻟْﺒ
َ ْ َ ُ َ
17:36
heart (or mind) will all be questioned about
ًﻚ َﻛﺎ َن َﻋْﻨﻪُ َﻣ ْﺴ ُﺆوﻻ
َ ِأُوﻟـﺌ
their responsibilities.
For knowledge, sight and hearing (i.e. the senses) and mind are necessary, and momin is one who follows
Allah’s orders after having an understanding.
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خرص

Kh-R-Sd

“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟﺨَﺮْ صal-khars): to estimate, to form an idea, to guess without knowing something one is uncertain of.
“( ”ﺧَﺮْ صُ اﻟﻨﱠ ْﺨ ٍﻞkharsun nakhal): to guess how much dates the tree would produce.
“ﮏ
َ ﺿ
ِ ْ( ” َﮐ ْﻢ ِﺧﺮْ صُ اَرkam khirsu ardika): what is the estimated produce of your land? As such, every
assumption is called “ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟﺨَﺮْ صal-khars), even falsehood {T}.
The Quran says:
These people follow their whims and their talk
6:117
is mere assumptions

ِ
ِ
ِ
ِ
ﺻ ْﻮ َن
ُ ا ْن ﻳـَﺘﱠﺒِ ُﻌ ْﻮ َن اﱠﻻاﻟﻈﱠ ﱠﻦ َوا ْن ُﻫ ْﻢ اﱠﻻ ﳜَُْﺮ

Surah Az-Zareyah says:
51:10
Their assumptions shall be defeated

ﺻ ْﻮ َن
ْ ﻗُﺘِ َﻞ
ُ اﳋَﱠﺮ

Truth is based on facts and Therefore, Deen is based entirely on truth. No guesswork can be Deen. Each
and every word of the Quran is safe with us. Quran’s internal and external historical evidence supports
this theory. Therefore, it is truly Deen and the criterion for truth and falsehood.
Raghib says that to say something by guessing, even if it is true, is still an act of uncertainty.
Hence, “ ٌ( ” َﺧﺮّاصkharras) means the same as “ ٌ( ” َﮐ ﱠﺬابkazzab) or liar {R}.
“ص
َ ( ” َﺧ َﺮkharasa): he lied {M}.
The Quran claims that those who follow assumptions shall be destroyed. As such those who follow
assumptions in Deen will never succeed. Our current condition testifies to this.

Kh-R-T-M

خرتم

“( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺨﺮْ طُﻮْ ُمal-khurtoum): the nose, or the front part of the nose {T}. It also means an elephant’s trunk {M}.
ْ ( ” َﺧkhatm) and “( ” ُﺧﺮْ طُﻮْ ٌمkhurtoum) is generally used for the front part of the face of
Sa’ab says that “ﻄ ٌﻢ
wild animals.
“( ” َﺧ َﺮا ِط ْﯿ ُﻢ ْاﻟﻘَﻮْ ِمkharateemul qaum) means the leaders of a nation, because they are in the forefront of the
nation. This is an allegory to being eminent.
The Quran says:
68:16
We shall disfigure his nose (i.e./ We shall demean him)

َﺳﻨَ ِﺴ ُﻤ ُﯽ َﻋﻠَﯽ ا ْﳋُْﺮﻃُْﻮِم

To deface the face or nose was very demeaning {R}. It embodies an element of disgrace which cannot be
hidden.
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خر ق

Kh-R-Q

ُ ْ( ”اِ ْﻟﺨَﺮal-khurq) means to tear something up without following any principle. This is opposite of “ﻖ
ُ ْ”اَ ْﻟﺨَﻠ
“ق
(al-khalq) which means to do something properly and disciplined {T}.
“ب
َ ( ” َﺧ َﺮkharaqas saub): he tore up the cloth without judging.
َ ْق اﻟﺜﱠﻮ
Surah Bani Israel says:
17:37
You cannot just tear apart the earth

ِ
ض
َ ﮏ ﻟَ ْﻦ َِﲣ
َ اﻧﱠ
َ ﺮق ْاﻻَْر

This means to tear up or drill holes. Some say that it means cutting the distance (shortening it) from one
end to another {T}.
In surah Qahaf it is said “( ” َﺧ َﺮﻗَﮩَﺎkharqeha) with regards to making a hole in the boat (18:71).
“ق
َ ( ” َﺧ َﺮkharaq): he lied.
“ب
َ ( ” َﺧ َﺮkharaqal kizb): he fabricated a falsehood.
َ ق اﻟ َﮑ ِﺬ
ُ ( ”اَﻟﺘﱠ ﱠﺨ ُﺮal-taharraq): to create falsehood.
“ق
ُ ( ”اَﻟﺘﱠ ْﺨ ِﺮ ْﯾat-takhreeq): to lie profusely {T}.
“ﻖ
Surah Anaam says:
6:100

ِ
ﲔ
َ َو َﺧَﺮﻗُﻮاْ ﻟَﻪُ ﺑَﻨ

they believe in God’s progeny which is
patently untrue

Their concept is against all factors, belief etc. It shatters the truth.

خزن

Kh-Z-N

“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟﺨ َْﺰنal-khazn) basically means to hoard something {T, R}.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺨﺰَاﻧَۃal-khazaanatu), “َُﺰ ْﯾﻨَۃ
ِ ( ”اﻟﺨal-khazeenatu), “ َ( ”اﻟ َﻤ ْﺨ َﺰنal-mazkan) means storehouse, or the place
where something is hoarded {T, R}.
“ُ َﺰ ْﯾﻨَۃ
ِ ( ”اَ ْﻟﺨal-khazeenah): something which is safely hidden. The plural is “ ُ( ” َﺧﺰَاﺋِﻦkhazayin).
The Quran says:
6:50
I do not claim to have the treasures of Allah

َﻻ اَﻗـُ ْﻮ ُل ﻟَ ُﮑ ْﻢ ِﻋﻨْ ِﺪ ْی َﺧَﺰاﺋِ ُﻦ اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ

“َﺎز ٌن
ِ ( ”ﺧkhaazin): someone who collects, or guard or protector.
The plural is “ ََﺎزﻧُﻮْ ن
ِ ( ”ﺧkhazenoon) or “ٌ( ” َﺧ َﺰﻧَۃkhazanah).
The Quran says:
39:72
The guards will tell them

ﺎل َﳍُ ْﻢ َﺧَﺰﻧـَﺘُـ َﻬﺎ
َ ََوﻗ

Ibn Faris says the word means to safe-keep something.
ّ ٰ ُ( ” َﺧﺰَاﺋِﻦkayinullah) are those forces and treasures of the universe that have not yet come within man’s
“ِﷲ
knowledge.
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خزی

Kh-Z-Y

ٌ ( ” ِﺧ ْﺰkhizyun) means such ignominy which puts one to shame. That is why this word is used to mean
“ی
both demeaning and shame. As such, it would mean shameful and demeaning, or to disclose such faults
that are shameful to disclose {T}.
In the Quran, the result of living against the laws of Allah has been related as:
2:85
shameful ignominy in this world

ِ
ی ﻓِﯽ ا ْﳊَٰﻴﻮةِ اﻟ ﱡﺪﻧْـﻴَﺎ
ٌ ﺧ ْﺰ

ٰ ( ”ﻧ َْﺨﺰnakhza) in 20:134. These two words have appeared together
Surah Taha says “( ”ﻧَ ِﺬ ﱠلnazilla) and “َی
here and they mean shame and chagrin. In surah Hijr, this word has come with “ﻀﺤُﻮْ ِن
َ ( ”ﺗَ ْﻔtafzahoon), in
15:69, which means shame and disgrace.
“ َ( ” ُﻣ ْﺨ ِﺰی ْاﻟ َﮑﺎﻓِ ِﺮ ْﯾﻦmukhzi al-kaafireen): one who imparts shameful disgrace to the kafirs (deniers), as said
in 9:2. A life of honor and dignity is momin’s way of life. Ignominy and disgrace is Allah’s punishment.
As such, the nation which faces these in the world cannot be a party or group of Momineen.
Ibn Faris says that this word basically means to distance, that is, a nation which is distanced from life’s
happiness, which is the worst type of disgrace.
If it is to be determined whether a nation is living according to the laws of Allah, then it should be seen
whether that nation is living a life of honor, success and power, or is disgraced in comparison to other
nations of the world. If this nation is not living honorably in comparison to other nations of the world,
then it is not following Allah’s laws. The following should be well understood in this context. A nation
which follows the laws of the universe but its cultural life is subject to its own laws, then although it does
attain immediate benefits (that is, in this life) but its future is dark. The Western nations fall into this
category. A nation, which follows the laws of this universe as well as the laws of Allah, lives a successful
life in this world and has a bright future as well. This is the particularity of the party of Momineen, but a
nation which neither follows the laws of this universe nor follows the laws of Allah in its cultural life,
faces ignominy in this world as well as the Hereafter. We (the Pakistanis) fall into this category.
2:85

ِ ِﺧ ْﺰی ﻓِﯽ ا ْﳊ ٰﻴﻮةِ اﻟ ﱡﺪﻧْـﻴﺎ وﻳـﻮم اﻟْ ِﻘ ٰﻴﻤ ِﺔ ﻳـﺮﱡدو َن اِٰﻟﯽ اَﺷﱢﺪ اﻟْﻌ َﺬ
اب
َ
ْ َُ َ َ ْ َ َ َ
َ
ٌ

ignominy in this world and disgrace on the Day
of the Judgment

خسء

Kh-S-A

“ﺊ
ُ ( ”اِ ْﻟﺨَﺴﯿِ ْﯿil-khasi): useless and waste wool which is thrown away. Thus, this word acquires the
connotation of degradation and hatred.
“ﺐ
َ ْ( ” َﺧ َﺴﺎ َ ْاﻟ َﮑﻠkhasa’al kalba): he shooed the dog away.
“ ُ( ” َﺧ َﺴﺄ َ ْاﻟ َﮑﻠْﺐkhasa’al kalbo): the dog became homeless.
“( ”اَ ْﻟﺨَﺎ ِﺳﯽ ُءal-khaasi-o): the one who is shunned.
Ibn Faris says it basically means to distance, to remove.
The noble Quran has said “ َ( ”ﻗِ َﺮ َدةً ﺧَﺎ ِﺳﺌِ ْﯿﻦqirdatan khaseyeen) in 2:65, meaning “disgraced monkeys”.
See heading (Q-R-D).
“ﺼ ُﺮ
َ َ( ” َﺧ َﺴﺎ َ ْاﻟﺒkhasa’al basaro): the eye was surprised and tired (due to wonderment) {T, M}.
The Quran says:
67:4
sight will become homeless and return to the eye
23:109

live here with ignominy and disgrace

ِ ِﻳـﻨـﻘﻠ
ِ ﮏ اﻟْﺒﺼﺮ ﺧ
ًﺎﺳﺌﺎ
َ ُ َ َ َ ﺐ اﻟَْﻴ
ْ َ َْ
ِ
اِ ْﺧ َﺴﺌُـ ْﻮا ﻓْﻴﻬﺎ

It also means to be away from life’s happiness and be deprived.
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خسر

Kh-S-R

“( ” َﺧ ِﺴ َﺮ ﻓُ َﻼ ٌنkhasera fulaan) means that man was lost on the way, was killed {T}.
ْ (al-khusraan) means to make less, lessen, to fail.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨ ْﺴ ُﺮal-khasru), “ ُ”اﻟ ُﺨ ْﺴ ُﺮاَن
ْ
ْ (alkaila wa akhsar): he measured less.
“ َ( ” َﺧ َﺴ َﺮ اﻟ َﻮ ْزنkhasaral wazna), “”اﻟ ِﮑ ْﯿ َﻞ َواَ ْﺧ َﺴ َﺮ
Some dictionary scholars say that “( ”اَ ْﻟﺨَﺎ ِﺳ ُﺮal-khasir) is a man who when giving measures gives less and
while taking takes more than the measure {T}.
The Quran says:
measure to the full and do not be among those
26:181
who give less
when taking they measure fully and while giving
83:2-3
they lessen the measure

اَْوﻓُـ ْﻮا اﻟْ َﮑْﻴ َﻞ َوَﻻ ﺗَ ُﮑ ْﻮﻧـُ ْﻮا ِﻣ َﻦ اﻟْ ُﻤ ْﺨ ِﺴ ِﺮﻳْ َﻦ
ِ اِذَا ا ْﮐﺘَﺎﻟُْﻮا َﻋﻠَﯽ اﻟﻨ
ﱠﺎس ﻳَ ْﺴﺘَـ ْﻮﻓـُ ْﻮ َن َواِذَا َﮐﺎﻟُْﻮُْﱘ اَْوَوَزﻧـُ ْﻮُْﱘ ﳜَْ ِﺴُﺮْو َن

This last verse relates a very big economic principle. Details will be found in heading (B-Y-Ain).
Surah Ar-Rahman says:
Keep the measure full according to fairness and do not
55:9
measure less: also do not spoil the balance of society.

َواَﻗِْﻴ ُﻤ ْﻮا اﻟْ َﻮْز َن ﺑِﺎﻟْ ِﻘ ْﺴ ِﻂ َوَﻻ ُﲣْ ِﺴُﺮْوا اﻟْ ِﻤﻴْـَﺰا َن

“ٌ ﺻ ْﻔﻘَۃٌ ﺧَﺎ ِﺳ َﺮة
َ ” (safqatun khaserah): unprofitable trade which incurs loss {T}.
ٰ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨ ْﯿ َﺴal-khaisarah): deception, reneging, meanness, lops.
“ﺮی
“( ” َﺧ َﺴ ﱠﺮهُ ﺗ َْﺨ ِﺴ ْﯿﺮًاkhassarahu takhseera): killed him {T}.
“( ”اَ ْﻟﺨَﺎ ِﺳ ُﺮal-khaasir): someone who goes missing on the way, one who gets killed, or cannot succeed {T}.
It also means one who suffers loss in trade.
“( ” ُﺧ ْﺴ ٌﺮkhusr): loss; destruction.
Raghib says that “( ” ُﺧ ْﺴ ٌﺮkhusr) includes both loss of material things and loss of non-material or
figurative things. That is, loss of wealth as well as loss of intellect or trust, health and honor.
Ibn ul-Aarabi has said that “( ”اَ ْﻟﺨَﺎ ِﺳ ُﺮal-khaasir): a man who has lost both his intellect and wealth {T}.
103:2

(If) humanity (is left without Revelation, then it) would be in loss.

ِْ اِ ﱠن
اﻻﻧْ َﺴﺎ َن ﻟَ ِﻔ ْﯽ ُﺧ ْﺴ ٍﺮ

This above mentioned loss includes all kinds.
“( ” َﺧ َﺴﺎ ٌرkhasaar): annihilation, loss, one who suffers loss.
“( ”اَ ْﺧ َﺴ ُﺮakhsar): someone who loses the most.
“( ”ﺗ َْﺨ ِﺴ ْﯿ ٌﺮtakhseer): to give loss, to shun from the good things.
Ibn Faris has said that the root basically means loss and to decrease.
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خسف

Kh-S-F

“ ُ( ” َﺧﺴَﻒَ ْاﻟ َﻤﮑَﺎنkhasafal makaan), “ ُ( ”ﯾَ ْﺨ ِﺴﻒyakhsefu), “( ” ُﺧﺴُﻮْ ﻓًﺎkhusufa): that ground caved in {T, M}.
Ibn Faris says it means to go deep and hide, to cave in.
The Quran says:
We buried him (Qaroon) and his house (destroyed
28:81
him)

ِ
ض
َ ﻓَ َﺨ َﺴ ْﻔﻨَﺎﺑِﻪ َوﺑِ َﺪا ِرﻩِ ْاﻻَْر

ٌ ( ” َﺧﺴkhasaf) also means to tie up an animal without food and water. This led to its meaning of being
“ْﻒ
oppressive to someone. Later this word also came to mean disgrace, insult, and to be oppressive.
ْ (al-khaasf): weak
“ ُ”ﻟﺨَﺎ ِﺳﻒ
ْ
ٌ
“( ”ﺑَﺎتَ ْاﻟﻘَﻮْ َم َﻋﻠَﯽ اﻟ َﺨﺴْﻒbatal qaumu alal khasf): the people spent the night hungry.
“ً ( ” َﺳﺎ َﻣ ٗہ َﺧﺴْﻔﺎsaamahu khasfa): he insulted and disgraced him.
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨ ِﺴﯿْﻒal-khaseef): caved-in (adjective).
“ َﺖ ْاﻟ َﻌ ْﯿﻦ
ِ َ( ”اَ ْﺧ َﺴﻔakhsafatil ain): the eye went blind {T, R}.
The Quran says
16:25
Allah will bury them in the ground (destroy them)

ِِ ٰ ﳜَْ ِﺴ
ض
ُ
َ ﻒ اﻟﻠّﻪُ ﻬﺑ ْﻢ ْاﻻَْر

ٌ ْ( ” ُﺧﺴُﻮkhusoof): lunar eclipse {T, R}.
“ف
“ٌ ( ”ﺑَ ْﺌ ٌﺮ َﻣ ْﺨﺴُﻮْ ﻓَۃberun makhsufah): well whose water disappears {R}.
The Quran says about the revolution brought about by Mohammed:
78:8
the moon was eclipsed, it waned (literal meaning)

ﻒ اﻟْ َﻘ َﻤُﺮ
َ َﺧ َﺴ

The above verse figuratively means that the Arabs of dark ages (who had the moon ass their insignia)
would weaken. They will become weak, their opposition and rebelliousness would end.

Kh-Sh-B

خشب

“ ٌ( ” َﺧﺸَﺐkhjashab): thick wood. Plural is “ ٌ( ” ُﺧ ُﺸﺐkhushub). The Quran has compared the hypocrites
(munafeqeen) to “ٌ( ” ُﺧ ُﺸﺐٌ ﱡﻣ َﺴﻨﱠ َﺪةkhushubun musannadah) in 63:4. That is, such wood which have been
standing with support of a wall.
Muheet says that “( ” َﺧ َﺸﺒَۃٌ َﺧ ْﺸﺒﺎ ُءkhashabatun khashbah) is a wood which has been eaten on the inside by
termites.
This means that is something which only appear to be strong but is in fact eaten up inside. Munafiqeen
has been called so, because neither do they have intellect or the power to deliberate, nor the freshness of
life. Neither is their heart in right place, nor the mind. Hence, it means something useless, despite a fake
appearance.
“َﺐ اﻟ ﱢﺸ ْﻌ َﺮ
َ ( ” َﺧﺸkhashabash she’r) means when somebody recites a verse without making it presentable.
َ
ٌُﺐ
“ ( ”ﻓَﺤْ ٌﻞ ﺧ ِﺸﯿfahlun khasheeb) is an untrained camel.
“( ” َﺟ ْﺒﮩَۃٌ َﺧ ْﺸﺒَﺎ ُءjabhatun khashba-oo): uneven forehead.
Ibn Faris says that it means to be hard and uncouth or rough.
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻻَ ْﺧﺸَﺐal-akhshab) means a hard, rocky mountain, also a fresh sword which is not yet smooth and
shiny due to being new and unused. These meanings make it clear as why the Quran has called the
hypocrites “ ٌ( ” ُﺧ ُﺸﺐkhushub).
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خشع

Kh-Sh-Ain
“( ” َﺧ َﺸ َﻊkhasha) means the lowering of the eyes or voice.
20:108

voices will be lowered

68:43

their eye will be lowered

68:43

disgrace will overtake them

ِ
ات
ُ ﺻ َﻮ
ْ ََﺧ َﺸ َﻌﺖ ْاﻻ
ِ
ﺼ ُﺎرُﻫ ْﻢ
َ َْﺧﺎﺷ َﻌﺔً اَﺑ
ٌﺗَـ ْﺮَﻫ ُﻘ ُﻬ ْﻢ ِذﻟﱠﺔ

This makes the meaning of “( ” َﺧ َﺸ َﻊkhasha) clear, that it means the lowering of eyes and voice due to
shame and disgrace.
“ ُﺖ ْاﻻَرْ ض
ِ ( ” َﺧ َﺸ َﻌhasha’til ard): the land dried up and there was no rain.
ْ
ُ ْ( ” ُﺧ ُﺸﻮkhushu-ul kaukab): for the star to lower at time of setting.
“ﺐ
ِ ع اﻟ َﮑ َﻮ َﮐ
ﱠ
“ ُﺖ اﻟﺸ ْﻤﺲ
ِ ( ” َﺧ َﺸ َﻌksha’atish shams): the sun was in eclipse.
“( ”اِ ْﺧﺘَ َﺸ َﻊikhtasha’a): to drop the head and lower the eyes {T}.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺨ ْﺸ َﻌۃal-khushah): hard rocky plot of land which does not grow any vegetation.
“( ”اَ ْﻟﺨَﺎ ِﺷ ُﻊal-khashih): dusty place where camping is not possible.
The Quran uses the word “ً( ”ﺧَﺎ ِﺷ َﻌۃkhaashiah) in 41:39 for dead land.
In surah Ghashia, the word “ٌ ( ”ﺧَﺎ ِﺷ َﻌۃkhaashiah) has been used opposite to “ٌ( ”ﻧَﺎ ِﻋ َﻤۃnaaimah). Since
“ٌ( ”ﻧَﺎ ِﻋ َﻤۃnaaimah) means green and blooming, “ً( ”ﺧَﺎ ِﺷ َﻌۃkhaashiah) would mean withered.
The Quran has after this said “ٌﺻﯿَۃ
ِ ( ”ﻋَﺎ ِﻣﻠَۃٌ ﻧَﺎaamilatun naasebah) in 88:3, that is emaciated, depressed.
“ َ( ”ﺧَﺎ ِﺷ ِﻌ ْﯿﻦkhaashe-een) has also been used for those who bow before Allah’s laws.
The Quran says the following to elaborate what it means by khaashe-een:
those who believe that one day they will have to
meet their Sustainer, that is, they believe that they
اَﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳْ َﻦ ﻳَﻈُﻨـ ْﱡﻮ َن اَﻧـ ُﱠﻬ ْﻢ ُﻣ ٰﻠ ُﻘ ْﻮا َر ﱢﻬﺑِ ْﻢ َواَﻧـ ُﱠﻬ ْﻢ اِﻟِْﻴ ِﻪ َر ِاﺟ ُﻌ ْﻮ َن
2:46
are answerable to the laws of Allah for their deeds,
and Thus, they refer to His laws for every matter
ٌ ْ( ” ُﺧ ُﺸﻮkhushuh) means. To bow before Allah’s laws with a willing heart.
This is what “ع
Ibn Faris says “( ” َﺧ َﺸ َﻊkhashah) means to bow one’s head.

Kh-Sh-Y

خشی

“( ”اَﻟَ ِﺨﺸﯿ ﱡﯽal-khashi): dry plant.
“( ”اَﻟَ َﺨﺸَﺎ ُءal-khasha’a): rocky land which does not grow anything {T}. Among the Arabs, the drying up of
plants due to lack of water was very dangerous. Therefore, “ٌ ( ” َﺧ ْﺸﯿَۃkhashiyah) came to mean the fear of
some loss {T}.
Muheet says, with reference to Kulliyaat, that “( ”اَﻟَ َﺨﺸَﺎ ُءkhashiyah) is more intense than fear, because it
has been derived from the Arab saying “ٌ ( ” َﺷ َﺠ َﺮةٌ ﺧَﺎ ِﺷﯿَۃshajaratah khaashiyah), that is, a completely dry
tree which has no sign of life left. As against it, fear only means fear of some loss, because it is derived
from “( ”ﻧَﺎﻗَۃٌ َﺧﻮْ ﻓَﺎ ُءnaaqatah khaufa) which means a sick female camel who has not died. That is, there is
still hope for its survival.
“( ”اَﻟَ َﺨﺸَﺎ ُءkhashiyah) also has the connotations of hope, doubt, and expectations.
ُ ( ” َﺧ ِﺸﯿkhashiyatu un yakun zaalika ashal lak): I had the hope or expected that
As “ﮏ
َ َﮏ اَ ْﺳﮩَ َﻞ ﻟ
َ ِْﺖ اَ ْن ﯾَ ُﮑﻮْ نَ َذاﻟ
it will be easier for you. Likewise, it also contains the connotation of knowledge, as used in 20:94.
ٌ ْ( ” َﺧﻮkhauf) also means “to know”. See heading (Kh-W-F).
“ف
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When it is taken to mean fear, it means fear that is born out of awe {T, R, F}.
“ٌ ( ” َﺧ ْﺸﯿَۃkhashiyah), Therefore, means fear of the outcome of some deed (18:80), or to dislike it.
ّ ٰ ُ( ” َﺧ ْﺸﯿَۃkhashiyatillah) usually means fear of Allah but the right meaning of this fear can be
“ِﷲ
understood from the meaning of “ٌ ( ” َﺧ ْﺸﯿَۃkhashiyah).
The Quran says that if Man follows Allah’s laws, his fields become green or he flourishes.
“ َ( ”ﮨُ ُﻢ ْاﻟ ُﻤ ْﻔﻠِﺤُﻮْ نhumul muflehoon) as in 2:5 means that his efforts become a strong tree which has its roots
in the ground and branches in the sky and it bears fruit in every season (14:24). On the contrary, if life is
against the laws of Allah, then the field of his efforts dries up. The feeling that if we do not live according
to Allah’s laws, then our efforts will come to nothing (the fields of our efforts will dry up), is called
ّ ٰ ( ” َﺧ ْﺸﯿَۃkhashiyatillah) or fear of Allah. For more details, see heading (Kh-W-F).
“ُِﷲ
Surah At-Taubah says:
You fear as to what will happen if they oppose you whereas you
9:13
should fear what will happen if you oppose Allah’s laws?

اََﲣْ َﺸ ْﻮﻧـَ ُﻬ ْﻢ ﻓَﺎ اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪُ اَ َﺣ ﱡﻖ اَ ْن َﲣْ َﺸ ْﻮُﻩ

The fear of results is the right meaning of “( ”اَﻟَ َﺨﺸَﺎ ُءkhashiah).
Further ahead the surah says:
9:24
the trade whose loss you fear

َوِﲡَ َﺎرًة َﲣْ َﺸ ْﻮ َن َﮐ َﺴ َﺎد َﻫﺎ

خصص

Kh-Sd-Sd

“ ُﺼﺎص
َ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨal-khasaas) means a break or gap which may appear between two things. It also means a hole,
since a break makes a thing weak.
“ٌ ﺻۃ
َ ﺼﺎ
َ ( ” َﺧkhasasah) came to mean constriction, starvation, bad condition, need (59:6). When the vine
grapes are picked, some grapes remain here or there, they are called “ُ ﺻۃ
َ ﺼﺎ
َ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺨal-khusasah) {T}.
Ibn Faris has said that this root’s basic meaning contains weakness and space. Hence, “ُ ﺻۃ
َ ﺼﺎ
َ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨalkhasah) means deprivation and weakness in condition.
When there is gap between two things, they are separated, and Hence, “ ٌ( ” ُﺧﺼُﻮْ صkhusoos) means to
separate someone from the others and to treat him especially. As such “( ”ﺧﺎصkhaas) is the opposite of
“( ”ﻋﺎمaam) i.e. particular against common.
( ” َﺧ ﱠkhassahu), “ُ ﺼہ
( ”اَ ْﺧﺘَ ﱠakhtassahu) means separated him from the others and treated him specially.
“ُ ﺼہ
That is, such treatment in which others were not included, as it has been used in 8:25 {T}.
“‘ َﯽ ُء
ْ ( ”ﺧَﺺﱠ اﻟﺸkhassun shaiyi): something that did not become common.
“ًﺻۃ
َ ﺼﺎ
َ ( ”ﺧَﺺﱠ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ َﻞ َﺧkhassarrajola khasasah): he became needy and dependent on others {M}.
Surah Baqrah says:
2:105
Allah selects whom he wants for his benevolence

ِ ِ ِ واﻟ ٰﻠّﻪ ﳜَْﺘ ﱡ
َ ُ َ
ُﺺ ﺑَﺮ ْﲬَﺘﻪ َﻣ ْﻦ ﻳَ َﺸﺎء

Here rahmat (benevolence) means the Revelation. This means that God selects one from the common
people and grants him the Revelation, which is God-given and Therefore, no amount of effort can achieve
it. This is only bestowed as per God’s own program; or rather it used to be bestowed, because Revelation
is not going to be bestowed on anyone now.
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خصف

Kh-Sd-F

“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟﺨَﺼْ ﻒal-khasf): shoe or footwear which has equal sized leather pieces, one upon the other (the old
kind of shoes). Every leather piece is called “ٌ ( ” َﺧﺼْ ﻔَۃkhasfah).
“ﺼﻔُﮩَﺎ
ِ ( ” َﺧﺼَﻒَ اﻟﻨﱠﻌ َﻞ ﯾَ َﺨkhasafan na’ala yakhsefuha): sewed two leather pieces by putting them on top of
one another.
ٌ ْ( ”ﺧَﺼkhasfu): to join, to collect, to mend, or sew.
“ﻒ
“ق ﻋ َٰﻠﯽ ﺑَ َﺪﻧِ ٖہ
َ ( ” َﺧﺼَﻒَ ْاﻟﻌُﺮْ ﯾَﺎنُ ْاﻟ َﻮ َرkhasafal uryaanul waraqa ala badinehi): the naked man put the leaves on
his body and put one over the other to cover his body {T}. In other words, he placed them one over
another to hide their bodies {T}.
In the tale about Adam, the Quran says:
they began covering themselves by putting the
7.22
leaves from the garden one over another:

ِ َْوﻃَ ِﻔ َﻘﺎ ﳜ
ﺼ ٰﻔ ِﻦ َﻋﻠَْﻴ ِﻬ َﻤﺎ ِﻣ ْﻦ َوَرِق ا ْﳉَﻨ ِﱠﺔ
َ

This is a reference to the awareness about sex (organs) that is awareness about shame or shyness. Details
about this matter can be found in my book “Adam O Iblees”
“ ُﺼﯿْﻒ
ِ ( ”اَﻟﺘﱠ ْﺨat-takhseef): to try hard for acquiring something which you haven’t got.
Ibn Faris says it basically means for one thing to merge with another.

خصم

Kh-Sd-M

“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺨﺼُﻮْ َﻣۃal-khusuma): quarrel.
“( ”اَ ْﻟﺨَﺼْ ُﻢal-khasm): one who quarrels (it is plural as well as feminine).
“ﺼ ْﯿ ُﻢ
ِ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨal-khaseem): the one who quarrels.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺨﺼْ ُﻢal-khusm): the corner or edge of something.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺨﺼُﻮْ ُمal-khusum): the mouth of the valleys {T, M, R}.
The Quran says:
2:204
highly quarrelsome
22:19

these are two parties that quarrel with each other

Surah An-Nahal says about Man:
if he is allowed to be without the light of the
16:4
revelation, then he will be found to be openly
quarrelsome

ِ
ﺼﺎِم
َ اَﻟَ ﱡﺪ ا ْﳋ
ِ
ﺼ ٰﻤ ِﻦ
ْ ٰﻫ ٰﺬان َﺧ
ِ ﻫﻮ ﺧ
ﲔ
ٌْ ِﺼْﻴ ٌﻢ ﱡﻣﺒ
َ َُ

Also see heading (J-D-L).
Surah Az-Zakhraf says:
these people say these things only to quarrel with
43:58-59
you; verily they are quarrelsome
Surah Aal-e-Imraan says about the Jewish worshippers:
3:43
you were not there when they were quarrelling
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ﺼ ُﻤ ْﻮ َن
َ َﻣ
َ ٌْ ْ ُ ْ َ
َ َ َﺎﺿَﺮ ﺑـُ ْﻮﻩُ ﻟ
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ْ ْ َ ََ
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Kh-Zd-Zd

خضض

“( ”ﺧَﻀْ ٌﺪkhazd): to bend or break a damp or dry thing in such a way as to break it, but not to break it off.
Sometimes it also means to cut.
“ﻀ َﺪ اﻟ ﱠﺸ َﺠﺮ
َ ( ” َﺧkhazadash shajar): he broke the needles of the tree (and in this way eliminated the harmful
element).
“ت اﻟﺜﱢ َﻤﺎ ُر
َ ( ”اِ ْﻧ َﺨinkhazadatis simaar): the fruits dwindled and because the juice had gone out of them, did
ِ ﻀ َﺪ
not remain fresh.
“( ” َر ُﺟ ٌﻞ َﻣ ْﺨﻀُﻮْ ٌدrajulun makhzood): the man who has no more argument or who becomes disabled {T}.
“ﻀ َﺪ ْاﻟﺒَ ِﻌ ْﯿ َﺮ
َ َ( ”اِ ْﺧﺘikhtazadil bayeer): to control the camel, he resigned it and got up on his back {M}.
The Quran says about the dwellers of jannah:
56:28
Within there shall be makhzood plum trees

ِ ِ
ﻀ ْﻮٍد
َ َْﻓ ْﯽ ﺳ ْﺪ ٍر ﳐ

It means such plum trees, the branches of which seem to be breaking under the weight of the fruit, or if
this is taken allegorically, such luxuries which have been freed from all impurities. See heading (S-D-R).
Then it would mean immense surprise but with no trace of doubt or any sort of trouble in it (53:14).

Kh-Zd-R

خضر

“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺨﻀْ َﺮةal-khuzrah): green color. Plural is “ﻀ ٌﺮ
َ ( ” ُﺧkhuzarun) and “( ” ُﺧﻀْ ٌﺮkhusur).
The Quran says:
76:21
green silken clothes

ِ
ﻀ ٍﺮ
ْ ﺎب ُﺳﻨْ ُﺪ ٍس ُﺧ
ُ َﺛﻴ

Here “( ” ُﺧﻀْ ٌﺮkhuzr) is the plural of “ﻀ ُﺮ
َ ( ”اَ ْﺧakhzar).
“ﻀ ُﺮ
ِ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨal-khaziru): greenery (6:100), green field.
“ﻀ ُﺮ
َ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨal-khazar): to be fine and silken.
“( ”اَ ْﻟﺨَﻀْ َﺮا ُءal-khazra’a): goodness, broadness, benevolence, greenery and flourishing {T}. Since green
when dark becomes blackish, Therefore, the Arabs also interchanged “( ”اَ ْﺳ َﻮ َدaswad) or black as “ﻀ ُﺮ
َ ”اَ ْﺧ
(akhzar) or green {R}.
Ibn Faris goes so far as to say that with the Arabs, any color which is different than white has the traces
of black in it.
“ٌ ﻀ ﱠﺮة
َ ( ” ُﻣ ْﺨmukhzarrah) as used in 22:63 means that which is green.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺨﻀْ ُﺮal-khizru), “ﻀ ُﺮ
ِ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨal-khaziru): the mythical Khizr with his eternal life who is famous as the
prophet of water and who will stay alive till Doomsday, but this is only a myth as the Quran has no
mention of such a being.

Kh-Zd-Ain

خضع

ُ ْ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺨﻀُﻮal-khuzu) means to bow down.
“ع
“ﻀ َﻊ اﻟﻨﱠﺠْ ُﻢ
َ ( ” َﺧkhaza’in najam): the star leaned to set.
ْ
ْ
“ﻀ ُﻊ
َ ( ”اَﻻَﺧal-akhza): the man who has lowliness and bending in his neck, who has become helpless.
“ﻀ َﻌ ٗہ ْاﻟ ِﮑﺒَ ُﺮ
َ ( ” َﺧkhaza-ahul kabeer): old age bent him.
“ُ ﻀ ْﯿ َﻌۃ
ِ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨal-khazee-ah): the (soft) sounds of the flood.
“ﻀ َﻊ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ ُﻞ
َ ( ”اَ ْﺧakhza-arrajul): the man made his voice soft.
ْ
ُ
َ
“ُ ﻀ َﻌۃ
ﺨ
ﻟ
ا
”
(al-khuz’ah): a man who is humble and pleading before everyone.
ِ
َ
“ﻀ َﻊ
ﺧ
”
(khazah):
he became motionless and obedient {T, R}.
َ
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خطا

Kh-Te-Ain

ْ ( ”اَﻟﺨal-kha), “ْ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨﻄَﺄal-khata), “( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨﻄَﺎ ُءal-khatao): wrong, not correct, to miss {T, L}.
“َﻂ ُء
ُ“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨﻄَﺄal-khata) is the mistake that is made unwittingly and “ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨ ِﻄﺌَۃal-khteeah) is a wrong committed
willfully.
But Muheet’s composer writer that “ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨ ِﻄﯿﺌَۃal-khateeah) could also be unintentionally and unwittingly,
but “( ”اِ ْﺛ ٌﻢism) is always willful or deliberate.
ٌ ( ” َﺧ ِﻄ ْﯿﺌkhateeaah) actually means a deed
The plural for “ٌ ( ” َﺧ ِﻄ ْﯿﺌَۃkhateeah) is “( ” َﺧﻄَﺎﺑَﺎkhataba) and “َﺎت
which does not produce its full result.
“ﺐ
ٍ َ( ” َﻋﻠَﯽ اﻟﻨﱠ ْﺨ ِﻞ َﺧ ِﻄ ْﯿﺌَۃٌ ِﻣ ْﻦ ُرطal-unnakhli khateeah min rutab) means there are a few dates on the date palm
{T}.
The Quran says:
whosoever commits uneven (bad) deeds, is
6:81
encircled by his own errors

ِ ِ َﺑـ ٰﻠﯽ ﻣﻦ َﮐﺴﺐ ﺳﻴﱢﺌَﺔً و اَﺣﺎﻃ
ً َ َ َ َ َ َْ َ
ُﺖ ﺑِﻪ َﺧﻄْﻴﺌَﺘُﻪ

ٌ ْ( ” َﺳﯿﱢﺄsayyiaat) means to be surrounded by errors, that is, after this, a man starts
This shows that “ت
missing his targets. He cannot understand anything rightly. His date palms do not bear full fruit.
In verse 2:286, forgetfulness and error have been mentioned separately:
if we forget or make a mistake, then do not hold us
2:286
to it
But another verse says:
33:5

You will not be held responsible if you err
(unwittingly), it is a sin if you do it deliberately

ِ َﻻﺗَـﻮ
اﺧ ْﺬﻧَﺎ اِ ْن ﻧَ ِﺴﻴْـﻨَﺎ اَْواَ ْﺧﻄَﺎْﻧَﺎ
َ

ِ ﻟَﻴﺲ ﻋﻠَﻴ ُﮑﻢ ﺟﻨ
ِ ِ
ت
ْ ﺎح ﻓﻴْ َﻤﺎ اَ ْﺧﻄَﺄْ ُْﰎ ﺑِﻪ َوٰﻟﮑ ْﻦ َﻣﺎ ﺗَـ َﻌ ﱠﻤ َﺪ
ٌ َُ ْ ْ َ َ ْ
ﻗُـﻠُ ْﻮﺑُ ُﮑ ْﻢ

It is evident from this that “ٌ ( ” َﺧﻄَﺄkhata) is an error which is not committed with intent. These were the
sort of errors that Ibrahim hoped God would keep him away from:
the personae which I hope will keep me safe from
ْ ََواﻟﱠ ِﺬیْ ا
26:82
ط َﻤ ُﻊ اَ ْن ﯾَ ْﻐﻔِ َﺮﻟِ ْﯽ َﺧ ِﻄ ْﯿﺌَﺘِ ْﯽ ﯾَﻮْ َم اﻟ ﱢﺪ ْﯾ ِﻦ
my errors at the time of the Day of the Results
Surah Al-Haaqqa uses the word “ َ( ”ﺧَﺎ ِطﺌُﻮْ نkhatey-oon) for jahannam in 69:37, and “ٌ ( ”ﺧَﺎ ِطﺌَۃkhate-atah)
for oppression and excesses as well in 69:9.
Surah Al-Alaq says:
96:16
False, erring forehead

ِ ﺎﺻﻴ ٍﺔ َﮐ ِﺎذﺑ ٍﺔ ﺧ
ِ
ﺎﻃﺌَ ٍﺔ
َ َ َ َﻧ

At these places “ٌ ( ” َﺧﻄَﺄkhata) means a crime or sin which has intent and deliberation, likewise in surah
Bani Israel it is said about the murder of one’s children:
17:31
their murder is verily a big crime
ًاِ ﱠن ﻗَـْﺘـﻠَ ُﻬ ْﻢ َﮐﺎ َن ِﺧﻄْﺄً َﮐﺒِ ْﲑا
The above explanations make clear that “ٌ ( ” َﺧﻄَﺄkhata) is also used for an unintentional mistake or error,
and also for those which are deliberate. It is that error which is deliberate will be a crime or sin and
answerable for. The scholars of dictionary have said that “( ” َﺧ ِﻄﯿﺊkhatee) means to make a deliberate
ْ (akhtaa) to make the error unintentionally.
error, and “َ ”أﺧﻄَﺄ
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خطب

Kh-Te-B

ْ ( ”اَ ْﻟﺨal-khatb): to talk, some issue, condition, matter, whether big or small.
“ َُﻄﺐ
ْ ( ” َﺟ ﱠﻞ اﻟْﺨjallal khatb): the matter blew up {T}.
“ َُﻄﺐ
The Quran says:
12:51
(the king asked) what was their matter (problem):
15:57

ﺎل َﻣﺎ َﺧﻄْﺒُ ُﮑ ﱠﻦ
َ َﻗ
ﺎل َﻣﺎ َﺧﻄْﺒُ ُﮑ ْﻢ اَﻳـﱡ َﻬﺎ اﻟْ ُﻤ ْﺮ َﺳﻠُ ْﻮ َن
َ َﻗ

He said, O messengers, what is your issue?

It certainly holds the importance of the issue:
ْ َﻄﺒَﺎ َو ِﺧ
ْ ﺐ ْاﻟ َﻤﺮْ أَةَ ﺧ
“ًﻄﺒَۃ
َ َ( ” َﺧﻄkhatabal mar-atah khatba wa khitbah): sent a wedding proposal to a woman
{T}.
ْ ( ” َﺧkhitbah): wedding proposal (2:235).
“ٌ ﻄﺒَۃ
“ٌ ( ” َﺧ ِﻄ ْﯿﺒَۃkhateebah): fiancée (female) {T}.
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺨﻄَﺎبal-khitaab): to talk to one another, or to address to someone {M}.
“ب
ِ ( ”ﻓَﺼْ ُﻞ ْاﻟ ِﺨﻄَﺎfasalul khitaab): direct talk, or to decide forthrightly. See heading (F-Sd-L).
“( ”ﺧَﺎ ِطﺒَ ٗہkhaatibah): talked to him
“( ”ﺧَﺎطَﺒَ ٗہkhatabah): to talk or deal with.
25:63

ِ اِذَا ﺧﺎﻃَﺒـﻬﻢ ا ْﳉ
ﺎﻫﻠُ ْﻮ َن ﻗَﺎﻟُْﻮا َﺳ ٰﻠ ًﻤﺎ
َ ُ َُ َ

when illiterate (uncouth) or unknowing people talk
to them or deal with them they say ‘salam’

That means that they said things in which they remain safe and sound from sinning or saying something
hurtful (lest they say something harsh and sinful).
Ibn Faris has said that it basically means dialogue between two persons, and for two different colors to
be present.

Kh-Te-Te

خطط

“( ”اَ ْﻟﺨَﻂﱡal-khatt): a lone line in something: a narrow, unclear path in soft ground.
Ibn Faris says it basically means a long mark. It also means any path.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺨﻂﱡal-khitt) the land around which it has rained but not on it: the ground where no one has landed
before you.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺨﻄﱠۃal-khittah): the plot of land that one marks as his own for building upon.
( ”ﯾَ ُﺨ ﱡyakhutt), “ً ( ” َﺧﻄّﺎkhatta) means to write, to scribe.
“( ”ﺧَﻂﱠkhatt), “ﻂ
ٌ“( ” ِﮐﺘَﺎبٌ َﻣ ْﺨﻄُﻮْ طkitabun makhtoot): written book {T, R}.
Surah Ankaboot says about the Messenger (pbuh):
neither could you read any book before now, nor could
69:48
you write with your right hand

ٍ ﺖ ﺗَـْﺘـﻠُ ْﻮِﻣ ْﻦ ﻗَـﺒْﻠِ ِﻪ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﮐِﺘ
ﮏ
َ ِٰﺐ َوَﻻ َﲣُﻄﱡﻪٌ ﺑِﻴَ ِﻤﻴْﻨ
َ َْوَﻣﺎ ُﮐﻨ

This shows clearly that before the advent of the noble Quran the Messenger (pbuh) could not read or
write, but later this changed. He had later learnt to read and write. Therefore, the belief that he was an
illiterate all his life is not correct according to the Quran.
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Kh-Te-F

خطف

ْ ( ”ﺧkhatf): to snatch or grab something quickly.
ٌ َﻄ
“ﻒ
ﱢ
“( ”ﺧَﺎ ِطﻒُ ِظﻠ ٖہkhaatifu zillehi): a bird which swoops down in water upon seeing its shadow, to snatch it.
{T}
ٌ ( ” ُﺧﻄﱠkhuttaaf): a black colored bird which swoops down in its flight {T}.
“ﺎف
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟﺨَﺎ ِطﻒal-khaatif): the arrow which drags along the ground and hits the target, as if it is snatching
something from the ground. Hence, the following meaning:
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨ ِﻄ ْﯿﻔَۃal-khateefah): a girl who runs away with someone {T}.
The Quran says:
The lightning nearly snatches their eyesight.
2:20
(It nearly blinds them).
22:31
the bird flew away with it
excepting if somebody snatches some bit of conversation or
37:10
information:
We made the place where Haram is, a place of peace
29:67
although people from around it are snatched away

ﺼ َﺎرُﻫ ْﻢ
ُ َﺎد اﻟْﺒَـ ْﺮ ُق ﳜَْﻄ
ُ ﻳَ َﮑ
َ ْﻒ اَﺑ
ﻓَـﺘَ ْﺨﻄَُﻔﻪُ اﻟﻄﱠﻴْـُﺮ

ِ
ْ ﻄﻒ
َاﳋَﻄْ َﻔﺔ
َ اﱠﻻ َﻣ ْﻦ َﺧ

ِ
ﱠﺎس ِﻣ ْﻦ َﺣ ْﻮﳍِِ ْﻢ
ُ َﺟ َﻌﻠْﻨَﺎ َﺣَﺮًﻣﺎ اَﻣﻨﺎً َوﻳـُﺘَ َﺨﻄﱠ
ُ ﻒ اﻟﻨ

ْ ( ” َﺧ ِﻄﻒَ اﻟْ َﺨkhatefal khatfatah) has been used in 37:10 and “ق اﻟ ﱠﺴ ْﻤ َﻊ
“َﻄﻔَۃ
َ ( ”اِ ْﺳﺘَ َﺮistaraqas sama’a) is from
15:18. The meaning is to snatch some bits of unimportant conversation or information and to eavesdrop a
little. See heading (S-R-Q).
This is about those astrologers who claimed to know about the unknown, and still do in places where the
light of Islam has not reached. The Quran says they simply employ guesswork. If something is by chance
proven right, then they highlight it. Whichever is proven wrong, they find reasons for it. Besides this, they
have no access to the unknown.
37:8

They may not listen.

26:212

Indeed they have lost their ability to listen

َﻻ ﻳَ ﱠﺴ ﱠﻤ ُﻌ ْﻮ َن
اِﻧـ ُﱠﻬ ْﻢ َﻋ ِﻦ اﻟ ﱠﺴ ْﻤ ِﻊ ﻟَ َﻤ ْﻌُﺰْوﻟُْﻮ َن

After the revelation of the Quran was the dawn of the era of knowledge and vision. These concepts get
fiery whiplashes from God’s kingdom. More details will be found in the relevant headings.

Kh-Te-W

خطو

ْ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺨal-khutwah) and “ُ َﻄ َﻮة
ْ ( ”اَ ْﻟﺨal-katwah) means distance between one foot and another in a step, in
“ُ ﻄ َﻮة
ٌ ( ” ُﺧﻄُ َﻮkhutuwaat). Then it came to be used for a step,
other words, a pace. Plural is “ً ( ” ُﺧﻄﺎkhutan) or “ات
ٰ
or for the road or path. “ت اﻟ ﱢﺸﯿْﻄ ِﻦ
ِ ( ” ُﺧﻄُ َﻮاkhutuwaatish shaitaan) as used in 2:168 is the path of rebellious
forces or the path of desires {T}. “ ْ( ” َﺧﻄَﺎ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ ُﻞ ﯾَ ْﺨﻄُﻮkhatar rujulu yakhtoo): the man took a step forward.
“( ”ﺗَ َﺨﻄﱠ ْﯿﺘُ ٗہtakhatiyyatuh): I stepped over him to get ahead {T}.
ْ ( ” َﺧkhatwun) basically means to go ahead of something, to surpass.
Ibn Faris says that “ﻄ ٌﻮ
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خفت

Kh-F-T

ُ ْ( ” َﺧﻔَﺖَ اﻟﺼﱠﻮhafatas saut): to be weak voiced due to hunger or to be voiceless.
“ت
“( ” َﺧﻔَﺖَ ﻓُ َﻼ ٌنkhafata fulan): that man died because his voice was cut off and he became soundless and
motionless.
ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨ ْﻔal-khaft): to talk secretively. It is the opposite of “( ” َﺟ ْﮩ ٌﺮjahr). See 17:110.
“ﺖ
Surah Taha says:
20:103 have secretive conversation mutually

ﻳـَﺘَ َﺨﺎﻓَـﺘُـ ْﻮ َن ﺑـَْﻴـﻨَـ ُﻬ ْﻢ

Ibn Faris says that it basically means to hide and keep hidden.

خفض

Kh-F-Zd

“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨ ْﻔﺾal-khafz): is the opposite of “( ” َر ْﻓ ٌﻊraf-un) which means to lift or make lofty. Hence, this word
means to make lower, to demean.
“س ْاﻟﺒَ ِﻌﯿ ِْﺮ
َ ْﺾ َرأ
َ ( ” َﺧﻔﱠkhaffaz raasil bayir): he lowered the neck of the camel downwards to get on its back.
ْ
َ
“ُ ﻀۃ
ﻓ
َﺎ
ﺨ
ﻟ
ا
”
(al-khaafizah):
low dune.
َ ِ
ْ
ْ
َ
“ ُ( ”اﻟ َﺨﻔﺾal-khafz): slow speed.
“اﻻﺑِ ُﻞ
َ َ( ” َﺧﻔkhafzatil ibl): the camel slowed its speed. This led to the word meaning hospitality, calm.
ِْ ﺖ
ِ ﻀ
“ ٌ( ” َﻋﯿْﺶٌ ﺧَﺎﻓِﺾaishun khaafiz): a carefree and calm life.
“ْﺶ
ِ ( ” َﺧ ْﻔﺾُ ْاﻟ َﻌﯿkhafz-ul-aish): a life of abundance and care-freeness {T, R}.
The root basically contains connotation of getting sustenance without any difficulty or effort.
The Quran says:
lower your arm for those who are momin
15:88
(take them under your wing)

ِ ِ ِ َ واﺧ ِﻔﺾ ﺟﻨَﺎﺣ
ﲔ
َ ْ ﮏ ﻟ ْﻠ ُﻤ ْﻮﻣﻨ
َ َ ْ ْ َ

“ﺾ اﻟﻄﱠﺎ ِء ُر َﺟﻨَﺎ َﺣ ٗہ
َ َ( ” َﺧﻔkhafazut taa-iro janaha): when a bird closes its wings to check its flight {T, R}. From
the above meaning it could also mean that you curtail your speed so that those in your group, who are not
as fast, may keep up with you. A leader has to keep the capability of his group in mind.
Surah Al-Waaqiha says:
that system will demean the rebels and give new
56:3
heights to those who follow Allah’s laws

ِ
ٌﻀﺔٌ َراﻓِ َﻌﺔ
َ َﺧﺎﻓ

Here “ ٌ( ” َﺧ ْﻔﺾkhafz) is the opposite of “( ” َر ْﻓ ٌﻊraf-ah). This means that those who are now exalted will be
lowered, and those who are lower will be held aloft or that they will be reversed (11:82)
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خفف

Kh-F-F

( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺨ ﱡal-kiffu), “ َ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨﻔِ ْﯿﻒal-khafeefu): light (as against heavy).
“ﻒ
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺨﻔَﺎفal-khufaaf): light weight.
ٌ َ( ” ُﺧﻔkhufaaf) and “ْﻒ
ٌ ( ” َﺧﻔِﯿkhafeef) by saying that “ﺎف
ٌ َ( ” ُﺧﻔkhufaaf) is
Some differentiate between “ﺎف
ٌ ( ” َﺧﻔِﯿkhafeef) is to be light in body: the plural is “ْﻒ
ٌ ” َﺧﻔِﯿ
without weight in intellect and thought; and “ْﻒ
(khufaaf) as in 9:41.
ٌ ( ” َﺧﻔِﯿkhafeef) is sometimes a trait to be praised and sometimes to be condemned. This
Raghib says “ْﻒ
ٌ ( ” َﺧﻔِﯿkhafeef), and which is heavy is “( ”ﺛَﻘِ ْﯿ ٌﻞsaqeel). Surface
means that which is praiseworthy is “ْﻒ
ٌ ( ” َﺧﻔِﯿkhafeef), and heavy and weighty is called “( ”ﺛَﻘِ ْﯿ ٌﻞsaqeel).
oriented and light is called “ْﻒ
( ”اِ ْﺳﺘَﺨ ﱠistakhafun fulanun bihaqqi): he did not respect my right and though it was weightless.
“َﻒ ﻓُ َﻼ ٌن ﺑِ َﺤﻘﱢ ْﯽ
ْ
ٌ ( ”ﺗَﺨﻔِﯿtakhfeef): to make less, or reduce.
“ْﻒ
( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺨ ﱡal-khuff): the leg of a camel or an ostrich: also a leather sock.
“ﻒ
( ”ﺧ ﱠkhaffal qaumu un watanihim): the people got out of their country fast and went on
“َﻒ ْاﻟﻘَﻮْ ُم ﻋ َْﻦ َوطَﻨِ ِﮩ ْﻢ
travel {T, R}.
The Quran says the following with regards to the desert gypsies:
16:80
you find them light weighted
Surah Ar-Rom says:
those who do not believe in Allah’s laws, let them
30:60
not take you lightly

ﺗَ ْﺴﺘَ ِﺨﻔ ْﱡﻮﻧـَ َﻬﺎ
ﮏ اﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳْ َﻦ َﻻ ﻳـُ ْﻮﻗِﻨُـ ْﻮ َن
َ َﻻﻳَ ْﺴﺘَ ِﺨ ﱠﻔﻨﱠ

This means that there must not be any element in you at all, to make the opponents feel that you are light
(without weight) in your claims and aims, so that removing you from your path and to follow theirs is not
at all difficult.
ْ َ( ”ﺛَﻘُﻠsaqolat) as against “ﺖ
ْ ( ” َﺧﻔﱠkhaffat):
Surah Al-Qaariah has used “ﺖ
Thus, the scale of those which is heavy will live a
ِ ﺖ ﻣﻮا ِزﻳـﻨُﻪ ﻓـُﻬﻮ ﻓِﯽ ِﻋﻴ َﺸ ٍﺔ ر
اﺿﻴَ ٍﺔ َو اَﱠﻣﺎ َﻣ ْﻦ
life according to his choice and those whose scale
َ ْ ْ َ ُ ٌ ْ َ َ ْ ََواَﱠﻣﺎ َﻣ ْﻦ ﺛـُ ُﻘﻠ
101:6-9
will be light, will find themselves deep in the hole
ٌﱠﺖ َﻣ َﻮا ِزﻳْـﻨُﻪُ ﻓَﺎُﱠﻣﻪُ َﻫﺎ ِوﻳَﺔ
ْ َﺧﻔ
of destruction
A great principle of evolution has been described here. For example, for the exam of students, a
percentage is fixed as the passing mark, say sixty percent. The student who obtains 60 out of 100 marks is
thought to have the capability of moving ahead. 40 percent of his mistakes are overlooked and he is
promoted to the next class. This represents that the scale of his capabilities is heavier than the scale of his
errors. Contrary to this, the student who obtains only 40 percent marks fails because he does not meet the
criteria for going ahead. In the universe, the principle of evolution is the same. He who attains the
capability to move ahead, is the one whose errors are comparatively less do not stand in his way. He who
does not attain this capability, whatever little capabilities of his are found wanting, and do not do him any
good. He cannot move on. Life’s evolution works on the same principle. Whoever has his scale of
capabilities lower (heavier due to weight) than the other, will move on to the next stage.
The scale of whoever will be found wanting will not be able to move ahead. Those who will progress are
called the dwellers of jannah, and those who cannot move on, have been called the dwellers of
jahannam.
This fact has been stated at another place as:
11:15
truly, good deeds remove bad deeds
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If the scale with muhsinaat (good deeds) is heavier, then the bad effects of the rest of bad deeds are
eliminated. For determining this, every scrap or iota of man’s deeds is evaluated (99:7-8), but the decision
is made purely on the basis of which scale is the heavier (good or bad). If his good deeds are more, then
his bad deeds are overwhelmed by the good deeds, or they do not impede or stop his progress and
development, but if it is the opposite, then the good deeds, whatever they are, do not help or become the
basis of his evolution. For more details see heading (N-J-W).

Kh-F-Y

خفی

“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟﺨَﺎﻓِﯿَۃal-khaafiah): is the opposite of “ٌ( ”ﻋ ََﻼﻧِﯿَۃalaniah), i.e. to hide, hiddenness, hidden thing.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨﻔَﺎ ُءal-khafa): that thing which is hidden to you.
“( ”اِ ْﺧﺘ َٰﻔﯽikhtifa), “( ”اَ ْﺧ ٰﻔﯽakhfaa), “( ”اِ ْﺳﺘ َْﺨ ٰﻔﯽistakhfaa): was/became hidden;
The Quran has used the word “( ”اِ ْﺧﻔَﺎ ٌءikhfaa) against “( ”اِ ْﺑﺪَا ٌءibdaa), which means to display, make
evident.
If you give charity openly, it is good, but it is even
ِ ﺼ َﺪ ٰﻗ
ﺖ ﻓَﻨِﻌِ ﱠﻤﺎ ِﻫ َﯽ َو اِ ْن ُﲣْ ُﻔ ْﻮَﻫﺎ
اِ ْن ﺗـُْﺒ ُﺪ ْوا اﻟ ﱠ
better if you give secretly
Surah Al-Mai’dah has used it against “( ”ﺗَ ْﺒﯿِﯿ ٌْﻦtabyeenun) in 5:15. This too means to make evident.
2:271

19:3
low (hidden) voice
Surah Taha has used “( ”اَ ْﺧ ٰﻔﯽakhfaa) and “( ” ِﺳ ﱞﺮsirran) together in 20:7.
Surah Al-Haqqa, and An-Nisa says:
69:18
no secret will remain hidden
4:108

ﻧِ َﺪاءً َﺧ ِﻔﻴﱠﺎ

ٌَﻻ َﲣْﻔٰﯽ ِﻣْﻨ ُﮑ ْﻢ َﺧﺎﻓِﻴَﺔ
ِ ﻳَ ْﺴﺘَ ْﺨ ُﻔ ْﻮ َن ِﻣ َﻦ اﻟﻨ
ﱠﺎس

they want to hide from the people

“ﻒ ﺑِﺎﻟﱠ ْﯿ ِﻞ
ٍ ( ” ُﻣ ْﺴﺘ َْﺨmustakhfin bil lail) as used in 13:10 means which hides at night or wants to hide.
“( ”اﻟ َﺨﻔِ ﱡﯽal-khafiyu): hidden, secret, which is not evident.
“ﯽ
ٍ ْ( ”طَﺮtarfin khafiyin) as used in 52:45 means to see out of the corner of the eyes.
ف َﺧﻔِ ﱟ
“( ”اﻟ َﺨﻔِ ﱡﯽakhfiyyu) means to disclose something, to remove its “ُ ( ”اَ ْﺧﻔَﺎهakhfaa), or hiddenness {T}.
Muheet says that “( ” َﺧﻔِ َﯽ ﻟَ ٗہkhafi lahu) means to appear, and the word is used when a thing previously
hidden makes an appearance, or becomes evident in some discreet manner.
ْ َ( ”اazhar), that is, to hide and to make evident.
Lataif-ul-Lugha says it means both “( ” َﮐﺘَ َﻢkatam) and “ظﮩَ َﺮ
Ibn Faris also supports this theory about it meaning opposites.
Surah Taha says “( ”اَ َﮐﺎ ُد اُ ْﺧﻔِ ْﯿﮩَﺎakadu ukhfeeha) in 20:15. If “( ”اَ َﮐﺎ ُدakadu) is taken to mean to intend here
and “( ”اُ ْﺧﻔِ ْﯿﮩَﺎukhfeeha) to mean make evident, then it would mean I intend to make it known or evident. If
“( ”اَ َﮐﺎ ُدakadu) is taken to mean a negative and “( ”اُ ْﺧﻔِ ْﯿﮩَﺎukhfeeha) to mean keeping hidden, then too, the
verse would mean that I do not want to keep it secret, and want to make it known. In both conditions the
meaning would be the same. This point has been explained under the heading (K-W-D), which must be
referred to.
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Kh-L-D

خلد

“( ” ُﺧﻠُﻮْ ٌدkhulud) means perpetuity.
Muheet, with reference to Kulliyaat, says that when something changes after a very long time, that is, it is
not adulterated for a long time, and then this quality is known as “( ” ُﺧﻠُﻮْ ٌدkhulud). Therefore, it also means
for something to stay as it is for a long period, whether it stays that way always or not {T}.
“( ” ُر ُﺟ ٌﻞ ُﻣ َﺨﻠﱠ ٌﺪrujulun mukhallud): means a man who ages after a long time, while “( ”اَ ْﻟﺒَﻘَﺎ ُءal-baqqa) means
to remain unchanged.
Kitabul Ashqaq says it means longevity of life and (to remain unchanged).
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨ َﻮاﻟِ ٌﺪal-khawalid) means mountains, rocks and stones because they always stay in the same state. The
Arab gypsies used to collect stones and make ovens out of them and when they left, the stones were left
behind. They were also called “( ” َﺧ َﻮاﻟِ ُﺪkhawalid) {T}.
“( ” َﺧﻠَ َﺪ و اَ ْﺧﻠَ َﺪ ﺑِ ْﺎﻟ َﻤ َﮑﺎ ِن و اِﻟ َﯽ ْاﻟ َﻤ َﮑﺎ ِنkhalada wa akhlada bil makaani wailal makaan): he resided somewhere
and stayed there for quite a while.
“ٖ�
ﺼﺎ ِﺣﺒﯿہ
َ ِ( ”اَ ْﺧﻠَ َﺪ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ ُﻞ ﺑakhladar rajul bisaahibehi): stayed with his companion and did not leave him.
“( ”اَ ْﺧﻠَ َﺪ اِﻟَ ْﯿ ِہakhlada ilaih): he leaned towards him and stuck to him {T, M}.
Surah Al-Airaaf says:
if We wished We could have granted him
7:176
loftiness, but he stuck to the earth

ِ َوﻟَ ْﻮ ِﺷْﺌـﻨَﺎ ﻟََﺮ ﻓَـ ْﻌﻨٰﻪُ ِﻬﺑَﺎ وٰﻟﮑِﻨﱠﻪٌ اَ ْﺧﻠَ َﺪ اِﻟﯽ ْاﻻَْر
ض
َ

Ibn Faris says it basically means stability and to stick together continuously, that is, to remain unchanged
and to stick to someone.
The Quran generally says “( ”ﺧَﺎﻟِ ِﺪ ْﯾﻦَ ﻓِ ْﯿﮩَﺎkhaalideena feeha) or “ َ( ”ﮨُ ْﻢ ﻓِ ْﯿﮩَﺎ ﺧَﺎﻟِ ُﺪوْ نhum feeha khalidoon) when
it mentions Jannah, as in 2:25 where it refers to a heavenly society on earth. See heading (J-N-N). Then
its “( ” ُﺧﻠُﻮْ ٌدkhulud) means that till that society is according to the laws of Allah, it will not deteriorate. But
where it refers to the perpetual life, it means that Life after Death which is the outcome of good deeds.
Note that the Quran has used the word “( ” ُﺧﻠُﻮْ ٌدkhulud) both for Jannah and Jahannum. The “” ُﺧﻠُﻮْ ٌد
(khulud) of Jannah is eternal life, which is the life which completes its different evolutionary stages and
moves ahead. And the jahannam’s “( ” ُﺧﻠُﻮْ ٌدkhulud) is the stage where human capabilities and evolution
come to a standstill and life becomes unable to complete the evolutionary stages and becomes stagnant.
Therefore, this “( ” ُﺧﻠُﻮْ ٌدkhulud) is like the mountains and the rocks. Details of these points can be found at
different places in the Quran.
“ َ( ” ُﻣ َﺨﻠﱠ ُﺪوْ نmukhalladoon): the wrist and ears that are wearing jewelry. These jewelries are called “” َﺧﻠَ ٌﺪ
(khaladun). The singular is called “ٌ( ” َﺧﻠَ َﺪةkhaladah).
56:17

ِوﻟْ َﺪا ٌن ُﳐَﻠﱠ ُﺪ ْو َن

Bedecked with jewelry

Kitaabul Ashqaaq and Gharibul Quran also support these meanings.
“( ”اَ ْﺧﻠَ َﺪakhlad): to escape destruction and bad fortune for a long time {Gharibul Quran}.
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The Quran says the following regarding a man who collects wealth and keeps counting it:
104:3

he thinks that his wealth will save him from destruction
for a long time, or give him perpetuation

ٌﺐ اَ ﱠن َﻣﺎﻟَﻪٌ اَ ْﺧﻠَ َﺪﻩ
ُ َْﳛ َﺴ

This is a false thought. Perpetuation is not for him who collects wealth for himself and keeps others away
from its benefits, but it is for one who is beneficial to the human race.
13:17

And as for what benefits the mankind, remains in
the earth

ِ ﺚ ﻓ ِﯽ ْاﻻَْر
ض
ُ ﱠﺎس ﻓَـﻴَ ْﻤ ُﮑ
َ َواَﱠﻣﺎ َﻣﺎ ﻳـَﻨْـ َﻔ ُﻊ اﻟﻨ

The perpetuity of the Afterlife must not be taken to mean that it is perpetuity like the eternalness of God.
Absolutely not. There is no eternalness like God’s. The human perpetuity will be according to Allah’s
laws. What will be its end? The human mind cannot presently comprehend anything about it. This is the
reason why the Quran has along with the khulud of Jannah and Jahannam dispelled any thought about
ُ ﺖ اﻟﺴﱠﻤٰ ٰﻮ
the infinity of God by saying “ ُت َو ْاﻻَرْض
ِ ( ” َﻣﺎ َد اَ َﻣmadamatis samawaatu fil ard) in (11:107-108).
For the meaning of “ﮏ
َ ( ”اِ ﱠﻻ َﻣﺎﺷَﺎ َء َرﺑﱡilla ma sha’ a rabbuka), see heading (N-S-Y).

Kh-L-Sd

خلص

“ﺺ
َ َ( ” َﺧﻠkhalas): to be rid of all adulteration and impurities and to become pure.
“ﺺ ِﻣﻦَ ْاﻟﻘَﻮْ ِم
َ َ( ” َﺧﻠkhalasa minal qaum): he separated from the nation and became a recluse {T}.
ﱠ
“ﺺ اﻟﺸ ْﯽ َء
َ َ( ”اَ ْﺧﻠakhlasah shaiyi): made something pure; selected it {M}.
“ ُ( ”اﻟَ ُﻤ ْﺨﻠَﺺakhlasu): someone who has been separated from the others and selected for some purpose {T}.
12:24

he (Yusuf) was not one to follow the common path

ِ ِ ِ ِ
ِ
ﲔ
َ ْ اﻧﱠﻪٌ ﻣ ْﻦ ﻋﺒَﺎد ﻧَﺎ اﻟْ ُﻤ ْﺨﻠَﺼ

This means that he had been separated from the lot, he was to follow the right path. Likewise, it is said
about his brothers:
ﺼ ْﻮا َِﳒﻴًّﺎ
12:80
they separated from others to have mutual consultation
ُ ََﺧﻠ
“ﺎس
َ ِ( ”ﺧَﺎﻟkhaalisatan min doonin naas): We removed the others, purely for ourselves (2:94).
ِ ﺼۃً ِﻣ ْﻦ ُدوْ ِن اﻟﻨﱠ
ْ
َ
“ُ ﺼہ
َ ( ”اِ ْﺳﺘَﺨﻠistakhlasahu): made him purely my own (and for none else) (12:54)
“ ٌ( ”ﺧَﺎﻟِﺺkhaalis): pure, free from adulteration.
Raghib says “ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟﺨَﺎﻟِﺺal-khaalis) and “( ”اَﻟﺼﱠﺎﻓِﯽas-safee) have the same meaning: but “( ”اَﻟﺼﱠﺎﻓِﯽas-safee)
can sometimes be used for something which is already pure.
“ ٌ( ”ﺧَﺎﻟِﺺkhaalis) is that which has been purified of impurities {M}.
Ibn Faris says the basic meaning is to purify and separate the unwanted parts.
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺨﻼَصal-khilaas) means butter, or gold and silver which is heated, liquefied and then purified.
ّٰ ﺺ
“ً ﷲ ُ ﻓُ َﻼﻧﺎ
َ ( ” َﺧﻠﱠkhallasal lahu fulanan): God brought him out of the trouble he had landed into, just as a
tangled thread is straightened {T}.
Surah Al-Baqrah says:
we have parted from everywhere else
2:139
(have become purely the followers of Allah’s laws)

ِ
ﺼ ْﻮ َن
ُ َوَْﳓ ُﻦ ﻟَﻪٌ ﳐُْﻠ

It has been explained by “ َ( ”ﻟَ ٗہ ُﻣ ْﺴﻠِ ُﻤﻮْ نlahu muslemoon) and “ َ( ”ﻟَ ٗہ ٰﻋﺒِ ُﺪوْ نlahu aabedoon): which have
appeared in the first two verses 2:136-138 i.e. followers only of His laws.
This also explains “ َﺼ ْﯿﻦَ ﻟَ ٗہ اﻟ ﱢﺪ ْﯾﻦ
ِ ِ( ” ُﻣ ْﺨﻠmukhleseena lahud deen): 7:29 that is, to turn away from all other
forces and reserve obedience only for God.
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Surah Saad, after mentioning the tale of the prophets says:
We separated them from others
38:46
(And made them a special group).

ِ ِ اِﻧﱠﺎ اَﺧﻠَﺼﻨـ
ﺼ ٍﺔ ِذ ْﮐَﺮی اﻟﺪﱠا ِر
َ ٰﻬ ْﻢ ﲞَﺎﻟ
ُْ ْ

Because of the particularity that they kept the end result in mind, that is, they kept the real life in mind
(29:64), so that wherever it clashed with the temporary life, the real life was given priority over this
physical life

خل ط

Kh-L-Te

“َ( ” َﺧﻠَﻂkhalat), “َ( ” َﺧﻠﱠﻂkhallat) is to mix something with another thing, even if they can be separated later
(like mixing camels in a herd of sheep) or not {T}.
Muheet says that “( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤ ْﺰ ُجal-mazj) means to mix liquids together and common word for mixing is “ُ”اَ ْﻟﺨ َْﻠﻂ
(al-khalt) {M}. A partner in business or trade is called “ٌ( ” َﺧﻠِﯿْﻂkhaleet), but Johri says that for one to be a
partner in trade is not necessary. Those who live together without business interests and develop love for
each other are also called “ٌ( ” َﺧﻠِﯿْﻂkhaleet) {T}. This means “ٌ( ” َﺧﻠِﯿْﻂkhaleet) is a living companion or even
a neighbor. The plural is “( ” ُﺧﻠَﻄَﺎ ُءkhulata’a) according to (Ibn Faris).
“ٌ( ”اِ ْﺧﺘِ َﻼطikhtelaat) also means intercourse.
“ٌ( ” َر ُﺟ ٌﻞ ِﺧﻠْﻂٌ ِﻣ ْﻠﻂrajulun khiltun milt): a man who is the product of two races.
“ُ( ”اﻟ ِﺨ ْﻠﻂal-khilt) means a bastard {T}.
“ُ ( ”ﺧﺎﻟَﻄَۃkhliatah): lived with him, intermingled.
About orphans, surah Al-Baqara says:
if you intermingle with them or become a partner in their trade,
2:220
then remember that they are like your brethren

َواِ ْن ُﲣَﺎﻟِﻄُْﻮ ُﻫ ْﻢ ﻓَﺎِ ْﺧ َﻮاﻧُ ُﮑ ْﻢ

Surah Saad has used the word “( ” ُﺧﻠَﻄَﺎ ُءkhultaa) for business partner in 38:24.
The Quran says:
9:102
those who mixed good deeds with bad deeds
6:147

the (fat) that clings to the bones

18:45

That rain makes the land fertile.
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خلع

Kh-L-Ain

ٌ ( ”ﻧ َْﺰnazaa) but in “ع
ٌ ( ”ﻧ َْﺰnazaa)
“( ”ﺧ َْﻠ ٌﻊkhala): to get rid of something. It has similar meaning as of “ع
ْ
there is alacrity and “( ”ﺧَﻠ ٌﻊkhulaa) is slow and delayed. Some think both words mean the same.
“( ”اَ ْﻟﺨَﺎﻟِ ُﻊal-khaalio): fallen, broken tree.
Ibn Faris says it basically means something which was together along with another part, but then got
separated.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺨ ْﻠ ُﻊal-khulaa): the divorce which a woman can take from a husband {R}.
ْ َ( ”ﻓfakhlaa fa alaika) in 20:12. Literally, it means “take
Surah Taha says God said to Moosa “ﮏ
َ ﺎﺧﻠَ ْﻊ ﻧَ ْﻌﻠَ ْﯿ
off your shoes”, but Taj-ul-Uroos says that it means “wait here” or “stay where you are”. Like when you
tell someone you know to take off his shoes and rest for some time. Thus, this verse would mean that God
told Moosa not to be in a hurry, and to sit calmly and listen. Now your travel (that you were roaming in
search of the truth) has come to an end. Now you will find your destination easily.
Qurtubi says that here “ﮏ
َ ( ”اِ ْﺧﻠَ ْﻊ ﻧَ ْﻌﻠَ ْﯿikhlaa na’laika) means complete your family chores i.e. put them out
of your mind. He has said that the Arabs also mean family by the word “( ”ﻧَ ْﻌ ٌﻞna’al) which usually means
shoe.

خلف

Kh-L-F

“ ُ( ”ﺧ َْﻠﻒkhalf) means behind, at the back. It also means after.
“ﮏ
َ َ( ” َﺧ ْﻠﻔkhalfaka): after you.
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟﺨَﻠْﻒal-khalf): an era after an era (a generation after another). It also means the human beings who
replace the former people, and are more than them in number.
ٌ ”ﺧ َْﻠ
“ ُ( ”اﻟ َﺨﻠَﻒal-khalaf): the progeny, if good, will be called so. If they are not good, they will be called “ﻒ
(khalf). But some think that these are alternate words.
Ibn Burri says that the word means progeny or a replacement.
“ ُ( ”اﻟﺨَﻠْﻒal-khalaf) is used for the generation after another or the replacement of people whether they are
dead or living. In other words, it means those who remain after the annihilated ones.
ٌ ( ”ﺧ َْﻠkhalaf) is used in a good
Ibn Aseer says that both words mean the same, with the difference that “ﻒ
ٌ َ( ” َﺧﻠkhalf) in bad manner.
way and “ﻒ
Ibn Faris says there are three meanings for this root
1) For something to come after another and replace it
2) The opposite of front, that is, back
3) Change and amendment.
“ٌ ( ” ِﺧ ْﻠﻔَۃkhilfatun) means the leaves that appear after the old leaves have fallen. To come after another and
to take its place is called “ٌ( ” ِﺧ ْﻠﻔَۃkhilfatun).
The Quran says:
God is the One who has so created the night and
25:62
day that one comes after the other

ِ
ًﱠﻬ َﺎر ِﺧﻠْ َﻔﺔ
َ ُﻫ َﻮ اﻟﱠﺬ ْی َﺟ َﻌ َﻞ اﻟﻠﱠْﻴ َﻞ َو اﻟﻨـ

“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟﺨَﺎﻟِﻒal-khaalifu) is a man who takes the seat or throne after the former or lags behind, or does not
come together (9:83).
“ُ( ” َﺧﻠَﻒَ اَﺑَﺎهkhalafa abahu) means that he was the heir after his father.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨﻠِ ْﯿﻔَۃal-khalifah): another’s heir, or the ruler who is heir after the former. Plural is “( ” ُﺧﻠَﻔَﺎءkhulafaa)
and “ ُ( ”ﺧ ََﻼ ِءفkhalaif) {T}.
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When Moosa went on the mount of Toor, he had said to his brother Haroon:
7:142
you be my replacement (in my absence)

اُ ْﺧﻠُ ْﻔﻨِ ْﯽ ﻓِ ْﯽ ﻗَـ ْﻮِﻣ ْﯽ

Here it must be noted that Moosa would be absent, nobody can be a replacement in somebody’s presence.
Surah Yunus says:
10:14
We made them their heirs after them

ِ
ِ ﻒ ﻓِﯽ ْاﻻَْر
ض َﻣ ْﻦ ﺑـَ ْﻌ ِﺪ ِﻫ ْﻢ
َ ﰒُﱠ َﺟ َﻌﻠْﻨَﺎ ُﮐ ْﻢ َﺧ ٰﻠﺌ

Surah Hoodh says that Hoodh told his nation that if they go against God’s orders then:
ِ
ﻒ َرﺑﱢ ْﯽ ﻗَـ ْﻮﻣﺎً َﻏْﻴـَﺮ ُﮐ ْﻢ
11:87
my Sustainer will replace you with other people
ُ ﻳَ ْﺴﺘَ ْﺨﻠ
This means that you will be destroyed and in your place another nation will be made your heir.
About the nation of Aad is said:
7:69
you were made the heirs after the nation of Nouh

َﺟ َﻌﻠَ ُﮑ ْﻢ ُﺧﻠَ َﻔﺎءَ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﺑـَ َﻌ ِﺪ ﻗَـ ْﻮِم ﻧـُ ْﻮ ٍح

About the Samood nation it is said that after the nation of Aad, they were made the heirs (7:74).
The Quran has discussed Adam at several places. In verse 2:30 it is said “ًض َﺧﻠِ ْﯿﻔَۃ
ِ ْ( ”اِﻧﱢ ْﯽ َﺟﺎ ِﻋ ٌﻞ ﻓِﯽ ْاﻻَرinni
ja’elun fil ardi khalifah). This is ordinarily understood to mean that Adam is God’s deputy on earth. This
meaning is inherently wrong.
ّ ٰ ُ( ” َﺧﻠِ ْﯿﻔَۃkhalifatullah), or Allah’s deputy. What has
Firstly, nowhere in the Quran has man been called “ِﷲ
َ( ” َﺧﻠِ ْﯿﻔَۃً ﻓِﯽ ْاﻻkhalifatan fil ard). Secondly, because we have seen earlier, that “ٌ” َﺧﻠِ ْﯿﻔَۃ
been said is “رْض
ِ
(khalifah) means to take one’s place in his absence, that is, a successor. God is present everywhere at all
times. Therefore, a successor in his absence is inherently false. He who is present himself can have no
successor.
Abu Bakar was the khalifah, or successor of the Messenger (pbuh). This means that after the death of the
ّ ٰ ُ( ” َﺧﻠِ ْﯿﻔَۃkhalifatullah) i.e. Allah’s successor. A person
Messenger, he was his successor. He was not “ِﷲ
once called him khalifatullah after he became khalifah. He was corrected immediately and Abu Bakar
said: I am the Khalifah (successor) of the Messenger, not Allah. {References from the book “Abu Baker”
by author Muhammmed Hussain Hekel, page 580 of the Urdu translation}.
Man has not come to earth to be Allah’s successor or His deputy. He has come to establish His laws and
to live according to His laws.
َ( ” َﺧﻠِ ْﯿﻔَۃً ﻓِﯽ ْاﻻkhlifatan fil ard) because he replaces (is successor to) the
Adam or man has been called “رْض
ِ
creatures before him. See heading (A-D-M) and (J-N-N).
ٌ ( ”اِ ْﺳﺘِ ْﺨ َﻼistakhlaafun fil
Since being an heir implies having authority and power, Therefore, “ض
ِ ْف ﻓِﯽ ْاﻻَر
ard) means rule of a country, or the succession of some other ruling nation. Details of these matters can
be found in my book “Iblees O Adam” where Adam has been discussed in detail.
The concept that man is Allah’s deputy is also not correct according to the Quran. Being a deputy implies
to be delegated the powers. Allah does not delegate His powers to anyone. Nobody has the Divine right,
neither a king nor any religious leader, not even a prophet. Allah has formulated laws by using His
absolute power. Allah’s true slaves first implement those laws on self and then on the rest of the world.
Man’s duty is to implement the laws of Allah. He has not been delegated the power to formulate the laws.
Even the prophets simply brought Allah’s Deen (laws) to mankind and implemented them. They did not
MAKE the laws. Therefore, they were not naib, or deputies in this way, but if naib is taken to mean one
who implements Allah’s laws, then it is okay. But the word then used should not be naib, because the use
of the word brings delegation of powers automatically to mind.
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ٌ ( ”اِ ْﺧ َﻼikhlaaf) means to go against a promise.
“ف
“( ”اَ ْﺧﻠَﻒَ َو ْﻋ َﺪ ٗهakhlafa wahdahu) means that he promised but later did not fulfill it {T, M}.
2:80

ِ
ﻒ اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪُ َﻋ ْﻬ َﺪ ٌﻩ
َ ﻓَـﻠَ ْﻦ ﳜُْﻠ

Allah will not break His promise
(He will surely fulfill His promise)

ٌ ( ”اِ ْﺧﺘ ََﻼikhtilaaf): to differ. It also means to come one after another.
“ف
2:164

the coming of night and day, one after the other

ِ
ﱠﻬﺎ ِر
ُ ا ْﺧﺘِ َﻼ
َ ف اﻟﻠﱠْﻴ ِﻞ َواﻟﻨـ

It also means to oppose or differ.
19:37

اب ِﻣﻦ ﺑـَﻴْﻬﻨِ ِﻬ ْﻢ
َ َﻓَﺎ ْﺧﺘَـﻠ
ْ ﻒ ْاﻷ
ُ َﺣَﺰ

then sects among them differed

ٌ َ( ” َﺧﻠkhalaf) are good children and “ﻒ
ٌ ( ”ﺧ َْﻠkhalf) are bad children {T, M}.
Some however think that “ﻒ
The Quran says:
19:59
Then succeed after them successors
7:169

ِ ِ ِ َﻓَﺨﻠ
ﻒ
ٌ ْﻒ ﻣ ْﻦ ﺑـَ ْﻌﺪ ﻫ ْﻢ َﺧﻠ
َ َ

“ َ( ”ﺗَ َﺨﻠﱠﻒtakhallaf): to lag behind (9:120)
“ َ( ” ُﻣ َﺨﻠﱠﻔُﻮْ نmukhalladoon): those who lagged behind (9:81).
“( ”ﺧَﺎﻟَﻔَ ٗہkhaalafah): opposed him.
“( ” ُﻣ ْﺨﻠِﻔٌﻮهmukhlifooh): those who renegade or break a promise (92:27).
ٌ ِ( ” ُﻣ ْﺨﺘَﻠmukhtalif): different (16:69).
“ﻒ
“ َ( ”اِ ْﺳﺘ َْﺨﻠَﻒistakhlaf): to make one to replace the other (24:55).
ٌ َ( ” ُﻣ ْﺴﺘ َْﺨﻠmustakhlaf): heir (57:7).
“ﻒ
God has said that the result of good deeds is “( ”اﺳﺘﺨﻼف ﻓﯽ اﻻرضistakhlaaf fil ard) in 24:55. Therefore,
the belief which does not enjoy authority and power is not real, and the good deeds are not really as such.
To think that belief and good deeds will only bear fruit in the Hereafter, and they have nothing to do with
this world, or it simply means the spiritual development of being only, which is not connected to the
collective wellbeing of society, is against what Quran says.
Surah Hoodh says that Shoaib tried to prevent his people from the wrong way of life and said:
“ُ( ” َو َﻣﺎ اُ ِر ْﯾ ُﺪ اَ ْن اُﺧﺎﻟِﻔَ ُﮑ ْﻢ اِ ٰﻟﯽ َﻣﺎ اَ ْﻧ ٰﮩ ُﮑ ْﻢ َﻋ ْﻨہwama ureedu un ukhalifokum ila ma inhaakum unhu) 11:88
Taj says that “( ”ﺧَﺎﻟَﻔَ ٗہ اِﻟ َﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ ِءkhalifa alash shaiyi) means to intend to do something after preventing
others from it. As such, the verse would mean “I have no intention at all of doing what I am preventing
you from doing”.
According to the Quran, in-fighting is a sort of punishment (3:104), and for differences to be removed a
blessing (11:118-119). The Quran intends to remove the differences among people (16:64), and as such, it
is also a blessing from God. Those who do not have differences deserve the Jannah (3:105-106).
In-fighting and differences in Deen are shirk (to mix with one another) (42:10), but this duty will be
performed by the collective system of the nation (4:65). These matters are further explained in heading
(F-R-Q). Also, see my book “Letters to Saleem” vol.2).
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خلق

Kh-L-Q

ٌ ( ”ﺧ َْﻠkhalq) basically means to measure for making or cutting something, to estimate it. This is also the
“ﻖ
meaning of “( ”ﺗَ ْﻘ ِﺪ ْﯾ ٌﺮtaqdeer). See (Q-D-R). It means to see whether it is proportionate and balanced, or to
model after something, to soften and smooth out something {T, L}. It also means to make one thing out
of another {R}.
“ﻖ اِﻻَ ِد ْﯾ َﻢ
َ َ( ” َﺧﻠhalaqul adeem): he measured or evaluated the leather for making something.
ْ
ٌ ” َﺧﻠِ ْﯿ
“ﻖ
ِ ( ” َر ُﺟ ٌﻞ ﺗَﺎ ﱡم اﻟﺨَﻠrajulun tammul khalq): a man who is balanced and proportionate. It is also called “ﻖ
(khaleeq).
“ٌ ( ” ُﺧ ْﻠﻘَۃkhulqatun): smoothness, to be symmetrical.
ُ َ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨﻠal-khalaq): to be free of gaps etc. and be smooth {T, L}.
“ﻖ
Ibn Faris says that its basic meanings are to evaluate or measure something, and for something to
become smooth (due to constant use). That is why old things are called “ﻖ
َ َ( ” َﺧﻠkhalaq) because due to
constant use, they become smooth surfaced.
Thus, “ﻖ
َ َ( ” َﺧﻠkhalaq) would mean to evaluate something, to create it so that it becomes balanced and
proportionate, and it becomes clean and smooth.
“( ”ﺑَ َﺪ َعbada’) and “( ”ﻓَﻄَ َﺮfatar) mean to bring something from nothingness into existence, to create for the
first time, to invent. Thus, “ﻖ
َ َ( ” َﺧﻠkhalaq) would mean to give different shapes and form to elements and
to create things.
16:14

Creation of Man has been done of surfing liquid

55:14

Creation of Man has been done from clay

ِْ ﺧﻠَﻖ
اﻻﻧْ َﺴﺎ َن ِﻣ ْﻦ ﻧُﻄْ َﻔ ٍﺔ
َ َ
ِ
ﺼ ٍﺎل
ﻠ
ﺻ
ﻦ
ﻣ
ن
ﺎ
ﺴ
ﻧ
اﻻ
ﻖ
َ ْ َ ْ َ َ َْ ْ َ ََﺧﻠ

In surah Hajj the different stages of sperm, and genes in the mother’s womb have been described and the
Quran says that it transforms into “( ” ُﻣﻀْ َﻐ ٍۃmuzgha) which has two forms, “( ” ُﻣ َﺨﻠﱠﻘَ ٍۃmukhallaqah) and
“( ” َﻏﯿ ِْﺮ ُﻣ َﺨﻠﱠﻔَ ٍۃghair mukhallaqah) 22:5. “( ” ُﻣ َﺨﻠﱠﻖmukhallaq) means complete, or which is made smooth or
softened (Muheet).
ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤ َﺨﻠﱠal-mukhalliq) is that arrow which has been straightened. Therefore, the verse can
Ibn Faris says “ﻖ
be taken to mean that “( ” ُﻣﻀْ َﻐ ٍۃmuzgha) is either a complete child or it remains incomplete, and is
aborted.
Surah Shooraa says:
this is the same old custom or old habit, or way of
26:137
old

ِ
ِ
ﲔ
َ ْ اَ ْن ٰﻫ َﺬا ا ٰﻻءَ ُﺧﻠُ ُﻖ ْاﻻَﱠوﻟ

Some people have said it means customs and traditions {T, L}. This has led to its meaning of habits and
ٌ َ( ” ُﺧﻠkhuluqun) is somebody’s physical habits {T, L}, since habits are old
usual practices. As such, “ﻖ
ٌ َ( ” َﺧﻠkhalaq) also means ancient.
practices, that is why “ﻖ
ٌ َ( ” َﺧﻠkhalaqas saub): the cloth became old.
“ ُﻖ اﻟﺜﱠﻮْ ب
ْ
ٌ ( ”اِ ْن ٰﮨ َﺬا اِ ﱠﻻاﺧﺘِ َﻼinn haaza illakh telaaq) is a concoction used in (38:7)
“ق
“ٌ ( ” ِﺧ ْﻠﻘَۃkhalaqatun) means someone’s natural constitution {T}.
ٌ ( ”ﺧ ََﻼkhalaaq) means estimated portion as used in 3:76.
“ق
ٌ ( ”ﺧ ََﻼkhalaaq) means that edge which one gets due to good morals.
Raghib says “ق
ٌ ( ”ﺧ َْﻠkhalq), as in 7:54. See heading (A-M-R).
The Quran has also used “( ”اَ ْﻣ ٌﺮamr) as against “ﻖ
“ﻖ
َ َ( ” َﺧﻠkhalaqa) also means to make the right estimate and to intend and plan accordingly. It also means
to train {Gharib-ul-Quran}.
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ٌ ِ( ”ﺧَﺎﻟkhaaliq) are two great traits of Allah (59:25, 36:81). Therefore, the
“( ”ﺧ ﱠَﻼقkhallaq) and “ﻖ
individual or nation that has Allah’s gift will display great creativity as well.
Having children is not creation, but pro-creation. This is a biological function which animals share with
man, Thus, birth is an animal level function. Thus, man’s creativity cannot be shared by animals. The
nation which is bereft of creativity is devoid of Allah’s quality of Creativeness.
Note that creation is not mere duplication, but demands new inventions, Thus, it is said about Allah:
ِ ْ ﻳَِﺰﻳْ ُﺪ ﻓِﯽ
38:1
He keeps adding to His creations according to his Will
ُاﳋَﻠْﻖ َﻣﺎ ﻳَ َﺸﺎء
Therefore, his slaves must also keep inventing newer things. This is called invention.
About the Messenger Muhammed (pbuh), the Quran says:
68:4
and verily you contain very great morals

ِ
ﮏ ﻟَ َﻌ ٰﻠﯽ ُﺧﻠُ ٍﻖ َﻋ ِﻈْﻴ ٍﻢ
َ َواﻧﱠ

ٌ ( ”ﺧ َْﻠkhalq) means balanced and proportionate. Morals are the distinguishing trait of
As said earlier, “ﻖ
humanity, and our Messenger Muhammad was supreme in this. Those traits which are described as
“morals” with us are actually the remnants of the era of hegemony. The morals as described by the Quran,
which belong to a momin, are the true morals, and the Messenger (pbuh) is the epitome of those morals,
which is the best example for the human race. This example of the Messenger is preserved in the Quran.

Kh-L-L

خلل

“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨ ﱡﻞal-khal): the path that goes into desert or the path that passes between two deserts.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨﻠَ ُﻞal-khalal): the space between two things.
“( ” ِﺧ َﻼ ٌلkhilaal): the space between.
“ﺎر
ِ َ( ” ِﺧ َﻼ ُل اﻟِ ّﺪﯾkhilalud dyar): the space between two houses, the space in the environment of houses.
“( ”ﺗَ َﺨﻠﱠ َﻞ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ َءtakhalash-shaiyi): to go inside a thing, to enter.
“( ” َﺧ ﱠﻞ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ َءkhallash shaiyi): drilled a hole into a thing and went through it.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺨ َﻼﻟُﻦal-khilaal): a drill which drills through a thing.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨﻠﱠﻠَۃal-khallah): need, troubled condition {T}.
“( ”ﻓَ َﺠﺎ ﺳُﻮْ ا ِﺧ ٰﻠ َﻞ اﻟ ﱢﺪﯾَﺎرfajasu khilalid dyaar): 17:5 they entered the cities: penetrated them:
“( ” ِﺧ ٰﻠﻠَﮩَﺎkhilalaha): inside it.
“ُ ( ” ُﺧﻠﱠۃkhullah): friendship (2:254), perhaps because friends enter each other’s hearts, or need each other.
“( ”اَ ِﺧ َﻼ ُءikhla’a) is the plural of “( ” َﺧﻠِ ْﯿ ٌﻞkhaleel) which means friend. (4:164, 43:67).
“( ” ِﺧ َﻼ ٌلkhilaal): mutual friendship.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨ ّﻞal-khal): vinegar.

Kh-L-W

خلو

“ ُ( ”ﺧ ََﻼ ْاﻟ َﻤﮑَﺎنkhala-ul makaan): a house vacated as the occupants go away.
“( ”ﺧ ََﻼ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ ٌءkhala-ush shaiyi): for something to pass away or go away.
“ٌ ( ”ﺧ َْﻠ َﻮةkhalwah): means solitude.
“ٌ ( ” َﺧﻠِﯿﱠۃkhaliyah): bees-hive {T}.
Raghib says that “( ” ُﺧﻠُ ﱞﻮkhulu) is used for both place and time. Since time also passes, the scholars of
dictionaries take “ ُ( ”ﺧ ََﻼ اﻟ ﱠﺰ َﻣﺎنkhala-uz zaman) to mean the time passed {T}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means for one thing to part from another.
The Quran has used “ ْ( ” َﺧﻠَﻮkhalau) against “( ”ﻟَﻘُﻮْ اlaqu) in 2:76 and 2:14. Here it means solitude and to
meet in solitary.
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“( ” َﺧﻠَﻮْ ا ِﻣ ْﻦ ﻗَ ْﺒﻠِ ُﮑ ْﻢkhalau min qablikum): the people who have passed away prior to you (2:214).
ْ َﻚ أُ ﱠﻣﺔٌ ﻗَ ْﺪ َﺧﻠ
“ﺖ
َ ( ”ﺗِ ْﻠtilka ummatun qad khalat): this was a group or party who had passed away (2:141).
“( ”ﻓِﻲ ْاﻷَﯾ ِﱠﺎم ْاﻟﺨَﺎﻟِﯿَ ِﺔfi al-ayyami khaliyah): in the days that which have passed away, or past days (69:24).
Surah Yusuf says:
you will have full attention of your father; no one
12:9
else will share it

ﳜَْ ُﻞ ﻟَ ُﮑ ْﻢ َو ْﺟﻪٌ اَﺑِْﻴ ُﮑ ْﻢ

“( ”ﺧ ََﻼ ﻓِ ْﯿﮩَﺎ ﻧَ ِﺬ ْﯾ ٌﺮkhala feeha nazeer) as in 35:24, means “where no one to warn has been”.
ْ ( ”ﺗَ َﺨﻠﱠtakhallat) as in 84:4, means to be empty and be pure.
“ﺖ
“( ”ﻓَ َﺨﻠﱡﻮْ ا َﺳﺒِ ْﯿﻠَﮩُ ْﻢfakhallu sabeelahum) in 9:5 means leave their path, do not argue with them.
“( ” َﺧﻼَ َﺳﺒِ ْﯿ َﻞ ْاﻻَ ِﺳﯿ ِْﺮkhalla sabeelal aseer): means freed the prisoner {R}.

Kh-M-D

خمد

“ت اﻟﻨﱠﺎ ُر
ِ ( ” َﺧ َﻤ َﺪkhamadatin naar): for the flames of the fire to go out even if the ambers are still glowing. If
even the ambers are extinguished, then it will be “ت اﻟﻨﱠﺎ ُر
ِ ( ”ﮨَ َﻤ َﺪhamadatin naar) {R}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means for movement to die down and to fall down.
“( ”اَ ْﺧ َﻤ ْﺪﺗُﮩَﺎakhmad-toha): I silenced the flames.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨ ﱡﻤﻮْ ُدal-khammud): the place where a fire is buried.
“ ُ( ” َﺧ َﻤ َﺪ ْاﻟ َﻤ ِﺮﯾْﺾkhamadal mareez): the patient fainted or died.
“ َ( ”ﻗَﻮْ ٌم ﺧَﺎ ِﻣ ُﺪوْ نqaumun khaamedoon): people whose steps are too silent {M}, or people with no movement.
ّ ٰ َ ( ”اَ ْﺧ َﻤ َﺪakhmadullahu anfaasuhu): Allah demeaned him or gave him death {T}.
“ﷲُ اَ ْﻧﻔَﺎ َﺳ ٗہ
Surah Ambia and Yaseen say:
we made them devoid of the movement of
21:15
development and made them unmoving like a cut crop
36:26
so see, they became silent like the ambers

ِ ﺟﻌﻠْﻨـٰﻬﻢ ﺣ
ﺼْﻴ ًﺪا َﺧ ِﺎﻣ ِﺪﻳْ َﻦ
َ ْ ُ ََ
ِ
ﻓَﺎِ َذ ُاﻫ ْﻢ َﺧﺎﻣ ُﺪ ْو َن

Zajaj says it means silent and dead. The nations that are destroyed lose any movement and they turn to
ashes. Also the green fields of their life in this world are cut and only their traces remain.

Kh-M-R

خمر

“( ” َﺧ ْﻤ ٌﺮkhamr): to cover or hide something.
“( ” َﺧ َﻤ َﺮ اﻟ ﱠﺸﯿ ِْﯽ َء ﺑَ ْﺨ ِﻤ ُﺮ ٗهkhamarash shaiyia yakhmir): hid him, covered him.
“( ” َﺧ َﻤ َﺮ ﻓُ َﻼ ؑن اَ ﱠﺷﮭَﺎ ُد ؑةkhamara falanun shahadah): he hid the evidence.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨ َﻤ ُﺮal-khamar): veil, a cloth with which women cover their heads {T}. Plural is “( ” ُﺧ ُﻤ ٌﺮkhumur)
(24:31).
Lataif-ul-Lugha says that initially women used to put on “ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﻐﻔَﺎ َرةal-ghifaarah) on their heads, and
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺨ َﻤﺎ ُرal-khimar) over it. See heading (Gh-F-R) the meaning of ghifaarah.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨ ْﻤ ُﺮal-khamr): every intoxicating substance, because it covers the intellect.
Caliph Umar has said “( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨ ْﻤ ُﺮ َﻣﺎ ﺧَﺎ َﻣ َﺮ ْاﻟ َﻌ ْﻘ َﻞal-khamro ma khamaral aqal). It means that khamar is
something which interferes with the intellect and spoils it. Some say “( ”ﻻَﻧﱠﮩَﺎ ﺗ َْﺨ ِﻤ ُﺮ اﻟ َﻌ ْﻘ َﻞlannaha takhmirul
aql): that is, liquor has been called “( ” َﺧ َﻤ ٌﺮkhamr) because it covers the intellect {T}.
The Arabs usually used to make wine from grapes and called it “( ” َﺧ َﻤ ٌﺮkhamr). Hence, grapes too were
called “( ” َﺧ َﻤ ٌﺮkhamr).
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“( ”ﺗ َْﺨ ِﻤ ْﯿ ٌﺮtakhmeer) means to raise the yeast {T}.
“ً( ”ﺧَﺎ َﻣ َﺮ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ ُﻞ ﻓِﯽ ْاﻟﺒَﯿ ِْﻊ ُﻣﺨَﺎ َﻣ َﺮةkhamarar rajulun fee bai-i mukhaamarah): he deceived in trade and sold a
free man as a slave.
Ibn Faris says it basically means to cover and with it to intermingle.
“( ”اَ ْ ِﻻ ْﺳﺘِ ْﺨ َﻤﺎ ٌرistikhmaar) means to enslave, as it is necessary to seize a man’s intelligence to enslave him.
About “( ” َﺧ ْﻤ ٌﺮkhamr) and “( ” َﻣ ْﯿ ِﺴ ٌﺮmaysar), that is, drinking and gambling, the Quran says:
ِ ﻓِْﻴ ِﻬ َﻤﺎ اِ ْﰒٌ َﮐﺒِﻴْـٌﺮ َو َﻣﻨَﺎﻓِ ُﻊ ﻟِﻠﻨ
ﱠﺎس
2:164
it has a lot of sin, and some benefits for people too
2:219

َو اِْﲦُُﻬ َﻤﺎ اَ ْﮐﺒَـُﺮ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﻧـَ ْﻔﻌِ ِﻬ َﻤﺎ

their sin is much greater than the benefits in them

“( ”اِ ْﺛ ٌﻢism) means frustration, tiredness, laziness, such weakness that leaves a man behind in life’s race.
See heading (A-Tha-M). Wine and gambling (easily acquired wealth) surely get the adrenalin flowing.
A man temporarily becomes excited by them, but later his limbs become so exhausted or lackadaisical
that they lose the ability to struggle in life. That is why they have been termed “”رﺟْ ﺲٌ ِﻣ ْﻦ َﻋ َﻤ ِﻞ اﻟ ﱠﺸﯿ ْٰﻄ ِﻦ
ِ
(rijsun min amalish shaitaan): the devil’s work, by the Quran and warned to abstain from them (5:90).
And said that they will create acrimony among you and you will become unable to establish the system of
salaah (5:91).
“( ” َﺧ ْﻤ ٌﺮkhamr): alcoholic drink. The biological research about it is that initially it increases the blood
pressure and this in certain conditions (diseases) is a good thing, but later its effect slows down the blood
pressure and this is a deep effect. Therefore, as against the initial benefit its later effect is very harmful.
“( ” َﺧ ْﻤ ٌﺮkhamr), as well as “( ” َﻣ ْﯿ ِﺴ ٌﺮmaysir) not only slacken the human body, they slacken the human
personality as well, and this is a big loss.

Kh-M-S

خمس

“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨ ْﻤ َﺴۃal-khamsah): five.
“ْﺲ
ِ ( ”ﯾَﻮْ ُم ْاﻟ َﺨ ِﻤﯿyaumul khamees): fifth day.
“ َ( ” َﺧ ْﻤﺴُﻮْ نkhamsoon): fifty
“ ٌ( ” ُﺧ ْﻤﺲkhumsun) and “ ٌ( ” َﺧ ْﻤﺲkhamsun): fifth part
“ ٌ( ”ﺧَﺎ ِﻣﺲkhaamsun): fifth. Feminine form is “ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟﺨَﺎ ِﻣ َﺴۃal-khamisah) as in 24:7.
18:23

And they say they were five

29:14

Except for fifty years

8:41

Then for Allah, one fifth of it…

ٌَوﻳـَ ُﻘ ْﻮﻟُْﻮ َن ﲬَْ َﺴﺔ
ِ ِ
ًﲔ َﻋﺎﻣﺎ
َ ْ اﱠﻻ ﲬَْﺴ
ِ ِٰ
ُﻓَﺎَ ﱠن ﻟﻠّﻪ ﲬُُ َﺴﻪ

The fifth part of the war booty is for Allah and His Rusool (8:41), Rusool being the central administration
of Allah’s system. The ameer, or leader of the nation will spend it to meet the needs of the nation, and it
ّ ٰ ( ”ﻓِ ْﯽ َﺳﺒِ ْﯿ ِﻞfee sabilil Allah).
is called “ِﷲ
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Kh-M-Sd

خمص

“ُ ﺼۃ
َ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨ ْﻤal-khamsah): hunger.
“ ُﺺ ْاﻟﺒَﻄَﻦ
َ ( ” َﺧ ِﻤkhamisal batn): the stomach became empty and caved in.
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻻَ ْﺧ َﻤﺺal-khamas): the sole of the foot whose curve is inside (concave).
“ ٌ( ” َﺧ ِﻤﯿْﺺkhamees): a hungry man who’s stomach curves inside.
“ ٌ( ” َز َﻣ ٌﻦ َﺧ ِﻤﯿْﺺzamun khamees) means the period of drought {T}.
The Quran has used “ٌﺼۃ
َ ( ” َﻣ ْﺨ َﻤmakhmasah) for acute hunger (5:3).

Kh-M-Te

خمط

“( ” َﺧ َﻤﻂَ اﻟﻠﱠﺤْ َﻢ ﯾَ ْﺨ ِﻤﻄُہkhamatal lahma yakhmitohu): he fried the meat. If it is boiled in water then it will be
called “ٌ( ” َﻣ ْﻤﻂmamt).
“ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨ ْﻤﻂal-khamt): sour, anything bitter, every plant which is bitter, a kind of deadly poison or lethal tree,
every tree without needles {T}.
In the Quran, it has been said in connection with punishment that in place of the fine orchards, such
orchards grew which were “( ” َذ َواﺗ َْﯽ اُ ُﮐ ٍﻞ َﺧ ْﻤ ٍﻂzu wa aati ukulin khamt), that is, which produced bitter fruit.
It also means that the pleasantness of their lives was replaced with bitterness.
Ibn Faris says it basically means to be naked and empty, and also power and authority. With these
meanings the verse would mean to deprive somebody of life for evil deeds or oppression, which is exactly
what, happened to the nation of Sabaa.

Kh-N-Z-R

خنزر

“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨ ْﻨ َﺰ َرةal-khanzarah): to become fat, big. This word is used for a fat hammer, used to break stones.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺨ ْﻨ ِﺰ ْﯾ ُﺮal-khinzeer): pig, plural of which is “َﺎز ْﯾ ُﺮ
ِ ( ” َﺧﻨkhanazeer).
“( ” َﺧ ْﻨ َﺰ َرkhanzar): he committed several acts like a pig. This is also used for seeing out of the corner of
the eye {T}.
The Quran has listed meat of pig among the things which as unlawful and Hence, forbidden (2:173). The
word has also been used for people whose characters have been mutilated and turned like the worst of
animal behavior (5:60).
Raghib says it can be used both for mutilated faces ad characters. See heading (Q-R-D).
The Gharib-ul-Quran says that it is a compound of the words “( ” َﺧﻨِ َﺰkhaniz) plus “( ”ﻧ َْﺰ ٌرnazr), which
means a rotten thing.
The word swine or being a swine is generally considered to be a negative quality in most parts of the
world. Even in the west, where its meat is cosumed, its name is used as a curse word. The Bible too uses
this word in a demeaning manner.
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Kh-N-S

خنس

“ُ َﺲ َﻋ ْﻨہ
َ ( ” َﺧﻨkhanasa unhu), “ ُ( ”ﯾَ ْﺨﻨِﺲyakhnis), “ً ( ” َﺧ ْﻨﺴﺎkhansa): to get back from it.
“ُ ( ” َﺧﻨَﺴہkhanasah): to move someone back.
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺨﻨُﺲal-khunus): the place where deer hide. Also see “ ٌ( ” ُﮐﻨُﺲkunus).
ٰ ََﺲ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﺑَ ْﯿ ِﻦ ا
“ﺻ َﺤﺎﺑِ ٖہ
َ ( ” َﺧﻨkhanasa min baini asaabehi): he hid from among his friends.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨﻨَﺲُ ﻓِﯽ ْاﻟﻘَﺪ َِمal-khanasu fil qadam): for the sole of the foot to be even and have flesh {T, R}
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺨﻨِﯿّﺲal-khinees): a scoundrel who lies in wait for somebody, also one who makes excuses and is a
deceptive person {T, R}.
The Quran says “ﺲ
ِ ( ”ﻓَ َﻼاُ ْﻗ ِﺴ ُﻢ ﺑِ ْﺎﻟ ُﺨﻨ ﱠfala uksimo bil khunnas) in 18:15, which means “those stars which
recede”, and since stars do not make any sound while doing so, the word has come to mean “to back
down silently”. This is the same sort of evidence which has been described in “( ” َواﻟﻨﱠﺠْ ِﻢ اِ َذا ﮨَ َﻮ ٰیwan najmi
iza hawa) in 53:1 and 56:75, and this because later the description is about revelation and prophet hood
(81:20-22).
Surah an-Naas says:
he who whispers something in the ear and silently recedes (he
114:4
who quietly spreads wrong thoughts and hides)

ِ اﳋَﻨ
ِ اَﻟْ َﻮ ْﺳ َﻮ
ﱠﺎس
ْ اس

Maulana Abeedullah Sindhi writes that “ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨﻨﱠﺎسal-khannas) means a force which hides, or one which
when attacked hides.
Ibn Faris says it basically means to hide and to be hidden.

Kh-N-Q

خنق

Ibn Faris says it basically means constriction.
ُ ِ( ”ﯾَ ْﺨﻨyakhneq): to strangle.
“ﻖ
َ َ( ” َﺧﻨkhanaq), “ﻖ
ْ
َ
ُ ِ( ”اﻟﺨَﺎﻧal-khaaniq) means a narrow valley.
“ﻖ
ُ ِ( ”اَﻟ َﺨﻨal-khaniq): means to strangle.
“ﻖ
ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺨﻨَﺎal-khinaaq): the rope with which one strangles.
“ق
“ﻖ
َ َ( ”اِ ْﻧ َﺨﻨinkhanaq): his throat was strangulated {T, R} {Tafseerul Muqaam al Mahmud page 221}.
ٌ ( ” ُﺧﻨَﺎkhunaaq) is another derivation.
“ق
“ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤ ْﻨ َﺨﻨِﻘَۃal-munkhaniqah): the strangled animal. Animal that dies of strangulation has been made
forbidden to eat by the Quran (5:3).

Kh-W-R

خور

“( ” َﺧ ِﻮ َرkhawir), “( ”ﯾَ ْﺨ َﻮ ُرyakhwar), “ً( ” َﺧ َﻮراkhawara) means to be weak, to be a coward, to break down, to
become slack.
ْ ( ”ﺧَﺎ َرkharat quwwatil mareez): the patient’s strength lessened, that is, he became weak.
“ْﺾ
ِ ت ﻗُ ﱠﻮةُ ْاﻟ َﻤ ِﺮﯾ
“ت ْاﻻَرْض
ِ ( ” َﺧ ﱠﻮ َرkhawwaratil ard): due to the excessive rains the soil flowed out (with water) {T, M}.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺨ َﻮا ُرal-khuwaar): cow, ox, or goat. It also means the sound of a deer or arrows. Actually it meant the
sound of a cow or ox, but later began to be used for all kinds of sounds {T, M}.
Raghib says “( ” ُﺧ َﻮا ٌرkhuwaar) means the sound of cows or oxen, but later it metaphorically also started
to mean the sound of a camel. The Quran has used “( ”ﻟَہُ ُﺧ َﻮا ٌرlahu khuwaar) for “( ” ِﻋﺠْ ًﻞijlun) or calf in
7:148, that is, the calf that used to make sound.
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Kh-W-Zd

خوض

“( ”ﺧَﺎضkhaz) and “ ُ( ”ﯾَ ُﺨﻮْ ضyakhuz) basically mean to get down in water, or wade in water.
Ibn Faris says it basically means to indulge. Later this word began to be used for being busy in
something for long.
The Quran has used it mostly for engaging in useless things {T, R}.
“َﺎض
َ ( ”ﺧkhaaza): he talked nonsense: {Aqrabul Muwaarid}.
The Quran says:
And you indulge like the one who indulges
9:69
(engage in useless talk)
Those who are engaged in falsehood and are oblivious
52:12
of the truth
And we used to indulge in vain talk with those who
74:45
talked in vain

ِ
ﺎﺿ ْﻮا
ْ َو ُﺧ
ُ ﻀﺘُ ْﻢ ﮐﺎَﻟﱠﺬ ْی َﺧ

ٍ اَﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳْ َﻦ ُﻫ ْﻢ ﻓِﯽ َﺧ ْﻮ
ض ﻳـَﻠْ َﻌﺒُـ ْﻮ َن
ْ

ِ ِ ْ ُﮐﻨﱠﺎ َﳔُﻮض ﻣﻊ
ﲔ
َ ْ اﳋَﺎﺋﻀ
ََ ُ ْ

This is about the type of leaders who did nothing for the common good, but only repeated statements to
this effect, passed resolutions, and spent their time in planning. That is all talk and no work. It also applies
to those scholars and philosophers who keep themselves busy in picking loopholes in conceptual issues
and nit picking, and ignore the matters which produce practical results. These people cause destruction of
their nations (70:41-42).

Kh-W-F

خوف

ٌ ْ( ” َﺧﻮkhauf) means to fear some catastrophe due to some evidence and signs of it. Hence, it means to
“ف
apprehend, just as “( ”طَ َﻤ ٌﻊtama-a) means to expect some benefit from the evidence and sign before one.
The Quran has used them together in 7:56.
“( ”ﺣ ُْﺰ ٌنhuzn) is the sadness that comes after an event and the loss has already been established.
ٌ ْ( ” َﺧﻮkhauf) is the apprehension of the loss that may take place in the future, while “( ”ﺣ ُْﺰ ٌنhuzn) is the
“ف
loss which has already taken place.
Surah An-Nisaa says:
4:128
If a woman fears unfair treatment from her husband

ِ
ﺖ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﺑـَ ْﻌﻠِ َﻬﺎ ﻧُ ُﺸ ْﻮًزا
ْ ََوا ِن ْاﻣَﺮأةٌ َﺧﺎﻓ

Thus, the fear of Allah would mean the realization that by leaving Allah’s laws (their obedience) I will
suffer a great loss. Hence, it means to avoid the wrong path due to the realization of the bad results it will
produce.
Surah An-Nahal says about the things in the universe and about the malaika:
They fear the authority and overwhelming of their
َﳜَﺎﻓُـ ْﻮ َن َرﺑـﱠ ُﻬ ْﻢ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﻓَـ ْﻮﻗِ ِﻬ ْﻢ َوﻳـَ ْﻔ َﻌﻠُ ْﻮ َن َﻣﺎﻳـُ ْﺆَﻣُﺮْو َن
16:50
Sustainer and do whatever they are ordered to do
That is, they fully follow the laws of Allah because they know that if they don’t, then only chaos will
result. As such, the fear of Allah is not like the fear of some tyrant. This fear is like the apprehension of
being burnt due to which we do not play with fire.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟﺨَﺎﻓَۃal-khaafah) is the protective leather that a honey collector puts on, so that he may be protected
from the bee stings. It also means a bag which is used for keeping something safe {T}.
ٌ ( ” َﺧ َﻮkhawaaf): means high level of noise {T}.
“اف
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Ibn Faris says the root basically means worry and trouble.
ٌ ْ( ” َﺧﻮkhauf) also means annihilation and war {T}. As such, “ف
ٌ ْ( ” َﺧﻮkhauf) in 33:19 has been taken to
“ف
mean killing.
“( ”ﺗَ َﺨﻮﱠفَ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ َءtakhawwafash shjaiyi): means to decrease something.
“( ”ﺗَ َﺨ ﱠﻮﻓَہُ َﺣﻘ ﱠ ٗہtakhawwafah haqqah): reduced his rights.
“ﱠف
ٍ ( ”اَوْ ﯾَﺄ ُﺧ َﺬ ﮨُ ْﻢ ﻋ َٰﻠﯽ ﺗَ َﺨﻮaw yakhuz hoom ala takhawwuf): destroy them gradually, instead of at once (16:47).
ٌ ( ”ﺗَ َﺨﻮtakhawwuf) means to fear, to be apprehensive all the time, lest they are hauled up despite their
“ﱠف
fearing Him and being wary of the consequences. But the earlier meaning seems more plausible.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺨ ْﯿﻔَۃal-khafeefah): the state of fear {M}.
Following the guidance definitely results in a fearless nation without any worries (2:38). Thus, if a nation
lives in some kind of fear, then that nation is not following Allah’s orders. To follow Allah’s laws and
feel fear, do not go together.

Kh-W-L

خول

“( ”اَ ْﻟﺨَﺎ ُلal-khaal): mother’s brother, maternal uncle.
Plurals are “( ”اَ ْﺧ َﻮا ٌلakhwaal), “ٌ ( ”اَ ْﺧ ِﻮﻟَۃakhwilah), “( ” ُﺧ ُﺆوْ ٌلkhu’ool).
ٌ َﺎﻻ
َ ( ”ﺧkhaalaat) as in 4:23, “”اَ ْﺧ َﻮا ٌل
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟﺨَﺎﻟَۃal-khaalah): mother’s sister, maternal aunt. Plurals are “ت
(akhwaal) as in 24:61.
“( ”اَ ْﻟﺨَﺎ ُلal-khaal): the sign of goodness in a man, or an army’s flag, or a black camel.
“( ”ﮨُ َﻮ ﺧَﺎ ُل َﻣﺎ ٍلhuwa khalun maal): he is the guard of the camels {T}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means to look after or guard something.
“( ” َﺧ ﱠﻮ َلkhawwal), “( ”ﺗ َْﺨ ِﻮ ْﯾ ٌﻞtakhweel): to endow someone with grandeur or such things which need to be
guarded {R}.
“ً( ”اِ َذا َﺧ ﱠﻮﻟَ ٗہ ﻧِ ْﻌ َﻤۃiza khawwalahu ne’mah) as in 39:8 means “when Allah endows someone with luxuries”.

Kh-W-N

خون

“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨﻮْ نal-khaun) basically means to decrease something.
“( ” َﺧ ﱠﻮﻧَ ٗہkhawwanah): decreased it.
“( ”ﻓِ ْﯽ ظَ ْﮩ ِﺮ ٖه َﺧﻮْ ٌنfi zahrihi khaun): his back is weak, or there is weakness in his back.
“( ” َﺧﻮْ ٌنkhaun) is also used for glare {T}.
“ َ( ” َﺧﺎنkhaan), “ ُ( ”ﯾَ ُﺨﻮْ نyakhun), “ً ( ” َﺧﻮْ ﻧﺎkhauna) is a man who is thought to be trust worthy, but turn out
to not be worthy of trust.
“ٌ( ” ِﺧﯿَﺎﻧَۃkhiyaanah) is to betray or to lose someone’s trust.
“( ” َﺧﺎنَ اﻟ ﱠﺪ ْﻟ َﻮاﻟ ﱢﺮﺷَﺎ ُءkhaanad dalur risha’a): the rope was not faithful to the bucket and broke in the middle,
due to which the bucket fell into the well {T}. We pull the bucket out of the well by depending on the
strength of the rope. If the rope breaks in the middle, then it is called its “ٌ( ” ِﺧﯿَﺎﻧَۃkhiyanah). As such,
“ٌ( ”اَ َﻣﺎﻧَۃamanah) means to be at peace with someone or something (to be content that the trust is not lost),
but in “ٌ( ” ِﺧﯿَﺎﻧَۃkhiyanah) this trust is simply not there.
This is the reason why Quran says “ﺼﺎ َم ﻟَﮩَﺎ
َ ِ( ”ﻻ ا ْﻧﻔla infisaama laha) in 2:256 describing the laws of
Allah’s. These words mean that these laws are a strong link which can never break, and can be fully
depended upon. These never leave you in the lurch.
“( ”ﺗَ َﺨﻮ ٌﱠنtakhawwan) does not just mean to hurt or incur loss, but it also means any change, alteration,
decrease, or amendment.
“( ”ﺧَﺎﻧ َٗہ اﻟ ﱠﺪ ْﮨ ُﺮkhaanahud dehar): time was not on his side. That is, it treated him badly {T}.
The Quran says:
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22:38

ﺐ ُﮐ ﱠﻞ َﺧ ﱠﻮ ٍان َﮐ ُﻔ ْﻮٍر
اِ ﱠن اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪَ َﻻ ُِﳛ ﱡ

Indeed, Allah does not befriend any of those who
betray in denial.

ٌ ( ” َﺧﻮkhawwan) can be used for any man who cannot be trusted or depended upon, and also the enemy
“ﱠان
who tries to deteriorate your condition. It also means a big misappropriate. The Quran instructs to stop
even from misappropriation of sight (20:19).
Surah Al-Baqrah says:
2:187
That you used to deceive yourself.

اَﻧﱠ ُﮑ ْﻢ ُﮐْﻨﺘُ ْﻢ َﲣْﺘَﺎﻧـُ ْﻮ َن اَﻧْـ ُﻔ َﺴ ُﮑ ْﻢ

ٌ َ( ”اِ ْﺧﺘِﯿikhtiyaan) means to prepare or intend to misappropriate. As such, one must not
Raghib says that “ﺎن
only try to not misappropriate others, but also oneself. One should not even let the thought of
misappropriation cross one’s mind. The biggest crime is to misappropriate from self. That is, to act
against what you think is the right thing to do, whether it is in someone’s knowledge or not. This is not
only a sign of weakness of one’s self-respect, but also a sign of a dual personality. The Quran forbids it.
Surah An-Nisaa says:
4:107
those who intend to deceive each other

اَﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳْ َﻦ ﳜَْﺘَﺎﻧـُ ْﻮ َن اَﻧْـ ُﻔ َﺴ ُﻬ ْﻢ

َ (la takhunu), nor be found
Surah Al-Anfaal says: do not conspire against Allah’s system “”ﻻ ﺗَ ُﺨﻮْ ﻧُﻮْ ا
lacking (misappropriate) in any of the matters entrusted to you.

خوی

Kh-W-Y

“ت اﻟ ﱠﺪا ُر
ِ ( ” َﺧ َﻮkhawatid daar): the house became abandoned and fell down.
Ibn Faris says it basically means to be vacant and fall.
“ٌ َﺎوﯾَۃ
ِ ( ”اَرْ ضٌ ﺧardun khawiah): abandoned land {T}.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨ َﻮا ُءal-khawa): means to be empty {R}.
“ ُی اﻟ َﻤﮑَﺎن
َ َﻮ
ِ ( ”ﺧkhawi al-makaan): the place became empty {M}.
About a dwelling, surah Al-Baqrah says:
2:256
And it overturned on its roofs

َوِﻫ َﯽ َﺧﺎ ِوﻳَﺔٌ َﻋ ٰﻠﯽ ُﻋُﺮْو ِﺷ َﻬﺎ

This verse is talking about the destroyed and desolated houses which had fallen down, or the houses that
despite the roofs standing, were laid bare.
Surah Al-Haaqqa says:
destroyed date palms which are ready to fall
69:7
(hollow inside)
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خیب

Kh-Y-B

“َﺎب
َ ( ”ﺧkhaab), “ ُ( ”ﯾَ ِﺨﯿْﺐyakheeb), “ً( ” َﺧ ْﯿﺒَۃkhaibah) means to remain deprived, to suffer loss, to be
disappointed, not to be able to achieve that which is desired, to remain unrequited, expectations to be cut
off, to be needy and beggarly. {T, M}.
Ibn Faris says that “ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨﯿﱠﺎبal-khayyab) is a firestone which does not have the capability to start a fire.
The Quran says:
3:126
let them return unrequited

ِ
ِ
ﲔ
َ ْ ِﻓَـﻴَـْﻨـ ُﻘﻠﺒُـ ْﻮا َﺧﺎﺋﺒ

The Quran has used the word “َﺎب
َ ( ”ﺧkhaab) against “( ”اَ ْﻓﻠَ َﺦaflaha) which means the crops to grow and be
fruitful. As such, “َﺎب
َ ( ”ﺧkhaab) would mean to be unfruitful.
91:10

ﺎب َﻣ ْﻦ َد ﱠﺳ َﻬﺎ
َ َﺧ

He who buries it, fails

It means that he who pressured it and did not let it develop, his plate remained, desolated. His spark of life
became desolate, and became such a fire stone that has no fire. This is why “َﺎب
َ ( ”ﺧkhaab) has been
explained further by saying “( ”ﮨَﻠَﮏhalak) in surah Ibrahim, which means destruction (14:13-15).
It also includes destruction in this life (rather, it is manifested first). Therefore, the nurturing or
development of self-results inevitably in the happiness of this life as well. Spiritual development by
giving up this world is against the Quran. Human development takes place by conquering the universe. A
life without a spark is like a heap of ashes.

خیر

Kh-Y-R

“( ”اﻟ َﺨ ْﯿ ُﺮal-khair): anything which is favored or liked by all, also useful thing. It is the opposite of “ ”اﻟ ﱠﺸﺮﱡ
(shar).
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺨ ْﯿ ُﺮal-khair): all types of good. Arab horses used to be called “( ” َﺧ ْﯿ ٌﺮkhair) due to their usefulness
(38:32).
ٌ ( ” َﺧ ْﯿ َﺮkhairaat): beautiful and courteous women {T}, or one who have many good traits as beauty.
“ات
“( ” َﺧﯿَﺎ ٌرkhayaar) means authority, that is, the choice to adopt whichever deed, and leave whichever.
Ibn Faris says it basically means leaning and bending.
“ﺎر
ِ َ( ”اَ ْﻧﺖَ ﺑِ ْﺎﻟ َﺨﯿanta bil khayaar): you have the choice to work according to your wishes.
“( ” َﺧﯿﱠ َﺮ ٗه ﺑَ ْﯿﻦَ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯿﺌَﯿ ِْﻦkhaiyyarahu bainash shaiy-een): he gave him the right to choose whichever of the two
things {T}.
“ٌ ( ”اِ ْﺳﺘِﺨَﺎ َرةistikharah) means to ask for the better of two things. Since whichever of two things is in any
case thought to be better of the two, “” (khairun) is also used for honor, superiority and estimation.
“ﮏ
َ ( ”ﮨُ َﻮ َﺧ ْﯿ ٌﺮ َﻣ ْﻨhuwa khairun mink): he is better than you.
ً“( ”ﺧَﺎ َر اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ َﻞ َﻋﻠَﯽ َﻏﯿ ِْﺮ ٖه َو َﺧﯿﱠ َﺮهُ ﺗ َْﺨﯿْﯿِﺮْ اkhaarar rajula ala ghairehi wa khaiyyarahu takhyeera): he preferred
that individual man over others.
“( ”اِ ْﺧﺘَﺮْ ﺗُ ٗہ َﻋﻠَﯿ ِْﮩ ْﻢakhtartuhu alaihim): I gave him superiority, chose him, and selected him over all others.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺨﯿﺎ َ ٌرal-khiyar) is a vegetable of a kind (celery).
The Quran has used “( ” َﺧ ْﯿ ٌﺮkhair) to mean wealth at several places, as in 2:272, 2:180.
“( ” َﺧ ْﯿ ٌﺮkhair) has been used against “( ”اَ ْد ٰﻧﯽadna) (2:16).
“( ” َﺧ ْﯿ ٌﺮkhair) is used for something “even better” in 2:106.
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Surah Anaam (6:17) uses this word against “ﺿ ﱞﺮ
ُ ” (zur), against “ٌ ( ”ﻓِ ْﺘﻨَﺔfitnah) in surah Al-Hajj (22:11)
and against “( ” َﺷ ﱡﺮshar) in surah Al-Baqrah (2:216).
Surah An-Nahal has used this word for every good thing and deed (16:76).
Surah Aal-e-Imran (3:35) says about Allah that “ک ْاﻟ َﺨ ْﯿ ُﺮ
َ ( ”ﺑِﯿَ ِﺪbiyadekal khaiir): He has the concept for all
sorts of authority and every type of good thing.
Surah Al-Ahzaab (33:36) has used “ٌ( ” ِﺧﯿَ َﺮةkhiyarah) for choice and right.
Surah Taha uses “( ”ﯾَ ْﺨﺘَﺎ ُرyakhtaar) for the natural selection in the universe.
ْ ( ” َواَﻧَﺎwa ana akhtartuka). I have chosen you (selected you) for a
About Moosa it is said in 20:13 “ﮏ
َ ُاﺧﺘَﺮْ ﺗ
great purpose.
In surah Saad (38:27), the word of “( ”اَ ْﺧﯿَﺎ ٌرakhyaar) has been used for the Messengers who were the
preferred individuals.
Ibn Faris has said “( ”ﻗَﻮْ ٌم ِﺧﯿَﺎ ٌرqaumun khiyaar) and “( ”اَ ْﺧﯿَﺎ ٌرakhyaar) mean a nation with many
capabilities.
ٌ ( ” َﺧ ْﯿ َﺮkhairatun hisaan) has been used to mean women with proportionate limbs and
ٌ ات ِﺣ َﺴ
In 55:70 “ﺎن
moderate character, or for proportionate and good things. Since all life’s happiness and authority and
expanse is availed by following Allah’s orders, Therefore, His revelation has also been called “” َﺧ ْﯿ ٌﺮ
(khair) in 23:105. As such, the life of the momineen is such that all life’s happiness is available to them
and their authority knows no bounds. This is what “( ” َﺧ ْﯿ ٌﺮkhair) is and which is the definite result of
following Allah’s orders. That is why when the opponents ask the momineen, tell us what your Sustainer
has revealed, they reply “ً( ”ﻗَﺎﻟُﻮْ ا َﺧﯿْﺮاqaalu khair) in 16:30. In this verse these words mean world’s
happiness and the expanse of authority.
It is explained by the words that follow:
pleasantness in this world as well as pleasantness
16:30
in the Hereafter

ﻓِ ْﯽ ٰﻫ ِﺬﻩِ اﻟ ﱡﺪﻧْـﻴَﺎ َﺣ َﺴﻨَﺔٌ َوﻟَ َﺪا ُر ْاﻻَ ِﺧَﺮةِ َﺧْﻴـٌﺮ

Thus, every deed which has the betterment of this world and the Hereafter is “( ” َﺧ ْﯿ ٌﺮkhair) and the
opposite of “( ”اﻟ ﱠﺸ ﱡﺮshar). In pleasantness, the development of the human personality is supreme. Rather
pleasantness is the development of the human personality. That which stultifies human development is
“( ”اﻟ ﱠﺸ ﱡﺮshar). The Quran gives us a program which results in pleasantness. It equates them with good
deeds, which develop human capabilities and produce smoothness in the society. See heading (Sd-L-H).
Surah Al-Baqrah says about Hajj (pilgrimage):
you must take what is necessary to perform Hajj
2:197
(pilgrimage): this will help prevent you from
begging over there

َوﺗَـَﺰﱠوُد ْوا ﻓَﺎِ ﱠن َﺧﻴْـَﺮ اﻟﱠﺰ ِاد اﻟﺘﱠـ ْﻘ َﻮ ٰی

ٰ
Here “( ” َﺧﯿْﺮkhair) means benefits and “”ﺗﻘﻮی
(taqwa) means to be safe from the ignominy of being
needy.

Kh-Y-Te

خیط

“ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨ ْﯿﻂal-khait) means thread or chain etc. {T}.
Ibn Faris says it means to be long and thin.
“ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺨﯿَﺎطal-khiyaat) or “ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﻤ ْﺨﯿَﻂal-mikhyat) means a needle {T}.
“( ”ﻓِﯽ َﺳ ﱢﻢ اﻟ ِﺨﯿَﺎ ِطfi sammil khiyaat): in the needle of the eye (7:40).
“ب
َ ْ( ”ﺧَﺎطَ اﻟﺜﱠﻮkhaatas-saub): to sew one part of the cloth with another {M}.
ٌ“( ” َﺧﯿﱠﺎطkhaiyyaat): tailor {T}.
The Quran, in respect of fasting says:
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2:187

ِ َﻂ ْاﻻَﺑْـﻴ
ﻂ ْاﻻَ ْﺳ َﻮُد
ْ ﺾ َو
ُ اﳋَْﻴ
ُ اَ ْﳋَْﻴ

white thread and black thread

These words are relating to the light of dawn and the darkness of the night {T}. This shows that in the
Quran, literal meanings do not apply and the meaning is with reference to the context.
As such, Lataif-ul-Lugha says that “ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨ ْﯿﻂُ ْاﻻَ ْﺑﯿَﺾal-khaitul abyaz) is taken to mean “( ”اَﻟﻨﱡﻮْ ُرan-noor)
which means light.
“ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨ ْﯿﻂal-khait) also means color {T}, and even a group.

Kh-Y-L

خیل

“( ”ﺧَﺎ َلkhaal), “( ”ﯾَﺨَﺎ ُلyakhaal) means to conjecture, assumption.
“( ” َﺧﯿﱠ َﻞkhyyal) means to estimate and guess.
“( ” ُﺧﯿﱢ َﻞ اِﻟَ ْﯿ ِہ اَﻧﱠ ٗہ َﮐﺬاkhuyyila ilaihi annahu kaza): he thought of something, something which is not as it
seems but which appears so in one’s thoughts.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ َﺤﺎﺑَۃُ اَ ْﻟ ُﻤ َﺨﯿﱢﻠَۃas sahabatu almuta-khayyila) is a cloud which seems to be raining.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺨﯿَﺎ ُلal-khiyaal) also means a scarecrow {T}.
With respect to such meanings, when the experts of the Pharaoh’s court threw their ropes:
due to their charm, it appeared to Moosa (Moses)
ِ ِ ِِِ
ﻌﯽ
20:66
ٰ ُﳜَﻴﱠ ُﻞ اﻟَْﻴﻪ ﻣ ْﻦ ﺳ ْﺤ ِﺮ ﻫ ْﻢ اَﻧـ َﱠﻬﺎ ﺗَ ْﺴ
as if they were moving (like snakes):
This means that they were not actually moving, but only gave the illusion of movement. Note how big a
truth about illusion or “( ”ﺳﺤﺮseher) the Quran has revealed. It has said that due to illusion, the things do
not actually change regardless what one’s vision says. The effect is merely psychological.
The confusion only occurs when we take the meanings of such words literally, but if taken figuratively
then the meaning would be something else. The details will be found at their own places.
See heading (S-H-R).
“( ” ُﺧﯿَ َﻼ ُءkhuyela): pride without any cause (unjustifiably). That is, a man gives himself airs, but he does
not have the greatness in him. He simply thinks in his mind that he is great. Someone who does this is
called “( ” ُﻣ ْﺨﺘَﺎ ٌلmukhtaal), as in 31:18, which means one who is indulging in self-deceit.
Ibn Faris says it basically means an act which also includes delusion. This is the definition of “” َﺧﯿَﺎ ٌل
(khayaal), which is actually something one dreams about. For one thing, everything in a dream is
shifting, secondly the dreamers thinks that whatever he is dreaming about, is reality. This makes the
meaning of this verse clearer, and elaborates the sorcery of the sorcerers, as well as earlier mentioned
verse (20:66).
Raghib says this led to the word “( ” َﺧ ْﯿ ٌﻞkhail) which means horses or a cavalry brigade (3:13), because a
horse seems to be walking rather proudly, and a horseman also has a sort of pride in him as well.

Kh-Y-M

خیم

“( ”ﺗ َْﺨﯿِ ْﯿ ٌﻢtakhyeem) means to mount tents and then rest in them.
“ٌ ( ” َﺧ ْﯿ َﻤۃkhaemah) means any kind of temporary construction that Arabs used to set up for their rest. There
are many definitions regarding the structure of such a construction, but the general concept is of setting
up four wooden pillars covered with vegetation for shelter and shadow. Such a construction was called

ظ ۃ

“ٌ ( ” َﺧ ْﯿ َﻤۃkhaemah). Those tents that were constructed with fabrics were called “( ”� َِظلَّۃٌۃmizallah).
“( ” َﺧﯿﱠ َﻢ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ َءkhayyamash shay) means that he covered on thing with another thing {T}.
“( ” ِﺧﯿَﺎ ٌمkhayaam) is the plural form of “ٌ ( ” َﺧ ْﯿ َﻤۃkhaemah), as used in 55:72.
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دءب

D-A-B

“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪاَبad-daab), “ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪاُبaddaobo): to be continuously engaged in some work, to keep trying
continuously.
Raghib says that it means situation, customs, and traditions.
“( ”دَأبُ ﻓُ َﻼ ٌنdaaba folan): that man tried continuously, became tired but kept on trying {T, M, Aqrab alMuwarid}. Kitaab-ul- Ashfaq too says that “ ٌ( ”دَأبda-ab) means work done continuously without any
break.
Ibn Faris says its basic meaning is of being persistent.
Surah Aal-e-Imran says:
3:10
according to the ways of the nation of the Pharaoh

ِ َﮐ َﺪ
أب اٰ ِل ﻓِْﺮ َﻋ ْﻮ َن

Surah Yusuf has “ً ( ”دَأَﺑﺎda-abba) in verse 12:47 which means striving very hard continuously.
Surah Ibrahim says:
The sun and the moon revolve continuously in their orbits at
14:33 their own speed.
(They are continuously busy in performing their duties.)

ِ ْ ِﱠﻤﺲ و اﻟْ َﻘﻤﺮ َداﺋِﺒِﺌ
ﲔ
َ َ َ َ ْ َواﻟﺸ

دا ُو د

Dawood

The Quran says that Dawood (David) was among the descendants of Ibrahim (Abraham).
6:84

َوِﻣ ْﻦ ذُﱢرﻳﱠﺘِ ِﻪ َد ُاوَد

And of his descendants was Dawood

Allah had given him Zaboor. Note that Zaboor also means ‘a book’. But surah Ambia mentions
“Zaboor” as a special book in 21:105. Perhaps this was the name of the book revealed to him. He was
granted knowledge in profusion (27:15) and a stable rule (38.20), so that he could rule with equanimity
and justice (38.26). The big leaders of the mountain tribes were very faithful and obedient to him and
were busy in putting his program into action (38.18), as well as the gypsies of the Tair tribe who formed
the cavalry brigade of the army (38.16).
Previously he had defeated the army of Jaloot (Goliath) fighting along with the army of Bani Israel and
killed Jaloot as well (2:251). It seems like he was the inventor of armor, or that he had special expertise
in it (21.80). His period was approximately 1000 B.C. It is said that he had a very beautiful voice. He is
said to be the first person to edit Hebrew music and develop the Egyptian and Babylonian musical
instruments, and Thus, invent new musical instruments. When he used to sit on the hill and play his
musical instruments, even the trees swayed with the music. The Torah and our Tafseer books support this
theory {Tarjuman-ul-Quran}.
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دبب

D-B-B

“ً ( ”دَبﱠ اﻟﻨﱠ ْﻤﻨﻞ ﯾَ ِﺪبﱡ َد ﺑّﺎdabbal namalu yadibbu dabba): to walk quietly.
“( ”دَبﱠ اﻟ ﱠﺸ َﺮابُ ﻓِﯽ ْاﻟ ِﺠﺴ ِْﻢdabbah fil jism): for wine to go down slowly in the body.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪاﺑﱠۃad-dabbah): any living thing that walks or crawls on the ground {T, Latif-ul-Lugha}.
“ُ( ”اﻟ ﱢﺪﺑﱠۃadib-bah): slow speed.
Ibn Faris says that this is the speed slower than “ﯽ
ٌ ( ” َﻣ ْﺸmashyun).
“ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪﺑﱠﺎﺑَۃaddab-babah): a big cart made of skins and wood used by soldiers to reach the fort gates to break
it down {T, Latif-ul-Lugha}. A tank of the olden days used to move slowly and those inside were safe
from the enemy’s onslaught.
“ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪ ْﺑ َﺪﺑَۃaddab-dabah): the sound of a walk on hard ground, it also means a noise like beating the drum,
and also the sound of the drum itself.
The Quran has used this word for all sorts of creatures including crawlers, two legged and four legged
(24:45). The plural is “ ( ” َد َوابﱡdawaab). In surah Al-Hajj, this word has been used for all living creatures
except man (35:28)
Surah An-Nahal says:
If Allah held people responsible for their crimes
16:61 immediately, then there would not be a da-abba (soul)
(alive) on this earth.

ٰ ِ
ِ
ک َﻋﻠَﻴْـ َﻬﺎ ِﻣ ْﻦ َدآﺑﱠٍﺔ
َ ﱠﺎس ﺑَﻈُﻠْﻤ ِﻬ ْﻢ َﻣﺎﺗَـَﺮ
َ ﻟَ ْﻮﻳُﺆاَﺧ ُﺬ اﻟﻠّﻪُ اﻟﻨ

See 35:45 as well
Here the word “ٌ( ”دَاﺑﱠۃda-abbah) has come for the humans themselves, because due to their wrong doings
it is they who must be annihilated, not all other living creatures. But in a broader meaning, it could mean
humans and other living beings as well.
Surah Al-Anfaal calls those who do not employ their intellect “ ( ” َﺷﺮﱠاﻟ ﱠﺪواَبﱢash sharrad dwab) in 8:22, that
is, the worst among living things who walk, or even more astray than the other living things.
Surah An-Namal says:
27:82

And when the sentence against them is fulfilled, We
shall bring forth a creature from the earth for them

ِ
ِ ﻬﻢ اَ ْﺧَﺮ ْﺟﻨَﺎ َﳍُ ْﻢ َداﺑﱠﺔً ِﻣ َﻦ ْاﻻَْر
ض
ْ َوا َذا َوﻗَ َﻊ اﻟْ ُﻘ ْﻮ ُل َﻋﻠَْﻴ
ﺗُ َﮑﻠﱢ ُﻤ ُﻬ ْﻢ

Raghib says it refers to those wicked people who behave like animals in their unawareness. This way this
word becomes plural. But when the Quran uses the word “ٌ( ”دَاﺑﱠۃda-abbatun) for humans, the example
about animals is redundant. It will mean warring nations. This has been explained by “”ﺗُ َﮑﻠﱢ ُﻤﮩُ ْﻢ
(tukallemohim) which means to injure. But even if “( ”ﺗُ َﮑﻠﱢ ُﻤﮩُ ْﻢtukallemohim) is taken to mean talk, it does
not affect the meaning of “ٌ( ”دَاﺑﱠۃda-abbah). See heading (K-L-W).
Surah Saba has used this word for Suleman’s unworthy son (34:14). This means that he did not have the
credentials of an intellectual human being, but a moving apparition. Details will be found under heading
Suleman.
Surah Hoodh says:
There is not a single da-abbah on this earth for
11:6
whose sustenance Allah is not responsible for.

ِ َوَﻣﺎ ِﻣ ْﻦ َدآﺑﱠٍﺔ ﻓِﯽ ْاﻻَْر
ض اِﻻَ َﻋﻠَﯽ اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ ِرْزﻗـُ َﻬﺎ

A natural question that comes to mind after reading 11:6 is that if this statement is true, then why people
die of hunger in this world. A single drought may claim millions of lives and even as it is, thousands die
of hunger and starvation. If Allah is responsible for providing for them, then why does He not fulfill that
responsibility? This is a very important question that demands an answer.
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At such places, Allah’s responsibility is fulfilled by the system set in place by following Allah’s laws.
This system takes upon itself all the responsibilities attributed to Allah and in this way all those rights and
duties (mentioned in the Quran) are also shifted to the system which are called Allah’s rights. Allah’s
system is followed by obeying His laws.
ّ ٰ ( ” َﻋﻠَﯽalal lahi rizqoha) means that the system is responsible for the sustenance of all. To provide
“ﷲِ ِر ْزﻗُﮩَﺎ
for all living things, becomes its responsibility. The resources of sustenance are with it for safekeeping
and are a trust. The system so distributes the sustenance given by Allah that nobody is deprived of it. This
way Allah’s responsibility is automatically fulfilled. But in the absence of such a system, hegemonic
forces seize those resources, and the weaker of the human races live at their mercy. They provide as much
as they want for the ones they want to provide for. The celestial revolution is for snatching these
resources and hand them over to the system which provides for all.
Surah Ash-Shura says:
And one of Allah’s signs is that He created the earth
and the skies and heavenly bodies and the living
49:29
things (da- abba) in them. And He is able to collect
them according to the law of His will.

ِ وِﻣﻦ اٰﻳٰﺘِ ِﻪ ﺧﻠْﻖ اﻟ ﱠﺴ ٰﻤ ٰﻮ
ِ ت َو ْاﻻَْر
ﺚ ﻓِْﻴ ِﻬ َﻤﺎ ِﻣ ْﻦ
ض َوَﻣﺎﺑَ ﱠ
ُ َ
ْ َ
َداﺑﱠٍﺔ َوُﻫ ْﻮ َﻋ ٰﻠﯽ ﲨَْﻌِ ِﻬ ْﻢ اِ َذ ﻳَ َﺸﺂءُ ﻗَ ِﺪﻳْـٌﺮ

This verse gives a clue as to creatures on other heavenly bodies. The days are coming near when one day
the inhabitants of earth will intermingle with that of other planets. The Quran has clearly stated that
whatever is contained in the earth and the skies has been subjugated to man. Therefore, the human effort
to reach the heavenly bodies (moon, mars, etc.) is very much in keeping with the teachings of the Quran.
Note how the Quranic verses provide clues to universal truths (41:35).

دبر

D-B-R

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪﺑُ ُﺮad-dubur), “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪ ْﺑ ُﺮad-dubr): the back (end) of anything. It is also used for ones back and the anus.
Ibn Faris has said that it means the tail end of something. Plural form of it is “( ”اَ ْدﺑَﺎ ٌرad-baar).
The Quran says:
54:25 they will turn their backs
12:25

from behind

27:10

he turned his back and ran

ﻳـُ َﻮﻟﱡ ْﻮ َن اﻟﺪﱡﺑْﺮ
ِﻣ ْﻦ ُدﺑٍُﺮ
َوﻟَ ّٰﯽ ُﻣ ْﺪﺑًِﺮا

“( ”اِ ْدﺑَﺎ ٌرidbar): to move back, previous event.
“( ”اِ ْدﺑَﺎ َر اﻟﻨﱡﺠُﻮْ ِمidbaran nujum): the time for the stars to set at the end of night (52:49) {T, M}. Hence, it
means the receding of the stars.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪاﺑِ ُﺮad-daabir): the end of everything, the reality and basis {T, M}.
“( ”اَﻟﺘﱠ ْﺪﺑِ ْﯿ ُﺮat-tadbeeru), “( ”اَﻟﺘﱠ َﺪﺑﱡ ُﺮat-tadibbiru): to deliberate on some issue with its end result in mind. To
keep the last destination in mind while administrating.
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6:45

last man of the nation was killed as well (nation was uprooted)

32:5

he plans matters

4:82

Do they not deliberate on what the Quran says?

38:29

so that they deliberate on its (the Quran’s) verses

79:5

One who takes matters to completion (one who plans matters)

Surah Qaf says following to the Messenger:
Do not worry or be troubled by whatever his
opponents said. Just continue being engaged in
preparing (the people) in worshipping and praising the
50:39
Lord. Strive from before the sunrise till sunset, as well
as during the night, for the completion (establishment)
of His system.

ﻓَـ ُﻘ ِﻄ َﻊ َداﺑُِﺮ اﻟْ َﻘ ْﻮِم

ﻳُ َﺪﺑـﱢُﺮ ْاﻻَ ْﻣَﺮ
اَﻓَ َﻼ ﻳـَﺘَ َﺪﺑـﱠُﺮْو َن اﻟْ ُﻘ ْﺮاَ َن
ﻟِﻴَ ﱠﺪﺑـﱠُﺮْوا آﻳَﺎﺗِِﻪ
ِ َاَﻟْﻤ َﺪﺑﱢﺮا
ًت اَْﻣﺮا
ُ

ِ
ﻮع
ِ ُﻚ ﻗَـْﺒ َﻞ ﻃُﻠ
َ ﺎﺻِ ْﱪ َﻋﻠَﻰ َﻣﺎ ﻳـَ ُﻘﻮﻟُﻮ َن َو َﺳﺒﱢ ْﺢ ِﲝَ ْﻤﺪ َرﺑﱢ
ْ َﻓ
ِ ﺲ وﻗَـْﺒﻞ اﻟْﻐُﺮ
وب۔ َو ِﻣ َﻦ اﻟﱠْﻴ ِﻞ ﻓَ َﺴﺒﱢ ْﺤﻪُ َو اَ ْدﺑَ َﺎر
ْ اﻟﺸ
ُ َ َ ِ ﱠﻤ
ِاﻟ ﱡﺴﺠﻮد
ُْ

Surah At-Toor repeats almost the same thing in almost the same words but there it is said “”اَ ْدﺑَﺎ َر اﻟﻨﱡﺠُﻮْ ِم
(adbaarin nujoom), which means the time when stars set or recede.
Surah Qaaf has used “( ”اَ ْدﺑَﺎرadbaar) which is the plural of “( ” ُدﺑُ ٌﺮdubur). The other word is “” ُﺳﺠُﻮْ د
(sujud) which means to lean or bend towards someone. The ordinary exegesis books say that the meaning
is “after-prayers”, but this meaning does not make much sense, especially because the word used here is
“( ”اَ ْدﺑَﺎرadbaar) not “( ”اِ ْدﺑﺎرidbaar). {Lissan-ul-Arab. Tafseer Fatahul Qadeer (Shokani) - Tafseer
Roohul Muani}.
“( ” ُدﺑُﺮdubur) also means the end part of something, which is in any case included in that thing, and
‘after’ is used when something ends and then some other event or thing begins. We cannot say up till
today with certainty what it really means.

دثر

D-Th-R

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪ ْﺛ ُﺮad-dasr): enormous wealth.
“( ” َﻣﺎ ٌل د َْﺛ ٌﺮmaal dasr): unbounded riches.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺪﺛَﺎ ُرad-disaar): a cloth which a man can wrap around himself.
“ب
ِ ْ( ”ﺗَ َﺪﺛﱠ ُﺮ ﺑَﺎﻟﺜﱠﻮtadassara bis saub): he wrapped himself in a cloth.
“( ” َدﺛَ َﺮ اﻟ ﱠﺸ َﺠ ُﺮ ُدﺛُﻮْ رًاdasarash shajaru dasoora): the tree brought out new leaves and branches.
“( ”ھُﻮْ َدﺛﱠ ُﺮ َﻣﺎ ٍلhudasru maal): he is a good guard of the camels.
“( ”ﺗَ ْﺪﺛِ ْﯿ ُﺮ اﻟﻄﱠﺎﺋِ ِﺮtadreesut tayir): a bird mends its nest.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪﺛُﻮْ ُرad-dasoor): slow, heavy, one who sleeps a lot, i.e. one who is wrapped in sheets.
“( ” َدﺛَ َﺮ اﻻَﺛَ ُﺮdasaral asar): for a mark to be obliterated {T, M, R}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means for things to come one after the other, to be deposited layer upon layer,
or to climb over.
Raghib and Ibn Faris have stated various meanings for this root, which include overwhelming someone.
“( ” َﻣ ْﻨ َﺰ ٌل دَاﺛِ ٌﺮmanzilun daasir): the destination whose signs have been obliterated, or have been hidden by
layer upon layer of dust.
The Quran has addressed the Messenger Muhammad as “( ”ﯾَﺎاَﯾﱡﮩَﺎ ْاﻟ ُﻤ ﱠﺪﺛﱢ ُﺮya ayyohul mudassir) in 74:1.
Considering the meaning of “( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺪﺛَﺎ ُرad-disaar) it is generally translated as. “O, the one who has wrapped
himself in a cloth”. But according to tadreesut tayir, it would mean “O, one who sets his house in
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order”, and as per “( ” ِد ْﺛ ُﺮ َﻣﺎ ٍلdisru maal), it would mean good caretaker. The meaning is Hence, “O you
who has the responsibility of setting humanity in order”, or “O you who has come to solve humanity’s
problems with tactfulness and good scheme”. These meanings seem more appropriate. As per “” َدﺛَ َﺮ اﻟ ﱠﺸ َﺠ ُﺮ
(dasarush shajar) it would mean “O you whose coming heralds the dawn of a new era”, or “O you with
whose coming the garden of the world will see a new spring”
After this address, the Messenger (pbuh) was told “ ْ( ”ﻗُ ْﻢ ﻓَﺎَﻧْ ِﺬرqum fa anzir) in 74.2. This means “rise and
warn the world of the results of wrong deeds”. After this, the various elements of this revolutionary
invitation have been brought forward. This too, reveals that “( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤ ﱠﺪﺛِ ُﺮal-mudassir) has the element of the
wellbeing of humanity and the revolutionary message. This is what the responsibility and the particularity
of a celestial inviter is.
Raghib’s meaning has the element of overwhelming the untrue concepts, but could also mean
overpowering.
The Quran says:
so that super imposes (overwhelms) it on all other
9:33
religions or ways of life

ﻟِﻴُﻈْ ِﻬَﺮﻩٌ َﻋﻠَﯽ اﻟﺪﱢﻳْ ِﻦ ُﮐﻠﱢ ِﻪ

Ibn Faris has given some examples:
“ْ( ”ﺗَ َﺪﺛﱠ َﺮ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ ُﻞ ﻓَ َﺮ َﺳہtadassara-rajulu farasahu): the man jumped and got on his horse {Lisan-ul-Arab}.
Here “jumped up” is very important. This thing (revolution) does not take place gradually. The revolution
which took place at the hands of the Messenger (pbuh) was also revolutionary. Thereafter the Quranic
concepts are now gradually hold in the world. This is the evolutionary system. The world considers one
concept, tests it and finds that the concept presented by the Quran was the correct one, and which the
Messenger (pbuh) successfully implemented. Therefore, now gradually the Quranic concepts are
replacing false concepts. But if a group takes up this concept or a government implements these concepts,
then this concept can revolutionarily replace other concepts in the world. It is yet to be seen which nation
initiates this noble work. That nation will be the biggest benefactor of mankind, and by its hands the
universe will blossom and at its hands the flowers of life’s tree will bloom once again.
Tafseer of Rohul Kuani says that “( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤ ﱠﺪﺛِ ُﺮal-mudassir) means one who is endowed with miracles and
messenger-hood. Figuratively, it says that it also means a man who has no program before him and
Hence, is free. This would mean that by saying “ ْ( ”ﻗُ ْﻢ ﻓَﺎ َ ْﻧ ِﺬرqum fa anzar) the Quran endowed him with a
great program.
Tafseer Fatahal Qadeer says it means one who bears the responsibility of messenger-hood and its
responsibilities. Some say that “( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤ ﱠﺪﺛِ ُﺮal-mudassir) initially was “( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤﺘَ َﺪﺛﱢ ُﺮal-mudatassir), meaning
someone from the linguistic group of “( ”ﺗَﻔَ ﱡﻌ ٌﻞtafa’aul), and got transformed to its current state over time.

دحر

D-H-R

“( ”اَﻟﺪﱠﺣْ ُﺮad-dahr) means to get someone out, to oust someone, to remove someone, to push out or to oust
insultingly {T, R, M}.
The Quran says:
And they are condemned by all sides.
37:8-9
(they are the rejected ones of all accounts)
7:18
Ignominious, condemned, the removed one
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دحض

D-H-Zd

“ ٌ( ” َدﺣْ ﺾdahz) actually means to slip. Later it came to mean to remove, obliterate or make untrue.
“ﺾ ﺑِ ِﺮﺟْ ﻠِ ٖہ
َ ( ” َد َﺣdahaza berijlehi) is said when somebody thrashes around like a slaughtered animal.
ٌ ( ” َﻣ َﮑmakanun dahz) is a slippery place {T, R, M}.
“ ٌﺎن َدﺣْ ﺾ
Ibn Faris says it basically means to move out or to slip.

42:16

So they remove truth from its place through falsehood and make it
useless.
Their reasoning and claim is very weak and transitory in the eyes of God.

7:141

He slipped, he lost strength, and he became weak and powerless.

18:56

ِ ِ
ﻀ ْﻮاﺑِِﻪ ا ْﳊَ ﱠﻖ
ُ ﻟﻴُ ْﺪﺣ
ِ
ٌﻀﺔ
َ ُﺣ ﱠﺠﺘُـ ُﻬ ْﻢ َداﺣ
ِ
ِ
ﲔ
َ ْ ﻓَ َﮑﺎ َن ﻣ َﻦ اﻟْ ُﻤ ْﺪ َﺣﻀ

ی/د ح و

D-H-W/Y

“ ٰ( ”دَﺣﯽdaha) is to spread out, to make vast {T}.
ْ ( ” َد َﺣdahal matarul hasa): the rain washed out the pebbles.
“ﺼﺎ
َ ﺎاﻟ َﻤﻄَ ُﺮ ْاﻟ َﺤ
ْ
“اﻻﺑِ َﻞ
ِ ( ” َد َﺣﯽdahal ibl): he shooed the camels i.e. he drove them.
“ً( ” َﻣ ﱠﺮ ْاﻟﻔَ َﺮسُ ﯾَ ْﺪﺣُﻮْ َدﺣْ ﻮاmarralfarasu yadhu dahwa): the horse ran digging his hooves in the ground {R}.
“( ”ﮨُ َﻮﯾَ ْﺪ ﺣُﻮْ ﺑِ ْﺎﻟ َﺤ َﺠ ِﺮhuwaid hubilhajar): he throws stones {Lisan-ul-Arab}.
Taj-ul-Urus says that the phrase which contains this meaning is “( ”ﯾَ ْﺪﺣُﻮْ اﻟ َﺤ َﺠ َﺮ ﺑِﯿَ ِﺪ ٖهyad hubilhajara
biyadehi).
Keep these meanings of “( ” َد َﺣﺎdaha) in mind and consider the Quranic verse in which it is said about the
creation of heavenly bodies:
ِ
ﺎﻫﺎ
79:30 And threw the earth after it and made it smooth
َ ض ﺑـَ ْﻌ َﺪ ذَﻟ
َ ﻚ َد َﺣ
َ َو ْاﻷ َْر
Surah Al-Anbia says:
The heaven and the earth were previously joined
21:30
together and then they got separated.

ِ
ِ
ٰﻬ َﻤﺎ
َ ا ﱠن اﻟ ﱠﺴ ٰﻤ ٰﻮت َو ْاﻻَْر
ُ ض َﮐﺎﻧـَﺘَﺎ َرﺗْﻘﺎً ﻓَـ َﻔﺘَـ ْﻘﻨـ

Thus, the earth became a separate entity. Then with further changes it was made smooth (habitable). This
fact has been stated as “( ” َد َﺣﺎﮨَﺎdahaha). The earth was separated as if it was a stone thrown from a sling,
or as the rain washes out the pebbles afar. Note that about a thousand and five hundred years ago, such
things were related about the universe only through the Revelation.
“ﮏ
َ ِ( ”ﺑَ ْﻌ َﺪ َذاﻟba’daa zalika) reveals the fact that the earth was created later than the mass. That is, it came
into existence in the second stage. The first stage is the mass when the earth and the sky were joined
together. Then the heavenly bodies got separated from the mass and began to revolve in their own orbits
(36:40).
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دخر

D-Kh-R

“( ” َد َﺧ َﺮdakhar), “( ”ﯾَ ْﺪ َﺧ ُﺮyadkharu), “( ” َد ِﺧ َﺮdakhir), “( ”ﯾَ ْﺪ َﺧ ُﺮyadkhar): to be humble (small), to be
obedient and bow (before someone).
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪا ِﺧ ُﺮad-dakhir): someone who bows.
“( ” ُد ُﺧﻮْ ٌرdukhur): ignominy and smallness.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪ َﺧ ُﺮadakhar) means surprise which is actually a manifestation of the helplessness of the intellect (that
reason which is unable to explain something).
“( ”اَ ْد َﺧ َﺮ ٗهadkhara): he insulted him, made him helpless {T, R, M}.
The Quran says about the things in the universe that they are “( ”دَا ِﺧﺮُوْ نdaakheroon) in 16:48. This means
that they are subservient to the laws of Allah.
This meaning has been made explicit by the next adjacent verse which says:
Whatever there is in the highs and lows of the
ِ ﻟِٰﻠّ ِﻪ ﻳﺴﺠ ُﺪ ﻣﺎ ﻓِﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺴ ٰﻤ ٰﻮ
ِ ت َوَﻣﺎ ﻓِﯽ ْاﻻَْر
ض
16:46
َ ُ َْ
universe, is subservient to Allah.
For details, see heading (S-J-D).

D-Kh-L

دخل

“( ” َد َﺧ َﻞdakhala), “( ”ﯾَ ْﺪ ُﺧ ُﻞyadkhulu): entered, it is the opposite of “( ” َﺧ َﺮ َجkharaja), as in 2:111.
“( ”اَ ْدﺧَﻞadkhal): made him enter (17:80).
“ض
ِ ْ( ”دَا ِﺧﻠَۃُ ْاﻻَرdaakhilatul ard): things which are hidden (buried) inside the earth.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪ ْﺧ ُﻞad-dakhl): the income from one’s property.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪ َﺧ ُﻞad-dakhal): It means deceit, as well as intellectual or physical deterioration, and also chaos {T}.
It also alleges internal deterioration and enmity, according to Raghib.
Surah An-Nahal says:
16:92 You make your promises the basis for your mutual chaos.

ِ ﺗَـﺘ
ﱠﺨ ُﺬ ْو َن اَْﳝَﺎﻧَ ُﮑ ْﻢ َد َﺧ َﻼ ﺑـَﻴْـﻨَ ُﮑ ْﻢ

Here “( ” َد َﺧ ٌﻞdakhal) means chaos and conflict.
“( ” َد َﺧ َﻞ ﺑِ ْﺎﻟ َﻤﺮْ أَ ِةdakhal bil mar’ah): he had sexual intercourse with a woman.
Surah An-Nisa says:
Out from the wombs of the women with whom you have
4:23
had sexual intercourse (out of wedlock)

ِﻣ ْﻦ ﻧِ َﺴ ِﺎء ُﮐ ُﻢ ا ٰﻟّﺘِ ْﯽ َد َﺧﻠْﺘُ ْﻢ ﻬﺑِِ ﱠﻦ

In surah At-Tauba, while mentioning the mentality of the hypocrites, it is said that they have come with
you to the battlefield unwillingly. Their condition is such that:
If they would find some place to hide or
ٍ
ﱠﺧ َﻼ ﻟﱠَﻮﻟﱠ ْﻮ اِﻟَْﻴ ِﻪ َوُﻫ ْﻢ َْﳚ َﻤ ُﺤ ْﻮ َن
9:87
escape to, or entrance to some hiding place,
َ ﻟَ ْﻮ َِﳚ ُﺪ ْو َن َﻣﻠْ َﺠﺎً اَْو َﻣﻐ ٰٰﺮت اَْو ُﻣﺪ
then they will run towards it madly.
Here the Quran has used the word “( ” ُﻣ ﱠﺪﺧ ََﻼmuddakhala) which indicates to that if they can find even a
small place to hide, then they will try to enter it, no matter how much they have to strive for it.
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دخن

D-Kh-N

“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺪﺧَﺎنad-dukhaan): smoke.
“ً ( ” َد َﺧﻦَ ْاﻟ ُﻐﺒَﺎ ُر ُد ُﺧﻮْ ﻧﺎdakhanal ghubaaru dukhuna): the dust rose {T, M, R}.
“( ” َدﺧَﻦُ ْاﻟﻔِ ْﺘﻨَ ِۃdakhanul fitna): to disclose some fitnah (something that would lead to anarchy) something
that instigate (people to chaos) {T}.
ٌ ( ” ُﺧ ْﻠkhulqun daakhin): bad manners.
“ﻖ دَا ِﺧ ٌﻦ
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺪﺧَﺎنad-dukhaan) means drought or hunger because a hungry man perceives a sort of cloud between
ٌ ( ” ُدﺧdukhaan)
the earth and the sky (the atmosphere is cloudy to him). Some say that hunger is called “َﺎن
because in a drought the dust rises and makes a sort of cloud. It also means anything bad, and
deterioration.
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺪﺧَﺎنad-dukhan) is used for something bad or dysfunctional.
ٌ ( ”ﯾَﻮْ ٌم د َْﺧﻨyaumun dukhnaan): a day of intense heat and travails {T}.
“َﺎن
The Quran says that the earth was created in two stages:
Then He turned to the other heavenly bodies which were
41:11
in a smoky condition (or in gaseous condition).

اﺳﺘَـ َﻮ ٰی اِﻟَﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺴ َﻤ ِﺎء َو ِﻫ َﯽ ُد َﺧﺎ ٌن
ْ ﰒُﱠ

Modern science confirms this although the Quran had disclosed it about fifteen hundred years ago. The
earliest form of the heavenly bodies is indeed said to be nebulous.
Surah Ad-Dukhaan says:
44:10 When the atmosphere is filled with smoke.

ٍ ﻳـﻮم ﺗَﺄْ ﺗِﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺴﻤﺎء ﺑ ُﺪﺧ
ٍ ْ ِﺎن ُﻣﺒ
ﲔ
َ َُ َ
َ َْ

This verse could mean the time when problems and difficulties abound. There will be chaos and anarchy
everywhere, or the sky will seem filled with smoke due to hunger or drought. It will be a great
punishment (44:11).

درء

D-R-A

“( ” َد َرأَ ٗهdaraa), “( ”ﯾَ ْﺪ َرؤ ُٗهbadra-oo), “ً( ” َدرْ اdraa): to reject and to remove angrily {T, M, R}.
“ً( ” َد َراَ َﻋﻠَﯿ ِْﮩ ْﻢ ُدرُوْ اdara’a alaihim durwa): to appear before someone suddenly.
“ً( ” َﺟﺎ َء اﻟ َﺸﯿْ ُﻞ َدرْ اja’ashaylo dar’a): the flood appeared from nowhere {T}.
“( ” َد َر ْاﺗُ ٗہ َﻋﻨﱢﯽdaratohu anni): I removed him from my side (3:167).
“ٌ ( ” ُﻣﺪَارأَةmudaarah): means opposition and defiance {T}.
The Quran says:
24:8
this can remove (save) the woman from punishment
28:54

Get rid of sayyeaat (sins, or bad things) with good things (Behavior etc.)

اب
َ َوﻳَ ْﺪ َرُؤ َﻋْﻨـ َﻬﺎ اﻟْ َﻌ َﺬ
ََوﻳَ ْﺪ َرءُ ْو َن ﺑِﺎ ْﳊَ َﺴﻨَ ِﺔ اﻟ ﱠﺴﻴﱢﺌَﺔ

This is a great reality which the Quran has mentioned at different places in different styles. It says a bad
thing in return for a bad thing is not the answer. If you are weak, then germs will attack you and sicken
you. The cure is to increase your defiance. This way your deterioration will be checked and your
constructive process will continue. In every aspect of life, this is the right way of defense. This is called
the scales of goodness to tip.
“( ”ﺗَ َﺪاَ ُء وْ ا ﻓِ ْﯽ اﻟْ ُﺨﺼُﻮْ َﻣ ِۃtada aoo fil khusumah) means to push and shove each other, or to blame each other
and Thus, have differences {T}. In these meanings this word has been used in 2:72 “( ”ﻓَﺎ ٰ ّد َر ْء ﺗُ ْﻢ ﻓِ ْﯿﮩَﺎfa addara’otum fiha). Scholars of dictionaries say that this was in reality “( ”ﺗَﺪَا َر ْأﺗُ ْﻢtadaaratum).
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درج

D-R-J

“( ” َد َر َجdaraj): to walk very slowly, to crawl {T}. It means to walk like a mountaineer i.e. like climbing a
mountain {R}.
“ْﻖ
ِ ( ” َﻣ ْﺪ َر َﺟۃُ اﻟﻄﱠ ِﺮﯾmadrajatut tareeq): the distinct and open part of the road.
“( ” َد َر َج ْاﻟﻘَﻮْ ُمdaraj al-qaum): the nation dwindled gradually, and became extinct.
The Quran says:
We will catch them slowly (gradually) and they will
7:182
not even know where the destruction came from

ﺚ َﻻ ﻳـَ ْﻌﻠَ ُﻤ ْﻮ َن
ُ َﺳﻨَ ْﺴﺘَ ْﺪ ِر ُﺟ ُﻬ ْﻢ َﻣ ْﻦ َﺣْﻴ

“( ” َد َر َج اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ ُءdarajash shai yi): he folded the thing and wrapped it.
“( ”اَﻟﺪﱠرْ ُجad-darj): something on which there is some writing.
“ب
ِ ( ” َدرْ ُج ْاﻟ ِﮑﺘﺎdarjul kitaab): a fold of the book {T}.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪ َر َﺟۃad-darajah): one of the steps of a ladder (the steps which take one upwards)
ٌ ( ” َد َر َﺟdarajaat): the steps which will bring you downwards are “( ”درﻛﺎتdarakaat) {L}.
“ﺎت
“َار ُج
ِ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤﺪal-madaarij): the mountain roads which generally get higher with every turn {T}.
Raghib says “ٌ ( ” َد َر َﺟۃdarajah) and “ٌ( ” َﻣ ْﻨ ِﺰﻟَہmanzilah) are almost the same, but manzilah, which is a place
to get down to, is called darajah when it is being used to climb upwards. Darajah is also taken to mean
value and estimation and Thus, means honors, or stages over one another.
The Quran says regarding those who engage themselves in jihad that their status, or “ٌ ( ” َد َر َﺟۃdarajah) is
over “ َ( ”ﻗَﺎ ِﻋ ِﺪ ْﯾﻦqa’ideen) or those who remain seated behind (4:95).
Surah At-Tauba says the following regarding those who do jihad and those who migrate for this cause:
ِﱠ
Those who are peace seekers have migrated and
ﺎﻫ ُﺪواْ ِﰲ َﺳﺒِ ِﻴﻞ اﻟﻠّ ِﻪ ﺑِﺄ َْﻣ َﻮاﳍِِ ْﻢ َوأَﻧ ُﻔ ِﺴ ِﻬ ْﻢ
َ ﺎﺟُﺮواْ َو َﺟ
َ ﻳﻦ َآﻣﻨُﻮاْ َوَﻫ
َ اﻟﺬ
9:20
done jihad in the way of Allah with their wealth
ﻨﺪ اﻟﻠّ ِﻪ
َ أ َْﻋﻈَ ُﻢ َد َر َﺟﺔً ِﻋ
and lives, hold a high status with Allah
The Quran says about men and women:
women, according to good practices, have rights
ِ وَﳍ ﱠﻦ ِﻣﺜْﻞ اﻟﱠ ِﺬی ﻋﻠَﻴ ِﻬ ﱠﻦ ﺑِﺎاﻟْﻤﻌﺮو
ف
2:228
َْ ْ ُ َُ
ُْْ َ
according (apropos) their responsibilities
That is, just as men have rights over women, women too have rights over men. As per the responsibilities
and rights, no one has superiority over the other. Both are equal in this respect. But after this, it is said:
2:228 men have superiority over women in one thing
ٌَوﻟِﻠﱢﺮ َﺟ ِﺎل َﻋﻠَْﻴ ِﻬ ﱠﻦ َد َر َﺟﺔ
ْ ( ” ِﻋ ﱠﺪiddat) or
What is that one thing? The next verse says that a divorced woman will have to observe “ت
celibacy for a period during which she cannot wed another man, but men do not have to observe this
period. Also if the man has divorced the woman and repents it, then he can bring the woman back into his
wedlock during this period.
2:228

And their husbands would do better to take them back
in that case if they desire reconciliation.

ِ
ِ ِوﻳـﻌﻮﻟَﺘـﻬ ﱠﻦ اَﺣ ﱠﻖ ﺑِﺮﱢد ِﻫ ﱠﻦ ﻓِﯽ ذَاﻟ
ًﺻ َﻼﺣﺎ
َ
ْ ﮏ ا ْن اََر ُاد ْوا ا
َ َ ُ ُ َُُْ
ْ

Now consider human history. Everywhere you will find “( ” َﻋﻠَﯿ ِْﮩ ﱠﻦal-aihinna) i.e. only rights for men and
responsibilities for women! No right of women will be accepted as a right and a woman cannot demand
any of her rights as a matter of right. This revolutionary voice that women have rights as well came only
from the Quran, so many years ago. These few words (of the verse) have brought a revolutionary change
in man’s social or civilized life. Look how composite these words are which don't leave matters at the
will of any individual or society. It has been made a provision in the laws of Allah (that women have
rights too). The Quran also tells you what the matter is in which men are superior.
But this does not mean that equality in rights is equality in responsibilities. According to their functions,
Nature has differentiated between them. They have been created differently (according to their biology)
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and a woman is supposed to fulfill the responsibilities she is required to fulfill while men according to
theirs. The woman’s responsibility which man cannot fulfill is to give birth and bring up the children.
Since this takes up most of the woman’s time, earning has been made man’s responsibility (2:34).

درر

D-R-R

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪ ّرad-dar): milk (but it has the connotation of a thick stream and abundance).
“ُ ( ”اَﻟِ ﱠﺪ ﱠرةaliddarrah): profusion of milk.
“ ُ( ”اِ ْﺳﺘَ َﺪرﱠاﻟﺘَﺒَﻦistadar ral laban): the milk became abundant.
“ت اﻟ ﱠﺴ َﻤﺎ ُء ﺑِ ْﺎﻟ َﻤﻄَ ِﺮ
ِ ( ” َد ﱠرdarratis sama-o bil matar): it rained heavily from the skies.
“( ” ِﻣ ْﺪ َرا ٌرmidrar): clouds which cause heavy rain (6:6).
“ﱠﺮا ُج
ِ ( ” َد ﱠراﻟﺴdarras siraaj): the lamp became well lighted (bright).
( ” َﮐﻮْ ﮐَﺐٌ ُد ﱢر ﱞkaukabun durriyyun): shiny, bright star {T, R} which sends forth rays of light (22.35), or
“ی
like a pearl.
Muheet says that “ ( ”اَﻟﺪﱠرﱡad-daar) means for one thing to be born from another, like milk from animals,
brightness from the stars, etc. Ibn Faris agrees with this meaning as well.
It also means movement and unease. Allah has termed the light of His guidance (the noble Quran) as
( ” َﮐﻮْ ﮐَﺐٌ ُد ﱢر ﱞkaukabun durriyyun), like a star which sends forth the light of knowledge and insight, and
“ی
which is not stagnant but with continuous movement. This light is born of God’s Divine knowledge and
spreads to all corners of the earth.

درس

D-R-S

“ﺊ
ُ س اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯿ
َ ( ” َد َرdaras shaiyi) means something became old and was obliterated {M}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means to hide, to be low and be obliterated.
“( ” َد َر َﺳ ٗہ ْاﻟﻘَﻮْ ُمdarasu hool qaum): the people removed all signs of it (obliterated it).
ٌ ( ”طَ ِﺮ ْﯾtariqun madroos) means a path (the signs) that due to the pedestrian traffic has been
“ ٌﻖ َﻣ ْﺪرُوْ س
obliterated.
“َس اﻟْ ِﺨ ْﻨﻄَۃ
َ ( ” َد َرdarasil hintah) means to take the cereal out of the ears of corn by having oxen walk over
the laid wheat crop which separates the grain from the chaff.
“س
َ ( ” َد َرdarasa) means to rub something so much that it becomes obliterated.
“َس اﻟﻨﱠﺎﻗَۃ
َ ( ” َد َرdarasan naaqah) means to walk a camel so much that it becomes obedient.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤﺪَا َر َﺳۃal-mudarasa) means to strive continuously for something or look after it continuously {T}.
“َﺎب ﯾَ ْﺪ ُرﺳُہ
َ س ْاﻟ َﮑﺘ
َ ( ” َد َرdarasal kitaaba yarusuhu) means to read a book so many times that one memorizes
it.
Surah Aal-e-Imraan says:
3:79
Because you have been studying the Book

ِ
ِ
ٰﺎب
َ ﲟَﺎ ُﮐﻨْﺘُ ْﻢ ﺗَ ْﺪ ُر ُﺳ ْﻮ َن اَﻟْﮑﺘ

“ َ( ”ﺗَ ْﺪ ُرﺳُﻮْ نtadrusoon): to (tread) or read a book in such a way that its meanings become explicitly clear. It
means to read something continuously so that the truths hidden in it comes out explicitly and clearly. It
may also mean the concepts that receded in Man’s mind, come up to the surface.
Surah An-Anaam has used the word “ٌ ( ” ِد َرا َﺳۃdiraasah) in 6:157 for study with a lot of attention:
ِِ
ِ واِ ْن ُﮐﻨﱠﺎ ﻋﻦ ِدر
ﲔ
6:157 we were truly unaware of studying them
َ ْ اﺳﺘ ِﻬ ْﻢ ﻟَﻐٰﻔﻠ
َ َ َْ
َ
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درک

D-R-K

Ibn Faris says that the basic meanings of “ک
َ ( ”ﺗَ َﺪ َرtaraka) is to pursue something and then join it, reach it,
catch it
Surah Taha says:
You shall not fear that (Firoun) shall pursue and catch
20:77
you

ًﺎف َد َرﮐﺎ
ُ ََﻻ َﲣ

Surah Ash-Shurah says that the fellowship of Moosa said:
24:64 Now we are caught

اِﻧﱠﺎ ﻟَ ُﻤ ْﺪ َرُﮐ ْﻮ َن

So what they are saying is that they feel that the soldiers of Firoun have gained upon them.
“ک
َ ( ”ﺗَ َﺪ َرtadaraka) means to gain upon someone. It has a connotation of keen reaching to something.
Surah Al-Qalam says:
If the benevolence of his Sustainer had not have
68:49
reached him

ٌﻟَ ْﻮَﻻاَ ْن ﺗَ َﺪ َارَﮐﻪٌ ﻧـَ ْﻌ َﻤﺔ

That is said with regards to the life of Yunus which passed through several travails, but God’s
benevolence and help was continuously with him.
“ک
ُ ( ”اَﻟَ ﱠﺪ َراad-draak): for one thing to continuously follow another.
“ﮏ ِﻣﻦَ ْاﻟ َﻤﻄَ ِﺮ
ُ ( ”اَﻟﺘﱠ ْﺪ ِر ْﯾat-tadrikal minal matar): for the raindrops to fall down continuously (one after
another) {T}.
“ک
َ ک و ﻟ ﱠﺪ َر
َ ْ( ”ﻟﺪﱠرad-daraka wad darak): the end of something’s depth, bottom of something.
ٌ ( ” َد َر ٰﺟdarajaat)
َ
“ک
ُ ْ( ”اﻟﺪﱠرad-derku) means the opposite of “( ” َدرْ ٌجdarj). The steps of a ladder are called “ﺖ
ٌ ( ” َد َر َﮐdarakaat) when used for stepping down.
when used for climbing up, while same steps are called “ﺎت
{T, M}.
ٌ ( ” َد َر َﺟdarajaat), and the stages of
This is why the Quran has termed the stages of the jannah as “ﺎت
ٌ
jahannam as “َرﮐﺎت
( ”دdarakat).
4:145

ِ ﻓﯽ اﻟﺪﱠر
ک ْاﻻَ ْﺳ َﻔ ِﻞ ِﻣﻦ ﻟﻨﱠﺎ ِر
ْ

the bottom of jahannam

Note that a ladder has the same steps for going up or down. A man can use the very same steps for going
up or coming down. Life too is the same way. Whichever way one wants to live, it can be the means of
taking it to the resultant destination, whether to the heights or the depths of life.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْد َر َﮐہadrakahu): reached him, got to him.
“ﺼ ِﺮی
َ َ( ”اَ ْد َر ْﮐﺘُ ٗہ ﺑَﺒadaraktuhu be basari): I found him with my eyes (I spotted him), saw him {T}.
ٌ ( ”اِ ْد َراidraak) is that knowledge which is acquired through the senses.
“ک
Surah Yunus says:
When drowning overtook him.
10:90 (he drowned, when he saw his drowning, when he felt that he was
drowning)

َﺣ ٰﺘّﯽ اِ َذا اَ ْد َرَﮐﺔُ اﻟْﻐََﺮ ُق

“ک اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ ُء
َ ( ”اَ ْد َرadrakash shaiyi): the thing completed its time and was completed, reached its climax {T}.
The Quran says:
27:66 that their knowledge about the Hereafter ended
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Scholars have said that the above verse means that they could not grasp its whole truth, and remained
unaware of the Hereafter {T}.
Raghib says that along with these meanings, it could also mean that they will come to know about it in
the Hereafter. But it does not seem to portray the meaning of the verse correctly.
The Quran says that knowledge about the Hereafter has reached them continuously, but still they are in
doubt over its existence like the blind in the darkness.
27:66

On the contrary, their knowledge of the Hereafter has
declined. They are on the contrary in doubt of it.

ﺑَ ْﻞ ُﻫ ْﻢ ﻓِ ْﯽ َﺷ ﱟ
ﮏ ِﻣْﻨـ َﻬﺎَﺑَ ْﻞ ُﻫ ْﻢ ِﻣﻨْـ َﻬﺎ َﻋ ُﻤ ٰﻮ َن

درﮨﻢ

Darham

“( ”اَﻟِﺪّرْ ﮨَ َﻢad-dirham): a silver coin. The plural is “( ” َد َرا ِﮨ ُﻢdraahem). This is not an Arabic word. Some say
it is actually a Farsi (Persian) word, and others say it is Greek {T}. But it seems that it is the Arabic form
of the Roman word Drawburg. Very similar are the words Deenaar (Dinarins) and Fils.
Surah Yusuf says:
12:20 (they sold Yusuf) for a few Dirhams

ٍدر ِاﻫﻢ ﻣﻌ ُﺪودة
َ ْ ْ َ ْ ََ

دری

D-R-Y

“( ” َد َر ْﯾﺘُہdareetah): I now know about him (21:109).
“( ”اَ ْد َراهُ ﺑَ ٖہadra’o bi): told him about him {T}.
“ٌ ( ” ِد َراﯾَۃdiraayah) means to find out by some effort or tact or to find about something which is doubtful.
This is the reason that this word is not used for Allah {T}.
Ibn Faris says its basic meanings include intending and to demand or ask for. It also means “to be sharp”.
As such “ی
ً ( ” ِﻣ ْﺪرmidrun) mean a comb, because its teeth are pointy and sharp. This means “ٌ ” ِد َراﯾَۃ
(dirayah) contains the meaning of sharpness as well as intention.
Raghib says that wherever Quran says “ک
َ ( ” َﻣﺎاَ ْد َراma adraaka) which means “do you know?”, or “has
somebody made you aware?” It always follows with an explanation. For example see 97:2. But
wherever it says “ﮏ
َ ( ” َﻣﺎﯾُ ْﺪ ِر ْﯾma yudreeka) which means “what tells you?” does not follow with an
explanation. Instead, “( ”ﻟَ َﻌ ﱠﻞla-al) or perhaps has been said and the subject at hand has been discussed
(see 42:17, 33:63, 80:3). This means that after “ک
َ ( ” َﻣﺎاَ ْد َراma adraaka), knowledge (about the thing) has
been positively given, but after “ﮏ
َ ( ” َﻣﺎﯾُ ْﺪ ِر ْﯾma yudreeka) it is said that “( ”ﻟَ َﻌ ﱠﻞla’al) perhaps it can be so.
Surah Al-Baqrah says:
97:2
What do you know about lailat-ul-qadr?

اک ﻣﺎﻟَﻴْـﻠَﺔُ اﻟْ َﻘ ْﺪ ِر
َ َوَﻣﺎ اَ ْد َر

After this “( ”ﻟَ ْﯿﻠَۃُ ْاﻟﻘَ ْﺪ ِرlailat-ul-qadr) has been explained.
It is the converse in surah Ash-Shura:
42:17 What do you know? Perhaps the time for the revolution is near.

ﺐ
َ َْوَﻣﺎﻳُ ْﺪ ِرﻳ
َ ﮏ ﻟَ َﻌ ﱠﻞ اﻟ ﱠﺴ
ٌ ْﺎﻋﺔَ ﻗَ ِﺮﻳ

These examples explain the difference of “ک
َ ( ” َﻣﺎ اَ ْد َراma adraaka) and “ﮏ
َ ( ” َﻣﺎﯾُ ْﺪ ِر ْﯾma yudreeka).
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دسر

D-S-R

“( ” ُد ُﺳ ٌﺮdusur) is the plural of “( ” ِد َﺳﺎ ٌرdisaar) which means a nail or a stave.
“( ” َد ْﺳ ٌﺮdasr) basically means harshness and to push hard {R}.
“( ” َد َﺳ َﺮ اﻟ ﱢﺪ َﺳﺎ ُرdasarud dissar): hammered the nails very hard.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺪ َﺳﺎ ُرad-disaar) also means the rope woven from the strands of the date palms with which the boards
of a boat are fastened together.
Ibn Faris says this meaning is not right.
“( ” َد ْﺳ َﺮا ُءdasra-oo) also means the boat itself {T} because it pushes the water ahead of it as it moves ahead.
The Quran has called the ark of Nooh as:
54:13 An ark made of boards and staves

ِ َذ
ات اَﻟْ َﻮ ٍاح َو ْد ُﺳ ٍﺮ

If “( ” ُد ُﺳ ٌﺮdusur) really means staves, (not a boat of date palm fiber) then it shows that in those days metal
had begun to be used and boats too were not made of hollowed out trunks of trees but instead were built
from boards and nails. About the boat, it is also said in the Quran that Nooh’s ark was made under God’s
guidance or instructions (11:37). Perhaps in those days, this craft too was imparted through divine
revelation and then its usage became common.
One hardly knows what human history may reveal. Perhaps many things which we think are the product
of human intelligence are actually introduced by divine revelations.

و/د س س

D-S-S/W

“ ( ”اﻟﺪﱠسﱡad-das): to hide something underneath something or bury it {T}.
Raghib has added to the meaning by saying that it means to make helpless. That is to force something
into something by force {R}.
ُ ( ” َد َﺳﺴdasastu shaiyi fit turaab): I hid the thing in the ground {T}.
“ب
ِ ْﺖ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ َء ﻓِﯽ اﻟﺘﱠ َﺮا
Surah An-Nahal says that during the period of unawareness when the Arabs got news about the birth of a
girl child, their thought was:
ِ اَْم ﻳ ُﺪ ﱡﺳﻪٌ ﻓِﯽ اﻟﺘـﱡﺮ
اب
16:59 Perhaps he should bury her in the ground
َ
َ
Surah Ash-Shams says about human intention:
He who developed it (on the right lines)
91:10
became successful (his fields bore fruit)
91:11 He who buried it became unsuccessful

ﻗَ ْﺪ اَﻓْـﻠَ َﺢ َﻣ ْﻦ زّٰﮐ َﻬﺎ

ﺎب َﻣ ْﻦ َد ّٰﺳ َﻬﺎ
َ َوﻗَ ْﺪ َﺧ

For a seed to develop, it must be buried in the ground. If the proportion of water, earth, air, temperature
and light is correct, then the seed develops and blossoms into a strong tree. But if the same seed is buried
too deep, it loses all its capabilities. The human personae have been endowed with latent capabilities to
develop, but these capabilities are developed in this physical world. If physical forces are used properly
then human personality’s latent talents are developed. If the personality is buried under self-interests, then
its capabilities are stultified.
“ ٰ( ” َدﺳﱠﯽdassa) was actually “ﱠﺲ
َ ( ” َدﺳdassasa). Since three “( ”سseen) together are not feasible, the word
ّٰ ( ”دﺳdassa).
has become “ﯽ
Fara and Zajaj say this means miserliness. Because a miser hides himself while a philanthropist is open
and prominent, this meaning is in one way right. The Quran has itself said the development of a human
being is in giving, while miserliness has been described as a reason for destruction.
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92:5-10

Then as for him who gives and believes in the
best. Then we will ease him towards ease, but as
for who withholds and considers himself free
from need and denies the best. Then We will
ease him towards difficulty.

ﱠق ﺑِﺎ ْﳊُ ْﺴﻨَﯽ ﻓَ َﺴﻨُـﻴَ ﱢﺴُﺮﻩُ ﻟِْﻠﻴُ ْﺴَﺮی َوأَﱠﻣﺎ
َ ﺻﺪ
َ ﻓَﺄَﱠﻣﺎ َﻣﻦ أ َْﻋﻄَﯽ َواﺗﱠـ َﻘﯽ َو
ِ
ﺎﳊُ ْﺴﻨَﯽ ﻓَ َﺴﻨُـﻴَ ﱢﺴُﺮﻩُ ﻟِﻠْ ُﻌ ْﺴَﺮی
ْ ِب ﺑ
ْ َﻣﻦ َﲞ َﻞ َو
َ اﺳﺘَـﻐْﻨَﯽ َوَﮐ ﱠﺬ

This is what rabubiyah (providence) is. That is, to develop oneself by providing for others and this is
what the Quran teaches us to do.
With regards to hiding “ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪﺳ ْﯿ َﺴۃad-dasyasah) is that misconception and fraud that is hidden, or a thing
that enters secretly {M}.
The linguists have said “( ” َد ٰ ّﺳﮩَﺎdassaha) comes from the root (D-S-S) as well as (D-S-Y). This is the
reason why we have included both roots under the same heading.

دعع

D-Ain-Ain

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪ ﱡعad-da’a): to push hard.
“َاع
ِ َاع د
ِ ( ”دdaa-ee, daa’ee): an admonishing voice for the goatherd.
ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪﻋَﺎad-da’a): a man’s small children {T} (for which he is pushed around in society).
“ع
The Quran says:
107:6
this is him who pushes (away) the orphans

ع اﻟْﻴَﺘِْﻴﻢ
ﮏ اﻟﱠ ِﺬ ْی ﻳَ ُﺪ ﱡ
َ ِﻓَ َﺬاﻟ

Surah At-Toor says:
The day when they will be pushed hard towards
52:13
the fire of jahannam (hell)

ِ ِٰ
ًﱠﻢ َد ّﻋﺎ
َ ﻳـَ ْﻮَم ﻳُ َﺪ ﱡﻋ ْﻮ َن اﻟﯽ ﻧَﺎر َﺟ َﻬﻨ

Ibn Faris says the basic meaning of the word is to push and unease.
Consider the verse of surah Al-Ma’on once again:
Have you ever wondered about the man who
107:1
denies this way of life?
107:2
this is him who pushes (away) the orphans
and does not pursued (others too) for feeding the
107:3
destitute

ِ اَرء ﻳ
ب ﺑَﺎﻟﺪﱢﻳْ ِﻦ
َ ْ ََ
ُ ﺖ اﻟﱠﺬ ْی ﻳُ َﮑ ﱢﺬ
ع اﻟْﻴَﺘِْﻴ َﻢ
ﮏ اﻟﱠ ِﺬ ْی ﻳَ ُﺪ ﱡ
َ ِﻓَ َﺬاﻟ
ِ ْ ﺾ َﻋ ٰﻠﯽ ﻃَ َﻌ ِﺎم اﻟْ ِﻤﺴ َﮑ
ﲔ
َوَﻻ َﳛُ ﱡ
ْ

Note how closely the way of Islam (Deen) and economics are related. This relationship is even found in
salaah and economics as well, because the next verse says that there is destruction for those who are
unaware of the true meaning of salaah.
People like this offer their prayers, thinking that it is salaah, but build barriers against the sources of
sustenance and prevent them from reaching the needy, although they (the resources) should be like
flowing water, available for everybody. (Further details will be found under relevant headings).
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دعو

D-Ain-W

“( ” َدﻋَﺎda’a) means to call someone.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪﻋَﺎ َء ةad-da’ah) means the forefinger which is used as a sign to call someone.
“ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪا ِﻋﯿَۃad-dayiah) means the cry of the horses in battle.
“( ”ﮨُ َﻮ ِﻣﻨﱢﯽ َد ْﻋ َﻮةَ ﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ ِﻞhuwaminni dawatar rajul): He is at a distance where a man’s voice can reach him. He
is at a calling distance {T}.
Ibn Faris says it means to incline towards oneself through talk or voice.
“( ” َدﻋَﺎهُ اِﻟَﯽ ْاﻻَ َﻣﯿ ِْﺮdayahu ila al-ameer): he took him towards the leader.
“َاع
ٍ ( ”دdayi) is not only one who calls but also someone who takes you to someone {T}.
“( ”اِ ﱢدﻋَﺎ ٌءiddia’oo), “ َ( ”ﯾَ ﱠﺪ ُﻋﻮْ نyad-da’oon) means to wish or desire {T}, or to call out to someone (67:28).
“( ”ﺗَﺪَاﻋَﻮْ ا َﻋﻠَ ْﯿ ِہtadau alaih): means they gathered against him.
ٰ ( ”ﺗَﺪtada’a alaihal aduwu min kulli jaanib) means the enemy attacked him from
“ﺐ
ٍ َِاﻋﯽ َﻋﻠَﯿْہ ْاﻟ َﻌ ُﺪوﱡ ِﻣ ْﻦ ُﮐ ﱢﻞ َﺟﺎﻧ
all sides.
“ ُﺖ اﻟ ِﺤ ْﯿﻄَﺎن
ِ ( ”ﺗَﺪَا َﻋtadaa’atil haitaan) means the walls fell down one after another {T}.
“( ” َدﻋَﻮْ ﺗُ ٗہ َز ْﯾﺪًاda’autuhu zaida): I named him Zaid.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪ ِﻋ ﱡﯽad-dayee’o): adopted son {T}, plural is “( ”اَ ْد ِﻋﯿَﺎ ُءaddia’o) as in 33:4.
“ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪ ِﻋﯿَۃad-daayiah): is the milk that is left behind in the teats of animals so that with its help the animal
can be milked again {T}. It also means the reason, or cause.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪ َوا ِﻋ ْﯽad-dawa’ee): such things as tempt or instigate people’s emotions or desires {M}.
These meanings should be kept in mind because they throw light on the meaning of the word “” ُدﻋَﺎ ٌء
(dua), or prayer/supplication.
2:23

َو ْاد ُﻋ ْﻮا ُﺷ َﺸ َﺪاءَ ُﮐ ْﻢ

call those who may help you

In surah Kahaf, “( ”ﻧَﺎد َٰیnadyaa) and “( ” َدﻋَﺎda’a) have been used in a similar meaning as in 18:25.
In surah Airaaf, “ َﺻ َﻤﺖ
َ ” (samat), which means to be quiet, has been used against “( ” َدﻋَﺎda’a) in 7:193.
As such “( ” َدﻋَﺎda’a) would mean to call.
Surah Al-Baqrah says:
2:61
Call out to your God on our behalf

ﮏ
َ ع ﻟَﻨَﺎ َرﺑﱠ
ُ ﻓَ ْﺎد

ٰ ( ”اﻟ ﱠﺪ ْﻋad-da’wyaa): to call out, demand, require (10:10)
“ﻮی
We have now come to that part of “( ” َدﻋَﺎda’a), considered to be prayers, which has been taxed as the
most complicated one in the world of scholars and religion, because its explicit meaning has not been
given. Consider an example. In some case, Zaid is the Prosecution and Bakar the Defence. Zaid prays to
God that the case is decided in his favor. This raises the following questions:
a) One group of people believes that all matters are decided beforehand by God. If this is taken to be correct,
then it would mean that it has already been decided that the case will be decided in Zaid’s favour or
against. If it was decided by God beforehand, then Zaid’s prayer will not change God’s already made
decision and Zaid will now not win the case if he was already destined to lose it.
If this is not so, then it would mean that God changes His decisions according to men’s prayer or bidding.
This would then imply that He is obedient to men. This concept cannot be right in any case.
b) Now if we suppose that Zaid’s claim in the case was false or fabricated, would then God decide the case
in his favor because he prayed? If this is true, then it would mean that God decided in favor of a liar and
deprived the truthful from his right. This concept too about God is wrong.
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c) Suppose that Zaid is justified in his claim. Now if Zaid does not pray to God, then would the case be
decided in his favor or not? If the case cannot be decided in his favor without praying then it would mean
that God does not decide in favor of the truth on His own. The truthful has to plead before God in order to
obtain a decision in his favor even though he did nothing wrong. This concept too about God is wrong. If
God decides in favor of truth, then it does not make a difference whether Zaid prays or not. God in any
case had to decide in his favor (that is, in favor of the truth). As such, praying is a useless effort!
d) It is obvious that in order to win a case, a man has to make some effort, however ethical. Now if Zaid
only prays, and does not make the required effort, will he win the case? If praying is enough to win the
case then it would mean that God’s stress on effort (deed) is useless? Also if one cannot win the case
without making the required effort, then what is the usage of any praying?
e) If Zaid prays to God and Bakar does it as well, then in whose favor will the case be decided? Whose
prayer will God accept?
These questions and many others arise with regards to the concept of praying to God, where religions and
philosophers have been trying to solve or answer these questions for centuries, but with no luck.
Please note that the term religion is a manmade concept while following Gods instructions is called Deen.
The Quran has said that this concept of dua or praying is wrong and a product of the time when man was
in his infant stage and was unaware of the law of causality.
The Quran clarified that:
1) Everything in the universe is operating according to the order created by God. He never changes His laws.
ّ ٰ ( ” َوﻟَ ْﻦ ﺗَ ِﺠ َﺪ ﻟِ ُﺴﻨﱠ ِۃwalan tajeda sunnatillahi tabdeelah) (33:64), i.e. “You will not find any change in
“ًﷲِ ﺗَ ْﺒ ِﺪ ْﯾﻼ
God’s laws”.
2) It is God’s law which is operative in man’s world as well. He who strives as much under these laws will
succeed proportionately. “ﻼ ْﻧ َﺴﺎ ِن اِ ﱠﻻ َﻣﺎ َﺳ ٰﻌﯽ۔ َواَ ﱠن َﺳ ْﻌﯿَ ٗہ ﺳَﻮْ فَ ﯾُ َﺮ ٰی
َ ( ”ﻟَﯿlaisa lil insaana illa ma sa’a, wa unna
ِ ْ ِْﺲ ﻟ
sa’yahu saufa yura). 53:39-40, i.e. “There is nothing for man other than what he works for, and the result
of his efforts will soon be made manifest”.
At the same time, the Quran has made it clear to believe that simply by praying (and not making any
effort), one’s wish is granted, is an erroneous concept about God.
( ”ﻟَہُ َد ْﻋ َﻮةُ ْاﻟ َﺤ ﱢlahu dawatul haq). This means that human invitation which can
Surah Ar-Raad says “ﻖ
produce successful results, which can be said to be based on truth, is the same invitation with which you
invite someone towards your sustainer (according to His law and order).
“ْی
َ ِ( ” َواﻟﱠ ِﺬ ْﯾﻦَ ﯾَ ْﺪ ُﻋﻮْ نَ ِﻣ ْﻦ ُدوْ ﻧِ ٖہ َﻻ ﯾَ ْﺴﺘَ ِﺠ ْﯿﺒُﻮْ نَ ﻟَﮩُ ْﻢ ﺑwallazeena yad’ona min doonehi la yastajeebuna lahum bish
ٍ ﺶء
shaiyi): those who attach their wishes to others beside God, that is, believe that by leaving aside the Laws
of God, they can succeed on the basis of their superstitions, are wrong. These self-created forces can
never fulfill their wishes.
Such people can be likened to “( ” َﮐﺒَﺎ ِﺳ ِﻂ َﮐﻔﱠ ْﯿ ِہ اِﻟَﯽ ْاﻟ َﻤﺎ ِء ﻟِﯿَ ْﺒﻠُ َﻎ ﻓَﺎهُ َو َﻣﺎ ﮨُ َﻮ ﺑِﺒَﺎﻟِ ِﻐ ٖہkabasiti kaffiyahi ilal ma-ee liyab
lugha fa hu wama huwa bi-balighihi): as if a man sits beside a river and prays that the water may come
into his mouth, the water will never come into his mouth on its own. As such, “ﺿ َﻼ ٍل
َ ” َو َﻣﺎ ُدﻋَﺎ ُء ْاﻟ َﮑﺎﻓِﺮ ْﯾﻦَ اِ ﱠﻻ ﻓِ ْﯽ
(wama dua-ool kafireena illa fi zalaal) 13:14: Those who deny God’s verses or God’s sayings, their
praying can never produce results.
َ ج
Do you not see that “ً طﻮْ ﻋًﺎ ﱠو ﮐَﺮْ ﮨﺎ
ِ ٰ( ” َو ِ ٰ ّہﻠﻟِ ﯾَ ْﺴ ُﺠ ُﺪ َﻣ ْﻦ ﻓِﯽ اﻟﺴﱠﻤٰ ﻮwalil lahi mun fis samawaati wal ardi tauِ ْت َو ْاﻻَر
an wa karha) 3:15: everything in the universe, willingly or not, has to operate according to the Laws of
God. Then how can man be an exception to this?
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As such, according to the Quran, calling out to God means calling out to the Laws of God for help. That
is, by obeying them in order to find the desired results. This fact has been clarified at various points in the
Quran.
For example the Quran says in surah Momineen:
Your Sustainer says “Call out to me, I will
respond to your call”

ِ
ِ
ﺐ ﻟَ ُﮑ ْﻢ
َ ََوﻗ
ْ ﺎل َر ﺑﱡ ُﮑ ْﻢ ْاد َﻋ ْﻮﻧ ْﯽ اَ ْﺳﺘَﺠ

The meaning of the above verse will be explained a little further ahead. After this, it is said:
Indeed, those who refuse to accept my authority
ِ اِ ﱠن اﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦ ﻳﺴﺘﮑِْﱪو َن ﻋﻦ ِﻋﺒﺎدﺗِﯽ ﺳﻴ ْﺪﺧﻠُﻮ َن ﺟﻬﻨﱠﻢ د
اﺧ ِﺮﻳْ َﻦ
40:60
enter the state of jahannum after distress and
َ َ َ َ ْ ُ َ َ ْ َ َ ْ َ ُْ َ ْ َ َ ْ
humiliation
This explains what is meant by calling out to God. It means to accept and to obey Him and His
superiority. His answer to the call means for man’s efforts to bear fruit.
This fact has been described at another place as:
Those who trust Us, (have faith in Us) are those
who gladly bow their heads (in subservience)
when they are presented with our orders, and are
32:15
engaged in establishing and making
praiseworthy the program given by their
Sustainer, and they do not defy these orders.
They are so busy in this work that they do not
even consider sleep, are awake at night, and
Thus, call on their Sustainer for removing their
problems and for His benevolence. Because they
know that their efforts will cause good results,
32:16
and what destruction will follow if the orders are
disobeyed. Whatever We have given them, is
kept open (available) to the human race (for their
welfare).

اِﱠﳕَﺎ ﻳـُ ْﺆِﻣ ُﻦ ﺑِﺎٰﻳٰﺘِﻨَﺎ اﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳْ َﻦ اِذَا ذُ ﱢﮐُﺮْوا ِﻬﺑَﺎ َﺧﱡﺮْوا ُﺳ ﱠﺠ ًﺪا ﱠو َﺳﺒﱠ ُﺨ ْﻮ ِﲝَ ْﻤ ِﺪ
َرﱢﻬﺑِ ْﻢ َوُﻫ ْﻢ َﻻ ﻳَ ْﺴﺘَﮑِْﱪُْو َن

ِ ﺗَـﺘﺠﺎ ٰﻓﯽ ﺟﻨﻮﺑـﻬﻢ ﻋ ِﻦ اﻟْﻤﻀ
ﺎﺟ ِﻊ۔ ﻳَ ْﺪ ُﻋ ْﻮ َن َرﺑـﱠ ُﻬ ْﻢ َﺧ ْﻮﻓﺎً َوﻃَ َﻤﻌﺎً ﱠو
َ َ َ ْ ُ ُ ُُ َ َ
ِ
ٰﻬ ْﻢ ﻳـُْﻨ ِﻔ ُﻘ ْﻮ َن
ُ ﳑﱠﺎ َرَزﻗْـﻨـ

Surah Al-momin says:
When you call out to God, then call Him with
40:65
full and complete obedience only for Him
Surah Ash-Shura says:
He responds to the call of those people who
42:26
believe on His laws and work according to them

ِِ
ﲔ ﻟَﻪٌ اﻟﺪﱢﻳْ َﻦ۔۔۔
َ ْ ﻓَ ْﺎد ُﻋ ْﻮﻩُ ﳐُْﻠﺼ
ِ وﻳﺴﺘ ِﺠﻴﺐ اﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦ آﻣﻨـﻮا وﻋ ِﻤﻠَﻮا اﻟ ﱠ
ِ ﺎﳊ
ﺎت۔۔۔
َ َ ْ َُ َ ْ ُ ْ َ ْ َ َ
َ ﺼ

This shows too, what calling to God and His response means.
Surah Al-Airaaf says:
Call your Sustainer with complete equanimity of
7:55
heart and soul. so that the call comes from the
core of your heart
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Note that those who rebel against His laws and cross the limits are disliked by Him. This also shows that
“calling” Him means “obeying Him”. The next verses explain this:
7:56
Do not create ripples in society after it has
ِ
ِ َوَﻻ ﺗُـ ْﻔ ِﺴ ُﺪ ْوا ﻓِﯽ ْاﻻَْر
ﺻ َﻼ ِﺣ َﻬﺎ
ْ ض ﺑـَ ْﻌ َﺪ ا
become smooth or calm
And call out to God for banishing your problems
and ills and for acquiring benefits. Remember
ِِ
ِ ٰ و ْادﻋﻮﻩ ﺧﻮﻓﺎً ﱠو ﻃَﻤﻌﺎً اِ ﱠن ر ْﲪ
ﲔ
7:57
َ ْ ﺐ ﱢﻣ ْﻦ اﻟْ ُﻤ ْﺤﺴﻨ
َََ
ٌ ْﺖ اﻟﻠّﻪ ﻗَ ِﺮﻳ
ْ َ ُُْ َ
َ
that those who maintain the balance in society,
Allah’s benevolence is very near to them
Here Allah’s benevolence is said to be ‘near’. In surah Al-Baqrah God Himself is said to be near:
And when my obedient ask you about Me, tell
ِ
ِ ﮏ ِﻋﺒ ِﺎدی ﻋﻨ
ﺐ
2:186
ٌ ْﱢﯽ ﻗَ ِﺮﻳ
ْ ﱢﯽ ﻓَﺎﻧ
ْ َ ْ َ َ ََواذَا َﺳﺎَﻟ
them I am not far from them, and are very near.
Thus, they should obey Me and believe in the
ﻓَـﻠْﻴَ ْﺴﺘَ ِﺠﻴْﺒُـ ْﻮا ﻟِ ْﯽ َوﻟْﻴُـ ْﺆ ِﻣﻨُـ ْﻮا ﺑَ ْﯽ ﻟَ َﻌﻠﱠ ُﻬ ْﻢ ﻳـَْﺮ ُﺷ ُﺪ ْو َن
2:186
veracity of my laws so that they find the path to
their destinations.
ِ اُ ِﺟﻴﺐ د ْﻋﻮةَ اﻟ ﱠﺪ ِاع اِذَا دﻋ
ﺎن
50:16
(I am ) closer than their jugular vein
ََ
َ َ ُْ
This also makes explicit that “calling out” to God means “obeying” Him, and the response to that call is
the result of those efforts which one makes according to His laws.
In surah An-Namal, first the attention has been drawn to various elements of the universal system as to
how everything happens according to God’s order (system). Then, the group of momineen has been
addressed which was passing through very difficult times in its initial stages of establishing God’s orders,
and was calling out at every step for help from God.
ّ ٰ ( ” َﻣ ٰﺖ ﻧَﺼْ ُﺮmata nasrullah): when shall God’s help come? (2:214)
“ِﷲ
They were told (through evelation, of course):
(except God) who can hear or answer your cries
for help; and remove your worries and
27:62
difficulties, and grant you the rule on this earth
but the rule on earth can only be gotten as a
result of your deeds

ِ
ِ
ْ ﺐ اﻟْ ُﻤ
ُ ﻀﻄَﱠﺮ اذَ َاد َﻋﺎﻩُ َوﻳَﮑْﺸ
َﻒ اﻟ ﱡﺴ ْﻮءَ َوَْﳚ َﻌﻠُ ُﮑ ْﻢ ُﺧﻠَ َﻔﺎء
ُ اَﱠﻣ ْﻦ ُﳚَْﻴ
ِ ْاﻻَْر
ض

Thus, do not worry, keep working according to God’s laws, he will turn your helplessness into
dominance, and if you continue on this path (the path of God) then Our cosmic forces will save you from
the harmful machinations of your opponents (40:7). Not only was the group of momineen told this, but
the messengers as well.
In surah Yunus, in the tale of Moosa, Moosa and his brother Haroon, who also was a messenger, pray to
God to confront Firoun successfully. They are told that:
ِ
ﺎﺳﺘَ ِﻘْﻴ َﻤﺎ
10:89
the prayers of you both have been accepted
ْ َﻗَ ْﺪ اُﺟْﻴﺒ
ْ َﺖ ﱠد ْﻋ َﻮﺗُ ُﮑ َﻤﺎ ﻓ
This means that they were told to continue with their program (as given by God) with steadfastness.
Obviously if the acceptance of prayer meant only that whatever you have asked for shall be given to you,
(or you will get it), then after that there was no need for any effort. However here it has been said that
your prayer has been accepted, Therefore, be steadfast in your program. This makes it obvious, that
Moosa and his brother Haroon were only told that their call-outs are according to God’s laws, and now
they should strive to achieve those ends with steadfastness and Hence, they would surely succeed.
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The above explanations make it clear that calling out to God means obeying his orders and laws. The
Messenger Mohammed (pbuh) was also asked to ‘call out God’, to do dua:
Tell them that I only call out to my Sustainer and
do not include anyone else with Him
ِ
72:20
ًک ﺑِِﻪ اَ َﺣﺪا
ْ ﻗُ ْﻞ اﱠﳕَﺎ اَ ْد ُﻋ ْﻮا َر ﺑﱢ ْﯽ َوَﻻ اُ ْﺷ ِﺮ
(do not include anyone in His Supreme
authority) (18:26)
After this Quranic meaning of ‘dua’, there is no cause left for the doubts and tribulations mentioned
earlier bout ‘dua’.
The Quran also relates the things similar to what we mean by ‘dua’ in the ordinary sense:
ِ
ِ
ِ
O Sustainer, protect us from our faults and
ﺼ ْﺮﻧَﺎ
ْ َر ﺑـﱠﻨَﺎ ا ْﻏﻔ ْﺮﻟَﻨَﺎ ذُﻧـُ ْﻮﺑـَﻨَﺎ َوا ْﺳﺮاﻓَـﻨَﺎ ﻓ ْﯽ اَْﻣ ِﺮ ﻧَﺎ َوﺛـَﺒﱢ
ُ ْﺖ اَﻗْ َﺪ َاﻣﻨَﺎ َواﻧ
3:146
transgressions. Give solidarity to our feet (us)
َﻋﻠَﯽ اﻟْ َﻘ ْﻮِم اﻟْ َﮑﺎﻓِ ِﺮﻳْ َﻦ
and give us success over the nation of deniers
That is such prayers (dua) in which a man desires fulfillment of his wishes. These prayers are actually a
manifest of the intensity of his wishes. This intensity creates a kind of a change in his personality that
gives vent to his latent capabilities and they go to work for him. Consider the meanings of the words
“ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪا ِﻋﯿَۃad-dayituh) and “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪ َوا ِﻋ ْﯽad-dawayi) given earlier. First a man must desire that which is
according to God’s laws (not the obverse). Then he should create intensity in his wishes. This will create
a revolutionary condition within himself and the result is indeed surprising. Note that the Quran has also
said that your wishes must be according to the laws of God or you may wish for something that in reality
is harmful for you (17:11).
It can be argued that by praying revolutionary changes are created in man himself which help him to
attain his goals. Then what is the difference in calling out to God or praying to Him? It is correct that
man’s latent capabilities are aroused in this way, but the aim is not only to raise the latent forces or
capabilities as such. The first thing is to determine the aim for which they are aroused. That is, the
purpose for the attainment of which the effort is being made, and what sort is that aim? Then, what are the
means to achieve it, and what will the purpose be, if attained? A momin (one who follows the Quran)
decides all matters under the orders of Allah and Therefore, keeps Allah before him from first to last. His
wish or desire is also a link in this chain. Therefore, he calls out to God for its attainment too. Everything
takes place as per God’s laws, so much so that the latent forces in man are aroused too as a result of His
laws.
Another point to be noted here is that God has bestowed man with that a personality with the proper
development of which (to the extent that is humanly possible) can arouse the qualities which when
unbounded, are attributable to God. In this manner, God’s personality becomes the standard for the
development of the human personality. By praying to God (by calling out to Him) a man wants to arouse
the qualities within himself that will help him attain his goal. This is the difference between ‘praying to
God’ and arousing intense desire in oneself.
We now come to the praying of the messengers mentioned in the Quran. Messenger-hood is quite
different from ordinary human matters. We cannot understand anything about it. We only understand the
message that they have brought to us and their obedience is our duty. As far as God talking to them in
response to their prayers is concerned, it does not happen with ordinary human beings. God does not talk
to anyone except the messengers to believe that He does, even after the last Messenger (pbuh), is
blasphemy.
The concept that if God does not listen to our pleadings, Therefore, someone close to God should be
requested to pray for us before God is not correct.
As per the Quran, no power can interfere between God and His missionaries. To believe so is a big sin.
To reach God or to take one’s pleading to God, no media is required. Every human being by obeying
God’s laws can reach God or take his voice to Him. To see the meaning of “( ”وﺳﯿﻠہwaseela), or means,
go to relevant heading. His laws are obeyed by remaining within the bounds of a Quranic society. That is
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the reason that the prayers that God has taught the momineen are mostly collective. Such as 1:5, 1:7,
2:201, 3:7, 3:146, and 3:192 etc.).
To explain verses 2:186 and 50:16 as mentioned above. These verses contain hints to His imminence and
transcendence. He is closer to every human being than his jugular vein. This shows that God is present
everywhere in the universe, but not present as something is bound to some place. Since our senses are
unable to grasp how God can be present somewhere in space without occupying some space, Therefore, it
has been said in the Quran that:
6:104

ﺼ َﺎر
ُ ﺼ ُﺎر‘ َوُﻫ َﻮ ﻳُ ْﺪ ِر
َ ْک ْاﻻَﺑ
َ َْﻻ ﺗُ ْﺪ ِرُﮐﻪُ ْاﻻَﺑ

human eyes cannot comprehend Him

But it is encircling or comprehending human sight. But we can comprehend His laws and can observe
their results as well. Therefore, the Quran has said that we are connected to God’s laws. We call out to
His laws and when we act according to His laws, He answers our call by bringing the desired results that
we have called for.
As far as God’s knowledge is concerned, the thing that we term as past, present or future, have no place
according to the laws of God. Before God, all the past, present and the future are revealed at the same
time. There is a sort of eternal now. That is, He is aware of future events or what will take place in the
future (future for us) as if they are taking place now. But it makes no difference as to our intent or
authority which we have been given by God. Nor is the fact affected that whatever happens to us is the
result of our own deeds. Everything is taking place before God. He also knows what we are going to do,
but he does not interfere with our intent or authority. We do what we chose to, and face whatever results
our own deeds bring. If we act according to God’s laws then we get good results, if we go against these
laws then we suffer. Nobody has the power to do wrong and reap good results. To observe God’s laws is
to call out to Him or pray to Him and to get good results means our prayers have been answered.

دفء

D-F-A

“ﺊ
ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺪ ْﻓad-dif’u): temperature and heat, or something that heats something.
“( ”اَ ْدﻓَﺄ َ ٗهadfaahu): he attired him in such clothes as to warm him.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺪﻓَﺎ ُءad-difa’u): anything that provides heat.
The Quran says about cattle:
They have the wherewithal to provide heat and
16:5
have other benefits.

ف َو َﻣﻨَﺎﻓِ ُﻊ
ٌ ﻟَ ُﮑ ْﻢ ﻓِْﻴـ َﻬ ِﺎد

ٌ ( ” َد ْﻓdafun) means the camel’s kids, its milk and its other beneficial things.
Ibn Faris says that “ﺊ

دفع

D-F-Ain

“( ” َد ْﻓ ٌﻊdafah): to banish something by force, to remove, as in 2:251 {T, R}.
Muheet says “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪ ْﻓ ُﻊad-dafah) means to banish something before it takes place and “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﻓ ُﻊar-rafah)
means to remove it after it takes place.
Basa-ir says when “( ” َد ْﻓ ٌﻊdafah) is followed by “( ”اِ ٰﻟﯽila) then it means to entrust or to pay back. As in:
ﻓَ ْﺎدﻓَـ ُﻌ ْﻮا اِﻟَْﻴ ِﻬ ْﻢ اَْﻣ َﻮا َﳍُ ْﻢ
4:9
return their goods or wealth to them
When it is followed by “( ”ﻋ َْﻦun), then it means to support or protect {T}.
22:38

اِ ﱠن اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪَ ﻳُﺪاﻓِ ُﻊ َﻋ ِﻦ اﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳْ َﻦ َآﻣﻨُـ ْﻮا

Verily God (God’s law) protects those who
Believe on His reality
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“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤﺪَاﻓَ َﻌۃal-mudaafi’atu): to jostle one another and to push {T}.
“( ”دَاﻓِ ٌﻊdaafiun): one who removes (70:2)?

دفق

D-F-Q

ُ ُﻖ اﻟ َﻤﺎ َء ﯾَ ْﺪﻓ
ﻖ
َ َ( ” َدﻓdafaqal ma’a yudfiqu): he spilled the water.
ْ
ُ
َ
“ﻖ اﻟﮑﻮْ َز
َ ( ” َدﻓdafaqal kooz): spilled the water of the cup at once.
“ﻖ ْاﻟ َﻤﺎ ُء
َ َ( ” َدﻓdafaqul ma’o): the water boiled suddenly.
ٌ ( ” َﺳ ْﯿ ٌﻞ ُدﻓَﺎsailun dafaaq): the flood whose waters overflowed the valley.
“ق
( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺪﻓَ ﱡad-difaqqu): a fast camel.
“ﻖ
“ ٰ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺪﻓِﻘﱢﯽad-difaqqa): a fast speed in which the animal jumps when running {T, M, R}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means to push forward.
The Quran speaks about the creation of man.
He has been created from the surfing liquid
86:6
(sperm).

ُﺧﻠِ َﻖ َﻣ ْﻦ ﱠﻣ ٍﺎء َداﻓِ ٍﻖ

دکک

D-K-K

( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪ ﱡad-dok): to break, to pound, to demolish a wall or mountain. Actually it means to pound and break
“ک
a thing and level it with the ground {T, M}.
Ibn Faris thinks it means to become low and to spread out.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪ َﮐۃad-dakkatu), “ ( ”اَﻟﺪﱠکﱡad-duk): smooth or even place, or to level the ups and downs of the ground.
(To beat them into a level with the ground) {T, M}.
89:21

When the land’s unevenness (ups and downs) will be removed
and made level.

ِ اِ َذا ُد ﱠﮐ
ًّﺖ ْاﻻَْر ُج َد َﮐﺎًّ َد َﮐﺎ

In other words when the balance of economy shall be made even, and there will be no ups and downs {T}.
69:14
7:143
18:98

The evenness will be made in one go
Smoothed it, removed the ups and downs or high or lows or
unevenness.
Will break it and make it level
(here the word ‘earth’ is silent for which dakka has been said)

ِ ﻓَ ُﺪ ﱠﮐﺘﺎ َد ﱠﮐﺔً و
ًاﺣ َﺪة
َ
َ
َﺟ َﻌﻠَﻪُ َد ًّﻛﺎ
َﺟ َﻌﻠَﻪُ َد ًّﻛﺎ

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪ َﮐﺎ ﱠ ُءad-dakka’o) means a mud dune or hill {T}.
“( ” َﺟ َﻌﻠَ ٗہ َد َﮐﺎ ﱠ َءja’alahu dakka’a) would mean that the wall becomes like a dune when demolished.
“( ”اَرْ ضٌ َد ﱠﮐﺎ ُءardun dakka’o): smooth land {R}.
ٌ ( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺪ َﮐad-dukaan): a place the top of which is smoothed over for sitting {T, M}.
“ﺎن
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دلک

D-L-K

“( ” َدﻟَ َﮑہُ ﺑِﯿَ ِﺪ ٖه د َْﻟ َﮑﺎ ﱠdalakahu beyadehi dalka): to rub something with the hands.
“ً ﺖ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﻤﺲُ ُد ﻟُﻮْ َﮐﺎ
ِ ( ” َدﻟَ َﮑdalakatis shamsu duluka): sunset, because one who looks at it starts rubbing his eyes
with his hands {T} (but we think that this reasoning is feeble).
“ً ( ” ُدﻟُﻮْ َﮐﺎdalakat duluka): for the sun to become yellowish and go towards sunset, or for the sun to lean
towards the west (towards setting) after mid noon in the middle of the sky {M}.
ٌ ْ( ” ُدﻟُﻮdulook) means decline. Ibn Faris too
Azhari says this is the right meaning because in Arabic “ک
seems to agree with this as he says the word means for a thing to move away (decline) from something
else. But he also says that the word contains the connotation of something moving away softly. This word
is also used for rubbing because in that state hands do not stay in one place.
Alwasi writes in Roohul Ma’ani that the word means to transfer from one place to another. So sunrise as
ٌ ْ( ” ُدﻟُﻮdulook) because both ways it moves away. When the sun has reached its peak
well as sunset is “ک
and starts setting, it is called “ٌ( ”دَاﻟِ َﮑۃdalikah), as well as it has set, because in both conditions it is in
decline.
Nawaderul Airaab says it means for the sun to be high or low.
Ibn Faris says that wherever “( ”دdaal) appears along with “( ”لlaam), the word means to move, to come
or go, and to decline from one place to another. As such “ب
َ ْﮏ اﻟﺜﱠﻮ
َ َ( ” َدﻟdalakatis saub) would mean rubbed
the cloth while washing it.
“ َﺖ ْاﻟ َﻤﺮْ أَةُ ْاﻟ َﻌ ِﺠ ْﯿﻦ
ِ ( ” َدﻟَ َﮑdalakatil mar-atul ajeen): the woman prepared the dough.
ﱠ
َ
“ﮏ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ ُﻞ
ﻟ
ﺪ
ﺗ
”
(tadallakar rajul): he rubbed his body while bathing.
َ
َ
“ک
ُ ْ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪﻟُﻮad-dalook): to rub perfume or balm etc.
ٌ ( ”ﺑَ ِﻌ ْﯿ ٌﺮ َﻣ ْﺪﻟُﻮbaeerum medlook): a camel which has been used for traveling constantly.
“ک
“ﮏ
ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪاَﻟِ ْﯿad-deek): to walk fast without the full feet touching the ground {T}
All these meanings show that the real meaning of this root is movement. As such when the sun rises to its
ٌ ْ( ” ُدﻟُﻮdulook) (as has been mentioned with reference to Nawadarul
peak in the noon, is also called “ک
ٌ ْ( ” ُدﻟُﻮdulook) as
Airaab above). And when it starts setting after reaching its peak, will also be called “ک
mentioned above.
Raghib too, says it means leaning towards the sunset
Ibn Dureed says in Jamharatil Lagha that it means to set and disappear.
The Quran says:
Establish the salaah from duluk of the sun to
17:78
ghasaqil lail, and Quran is of the Fajr. (ordinary
meaning)

ِ ِ اَﻗِ ِﻢ اﻟ ﱠ
ِ ﱠﻤ
ﺲ اِٰﻟﯽ َﻏ َﺴ ِﻖ اﻟﻠﱠْﻴ ِﻞ َو ﻗُـ ْﺮآ َن اﻟْ َﻔ ْﺠ ِﺮ
ْ ﺼ ٰﻠﻮةَ ﻟ ُﺪﻟُْﻮک اﻟﺸ

ٌ ْ( ” ُدﻟُﻮdulook) here is taken to mean ordinary movement then it covers the entire time from sunrise to
If “ک
sunset, and “( ”ﻗُﺮْ آنَ ْاﻟﻔَﺠْ ِﺮQuran-ul-Fajr) i.e. before sunrise to “ﻖ اﻟﻠﱠ ْﯿ ِﻞ
ِ ( ” َﻏ َﺴghasaqil lail) i.e. after sunset.
ٌ ْ( ” ُدﻟُﻮduluk) is
The meaning is obvious that this whole period is available to you for salaah. And if “ک
taken to mean from the sun’s decline to sunset then (according to the above meaning) the time between
sunrise and half the day will be eliminated.
At another place regarding establishment of salaah it is said:
11:114 both ends of the day and night (in the earlier part)

ﱠﻬﺎ ِر َوُزﻟَﻔﺎً ِﻣ َﻦ اﻟﻠﱠْﻴ ِﻞ
َ ﻃََﺮﻓَ ِﯽ اﻟﻨـ

Both ends of the day are fajar which is before sunrise, and maghrib which is time of sunset. The earlier
part of the night is ghasaqal lail.
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Surah An-Noor says:
24:58
The salaah of fajar
24:58

ﺻ ٰﻠﻮةُ اﻟْ َﻔ ْﺠ ِﺮ
َ
ِﺻ ٰﻠﻮةُ اﻟْﻌِﺸﺎء
َ
َ

the salaah of ish’a

These have been mentioned specifically. It is obvious from the above then that in the time of Mohammed
(pbuh), salaah congregations were held at these two timings which was the time from morning to
evening, or from the time of the decline to evening.
ٌ ْ( ” ُدﻟُﻮdulook) according to the earlier meaning (i.e. the time from morning to evening) seems more
“ک
appropriate linguistically.
ٌ ( ” َﻏ َﺴghasaq) means twilight. See heading (Gh-S-Q).
“ﻖ
Salaah does not only mean timely congregations. It also means the Quranic system or the life as
determined by the Quran. According to this, if in this verse (17:78 ) too, salaah is taken to mean the
duties imposed by the Quranic system, then it would mean that from the first day consider what guidance
the Quran gives you (this will be Quran ul-fajr), and then engage in complying with the Quranic program
from morning till evening. This will be establishing of salaah from early morning to late night.

دلل

D-L-L

“( ”دَلﱡ ْاﻟ َﻤﺮْ أَ ِة َو َد َﻻ ﻟُﮩَﺎ ﻋ َٰﻠﯽ َزوْ ِﺟﮩَﺎdall ul-mar’ati wa dalaluha ala zaujiha): for wife to be coy with her
husband, to act as if she is defying her husband, without really doing so.
“( ” َدﻟﱠہُ ﻋ َٰﻠﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ ِءdallahu alash shaiyi): told him something, led him to something.
“( ”اَ َد ﱠل َﻋﻠَ ْﯿ ِہadalla alaih): became informal with him, became bold with him, due to complete trust on his
love even committed excesses on him/her.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪاﻟﱠۃad-d’allah): coyness.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺪ ٰﻟّﯽad-dulla): distinct path.
“ ْ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪﻟِﯿْﻞad-daleel): landmark which leads to a destination and the thing that clarifies something.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪ َﻻﻟَۃad-dalalah): to show someone the way, and to herald something with the signs.
Raghib says it means something which leads to an understanding of something else {T, M, R}
Ibn Faris says it means to disclose something by its signs which you conclude after much deliberation.
That is, the expression of truth through signs. It also means for movement or unease to be present in
something. The Quran says you do not ponder upon the “( ”ﺣﮑﻤہhikmah) or scheme of your Sustainer.
That, for instance causes the elongation of shadows.
Later it is said:
25:45
The elongation or shortening of the shadows is due to the sunlight.

ًﺲ َﻋﻠَْﻴ ِﻪ َدﻟِﻴْﻼ
ْ ﰒُﱠ َﺟ َﻌ ْﻠﻨَﺎ اﻟﺸ
َ ﱠﻤ

If there is no sunlight, then there would be no shadow, and its reduction or elongation would not be
visible.
Surah Saba says:
34:14
Nothing made aware of Suleman’s death except….

َﻣ َﺎد ﱠﳍُ ْﻢ َﻋ ٰﻠﯽ َﻣ ْﻮﺗِِﻪ اِﱠﻻ۔۔

I.e. that thing, after long deliberation, led to the conclusion that Suleman had actually expired.
(Details will be found under the heading Suleman). As such, reasoning is something which upon
deliberation can lead gradually to a conclusion.
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ی/د ل و

D-L-W/Y

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪ ْﻟ ُﻮad-dalwu): bucket (of a well). When it is filled with water, it is called “ ٌ( ” َذﻧُﻮْ بzanoob) {M, T}, but
it is not a rule.
ُ ْ( ” َدﻟُﻮdaloot), “ْﺖ
ُ ( ”اَ ْدﻟَﯿadlait): I dropped the bucket into the water {T}, or brought it out filling it with
“ت
water {L}. This led to “( ”اَ ْد ٰﻟﯽadla) which means to provide the means to reach something. Just as to reach
the water of the well, one has to drop the bucket inside the well.
“( ”اَ ْد ٰﻟﯽ اِﻟَ ْﯿ ِہ ﺑِ َﻤﺎﻟِ ٖہadla ilaihi bimaalehi): gave him his wealth {T}.
“( ”اَ ْد ٰﻟﯽ َﺣﺎ َﺟﺘَہ ُ د َْﻟ ًﻮاdala haajatuhu dalwa): he demanded what he wanted or needed.
“( ”د َٰﻟﯽ ﺑِ َﺮ ِﺣ ِﻤ ٖہadla berahmehi): he used his relationship as a means to getting his work done {T}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means to approach something with softness and ease.
The Quran has said:
To reach the authorities through wealth (via bribe) and to
2:188
receive a judgment in one’s favored.

ﺗُ ْﺪﻟُْﻮا ِﻬﺑَﺎاِﻟَﯽ ا ْﳊُ ﱠﮑﺎِم

“( ”ﺗَ َﺪ ٰﻟّﯽtadalla) also means to hang, to be near.
Surah An-Najam mentions:
He got near, became of the same color, and was lost in
53:8
the depths of the truth.
This is a particularity of messenger-hood.

ﰒُﱠ َدﻧَﺎ ﻓَـﺘَ ﱠﺪ ٰﻟّﯽ

Surah Al-Airaaf has this:
7:22
Deceived them to fall into the depths.

ﻓَ َﺪا ﱠﳍُ َﻢ ﺑِﻐُُﺮْوٍر

“ُ ( ”د ََاﻻهdalaahu), “ً( ” ُﻣﺪ ََاﻻةmudalaah): was soft (courteous) to him {M}.
“( ” َدﻟِ َﯽdaliya), “( ”ﯾَ ْﺪ ٰﻟﯽyadla): to be surprised {T}.

دمدم

D-M-D-M

“( ” َد ْﻣ َﺪ َم اﻟﻘَﻮْ َم َو َد ْﻣ َﺪ َم َﻋﻠَﯿ ِْﮩ ْﻢdamdamal qauma wa damdama alihim): the nation was destroyed and annihilated.
“( ” َد ْﻣ َﺪ َم َﻋﻠَ ْﯿ ِہdamdama alaih): was angry at him and talked to him angrily {T}.
“( ” َد ْﻣ َﺪ َم َﻋﻠَﯿ ِْﮩ ْﻢdamdama alihim): they were annihilated and troubled {T}, {Latif-ul-Lugha}.
“ُ ( ”اﻟ ﱠﺪ ْﻣ َﺪ َﻣۃad-damdamatu): troublesome talk, anger {T}. It also means to destroy {Latif-ul-Lugha}.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪ ْﻣ َﺪ ُمad-damdam): dry grass {T}.
“( ”د ْﻣ َﺪ َم اﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﻋ ُﺪdamdamar raad): there was strong thunder {L}.
The Quran mentions:
Their Sustainer (the natural turn of events) killed them in
91:13
such a way that even their traces were obliterated.

ﻓَ َﺪ ْﻣ َﺪ َم َﻋﻠَْﻴ ِﻬ ْﻢ َر ﺑـﱡ ُﻬ ْﻢ
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دمر

D-M-R
“( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺪ ُﻣﻮْ ُرad-dumoor), “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪ َﻣﺎ ُرad-damaar): to be killed, to kill.
“( ”اَﻟﺘﱠ ْﺪ ِﻣ ْﯿ ُﺮat-tadmeer): to kill, to root out.
Raghib says it means to instill destruction into something.

“( ” َد َﻣ َﺮ َﻋﻠَﯿ ِْﮩ ْﻢdamara alihim): he came near him without permission (and with malicious intent). He
suddenly attacked him {T}.
The Quran says:
7:137
We destroyed

َوَد ﱠﻣ ْﺮﻧَﺎ

Ibn Faris says the basic meanings are to enter a house etc. Some add that this entry is without permission.

دمع

D-M-Ain
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪ ْﻣ ُﻊad-dam’o): tears, whether they are of joy or sorrow.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪ ْﻣ َﻌۃad-dam’atuh): a tear.
“ ُﺖ ْاﻟ ِﻌﯿْﻦ
ِ ( ” َد َﻣ َﻌdama’atil ain): the eyes became moist {T}.
“ُ ﺖ اﻟ ﱠﺴ َﺤﺎﺑَۃ
ِ ( ” َد َﻣ َﻌdam’atis sahabah): it rained from the clouds {T}.
Surah Al-Mai’dah says:
5:83
You will find that tears begin to roll down their eyes

ِ ﺗَـﺮ ٰی اَ ْﻋﻴـﻨَـﻴﻢ ﺗَ ِﻔﻴ
ﱠﻣ ِﻊ
ْ ﺾ ﻣ َﻦ اﻟﺪ
ُ ْ ُْ ُ َ

دمغ

D-M-Gh

ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺪ َﻣﺎad-dimagh) means he brain.
“غ
“( ” َد َﻣ َﻎdamagha), “( ”ﯾَ ْﺪ َﻣ ُﻎyadmagh): he injured him in such a way that the wound reached the brain.
ُ ْ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪا ُﻣﻮad-damogh): the thing which breaks or destroys something else.
“غ
“( ” َد َﻣ َﻐ ٗہdamagha hu): he overpowered him {T}.
( ” َد َﻣ َﻎ ْاﻟ َﺤ ﱡdamaghul haqqul baatil): the truth obliterated the untruth, or destroyed it {T}.
“ﻖ ْاﻟﺒَﺎ ِط َﻞ
“ٌ ( ” ُﺣ ﱠﺠۃٌ دَا َﻣ َﻐۃhujjatun daamigha): mind boggling reason{R}.
Surah Al-Ambia says that haqq (undeniable truth) destroys the baatil (the falsehood).
In the struggle between truth and untruth (haqq and baatil), good and evil, that is perpetual in the
universe, haqq (the constructive element) always overpowers baatil (destructive element) and so on. If
the destructive element was overpowering then leave alone the evolution of the universe, the universe
itself would cease to exist.
21:18

We strike the baatil with haqq, so that haqq
destroys the baatil.

ِ
ِ ف ﺑِﺎ ْﳊ ﱢﻖ ﻋﻠَﯽ اﻟْﺒ
ﺎﻃ ِﻞ ﻓَـﻴَ ْﺪ َﻣﻐُﻪُ ﻓَﺎِ َذا ُﻫ َﻮ َز ِاﻫ ٌﻖ
َ َ َ ُ ﺑَ ْﻞ ﻧـَ ْﻘﺬ

So see how baatil is being destroyed. It is the law of nature for constructive program to overcome
destructive forces. It cannot be otherwise. But the speed at which these constructive forces overcome is
(according to our standards) very slow. God’s single day is equal to one thousand (or rather fifty thousand
of our) years (32:5, 70:4). But if man becomes a friend of God, then the results start to be formulated
according to our measure.
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ی/د م و

D-M-W/Y

“( ” َد ٌمdum) means blood.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺪ َﻣﺎ ُءad-dima’a) is the plural as in 2:30 {T}.
“( ” َد ٌمdum) was actually “( ” َد َﻣ ٌﻮdamu) or “ﯽ
ٌ ( ” َد َﻣdamun). The Quran has declared “ً ( ”دَﻣﺎ ً َﻣ ْﺴﻔُﻮْ ﺣﺎduman
masfoohan) in 6:146 i.e. flowing blood as forbidden. For more details, see under heading (S-F-H).

دنر

D-N-R

“( ” ِد ْﯾﻨَﺎ ٌرdeenar) is the name of a gold coin. The plural is “( ” َدﻧَﺎﻧَﯿ َْﺮdananeer). It is a non-Arabic word that
has been arabized. This was used by Arabs from the days of old, so it became Arabic {T}. The Quran has
used this word in 3:74.
Some say that the word was actually “( ” ِدﻧﱠﺎ ٌرdinar). That is why its plural is “( ” َدﻧَﺎﻧِ ْﯿ ُﺮdananeer) {T}. It
means a pound, or guinea which is golden as well. It is a Roman word Dinarins which has been arabized.
Roman coins were generally used by the Arabs. (See heading dirham).

دنو

D-N-W

“( ” َدﻧَﺎdun’a), “ ْ( ”ﯾَ ْﺪﻧُﻮyadnu), “ً( ” ُدﻧُ ّﻮاdunuwa), “ُ( ” َدﻧَﺎ َوةdanawah): to get closer.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺪ ْﻧﯿَﺎad-dunyah): the closest thing. The masculine form is “( ”اَ ْد ٰﻧﯽadna).
“( ” َدﻧِ َﯽdun), “( ”ﯾَ ْﺪ ٰﻧﯽyadna) means to be old and weak.
“( ”اَ ْد ٰﻧﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ ُﻞ اِ ْدﻧَﺎ ُءadnar rajulu idna): that man lived a life of deprivation and poverty.
“( ”اَ ْدﻧَﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ َءadnash shaiya): to bring something closer.
ْ ( ”اَ ْدﻧadnati saubiha alaiha) he covered himself with a cloth {L}.
“َﺖ ﺛَﻮْ ﺑَﮩَﺎ َﻋﻠَ ْﯿﮩَﺎ
33:59

They should cover themselves with their shawls.

ِ
ﲔ َﻋﻠَْﻴ ِﻬ ﱠﻦ َﻣ ْﻦ َﺟ َﻼ ﺑِﻴْﺒِ ِﻬ ﱠﻦ
َ ْ ﻳُ ْﺪﻧ

“( ”اَ ْﻻَ ْد ٰﻧﯽaladna) means closer. Sometimes it means small as “( ”اَﺻْ َﻐ ُﺮasghar) and comes opposite to “ ْ”اَ ْﮐﺒَﺮ
(akbar) which means big. Sometimes it means bad or demeaning “( ”اَرْ ذ ُلarzal) and comes opposite to
“( ” َﺧ ْﯿ ٌﺮkhair) which means good. Sometimes it means first “( ”اَ ﱠو ٌلawwal) and comes against “ٌ ”اَ ِﺧ َﺮة
(aakhir) which means last. Sometimes it means closer “ ُ( ”اَ ْﻗ َﺮبaqrab) and comes opposite to “ ٰﺼﯽ
َ ”اَ ْﻗ
(aqsaa) which means far {T, R}.
The Quran says:
30:3
the land nearby
53:8-9

he again got close, or closer

55:54

Close

69:23
37:6
67:5

Close

ِ ﻓِﯽ اَ ْدﻧٰﯽ ْاﻻَْر
ض
ْ

ﰒُﱠ َدﻧَﺎ۔۔۔ اَْواَ ْدﻧٰﯽ
َد ٍان
ٌﻗُﻄُﻮق ﻓـُ َﻬﺎ َداﻧِﻴَﺔ
اَﻟ ﱠﺴ َﻤﺎءَ اﻟ ﱡﺪﻧْـﻴَﺎ

The nearest sky

Also see heading (S-M-W).
“( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺪ ْﻧﯿَﺎad-duniya) (closest) has come against “( ”اَ ْﻟﻘُﺼْ َﻮ ٰیal-quswa) (farthest) in 8:42. This word has been
used against “( ”اَ ْﮐﺒَ ُﺮakbar) (big) in 32:21, against “( ”اَ ْﮐﺜَ ُﺮaksar) (most) in 58:7, against “( ” َﺧ ْﯿ ٌﺮkhair)
(good) in 2:61.
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The Quran has used “( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ٰﯿﻮةُ اﻟ ﱡﺪ ْﻧﯿَﺎal-hverseid dunyiah) as against “ٌ ( ”اَ ِﺧ َﺮةakhirah), meaning the life of
this world against the Hereafter. It has appeared at many places and this is the comparison which is most
noteworthy, because in this comparison, life in this world “( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤﯿَ ٰﻮةُ اﻟ ﱡﺪ ْﻧﯿَﺎal-hverseid duniya) has been
declared very small or of less significance than the Hereafter “ٌ ( ”اَ ِﺧ َﺮةakhirah).
In religions in general, where the concept of soul and materialism exists, the world of duniyah and its
possession have been termed very belittling and insignificant. According to the Hindu religion, the world
is nothing but maya or deceit, and getting rid of this deceit is mukti or emancipation. According to the
Buddhist religion, every wish is the precursor of some difficulty or ill. Therefore, real life, it says, is to
give up any desire. This is shared by the Christians where the real kingdom is in the Heavens. As such for
them, giving up the world is very acceptable. This is the very core of tasawwuf and some of our own
Muslims have been influenced by this concept and the world or duniya is condemnable and little.
Therefore, worldly and sinful have come to mean almost the same.
To the contrary, world or duniya and deen are said to be opposites. But this concept is against the
teachings of the Quran. It teaches a momin to pray for “ً( ”ﻓﯽ ٰﮨ ِﺬ ِه اﻟ ﱡﺪ ْﻧﯿَﺎ َﺣ َﺴﻨَۃfi haazehid duniyah hasanah) in
7:156 (i.e. wellbeing in his world), and says clearly:

16:30

The result of good deeds is not only the good
things or pleasantness in the aakhirah (hereafter)
but this world too

ٌﻟِﻠﱠ ِﺬﻳْ َﻦ اَ ْﺣ َﺴﻨُـ ْﻮا ﻓِ ْﯽ ٰﻫ ِﺬﻩِ اﻟ ﱡﺪﻧْـﻴَﺎ َﺣ َﺴﻨَﺔ

Against it, it terms:
7:156
Ignominy in this world, as God’s wrath

اﳊَٰﻴﻮةِ اﻟ ﱡﺪﻧْـﻴَﺎ
ْ ِذﻟﱠﺔٌ ﻓﯽ

Such verses have appeared at different places in the Quran. As such this concept is baatil or untrue that
this world and its luxuries and comforts are sinful.
But the Quran also contains certain verses which have termed the life of this world as transitory or
impermanent and the life here as “( ”ﻟﮩﻮlahu) and “( ”ﻟﻌﺐla’ab). To understand this point, see under
heading (A-Kh-R) and (Ain-J-L) in which it has been explained as to what is meant by “” َﻣﻔَﺎ ِد ﻋَﺎ ِﺟﻠَۃ
(mufaadi aajila) or immediate benefits) and “ََﺎع آ ِﺧ َﺮه
ِ ( ” َﻣﺘmata-i aakhirah) or the wealth of the Hereafter.
There you will find that the Quran strongly opposes those who have “( ” َﻣﻔَﺎ ِد ﻋَﺎ ِﺟﻠَۃmuffadi aajila) i.e.
immediate benefits of this world in sight and ignore the pleasantness of the Hereafter. This temporary
ُ ( ” َﻣﺘَﺎmata-id duniya) or immediate benefit, and condemns those strongly
benefit has been called “ع اﻟ ﱡﺪ ْﻧﯿَﺎ
who ignore the lasting benefits of the Hereafter to choose the immediate benefits of this world. As such,
according to Quran condemnable is for man to ignore the lasting benefits of the future in the Hereafter for
immediate gains in this world. That is to consider real life only to be in this world, and it is also
condemnable to give up this world and set about building the future. This is called monasticism which
according to the Quran is not permissible. See under heading (R-H-B).
The Quran says:
The good things in this life as well the good things
2:201
in the life hereafter. (Good immediate benefits as
well as benefits in the future)

ٰ ْ َرﺑـﱠﻨَﺎ اَﺗِﻨَﺎ ﻓِﯽ اﻟ ﱡﺪﻧْـﻴَﺎ َﺣ َﺴﻨَﺔً َوﻓِﯽ
ًاﻻ ِﺧَﺮةِ َﺣ َﺴﻨَﺔ

It has also said that if the present of somebody is not good, then his future too is bleak:
17:72

he whoever is blind here (unseeing the truths) will
be blind there too, or rather worse

ِ ٰ ْ وﻣﻦ َﮐﺎ َن ﻓِﯽ ٰﻫ ِﺬ ٖه اَ ْﻋ ٰﻤﯽ ﻓَـﻬﻮ ﻓِﯽ
ﺿ ﱡﻞ
َ َاﻻﺧَﺮِة اَ ْﻋ ٰﻤﯽ َوا
ْ ََ
ْ َُ
ْ
ﻼ
ً َﺳﺒِْﻴ

For the meaning of “( ”اَ ْﻋﻤٰ ﯽaama) see under heading (Ain-M-Y).
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As such:
1) The concept that this world’s pleasant things are hateful is wrong
2) It is wrong too that only this life is everything, and only these world’s benefits or gains should be kept in
mind.
3) The right concept is that the gains of this life are also attained and human personality due to its
capabilities becomes able to reap the benefits in the Hereafter too. Also not to concentrate only on
personal benefits but keep an eye open for the betterment of the entire human race and coming
generations too. This will be this life’s future and the rest in the lie to come. (More details under heading
(A-Kh-R).
The entire teachings of the Quran are focused on establishing values for man. It tells him what the value
of everything is in the scale of humanity. After that, it advises to sacrifice petty gains for greater gains. It
tells us that no doubt the pleasant things of this life are indeed attractive and they should be attained or
strived for, but when the interests of this life and the life hereafter clash, then the petty interests of this
physical life must be sacrificed for the greater goal in the hereafter. These are the places where Quran has
termed the interests of this world lowly as compared to those of the Hereafter. This in no way means that
this life is hateful. This is the Quran’s teaching about this world and the Hereafter.

دھر

D-H-R

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪ ْھ ُﺮad-dahr) is the period from the beginning of this world till the end. Then it began to be mean a
ٌ ( ” َز َﻣzaman) which means both a short or long period {R}.
long period as against “ﺎن
The Quran says:
76:1
that is, a period, or the duration of a period

ِ ِﺣ
ﱠﻫ ِﺮ
ْ ﲔ ﻣ َﻦ اﻟﺪ
ٌْ

Ibn Faris says it means overpowering (or hold) or forcible.
Present time conditions are called “( ” َد ْھ ٌﺮdahr) because it encompasses everything and has a hold over it.
“َﺎر ْﺑ ُﺮ
ِ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪھad-dhariribrur): the vicissitudes of time.
“( ” َدﮨَ َﺮﮨُ ْﻢ اَ ْﻣ ٌﺮdaharahum amr): some misfortune befell them {T}.
The Quran has recalled what some people say:
This is only the passage of time which causes our
45:44
deaths.

ِ ِ
ﱠﻫُﺮ
ْ َوَﻣﺎ ﻳـُ ْﻬﻠ ُﮑﻨَﺎ اّﻻَاﻟﺪ

As time passes one’s limbs weaken and deterioration ends in his death and life ends there. There is no
other life after this. This is the very concept which in today’s world is known as the materialistic concept
of life.
The Quran says:
45:24
This concept is not based on knowledge.

ﮏ ِﻣ ْﻦ ِﻋﻠْ ٍﻢ اِ ْن ُﻋ ْﻢ اِﱠﻻ ﻳَﻈُﻨـ ْﱡﻮ َن
َ َِوَﻣﺎ ﻟَ ُﻌ ْﻢ ﺑِ َﺬاﻟ

This is only guess work and goes back fourteen hundreds years or so. In our time, the new concepts and
philosophic and scientific that have been formulated, state that the reality of time is quite different. This is
only the beginning of research on this very difficult and sensitive topic. Now research says that life
continues onwards. The passage of time weakens human body indeed, but it does nothing to his
personality. It is not affected by time.
According to the Quran, Man is not only the physical being, but his personality. If it is developed
according to the dictates of the Quran, then death can have no effect on it and it moves ahead to cover the
other stages of life. That is why “( ”دھﺮdahr) or time can not affect it.
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The Quran has also termed the period when man had not even come into existence as “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪ ْﮨ ُﺮad-dahr).
76:1

There has been a time for man when he was not
even a subject to be mentioned

ِ ِ اﻻﻧْﺴ
ِ
ْ ﲔ ﱢﻣ َﻦ اﻟﺪ
ٌْ ﺎن ﺣ
ًﱠﻫ ِﺮ َﱂْ ﻳَ ُﮑ ْﻦ َﺷْﻴﺎء
َ ْ َﻋ ْﻞ اَﺗٰﯽ َﻋﻠَﯽ
ًﱠﻣ ْﺬ ُﮐ ْﻮرا

But this does not mean that time itself is to be mistaken as God. However, the debate about time or “”دھﺮ
(dahr) is very complex and is out of our purview. The Quran has used this word in the above meanings at
two places only. At these places its meanings are very clear and distinct and simple, and to understand
them no philosophical debate is required.

دھق

D-H-Q

“ﺎس
َ َ( ” َدھdahaqal kaas): he filled the cup.
َ ﻖ ْاﻟ َﮑ
ٌ“( ” َﻣﺎ ٌء ِدﮨَﺎقma un dehaaq): abundant water.
ٌ ( ” َﮐﺄْسٌ ِدﮨَﺎkaasun dihaaq): clean cup, filled cup.
“ق
ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪ ْﮨad-dahq): to press hard.
“ﻖ
ُ َ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪھad-dahaq): vice.
“ﻖ
ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤ َﺪھﱠal-muddahaq): that which is pressed hard {T}.
“ﻖ
“( ” ِدﮨَﺎﻗًﺎdihaaq): something stuffed, probably because something is filled in it by pressing hard.
The Quran says “ً ( ” َﮐﺄْ ﺳﺎ ً ِدﮨَﺎﻗﺎkasan dihaqan) in 78:34 that is, clean and full to the brim cup. That is, this is
the particularity of a jannati (heavenly) society. The right life should be like this. Full and pure, which
contains everything that increases life, purity and movement and everything is abundant and pure. In
which aside from catering to his physical needs, his latent capabilities are fully developed and purity of
heart and sight are also present. The cups of life are full of pure and strengthening pleasantness.
Ibn Faris says this also contains the element of spilling over or movement aside from being full to the
brim.

دھم

D-H-M

“ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺪ ْھ َﻤۃad-duhma): blackness.
“( ”اِ ْدﮨَﺎ ﱠم اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ ٌءidhaamash shaiyi): the thing turned black.
ُ ْ( ”اِ ْدﮨَﺎ ﱠم اﻟ ﱠﺰرidhaamaz zar’ah): due to being watered the field became blackish.
“ع
“ٌ ( ” َﺣ ِﺪ ْﯾﻘَۃٌ َد ْھ َﻤﺎ ُء َو ُﻣ ْﺪﮨَﺎ ﱠﻣۃhadeeqatun dahma-oo wa mud hammatah): a green garden which seems blackish
due to the vegetation. The Arabs also call dark green color as “ٌ( ” ُد ْﮨ َﻤۃduhma) because the color resembles
black, while light black color is called “ٌ ( ” ُﺧﻀْ َﺮةkhuzrah) because it comes close to green {T, M, R}.
Ibn Faris says it means to cover something in darkness. Later, due to much usage the condition of
blackness or darkness was also removed. The Quran, due to the heavy vegetation in the gardens of jannat
(heaven) have called it “( ” ُﻣ ْﺪﮨَﺎ ﱠﻣ ٰﺘ ِﻦmud hammataan) in 55:64. It also means a life which has reached the
peak in freshness, flowering and delightfulness.
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دھن

D-H-N
“ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺪ ْﮨﻨَۃad-duhna): slipperiness, greasy.
“( ”اَﻟ ّﺪﮨ ٌُﻦad-duhn): oil.
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤ ْﺪﮨُﻦak-mudhun): bottle of oil.
“ َ( ”اِ ﱠدﮨَﻦidhan): he rubbed oil (on his body) {T, M, R}.
The Quran says about the olives:
23:20
It comes out with oil. (It has oil inside it).

ﱡﻫ ِﻦ
ْ ﺖ ﺑﺎﻟﺪ
ُ ُﺗَـْﻨﺒ

Ibn Faris says it means softness, ease and shortage.
“ َ( ”اَﮨَﻦad-han) means to misappropriate (from something which is kept in trust).
“ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤﺪَاﮨَﻨَۃal-mudaahana): deceit, make believe, false, showy (as far as clever talk) is concerned.
“ ُ( ”اَ ْ ِﻻ ْدﮨَﺎنal-idhaan): to deceive, to be a hypocrite, to be soft, to concede, to be unserious and untruthful
{T, M, R}.
Surah Al-Qalam says:
28:9
They want you to shift a little then they too will shift a little.

َو ﱡد ْواﻟَ ْﻮﺗُ ْﺪ ِﻫ ْﻦ ﻓَـﻴُ ْﺪ ِﻫﻨُـ ْﻮ َن

It means that they want to compromise their positions if you to do the same. But the person who is on
right, by shifting embraces falsehood (baatil). Conversely, if baatil or falsehood shifts from its position,
then it does not matter. It remains false.
Supposing Zaid says three plus three are six and Bakar says this is not so. Now an arbitrator tells one of
them to move up a little and the other to move down a little so that three and three become five. Bakar
stands to lose nothing because he was wrong the first time and would still be so. But Zaid will move from
the truth to untruth or falsehood. This is the reason that haqq (truth) cannot move even a little from its
position. It is fixed in its position. The established principles of this way of life do not have any capacity
for any leeway.
In surah Al-Waaqiah at first it is said how great a book the Quran is and after that it is said in (56:81):
“ َﺚ اَ ْﻧﺘُ ْﻢ َﻣ ْﺪ ِﮨﻨُﻮْ ن
ِ ( ”اَﻓَﺒِ ٰﮩ َﺬا ْاﻟ َﺤ ِﺪ ْﯾafabihaazal hadisi antoom mudhenoon) can have two meanings.
One is, “do you make any changes in this book by your glib talk?”
Second is “do you use this book to move people away from the right path?”
The meaning of both is actually the same. Monasticism does indeed do this. It amends the teachings of
the Quran and moves people away from the right path, and only because they want to make a living (out
of monasticism).
56:82

You make this untruth the means of your earning?

َوَْﲡ َﻌﻠُ ْﻮ َن ِرْزﻗَ ُﮑ ْﻢ اَﻧﱠ ُﮑ ْﻢ ﺗُ َﮑ ﱢﺬﺑـُ ْﻮ َن

“ ُ( ”اَﻟِ ﱠﺪﮨَﺎنad-dihaan): red skin, or the dregs of oil {T}.
The Quran says that the sky will:
55:37
(The sky) will be torn asunder
70:8

ِ ورد ًة َﮐﺎﻟِﺪﱠﻫ
ﺎن
ََْ
َ
َﮐﺎﻟْ ُﻤ ْﻬ ِﻞ

will become like molten metal
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ی/د ھ و

D-H-W/Y

“ُ( ” َدﮨَﺎهdahah), “ً ( ” َد ْھﯿﺎdahya): he picked holes in it, criticized it, hurt him a lot.
“ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪ ِﮨﯿَۃad-daahiyah): great thing, great misfortune.
“( ” َد َو ِاﮨ َﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺪﮨ ِْﺮdawahiya addahr): the misfortunes or ills that time brings.
“ﯽ
ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪ ْﮨad-dahyo), “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪﮨَﺎ ُءad-dhaha): surprising cleverness, fine opinion.
“( ” َد ِھ َﯽdahiya): he worked very cleverly {T, M}.
“ً( ” َر ُﺟ ٌﻞ دَاهrajulun daahin) means a very astute and clever person {T, M}. Most of the ills of this world are
created due to the deceits created by people’s intellect.
The Quran says:
that moment of revolution will be extremely
54:46
misfortune and will come surprisingly

ﺎﻋﺔُ اَ ْد ٰﻫﯽ
َ َواﻟ ﱠﺴ

Ibn Faris says that “ﯽ
ٌ ( ” َد ْھdahyun) means for something unpleasant to make its appearance, but it comes
before man so suddenly and in such a way that man is awestruck. A revolution or is something which
appears suddenly and surprises onlookers.

دور

D-W-R

“( ”دَا َرdaar), “( ”ﯾَ ُﺪوْ ُرyadura), “( ”دَوْ رًاdaura): to revolve.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪوﱠا َرةad-dawarah): compass.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪا ِء َرةad-dairah): circle. Plural is “( ” َد َوا ِء ُرdawa-ir).
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪا ُرad-daar): house. Plural is “( ” ِدﯾَﺎ ٌرdiyaar), because people move around in it, or come back to the
place they have left from. It also means neighborhood, city, area, a place to stay or residence, as well as
the world, and also time which keeps moving.
“ٌ ( ”دَا َرةdaarah): cycle of misfortune.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤﺪَا ُرal-madaar): orbit {T, M, R}.
Ibn Faris says it means for one thing to surround another from all sides.
The Quran says:
Annihilation and destruction surrounded them
9:98
from all sides. (Surrounded them like a circle,
encircled them).
Surah At-Taubah says:
9:98
They wait for you to be caught in trouble.

َﻋﻠَﻴْ ِﻬ ْﻢ َداﺋَِﺮةُ اﻟ ﱡﺴ ْﻮِء
ِ ﻳـﺘَـﺮﺑﱠ
ﱠواﺋَِﺮ
ُ ََ
َ ﺺ ﺑ ُﮑ ُﻢ اﻟﺪ

In surah An-Nooh “( ” َدﯾﱠﺎرًاdiyaara) in 71:26 means resident, one who dwells. It is also used to mean any
one after a negative {T, M, R}.
“( ”دَا ُر ْاﻻ ٰ ِﺧ َﺮ ِةdaarul aakhirah) in 2:94 has been used by the Quran several times as in 2:94. It means the
house of the hereafter or the residence in the hereafter. That is, the life of the future and its comforts.
See under heading (A-Kh-R).
Surah Al-Baqrah says about trade “( ”ﺗُﺪ ْﯾﺮُوْ ﻧَﮩَﺎtudeerunaha) in 2:282, which you give and take. That is
which you exchange mutually, move goods around.
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دول

D-W-L

“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪاﻟَۃad-dalah): fame.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪوْ ﻟَۃad-daulah): turn.
“ﺻﺎ َر ْاﻟﻔَﯿْﯽ ُء دَوْ ﻟَۃً ﺑَ ْﯿﻨَﮩُ ْﻤﻤﺎل
َ ” (saaral fai’o daulatan bainahum): the war booty was divided and began
circulating {T}.
“( ”دَا َو َلdawaal): to turn away.
Ibn Faris says it basically means for one thing to move to another place.
The Quran says:
These are the conditions which we keep changing
3:139
among men. (Sometimes it is one’s turn,
sometimes it is another’s).

ِ ﲔ اﻟﻨ
ﱠﺎس
َ ْﺗِﻠ
َ ْ َﮏ ْاﻻَﻳﱠ ُﺎم ﻧُ َﺪا ِوُﳍَﺎ ﺑـ

“ُ ( ”ﺗَﺪَا َوﻟُﻮْ هtadawalu): they took it in turn {T}.
“ٌ ( ” ُدوْ ﻟَۃdoolah) and “ٌ ( ”دَوْ ﻟَۃdaulah): some say they mean the same thing, that is, to revolve or move
around, but others contend that “ٌ ( ”دَوْ ﻟَۃdaulah) means for two armies to win in turn, that is, first one army
is victorious then the defeated army overpowers the victorious one {T}.
“ٌ ( ” ُدوْ ﻟَۃdoolah) means the customs that keep changing. Some say it means something which keeps
changing hands, while “ٌ ( ”دَوْ ﻟَۃdaulah) is the change that takes place {T}.
About the revolving of wealth, the Quran has said:
so that it does keep changing hands only among
59:7
the rich or wealthy

ﲔ ْاﻻَ ْﻏﻨِﻴَ ِﺎء ِﻣﻨْ ُﮑﻢ
َ ْ ََﮐ ْﯽ َﻻﻳَ ُﮑ ْﻮ َن ُد ْوﻟَﺔً ﺑـ

This is a great economic principle which the Quran has related so simply. There is unease in the society
due to wealth moving around only in the wealthy circles. According to the Quran, no one should possess
extra wealth nor should wealth remain confined to certain circles. The government’s money too should
not only be spent among the wealthy circles. It should be spent for the common good.

دوم

D-W-M

“( ” َد َوا ٌمdawaam) means for something to stay as it is.
“ﯽ ُء
( ”دَا َم اﻟ َﺸ ﱠdaamash shaiy’o) means when a thing lasts for a long time {T, R}.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤﺎ ُء اﻟ ﱠﺪا ِء ُمal-maaud-dayim): standing or stagnant water.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤﺪَا ُمal-mudaam): continuous rain.
Ibnul Aerabi says “( ”دَا َم اَﻟ ﱢﺸ ْﯽ ُءdaamush shaiyi) means the thing revolved or turned. This word is also
used for getting tired or to stop.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺪوﱠا َﻣۃad-duwamma) is a top which kids use to spin.
Ibn Keesaan writes that in “ً ( ” َﻣﺎدَا َم َز ْﯾ ٌﺪ ﻗَﺎ ِء َﻣﺎma-dama zaid qaima), ma means that when Zaid stands up,
you do same {T, R}.
Surah Ar-Ra’ad says about the jannat (heaven), “( ”اُ ْﮐﻠُﮩَﺎدَا ِء ٌمukuluha daayim) in 13.35, its fruits will last
(forever). That is, the gainful things of the heaven will be lasting, will never cease to exist, there will be
no shortage of Sustenance.
Surah Hoodh says:
As long as the sky and earth remain in their
11:108
present state. (for a very long time)

ِ ِِ
ِ
ض
ُ َﺧﺎﻟﺪﻳْ َﻦ ﻓﻴْـ َﻬﺎ َﻣ َﺎد َاﻣﺖ اﻟ ﱠﺴ ٰﻤ ٰﻮ
ُ ت َو ْاﻻَْر

For details see heading (Kh-L-D).
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Surah Aal-e-Imraan says:
Except if you stand at his head. (Pester him by
3:74
your presence).

ِ
ًﺖ َﻋﻠِْﻴ ِﻪ ﻗَ ِﺎءﻣﺎ
ُ اﱠﻻ َﻣ
َ ﺎد ْﻣ

دون

D-W-N

ُ ْ( ”ﻓَﻮfauq) or up, it means down.
“ َ( ” ُدوْ نdoon) is used for several meanings. As against “ق
“( ”ﮨُ َﻮ ُدوْ ﻧَ ٗہhuwa doonahu): he is under him, below him. Sometimes it means near.
“ﮏ
َ َ( ” َز ْﯾ ٌﺪ ُدوْ ﻧzaidun doonak): Zaid is near you (in stature etc.). It also means to be in front.
“( ” َﻣﺸ َٰﯽ ُدوْ ﻧَہmasha doonahu): he led from the front, walked ahead of him. It also means being beyond as
“( ”ﮨُ َﻮاَ ِﻣ ْﯿ ٌﺮ ﻋ َٰﻠﯽ َﻣﺎ ُدوْ نَ َﺟ ْﯿﺤُﻮْ ﻧَﻮهhuwa ameerun ala ma doona jaihoon): he is the ameer (head) of the area
beyond Jihoon.
It is also used to mean ‘beside’.
“ﮏ
َ ِ( ” َوﯾَ ْﻌ َﻤﻠُﻮْ نَ َﻋ َﻤﻼً ُدوْ نَ َذاﻟwa ya’malkoona amlun doona zaalik): they do other things beside it.
Muheet says the word means the opposites, such as in front and in back, up and down etc.
ٌ ( ” َﺷ ْﯿshaiyun doon): it means a lowly thing but it also means something respectable and good thing
“ﺊ ُدوْ ٌن
{T}.
“( ” ِﻣ ْﻦ ُدوْ ِنmin dooni) means beside.
The Quran says:
Some of us who do good deeds and some are at a
72:11
lower level.

ِﺼ
ِ و اَﻧ
ﮏ
ﱠﺎﻣﻨﱠﺎ اﻟ ﱠ
َ ِﺎﳊُْﻮ َن َوِﻣﻨﱠﺎ ُد ْو َن ذَاﻟ
َ

To mean except or to mean first, this word has appeared in 33:21 where it is said:
We will make them taste the great punishment
ِ اب اِْﻻَ ْدﻧٰﯽ ُدو َن اﻟْﻌ َﺬ
ِ وﻟَﻨُ ِﺬﻳْـ َﻘﻨـﱠﻬﻢ ِﻣﻦ اﻟْﻌ َﺬ
اب اِْﻻَ ْﮐ َِﱪ
33:21
aside from or first, the smaller azaab
َ ْ
َ َ ُْ
َ
(punishment).
Let not the momins make friends with other than
ِِ ِ ِ ِ ِ
ِ ِِ
ﲔ
3:37
َ ْ ﻻَﻳـَﺘﱠﺨﺬ اﻟْ ُﻤ ْﺆﻣﻨُـ ْﻮ َن اﻟْ َﮑﺎﻓ ِﺮﻳْ َﻦ اَْوﻟﻴَﺎءَ ﻣ ْﻦ ُد ْون اﻟْ ُﻤ ْﺆﻣﻨ
momins. (not to be friendly with the deniers)
Likewise if the believers get friendly to the deniers then they too will be counted among them.
ّ ٰ ( ” ِﻣ ْﻦ ُدوْ ِنmin dooni-llah) at several places. This phrase may means that they
The Quran has used “ِﷲ
worship others beside Allah, and also that they do not reach (or observe) the laws of Allah. Before
reaching there, they believe on man’s self-made laws and shariah (way of life). There are many lords that
man worships instead of Allah. These are not the gods of statues or idols but that of human emotions.
These are gods of religious entities, the gods of powerful people, etc. These are the gods, which prevent
man from reaching the only God and His laws.
ّ ٰ ( ” ِﻣ ْﻦ ُدوْ ِنmin
Raghib says “ َ( ” ُدوْ نdoon) is used when somebody is unable to reach something. Hence, “ِﷲ
dooni-llah) would mean to worship other things even before being able to reach God.
After the revelation of the Quran, there is no question of not being able to reach God, because following
the instructions in this Book, which is before everybody, is the means to reach Him.
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دین

D-Y-N

“( ” ِدﯾ ٌْﻦdeen): this word is used for a lot of meanings as overpower, power, government, state, constitution,
law and order, decision, solid result, reward and punishment, return etc. This word is also used for
obedience and faithfulness {T}.
Lataif-ul-Lugha too says it means accountability, overpower, habit etc.
Kitaab-ul-Ashqaq says it means obedience, way “ ٌ( ”د َْأبdaa-b) and nation.
The Quran has used the word in all these meanings.
Surah Al-Baqrah says:
2:13
I have submitted myself to the Lord of the Worlds

ِ
ﲔ
ﺖ ﻟَِﺮ ﱢ
َ ْ ب اﻟْ َﻌﺎﻟَﻤ
ُ اَ ْﺳﻠَ ْﻤ

To bow the head before the universal Sustainer has been called “ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺪﯾْﻦad-deen) in 2:131, 2:132.
It has been called “( ”اَ ْ ِﻻﺳ َْﻼ ُمal-islam) in 3:18.
The Quran says:
56:86
86 those who are not under anybody
9:29

they do not follow the law of God

12:76

the law of the authority holder

24:2

God’s law or the law of the government

9:36

That is the law of stability
In that period, Allah’s shall give them their
justified way of truth

24:25

ِِ
ﲔ
َ ْ َﻏﻴْـَﺮ َﻣﺪﻳْﻨ
اﳊَ ِﻖ
ْ َوَﻻَﻳَ ِﺪﻳْـﻨُـ ْﻮ َن ِدﻳْ َﻦ
ِ ِِدﻳ ِﻦ اﻟْﻤﻠ
ﮏ
َ ْ
ِِدﻳ ِﻦ اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪ
ْ
ِ
ﮏ اﻟﺪﱢﻳْ ُﻦ اﻟْ َﻘﻴﱢ ُﻢ
َ ذَاﻟ
ﻳـَ ْﻮَﻣﺌِ ٍﺬ ﻳـُ َﻮﻓﱢﻴ ِﻬ ُﻢ اﻟﻠﱠﻪُ ِدﻳﻨَـ ُﻬ ُﻢ ا ْﳊَ ﱠﻖ

As you see in 9:36, when surah At-tauba talks about the twelve months on which 4 are of prohibition,
there too the word of “( ” ِدﯾ ٌْﻦdeen) has been used for laws and authority. But in 24:25 “( ” ِدﯾ ٌْﻦdeen) means
the tern or results of ones deeds.
“( ” ِدﯾ ٌْﻦdeen) means the return or result of the deeds (that is, reward or punishment).
Ibn Qateebah says that it may also mean accountability. {Ibn Qateebah - Al-qartai vol. 1 page 4)}
Surah As-Saffaat says:
Will We be accountable for your deeds?
37:53
Will We get the return for your deeds?

ءَ اِﻧﱠﺎ ﻟَ َﻤ ِﺪﻳْـﻨُـ ْﻮ َن

The Quran has made the meaning of “( ”ﯾَﻮْ ُم اﻟ ﱢﺪﯾْﻦyaumud deen) clear by asking “ک َﻣﺎﯾُﻮْ ُم اﻟ ﱢﺪ ْﯾ ِﻦ
َ ” َﻣﺎ اَ ْد َرا
(adraaka yaumud deen) Do you know what the Day of the Deen is?
And proceeded to answer it as “ِﺲ َﺷﯿْﺎ ًء َو ْاﻻَ ْﻣ ُﺮ ﯾَﻮْ َم ِء ٍذ ِ ٰ ّہﻠﻟ
ُ ِ( ”ﯾَﻮْ َم َﻻ ﺗَ ْﻤﻠyauma la tamliku nafsun linafsin
ٍ ﮏ ﻧَ ْﻔﺲٌ ﻟِﻨَ ْﻔ
shaiyan wal amru yaumaizinlillah) in 82:18-19. During which time no man will hold any power or right.
In surah Al-Fateha, it is said:
Time during which human life will be spent
1:3
according to the law of Allah

ِ ِٰﻣﻠ
ﮏ ﻳـَ ْﻮِم اﻟﺪﱢﻳْ ِﻦ

The basic characteristic of such a life will be that no man will be superior to any other. The only authority
will be that of Allah. This is a great freedom which man will enjoy under Allah’s laws.
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“( ” ِدﯾ ٌْﻦdeen) also means habit, as well as the rain which habitually comes down in one place {T}. This
meaning too holds the connotation of a sort of rule. Allah’s laws are called the laws of nature in the
universe, while i human world Allah’s laws are received (by the messengers) through the revelation. This
ْ ( ”اَﻟﺪad-deen), and to act
law is safe in the Quran in its completed and unalterable form. It is called “ﱢﯾﻦ
ْ
according to it is called “( ”اَ ِﻻﺳ َْﻼ ُمal-islam).
The fact is that in this world many different terms are used such as social system, rule of life, laws of
government, constitution of the state etc. But the Quran has used one composite term instead of them all,
ْ ( ”اَﻟﺪad-deen). This is our social system, the rule or order of our lives, the law of our
and that is “ﱢﯾﻦ
government and the constitution of our state. According to this constitution, only Allah can determine the
limits of man permanently. Nobody else has this right, and Hence, in this way of life, the sovereignty
belongs only to Allah. This sovereignty of His is exercised through the Quran. Therefore, practically
speaking, sovereignty belongs to Allah’s Book (the Quran) in this world. The Islamic government is only
the means through which Quranic principles are implemented in this world, and since the criteria for
man’s deeds to be right or wrong is also this Book. Therefore, reward and punishment is also according to
it. This brings Islamic justice in focus which means not only court justice but justice in all aspects of life.
The constitution of an Islamic state is in other words the unalterable rules of the Quran. All matters of this
Islamic state take place within the parameters of these rules. The purpose is to maintain a system of
balance and justice. This is what DEEN is.
As such, deen would mean the God given system of life which determines the limits of our freedom and
according to which our deeds are judged. In the era in which men become followers of this system, they
will be free of all hegemony and only be subservient to Allah’s laws, because the Lord of the period of
Deen is no one else but Allah. Every decision in that period will be according to the laws of Allah, will be
a deeni (according to the deen) decision and will be based on the norms of Quranic justice.
In surah Al-Fateha, along with the attributes of Allah of being the Sustainer, His system of justice has
also been mentioned (maaliki yaumiddeen – the Lord of the Day of Judgment). It means that Allah has
granted the accoutrements of life to man without any effort, but the determination of his stages will be
according to his deeds. It is called a life according to Allah’s law and justice, and this is what
distinguishes man from animals.
About Al-Medina, some think that this word has come from the word this way of life meaning law and
order. Since Medina is the central place from which law and order is controlled, some also think that it
has come as a follow up of the word meaning obedience or following. Because in the city of Medina one
has to be obey the law {T}.
Kitaab ul-Ashfaq says that this word was derived from Deen and was originally madinah.
Ibn Faris says deen basically has the connotation of obedience and the city is called Medina because
the government in that city is obeyed.
“( ” َدﯾ ٌْﻦdain): a loan because a borrower has to bend before the lender.
“( ”ﺗَﺪَاﯾ ٌُﻦtadayun): to deal in loan mutually, as in 2:282.
“( ” َدﯾ ٌْﻦdain) is that loan which has a time frame for repayment. The loan which has no time frame for
repayment is not “( ” َدﯾ ٌْﻦdain) but called “ ٌ( ”ﻓَﺮْ ضqarz) {T}.
Muheet, with the agreement of Taj says commonly “( ” َدﯾ ٌْﻦdain) is a loan which is given for a fixed period
on interest, but since the Quran has forbidden interest, as such for mutual loans among muslims, the word
loan is for interest free loans only (2:282).
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As said earlier, the Quran has used the word several times and it means the order of life.
3:19
5:3
9:33

The way of life which is close to Allah, is al-Islam
And I have approved for you al-Islam as your way
of life
He is the one who have sent His messengers with
guidance and this way of life of truth to manifest it
over all other systems of life.

ِْ اِ ﱠن اﻟﺪﱢﻳﻦ ِﻋْﻨ َﺪ اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ
اﻻ ْﺳ َﻼ ُم
َْ
ِْ ور ِﺿﻴﺖ ﻟَ ُﮑﻢ
ًاﻻ ْﺳ َﻼ َم ِدﻳْﻨﺎ
ُ ُ ْ ََ
اﳊَ ﱢﻖ ﻟِﻴُﻈْ ِﻬَﺮﻩٌ َﻋﻠَﯽ
ْ ُﻫ َﻮ اﻟﱠ ِﺬ ْی اَْر َﺳ َﻞ َر ُﺳ ْﻮﻟَﻪٌ ﺑِﺎ ْﳍَُﺪ ٰی َوِدﻳْ ِﻦ
ُاﻟﺪﱢﻳْ ِﻦ ُﮐﻠﱢﻪ

Also see 38:28
This is the Deen with which the Messenger (pbuh) was endowed. God is the one who sent His Messenger
with the deen of truth (deen-al-haqq) so that he may implements it (system of life) over all the prevailing
systems, no matter how abhorring it may be for the mushrikeen (those who follow other systems).
The word mazhab or religion has not been used even once by the Quran, Therefore, the word mazhab or
religion must not be taken for deen-e-Islam. Mazhab is the way of life that has been designed by man,
while Deen is the system which has come from God. This is the reason that there are many sects in
religion whereas Deen considers sectarianism as ‘shirk’ which is the greatest of sins (30:32). The Deen
given by God is the same for everyone and there is no question of any sect in it. Sects are created by man
by following different paths of life. God’s Deen came to earlier dynasties of man (through the prophets)
but they destroyed their celestial Books and instead adopted the ways of life created by men. Thus, they
lost the Deen which was replaced by Religions.
But in the Quran, God has made the Deen secure in its original form. This Deen was the constitution of
the state that was later created by the Messenger Mohammed (pbuh). We sidetracked the Book of God
and started following the teachings given by man. Thus, we too, adopted religion in place of Deen. We
are like the earlier nations in this respect, but we are still different in a way. They do not have the God
given Deen in its original form and cannot replace their religions with the Deen. But we do have the
Book of God in its real form. Therefore, we can replace our religion with the original Deen of Allah at
any time we want (similarly other nations too, if they want, can adopt the God given Deen in the Quran).
Until we do so, we cannot reach life’s destiny.
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ذَ ا

Dh-A

“( ” َذاza): this. The feminine is “ْ( ” ِذهzih). “( ” ِذ ِهzihi), “( ” ِذ ِھ ْﯽzihee): up to. For two it is “( ” َذا ِنzaan) or “” َذ ْﯾ ِﻦ
َ ُ( ”اoolaa-i) which is generally
(zain). For feminine it is “( ”ﺗَﺎ ِنtaan), “ َ( ”ﺗَ ْﯿﻦtain). And plural is “وﻻ ِء
preceded by “( ”ﮨَﺎha) as “( ” ٰﮨ َﺬاhaaza) for masculine and “( ” ٰﮨ ِﺬ ٖهhaazehi) for feminine. This pontification is
ٰ (zaalika) with feminine “ﮏ
for a near thing. For a distant pontification, it is “ﮏ
َ ِ”ذﻟ
َ ( ”ﺗِ ْﻠtilka). If we are
addressing a man we will say see that thing or “ﮏ
َ ِ( ” َذاﻟzaalika). If we are addressing two men we will say
“( ” َذاﻟِ ُﮑ َﻤﺎzaalikuma). If there are many men, we will say, “( ” َذاﻟِ ُﮑ ْﻢzaalikum). If the addressee is a woman,
we will say “ﮏ
ِ ِ( ” َذاﻟzaaliki), and many women as “( ” َذاﻟِ ُﮑ ﱠﻦzaalikun).
“( ” َذاza) has different uses. For instance:
Who can dare stand with anyone in his place (who can
2:255
dare to support anyone in His kingdom).
2:219 They ask you what should be kept open (available).
20:63

They are merely sorcerers

2:2

This is the book

2:141

This was a group or party which has passed away.

28:32

These two are clear reasoning (signs).

َﻣ ْﻦ ذَااﻟﱠ ِﺬ ْی ﻳَ ْﺸ َﻔ ُﻊ ﻋِﻨْ َﺪﻩُ۔۔
ﮏ َﻣﺎذَ ﻳـُْﻨ ِﻔ ُﻘ ْﻮ َن۔۔
َ َﻳَ ْﺴﺌَـﻠُ ْﻮﻧ
ِ اِ ْن ٰﻫ َﺬ ِان ﻟَﺴ
ﺎﺣَﺮ ِان۔۔
َ
ِ َ َِذاﻟ
ﺎب۔۔
ُ َﮏ اﻟْﮑﺘ
ﺖ
َ ْﺗِﻠ
ْ َﮏ اُﱠﻣﺔٌ ﻗَ ْﺪ َﺧﻠ
ﮏ ﺑـُْﺮَﻫﺎﻧٰ ِﻦ۔۔
َ ِﻓَ َﺬاﻧ

As said earlier, “ﮏ
َ ِ( ” َذاﻟzaalika) is used for pointing at a distant thing as well as a near thing.
Surah Ar-Room says:
With the nature of Allah’s laws that He
30:30 has created for mankind. There can not by
any change in what Allah’s law creates
30:30 This is the lasting deen

ِﻓِﻄْﺮ ٰ ِ ﱠ
ﱠﺎس َﻋﻠَﻴْـ َﻬﺎ َﻻ ﺗَـْﺒ ِﺪﻳْ َﻞ ِﳋَْﻠ ِﻖ اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ
ََ
َ ت اﻟﻠّﻪ اﻟﺘ ْﯽ ﻓَﻄََﺮ اﻟﻨ
ﮏ اﻟﺪﱢﻳْ ُﻦ اﻟْ َﻘﻴﱢ ُﻢ
َ ِذَاﻟ

Or in surah Bani Israel:
17:35 this is in the end very good

ًﮏ َﺧﻴْـٌﺮ ﱠواَ ْﺣ َﺴ ُﻦ ﺗَﺎْ ِوﻳْﻼ
َ ِذَاﻟ

At all these places “ﮏ
َ ِ( ” َذاﻟzalika) is for pointing to a near thing i.e. “this”.
As against this in the tale about Moosa, it is said:
18:64 that was the place we were looking for

ﮏ َﻣﺎ ُﮐﻨﱠﺎﻧـَْﺒ ِﻎ
َ ِذَاﻟ

Here “ﮏ
َ ِ( ” َذاﻟzaalik) is for pointing at a distant thing i.e. “that”.
Raghib says “( ” َذاﻟِﮏzalik) is indeed used for a distant thing but that is not the only thing meant by it. It is
also used for anything which is on a higher plane and Thus, distant. No matter if that thing is physically
near. So “ْﺐ ﻓِﯿْ ِہ
َ ﮏ ْاﻟ ِﮑﺘَﺎبُ ﻻَ َرﯾ
َ ِ( ” َذاﻟzalika la raiba feeh) in 2:2 would mean “this book, about which there is
no uncertainty”.
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ذَ اﻟ ْ ﮑ ِ ﻔ ْ ِﻞ

Dhalkifli

This name has been used by the Quran in respect of a messenger (21:85, 38:48), but he has not been
mentioned besides these verses. He is probably the messenger Ezekiel who has been mentioned in the
Torah. Also see under heading (K-F-L).

ذَ اﻟ ﻨ ُ ْﻮ ن

Dhanon

It is the nick name of Messenger Yunus who probably is the same as Jonah in Torah (21:87). For details
see headings ‘Yunus’ and ‘Noon’.

ذأب

Dhaab

“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺬءْبaz-zeib): wolf, as in (12:13).
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺬ ْأبaz-zaab): to frighten, to condemn, using harsh voice {T}, to use impolite talk.
“ب اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ ُﻞ
َ َ( ” َذأzaabar rajul): the man shouted loudly {M}.
Ibn Faris has said that it means transition, unease.
It also means a moment of a thing which is from no particular direction.
“ﺖ اﻟ ﱢﺮﺑْﺢ
ِ َ( ”ﺗَ َﺬاﱠﺑtazabbatir reehu): the breeze came from all sides.
A wolf is called “ ٌ( ” ِذءْبzeib) because it sometime approaches from one side sometimes from the other.

ذأم

Dh-A-M

“( ” َذاَ َﻣ ٗہzamah) “( ”ﯾَ ْﺬأَ ُﻣ ٗہyazaamuh): to consider somebody lowly or condemnable. It also means to accuse,
or defame, or to harshly tell someone to get out {T, M}.
Raghib says it means condemnable.
“( ”آ ْذاُوْ ٌمazaamah): Frightened and awed him {T, M}.
The Quran says about the Iblees.
7:18
Told insulted and belittled (or harshly) to get out.
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ذبب

Dh-B-B
“ ٌ( ” ُذﺑَﺎبzabaab): flies. Singular is “ٌ( ” ُذﺑَﺎﺑَۃzubaba).

Muheet says with reference to Jaahiz that in addition to all kinds of common flies“ ٌ( ” ُذﺑَﺎبzubaab) covers
bees and mosquitoes {M}.
The Quran has said:
22:73 they will not be able to create even a fly

ًﻟَ ْﻦ ﱠﳜْﻠُ ُﻘ ْﻮا ذُﺑَﺎﺑﺎ

Flies are called “ ٌ( ” ُذﺑَﺎبzubaab) because they are driven away, or because they are never at rest in one
place. This root contains both connotations.
Ibn Faris says the root basically means unease and movement.
Raghib says that “ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺬ ْﺑ َﺬﺑَۃaz-zab-zaba) means the sound of something that is hanging. Then this word
began to be used for every movement and unease (that is fluctuation and uncertainty) {R}.
“ ( ”ﺑَ ِﻌ ْﯿ ٌﺮ َذابﱞbayeerun zaab): a camel which does not stay in one place {T}.
“ٌ( ” َذ ْﺑ َﺬﺑَۃzab-zabah): This word should perhaps be under heading Dh-B-Dh-B, but many linguists have
placed it under Dh-B-B. Because of its meaning of being a share of something, we have also included it
under this heading.
The Quran says about the munafiqeen (the hypocrites):
4:143 Wavering between that
4:143

neither wholly on this side nor wholly on that side

It is these very people about whom it is said:
22:11 who sit on the fence and observe the laws of Allah

ﮏ
َ ِﲔ َذاﻟ
َ ْ َﲔ ﺑـ
َ ْ ُِﻣ َﺬﺑْ َﺬﺑ
َﻻاِٰﻟﯽ ٰﻫﻮءُ َﻻ ِء َوَﻻ اِ ٰل ٰﻫﻮءُ َﻻ ِء
ٍ ﻣﻦ ﻳـﻌﺒ ُﺪ اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪ ﻋ ٰﻠﯽ ﺣﺮ
ف
ْ َ َ ُ ُْ َ ْ َ

If gains are received on this side, they lean here, and if gains are perceived on the other side, then they
lean towards it. Like a fly, nobody can predict where it will go next.
41:30

Once they accept God as the Rabb (Sustainer) then
they stick to it.

ٰ
ِ ِ
اﺳﺘَـ َﻘ ُﺎﻣ ْﻮا
ْ ا ﱠن اﻟﱠﺬﻳْ َﻦ ﻗَﺎﻟُْﻮا َرﺑـﱡﻨَﺎ اﻟﻠّﻪُ ﰒُﱠ

Belief and stability are the hallmark of a momin (peace maker). As against a hypocrite who is
opportunist.
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ذبح

Dh-B-H

“( ” َذﺑَ َﺢzabah), “( ”ﯾَ ْﺬﺑَ ُﺢyazbah): to slaughter, to split, to tear apart {T}.
Ibn Faris also says that these are its basic meanings.
“ُ( ” َذﺑَ َﺤ ْﺘہُ ْاﻟ َﻌ ْﺒ َﺮةzabahatul abrah): tears choked him.
“( ”اَﻟﺘﱠ ْﺬﺑِ ْﯿ ُﺢat-tazbeeh): to slaughter deeply, to bend the head so much that it gets lower than the waist.
“( ”اﻟ ﱢﺬ ْﺑ ُﺢaz-zibh): the thing that is slaughtered {T}.
The Quran says about Bani Israel that:
(the people of the Pharaoh) killed your sons (ibna)
2:49
and kept your daughters (nisa) alive.

ﻳُ َﺬ ﱢﲝُ ْﻮ َن اَﺑْـﻨَﺎءَ ُﮐ ْﻢ َوﻳَ ْﺴﺘَ ْﺤﻴُـ ْﻮ َن ﻧَ َﺴﺎءَ ُﮐ ْﻢ

This is generally taken to mean that the Pharaoh had ordered to kill every son that was born and to keep
the baby girls alive. The question to ponder is whether “ َ( ”ﯾُ َﺬﺑﱢﺤُﻮْ نyuzabbihoona) means actually to
slaughter or something else.
Surah Al-Airaaf has used “ َ( ”ﯾُﻘَﺘﱢﻠُﻮْ نyuqteloona) instead of “ َ( ”ﯾُ َﺬﺑﱢﺤُﻮْ نyuzabboon) in 7:149. Here it says that
they used to kill your sons and kept your daughters alive. It is Therefore, clear that the Quran has used
“( ” َذ ْﺑ ٌﺢzabah) and “( ”ﻗَ ْﺘ ٌﻞqatal) in similar meaning.
It has to be seen what “( ”ﻗَ ْﺘ ٌﻞqatal) means. This word has been debated in detail under the heading (Q-TL). There you will see that it means not only to kill, but also to weaken or demean or make ineffective. It
means to make something so ineffective that its presence or absence is made the same. It means to belittle
somebody. It also means to deprive someone of knowledge and training. See these meanings under
heading (Q-T-L). It is thought that here “( ”ﻗَ ْﺘ ٌﻞqatal) means not to kill (the sons of Bani Israeel), but to
weaken them, demean them or make them ineffective.
The arguments against the notion that is really means “to kill” are as following.
1) In the time of Moosa, the nation of Bani Israel was huge. If the male kids in any society are
killed and only the females are allowed to live, then after a time the nation will cease to exist. *
2) Moosa’s elder brother Haroon was alive and present and Moosa too was not killed immediately
after birth. This also shows that the boys of the Bani Israel nation were not killed immediately
after birth
3) Surah Yunus says in 10:83 that the youth of Moosa’s nation believed in him. See under heading
(Z-R-R). If the boys of the Bani Israel were killed immediately after birth then this youth would
not exist.
4) When Moosa came to the Pharaoh, he said, we have nurtured you and were your benefactors and
you are repaying us Thus,. In reply Moosa said: “you remind me of the benevolence but you have
enslaved the nation of Bani Israel (26:22)”. Here Moosa has accused the pharaoh of enslaving the
nation of Bani Israel. If he had also ordered killing of new born boys of that nation, Moosa
would have certainly accused the Pharaoh of this deed first. Because killing children was a much
more severe crime than enslaving. But, nowhere in the Quran has Moosa accused the Pharaoh of
so doing.
* Some books claim that Pharaoh killed 90.000 children of Bani Israel.
These facts show that the Pharaoh and his ilk did not kill the boys of the Bani Israel. It may be argued if
this was not the case then why did Moosa’s mother leave him to drift in the river in a box? First, bear in
mind that the Pharaoh is said to have ordered killing of new born males at the time when Moosa had
come with his revolutionary message. (As long as the right meanings of these verses are not made clear,
we will continue with the traditional meaning i.e. to kill the children of the Bani Israel.)
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Surah Al-Airaaf says, that seeing the effectiveness of Moosa’s message, the leaders in the Pharaoh’s
nation asked the Pharaoh why no harsh measures were taken against him? Why was he left free to do as
he wanted? In reply the Pharaoh said he had a plan! And that is: “we will murder their boys and let the
girls live” (7:127). From this it can be seen that this was said when Moosa’s message spread. This order
did not prevail at the time of Moosa’s birth. Surah Al-momin makes this clearer where it is said that when
Moosa went to the Pharaoh with the message of God, he said: “”those who trust in Moosa’s God, kill
their sons and let their women live” (40:25). Thus, it is clear that this order was issued at the time when
Moosa came with the message, and not at his birth. Besides, this order was not for the entire Bani Israel
nation but only for those who entrusted themselves to Moosa, or his God.
These facts show that at the time of Moosa’s birth, this order was not in force. When this order was not in
force then it is not right to believe that God wanted to keep him alive in this manner. Why was then
Moosa set out to drift in the river? The Quran has answered this question. The Bani Israel had entered
Egypt in the time of Yusuf who gained an exalted position in Egypt. This respect would have reflected
positively on his nation, the Bani Israel, and would have lasted some time even after Yusuf. But Bani
Israel were later enslaved by the rulers. Even today, subjugated nations are worth almost nothing but in
those days subjugated nations were almost like slaves. According to God’s plan, Moosa was born to
oppose the Pharaohs. For this purpose, he needed to be educated and trained at a high level. For this aim,
it was destined that he grows up at the Pharaoh’s palace itself. He should spend the early years as the
Pharaoh’s adopted son. This was the reason that he was set to drift and land at the Pharaoh’s palace. The
Quran says this was done so that he could be brought up under our watch (20:39). This meant good
training from which the children of Bani Israel were barred. This was a link to the program and Moosa
was being readied for this campaign. A little further, it is said “in this manner, O Moosa, you came up to
Our standards” (20:41).
It will be related further ahead that those who had belief in Moosa’s God were spared by the Pharaoh,
then why did he order killing of the new born babies? What was their fault?
Surah Al-Qasas says that Moosa’s mother was told to:
keep feeding him, and when you fear for him, then put
28:7
him in the river

ِ اَر ِﺿﻌِﻴ ِﻪ ﻓَﺎِ َذا ِﺧ ْﻔ
ﺖ َﻋﻠَْﻴ ِﻪ ﻓَﺎَﻟْ ِﻘﻴْ ِﻪ ﻓِ ْﯽ اﻟْﻴَ ﱢﻢ
ْ ْ

This is taken to mean that the Pharaoh had ordered the killing of male children. But Quranic evidence is
there to refute this line of thinking because the Pharaoh’s order came when Moosa was a grown man and
had brought Allah’s message. We have to attribute some other cause for this fear. Further ahead it is said
that when Pharaoh’s people found the box (with Moosa in it in his infancy), the pharaoh’s wife said “do
not kill him, we shall adopt him” (28:9). This too is taken to mean that in those days, Israeli kids were
killed. But this is not a right guess because how was it known that the baby that had been rescued from
the waves, was an Israeli kid and not a kid from among the Pharaoh’s nation?
َ (la tuq tulu) in 28:9 would not mean “do not kill him”, but “do not throw him out as an
As such “ُ”ﻻ ﺗَ ْﻘﺘُﻠُﻮْ ه
insignificant being”. See heading Q-T-L.
So what is the right meaning of “( ”ﯾُ َﺬﺑﱢﺤُﻮْ نَ اَ ْﺑﻨَﺎ َء ﮨُ ْﻢ َوﯾَ ْﺴﺘَﺤْ ﯿُﻮْ نَ ِﻧ َﺴﺎ َء ﮨُ ْﻢyuzabb-oona abna’ahum wa yastahyoona
nisa’ahum)?
We have seen that this was during the time that Moosa’s message was spreading and the Pharaoh
perceived this as a threat to his dominance. In addition when his advisers had asked him why nothing was
being done about it, he had replied that he had a plan (7:127), and this was the plan (to perform qatal of
ibna). The Quran has termed this scheme as “( ” َﮐ ْﯿ ٌﺪkaidun) in 40:25 which means a deep conspiracy.
About the Pharaoh, surah Al-Qasas says:
28:4
he used to divide and rule
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Later it is said:
He used to yuzabbuh (tear apart) their ibna
(strength), and let the nisa (weak) to be yastahi
28:4
(live).

ﻳُ َﺬﺑﱢ ُﺢ اَﺑْـﻨَﺎءَ ُﻫ ْﻢ َوﻳَ ْﺴﺘَ ْﺤ ِﯽ ﻧَ َﺴﺎءَ ُﻫ ْﻢ

He wanted to divide the nation of Israel into different parties so that they would be busy in struggling
against each other. Every ruling nation indulges in this kind of conspiracy. Later after dividing them into
parties he used to subjugate the party which he perceived was a strong threat to his rule. He used to
humiliate and demean them, while he used to elevate the foppish or weak people. This too is practiced by
every conquering nation. A dictator nation always keeps the subordinated nation divided. The strong
section is always ridiculed and demeaned, while the weak and insignificant portion which they fear no
danger from, get promoted.
The Quran has defined the strong and brave portion of a nation as “( ”اَ ْﺑﻨَﺎ ٌءibna) and the weak portion of a
nation as “( ”ﻧِ َﺴﺎ ٌءnisa). Hence, by “( ”ﻗَ ْﺘ ِﻞ اَ ْﺑﻨَﺎءqatl-ibna) the Quran means demeaning of the strong and
brave section of a nation, while “( ” َوﯾَ ْﺴﺘَﺤْ ِﯽ ﻧَ َﺴﺎ َءھُ ْﻢyastahyai nisa’akum) means to elevate weak section of a
nation. In this way, he was weakening the Bani Israel’s entire nation. The Quranic evidence points to this
that qatal or zabah of ibna’a means this.
But this is only an assumption and can be given more thought. One can understand what the Pharaoh’s
order to kill the sons of those who believed in Moosa means (40:25). That is, his plan was to divide the
entire Bani Israel into different parties so that those who were a threat to him could be made ineffective so
that nobody listened to them. See this meaning of qatal under heading (Q-T-L). Otherwise, it is not
reasonable to kill the sons of those who believe in Moses (and spare the believers themselves). In
addition, this is a fact too that when the sorcerers of his court said that they had started believing (in
Moosa’s God), he ordered them to be hanged, not to kill their sons.
This shows that the phrase “ْﺢ اَ ْﺑﻨَﺎ َء
ِ ( ” َذﺑzabhi abna’akum) and “( ”اِ ْﺳﺘِﺤْ ﯿَﺎ ِء ﻧِ َﺴﺎءistahya’i nisa’akum) has been
used as a metaphor. This does not mean actually to slaughter them.
But as said earlier, this is an educated guess. If this reasoning is considered weak then “( ” َذﺑْﺢ اَ ْﺑﻨَﺎ َءzabha
abna’a) will be taken to mean what its literal meaning is i.e. the Pharaoh used to kill the boys of Bani
Israel but up till now the history of ancient Egypt mentions no such murder or killing. Perhaps history
may yet reveal such incidents. Up till now the Torah relates that the Pharaoh had ordered the killing of
Bani Israel’s boys (Kitaab Khurooj). But we all know historically how correct the Torah is.
In surah Al-Ma’idah the animals which were sacrificed on the altar of statues (gods) were called “ َﻣﺎ ُذﺑِ َﺢ
ﺐ
ُ ( ” َﻋﻠَﯽ اﻟﻨﱡma zubha alan nusub) in 5:3.
ِ ﺼ
Surah As-Saffaat says that when Ibrahim got ready to sacrifice his son, and his son Ismail became ready
to be sacrificed, then We called out to him to desist and “ْﺢ َﻋ ِﻈﯿ ٍْﻢ
ٍ ( ”ﻓَ َﺪ ْﯾ ٰﻨہُ ﺑِ ِﺬﺑwafadainahu bizibhin azeem)
(37:107): saved Ismail in exchange for a great sacrifice.
As is evident from various places in the Quran, this “ْﺢ َﻋ ِﻈﯿ ٍْﻢ
ٍ ( ”ﺑِ ِﺬﺑzibhi azeem) (great sacrifice) was that
instead of the ruler ship of the green area of Syria, he was chosen for the caretaking of Kaba in the
desolate land of Arabia. This was a lifelong sacrifice, not only for his own whole life, but also for the
coming generations.

َوﺗَـَﺮْﮐﻨَﺎ َﻋﻠَْﻴ ِﻪ ﻓِﯽ ْاﻻَ ِﺧ ِﺮﻳْ َﻦ

37:108 And We left for him among the later folk

(For more details see my book Jooye Noor and the matters about the Bani Israel in my book Barq-eToor).
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ذخر

Dh-Kh-R

“( ” َذ َﺧ َﺮzakhar), “( ”ﯾَ ﱠﺬ َﺧ ُﺮyazkhar): to take something, to make it one’s own, to hide something so that it
may be used when required.
Ibn Faris says to keep something hidden for its safety.
“( ”اِ ﱠد َﺧ َﺮad-zakhara), “( ”اِ ﱢدﺧَﺎ ًرid-zikhaar): also means the same as “( ” َذ َﺧ َﺮzakhar).
“( ”اِ ﱢدﺧَﺎ ًرizkhaar) was actually “( ”اِ ْذﺗِﺨَﺎ ًرid-zikhaar).
“( ”اﻟَ ُﻤ ﱠﺪ ِﺧ ُﺮal-muzakhir): a horse who does not use all of his strength in running but preserves some {T}.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺪا ِﺧ ُﺮad-zakhir): plump, fat. {M}
Surah Aal-e-Imran says:
3:49
And what you hoard in your houses

ِ وﻣﺎ ﺗَﺪ
ﱠﺧُﺮو َن ِﰲ ﺑـُﻴُﻮﺗِ ُﻜ ْﻢ
ََ

It seems that Jesus (since he had come with a true revolutionary message) was averse to the hoarding
habit of the Jews. This is a pontification of that.

ذرأ

Dh-R-A

“ض
َ ْ( ” َذ َراَ ْاﻻَرzaral ard): sowed the seed (in the ground) {T}.
ّ ٰ َ( ” َذ َراzara allah-ul-khalq): Allah created the creatures and increased them, made it abundant.
“ﻖ
َ ْﷲُ اﻟﺨَﻠ
The Quran says:
42:11 He keeps increasing you and spread you

ﻳَ ْﺬ َرُؤَﮐ ْﻢ ﻓِْﻴ ِﻪ

Surah Al-mominon says:
He is the One who increased you and spread you on
23:79
this on this earth.

ِ ُﻫ َﻮ اﻟﱠ ِﺬ ْی ذَ َراَ ُﮐ ْﻢ ﻓِﯽ ْاﻻَْر
ض

Some think that “ٌ( ” ُذ ﱢرﯾﱠۃzurriyyah) has come from “َ( ” َذ َرأzara) but others say it has come from “( ” َذ ﱞرzarr)
that we have mentioned under (Dh-R-R).

Dh-R-R

ذرر

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺬ ُرaz-zarr): very small ants. The specks (dust) particles we see in the sunlight. The singular is “ ”اﻟ ﱠﺬرﱡ
(az-zarru). A very small and light thing is also called “ٌ( ” َذ ﱠرةzarrah).
“( ” َذ ﱠرzarr): to sprinkle something, to disburse or differentiate.
Surah Al-zalzalah says:
99:6
And whose doeth good an atom’s weight

ٍﺎل ذَ ﱠرة
َ َﻣ ْﻦ ﻳـَ ْﻌ َﻤ ْﻞ ِﻣﺜْـ َﻘ

Ibn Faris says it means finesse and spreading.
“( ” َذر ْﱠاﻟ ِﻤ ْﻠ َﺦ َﻋﻠَﯽ اﻟﻠﱠﺤْ ِﻢzarral milha alal lahm): He sprinkled the meat with salt.
“ض
ِ ْ( ” َذر ْﱠاﻟ َﺤﺐﱠ ﻓِ ْﯽ ْاﻻَرzarral hubba fil ard): He sprinkled the seeds in the ground {T}.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺬ ِرﺑﱠۃaz-zuriyyah): a man’s progeny whether male or female. Sometimes it is also used for one’s
parents and grandparents. This word sometimes means the opposites {T}. (We will read more about it
further ahead).
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Raghib says it actually means young children but sometimes it also means both young and older children,
and is used as plural as well as singular. Some say the root of this word is “ٌ ( ” ُذ ﱢرﯾﱠۃzara) which means to
create and increase {L}.
“( ” َذر ْﱠاﻟﺒَ ْﻘ ُﻞzarral baql): the vegetable budded.
The Quran has used the word “ٌ( ” ُذ ﱢرﯾﱠۃzurriyah) to mean descendants or generation (2:124).
Surah Yasin says:
36:41 And We bear their offspring in the laden ship

ِ ْاِﻧﱠﺎ َﲪَﻠْﻨَﺎ ذُﱢرﻳـﱠﺘَـﻬﻢ ﻓِﯽ اﻟْ ُﻔﻠ
ﮏ
ُْ

Here “ُ ( ”اﻟ ﱡﺬ ِرﯾﱠۃzurriyah) means all, big and small. Because of this verse (36:61), some attribute the
meaning of progeny and grandparents to the word “ُ( ”اﻟ ﱡﺬ ِرﯾﱠۃzurriyah), and this is why it has been accepted
to mean the opposites. But research shows that the Quran has never used this word for grandparents, but
only for descendants (6:88).
Verse 36:41 also clarifies the meaning if we take “( ”اَ ْﻟﻔُ ْﻠﮏ ْاﻟ َﻤ ْﺸﺤُﻮْ نal-foolkil mash hoon) as the arc of
Nouh which was built according to the revelation and “ٌ ( ” ُذ ّرﯾﱠۃzurriyah) to mean the young generation of
humans of that time. This will leave no ambiguity in the meanings of the verse.
Surah Yunus says:
So nobody believed Moosa except the youth of his
10:83
nation

ﻓَ َﻤﺎ َﻣ َﻦ ﻟِ ُﻤ ْﻮ ٰﺳﯽ اِﻻَذُ ِرﻳﱠﺔٌ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﻗَـ ْﻮِﻣ ِﻪ

Some say it means very small number of people {Ibn Abbas}. Others say it means the youth of that
nation {Abul Kalam Azad}. We think the second meaning is clearer. The youth accept a revolutionary
program more readily. The older people are more dogmatic about their previous dogmas. Also, due to the
age factor, they have little capacity for adopting new things. It is the youth that accept a revolutionary
program which is against oppressiveness without any fear. Also see under heading (Dh-B-H).

Dh-R-Ain

ذرع

ُ ( ”اَﻟ ّﺬ َراaz-zara’a): the part of the arm from the elbow to the end of the middle finger. It is also used to
“ع
mean the wrist, and also a measure {T}.
Surah Al-Kahaf says:
18:18 Their dog had both forelegs on the ground

ِ ٌ ﺎﺳ
ِ وَﮐﻠْﺒـﻬﻢ ﺑ
اﻋْﻴ ِﻪ
َ ﻂ ذ َر
َ ْ ُُ َ

“( ” َذرْ ﻋ ُٗہ َﮐ َﺬاzarohu kaza): it is of such length {M}.
69:32

ًَذ ْر ُﻋ َﻬﺎ َﺳْﺒـ ُﻌ ْﻮ َن ِذ َراﻋﺎ

it is seventy hands long

Ibn Faris says it basically means to be long and move forward.
ٌ ْ( ” َﻣﺎﻟِ ْﯽ ﺑِ ٖہ َذرmaali bi zarun): I do not have recourse to it {T}.
“ع
ُ ﺿ ْﻘ
“ً ﺖ ﺑِ ٖہ َذرْ ﻋﺎ
ِ ” (zdiqtu bi zar’a): to have no capacity for doing something.
Surah Hood says about Loot:
11:77 In their matter, he found himself in capable

ًﺎق ﻬﺑِِ ْﻢ َذ ْرﻋﺎ
َ ﺿ
َ

“ُ ( ”اﻟ ﱠﺬر ْﯾ َﻌۃaz-zuriyah): the she-camel which is used as a shield while hunting {T}. It means any means
which is used to reach the goal.
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Dh-R-W

ذرو

“ت اﻟ ﱢﺮ ْﯾ ُﺢ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ َء َورْ ًوا
ِ ( ” َذ َرzaratir-raehoosh-shaiya warwa): the wind blew it away.
ً“( ” َذ َرا ْاﻟ ِﺤ ْﻨﻄَۃَ ﯾَ ْﺬرُوْ ﮨَﺎ َذرْ واzaralhintata yazruha zarwa): he threw the wheat in the air to separate it from the
chaff.
ْ ( ”ﻓَﺘَ َﺬرfatazarrat): the wheat became free of the chaff.
“ﱠت
“ﺖ
ِ ( ” ُذ َرا َوةُ اﻟﻨﱠ ْﺒzarawatun nabt): the dry parts of a plant which fall away and are blown away by the wind.
“( ” ُذرْ َوةُ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ ِءzurwatush shaiyi): the higher part of a thing {T}.
Surah Al-Kaif says:
18:45 … the winds blow it around

ﺗَ ْﺬ ُرْوﻩُ اﻟﱢﺮٰﻳ ُﺢ

Surah Az-Zarriyat says:
51:1
By those scattering, dispersing …

ِ ٰواَﻟ ّٰﺬ ِرﻳ
ﺖ ذَ ْرًوا
َ

“( ” َذرْ ٌوzaru) means to disperse, spread around.
“ار
ٍ ( ” َذzaar), “ ْاری
ِ ( ”اَﻟ ّﺬaz-zaari): one who spreads, one who disseminates, the forces which are the means
of dissemination, the force which spreads the word around in the world, the means of communication and
dissemination (media).

Dh-Ain-N

ذعن

“ َ( ”اَ ْذﻋَﻦaz’an): to be quick in obedience, in following, to obey a command with alacrity.
ٌ ( ”ﻧَﺎﻗَۃٌ ِﻣ ْﺬﻋnaaqatun miz’an): an obedient camel.
“َﺎن
“ َ( ” ُﻣ ْﺬ ِﻋﻨِ ْﯿﻦmud’ineen): those who became followers or obedient quickly (22:49) {T}.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْذﻋَﻦَ ﻟَہaz’ana lahu): bowed before him and became obedient to him {T}.
Muheet while quoting the literal meaning of “ ُ( ”اَ ِﻻ ْذ َﻋﺎنal-iz’an) says it means heartfelt intent and solidity
after deliberation or hesitation.
“ ُ( ”اَ ِﻻ ْذ َﻋﺎنa-liz’an) has different stages and the lowest is called opinion and the best is called Iman
(trust/conviction), and between these two is the stage of mere custom and tradition {T, L}.

Dh-Q-N

ذقن

ٌ َ( ”اَ ْذﻗazqaan) as in 36:8. It figuratively also means the face.
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺬﻗَﻦaz-zaqan): chin {T}. Plural is “ﺎن

ِ ََِﳜﱡﺮو َن ﻟِ ْﻼء ْذﻗ
ﺎن ُﺳ ﱠﺠ ْﺪا
ْ
َ

17:107 They fall on their faces
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Dh-K-R

ذکر

“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺬ ْﮐ ُﺮaz-zikru) and “( ”اَﻟﺘّ ْﺬ َﮐﺎ ُرat-tazkaar): to make something safe, to make something present in the
ٌ ( ”ﻧَ ْﺴnasee) in 6:68.
heart (to imagine something as present). This word has been used against “ﺊ
“ﯽ
ٌ ( ”ﻧَ ْﺴnasiyun) means to forget something, and as such “( ” ِذ ْﮐ ٌﺮzikr) would mean to recall something.
“( ”اِ ﱠد َﮐ َﺮ ٗهizkarahu), “( ”اِ ْﺳﺘ َْﺬ َﮐ َﺮ ٗهistazkarah), “( ”ﺗَ َﺬ ﱠﮐ َﺮ ٗهtazakkirah): ordinarily mean to memorize something,
but scholars say there is a slight difference in the meaning of the words.
“( ”اِ ّد َﮐ َﺮizkar) is actually “( ”اِ ْذﺗَ َﮑ َﺮiztutakar). The “( ”ذz) has been omitted because it is heavy on the
tongue. Then “( ”تtaa) was amalgamated in “( ”دdaal). Ergo this word was created.
“ُ( ”اَﻟﺘﱠ ْﺬ ِﮐ َﺮةat-tazkirah): something which reminds one of the need (79:29).
“( ”اﻟِ ّﺬ ْﮐ ٰﺮیaz-zikra): reminder.
“( ”ذ َﮐ َﺮ َﺣﻘﱠ ٗہzakara haqquhu): his right was protected, not lost.
ّ ٰ َ( ”اُ ْذ ُﮐﺮُوْ ﻧِ ْﻌ َﻤۃozkuru ne’matallahi alaikum): do not waste the benevolence (favors of) Allah on
“ﷲِ َﻋﻠَ ْﯿ ُﮑ ْﻢ
you and protect them {T}.
“( ” ِذ ْﮐ ٌﺮzikr): fame as well as to speak kind words about someone, and to respect. It also means “a lesson”.
Zikr also means the book which contains the details about Deen and laws about the nation {T}.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺬ َﮐ ُﺮaz-zakar): a strong and brave man, the hardness and sharpness of a sword {T}, also means male
when used against “( ”أُ ْﻧ ٰﺜﯽunsa), as in 3:35.
“( ” ُﻣ َﺬ ﱠﮐ ٌﺮmuzakkar): masculine, the opposite of feminine, severe troubles which only men can face {T}.
The Quran has been called “( ”اﻟ ﱢﺬ ْﮐ ُﺮaz-zikr) as in 16:42, because it contains the laws about nations and
also historic events. Those who deliberate about the things in the universe have been called “ َ”ﻟِﻘَﻮْ ٍم ﯾَ ﱠﺬ ﱠﮐﺮُوْ ن
(liqaumin yaz zakkaroon) as in 16:13. The struggle against anti-God forces has also been called zikr.
That is, the struggle to bring the laws which they (the mushrikeen) have ignored (20:42, 20:34). Hence,
to be steadfast in the battlefield and Thus, strive to give dominance to Allah’s laws have been called zikr,
as in 8:25. It also means not to ignore the laws of Allah, even in the battlefield, and to always keep them
in mind. The laws of Allah themselves are zikr as mentioned in 39:23 to mean respect and greatness.
This word has been used in 23:70 as well as in 43:44 where it has been said about the Quran:
The secret of your greatness and that of your nation is
ِ
ﮏ
43:44
َ ﮏ َوﻟَِﻘ ْﻮِﻣ
َ َاﻧﱠﻪُ ﻟَ ِﺬ ْﮐٌﺮ ﻟ
in following the Quran.
Surah Al-Qamar has said “( ” ُﻣ ﱠﺪ ِﮐ ٌﺮmuzakkir) to mean “one who recalls” in 54:15.
Surah Ad-Dahar says that there has been a time when man was unremembered “( ”ﻟَ ْﻢ ﯾَ ُﮑ ْﻦ َﺷﯿْﺎ ًء َﻣ ْﺬ ُﮐﻮْ رًاlam
yakan shaya mazkoora) (76:1). Here mazkoora means something which has come into existence by itself
and which is established {T, L}.
In surah Al-Baqrah, (2:152) God says “( ”ﻓَ ْﺎذ ُﮐﺮُوْ ﻧِ ْﯽ اَ ْذ ُﮐﺮْ ُﮐ ْﻢfa azkuruni azkarkum). This means that if you
uphold my laws then I will protect your rights and grant you greatness and grandeur.
That is, if you follow My laws then their delightful results will certainly be in front of you. Here, it must
be noted that the initiative is from Man while God only answers it. The sort of deed that is committed by
man gets the same sort of result (i.e. good result for good deeds and bad result for bad deeds). Therefore,
ّ ٰ ( ” ِذ ْﮐ ُﺮzikrullah) or the zikr of Allah means the following of Allah’s orders (and not merely turning the
“ﷲ
beads of the rosary). The definite result of following these orders is respect and greatness and domination
over anti-God forces. For Ibrahim to go and confront the Pharaoh (with God’s laws) is zikr and “”ﺗَ ْﺴﺒِ ْﯿ ٌﺢ
(tasbeeh). For the meaning of “( ”ﺗَ ْﺴﺒِ ْﯿ ٌﺢtasbeeh), see under heading (S-B-H). To be steadfast in the
battlefield is zikr. To deliberate upon the things of this universe is zikr. To keep Allah’s laws before one,
at every step in every aspect of life is zikr. To propagate these laws is also zikr. This in today’s world is
called broadcasting and publishing.
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ّ ٰ ( ” ِذ ْﮐ ُﺮzikrullah) which gives “real” peace to a man (13:28). The ‘real’ has been added
This is the very “ﷲ
because transitory and artificial peace or satisfaction can be obtained through untrue religions as well.
Real peace is obtained through deep insight. The only time we reach the conclusion that something is true
is when we have deliberated on something deeply, or when the final results of deeds are before us. Only
under these circumstances do we achieve real peace, which is peaceful both for the heart and mind. False
peace (satisfaction) is obtained by deceiving oneself. Real peace accrued to the group of momineen in the
battlefield of Badr when they defeated an army three times their size (3:125). Peace is not obtained in
secluded rooms or places.

ذکو

Dh-K-W
“( ” َذ َﮐﺎ ٌءdhaka) basically means for a thing to be completed.

Khalil says “ ( ”اﻟ ﱠﺬ َﮐﺎ ُء ﻓِﯽ اﻟﺴﱢﻦﱢal-dhaaka’o fis-sin) means mature age in which a man’s capabilities reach
their peak.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺬ َﮐﺎ ُءadh-dhaka’o) means the sharpness and completion of intellect and wit.
“( ” َذ ِﮐ ﱞﯽdhakki) is one who understands quickly, one who has very sharp intelligence.
“ﺖ اﻟﻨﱠﺎ ُر
ِ ( ” َذ َﮐdhakatin naar): the fire flared {T}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means sharpness and implementation.
“ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺬ ِﮐﯿَۃadh-dhakiyyah) means to slaughter an animal.
“( ” َذ َﮐﺎ ٌءdhaka) means temperature and “( ”ذﮐ ٰ ّﯽdhakka) means the temperature was taken out.
The Quran says:
5:3
Excepting that which you slaughter …

اِﱠﻻ َﻣﺎ ذَ ﱠﮐﻴْﺘُ ْﻢ

ذلل

Dh-L-L

“ٌ ( ” ِذﻟﱠۃdhillah), “ٌ( ” َذ َﻻﻟَۃdhalalah): when hardness and dogmatisms of something gets to its end, and it
becomes obedient.
Raghib says “( ”اﻟ ﱡﺬ ﱡلadh-dhull) means to bend, because when anger and power bow or bend, the harshness
becomes mellow on its own. He has also written that when “( ”اﻟ ﱢﺬ ﱡلadh-dhill) is not due to external
pressure, it is no more a condemnable trait.
“( ” َذﻟُﻮْ ٌلdhalool), plural is “( ” ُذﻟُ ٌﻞdhulul): one who becomes obedient {T}.
Surah Al-Baqrah says:
2:71
The ox which has not been harnessed in the plough.

اِﻧـ َﱠﻬﺎ ﺑـَ َﻘَﺮةٌ ﻻﱠذَﻟُْﻮٌل

“( ” َﻋ ْﯿ ُﺮ ْاﻟ َﻤ َﺬﻟﱠ ِۃair-ul-muzillah): an ass which is laden heavily and who is being driven with the help of a
stick {M}. This brings the right concept of “( ” ِذﻟﱠﺖdhillat) before you, which is used for “disgrace”.
“ً( ” ُذ ﻟﱢ َﻞ ْاﻟﮑَﺮْ ُم ﺗ َْﺬﻟِ ْﯿﻼdhullilal karmu tazlila): the bunches of grapes were made low (bent down) {T}.
The Quran has used “ ( ”ﺗُ ِﺬلﱡtudhillu) against “( ”ﺗُ ِﻌ ﱡﺰtu-idhu) in 3:25.
“( ” ِﻋ ﱠﺰتidhat) means as described therein, to get the government and state (i.e. power) and “( ” ِذﻟﱠﺖdhillat)
means as also described therein, to be deprived of power.
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Surah Yasin says about cattle:
36:70 Humans have domination over them.
36:71 They have been made subservient to man

ﻓَـ ُﻬ ْﻢ َﳍَﺎ َﻣﺎﻟِ ُﮑ ْﻮ َن۔ َوذَﻟﱠﻠْﻨـ َٰﻬﺎ

ٰ ( ”ﻧَ ِﺬ ﱠل َوﻧ َْﺨﺰnadhilla wa naanadhraa) in 20:134. It means that in the battlefield this
Surah Taha says “َی
word has come to mean weakness. Also see (3:122).
In surah Al-Ma’idah the particularity of the momineen has been described as:
Humble towards momineen and stern towards
ِِ
ٍِ ﱠ
ﲔ اَ ِﻋﱠﺰةٍ َﻋ ٰﻠﯽ اﻟْ َﮑﺎﻓِ ِﺮﻳْ َﻦ
5:54
َ ْ ﻠﯽ اَﻟْ ُﻤ ْﺆﻣﻨ
َ اَذﻟﺔ َﻋ
kafireen
Ibnul Airabi says here “ َ( ”اَ ِذﻟﱠ ٍۃ َﻋﻠَﯽ ْاﻟ ُﻤ ْﺆ ِﻣﻨِ ْﯿﻦazillatin alal Momineen) means the same as “” ُر َﺣ َﻤﺎ َء ﺑَ ْﯿﻨَﮩُ ْﻢ
(ruhama bainahum) as in 48:29. That is, they are friendly and kind to one another, while hard on the
enemy.
“( ” َﺟﻨَﺎ َح اﻟ ﱠﺬ ﱢلjanahadhul): It has appeared for softness and hospitality and kindness.
The Quran has termed a life of “( ”ذﻟﺖdhillat) and weakness as punishment of God (2:61). This ignominy
is in this world and can be seen by everybody (7:152). As against it, it has been said that the life of the
momineen is a life of power and greatness.
63:8

ِ ِ ِ ِِ ِ ِ ِ ِٰ
ﲔ
َ ْ َوﻟﻠّﻪ اﻟْﻌﱠﺰةُ وﻟَﺮ ُﺳ ْﻮﻟﻪ َوﻟ ْﻠ ُﻤ ْﺆﻣﻨ

Power and domination is for Allah, his Rusool, His
group or party.

The life of the momineen is “ َ( ”اَ ْﻋﻠَﻮْ نa’loon) as it has been said in 3:138. It’s a life of domination and
power (24:55). Thus, a life which does not have power and domination is not a life of the momineen.
The ignominy in this world is a punishment from Allah.
And humiliation and misery struck on
2:61
them and they drew wrath on themselves

ٍﻀ
ﺐ ِﻣ َﻦ اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ
َ َﻬﻢ اﻟ ﱢﺬﻟﱠﺔُ َواﻟْ َﻤ ْﺴ َﮑﻨَﺔُ َوﺑَﺎءُ ْو ﺑِﻐ
ْ َﺿ ِﺮﺑ
ُ َو
ُ ﺖ َﻋﻠَْﻴ

They were hit by ignominy. That is they became deserving of Allah’s punishment.
To believe that by handing this world over to others and to live a life of helplessness and deprivation and
ignominy, one can attain spiritual development, is a false concept. This is a mirage that is passed on by
the stronger nations to the weak and subjugated nations.
The Quran has come to shatter this false concept. It has openly declared that power, respect, grandeur,
wealth, etc. is the natural result of trusting Allah’s laws and doing good deeds. A life of deprivation,
poverty, ignominy and subjugation is Allah’s punishment. It is also said that whoever is in a bad
condition in this world, cannot be near Allah in the Hereafter. He whose present is dark will also have a
bleak future.
He who ignores our laws, his earnings will be
20:124 constricted and on the Day of the Judgment. We will
raise him blind
We can all judge ourselves against this criterion.
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ذمم

Dh-M-M

“( ” َذ ﱠﻣ ٗہdhammah), “( ”ﯾَ ُﺬ ﱡﻣ ٗہyadhummah), “ً ( ” َذ ّﻣﺎdhamma), “ً( ” َﻣ َﺬ ﱠﻣۃmadhamma) are all opposite of “” َﻣ ْﺪ ٌح
(madah) which means to praise. It means that these words mean to bad mouth someone.
“( ”اِ ْﺳﺘَ َﺬ ﱠمistadham): he did a condemnable thing.
“ٌ( ”ﺑِ ٖہ َذ ِﻣ ْﯿ َﻤۃbi dhamimah): he cannot go out of the house due to some sickness or some misfortune {M}.
“( ” َﻣ ْﺬ ُﻣﻮْ ٌمmadhmoom) has been used in 68:49 in these meanings.
“ٌ ( ” ِذ ﱠﻣۃdhimmah): any responsibility, pact, agreement, or oral agreement that is not fulfilled and Hence, is
condemnable {M}. It is also used for breaking a pact a man is liable to, and Hence, condemned{R}.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺬ ﱠﻣۃadh-dhimmah): protection, patronage, guarantee.
“( ” ِذ ﱢﻣ ﱞﯽdhimmi): the man who is under a pact, he who has been assured of protection, or he who has been
guaranteed in every way.
The Quran says:
9:8
they do not respect any agreement or pact
For details, see heading (A-L-L).

ﻻ ﻳـَْﺮﻗُـﺒُـ ْﻮا ﻓِْﻴ ُﮑ ْﻢ اِﻻَﱠوﻻَ ِذ ﱠﻣ ًﺔ

ذنب

Dh-N-B

“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺬﻧَﺐadh-dhanab): tail.
“( ” َذﻧَﺒَ ٗہdhanbahu): he tailed him (followed his tail).
“ ٌ( ” ُﻣ ْﺴﺘ َْﺬﻧِﺐmustadhnib): a man who follows right behind a camel.
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺬﻧَﺎبadh-dhinaab): the back part of anything.
“ ْ( ” َذﻧَﺒَۃُ ْاﻟ َﻮا ِدیdhanbatul wadi): the last part of the valley.
“ُ( ”اﻟ ﱡﺬﻧَﺎﺑَۃadh-dhunabah): one who follows behind.
Raghib says that “ ُ( ”اﻟ ﱠﺬ ْﻧﺐadh-dhunb) basically means the back part of anything or the tail. Hence, it
means every deed which has a bad ending. The result of any deed is Therefore, called “ ٌ( ” َذ ْﻧﺐdhanb)
because it follows the act {M}. This word is also used to mean sin and crime.
The Quran says:
they were destroyed by their Sustainer due to their
91:14
crimes
So in the above verse, the meaning is of crime.

ﻓَ َﺪ ْﻣ َﺪ َم َﻋﻠَْﻴ ِﻬ ْﻢ َرﺑـﱡ ُﻬ ْﻢ ﺑَ َﺬﻧْﺒِ ِﻬ ْﻢ

“ ٌ( ” َذﻧَﺐdhanab) also means a mean person.
Since a tail is always behind an animal, Therefore, “ ٌ( ” ُذﻧُﻮْ بdhunub) is also those allegations which are in
a way stuck to somebody’s back. “ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟﻘِ ْﻔ َﻮةal-qifwah) means a tail but it also means allegation.
See heading (Q-F-W)
Surah Al-Fateh says about the Messenger Mohammed (pbuh):
This great victory is being granted so that you are
48:2
protected from all the allegations that your opponents
level against you or will level against you.

ٰ َ َﻟِﻴـﻐْ ِﻔﺮ ﻟ
ﮏ َوَﻣﺎﺗَﺎَ ﱠﺧَﺮ
َ ِﱠم ِﻣ ْﻦ ذَﻧْﺒ
َ ﮏ اﻟﻠّﻪُ َﻣﺎ ﺗَـ َﻘﺪ
َ َ

The opponents used to say that the Messenger’s claims (God forbid) are false. He is demented. Somebody
had worked a spell on him. He paints rosy pictures with no basis and deceives people. God says this great
victory, which has broken the back of the opposing forces, is proof of the fact that at last you were proven
right. See more under heading (Q-D-M).
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“ ٌ( ” َذﻧُﻮْ بdhanoob) means a horse with a bushy tail. It also means a big bucket (used to fetch water from a
well) which is full of water, while if it is empty then it is called “( ”د َْﻟ ٌﻮdalu). It also means a day of
unending miseries.
Surah Adh-dhurriyaat says:
those who are being oppressive will share
51:59
the fate of those who were like them

ِ ﻓَﺎِ ﱠن ﻟِﻠﱠ ِﺬﻳْﻦ ﻇَﻠَﻤﻮا َذﻧـُﻮﺑﺎً ِﻣﺜْﻞ َذﻧـُﻮ
ﺻ َﺤﺎﻬﺑِِ ْﻢ
ْ َب ا
ْ َ ْ ُْ َ

Taj, Muheet and Raghib say that “( ” َذﻧُﻮْ بdhanub) means share or luck. It is Therefore, that the above
verse has been translated as such.
Some people out of humbleness call themselves sinners etc. “ ْ( ” ُﻣ ْﺬﻧِﺐmudhanb) or sin is a crime against
God’s laws. When we do not like being called criminals, then why call ourselves sinners (even if it is only
out of humility)? If we have actually committed some crime then we should be ashamed of it rather than
make it a distinguishing mark!

ذهب

Dh-H-B
“ ٌ( ” َذﮨَﺎبdhahaab): to go, to pass by.
“َﺐ ﺑِ ٖہ
َ ( ”ذھdhahaba behi): to take away.
“ﯽ َﮐ َﺬا
َ َ( ” َذﮨdhahaba alayya kaza): I forgot that thing.
ﺐ َﻋﻠَ ﱠ

If “( ”ﻋ َْﻦun) appears with “ﺐ
َ َ( ” َذﮨdhahab), then it means to leave, while if “( ”اِ ٰﻟﯽila) comes with it then it
means to be attentive {T}.
Kashaaf says that “( ”اَ ْذﮨَﺒَ ٗہadhaabahu) means eliminated it, pushed it away or took it away (46:20).
“ﺐ ﺑِہ
َ َ( ” َذﮨdhahaba behi): took him away along with him. That is, went with him {M}.
ّٰ ﺐ
The Quran says “ﷲُ ﺑِﻨُﻮْ ِر ِﮨ ْﻢ
َ َ( ” َذﮨdhahaballahu benoorihim) in 2:17. Here it means to take away, not to go
along with him.
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤ ْﺬﮨَﺐal-madh-hab): to go, a place to go to, the way to go, the method to follow, the concept towards
which one leans, religion to follow. It also means the latrine where one goes for defecating. The Quran
has not used this form of the word “ ٌ( ” َﻣ ْﺬﮨَﺐmadh-hab) anywhere. For “Islam” the word “( ” ِدﯾ ٌْﻦdeen) has
been used.
“ ٌ( ” َﻣ ْﺬﮨَﺐmadh-hab) actually means “a school of thought”.
In the beginning the word for Islam was only “( ” ِدﯾ ٌْﻦdeen), when different sects were created due to
thoughts of different scholars, religion or madh-hab replaced deen.
“ً ﺐ ﻓِﯽ اﻟ ﱢﺪ ْﯾﻦَ َﻣ ْﺬﮨَﺒﺎ
َ َ( ” َذﮨdhahaba fiddeen madh-haba): he followed a certain concept about Deen.
“َ( ”ﻓُ َﻼ ٌن ﯾَ ْﺬﮨَﺐُ اِ ٰﻟﯽ ﻗَﻮْ ِل اَﺑِ ْﯽ َﺣﻨِ ْﯿﻔَۃfalanun yazhabu ila qaului abi hanifah): man follows the sect of Imam
Hanifa {L}.
This way the Deen (the way of life which Allah had given us) was lost and various religions which were
attributed to different personalities began to flourish. Until and unless these religions are not erased, Deen
will be pushed kept hidden in the background. By “erasing” the religions, it means that they should only
be given the importance that they are a way of thinking, not a way to live by as Deen is. Alternatively,
these were the details which they had determined according to their time. They were not permanent.
Permanence is only for Deen which is contained in the Quran. As such, whatever has come to us in the
form of religion from our forefathers must be judged on the criterion of the Quran. Whatever the Quran
says to be right must be taken to be right, and whatever it says is false must be rejected.
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As far as philosophical details are concerned, they cannot be permanent because they will be determined
according to the time we are passing through, under the overall guidance of Quranic laws.
Since in the West, Christianity only holds the status of a religion, Therefore, they also call Islam a
religion (whereas it is a Deen). The concept of Deen has been eradicated, and Islam too was understood
to be a religion among other religions of the world, although Islam is a Deen (way of life) not religion.
About the basic meaning of the word religion, there is a difference among scholars but they agree on the
meaning “respect for the gods”. Thereafter the worship of any meta-physical being was called religion
and this is the meaning which currently holds sway. (See the Century Dictionary). Obviously, Islam is not
a religion in this sense, because it is a complete code of life. Therefore, Islam must not be called
“religion”.
Religion or madh-hab is the product of the times when the human mind or knowledge was in its infancy.
Man could not understand that the events in this universe take place according to the laws framed by God.
Since he did not understand their cause, he genuflected before them and tried to woo them with presents
and sacrifices. He used to find ways with which he could reach them, and looked for someone to
intervene between him and them. Man’s own superstition created the gods and goddesses and Thus, he
began to worship them. Those who were cleverer made themselves out to be near the gods or their friends
and exploited simple folk. They began to be worshipped themselves. Thus, were the institutions of
religious leadership and spiritual rulers. The ruling clique too came close to them and Thus, became the
‘avatar’ (incarnations of God). The simple folks were taught that they (the religious and temporal rulers)
had been granted powers by the gods. All these concepts together made up religion that prevails even
today among humans.
To dispel this falsehood of religion, Deen continued to be presented by God through the Messengers. It
made man realize his true place in the universe. It also said everything in the universe is working
according to the laws made by God and man had been given the knowledge to harness these forces and
utilize them for the benefit of the entire human race. It (Deen) has supported its claims with reasoning and
invited man to accept them with his knowledge and insight. God’s Deen is completely secure in the
Quran and is a living challenge to religion. Since man’s knowledge and insight is increasing, the
supremacy of religion is being eroded. Thus, the path for the establishment of the Deen is being prepared.
The world is gradually becoming frustrated with the concepts of capitalism, hegemonies and religious
leadership. These are signs to that God’s Deen will one day bloom with all its delights. Now man is
reaching a mature era and can neither be frightened of his own superstitions nor be content with false
happiness. Now it can only be content with the solid facts of life which cannot be found anywhere else
but in the Quran.
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺬﮨَﺐadh-dhahab), as used in 18:31, means the gold which has been purified after being mined. The
gold which is still within the mine and which has not been melted and purified is called “( ”ﺗِ ْﺒ ٌﺮtibr).
“ ٌ( ” ُﻣﺬﮨﱠﺐmudhahab): anything which has gold plating.
“ﺐ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ ُﻞ
َ ( ” َذ ِﮨdhahabir rujul) is said when a man is awestruck by seeing a lot of gold in a mine.
ﱢ
“ُ( ”اَﻟﺬ ْﮨﺒَۃadh-dhihbah): slight rain or largesse {T}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means to go, as well as beauty and freshness.
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Dh-He-L

ذھل

“( ” َذﮨَﻠَ ٗہdhahlah), “( ” َذﮨَ َﻞ َﻋ ْﻨ ٗہdhahala unhu): to leave, to give up something even though there is some
contact, or to give up knowingly, or to forget due to being engaged in something else.
Some say “( ” ُذﮨُﻮْ ٌلdhuhool) means for the memories of the beloved to fade away and despite its absence,
for the heart to be happy and feel no loss {T}.
Muheet has added that “( ” ُذﮨُﻮْ ٌلdhuhool) means to give up one’s beloved one due to some fright.
“( ” َذ ِﮨ َﻞdhahil) means for someone to lose his/her senses {M}.
Ibn Faris says the word basically means to forget about something due to worries and troubles.
The Quran says:
When you see it (Qaiyamah) every mother will stop
22:2
feeding her child and every pregnant woman will
abort her fetus.

ٍ
ﻀ ُﻊ ُﮐ ﱡﻞ
َ َﺖ َوﺗ
ْ ﺿ َﻌ
َ ﻳـَ ْﻮَم ﺗَـَﺮْوﻧـَ َﻬﺎ ﺗَ ْﺬ َﻫ ُﻞ ُﮐ ﱡﻞ َﻣ ْﺮ ِﺿ َﻌﺔ َﻋ ﱠﻤﺎ اَْر
ِ َذ
ات ﲪَْ ٍﻞ ﲪَْﻠَ َﻬﺎ

This is said about the frightening aspect of that ‘moment’ (the Day of the Judgment). But if it is taken to
mean the revolutionary era, then it draws a picture of our times in which no woman wants to feed her
baby and no woman (despite being married) is willing to be pregnant. And they do not feel any
compunction at giving up these feminine duties but instead they are very happy. They consider these
things to be a hindrance in their other engagements.
“( ” َذﮨَ َﻞdhahal) connotes all these meanings. It also means the troublesome lives that we lead and in this
way become oblivious of our other responsibilities.

Dh-W

ذُ ْو

“ ْ( ” ُذوdhu) means having. Its plurals are “ َ( ” َذوُوْ نdhawoon), “ َ( ” َذ ِو ْﯾﻦdhaween) and “ ْ( ”اُوﻟُﻮoolu). Feminine
ٌ ( ” َذdhaat). Feminine plural is “( ” َذ َواﺗَﺎ ِنdhawataan). According to a rule “ ْ( ” ُذوdhu) can
form is “ات
sometimes become “ ْ( ” ِذیdhee) or “( ” َذاdhaa).
2:280

one who is poor, has poverty

41:51

one who prays for long

2:177

Relatives

18:18

on the right and left side
whatever is inside the heart
(whatever thoughts are in the mind)
scholars of different sciences and arts

3:153
55:28

Dhulqarnain

ٍذُ ْو ُﻋﺴﺮة
َْ
ٍ ْﻓَ ُﺬ ْو ُد َﻋ ٍﺎء َﻋ ِﺮﻳ
ﺾ
َذ ِو ْی اﻟْ ُﻘ ْﺮﺑٰﯽ
ِ ذَات
ِ ْ اﻟﻴﻤ
ﱢﻤ ِﺎل
َ ﲔ َو
َ
َ ذات اﻟﺸ
ِ
ﺼ ُﺪ ْوِر
ﺑِ َﺬات اﻟ ﱡ
ٍ َذَواﺗَﺎ اَﻓْـﻨ
ﺎن
َ

ذواﻟﻘﺮﻧﯿﻦ

“( ”ذواﻟﻘﺮﻧﯿﻦDhulqarnain) was the kind king of Persia who liberated the Jews from the captivity of the
Babylonians, and allowed them to settle down in Jerusalem. The Quran has discussed him in detail in
surah Al-Kahaf 18:83-101. For details see heading (Q-R-N).
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ذود

Dh-W-D

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺬوْ ُدadh-dhud): to drive, push away, to scold and oust, to remove.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﻤ ْﺬ َو ُدal-midhwad): the place where the animals are fed; it also means the horns of the ox with which
he defends himself or keeps others away from him {T, M, R}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means to separate something from another and make it one sided.
Surah Al-Qasas says that when Moosa reached Madyan, he saw that people’s animals (which came later)
drank their fill and departed, but two girls stood there and waited with their animals (presumably for their
turn). “( ”ﺗَ ُﺬوْ دَانtadhudaan) as used in 28:23 means that those animals strained at their leash to get a drink
but the girls restrained them. This has been termed as “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺬوْ ُدadh-dhood). Moosa was surprised as to why
these girls had been restraining their animals from getting a drink. He asked the girls about this and they
replied:
We cannot let our animals get a drink as long as these
ِ ﺣ ٰﺘﯽ ﻳ
28:23 (powerful shepherds) do not return after that their
ْ ُ َّ
ُﺼﺪ َر اﻟﱢﺮﻋَﺎء
animals have had their drink.
They also told him the reason for this:
(We are girls and weaker than men) and our father is
28:24 very old. Therefore, we cannot dare to let our animals
drink before these others.

َواَﺑـُ ْﻮﻧَﺎ َﺷْﻴ ٌﺦ َﮐﺒِﻴْـٌﺮ

Note how the Quran has told the entire human story in a few words. This has been happening all over the
world that the animals of the strong or wealthy drink first (these people are prioritized) and if later
anything remains, then the poor animals can have a lifesaving drink.
Only those who come with a celestial program are the exception to this rule. It is their duty to let the
weaker animals drink in their turn, exactly as Moosa did.
28:23

(Without any remuneration) arranged for the girls’
animals to have a drink.

ﻓَ َﺴﻘٰﯽ َﳍُ َﻢ

This is what the Messengers came for, and their left system will do likewise (7:22). That is, the sources of
sustenance that are currently dominated by a few will be made available to entire mankind. Moosa had
not been declared a messenger yet, but he was naturally inclined towards such (good) deeds.

ذو ق

Dh-W-Q
“ق
َ ( ” َذاdhaaq): to find out the taste of something, to taste {T}.
Raghib says this word actually means to eat a little.

Ibn Faris says it means to eat something and find out about its internal condition.
Then it began to be used for every experiment {M}. That is, to have the experience of something.
7:22

when they had experienced the “( ”ﺷﺠﺮهshajarah)
(fraction)

َﱠﺠَﺮة
َ ﻓَـﻠَ ﱠﻤﺎذَاﻗَﺎ اﻟﺸ

“ق
َ ( ”اَ َذاadhaaq): to let someone have a taste of something (16:112).
ٌ ِ( ” َذاﺋdhaaiq): one who tastes, one who gains the experience (3:182). Feminine form is “ٌ ( ” َذا ِءﻗَۃdhaa“ﻖ
iqah)
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In the Quran, this word has generally been used with punishment, although at some places it has also
appeared with “ٌ ( ” َرﺣْ َﻤۃrahmah). This means that man should feel his deeds in such a way as to have
tasted or experienced them, so that he knows firsthand what may be the result of that deed.

Dh-Y-Ain

ذیع

“ع
َ ( ” َذاdha’a), “( ”ﯾَ ِﺬ ْﯾ ُﻊyadhi’o): to spread something, for something to become common.
“( ”اَ َذا َع ِﺳ ﱠﺮ ٗهdha’a sirrah): he disclosed his secret and made it public knowledge.
Zajaj says it means to call out and tell the people, to announce {T, M}.
The Quran says:
When some information about peace or
4:83
fear reaches them, they spread it around
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رأس

R-A-S

“ ُ( ”اَﻟﺮ ْﱠاسar-raas), plural is “ ٌ( ” ُرﺋُﻮْ سruoos) basically means head, or the top part of anything.
“ ٌ( ” َرﺋِﯿْﺲraiys) can therefore be used for head or leader of a nation.
Ibn Faris says it basically means to come together and to be elevated or high.
“( ” َر ْاسُ ْاﻟ َﻤﺎ ِلraasul maal): capital.
“ ُ( ”اَﻟﺮﱠاﺋِﺲarra-is): ruler.
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤﺮْ ﺋُﻮْ سal-maroos): the subjects (the ruled) {T}.
The Quran says in context of the performance of Hajj:
2:196 Do not shave off your heads.
(See under heading (H-L-Q).

ِ
ﻮﺳ ُﻜ ْﻢ
َ َُوَﻻ َﲢﻠ ُﻘﻮاْ ُرﺋ

For capital wealth it is said:
2:279 Capital.

س اَْﻣ َﻮاﻟِ ُﮑ ْﻢ
ُ ُرﺋُـ ْﻮ

R-A-F

رأف

“ُ ( ”اَﻟﺮ ْﱠأﻓَۃar-rafah), “( ”رﺣﻤﺖrahma )تand “( ”راﻓﺖraaft) are words with similar meanings.
Muheet says “ٌ ( ” َر ْاﻓَۃrafah) means to free you of matters that are harmful, and “ٌ( ” َرﺣْ َﻤۃrehmah) is to
benefit you.
This has been supported by Al-minar which says that the result of “ٌ ( ” َر ْاﻓَۃrafa) is to banish the ills, while
“ٌ ( ” َرﺣْ َﻤۃrahmah) is to grant benefits in abundance. {Al-minar vol-II page 122}.
ٌ ْ( ” َرﺋُﻮraoof) and “( ” َر ِﺣ ْﯿ ٌﻢrahim) together cover both negative and positive aspects.
Therefore, “ف
Hence, it means to remove or banish such things or matters which are harmful, and prevent the smooth
development of one’s being, and together with that, provide such things that are helpful for development.
As to how Allah’s “( ” َر ْاﻓَﺖrafat) and “( ” َرﺣْ َﻤﺖrehmat) are, it is said in surah Al-Baqrah:
ِ وﻣﺎ َﮐﺎ َن اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪ ﻟِﻴ
Allah never lets someone’s eeman (faith) go
ِ ﻀْﻴ َﻊ اِْﳝَﺎﻧَ ُﮑ ْﻢ۔ اِ ﱠن اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪَ ﺑِﺎﻟﻨ
ف
ٌ ﱠﺎس ﻟََﺮﺋُـ ْﻮ
ُ ُ
ََ
2:143 unprotected and never leaves him with no result, He is
ﱠرِﺣْﻴ ٌﻢ
raoofur raheem.
That means, He removes all the obstacles that hinder a man’s faith bearing result and creates good results
of the faith. Therefore, his rafat and rehmat are the result of faith. This is the right way for humanity to
develop. Faith means to believe in the veracity of God’s laws and to make it one’s life’s duty to obey
Him.
Since generally the feeling to banish someone’s ills is created by the softening of the heart.
As such “ٌ ( ” َر ْاﻓَۃraafeh) also means softness.
In surah An-Noor, it has been said regarding the punishment for fornication:
Do not be soft in implementing God’s orders. (Do not
24:2
be soft thinking that the punishment will hurt them
and thus not punish them (the fornicators) at all)

َوَﻻ ﺗَﺄْ ُﺧ ْﺬ ُﮐ ْﻢ ﻬﺑِِ َﻤﺎ َرأْﻓَﺔٌ ﻓِﯽ ِدﻳْ ِﻦ اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ

Because, if the criminals are not punished, then how can the victims be redressed. Christianity was soft on
the criminals out of pity which made them brazen and gradually the religion had to be confined to the
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churches and politics became unbridled. The Quran has said about monasticism that it was a fabricated
ٌ ْ( ” َرﺋُﻮraofur-reheem). 57.27
sect (or concept) and the wrong interpretation of “ف ﱠر ِﺣ ْﯿ ٌﻢ
Islam teaches justice for which the forces that commit excesses have to be broken. Therefore, it requires
harshness along with kindness. See under heading (Gh-L-Zd).

رأی

R-A-Y
“ٌ ( ”ر ُْؤﯾَۃrooyah): to comprehend some material thing.

This word is used for seeing with the eyes, or have insight, or to dream or think about it.
Johri says that when it appears with one subject, only then it means seeing with the eye, and when two
subjects appear with it then it means to acquire knowledge or to know.
Raghib says that when it is followed by two subjects then it means knowledge and when it is followed by
“( ”اِ ٰﻟﯽila), it means to look at a thing (or deliberate on something) so that it imparts a lesson {T}.
Muheet says that “ٌ ( ” َراَیْ رُوْ ﯾَۃra-ai rooyah) means to see with the eyes. “( ”ر ُْؤﯾَﺎrowayah) means to dream
and “ً ( ” َر ْأﯾﺎraaya) to deliberate or see from the heart. That is, deeply deliberate on something.
“ ْ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤﺮْ أَیal-marai, “ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤﺮْ اَةal-mar’ah): scene.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤﺮْ اَةal-mirah): mirror.
“( ”اَﻟﺮﱡ ْؤﯾَﺎarrooyah): dream.
“ی
ُ ( ”اَﻟﺮ ْﱠأarrayu): opinion, thought, to have an opinion about a matter which is not definite {T}.
“ﮏ
َ َ( ”اَ َراَ ْﯾﺘaraaitak) as used in 107:1 is the way the Arabs usually say: “will you inform him?”, or “will
you tell me?”
“( ”اَﻟَ ْﻢ ﺗَ َﺮ اِ ٰﻟﯽalam tara ila) is said at a time of surprise. It means “do you not see?” That is, don’t you
wonder about it? {T}. But at the times when these words are spoken, it is also an invitation to look at the
thing with a view to learning a lesson.
Surah Aal-e-Imran says:
They were seeing them twice of them with the sight of
3:12
their eyes

ِ ْ ِﻳـَﺮْوﻧـَ ُﻬﻢ رأْی اﻟْﻌ
ﲔ
َ َْ َ

Here it comes for reiteration and to clarify, as we say “seen with my own eyes” etc.
Surah Maryam says “ً( ” ِر ْﺋﯿﺎri’ya) in 19:74 where it means a scene or apparent condition.
“ﺎس
ِ ( ” ِرﺋَﺎﺋَﺎﻟﻨﱠria-annaas) as in 2:264, means “for people’s sake”, i.e. only to show people.
4:142

ِ ِرﺋَﺎﺋَﺎﻟﻨ
ﱠﺎس

show the people

“ َ( ”ﮨُ ْﻢ ﯾُ َﺮا ُء وْ نhoom yuraoon): they show the people that they are true followers but they have lost the soul
of salaah. That is, the fountainheads of sustenance which should be kept open are blocked (for personal
gains) and denied to people (107:7)
Surah Al-Momin says:
40:29 I tell you only that which I comprehend

ری
ٰ ََﻣﺎاُِرﻳْ ُﮑ ْﻢ اِﱠﻻ َﻣﺎ ا

Surah Ash-Shura says:
26:61 When both the groups or parties saw each other

ﻓَـﻠَ ﱠﻤﺎ ﺗَـَﺮاَءَ ا ْﳉَ ْﻤ ٰﻌ ِﻦ

“ی
َ ی اﻟﺮ ْﱠا
َ ( ”ﺑَﺎ ِدbaadiar ra’ya) as in 11:27, but for its meaning, see under heading (B-D-W).
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ربب

R-B-B

“ ( ” َربﱞrabb) means to nurture or to develop. That is, to pass a thing through ever-new changes or stages
so it gradually develops and reaches its ultimate destination {R}. It can be explained just as Mother
Nature passes a particle through several stages and changes it into a pearl while gradually nurturing it on
its way {T}.
This method of nurturing is called “( ”رﺑﻮﺑﯿﺖraboobiyat).
“( ” َربﱠ َوﻟَ َﺪهُ َرﺑّﺎ ً َو َرﺑﱠﺒَہrabba waladahu wa rabb wa rabbanah): he brought up the child, looked after him till
he became an adult.
Hisaan bin Saabit’s verse says the (one who is praised) is more beautiful than the pure and white pearl
that has been nurtured in the depths of the sea.
Ibn Faris says it basically means
- to look after something and beautify it.
ٌ ِ( ” َﺧﺎﻟkhaliq), all mean one who looks after and improves a thing.
ٌ ِ( ” َﻣﺎﻟmaalik), “ﻖ
“ ( ”اَﻟﺮﱠبﱡar-rabbu), “ﮏ
-

to stay unmoved and stable.

“ﺖ اﻟ ﱠﺴ َﺤﺎﺑَۃُ ﺑِ ٰﮩ ِﺬ ٖه ْاﻟﺒَ ْﻠ َﺪ ِة
ِ ( ”اَ َرﺑﱠarabbatis sahabatu behaazehil baladah): the cloud kept hovering over the city or
kept raining.
-

To join something with something. Therefore, to continuously nurture and fine tune a thing is
called “( ”رﺑﻮﺑﯿﺖraboobiyat).

Figuratively, patting a child to sleep is called “ﺻﺒِﯿﱠﮩَﺎ
َ ُ ﺖ اﻟَ ْﻤ َﺮأَة
ِ ( ” َرﺑﱠrabbatil mar’atu sabiyyaha) {T}, because
the time a child sleeps peacefully has a direct bearing on his growth.
For correcting something and establishing its solidarity, it is said “ ( ” َربﱠrabba), “ ( ”ﯾَﺮُبﱡyarubbu), “ً ” َرﺑّﺎ
(rabba) {T} and also to gather something and increase it continuously.
“ٌ”رﺑَﺎﺑَۃ
ِ (ribaaba) is the pack in which a lot of arrows are kept.
“ َ( ” َربﱠ اﻟ ﱡﺪ ْھﻦrabbud duhn): he improved (refined) the oil and made it perfumed {M}.
Since the result of nurturing is positive flowering, “ُ( ”اَﻟِ ّﺮﺑﱠۃarribbah) also means the plants which do not
wither even in winter but they are evergreen {T}.
“ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤ َﺮبﱡal-marabbu) is the land which is evergreen with trees and plants {T}.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟﺮﱡ ﺑﱠۃar-rubbah) means a lot of bushy trees, a very big party (nearly of ten thousand or so) or the
abundance of luxuries {T}.
Al Qateeba writes that a party is called “”رﺑﱢ ﱞﯽ
ِ (rabbiyi). Its plural is “ َ( ” َرﺑﱢﯿﱡﻮْ نribiyyoon) {T} (See 3:145).
“ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮﺑَﺎﺑَۃar-rababah): layer upon layer of the clouds {T}.
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺮﺑَﺐar-ribab): sweet (potable) water which has gathered somewhere in abundance {T}.
“ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺮﺑِ ْﯿﺒَۃar-rabibah): pact or agreement. It also means the state, because in a state one nation mingles
with the other {M}.
“ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮﺑِ ْﯿﺒَۃar-rabibah) is the singular of “ ُ( ” َرﺑَﺎﺋِﺐrabayib). It means a girl who comes with a woman and
who are the progeny of the woman’s first husband. The she-goat which is nurtured at home rather than the
grazing fields so that its milk can be had when required {T}.
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The above makes the meaning of “ ( ” َربﱞrabb) clear, as the one who nurtures. It means one who takes
something to completion, one who arranges, and one who improves. Therefore, the nation’s leader is
called “( ” َربﱡ ْاﻟﻘَﻮْ مrabb-ul-qaum), and the man of the house is called “ﺖ
ِ ( ” َربﱡ ْاﻟﺒَ ْﯿrabb-ul-bait) {T}.
ْ
َ
“( ” َربﱠ اﻟﻘﻮْ َمrabb-al-qaum) means that he took the affairs of the state in hand and led the nation {T}.
“ ( ” َربﱞrabb) can also mean elder brother {Muntahil Arab}. When the Bani Israel said to Moosa:
you and your elder brother (Haroon) should go and
ﮏ ﻓَـ َﻘﺎﺗَِﻼ
5:24
َ ﺖ َوَرﺑﱡ
َ ْﺐ اَﻧ
ْ ﻓَﺎ ْذ َﻫ
fight the enemy.
It is possible that they were being sarcastic when they said that.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮﺑﱠﺎﻧِ ﱡﯽar-rabbani): that which is attributed to Rabb, or the teacher who first nurtures the mind of his
pupils by first giving them small doses of knowledge before giving really big ones. Every scholar is
called “( ” َرﺑﱠﺎﻧِ ﱞﯽrabbani), as well as those with the right knowledge {T}. “”رﺑّ ﱞﯽ
ِ (rabbi) is also used in these
meanings.
The Quran begins with:
every beautiful aspect of the universe is an epitome of
1:1
praise for the Sustenance by the Rab

ِ
ﲔ
اَ ْﳊَ ْﻤ ُﺪ ﻟِٰﻠّ ِﻪ َر ﱢ
َ ْ ب اﻟْ َﻌﺎﻟَﻤ

Everything in the universe is testimony to the fact that a wonderful program or scheme is at work. In this
program a seed, while traversing different stages of nurturing, reaches fruition. This is what the system of
God’s sustenance is. Allah is praiseworthy because He nurtures everything.
Just as this system of God’s sustenance is at work automatically in the internal and external universe, so
should human beings implement and establish His Nizaam-e-raboobiyat, that is, the system of sustenance
in their social lives. The way to do it is to make the fountainheads of sustenance as well as the
capabilities of the humans available to all. Thus, all of humanity’s latent capabilities will flourish and
reach their completion or peak. Those who establish such a system will be called rabbaniyyoon (3:78)
and this system can be established by following the Quranic system. This is the crux of all Quranic
teachings. That is, the establishment of God’s sustenance. Since this involves man’s physical being as
well as his personality, it is the duty of an Islamic state to establish a system which caters not only to
every individual’s needs but is also conducive equally for the development of his capabilities. When a
man’s personality is nurtured in this way, then death too makes no difference, because life goes ahead to
traverse other stages, i.e. the life hereafter. God’s sustenance continues there as well.
Universal sustenance is the purpose and aim of an Islamic society. That is, the sustenance of mankind
regardless of caste, race, color, creed, or religion. Until such system of sustainance is reflected in a human
society, it cannot be called an Islamic society. This is the beginning of Quranic teaching.
He, in whom this trait of raboobiyat is reflected, uses all his strength to earn. Whatever part of his earning
which is beyond his needs, he gives to the central authority of this system for the sustenance of others (a
welfare state). That is why in such a society, no concept of building estates or accumulating wealth takes
root. In such a system no one tries to hold dominance over the fountainheads of sustenance, neither does
anyone usurp the fruits of others’ labor. This is the sort of society that the Quran wants to build, and only
such a system can show the world how praiseworthy Allah’s system can be. This is the manifestation of
“ َ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﺤ ْﻤ ُﺪ ِ ٰ ّہﻠﻟِ َربﱢ ْاﻟ َﻌﺎﻟَ ِﻤ ْﯿﻦal-hamdo-lilla-hi rabbil aalameen) or all praise is for Allah.
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(ب )ﺣﺮف
ُر ﱠ

Rubba (letter)

“ ( ”رُبﱠrubba), “ُب
َ ( ”رruba), “( ” ُرﺑﱠ َﻤﺎrubbama), “( ” ُرﺑَ َﻤﺎrubama). It is used to express as we say ‘most of
the time’. ‘it happens often,, ‘generally, this is the condition,’ etc. This is also used for reiteration and for
expressing intensity, like we say “no matter how much he wanted”, or “no matter how many times they
tried” etc.
15:2

ِ
ِِ
ﲔ
َ ْ ُرﲟََﺎ ﻳـَ َﻮﱡد اﻟﱠﺬﻳْ َﻦ َﮐ َﻔُﺮْوا ﻟَ ْﻮَﮐﺎﻧـُ ْﻮا ُﻣ ْﺴﻠﻤ

The deniers will wish very much to have been
Muslims too

Alternatively, these people will always wish that they had been Muslims. This word is also used to mean
“sometimes”. The context in the Quran can determine what the word means.

R-B-H

ربح

“”ر ْﺑ ٌﺢ
ِ (rabih): the profit that accrues in a trade {R}
Ibn Faris too says it means success or increase in trade or business.
“”ر ْﺑ ٌﺢ
ِ (ribhun) and “( ” َرﺑَﺎ ٌحrabah): increase and progress in trade {T}.
“َ( ”اَرْ ﺑَ َﺢ اﻟﻨﱠﺎﻗَۃarbahan naaqah): it is said when a man milks the she-camel in the morning, or at noon.
“( ”ﺗَ َﺮﺑﱠ َﺢ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ ُﻞtarabbahal rajul): the man was surprised, awestruck {T, M}.
The Quran says:
2:16
Their trade gave them no profit

R-B-Sd

ﺗَـَﺮﺑﱠ َﺢ اﻟﱠﺮ ُﺟ ُﻞ

ربص

“ﱠﺺ
َ ( ”ﺗَ َﺮﺑtarabbas): to wait for some good or bad thing {T}, or to wait for something to be cheaper or
dearer or for something to happen or disappear {R}.
In surah Al-Baqrah this word has been used to wait:
Those who swear not to sleep with their
2:226 women should abstain or wait for four
months.

ِ ِ ﻟِﻠﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦ ﻳـﺆﻟَﻮ َن ِﻣﻦ ﻧ
ﺺ اَْرﺑـَ َﻌ ِﺔ اَ ْﺷ ُﻬ ٍﺮ
ُ ﱢﺴﺎء ﻫ ْﻢ ﺗَـَﺮﺑﱡ
َ ْ ْ ُْ َ ْ

Within four months, they will have to decide whether they want to keep the women in their wedlock or
divorce them. They cannot leave them in the lurch indefinitely.
“ ٌ( ” ُﻣﺘَ َﺮﺑﱢﺺmutzarabbisun): one who waits.
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ربط

R-B-Te
“( ” َرﺑَﻄَ ٗہrabatahu): tied him up.
“َ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺮﺑَﺎطar-ribaat): that which is used for tying.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮﺑِﻄَۃar-rabitah): relation, ties.

Ibn Faris says this root means tying or securing something tightly as well as solidarity.
“ُ( ”اَﻟِ ّﺮﺑَﺎطar-ribaat): to do something continuously, to watch out for the enemy permanently.
“”رﺑَﺎطُ ْاﻟ َﺨﯿْ ِﻞ
ِ (ribaatul khail): to make army posts at the border to guard the frontiers {T} (8:60).
Surah Aal-e-Imraan says:
3:200 Be steadfast and patient and constant

ِ ْ ِا
ًﺻﺎﺑُِﺮْو َوَرﺑِﻄُﻮا
َ ﺻﱪُْوا و

Here “( ” َراﺑَﻄُﻮْ اraabitu) means to make foolproof arrangements for one’s security, or to remain united, or
to continuously strive for a purpose.
ّ ٰ َ( ” َرﺑَﻂrabatullahu ala qalbehi): Allah gave him patience and strengthened his heart {T}.
“ﷲُ ﻋ َٰﻠﯽ ﻗَ ْﻠﺒِ ٖہ
Surah Al-Anfaal says:
So that he strengthens your hearts and makes you
8:11
steadfast

ﺖ ﺑِﻪ ْاﻻَﻗْ َﺪ َام
َ َِوﻟِﻴَـ ْﺮﺑ
َ ﻂ َﻋ ٰﻠﯽ ﻗُـﻠُ ْﻮﺑِ ُﮑ ْﻢ َوﻳـُﺜَﺒﱠ

“ٌ( ”اِرْ ﺗِﺒَﺎطirtibaat): to be tied with one another, to be in a relationship {T}.

R-B-Ain

ربع

“ٌ( ”اَرْ ﺑَ َﻌۃarba’ah): the figure four (4). It is the masculine form (2:260).
“ٌ( ”اَرْ ﺑَ َﻌۃarbaton) is the feminine form (24:6).
“( ”اَرْ ﺑَﻌُﻮْ نarba’on), “ َ( ”اَرْ ﺑَ ِﻌ ْﯿﻦarba’een): forty (2:51).
“( ”اَﻟﺮﱡ ْﺑ ُﻊar-rub’o): one fourth (4:12).
“( ” ُرﺑَﺎ َعruba’a): four each (3:2).
“( ” َراﺑِ ٌﻊraabi-un): fourth (18.22).
Ibn Faris says that besides meaning the figure four, the word means to be stolid, or to last and to elevate.
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ربو

R-B-W

“( ” َرﺑَﺎraba), “ ْ( ”ﯾَﺮْ ﺑُﻮyarbu): to exceed, to be more, to be in excess, to increase, to swell {T, M}.
30:39

ِ ﻟِﻴَـ ْﺮﺑـُ َﻮا ﻓِﯽ اَْﻣ َﻮ ِال اﻟﻨ
ﱠﺎس

So that the people’s wealth grows

It also means for a vegetable to grow and swell {T, M}.
22:5

He mixed water in with seeds and the seeds swelled

َرﺑَﺎاﻟ ﱠﺴ ِﻮﻳْ َﻖ

“ب
ِ ( ” َراraab) with its feminine form “ٌ( ” َراﺑِﯿَۃraabiah): that which climbs to the top.
“ً ( ” َزﺑَﺪًا رﱠاﺑَﯿﺎzabadar raabia): the scum that comes up on top (13:17).
“ٌ ( ”اَ ْﺧ َﺬةٌ َراﺑِﯿَۃakhzatan raabia): strong grip, a grip which has grown very strong {T, M}. It means a grip
which overshadows a man and overpowers him (69:10).
“( ”اَرْ ٰبarba): too much, very wealthy {T, M} 16:92.
“ٌ ( ” َر ْﺑ َﻮةrabwah): high part of land, i.e. a plateau {T, M}.
“( ” َرﺑﱠ ْﯿﺘُ ٗہrabbaituhu): I fed him. (See heading (R-B-B)), as in 17:24.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺮﺑَﺎar-riba): interest which is received on a loan. To take more than the capital {M} (details further
ahead).
Surah Aal-e-Imran says:
3:129 Do not take interest.

ًﺿ َﻌﺎﻓﺎً ُﻣﻀ َٰﻌ َﻔﺔ
ْ ََﻻ ﺗَﺄ ُﮐﻠُ ْﻮا اﻟﱢﺮٰﺑﻮ ا

You may think that it increases your wealth but in fact it decreases your national wealth. See under
heading (Zd-Ain-F). The economic system proposed by the Quran has no place for interest. When in this
system, the accumulation of wealth is forbidden, then the question of even loans hardly arises, leave
alone interest,. In this system, nobody has any surplus money. It is distributed among the society.
Whatever laws about loans are contained in the Quran belong to the era when a Quranic economic system
had not taken shape.
Let alone interest, in this system no one can even make a gift hoping that he would get a bigger present in
return.
Whatever you give people more than what is due,
ِ َوَﻣﺎاٰﺗِﻴْﺘُ ْﻢ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﱢرﺑﺎً ﻟِﻴَـ ْﺮﺑـُ َﻮا ﻓِﯽ اَْﻣ َﻮ ِال اﻟﻨﱠ
ﺎس
30:39 hoping that it would be increased (in return) then in
the system of God, it cannot be increased.
Taj has said it means gift but we believe that this is said for everything that is more than due.
This has been explained at another place as follows:
Do not do someone a favor in the hope of getting a
74:6
better return

َﻻﲤَْﻨُ ْﻦ ﺗَ ْﺴﺘَﮑْﺜِْﺮ

ٰ ( ”اِ ْﯾﺘَﺎ زiyta zakat). That is, to provide the means for others’ development or
This system is based on “َﮐﻮة
ٰ ( ”زzakat) has been used opposite to “ً”رﺑﺎ
nurture. That is why in 30:39 “ٌَﮐﻮة
ِ (riba) as interest.
The Quran has declared interest as forbidden by saying:
Allah has made trade as permissible and interest as
2:275
forbidden.

َواَ َﺣ ﱠﻞ اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪُ اﻟْﺒَـْﻴ َﻊ َو َﺣﱠﺮَم اﻟﱢﺮٰﺑﻮ

The question is what riba or interest is? Riba according to the Quran is the opposite of business and trade.
As to what business is, has been explained under heading (B-Y-Ain). Let us go over it briefly once more.
Whatever we get or take from others can be many different things as gift, remuneration, interest, profit in
a business or a win on gambling. Let us see how they are different.
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Gift: One has to do no labor or employ any capital for it. The giver gives it without any thought
of getting anything in return. Thus, it cannot be brought under the category of give and take.
Therefore, it is out of our present purview.
Remuneration: This is the payment for labor. No capital is needed to employ in it.
Interest: In this, capital is provided to somebody and something more than the capital given is
received. There is no employment of labor in it.
Profit (in business and trade): In this, capital as well as labor is employed.
Gambling: Neither capital nor labor is employed in it.

The principle as related by the Quran is:
53:39 For a man there is nothing but the fruit of his labor

ِ ِ ِ ِ ﻟَﻴ
ﺎﺳ ٰﻌﯽ
َ ﺲ ﻟ ْﻼﻧْ َﺴﺎن اﱠﻻ َﻣ
َ ْ

That is, only the compensation for labor is permissible while the compensation for the use of capital is not
permissible. Since at that time this principle was not before the people at that time, they were unable to
understand what the difference between profit and interest was.
A man purchases something for a hundred bucks, sells it for ten bucks more, and earns a profit of ten
bucks. Another man lends a hundred bucks to someone and receives back a hundred and ten. He too
receives ten bucks more. They argued that ten bucks were received by both over the principal amount. So
where is the difference?
2:275

They used to consider both bai and riba as the same

ﮏ ﺑَﺎَﻧـﱠ ُﻬ ْﻢ ﻗَﺎﻟُْﻮ اِﱠﳕَﺎ اﻟْﺒَـْﻴ ُﻊ ِﻣﺜْ ُﻞ اﻟﱢﺮ ٰﺑﻮ
َ ِذَاﻟ

But the Quran said that they are not the same. In bai, i.e. trade and business, both capital and labor are
employed, the capital is returned and the profit in the form of compensation for the trader comes back.
This is permissible. But in riba (interest) only capital is employed. There is no labor required from the
investor. Therefore, whatever more is received back is the compensation for the capital which is
forbidden. Therefore, according to the Quran, remuneration for labor is permisable but it is haraam to
take back more than the capital.
If in trade too, one takes more than the compensation for his labor then that is interest (riba) which is
forbidden. As to what is the correct remuneration for his labor, will be decided by the society. He can- not
take above that. Therefore, any trade or business in which somebody only by employing capital gets back
more than the capital is riba and according to the Quran it is forbidden, whether it is trade on land or
being a sleeping partner in some business. This is called un-earned income. That is, the income which is
received without any labor.
When neither capital nor labor is employed, then that is gambling. See heading (Y-S-R). Generally, it is
though that business involves risk. That is, both profit and loss can be expected. And riba has no risk
involved. This criterion is not right. If the criteria for an income be risk to make it permissible, then
gambling should also be permitted because every hand involves a risk. The difference between bai and
riba is that which has been explained above.
In trade or business, capital plus remuneration for labor is received back. And in riba capital plus the
remuneration on the utilization of capital is received. The remuneration for capital is forbidden, whether it
is called interest or profit. According to the Quranic economy, remuneration for capital can in no case be
allowed. If an Islamic system is yet to be established in a society, when the responsibility for the needs of
life is not on society, then the return of capital plus a day’s labor of a shopkeeper can be compensated.
Moreover, when the Islamic society fulfills the needs of a shopkeeper, then things will be supplied free of
cost. God knows how much time man needs to establish an Islamic system. Nevertheless, whatever time it
takes, man can get out of his self-made hell (jahannum) when he does establish such a system. The
present system in which the remuneration for the utilization of capital is thought permitted and not
impure, is a war against Allah’s system (2:279).
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R-T-Ain

رتع

“( ” َرﺗَ َﻊrata), “( ”ﯾَﺮْ ﺗَ ُﻊyarta-o), “ً ( ” َر ْﺗﻌﺎrataa): to eat and drink in a green spot and to move around at will.
“( ” َر ْﺗ ٌﻊrat-un) is actually used for grazing of animals but later it began metaphorically to be used for
humans too {T, M, R}.
ٌ ( ”اِﺑِ ٌﻞ ِرﺗَﺎiblun rita un): a camel which eats and drinks freely.
“( ” َﺟ َﻤ ٌﻞ َراﺗِ ٌﻊjamalun rati-un), with plural “ع
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤﺮْ ﺗَ ُﻊal-marta-u): grazing land.
“ ُﺖ ْاﻻَرْ ض
ِ ( ”اَرْ ﺗَ َﻌarta atil ard): the grass and fodder grew in the land in abundance {T, M, R}.
Surah Yusuf relates that Yusuf’s (Joseph) brothers asked their father to allow them to take Yusuf out with
them to the jungle:
ﺐ
12:12 So that he eats and drinks happily and plays around.
ْ ﻳـَْﺮﺗَ ْﻊ َوﻳـَﻠْ َﻌ
“ ٌ( ”ﯾَﺮْ ﺗَ ْﻊ َو ﯾَ ْﻠ َﻌﺐyartah wa yal’ab): practically means what we call ‘picnic’ today.

R-T-Q

رتق

ٌ ( ” َر ْﺗratq): to fill a hole. It also means a joined thing.
“ﻖ
“ﺊ
ُ ﻖ اﻟ ﱠﺸﯿْﯿ
َ َ( ”اِرْ ﺗَﺘirtataqash shaiyi): the thing was found and joined. There was no gap or hole left in it {T}.
ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﺗar-ratq) means to join whether in creation or artificially.
Raghib says “ﻖ
The Quran has said about the earth and the skies:
21:30 in the beginning this universe was all joined together

ََﮐﺎﻧـَﺘَﺎ َرﺗْﻘﺎً ﻓَـ َﻔﺘَـ ْﻘ ٰﻨـﻴُ َﻤﺎ

Then different planets separated from this mass (79:30). The time is the 6th century AD, when nobody
could even conceive this. Science has today confirmed this theory. However, at that time this truth could
not be related by anyone except God!

R-T-L

رتل

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮﺗَ ُﻞar-ratal): teeth that are sparkling white, even and very beautiful. It basically means for something
to be very properly balanced or arranged.
“( ”اَﻟﺮﱡ ﺗَﯿ َْﻼ ُءar-rutaila): a kind of spider which spins a very proportionate and beautiful web {T, M}.
It is said about the Quran:
We have revealed the best of arrangements,
25:32
proportion and arrangements.

ًَو َرﺗﱠـﻠْ ٰﻨﻪُ ﺗَـ ْﺮﺗِْﻴﻼ

The Messenger (pbuh) has been addressed as:
You too implement it with that sort of administration
73:4
and proportion.
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رجج

R-J-J

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ﱡجar-raju): to shake, to shake violently, to cause a sort of quake, to shake something out of its place,
to displace it.
“( ”اِرْ ﺗَ ﱠﺞ ْاﻟﺒَﺤْ ُﺮirtajjal bahr): the sea became rough.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ َﺟﺎ َﺟۃar-rajajah): the lion’s den {T, M, R}.
The Quran says:
when the earth will be shaky due to a violent
56:4
movement
99:1
When the earth will be shaken

ِ ِ
ًض َر ّﺟﺎ
ُ اذَ ُار ﱠﺟﺖ ْاﻻَْر
ِ
ِ
ض ِزﻟَْﺰا َﳍَﺎ
ُ اذَ ا ُزﻟْ ِﺰﻟَﺖ ْاﻻَْر

That is, it will be shaken with full force. Such utterances by the Quran could mean physical revolutions as
well as social revolutions.

رج ز

R-J-Z

“”رﺟْ ٌﺰ
ِ (rijz) and “( ”رُﺟْ ٌﺰrujz) both mean continuous unease and permanent movement.
ُ
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ َﺟﺰar-rajaz): it’s a kind of camel sickness in which its hind legs or back become so weak that when
he tries to get up his legs begin to wobble and he can’t stand up in first two or three attempts
{T}.
“”رﺟْ ٌﺰ
ِ (rijz) is the permanent unease that a nation suffers and it becomes so weak gradually that it is
difficult to stand up again.
34:5

The punishment which gives continuous unease

29:34

The destruction that comes from external events

اب ِﻣ ْﻦ ِر ْﺟ ٍﺰ اَﻟِْﻴ ٌﻢ
ٌ َﻋ َﺬ
ِر ْﺟﺰاً ِﻣ َﻦ اﻟ ﱠﺴ َﻤ ِﺎء

In surah Al-Airaaf such various types of destructions has been termed as “”رﺟْ ٌﺰ
ِ (rijz), and that were faced
by the nation of the Pharaoh (7:134).
Surah Al-Anfaal says that We (in the battlefield of Badr) removed the “”رﺟْ ٌﺰ
ِ (rijz) from you that were
created by the shaitaan (the resistance) and made you stable (8:11). This makes the meaning of “”رﺟْ ٌﺰ
ِ
(rijz) clear, which is to become unstable, or for such weakness to develop which creates weakness in the
hearts and wavering the legs.
In surah Al-Mudassar when the Messenger (pbuh) was told that “you can now take up this revolutionary
cause (invitation) to the people”.
Along with it was said:
shake off the weakness that produces wavering in the
74:5
legs

َواﻟﱡﺮ ْﺟَﺰ ﻓَﺎ ْﻫ ُﺠ ْﺮ

Muster up the courage along with your friends to take up such heavy responsibility (of spreading Allah’s
message). This surah apparently addresses the Messenger (pbuh) but actually, the whole nation is being
addressed. Such a revolutionary message (as of God’s supremacy) can only be spread by a group or party
that never wavers from its path.
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R-J-S

رج س

“ ُ( ”اَﻟﺮﱠﺟْ ﺲar-rijs): a harsh sound, a big and mixed sound, like an army on the move, or the onrushing of
flood or thunder.
“ﺖ اﻟ ﱠﺴ َﻤﺎ ُء
ِ ( ” َر َﺟ َﺴrajatis sama): the thunder clapped loudly.
“ﺲ ْاﻟﺒِﻨَﺎ ُء
ِ ( ”اِرْ ﺗَ َﺠartajasil bina’u): the building moved audibly.
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮﺟﱠﺎسar-rajaas): the sea, because it not only has the unease but also noise.
“ ٌ”رﺟْ ﺲ
ِ (rijs) means the same as “( ”اﻟﺘﺒﺎسiltibaas) i.e. doubt, sixes and seven, unease, not to be one-sided.
“( ”ﮨُ ْﻢ ﻓِ ْﯽ َﻣﺮْ ﺟُﻮْ َﺳ ٍۃ ِﻣ ْﻦ اَ ْﻣ ِﺮ ِﮨﻢhoom fi marjusatin min amrihim): those people are in doubt over their matter {T}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means doubt and unease. Dirt is also called “ ٌ”رﺟْ ﺲ
ِ (rijs).
The Quran says:
those who do not employ their intellect and thought,
10:100
Allah puts filth over them

ﺲ َﻋﻠَﯽ اﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳْ َﻦ َﻻ ﻳـَ ْﻌ ِﻘﻠُ ْﻮ َن
َ َوَْﳚ َﻌ ُﻞ اَﻟﱢﺮ ْﺟ

Here “ ٌ”رﺟْ ﺲ
ِ (rijs) is the result of not using one’s intellect. Therefore the meaning seems obvious i.e.
doubt, unease. It also means such matters that are despicable to describe {T}, or unpleasant affairs.
The Quran says that:
verily intoxication, gambling, sacrifice at alters and
5:90
diving arrows are abomination from work of the
shaitaan

ِ
ِ
ﺲ ﱢﻣ ْﻦ َﻋ َﻤ ِﻞ
ْ إِﱠﳕَﺎ
َ اﳋَ ْﻤُﺮ َواﻟْ َﻤْﻴﺴُﺮ َواﻷ
ُ َﻧﺼ
ٌ ﺎب َواﻷ َْزﻻَ ُم ر ْﺟ
ِ َاﻟﺸﱠﻴﻄ
ﺎن
ْ

It shows dislike, execration, unease too. Similarly forbidden edibles are called “ ٌ( ”ﻓَﺎِﻧﱠ ٗہ ِرﺟْ ﺲfa innahu
rijsun) in 6:146.
“( ”ر َﺟ َﺴ ٗہ َﻋ ِﻦ ْاﻻَ ْﻣ ِﺮrajasahu anil amr): he stopped him from work {T}. Thus “ ٌ”رﺟْ ﺲ
ِ (rijs) are those deeds
which create hurdles in the way of human development and which are a hindrance.
Taj-ul-urus says it means those deeds which take man towards destruction.
“ ٌ( ” ِﻣﺮْ َﺟﺎسmirjaas) means a stone that is made to hang in a well to judge the depth {T}.
Surah Al-Ahzaab says about the family of the Messenger (pbuh):
Allah wants to remove rijs from you
33:33 (Those hindrances that are an obstruction in
your development)

ِ ﻳ ِﺮﻳ ُﺪ اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪ ﻟِﻴ ْﺬ ِﻫﺐ ﻋْﻨ ُﮑﻢ اﻟﱢﺮﺟﺲ اَ ْﻫﻞ اﻟْﺒـﻴ
ﺖ
َْ َ َ ْ ْ َ َ ُ ُ ْ ُ

About those with faith, it is said that their chests open for Islam. Conversely, those who are on the wrong
path, their chests are constricted. They pant for breath. After that, it is said:
Thus places Allah obstructions on those who
ٰ
ﺲ َﻋﻠَﯽ اﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳْ َﻦ َﻻ ﻳـُ ْﺆِﻣﻨُـ ْﻮ َن
2:129
َ َِﮐ َﺬاﻟ
َ ﮏ َْﳚ َﻌ ُﻞ اﻟﻠّﻪُ اﻟﱢﺮ ْﺟ
do not believe
This shows that “ ٌ”رﺟْ ﺲ
ِ (rijs) means narrowness of the heart, bias, narrow mindedness, dogmatism, not
employing one’s intellect and power of reasoning, doubts, unease. All these meanings are included in the
connotation. This is why the hypocrites have been called “ ٌ”رﺟْ ﺲ
ِ (rijsun) in 9:95. That is, doubts, and
being unsure, and obstruction in the right path, as against those with faith (9:124-125).
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رجع

R-J-Ain
ٌ ْ( ” ُرﺟُﻮruju): to turn back and return, to come back {T}.
“ع
“( ” َرﺟْ ٌﻊraj’a): to turn back.

The meanings in which we [the Urdu-speakers of the sub-continent] use “( ”رﺟﻌﺖruj’at), is not the right
one. We use this word to mean to fall back [retreat]. For somebody to move back from his position or for
someone who is re-actionary. This has deterioration, lowliness and falling back in the connotation.
However, in the Arabic language, it means to return to the former state, or in a better condition than
before.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟﺮﱠﺟْ َﻌۃar-raja) means to re-marry a woman after divorcing her. That is return to the prior state.
“ْﺲ ﻟِ ْﯽ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﻓُ َﻼ ٍن َرﺟْ ٌﻊ
َ ( ”ﻟَﯿlaisa li fulanin raj’a): I have had no benefit from that man. That is, nothing ever was
returned by him.
The Arabs have a saying: “ْﺲ ﺗَﺤْ ﺘ َٗہ َرﺟْ ﻊ
َ ( ” َﻣﺎﮨُ َﻮ اِ ﱠﻻ َﺳﺠْ ٌﻊ ﻟَﯿma huwa illa sajun laisa tahtahu raj’a). This is only
“( ”رﺟﻊraj’a) and there is no benefit in it.
“اﻻﺑِ ُﻞ
ِْ ﺖ
ِ ( ”اَرْ َﺟ َﻌarja’atil ibl) means for a camel to fatten again after becoming weak.
“ٌ ( ” َﺳ ْﻔ َﺮةٌ ُﻣﺮْ ِﺟ َﻌۃsafratun marji’ah): is a journey in which there is some benefit.
ٌ ( ” َﻣﺘَﺎmata`un murje’un): very beneficial thing.
“ع ُﻣﺮْ ِﺟ ٌﻊ
“( ” َر ِﺟ ْﯿ ٌﻊraji): a rope which has become unraveled but twined again {T}.
“( ” َرﺟْ ٌﻊraj’a) means to return, a thing which revolves comes back to the place it travelled from. In this
manner, every revolving thing has “( ” َرﺟْ ٌﻊraj’a).
Surah At-Tariq says:
the heavenly bodies which are high in the atmosphere
86:11 are revolving (and return to the place they have
traveled from)

ِ ِواﻟ ﱠﺴﻤ ِﺎء َذا
ت اﻟﱠﺮ ْﺟ ِﻊ
َ َ

Alternatively, it means the high atmosphere which turn backs (to their starting point) the heavenly bodies
or things. And in their revolution, new aspects come forth. In meaning of turning back, this word has
appeared in 67:36, where it has come opposite to “ً ﻀﯿّﺎ
ِ ( ” ُﻣmuziyyah), which means to go forward.
“( ” َر َﺟ َﻊ اِﻟَ ْﯿ ِہrajal ilaih) means to turn for help towards, to have recourse to {Lane}.
“( ” َرﺟْ ٌﻊraj’un) also means reaction and for the results to be formulated.
As such, it is said “( ” َر َﺟ َﻊ ْاﻟ َﻌﻠَﻒُ ﻓِﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺪاﺑﱠ ِۃraja’al alfu fid dabbah): the effect of the fodder was evident on the
animal {T}. “( ” َر َﺟ َﻊ َﮐﻼَ ِﻣ ْﯽ ﻓِ ْﯿ ِہraja’a kalami fieeh): my talk affected him {T}.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ِﺟ ْﯿ ُﻊ ِﻣﻦَ ْاﻟ َﮑ َﻼ ِمar-rajee-o minal kalami): the talk which is returned to the speaker {T}.
“” (rajj’a) also means hail, because it gives back to the earth what it took from it (water). It also means
rain {T}, as well as water which is on a surface {Kitaab-ul-Ashfaq}
The Quran says:
the height that returns vapors to the earth (in the form
86:11
of rain)

ِ َواﻟ ﱠﺴﻤ ِﺎء ذ
ات اﻟﱠﺮ ْﺟ ِﻊ
َ َ

The Quran says “ َﯽ ﻓَﮩُ ْﻢ َﻻ ﯾَﺮْ ِﺟﻌُﻮْ ن
ُ ” (summun bukmun umyun fahum la-yarjioon) in 2:18. To
ٌ ﺻ ﱞﻢ ﺑُ ْﮑ ٌﻢ ُﻋ ْﻤ
understand the meaning of “ َ( ”ﯾَﺮْ ِﺟﻌُﻮْ نyarjioon) at such places, one thing must be understood as a prelude.
When Messenger Mohammd (pbuh) presented his message, there were two sorts of people in front of
him. One party was of those with divine Books who at one time were on the right path but had later
digressed. They were told to return to the right path. They denied doing so. Secondly, there were those for
whom truth had been presented for the very first time. When they refused to come towards the truth, it
was said that they do not turn towards the truth, but rather that they do not come to it at all. They do not
pay attention towards it.
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َ (la yarjeoon). At the places where this word has
For this too, the Quran has used the word “ َ”ﻻﯾَﺮْ ِﺟﻌُﻮْ ن
appeared, the right translation would be ‘to refer’.
Surah Taha says about Moosa:
20:40 We returned you towards your mother

ِ ﻓَـﺮﺟﻌ ٰﻨ
ﮏ
َ ﮏ اﻟَﯽ اُﱢﻣ
َ ََْ

Surah An-Noor says:
If the inmate of the house (or the man of the house)
24:28
tells you to go back, then turn back.

َواِ ْن ﻗِْﻴ َﻞ ﻟَ ُﮑ ْﻢ ْارِﺟ ُﻌ ْﻮا ﻓَ ْﺎرِﺟ ُﻌ ْﻮا

The returning of Yusuf’s brothers to their father has been explained by words like “”ﻓَﻠَ ﱠﻤﺎ َر َﺟﻌُﻮْ ا اِ ٰﻟﯽ اَﺑِﯿ ِْﮩ ْﻢ
(falama raja-oo ila) in 12:63.
Surah An-Namal says that when Suleman (Solomon) sent his envoy towards Saba (Sheba), he was told
to return after giving her a letter, and not to wait for her reaction. “ َ( ”ﻓَﺎ ْﻧﻈُﺮْ َﻣﺎ َذا ﯾَﺮْ ِﺟﻌُﻮْ نfanzur maaza yarjioon) 27:28.
In surah Qaf the life after death has been called “( ” َرﺟْ ٌﻊrajun) in 50:3. That is, to return to life after death.
Not return to this world but return to life after death in the hereafter.
Here it is necessary to dispel the wrong meaning that might have cropped up in people’s minds due to the
ّ ٰ ( ” َرﺟْ َﻌﺖ اِ ٰﻟﯽraj’at ilal laah). When we hear of someone’s death, we say “ ِاِﻧﱠﺎ ِ ٰ ّہﻠﻟ
non-Quranic meaning of “ِﷲ
َ( ” َو اِﻧﱠﺎ اِﻟَ ْﯿ ِہ َرا ِﺟﻌُﻮْ نinna lillahi wa-inna ilaihi raajioon), as it appears in 2:156. By this, we mean “we belong
to Allah and will return to Him”. This leads the mind to make two conclusions. One is that we were with
God before being born (into this world) and after death will be gathered in a ground on the Day of the
Judgment where God too will be present and thus we will return to Him. This concept is non-Quranic
because it confines God to a certain place. This concept is false because God is not confined to a
particular place.
He is everywhere - “( ”ﮨُ َﻮ َﻣ َﻌ ُﮑ ْﻢ اَ ْﯾﻨَ َﻤﺎ ُﮐ ْﻨﺘُ ْﻢhua ma’akum ainama kuntum) as stated in 57:5. What will be the
condition of the life hereafter, how will good deeds be rewarded and bad deeds punished, these are things
which cannot be understood in this world.
Whatever the Quran has said in this context shall not be discussed here, but one thing is clear that for the
dead to go towards a place where God will be present is not a Quranic concept.
The Quran says:
Your Sustainer and the malaikah will come row upon
89:22
row
89:33 That day jahannum will be brought.

ًﺻ ّﻔﺎ
ُ َﮏ َواﻟْ َﻤﻠ
َ َو َﺟﺎءَ َرﺑﱡ
َ ًّﺻﻔﺎ
َ ﮏ
ِ ٍ ِ وِﺟﺎَﻳﺊ ﻳ
ﱠﻢ
َ َ َْ َ
َ ﻮﻣﺌﺬ ﲜَ َﻬﻨ

The second situation that arises has been born due to Sufism. Vedant (Hindu Sufism) believes that the
human soul is a part of the greater soul (God). This part, after being separating from the whole, has been
bogged down and is impatient to join with the whole again. At last, the part will rejoin with the whole as
birds return to their nests in the evening. This concept is shared by us in Muslim mysticism.
Virtuous people’s souls will rejoin with their whole (God) and this is the success of life. Such people call
death ‘wisaal (reuniting) because they think that a part will shall one day rejoin the whole.
This too is a non-Quranic concept because man and God are not part and whole. If a part departs, from a
whole then the whole is incomplete and this signifies some fault in God. Therefore this concept cannot be
accepted.
The concept of the human soul is wrong as well. For details, see under heading (R-W-H).
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The meaning of direction or way is created by “ َ( ” َرا ِﺟﻌُﻮْ نraajioon) beside “( ”اِﻟَ ْﯿ ِہilaih), or towards Him.
Because we consider “( ”اِﻟَ ْﯿ ِہilaih) or “( ”اِﻟَ ْﯿﻨَﺎilaina) to mean direction. Although everywhere in the Quran,
it does not mean this.
For example, the Quran says:
Have you not noted how your Sustainer elongates the
shadows
If He wanted the shadows would neither be elongated
or shorten. But he did not do so. He created the sun so
that it was the cause of their lengthenin or shortening.

ِ
ﻒ َﻣ ﱠﺪ اﻟﻈﱢ ﱠﻞ
َ اَ َﱂْ ﺗَـَﺮ ا ٰﻟﯽ َرﺑﱢ
َ ﮏ َﮐْﻴ
ًﺲ َﻋﻠَﻴْ ِﻪ َدﻟَﻴْﻼ
ْ َوﻟَ ْﻮ َﺷﺎءَ َﳉَ َﻌﻠَﻪٌ َﺳﺎ َﮐﻨَﺎﰒُﱠ َﺟ َﻌﻠْﻨَﺎ اﻟﺸ
َ ﱠﻤ

After this it is said:
then we pull (ilaina) it (the shadow) towards
25:45
ourselves,

ًﻀﻨَﺎﻩُ إِﻟَﻴْـﻨَﺎ ﻗَـْﺒﻀﺎً ﻳَ ِﺴ ْﲑا
ْ َﰒُﱠ ﻗَـﺒ

Here the word “( ”اِﻟَ ْﯿﻨَﺎilaina) clearly shows that it does not mean any particular direction but it means that
according to the laws of Allah, the shadows become shorter. Therefore, “ َ( ”اِﻟَ ْﯿ ِہ َرا ِﺟﻌُﻮْ نilaihi raajeoon)
may mean to move according to the law of Allah.
Surah Aal-e-Imran says:
3:82

Whatever is in the heights or depths of the universe,
bows to him, whether it likes it or not

ِ وﻟَﻪ اَﺳﻠَﻢ ﻣﻦ ﻓﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺴ ٰﻤ ٰﻮ
ٍ ت َو ْاﻻَْر
ض ﻃَ ْﻮ َﻋﺎ ﱠوَﮐ ْﺮﻫﺎً َواِﻟَْﻴ ِﻪ
َْ َ ْ ٌَ
ﻳـُْﺮ َﺟ ُﻌ ْﻮ َن

And thus everything is revolving around that centre (of Allah’s laws).
Surah Yasin says:
God’s personality is far beyond man’s concepts of
36.83
Him. Everything is run by Him

ِِ ِ
ت ُﮐ ﱢﻞ َﺷ ْﯽ ٍء َواِﻟَْﻴ ِﻪ ﺗُـ ْﺮ َﺟ ُﻌ ْﻮ َن
ُ ﻓَ ُﺴْﺒ ٰﺤ َﻦ اﻟﱠﺬ ْی ﺑِﻴَﺪﻩ َﻣﻠَ ُﮑ ْﻮ

Therefore, everything moves according to the laws created by Him. Everything operates according to His
law, it cannot move away from it, and since man is included in ‘everything’, he too is not an exception to
this rule. Every deed of his is tied to the natural chain of events. Thus, every step he takes is going
towards Him.
We now go to the natural results of the human world (not the physical universe). In this connection the
Quran has several dictums in which “ َ( ” َواِﻟَ ْﯿ ِہ ﺗُﺮْ َﺟﻌُﻮْ نwa ilaihi turje-oon) or similar phrases have been used.
As it is said:
When a man thinks he needs nobody (is independent
of everybody) then he becomes rebellious.

ِ ِ
اﺳﺘَـﻐْ ٰﻨﯽ
ْ َُﮐ ﱠﻼ ا ﱠن ْاﻻﻧْ َﺴﺎ َن ﻟَﻴَﻄْﻐٰﯽ۔ اَ ْن ﱠرأَﻩ

Although the truth is that no matter how independent he thinks himself to be “ﮏ اﻟ ﱠﺮ َﺟ ُﻊ
َ ( ”اِ ﱠن اِ ٰﻟﯽ َرﺑﱢinna ila
rabbikar ruj’aa) (35:4), he cannot go out of the circle of natural results. He has to come back to this law.
This truth has been acknowledged as “( ” َوﺗَﻘَﻄﱠﻌُﻮْ ا اَ ْﻣ َﺮﮨُ ْﻢ ﺑَ ْﯿﻨَﮩُ ْﻢwataqatta’oo amrahum bainahum) in 21:93,
that is, here every human being is a member of the universal brotherhood. However, for the sake of their
own interests they have divided it into many parts. “( ” َوﺗَﻘَﻄﱠﻌُﻮْ ا اَ ْﻣ َﺮﮨُ ْﻢ ﺑَ ْﯿﻨَﮩُ ْﻢwa taqatahu amrahum bainahum)
as in 21:93.
After that it is said “ َ( ” ُﮐ ﱞﻞ اِﻟَ ْﯿﻨَﺎ َرا ِﺟﻌُﻮْ نkullun ilaina raaji-oon), and after that:
Thus he who stays steadfast on the enabling program
ِ
ِ اﻟﺼﻠِ ٰﺤ
ﺖ َوُﻫ َﻮ ُﻣ ْﺆِﻣ ٌﻦ ﻓَ َﻼ ُﮐ ْﻔَﺮا َن ﻟِ َﺴ ْﻌﻴِ ِﻪ
and he is also a momin (believer) then his efforts do
ّٰ ﻓَ َﻤ ْﻦ ﻳـﱠ ْﻌ َﻤ ْﻞ ﻣ َﻦ
21:94
not stay without result. We keep noting all of them
َو اِﻧﱠﺎ ﻟَﻪٌ َﮐﺎﺗِﺒُـ ْﻮ َن
(his efforts )
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This explains the meaning of “ َ( ” ُﮐ ﱞﻞ اِﻟَ ْﯿﻨَﺎ َرا ِﺟﻌُﻮْ نkullun ilaina raajioon). That is, all efforts of all men
produce results according to the laws of Nature that nobody can escape. As the Quran appears to say, “By
violating Our orders they think that they are going beyond our grasp, but they are in fact automatically
being drawn to Us as per the laws of Nature.” See also 2:281, 2:282 and 6:165, where the meaning of
Law of Nature is made explicit.
About the results of deeds, it is generally believed that results will come before us in the life hereafter.
This is a wrong notion. The results of deeds start to be compiled along with the commitment of the deeds,
and then some results appear in this very life and some in the hereafter.
The Quran says:
You have to return to Me, then I will let you know
29:9
about your deeds

إِﻟَ ﱠﯽ َﻣ ْﺮِﺟ ُﻌ ُﮑ ْﻢ ﻓَﺄُﻧـَﺒﱢﺌُ ُﮑﻢ ِﲟَﺎ ُﮐﻨﺘُ ْﻢ ﺗَـ ْﻌ َﻤﻠُﻮ َن

It does not mean that when a man stands in front of God after dying, the results of his deeds will appear.
It means that all your deeds circle around His laws of Nature, all results are formulated according to them.
You cannot remain outside the purview of his laws. And, your results come before you according to it.
The Messenger (pbuh) himself was told:
Some of the punishment which we are promising to
the opponents may appear before your eyes too. And
40:78 it may also possibly be after your death. But sooner or
later, their deeds will result according to our law.
They cannot go out of its purview.

ﮏ ﻓَﺎِﻟَْﻴـﻨَﺎ
َ ﺾ اﻟﱠ ِﺬ ْی ﻧَﻌِ ُﺪ ُﻫ ْﻢ اَْو ﻧـَﺘَـ َﻮ ﻓﱠـﻴَـﻨﱠ
َ ﻓَﺎِ ﱠﻣﺎ ﻧُِﺮﻳـَﻨﱠ
َ ﮏ ﺑـَ ْﻌ
ﻳـُْﺮ َﺟ ُﻌ ْﻮ َن

But those results which do not appear in this world do appear in the hereafter. This is the place where it
has been said that even after death you will “ َ( ”اِﻟَ ْﯿ ِہ ﺗُﺮْ َﺟﻌُﻮْ نilaihi turjaoon): will return towards Allah. i.e.
do not think that now that you are dead, nobody has a grip on you or you are not accountable to anyone.
You will be ruled by the law of Allah even after your death and you cannot escape it. This is the meaning
of “ َ( ”اِﻟَ ْﯿ ِہ ﺗُﺮْ َﺟﻌُﻮْ نilaihi turjeoon) according to the Quran.
ٌ ْ( ” ُرﺟُﻮruju) has appeared to mean what we mean turning towards someone.
At certain places the word “ع
For example:
These people do not ruju (refer or turn) to their
اَﻧـﱠ ُﻬ ْﻢ اِﻟَﻴْ ِﻬ ْﻢ َﻻﻳـَْﺮِﺟ ُﻌ ْﻮ َن
36:31
messengers
In the light of these clarifications, the right meaning of “( ”اِﻧﱠﺎ اِﻟَ ْﯿ ِہ َرا ِﺟﻌُﻮْ نinna ilahi raajeoon) will now be
explained. In the Quran where it is said “( ”اِﻧﱠﺎ اِﻟَ ْﯿ ِہ َرا ِﺟﻌُﻮْ نinna ilahi raajeoon), the verse before it mentions
that in the establishment of Allah’s system, there are a lot of difficulties. The difficulties are so extreme
that one has to even lay down one’s life in its path. After this the group of momineen has been told that
you too will face various things. From the opponents or because of the opponents, you will face the fear
of oppression, hunger, loss of life and property.

After that it is said:
Give the news of good results to those, who face such
2:156
events by saying that one should be ruffled by them.

ِ اﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦ اِذَا اَﺻﺎﺑـْﺘـﻬﻢ ﻣ
ﺼْﻴﺒَﺔٌ ﻗَﺎﻟُْﻮا اِﻧﱠﺎ ﻟِٰﻠّ ِﻪ َواِﻧﱠﺎ اِﻟَْﻴ ِﻪ َر ِاﺟ ُﻌ ْﻮ َن
ُ ُْ ََ
َْ

Our entire life is dedicated to establishing Allah’s system and we turn to Allah’s laws to be able to meet
these challenges. In order to encounter these difficulties successfully, we turn to His laws, or since our
entire lives are dedicated to establishing His system, these difficulties cannot make us waver from this
path. Besides this, our every step moves towards Him.
Every move of ours revolves around this axis of “( ”اِﻧﱠﺎ اِﻟَ ْﯿ ِہ َرا ِﺟﻌُﻮْ نinna ilaihi raa’jeoon) and the results of
our struggle will also be formulated as per His laws on which we have unwavering belief. Let as many
difficulties come as they may. Let anyone put as many hurdles in our way as possible. We will not turn
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away from this path by being frightened or brow beaten. Our every step will in any case move towards
this destination, which our God has determined for us and which is the aim and purpose of our lives.
After this, it is said:
these are the people who are congratulated by
2:155-157
Allah And these are the people who are on the
right path

ﮏ ُﻫ ْﻢ
َ ِﻮت َﻣ ْﻦ َرﱢﻬﺑِ ْﻢ َوَر ْﲪَﺔٌ َواُوٰﻟﺌ
َ ِاُﻟَﺌ
ٌ َﺻﻠ
َ ﮏ َﻋﻠَْﻴ ِﻬ ْﻢ
اﻟْ ُﻤ ُﻬﺘَ ُﺪ ْو َن

These verses make it clear that “ َ( ”اِﻟَ ْﯿ ِہ َرا ِﺟﻌُﻮْ نilahi raa’jeoon) does not mean that God is at any particular
place and we have to return to that place to meet Him. Neither that our soul is a part of that whole (God)
and will ultimately reunite with that whole. Instead it means that our entire life is dedicated to Allah’s
system “ِ( ”اِﻧﱠﺎ ِ ٰ ّہﻠﻟinna lillah), and despite all the difficulties and travails in the world, our steps move
towards this very system. It gives us strength and the results of our deeds are formulated according to
them. Every move of our lives moves around this axis. It is the centre of our lives. All our efforts are
aimed towards this centre. Every deed of ours moves towards the natural cycle of events, and it cannot be
detracted. It has to produce a result, whether the result becomes visible in this world or in the hereafter,
because His laws are not confined only to this world.

R-J-F

رجف

“ ُ( ”اَﻟﺮﱠﺟْ ﻒar-rajf): for something to become mobile, or to shake up. Movement with unease or worry is
included in this word’s connotation.
“ﺐ
ِ َ( ” َرﺟْ ﻒُ ْاﻟﻘَﻠrajful qalb): severe palpitation of the heart due to unease {T, M}.
Raghib says it means severe unease {R}.
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮاﺟْ ﻒar-raajif): fever with shaking.
“ﺖ اﻟ ﱢﺮﯾُ ُﺢ اﻟ ﱠﺸ َﺠ َﺮ
ِ َ( ”اَرْ َﺟﻔar-rajafatir reehush shajar): the wind shook the trees.
ْ
َ
َْر
“ ُﺖ اﻻ ض
ِ ( ” َر َﺟﻔrajafatil ard): the earth moved, or shook.
“ ُ( اَﻟﺮﱠﺟْ ﻔَۃar-rajfah): earthquake.
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻻَ َرا ِﺟﯿْﻒar-rajeef): instigating news, news that makes one uneasy {T, M}.
The Quran says:
people who spread news that causes unease or chaos
33:60
without any reason
They (nation of Samood) were caught (trapped) by the
7:78
earthquake.
79:6
the day when that which shakes will shake
the day when the common folk will be in an agitated
73:14
state (the day on which the earth will shake up)
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رجل

R-J-L

“”رﺟْ ٌﻞ
ِ (rajlu): foot. Plural is “( ”اَرْ ُﺟ ٌﻞarjul): feet as used in 38:42.
“”ر َﺟﺎ ٌل
ِ (rijaal): pedestrian. It is the plural of “( ” َر ا ِﺟ ٌﻞraajil), as against “ً( ” ُر ْﮐﺒَﺎﻧﺎrukbana) – ‘mounted’ as
in 2:239. It is also used against “( ” َﺧﯿْﻞkhail), which means cavalry (17:64).
“( ” َر ُﺟ ٌﻞrajul): man. Plural is “”ر َﺟﺎ ٌل
ِ (rijaal): people, as used in 2:228 and 72:6.
Muheet says a man is called “( ” َر ُﺟ ٌﻞrajul) because of his bravery and strength.
Raghib says that the meaning of “( ” َر ُﺟ ٌﻞrajul) in 36:20, and 40:28 will be of a brave man {T, R, M}.
Ibn Faris says it basically has been derived from a word which means ‘leg’. But “( ” َر ُﺟ ٌﻞrajul) is different
from this meaning.

رج م

R-J-M

Ibn Faris says “( ” َرﺟْ ٌﻢrajm) basically means to hit with stones, but later it began to mean kill as well. It is
also used for accusing or abusing, or to scold and oust.
Taj says it means to leave someone or break relations with someone.
“( ”اَﻟﺮﱠﺟْ ُﻢar-rajm) also means to give someone a dressing down {T}.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺮ َﺟﺎ ُمar-rijaam) means stones, and “( ” ِﻣﺮْ َﺟﺎ ٌمmirjaam) means a sling which is used to throw stones
{Lane}.
Surah Yasin says:
36:18 if you do not cease, we will stone you (to death).
Surah Ash-Shura’a says:
You will be among those who are stoned to death or
26:116
killed

ﻟَﺌِ ْﻦ َﱂْ ﺗَـْﻨﺘَـ ُﻬ ْﻮا ﻟَﻨَـ ْﺮ ُﲨَﻨﱠ ُﮑ ْﻢ
ِ
ِ
ﲔ
َ ْ ﻟَﺘَ ُﮑ ْﻮﻧَ ﱠﻦ ﻣ َﻦ اﻟْ َﻤ ْﺮ ُﺟ ْﻮﻣ

In surah Al-Hijr (15:34-35), the Shaitaan (the oppsition) has been called “( ” َر ِﺟ ْﯿ ٌﻢrajeem) which has been
explained as “َﮏ اﻟﻠﱠ ْﻌﻨَۃ
َ ( ”اِ ﱠن َﻋﻠَ ْﯿinna ilaikal la’naa). As such “( ” َر ِﺟ ْﯿ ٌﻢrajeem) and “( ” َﻣ ْﻠﻌُﻮْ ٌنmal-oon) are of
the same meaning. For the meaning of “( ” َﻣ ْﻠﻌُﻮْ ٌنmal-oon) see heading (L-Ain-N). It means he who is
deprived of God’s benevolence, who is distanced from Him, with whom no connection whatsoever is
maintained.
“( ” َرﺟْ ٌﻢrajm): guess work.
ٌ ( ” َﺣ ِﺪﯾhadeethum- murajjam) is a thought which cannot be verified {T}.
“ْﺚ ُﻣ َﺮ ﱠﺟ ٌﻢ
ْ
“ﺐ
ِ ( ” َر ﱠﺟ َﻢ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ ُﻞ ﺑِﺎﻟ َﻐ ْﯿrajjamar rujul bilghaib): that man has said something about the unknown.
“ً ( ”ﻗَﺎﻟَ ٗہ َرﺟْ ﻤﺎqaalahu rajma): he simply made a guess {Lane}.
Surah Al-Kahaf says that people who state the number of people in the cave, is only “ﺐ
ِ ( ” َرﺟْ ﻤﺎ ً ﺑِ ْﺎﻟ َﻐ ْﯿrajman
bilghaib) that is, mere guessing (18:32). Hence it means that they make guesses without knowing the
truth.
In Lataif-ul-Lugha too, the meaning of “( ”اَﻟﺮﱠﺟْ َﻢar-rajm) is ‘to guess’.
In the old days, temples had astrologers used to tell people about the unknown. This is still the practice of
the priests of temples and religious leaders in religious institutions. They used to claim that they got the
news from the heavens. The Quran has said at several places that all this is mere guesswork.
Sometimes something comes true. For instance 2 out of 10 guesses may become true but they have no
knowledge about the truth. (15:17-18, 37:69, 67:5, 72:8-9). After the advent of the Quran, the time for
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knowledge and awareness had arrived. Thus these superstitions had no place in human psyche. Now this
nonsense “gets fiery whips by celestial forces”.
As will be disclosed under the heading (L-Ain-N). According to the Quran, “( ”ﻟَ ْﻌﻨَﺖlaa’nat) does not
mean demeaning or curse word but a statement of reality. That is, due to the wrong way of life,
deprivation from all those delights of life, those are a natural result of living according to the laws of
Allah. Anybody who is deprived of these delights will be called “( ”اَﻟﺮﱠﺟْ َﻢar-rajm). This is the meaning of
“( ” َر ِﺟ ْﯿ ٌﻢrajeem) as well. That is, he who is flung away or who is deprived of the delights, we are told to
shun him. Any emotion that obstructs us from the right path or violates the principles of Allah (such
people are the shaitaan, or the resistance, and must be stayed away from. This is “( ”اَﻟﺮﱠﺟْ َﻢar-rajm) or
“( ” َر ِﺟ ْﯿ ٌﻢrajeem).

رجو

R-J-W

“( ”اﻟ ﱠﺮ َﺟﺎ ُءar-raja-u) means hope, which is the opposite of “ ٌ( ”ﯾَﺎْسyaas). It is a hope that is not faint.
Raghib says this is a hope in which success is expected, but since hope and fear are inevitable together,
later it started to be used for ‘hope’ that had fear in the expectation as well.
Muheet says that difference between “( ”اَ َﻣ ٌﻞamalun) and “( ” َر َﺟﺎ ٌءrija’un) is that (amal) is used for
pleasant hopes but “ ” َر َﺟﺎ ٌءrija for both good and fretful hopes.
Azhari says when “( ” َر َﺟﺎ ٌءraja) is accompanied by a negative word it means fear {T}.
َ (la yarjoon) means “ َ( ”ﻻﯾَﺨَﺎﻓُﻮْ نla yakhafoon). {Alqartain Vol.1}.
Ibn Qateeba too says that “ َ”ﻻﯾَﺮْ ﺟُﻮْ ن
ُ
Ibn Faris also says that “ َ( ”ﻻﯾَﺨَﺎﻓﻮْ نraja’a) at times means fear.
“ َ( ”ﻻﯾَﺨَﺎﻓُﻮْ نal-irja’a): to put off for later, to delay, to remove something, to postpone something.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ َﺟﺎar-raja’a): edge, or edge of a well from top to bottom {T}. The plural is “( ”اَرْ َﺟﺎ ٌءarja) as used in
69:17.
“( ” َﻣﺮْ ُﺟ ﱞﻮmarju): with which hopes are linked (11:62).
“ َ( ” ُﻣﺮْ َﺟﻮْ نmurja-un): those who are kept waiting, those whose affair is postponed (9:106)
Surah Ash- Shu`ara says:
26:36 They said postpone his affair

ﻗَﺎﻟُْﻮا اَْرِﺟ ْﻪ

See 7:11 as well. Surah Al-Ahzaab says:
You may defer whom you will of them, or you may
33:51
take to yourself whom you will.

ِ
َ ﺗـُ ْﺮِﺟ ْﯽ َﻣ ْﻦ ﺗَ َﺸﺎءُ ِﻣْﻨـ ُﻬ ﱠﻦ َوﺗـُ ْﺆِو ْی اﻟَْﻴ
ُﮏ َﻣ ْﻦ ﺗَ َﺸﺎء

Here “( ”ﺗُﺮْ ِﺟﯽturji) means to keep something back, to remove away, and to put it off towards the edge.
“ ْ( ”ﺗُ ْﺆ ِویtuwi) means to place close by, near oneself.
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رحب

R-H-B
“ً ُﺐ اﻟ ﱠﺸﯿْﯽ ٌء َرﺣْ ﺒﺎ
َ ( ” َرﺣrahabas shaiy-u rahba): to be vast.
“( ”اَرْ َﺣﺒَہarhabah): he expanded it.

Ibn Faris too thinks that the root has the connotation of vastness or expanse.
ٌ ( ”طَ ِﺮ ْﯾtareequn rahb): broad path.
“ ٌﻖ َرﺣْ ﺐ
ً
“ﮏ
َ ِ( ” َﻣﺮْ َﺣﺒﺎﺑmarhaba bika): you came to a vast place, you will be treated here broad mindedly.
“ٌ ( ” َرﺣْ ﺒَۃrahbah): the open space in a house {T}.
The Quran says:
The earth, despite its expansiveness, became narrow
9:25
for you

ِ و
ﺖ
ْ َض ِﲟَﺎ َر ُﺣﺒ
ْ ﺿﺎﻗ
ََ
ُ ﺖ َﻋﻠَْﻴ ُﮑ ُﻢ ْاﻻَْر

Surah Saad says about the dwellers of jahannum:
There is no broad mindedness for you. Nobody
38:10
welcomes you

َﻻ َﻣ ْﺮ َﺣﺒﺎً ﺑِ ُﮑ ٌﻢ

In a hellish life, nobody is pleased to see anybody, nobody welcomes a newcomer. Here there is no large
heartedness, no lips smile at somebody’s arrival. If it is, then it is only artificial, only for the sake of
appearances. On the contrary, in their heart everyone is thinking “where did this trouble come from?”

R-H-Q

رح ق

ٌ ( ” َر ِﺣ ْﯿraheeq): very old, very pure, unadulterated and excellent wine. Every pure thing is also called
“ﻖ
ٌ ( ” َر ِﺣ ْﯿraheeq).
“ﻖ
ٌ“( ” َﺣ ْﺴﺐُ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ِﺣﯿْﻖhasabur-raheeq): thoroughbred.
ٌ ﮏ َر ِﺣ ْﯿ
ٌ ( ” ِﻣ ْﺴmiskun raheeq): pure, unadulterated fine perfume {T, M}.
“ﻖ
The Quran (83:25) has said about those in janna that they shall receive “ﻖ َﻣ ْﺨﺘُﻮْ ٍم
ٍ ( ” َر ِﺣ ْﯿraheeqin
makhtoom) which means ‘a pure drink’, such that even later there is no chance of adulteration. Hence,
this word means life’s pure delights and happiness.

R-H-L

رحل

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮﺣْ ُﻞar-rahl): anything that is tied to the camel’s back with the intent of sitting in it while traveling.
“”ر َﺣﺎ ٌل
ِ (rihaal) is plural of “( ” َرﺣْ ُﻞrahl).
“ُ ( ”اَﻟﺮﱢﺣْ ﻠَۃar-rihlah): journey, to the place where one travels to.
With time, this word has also been used for camel, camel seat, or where one alights, or for the house {T,
M}. This word is also used for anything which is for loading goods on to the camel’s back, or sacks
(bags) {T, M}.
Surah Yusuf says:
12:62 In their sacks (Bags).

ﻓِ ْﯽ ِر َﺣﺎﳍِِ ْﻢ

Ibn Faris says that the basic meaning of this root is to keep on travelling or to continue with the journey.
The Quran says:
106:2 The journeys of summer and winter

ِ اﻟﺸﺘ
ِ َِرﺣﻠَﺔ
ِ ﺼْﻴ
ﻒ
ﱠﺎء َواﻟ ﱠ
ْ

“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤﺮْ َﺣﻠَۃal-marhalah): the distance that a man travels habitually towards his destination {T}.
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R-H-M

رحم

“”رﺣْ ٌﻢ
ِ (rihm), “( ” َرﺣْ ٌﻢrahm), “( ”رُﺣْ ٌﻢruhm): the womb of a woman in which a child is nurtured and is
protected from external effects {T, R}.
“ٌ ( ” َرﺣْ َﻤۃrahmah) is the gift that completes some shortcoming (and which is given according to the need)
{T}. It means to gift a thing, which is given without any considerstion, as a benevolence. As such, “ٌ ” َرﺣْ َﻤۃ
(rahmah) is the sustenance which man gets from God without any cost.
Surah Ar-Rom says:
And when people experience Our benevolence, they
30:36 start acting up, but when they land in trouble because
of their own deeds, they become disappointed

ِ ُواِذَا اَذَﻗْـﻨَﺎاﻟﻨﱠﺎس ر ْﲪﺔً ﻓَ ِﺮﺣﻮاﺑِﻪ و اِ ْن ﺗ
ﺼﺒْـ ُﻬ ْﻢ َﺳﻴﱢﺌَﺔٌ ِﲟَﺎ
َ َ ُْ َ َ َ
َ
ﺖ اَﻳْ ِﺪﻳْ ِﻬ ْﻢ اِ َذا ُﻫ ْﻢ ﻳـَ ْﻘﻨَﻄُْﻮ َن
ﱠﻣ
ﺪ
ْ َ َﻗ

Here “ٌ ( ” َرﺣْ َﻤۃrahmah) has been used against “ٌ( ” َﺳﯿﱢﺌَﺔsayyia). Therefore, it would mean all the delights of
life. But the next verse mentions vastness or expanse, or large heartedness. It is obvious then that here
“ٌ ( ” َرﺣْ َﻤۃrahmah) means the goods or accoutrements of life which we get from God without asking and at
no cost.
In surah Bani Israel, the longing for parents by their progeny is mentioned:
O God, look after them (nurture them) as they brought
17:24
me up in childhood

ِ
َوﻗُ ْﻞ ﱠر ﱢ
ًﺻﻐِ ْﲑا
َ ب ْارﲪَْ ُﻬ َﻤﺎ َﮐ َﻤﺎ َرﺑـﱠٰﻴﻨ ْﯽ

“ٌ ( ” َرﺣْ َﻤۃrahmah) also means rain which produces sustenance from earth (30:46, 42:28). Life’s delights
(“ ”ﻧَ ْﻌ َﻤﺎ ُء- na’maa) which we get from God without any charge, are also “ٌ ( ” َرﺣْ َﻤۃrahmah), as in 11:9-10.
In the tale about Moosa, it is mentioned that the treasure belonging to two orphan kids was buried under a
wall, which had been so buried as to be discovered by them when they became adults. This arrangement
by God is called “ٌ ( ” َرﺣْ َﻤۃrahmah) in 18:82.
“ٌ ( ” َرﺣْ َﻤۃrahmah) also means to cover something or to provide with the means of protection {T}. That is
why the noble Quran has used “ٌ ( ” َرﺣْ َﻤۃrahmah) against “ﺿ َﺮ ٌر
َ ” (zarar) which means ‘harm’ (30:33,
10:21), and against “ٌ( ” َﺳﯿﱢﺌَۃsayyia) (30:31) and against “ﮏ
َ َ( ”اَ ْﮨﻠahlaka) (67:28).
Since God’s sustenance is not only for a man’s physical being, instead, it is also for human personality’s
development, which is the product of the life’s order which Revelation gives us, therefore Revelation has
also been called “ٌ ( ” َرﺣْ َﻤۃrahmah) in 43:23, 2:105. The truth which is the biggest source of man’s
development is the revelation which is totally given by God, which is why it is a special “ٌ ” َرﺣْ َﻤۃ
(rahmah).
Since God is “ َ( ” َربﱡ ْاﻟ َﻌﺎﻟَ ِﻤ ْﯿﻦrabbil aalameen), or the one who provides development of the entire universe
and develops the human personality as well, therefore He has taken upon Himself to provide Revelation
through His Own sources.
6:54

Your Sustainer has taken upon Himself to provide the
means of Sustenance without failure.

َﺐ َرﺑﱡ ُﮑ ْﻢ َﻋ ٰﻠﯽ ﻧـَ ْﻔ ِﺴ ِﻪ اﻟﱠﺮ ْﲪَﺔ
َ ََﮐﺘ

Thus, He covers the entire universe in His blanket of benevolence (40:7). This is why in surah Al-Fateha,
along with “ َ( ” َربﱡ ْاﻟ َﻌﺎﻟَ ِﻤ ْﯿﻦrabbil aalameen) also says “( ”اَﻟﺮﱠﺣْ ﻤٰ ِﻦ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ِﺣﯿ ِْﻢar-rahman-ir-raheem).
“( ” َر ِﺣ ْﯿ ٌﻢraheem) means linguistically one who provides means of sustenance on continuous basis.
“ ُ( ” َرﺣْ ﻤٰ ﻦrahman), on the other hand, is one who provides means of sustenance at a time of great need
with overwhelmingness {Al-Minar}.
The first can be said to be an evolutionary means of provision of sustenance, while the second as an
emergent provision.
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Surah Ar-Rahman says:
Whatever there is in the heavens and on earth, is
55:29
dependant on God for its sustenance

ِ ﻳﺲءﻟُﻪ ﻣﻦ ﻓِﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺴ ٰﻤ ٰﻮ
ٍ رض ُﮐ ﱠﻞ ﻳـﻮٍم ﻫﻮ ﻓِﯽ َﺷ
ِ َت َو ْاﻻ
ﺎن
ٌََْْ َ
ْ َ ُ َْ

These things do not stay in one state and do not require the same sort of sustenance always. They keep
changing with time. Thus, their demands for nourishment change as well with time. The needs of a foetus
inside a mother’s womb are quite different from the demands of bringing up a kid, and again for an adult,
quite different. As long as something stays in a state, its sustenance is done by God’s kindliness in a
certain way. But as soon as it changes, its sustenance changes as well according to God’s law. Thus in
this way, everything reaches its completion from its beginning. This is the meaning of Rabb, Rahman
and Raheem.
“”رﺣْ ٌﻢ
ِ (rihm) also means kith and kin, relatives {T, R, M}.
“( ”ﺑَ ْﯿﻨَﮩُ َﻤﺎ ِرﺣْ ٌﻢbainahuma rihm): those two are closely related.
“( ”اَرْ َﺣﺎ ٌمar-haam) is the plural of “”رﺣْ ٌﻢ
ِ (rihm) (3:5) which also means relatives (60:3, 2:1).
“( ”اُوﻟُﻮا اﻷَرْ َﺣ ِﺎمoolu al arhaam): relatives (8:75).
Since “”رﺣْ ٌﻢ
ِ (rihm) involves softness, therefore it also means that.
48:29

very hard against the opponents and very soft against
each other

Surah Al-Kahaf says:
18:81 one who gives relations a big consideration

اَ ِﺷﺪﱠاءُ َﻋﻠَﯽ اﻟْ ُﮑﻔﱠﺎ ِر ُر َﲪَﺎءُ ﺑـَﻴْـﻨَـ ُﻬ ْﻢ
ًب ُر ْﲪﺎ
َ اَﻗْـَﺮ

But Ibn Faris says that “( ”اَﻟﺮﱡ ﺣْ ُﻢar-ruhm) and “ُ ( ”اَﻟﺮﱠﺣْ َﻤۃar-rahmah) are of the same meaning. This will
make the meaning as one who is extra kind, extra sympathetic and faithful. Ibn Faris says it basically
means softness and leaning.
Christians believe that every human child is born as a consequence of the sins of the parents and since this
sin cannot be more than the deeds, therefore a man can be delivered only with God’s mercy. This concept
of mercy is against the Quranic teachings. According to the Quran, success is the natural result of deeds,
and all this takes place according to the divine laws which are called the laws of nature.
The basic principle of these laws is that:
53:39 a man gets (in return) whatever he does

ِ ِ ِِ ﻟَﻴ
ﺎﺳ ٰﻌﯽ
َ ﺲ ﻻﻧْ َﺴﺎن اﱠﻻ َﻣ
َ ْ

This means that good results for good deeds and bad results for bad deeds. Although for such deeds
various capabilities are received by man as also guidance from God, free of cost, and these are included in
“( ” َرﺣْ ٌﻢrahm). That is, all this for the development of man is received from God, free of cost.
Now the man, who benefits from these things and develops his personality according to the laws of God,
will be the beneficiary of life’s blessings. He, who will not do so, will be deprived of them. This is the
law of God (Nature). Therefore, man can reach his ultimate destiny, not due to the mere benevolence of
God, but because of the result of his own deeds, in accordance with the laws of God. Based on this
fundamental principal, Quran modifies such a nation that creates a heavenly society for itself with its utter
most dedication.
ْ ( ”ﺗtatshan) to “ﺎن
ٌ َﻄﺸ
ٌ َ( ”ﻏَﺼْ ﺒghasban), while “” َر ِﺣ ْﯿ ٌﻢ
“( ” َرﺣْ ﻤٰ ٌﻦrahman) rhymes with “( ”ﻓَﻌ َْﻼ ٌنfa’lan), as “َﺎن
(raheem) rhymes with “( ”ﻓَ ِﻌ ْﯿ ٌﻞfa’eel), as “( ” َﻋﻠِ ْﯿ ٌﻢaleem) with “( ” َﺣ ِﮑ ْﯿ ٌﻢhakeem) etc. “( ”ﻓَ ْﻌﻠَ ٌﻦfa’lan) is used
for qualities which are intense and of emergent, and “( ”ﻓَ ِﻌ ْﯿ ٌﻞfa’eel) which are a must and continuous.
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R-Kh-W

رخو

“( ”اَﻟِ ّﺮ ُﺧ ُﻮar-rikhwu): soft thing.
“( ” َر ُﺧ َﻮ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ ُءrakhush shaiyi), “َﯽ
ْ ”رﺧ
ِ (rikhi), “ً ( ” َرﺧﺎrakha): for something to become soft or loose.
ٰ
“( ”اِ ْﺳﺘَﺮْ ﺧﯽistarkha) also means the same as above.
“ُ ( ”اَرْ ﺧَﺎهarkhah), “ُ( ” َراﺧَﺎهrakhah): he made him soft.
“ُ ( ”اَرْ ٰﺧﯽ دَاﺑﱠﺘَہarkha dabbatah): he left the animal loose and let it have its way.
“( ”اَﻟﺮﱡ ﺧَﺎ ُءar-rukha): softened the speed {T, R, M}.
The Quran says:
38:36 The (wind) used to blow softly and freely on His order

ِ
ًَْﲡ ِﺮ ْی ﺑَﺎَْﻣ ِﺮﻩ ُر َﺧﺎء

“ٌ ( ”ﻓَ َﺮسٌ ِر ْﺧ َﻮةfaras-un rikhwah): speedy and soft natured horse {T, R, M}.

ردأ

R-D-A

“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺮ ْد ُءar-ridu): heavy loads which are equal to each other in weight.
“( ” َر َداَاﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯿﺌَﺒِ ٖہradish shaiyi bihi): he boosted something with something, supported it, helped it.
Actually, “( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺮ ْد ُءarid-u) means helper {T}. When an animal is laden with weight on both sides in such a
manner that both sides weigh the same, then each load is called “”ر ْد ٌء
ِ (rid-un). When loads on each side
are of the same weight, they support each other to maintain balance {T}.
The Quran says:
28:34 send him as my helper

ًﻓَﺎَْرِﺳﻠْﻪُ َﻣﻌِ َﯽ ِرْدا

“( ” َر ِدیْ ٌءradi-un): one who follows, but later it came to mean a condemned thing {R}, because generally
that which comes behind is something with a fault.
Ibn Faris says it has two basic meanings, which are almost opposite. He says it means for something to
deteriorate or become bad, and secondly to help.

R-D-D

ردد

“( ”رددrud), “( ”ﯾَ ُﺮ ﱡدyarud): to return (something) to somebody.
If it is followed by “”ﻋﻠﯽ
(ala), then it has an element of insult and demeaning.
ٰ
“( ” َر ﱠد َﻋﻠَ ْﯿ ِہ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ ُءradda a’laihi-shai’i ): he turned his back on that thing.
But if it is followed by “( ”اِ ٰﻟﯽila), then it has the elements of respect, but it is not a principle
ﻓَـَﺮَد ْدﻧَﺎﻩُ اِٰﻟﯽ اُﱢﻣ ِﻪ
28:13 We retuned Moosa honorably to his mother
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ﱡدar-rud) means garbage.
“( ” ِدرْ ﮨَ ٌﻢ ر ﱞدdirham rudd): coin.
َ (la maraddata feeh): it has no return (profit).
“”ﻻ َﻣ َﺮ ﱠدةَ ﻓِ ْﯿ ِہ
“( ”اِرْ ﺗَ ﱠﺪ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ ُءirtadd ash shaiyi): the thing returned, went back {T}.
Raghib says that “( ”اَ ِﻻرْ ﺗِﺪَا ُدla-irtidaad) means returning by the same path that one has come by.
“( ”ﺗَ َﺮ ﱠد َد اِﻟَ ْﯿ ِہtaraddada ilaih): he came to him and returned repeatedly.
“( ”ﺗَ َﺮ ﱠد َد ﻓِﯽ ْاﻻَ ْﻣ ِﺮtaraddad fil amr): to be undecided on something {R}
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Surah Al-Baqrah says:
2:228 Their husbands have more right to take them back

َوﺑـُ ُﻌ ْﻮﻟَﺘُـ ُﻬ ﱠﻦ اَ َﺣ ﱡﻖ ﺑَِﺮﱢد ِﻫ ﱠﻦ

The Quran says:
the day which will not go away
42:47
(which cannot be avoided or returned
19:76 beneficial in the end, as a result
42:44

ٌﻳـَ ْﻮٌم َﻻ َﻣﺒَـَﺮﱠدﻟَﻪ

ًَﺧْﻴـٌﺮ َﻣَﺮّدا
َﻫ ْﻞ اِٰﻟﯽ َﻣَﺮﱟد ِﻣ ْﻦ َﺳﺒِْﻴ ٍﻞ

Can there be some way in which it will turn back?

“( ”ﻓَ َﺮ ﱡدوْ ا اَ ْﯾ ِﺪﯾَﮩُ ْﻢ ﻓِ ْﯽ اَ ْﻓﻮاَ ِﮨ ِﮩ ْﻢfaraddu aidiyahum fee afwaahihim) as in 14:9. For the meaning of this verse, see
heading (Y-D-Y).
This word has the connotation of ‘at last’. Therefore, it is used generally for the result of deeds.
Surah As-Sajdah says:
When the revolution shall take place, is known to
41:47
none other than Allah

ِ ِِ
ﺎﻋ ِﺔ
َ اﻟَْﻴﻪ ﻳـَُﺮﱡد ﻋﻠْ ُﻢ اﻟ ﱠﺴ

We have to return to Him, and no one else. Only He knows how and where. Others can only make
guesses. See heading (S-W-Ain).
“( ” َﻣﺮْ ُدوْ ٌدmardood): that which has been turned back, returned (79:10).
Surah Hoodh says:
11:77 Chastisement which cannot be turned back or returned

َﻋ َﺬابٌ َﻏ ْﯿ ُﺮ َﻣﺮْ دُو ٍد

A verse in surah An-Nahal relates one of the basic principles of the system of sustenance of the Quran.
God has said in it that different people have different capabilities for earning, due to which the different
sectors in society run. This has been explained further in (43:23). See heading (S-K-R). But this does not
mean that those who have capability to acquire more sustenance keep that which they acquire to
themselves. That is, they should not believe that they have acquired it because of their capability and
hence they should be the owners of it, regardless their need. This is a wrong concept.

16:71

Those who have received this excess capability do not
let the sustenance reach those who are downtrodden.
They fear that they will become holders of equal
shares (despite their lesser capabilities)

ِ
ﺖ اَْﳝَﺎﻧـُ ُﻬ ْﻢ
ﻓَ َﻤﺎاﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳْ َﻦ ﻓُ ﱢ
ْ ﻀﻠُ ْﻮا ﺑَِﺮا ﱢد ْی ِرْزﻗ ِﻬ ْﻢ َﻋﻠَﯽ َﻣﺎََﻣﻠَ َﮑ
ِِ
ٌﻓَـ ُﻬ ْﻢ ﻓْﻴﻪ َﺳ َﻮاء

“ى
ْ ( ”�َا ّ ِدbiraddi) here is notable. The verse did not say that eyes should be given as alms. What is said is
that the excess sustenance is for those who need it and are under them (the strong people). Therefore, the
sustenance should be turned towards them. If you do not do this, it would mean that you think that the
power or capacity for earning is not granted by God, or that you have received it from God, free of cost.

16:71

Do these people, who do not return their excess
wealth to those who are needy, deny God’s
benevolence?

اَﻓَﺒِﻨِ ْﻌ َﻤ ِﺔ اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ َْﳚ َﺤ ُﺪ ْو َن

This is Quran’s social order. (Details will be found in my book ‘Nizaam-i-Raoobiyat’).
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R-D-F

ردف

“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺮدْفar-radf), “ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ِدﯾْﻒar-radeef): one who rides double behind a rider. Similarly, anything that is
behind another is called so as well.
ٌ ( ” َر ِدﯾradifah) and “ف
ٌ ”ر ْد
“ْﻒ
ِ (radafah): to come behind something {T}.
The Quran says:
27:72 Perhaps it is approaching behind you

ف ﻟَ ُﮑ ْﻢ
َ ﺴﯽ اَ ْن ﻳﱠ ُﮑ ْﻮ َن َرِد
ٰ َﻋ

This means, is very near you. It can also mean that it may have followed you.
ٌ ( ” ُﻣﺮْ ِدmurdif): to make someone ride behind, and one who follows somebody {T}.
“ف
“ َ( ” ِﻣﻦَ ْاﻟ َﻤﻼَ ِء َﮐ ِۃ ُﻣﺮْ ِدﻓِ ْﯿﻦminal malaiki murdifeen): those who come one after the other, continuously (8:9).
ٌ ( ” َرا ِدraadif): one who comes behind, or close up on you.
“ف
“ُ( ”ﺗَ ْﺘﺒَ ُﻌﮩَﺎ اﻟﺮﱠا ِدﻗَۃtatba-uhar raadifah): the follower will follow him (79:7). That is the moment of reward
and punishment, or God’s law of natural results, the time for the results to appear, the result of deeds
which follows inevitably.
Raghib says that “ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤﺮْ ِدفal-murdif) means the rider in front who lets somebody ride behind him.

R-D-M

ردم

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ْد ُمar-ridm): to close some gap or hole. “( ” َﺳ ﱞﺪsadda) is its alternate, but “( ” َر ْد ٌمradm) is somewhat
stronger than “( ” َﺳ ٌﺪsadd).
“ﺎب
َ َ( ” َر َد َم ْاﻟﺒradamal baab): to close the door, to shut one third of it {T, R}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means to close some gap with some sort of barrier.
Surah Al-Kahaf says:
They said “O Dhulqarnain, indeed Yajooj and Majooj
are corrupters in this land. We would like to make a
18:94
request to you that you create a barrier (sadda)
between us and them.
(He said) I will make a strong barrier (radma) between
18:95
you and them.

R-D-Y

ِِ
ﻮج ُﻣ ْﻔ ِﺴ ُﺪو َن ِﰲ
َ ﻮج َوَﻣﺄْ ُﺟ
َ ﻗَﺎﻟُﻮا ﻳَﺎ ذَا اﻟْ َﻘ ْﺮﻧـَ ْﲔ إ ﱠن ﻳَﺄْ ُﺟ
ِ ْاﻷ َْر
ﻚ َﺧ ْﺮ ًﺟﺎ َﻋﻠَﻰ أَن َْﲡ َﻌ َﻞ ﺑـَْﻴـﻨَـﻨَﺎ
َ َض ﻓَـ َﻬ ْﻞ َْﳒ َﻌ ُﻞ ﻟ
َوﺑـَْﻴـﻨَـ ُﻬ ْﻢ َﺳﺪًّا
َﺟ َﻌ ْﻞ ﺑـَْﻴـﻨَ ُﻜ ْﻢ َوﺑـَْﻴـﻨَـ ُﻬ ْﻢ َرْد ًﻣﺎ
ْأ

ردی

“( ” َرد َٰیradaa) and “( ”ﺗَ َﺮ ﱠد ٰیtaradasa): he fell into the well. “( ” َردَیraddi) is also used in this meaning. It
may also mean that he fell from the mountain and died {T}.

92:11

When he will fall head over heels in the jahannum
(state of destructions) his accumulated wealth will do
him no good

َﻣﺎﻳـُﻐْﻨِ ْﯽ َﻋﻨْﻪُ َﻣﺎﻟُﻪُ اِذَا ﺗَـَﺮﱠد ٰی

Raghib says that “( ”ﺗَ َﺮ ﱠد ٰیtaradda) means to present you to destruction. That means, he who accumulates
wealth and does not use it for the benefit of mankind calls in a way on forces of destruction to come his
way.
“ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤﺘَ َﺮ ِدﯾﱠۃal-mutaraddiyah): an animal which falls to death. It has been declared by the Quran as
forbidden for eating (5:3). Thereafter the word also means death in the ordinary sense.
“ی ﻓُ َﻼ ٌن
َ ( ” َر ِدraddi falanun): he was killed.
َ
“( ”ﻓﮩُ َﻮ َر ٍدfahuwarid): he is to be killed.
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“( ”اَرْ دَاهُ َﻋ ْﯿ ُﺮ ٗهardahu ghairahu): he was killed by someone {T}.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮد َٰیar-radaa): destruction, annihilation {R}.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺮدَا ُءar-radaa’u): sheet of cloth to cover oneself, especially the one used by Muslim women.
Surah Taha says “( ”ﻓَﺘَﺮْ د َٰیfatardaa): may you be annihilated or killed (20:16)
Surah As-Sajdah says: “( ”اَرْ دَا ُﮐ ْﻢardaakum): to destroy and destruct (41:23).
( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤﺮْ ِد ﱡal-mardiyyo): a thrown stone {T}.
“ی
Ibn Faris says the root basically means to throw. He says that “( ”اَﻟﺘﱠﺮدﱢیat-taraddi) means to go to one’s
death playfully.
“( ” َراد َٰی َﻋ ِﻦ ْاﻟﻘَﻮْ ِمraada unil qaum): he threw stones in defense of the nation {T}.
For the meaning of “”ر ْد ٌء
ِ (rid-un), see heading (R-D-A).

رذل

R-Dh-L

“( ”اَﻟﺮ ْﱠذ ُلar-razl): a thing which is not liked or disliked for its uselessness {R}.
“( ”اَﻟﺮ ْﱠذ ُلar-razl), “( ”اَﻟﺮﱡ َذا ُلar-ruzal), “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ِذ ْﯾ ُﻞar-razeel): a man who is of lower stature than others, i.e. a
man of low stature {T}. It also means garbage, or something out of which the good things have been
extracted, and the useless things are left behind {M}.
“( ”اَ ْﻻَرْ َذ ُلal-arzal): very lowly, cheap and useless. Plural is “ َ( ”اَرْ َذﻟُﻮْ نarzaloon).
The Quran says that the leaders of the nation of Nooh told him that the people who have joined his group
were “( ”ﮨُ ْﻢ اَ َرا ِذﻟُﻨَﺎhum arazilona), meaning that they are people of lower class (11:27).
“( ”اَرْ َذ ِل ْاﻟ ُﻌ ُﻤﺮarzalil umur): the fag end of life (16:70), or that part of old age.
َ (la ya’lama baada ilm): the age when a man forgets even things which he once knew, i.e.
“”ﻻ ﯾَ ْﻌﻠَ َﻢ ﺑَ ْﻌ َﺪ ِﻋ ْﻠ ٍﻢ
when he becomes senile.

رزق

R-Z-Q

ٌ ”ر ْز
“ق
ِ (rizq): anything from which benefit can be derived, or the sustenance that living beings get from
ٌ ”ر ْز
God. Rain is “ق
ِ (rizq), and so is a fixed income. Therefore, “ٌ ( ” ُﻣﺮْ ﺗ َِﺰﻗَۃmurtaziqa) are those people who
have fixed salaries, ration or allowances. “ٌ ( ” َر ْزﻗَۃrazqah) is the ration which soldiers get {T}.
Ibn Faris says it means to give something at a fixed time. Thereafter the word began to be applied to
every gift without regard to any time.
ّٰ ق
ُ ”ر ْز
The Quran has termed all edibles as “ِﷲ
َ ِ” َﻣ َﻌﺎﯾ
ِ (rizqullah), or Allah’s rizq (2:60). In surah Al-Hijr “ﺶ
ٌ ”ر ْز
(ma’ayish) and “ق
(rizq)
have
been
used
in
similar
meaning
(15:20),
but
for
the
Quran,
life
is
not
only
ِ
man’s physical life but this existence continues (in another form) even after death. That means that
development is not only needed for the nurturing of the physical being but also for man’s personality.
ٌ ”ر ْز
Therefore the Quran has termed these means of sustenance even after death as “ق
ِ (rizq) (22:58). This
also shows that life in heaven is one of the evolutionary stages of life. There too, human life will continue
to be developed. Details can be found in heading (J-N-N).
ٌ ”ر ْز
Thus, “ق
ِ (rizq) is those means of sustenance which are required for the development of Man’s
physical being as well as his personality. The truth is that if the distribution of life’s necessities takes
place according to the law stated by Revelation, which is called the system of Raboobiyah or welfare,
then a man’s personality and his body can develop effortlessly.
Such a system is established by those about whom it is said:
whatever means of sustenance We give them, they
2:3
keep available for humanity at large
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This means that they do not collect it for themselves, nor do they block them (again for themselves). They
keep them open. See heading (N-F-Q). Since this system is in obedience of Allah’s laws, therefore it has
been said:
17:31 it is Us who give this rizq
َْﳓ ُﻦ ﻧـَْﺮُزﻗُ ُﮑ ْﻢ َواِﻳﱠﺎ ُﻫ ْﻢ
2:152 We give rizq to you as well as to your progeny
In this way it is the responsibility of the establishment based upon Allah’s laws to provide for every
individual citizen (11:6), otherwise, if the division of rizq is according to man-made laws then (as we
witness in the world today ) millions of people die of starvation. There are further millions who are
unable to feed themselves and their families properly. In the wrong sort of society there is hoarding, and
the lower class is deprived of the means of sustenance. In a right kind of (Quranic) society, all sources of
sustenance are available for everybody (41:10), because whatever is produced employs only man’s labor.
Everything else happens according to the law of Allah.
Therefore Man has right only to the remuneration for his labor. All the rest belongs to Allah, therefore it
should be distributed according to His laws (56:64-73). Details will be found in my book Nizam-eRabboobiyat where this division of sustenance has been dealt with from different angles.
The government which is established to enforce the laws of Allah is called an Islamic government. The
basic principle of which is that the responsibility for providing every individual with the necessities of life
rests with the state. In such a system, the fountainheads of sustenance are owned not by individuals but by
the state and nobody has extra wealth. Therefore, every person works hard. He keeps what is needed for
him and gives the rest for the sustenance of others. Thus, the state can fulfill the responsibility of
providing for every individual. The purpose of an Islamic government is to distribute the sustenance
given by God according to His laws among people who follow his laws.
Surah Al-Waaqia says “( ” َوﺗَ َﺠ َﻌﻠُﻮْ نَ ِر ْزﻗَ ُﮑ ْﻢwataja ‘aloona rizqakum) in 56:82. Raghib says that here it
means luck or share, but the clear meaning is that you deny a book like the Quran, just so you may
maintain your hegemony and keep your earning intact!

R-S-Kh

رسخ

“( ” َر َﺳ َﺦrasakha), “( ”ﯾَﺮْ ُﺳ ُﺦyarsukhu), “ً ( ” ُرﺳُﻮْ ﺧﺎrusukha): for something to be solid in its place.
“( ” َر َﺳ َﺦ ْاﻟ َﻤﻄَ ُﺮrasakhal mataru): the rainwater was absorbed in the ground {T}. This is said when the water
has gone so deep as to reach the ground’s dampness.
The Quran has said:
the people who deeply imbibe knowledge
3:6
(who become mature in knowledge)

اَﻟﱠﺮ ِاﺳ ُﺨ ْﻮ َن ﻓِﯽ اﻟَﻌِﻠْ ِﻢ

Raghib says “( ” َرا ِﺳ ٌﺦ ﻓِﯽ ْاﻟ ِﻌ ْﻠ ِﻢraasikhul fil ilm) is one who has done so much research as to leave no doubt
about the findings {T}.
The Quran presents its invitation or message on the basis of intellect and insight, and stresses on
accepting it on the basis of deliberation and knowledge and research. Thus “( ” َرا ِﺳ ٌﺦ ﻓِﯽ ْاﻟ ِﻌ ْﻠ ِﻢraasikul fil ilm)
is one who reaches the truth of the results with research and thus his belief on God becomes solid.
For the meaning of verse, 3:6 see heading (H-K-M).
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R-S-S

رسس

“ ( ”اَﻟﺮﱠسﱡar-rus): to dig, to bury. That is why to bury a dead man is also called “ ( ” َرسﱞrus). It also means an
old well, whether paved or unpaved.
“ ( ”اَﻟﺮﱠسﱡar-rus) also means the beginning of something.
“( ” َرسﱠ اﻟْ ُﺤ ٰ ّﻤﯽ َو َر ِﺳ ْﯿﺴُہrussul huma wa raseesah): the initial indications of fever, such as yawning etc. {T}.
Raghib says it means the little effect that is present in something.
“ ( ”اَ ْﮨ ُﻞ اﻟﺮﱠسﱢahlu- rus): people who fabricate a lie first and then propagate it.
This has been derived from “” (russa bainal qaum): to create chaos and enmity {T}.
Ibn Faris says it means ‘to solidify’.
The Quran says “ ( ”اَﺻْ َﺤﺎبُ اﻟﺮﱠسﱢas-habar-rus) in 25:38. It has been used for some nation beside nations of
Aad and Thamood. There are quite a few stipulations about it in the dictionary. One is that “ ( ”اَﻟﺮﱠسﱡarrus) is the name of a valley. Maybe this name was given to it due to some old well in this valley.
{R}.
But if figurative meaning is taken then it would mean that nation which used to fabricate wrong sort of
talk and created chaos or unease among their people. Or, it was a nation with very little effect of their
messengers left in them.

R-S-L

رسل

“”ر ْﺳ ٌﻞ
ِ (risl) means for an obstruction to be removed and for a thing to proceed ahead smoothly with peace
and ease {R}.
“ٌ ( ”ﻧَﺎﻗَۃٌ َر ْﺳﻠَۃnaaqatun raslah): slow camel.
“( ”اِﺑِ ٌﻞ َﻣ َﺮا ِﺳ ْﯿ ُﻞibl maraseel): slow camels.
“( ” َرﺳُﻮْ ٌلrasool): one who gets going, one who departs. Sometimes “( ” َرﺳُﻮْ ٌلrasul) is used to mean to get
going. {R}.
ٰ (ala rislik): live peacefully as you want.
”ﻋﻠﯽ ِر ْﺳﻠِ ﱡ
“ﮏ
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﺳ ُﻞar-rasl): slow in speed.
“( ”اَ ْ ِﻻ ْﺳﺘِﺮْ َﺳﺎ ُلal-istirsaal): slowness in the animal’s speed.
Ibn Faris says it basically means to get going. A group or herd is also called “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ َﺳ ُﻞar-rasl)
“ًت ْاﻟ َﺨ ْﯿ ُﻞ اَرْ َﺳﺎﻻ
ِ ( ” َﺟﺎ َءja’atil khailu arsaala): horses came in groups
"( "اﻻرﺳﺎلal-irsaal): to send (towards somebody)
“( ”اَرْ َﺳﻠَہُ َﻋﻠَ ْﯿ ِہarsalahu alaih): he imposed himself on someone.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮﺳُﻮْ ُلar-rasul): the person who is sent towards men from God, as well as the message he conveys.
“( ” َرﺳُﻮْ ٌلrasul), “ٌ ”ر َﺳﺎﻟَۃ
ِ (risaalah) and “( ” ُﻣﺮْ َﺳ ٌﻞmursal) appears for both messenger and the message itself
{T}.
“( ”اَﻟﺘﱠﺮْ ِﺳ ْﯿ ُﻞ ﻓِﯽ ْاﻟﻘِﺮاَ َء ِةat-tarseelu fi alqira’ah): to read slowly and beautifully {T}.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮﺳُﻮْ ُلar-rasul) would mean a person who gives the message from his sender continuously, gradually
and with softness. His message too is called “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮﺳُﻮْ ُلar-rasul).
Men who got revelation from God and took it to the people are called Allah’s “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮﺳُﻮْ ُلar-rasul). The
Quran has called them “( ”اَ ْﻧﺒِﯿَﺎ ُءambia), as well as “( ” ُر ُﺳ ٌﻞrusul). There is no difference between a nabi
and a rasul.
Nabuwwa is to get the revelation from God and risala means to take it forward to the people. The details
will be found under heading (N-B-A) where it has been clarified that the belief that a nabi is without
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sharia and rasul is with a sharia, is false. The Quran has made no such distinction. Every nabi had a holy
book (2:213) and every “rasul did so as well (57:25).
As said above, a rasul’s duty is to take Allah’s message that he gets through Revelation, to the people.
Nooh told his nation that he was a rasul of Allah:
7:62
I bring you the messages from my Sustainer

ِ اُ ﺑـﻠﱢﻐُ ُﮑﻢ ِر ٰﺳ ٰﻠ
ﺖ َرﺑﱢ ْﯽ
ْ َ

About Muhammed it is said:
Whatever that has been revealed to you by your
5:67
Sustainer, take it to others

ِ
ﮏ
َ ﮏ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﱠرﺑﱢ
َ ﺑـَﻠﱢ ْﻎ َﻣﺎ اُ ﻧْ ِﺰَل اﻟَْﻴ

As such, whatever Muhammed (pbuh) had received from God, he conveyed to people himself. He did
not leave this task to others.
Rasul, who were selected to take Allah’s message to the people, were human beings (18:110) and they
were all men (16:43, 12:09, 21:7). Rasul was the first believer of the revelation that it was from God and
was the truth (2:285). He was also the first member of this group (believers), that is, he would be the first
member of the party that he would organize for establishing Allah’s laws on this earth (40:66). He
himself was a follower of the revelation and used to strive for establishing a system for practical life
based on its teachings (4:64). He would never ask anyone to follow his own orders (and not that of Allah).
Nor was this sort of things befitting for a messenger, such as to make people obey his own orders instead
of Allah’s (3:78-79). Thus obeying rasul was in a way obedience of Allah’s orders (4:80), therefore this
obedience was the obedience of the system which was established for implementing Allah’s laws on this
earth.
The revelation ended with Muhammad (pbuh), and thereafter followed the system which was established
under the Quranic laws.
In this system, the successor (khlifa) of the Rasul performed the duties, which the messenger (pbuh)
performed in his lifetime. That is, obeying Allah’s laws and inducing others to follow them as well. But
this system of following Allah and Rasul did not last very long. If that system is established once again,
then that obedience can be established as well. This shall be equivalent to following Allah and Rasul in
practical terms. These matters have been explained in my book “Islami Nizaam” (Islamic System), where
it is said that Allah and Rasul have been mentioned together at many places in the Quran. But after that,
the pronoun used is singular. It means that obedience to Allah and Rasul are not two different
obediences, but the same. What is meant by them is the obedience to Allah’s laws which is done by
following the system established by the Rasul and which after his death is carried on by his followers.
Taj-ul-Uroos says that “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮﺳُﻮْ ُلar-rasul) also means a fellow archer although Lissaanul Arab says that
the word “( ” َر ِﺳ ْﯿ ٌﻞraseel) means this, but not “( ” َرﺳُﻮْ ٌلrasul). But Allah and His rasul are in fact fellow
archers, because Allah’s orders are implemented in this world by the strength of the rasul and his
companions or followers.
That is why that at the time of the battle of Badr, God had said that:
it was not you who was shooting the arrows, but God
8:17
himself

ِ وﻣﺎرﻣﻴ
ٰ ِ
ﻣﯽ
ٰ ﺖ َوٰﻟﮑ ﱠﻦ اﻟﻠّﻪَ َر
َ ﺖ ا ْذ َرَﻣْﻴ
َ ْ ََ َ َ

This is the closeness between God, His rasul and his companions and followers that brings into force the
system of Allah. More details about this can be found in “ﺎب ﻗَﻮْ َﺳ ْﯿ ِﻦ
َ َ( ”ﻗqaaba qauseen) (53:9). See heading
(Q-W-S).
As mentioned earlier, nabi and the rasul are two sides of the same coin. That is why the characteristics
related by the Quran of a nabi do not differ from that of a rasul.
Note. There are letters about the obedience of rasul in “Letters to Saleem - vol. II”
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For confirmation of this, view the many places where the characteristics of a rasul or nabi are defined in
the Quran. For example, a rasul never orders anyone to follow his personal commandments, but only
wants you to obey the laws of Allah (3:78). If he makes some mistake, then that is personal fault (not
Allah’s). He shows the right path in the light of Revelation (34:50). A rasul does not have the power even
for his own good or bad (10:49). He never asks anyone to compensate him for the messenger-hood
(10:72). Rasuls also had wives and children (13:38). All rasul came in their respective times and died as
well (3:143), but after the advent of Muhammad (pbuh), deliverance can only be obtained by following
his dictum (7:158). Rasul always appeared in central places (28:59). Before getting into messenger-hood,
the rasul were totally unaware that they would get such a task. (42:82, 28:89). Messenger Muhammad
was illiterate before becoming a messenger, not afterwards (29:48). Messenger Muhammad (pbuh) was
Allah’s last rasul (33:41), therefore no nabi or rasul can come now. Rasul only guided to the path of
God, made others to follow it, but to make that happen was not in their power or their responsibility
(28:56). To have trust in some messenger and to disbelieve others is kufr (denial) (4:150). These traits or
characteristics and others have been ascribed to rasuls and nabis at different places in the Quran. This too
has been said that (supposing) if the rasuls made any changes or amendments to the revelations, then they
would face consequences as well as others. (17:74, 11:113, 10:5, 68:9).
Since the Quran is a complete code of life and since God has guaranteed its protection, the guidance of
the human race does not end with the messenger-hood coming to an end. The question is of establishing
the same system of God which the Messenger Muhammad (pbuh) had established. This system can be
reestablished even today.
“( ”اِرْ َﺳﺎ ٌلirsaal) means to leave or let go.
“( ”اَرْ َﺳ َﻞ ْاﻟ َﺨ ْﯿ َﻞ ﻓِﯽ ْاﻟﻐَﺎ َر ِةarsalal khail fil gharah): reigns of the horses were let loose in the attack {T, M}.
ٌ ( ”اِ ْﻣ َﺴﺎimsaak) which means to restrain.
The Quran has used this word to mean the opposite of “ک
َ
َ
ْر
“( ”ا َﺳ َﻞ َﻋﻠﯽarsala ala): to impose on someone (19:83).

R-S-W

رسو

“ ْﯿﯽ ٌء ﯾَﺮْ ﺳُﻮ
ْ ( ” َر َﺳﺎاﻟ ﱠﺸrasash shaiyi yarsu), “( ”اَرْ ٰﺳﯽarsa), “( ”اِرْ َﺳﺎ ُءirsaa): for something to come to rest, to
become immovable.
“ ْﺖ اﻟ ﱠﺴﻔِ ْﯿﻨَۃُ ﺗَﺮْ ﺳُﻮ
ِ ( ” َر َﺳrasatis safaeenatau tarsu): the boat anchored {T, M}.
“َ( ”اَرْ َﺳﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺴﻔِ ْﯿﻨَۃarsas safinah): anchored the boat, made it stop.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﻤﺮْ َﺳﺎةal-mirsaah): a boat’s anchor {T, M}.
“( ” َﻣﺠْ ِﺮﮨَﺎ َو ُﻣﺮْ ٰﺳﮩَﺎmajriha wa mursaaha): for a boat to sail and anchor (11:41).
Surah Al-Airaaf says:
7:187 When shall it happen? When will it come before us?

اَﻳﱠﺎ َن ُﻣ ْﺮ ٰﺳﻴَﺎ

“( ” ُﻣﺮْ ٰﺳﯽmursa) can mean both the time to stop, as well as the stopping place.
“ت
ٍ ( ”ﻗ ُﺪوْ ٍر رﱠا ِﺳﯿَﺎqudurir raasiyaat): big cooking pots which are strongly fixed at one place (32:13).
“ﯽ
َ ( ” َر َوا ِﺳrawasi): fixed mountains (13:3). Singular is “ٌ ( ” َرا ِﺳﯿۃraasia).
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رشد

R-Sh-D

“( ” َر َﺷ َﺪrashad), “( ”ﯾَﺮْ ُﺷ ُﺪyarshud), “( ” ُر ْﺷﺪًاrushda), “( ” َر ِﺷ َﺪrashid), “( ”ﯾَﺮْ َﺷ ُﺪyarshad), “( ” َر َﺷﺪًاrashadan),
“( ” َرﺷَﺎ ًدrashada): the right solution of a matter, or to find the right path {T, M}.
“( ”اﻟﺮﱡ ْﺷ ُﺪar-rushd): to be firmly on the right path {T, M}.
Ibn Faris says it means to firmly adopt a path.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ َﺷ ُﺪar-rashadu), “( ”اَﻟﺮﱡ ْﺷ ُﺪar-rushdu): the opposite of “( ” َﻏ ﱞﯽghayyio), and is used to mean the right
guidance {R} (2:256).
Surah An-Nisa has used “( ” ُر ْﺷﺪًاroshda) in 4:6, which means the ability to get to the bottom of things, or
mature intellect.
“( ”اِ ْﺳﺘَﺮْ َﺷ َﺪ ﻓُ َﻼ ٌن ِﻻَ ْﻣ ِﺮ ٖهistarshada fulanun li-amrih): that man found the right solution to his problem.
“( ”اَرْ َﺷ ْﺪﺗُ ٗہarshadtuhu): I guided him to the right path.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ِﺷ ْﯿ ُﺪar-rasheed): one who shows the right way (11:87), and also a person who can judge things
rightly or whose estimates can reach their climax without any help or failure {T}.
Surah Al-Kahaf says:
that the young men prayed to God, for them to be
18:10 benevolent in the revolutionary struggle and to guide
them on the right path
After this it is said:
your benefactor will also give you the goods of His
18:16 benevolence (And will also facilitate the successful
completion of purpose)

َوَﻫﻴﱢﯽءٌ ﻟَﻨَﺎ ِﻣ ْﻦ اَْﻣ ِﺮﻧَﺎ َر َﺷ ًﺪا

وﻳـُ َﻬﻴﱢ ْﺊ ﻟَ ُﻜﻢ ﱢﻣ ْﻦ أ َْﻣ ِﺮُﻛﻢ ﱢﻣ ْﺮﻓَـ ًﻘﺎ

This shows that “( ” َر َﺷﺪًاrashada) means not only to guide towards the right path but also to provide the
tact and ease for reaching the destination successfully.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤﺮا ِﺷ ُﺪal-marashid) are the ways which lead to the destination. In the Quran, “( ” َر َﺷﺪًاrashada) has
been used against ( ﺿ ّﺮdarru – ‘loss’ (72:21). Thus “( ” ُر ْﺷﺪrooshd) is a composite word which involves
the tact and all measures to avoid loss on the way. That is why the messengers (i.e. those people who used
to invite towards God) had been given “( ” ُر ْﺷﺪrooshd) (21:51), and the group of momineen was called
“ َ( ” َرا ِﺷ ُﺪوْ نraashedoon) (49:7). All this is received by obeying Allah’s laws. That is why the Quran has
made it clear that there is no “ ” َوﻟِ ﱞﯽwali nor “( ” ُﻣﺮْ ِﺷ ٌﺪmurshid) except Allah (18:17), but we still consider
some human beings as our religious leaders, or holy men, and hence are suffering because of that too!
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رصد

R-Sd-D
Ibn Faris says its root basically means to lie in ambush.

“ﺻ َﺪ ٗه
َ ( ” َرrasadah): he waited for him.
“ﺻ ُﺪ
ِ ( ”اَﻟﺮﱠاar-rasid): one who waits and watches the movements of someone.
“ﺻ ْﯿ ُﺪ
ِ ( ”اَﻟﺮar-raseed): a wild animal that lies in wait to attack {T}.
“ﺻﺎ ٌد
َ ْ( ”اِرirsaad): to wait and while waiting, to prepare {T}.
The Quran says:
72:9
he will find a ball of fire waiting for him
for lying in wait for those who fight against Allah and
9:107
His Rasul (i.e. against Allah’s system)

ِ ِ
ﺻ ًﺪا
َ َﳚ ْﺪﻟﻪ ﺷ َﻬﺎﺑًﺎ ﱠر

ٰ اِرﺻﺎد اﻟﱢﻤﻦ ﺣﺎر
ٌب اﻟﻠّﻪَ َوَر ُﺳ ْﻮﻟَﻪ
َََ َْ ًَ ْ

“ﺻ ُﺪ
َ ْ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤﺮal-marsad), “ﺻﺎ ُد
َ ْ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﻤﺮal-mirsaad): to ambush, or the place where the enemy is ambushed from.
(89:14, 9:5){T}.
For God to be in “ﺻﺎ ٌد
َ ْ( ” ِﻣﺮmirsaad) or to ambush, means that His law of Nature keeps full track of
everybody and when the need arises, that is, when the time for result comes, then it clutches people in its
grip (89:14). Nobody can escape this law. Every human deed travels the path fixed by the law of Nature
created by God to reach its destination, and which is called its end or result. Therefore, no deed can be
without a result, good or bad.

R-Sd-Sd

رصص

ًّ ( ” َرrassa): he integrated the elements of a thing strongly as if
( ” َر ﱠrassahu), “( ”ﯾَﺮُﺻﱡ ٗہyarussuh), “ﺻﺎ
“ﺻ ٗہ
they were iron clad.
“ ُﺻﺎص
َ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮar-rasaas) means ‘lead’ (the metal).
The Quran says that momins fight in the way of their Sustainer:
as if they were parts of a lead wall
61:4
(i.e. an unshakeable wall)

ص
ٌ ﺻ ْﻮ
ُ َﮐﺎَﻧـﱠ ُﻬ ْﻢ ﺑـُﻨْـﻴَﺎ ٌن َﻣ ْﺮ

This can only happen when the hearts are integrated and when there is complete unity of thoughts and
actions. The union of hearts comes from the code of life being homogenous. Consider the fate of the
Muslim nations which are divided into different sects today, against this advice! But still we believe that
we are the torch bearers of the system of Quran!

رضع

R-Zd-Ain

“ﺿ َﻊ
َ ْ( ”ﯾَﺮyarza), “ﺿ َﻊ
َ ( ” َرraza’a), “ﺿ ُﻊ
َ ( ” َرraza-un),
ِ ( ” َرrazia), “ﺿ ُﻊ
ِ ْ( ”ﯾَﺮyarzih), “( ” َرﺿْ ﻌًﺎrazun), “ﺿﺎﻋًﺎ
“ًﺿﺎ َﻋۃ
َ ( ” َرraza’a): for an infant to suckle from its mother’s breast {T, R}.
4:23

your sisters who have suckled the breasts of the same
woman (and which are forbidden for you to wed)

ِ
ﺎﻋ ِﺔ
َ اَ َﺧ َﻮاﺗُ ُﮑ ْﻢ ﻣ َﻦ اﻟﱠﺮ
َﺿ

“ﺿ َﻊ
َ ْ( ”اَرarza’a): to suckle a child.
ُ ﺿﺎ
“ع
َ ْ( ”ا ِﻻ ْﺳﺘِﺮal-istirza-u): wanted to suckle {T}
4:23

those mothers (those women) who have breast-fed
you (they are also forbidden for you to wed)
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“ﺿ ُﻊ
َ ْ( ” َﻣﺮmarza’a).
ِ ( ” َﻣ َﺮاmaradih): the place where you suckle, i.e. breasts {Kishaf}. Singular is “ﺿ ٌﻊ
Surah Al-Qasas says:
28:12 we stopped Moosa from suckling

ِ وﺣﱠﺮﻣﻨَﺎ ﻋﻠَﻴ ِﻪ اﳌﺮ
اﺿ َﻊ
ََ ْ َ ْ َ َ

Here “ﺿ َﻊ
َ ْ( ” َﻣﺮmarza’), as well as of “ٌ ﺿ َﻌۃ
ِ ( ” َﻣ َﺮاmarazi’h) could also be plural for “ﺿ ٌﻊ
ِ ْ( ” ُﻣﺮmurziah). In
the first instance it would mean breasts. In the second those women who let a child suckle, that is, those
who breast-fed the children.
“ٌ ﺿ َﻌۃ
ِ ْ( ” ُﻣﺮmurziah): a woman who breast-feeds (22:2). The plural here too is “ﺿ ُﻊ
ِ ( ” َﻣ َﺮاmarazih).
“ﺿ َﻊ
َ ْ( ”اِ ْﺳﺘَﺮistarzah): wanted the (woman servant) to breast-feed the child (2:233).

رض ی

R-Zd-Y

“ﯽ
َ ْ( ”ﯾَﺮyarzi), “ً ”رﺿْ َﻮاﻧﺎ
ِ ( ” َرrazia), “ﺿﯽ
َ ﺿ
ِ (rizwana), “ً ”رﺿﺎ
ِ (rizan): to agree with someone, to approve
someone. But there is heartfelt agreement and willingness in it and no compulsion whatsoever.
“ُﺿﯿَﺎه
ِ ( ”ﺗَ َﺮاtaraziayah): both have agreed on something, with mutual agreement, both are agreed upon it.
2:232

when the two (husband and wife) mutually agreed

ِ اِذَا ﺗَـﺮاﺿﻮا ﺑـﻴـﻨَـﻬﻢ ﺑِﺎﻟْﻤﻌﺮو
ف
ْ ُ ْ َ ْ ُ َْ ْ َ َ

“ﺿﯿَ ٗہ ﻟِﮩٰﺬا ْاﻻَ ْﻣ ِﺮ
ِ ( ” َرraziahu lihaazil amr): considered him capable of it. Considered him capable of serving
him and selected him for the job.
“ﻀﺎ ٗه ﻟِﺼُﺤْ ﺒَﺘِ ٖہ َو ِﺧ ْﺪ َﻣﺘِ ٖہ
َ َ( ”اِرْ ﺗirrazahu lisuhbatihi wakhidmatihi): considered him to be worth of
companionship and service and hence recruited him for this purpose.
ُ ﺿﯿ
“ْﺖ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ َء َوﺑِ ٖہ
ِ ( ” َرrazeetush shaiya wa behi): I liked that thing and adopted it {T, L}.
2:120

The Christians and the Jews will never agree with
you. They will never be in agreement.

ﺼَﺮی
ٰ ﮏ اﻟْﻴَـ ُﻬ ْﻮُد َوَﻻ اﻟﻨﱠ
َ ﻟَ ْﻦ ﺗَـ ْﺮﺿٰﯽ َﻋْﻨ

ّ ٰ ﺿ َﯽ
The Quran says that momineen will be “ُ ﷲُ َﻋ ْﻨﮩُ ْﻢ َو َرﺿُﻮْ ا َﻋ ْﻨہ
ِ ( ” َرrazi Allahu unhum wa razu unhu) in
9:100. It is generally translated as “Allah agreed with them, and they became content with Allah”. Since
to agree and disagree are human emotions, this diverts the mind as if Allah too is subject to these feelings.
He too is happy about something and displeased with some. Allah is free of all such emotions. Therefore
the meaning of this verse is different. One thing should be clarified first here. When the human mind was
in its infancy, it had the concept of god, goddesses or Allah as the king or ruler before him and in which
there was nobody stronger than the king. His mind too sat Allah on a throne like the king. Then he
thought that like the king, Allah too had those close to him who have some say in his rule. Also he has
guards etc. and His subjects who have no right against him.
If a human being wanted to present some request before Him, he would also have to accompany it with
presents and all. Also the request would have to be presented before God through one of His close ones.
So that he could intervene on his/her behalf. These requests (or the king’s other orders) were not subject
to any rule. They depended on the king’s whims. If he was happy then he could well grant a person an
entire village. If he was angered then the man would face his wrath. This state of the king’s happiness or
displeasure was not according to any rule. As such man should strive to maximum to keep God happy.
Presents, gifts, sacrifice, all this was aimed at keeping the Deity happy and in agreement. So that He
remained in agreement with his subjects.
The Quran (and before it the holy scriptures of the messengers through revelation) dispelled this
superstitious concept of God and replaced it with the right concept. This was that God was not like a
hedge monist ruler. He has fixed a rule for everything, and the entire affairs of the universe are conducted
according to the laws formulated by Him. For human affairs too, He has formulated principles (which are
now safe in the Quran and have come through the prophets). Every human deed results according to those
laws. He, like the kings, does not reward anyone for nothing or on a whim, nor does he get angry on a
frivolous thing and punish him.
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Along with this, the Quran also said that God has a fixed purpose for the human life, and the laws He has
given are ones according to which a human must live, and thus reach his ultimate destiny. This road for
humans is favored by God. That is, if man takes this path then he lives according to God’s wishes, and if
he does not then he goes against God’s wishes. “God’s agreement” or his displeasure as mentioned in the
Quran signifies these meanings.
As for example, surah Al-Ma’idah says:
5:3
I have chosen Islam (security) as your way of living

ِْ ور ِﺿﻴﺖ ﻟَ ُﮑﻢ
ًاﻻ ْﺳ َﻼ َم ِدﻳْﻨﺎ
ُ ُ ْ ََ

If man lives according to this code of conduct, then he traverses a way that is favored by God. This has
ّ ٰ ﺿ َﯽ
been said as “ُﷲِ َﻋ ْﻨہ
ِ ( ” َرraziallahu unhu). On the other side, a momin’s state is such that he loves the
path of God, and dislikes other ways against it.

49:8

But God has made trust beloved in your hearts and
one to believe, and made denial, and hypocrisy, and
sins as disliked. Such people are on the right path,
this is a benevolence from Allah. And Allah is aleem
and hakeem (He knows and is tactful)

ِ وٰﻟ ِﮑ ﱠﻦ اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪ ﺣﺒﱠ
ِ
ِ
ُﺐ اﻟَْﻴ ُﮑ ُﻢ ْاﻻْﳝَﺎ َن َوَزﻳـﱠﻨَﻪٌ ﻓ ْﯽ ﻗـُﻠُ ْﻮﺑِ ُﮑ ْﻢ َوَﮐﱠﺮﻩ
َ
َ َ َ
ِاِﻟَﻴ ُﮑﻢ اﻟْ ُﮑ َﻔﺮ واﻟْ ُﻔﺴﻮ َق واﻟْﻌ
ِ ِﺼﻴﺎ َن۔ اُوٰﻟﺌ
ﮏ ُﻫ ُﻢ اﻟﱠﺮ ِاﺷ ُﺪ ْو َن۔
َْ َ ْ ُ َ َ ُ ْ
ِ
ِ
ﻀﻼً ِﻣ َﻦ اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ َوﻧِ ْﻌ َﻤﺔً ۔ َواﻟ ٰﻠّﻪُ َﻋﻠْﻴ ٌﻢ َﺣﮑْﻴ ٌﻢ
ْ َﻓ

For trust to become so enamored in the hearts is “ُ( ” َرﺿُﻮْ ا َﻋ ْﻨہrazu unhu).
ّ ٰ ﺿ َﯽ
This will make one understand the meaning of “ُ ﷲُ َﻋ ْﻨﮩُ ْﻢ َو َرﺿُﻮْ ا َﻋ ْﻨہ
ِ ( ” َرrazi Allahu unhum wa razu
unhu) as in 9:100, for Allah to be in agreement means to traverse the path set out by Allah. And to agree
with humans means for Allah’s recommended path to become the beloved path in their hearts.
The Quran explains this matter at another place as well. As in surah At-Taubah it is said about the
hypocrites:
They agree with you by word of mouth but their
ﺿ ْﻮﻧَ ُﮑ ْﻢ ﺑِﺎَﻓْـ َﻮا ِﻫ ِﻬ ْﻢ َوﺗَﺄْﺑٰﯽ ﻗُـﻠُ ْﻮﺑـُ ُﻬ ْﻢ
9:8
ُ ﻳـُْﺮ
hearts deny it
Here “ﺿﺎ ٌء
َ ْ( ”اِرirzaa) has come opposite “( ”اَ ٰﺑﯽaabaa) which means to refute strongly. As such “”رﺿ ًﯽ
ِ
(raziun) would mean to agree from the heart. This meaning is also explicit in surah Al-Baqarah, when
ّٰ ﻖ
these hypocrites are told “َﷲ
ِ ( ”اِﺗﱠittaqillah) in 2:206, or protect the laws of Allah, they do not do so.
ّٰ ت
After that the momineen are mentioned. That they live a life of “ِﷲ
َ ْ( ”اِ ْﺑﺘَﻐَﺎ َء َﻣﺮibtigha’a marazatillah)
ِ ﺿﺎ
in 2:208, which means according to Allah’s laws. Further ahead it is said:
2:208

Enter into (the domain of) God’s obedience entirely

8:2-6

do not follow ungodly orders

ًاُْد ُﺧﻠُ ْﻮا ﻓِﯽ اﻟ ﱢﺴﻠْ ِﻢ َﮐﺎﻓَﺔ
ِ َﻻﺗَـﺘﱠﺒِﻌﻮا ﺧﻄُﻮ
ات اﻟﺸْﱠﻴ ٰﻄ ِﻦ
ُ ُْ

ّٰ ت
When all these pieces are kept in mind, it becomes clear what “ِﷲ
َ ْ( ” َﻣﺮmarzaatillah) means. That is,
ِ ﺿﺎ
the obedience of Allah’s laws with full willingness.
ّ ٰ ﺿﯽ
This is also the meaning of “ُ ﷲِ َﻋ ْﻨﮩُ ْﻢ َو َرﺿُﻮْ ا َﻋ ْﻨہ
ِ ( ” َرraziullahu unhum warizwanuhu). That is, due to
following Allah’s laws, these people live peacefully and in harmony. Their entire life is spent according
to these laws, and the happy results of following Allah’s laws accompany them. The good results
accompany them and due to this, their love for the love of Allah’s laws increases.
ّ ٰ َ( ”اِﺗﱠﺒَ َﻊ ِرﺿْ َﻮانittaba’a rizwanillah) in 3:161ز
This is called “ِﷲ
ّ ٰ َ( ”ﺑَﺎ َءﺑِ َﺴ َﺨ ٍﻂ ِﻣﻦba’a bisakhatin minallah). See heading (S-Kh-Th).
Against which has been stated “ِﷲ
ّ ٰ ( ” َﻣﺎﻧَ ﱠﺰ َلma
Surah Mohammed makes it clear that “”رﺿْ َﻮاﻧَ ٗہ
ِ (rizwanahu) means the same as “ُ ﷲ
nazzalallahu) (47:28). That is, the Quran.
ّ ٰ ( ” َﮐ ِﺮﮨُﻮْ ا َﻣﺎﻧَ ﱠﺰ َلkarihu ma anzalallah) in (47:26) and after it has been said
Earlier it has been stated “ُ ﷲ
“( ” َﮐ ِﺮﮨُﻮْ ا ِرﺿْ َﻮاﻧَ ٗہkarihu rizwaanahu) in 47:28. This means that “”رﺿْ َﻮاﻧَ ٗہ
ِ (rizwaanahu) is to follow the
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Quran and “ٌ( ” َﺳﺨَﻂsakhatun) is following ungodly laws. Therefore momineen are wont to fully obey and
ّ ٰ ( ” َﻣﺎاَ ْﻧ َﺰ َلma anzalallah). They tune their entire life to the Quranic laws. And the
follow the Quran “ُ ﷲ
result as per the laws of Nature is the delights and pleasantness of life which accompany them. This sort
of life is “ﺿﯿَ ٍۃ
ِ ( ” ِﻋ ْﯿ َﺸ ٍۃ رﱠاeeshatir raaziyah) (101:7).
Surah Maryam says that Zikaria prayed to God for a son and said:
19:6
And make him pleasing of my Sustainer

اﺟ َﻌﻠْﻪُ َر ﱢ
ًب َر ِﺿﻴّﺎ
ْ َو

Here “ً ﺿﯿّﺎ
ِ ( ” َرraziyyah) means either beloved or favored or that he (the son) may be a person who lives
his life according to Your laws.
Taj-u-Uroos says that “ﺿ ﱞﯽ
ِ ( ” َرrazzi) means obedient.
Surah At-Taubah says that the momineen have been promised “ت
ٍ ( ” َﺟﻨﱠﺎjannaat) by Allah, and “ ََﻣ َﺴﺎ ِﮐﻦ
ً( ”طَﯿﱢﺒَۃmassakinit tayyibah – decent residences). Later, it is said:
Allah’s ‘rizwaan’ is greater than all this. And
ﮏ ُﻫ َﻮ اﻟْ َﻔ ْﻮُز اﻟْ َﻌ ِﻈْﻴ ُﻢ
9:79
َ ِﺿ َﻮا ٌن ﱢﻣ َﻦ اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ اَ ْﮐﺒَـُﺮ ذَاﻟ
ْ َوِر
this is a great achievement.
This verse points to a great truth. The question is what happens due to trust and ‘righteous deeds? The
human being is a compound of this physical life and his ego or personality. Life’s success is that his
physical being is good as well as the development of his ego. The development of a human being means
that whatever latent capabilities he has, develops and is manifested. Allah’s personality or persona is a
complete persona, in which all His qualities are in full bloom. These very same qualities are present in
humans too, but only to the extent a human being can have them. That is, on a much smaller scale. The
development of human personality means that those traits grow. Now it is obvious that the more
developed a human personality will be the more qualities of Allah he will reflect and to a greater degree.
With trust and good deeds the human personality is developed while he also gets the benefits of a good
life. The Quran says that life’s delights are very valuable too, and to get them is a big achievement. But
the real success is that the human personality reflects the traits of God. “ﮏ ﮨُ َﻮ ْاﻟﻔَﻮْ ُز ْاﻟ َﻌ ِﻈ ْﯿ ُﻢ
َ ِ( ” َذاﻟzalika huwal
fauzil azeem).
The result of good deeds is that on one’s life becomes successful and delightful, and secondly his internal
self also experiences a great change. This revolution (i.e. for human personality to be developed) is a very
great success. This has been said in another way:
There will be everything in jannat which you may
ﻟَﻴُ ْﻢ َﻣﺎﻳَ َﺸ ُﺎؤ َن ﻓِﻴﻴَﺎ َوﻟَ َﺪﻳْـﻨَﺎ َﻣ ِﺰﻳْ ٌﺪ
50:35
desire, and We have even more than that
This means that man’s wishes can only be according to his mental level but in the life of jannat, this level
will be raised and then they will wish for, and get that which is much beyond the level at present. That is,
his personality will be developed in such a way that the present level of his comprehension is unable to
grasp it.
But we should not overlook the fact that such development of a human personality can take place only in
ّ ٰ ( ”رﺿﻮان ﻣﻦrizwaan minal lah)
a Quranic society, not in secluded worship houses. Thus we see that “ﷲ
ٰ
ّ ( ”ﻣﺮﺿﺎتmarazaatillah) is the name of living according to the Quran and the good results that
or “ﷲ
follow from it.
Surah Al-Ambia says:
And they do not put in words for anyone, except for
21:28
those who has His good pleasure

َوَﻻ ﻳَ ْﺸ َﻔ ُﻌ ْﻮ َن اِﱠﻻ ﻟِ َﻤ َﻦ ْارﺗَﻀٰﯽ

See heading (Sh-F-Ain).
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رطب

R-Te-B

ْ ( ”اَﻟﺮar-ratb), is the opposite of “ ٌ( ”ﯾَﺎﺑِﺲyaabis - dry): i.e. moist, or fresh and dewy. Hence it means
“ ُﱠطﺐ
soft, fresh branch, green grass, green land etc.
“ ُ( ”اَﻟﺮﱡ طَﺐar-rutab): a kind of date {T}.
The Quran says:
19:25 selected dates
Freshness of everything is found in the code of life for
6:59
the universe.

ًُرﻃَﺒﺎً َﺟﻨِﻴّﺎ
ٍ ِﺲ اِﻻَﻓِﯽ ﮐ
ٍ ْ ِﺘﺎت ُﻣﺒ
ٍ ْوَﻻرﻃ
ٍ ِﺐ ﱠوَﻻ ﻳَﺎﺑ
ﲔ
َ َ
ْ

ْ ( ” َرratbi wa yabisun), see heading (Y-B-S).
For “ ٌطﺐٌ َو ﯾَﺎﺑِﺲ
In verse 19:25, it is said that Isa (Jesus) was born in a season when trees were laden with ripe dates. This
means that according to the Quran, Isa was not born in December, as generally believed. In that month
there is a harsh winter in Palestine and it is not the season for fresh dates. Nowadays even the Christian
historians are agreeing with the view that Jesus was not born on 25th December (Christmas). The
Christians had borrowed this idea from the Iranians who thought that 25th December is Jesus’ birthday.
And 25th March as the Day of the resurrection. They also believed that Mithra (Zoroastrian deity) would
return during the last days of the world. (See page 51 of by book Meraaj Insaaniyat).

R-Ain-B

رعب

“ض
َ َْﺐ اﻟﺤَﻮ
َ ( ” َرﻋra’abal hauz): filled the (small) pool.
“ی
َ َﺐ اﻟ ﱠﺴﯿْ ُﻞ ْاﻟ َﻮا ِد
َ ( ” َرﻋa’abas sailul wadi): the flood filled the valley; to cut something.
“َﺐ اﻟ ﱠﺴﻨَﺎ َم
ﻋ
ر
”
َ َ (ra’abas sanaam): he cut the hump (of the camel).
ّ
َ
“ُ( ”اَﻟِﺘﺮْ ِﻋ ْﯿﻨۃattareeba): the hump that was cut {T}.
Raghib says that due to being filled with fear, “ ُ( ”اَﻟﺮﱡ ْﻋﺐar-roab) means to become speechless {R}. This
word is also used for just fear.
Surah Al-Kahaf says:
18:18 lest you become fearful due to it

ِ
ًﺖ ِﻣْﻨـ ُﻬ ْﻢ ُر ْﻋﺒﺎ
َ وﻟَ ُﻤﻠْﺌ

The momineen should be so powerful that their opponents, upon seeing them in battle, shake with fear.
But this is only possible when they bow before Allah’s laws and of none else. This is what we know as
“( ”ﺗﻮﺣﯿﺪtauheed), while shirk (to follow other rules as well) definitely results in fear.
Surah Aal-e-Imran says:
We will put fear into the hearts of these deniers,
3:150 because they include others with Allah (in following
laws)
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رعد

R-Ain-D

“( ” َر ْﻋ ٌﺪraad): thunder. It also means to shake or tremble. It figuratively also means scolding or dressing
down.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ﱠﻋﺎ ُدar-raذad): a man who talks tall, talks too much {T}.
Ibn Faris says it means basically movement and unease.
In the Quran this word has been used as meaning thunder (13:13, 2:19)
13:13

َوﻳُ َﺴﺒﱢ ُﺢ اﻟﱠﺮ ْﻋ ُﺪ ِﲝَ ْﻤﺪ ٖه

Raad is busy in carrying out its ordained task

This means that it is an epitome of Allah’s praise with its positive result See headings (S-B-H) and (H-MD). Every force of the universe is engaged in its ordained task, and the collective result of their efforts is a
constructive addition to the universe. When viewed separately, some of these forces evoke fear (like
lightning and thunder) but collectively their result is constructive. And this is the manifestation of Allah’s
praise.

R-Ain-N

رعن

“ُ ( ”اَﻟﺮﱡ ُﻋﻮْ ﻧَۃar-rao’nah): means foolishness. It is also said that “ٌ ( ” ُر ُﻋﻮْ ﻧَۃrao’na) means sparseness of
ٌ ( ” ُﺣ ْﻤhumaq) means refutation of intellect or thought {M}.
thought and “ﻖ
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻻَرْ َﻋﻦal-arun): a man who talks nonsense, fool, lazy and lackadaisical.
“( ” َر ُﻋﻦَ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ ُﻞra-unir rajul): that fool talked nonsense and became loose.
“ َ( ” ُر ِﻋﻦro’in): he fainted {T}.
Ibn Faris says its basic meanings are to be projected ahead and to be high or elevated. Second meaning is
of nonsense, worries and unease.
“( ” َرا ِﻋﻨَﺎra’ina): the Jews used to address the Messenger (pbuh) by this word (4:46). It was meant to tie
him up with “( ”رﻋﻮﻧﺖra-oonat) but they used to say it as “( ” َرا ِﻋﻨَﺎra’ina) which means to condescend, to
bear with us {R}, or as they say in English, “I beg your pardon”.
For detailed meaning of “( ” َرا ِﻋﻨَﺎra’ina), see heading (R-Ain-Y).

R-Ain-Y

رعی

“ﯽ
ُ (ا ﻟ ﱢﺮ ْﻋar-riou): grass.
“ﯽ
ُ ( ”اﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﻋar-raayou), “( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤﺮْ ٰﻋﯽal-mar’aa): to graze grass.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤﺮْ ٰﻋﯽal-mar’aa’a): grazing land, also the grass which is grazed.
“( ” َرﻋ َٰﯽra-aya), “( ”ﯾَﺮْ ﻋَﯽyar’aa), “ً ( ” َر ْﻋﯿﺎrayuia): the animals grazed, or left the animals to graze.
“( ”اَﻟﺮﱠا ِﻋ ْﯽar-raee): shepherd, one of the plurals is “”رﻋﺎ ٌء
ِ (riaa-un). See 28:32 {T}.
Raghib says “ﯽ
ٌ ( ”ر ْﻋray’un) actually is to look after an animal and protect it in every way, whether it is to
preserve its life by feeding it, or by protecting it from enemies etc. {R}. But later this word came into use
for protecting and looking after everything.
“ُ َﯽ اَ ْﻣ َﺮه
ِ ( ” َرﻋas-raee amrahu): looked after his affair and protected it.
“( ” َرﻋَﯽ اﻟﻨﱡﺠُﻮْ َم َو َراﻋَﺎﮨَﺎraeen nujum wara’aha): he kept track of the stars and their speed and looked after
them {T}.
“ٌ( ” ُﻣ َﺮاﻋَﺎةmura’atun) means to look after something specifically, to protect someone.
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“اﻋﯽ اَ ْﻣ َﺮ ٗه
ٰ ( ” َرraaya amruhu): he looked after his affair very well and kept an eye on his wealth.
“ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ِﻋﯿﱠۃar-raeeyah): the animals which are looked after or which are left to graze. It also means those
people who have some administrator for their affairs and who are watched over by someone {T}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means to protect and oversee.
Surah Taha says:
20:54 feed your cattle

َو ْار َﻋ ْﻮا اَﻧْـ َﻌ َﺎﻣ ُﮑ ْﻢ

“ﻋﯽ
ٰ ْ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤﺮal-mar’aa): grass or fodder (87:4).
Surah Al-Hadees says about Monasticism:
they could not protect it the way it should have been
57:27
protected

Surah Al-mominoon says:
those who protect their goods and keep their promises
23:8
sacred

ﻓَ َﻤ َﺎر َﻋ ْﻮَﻫﺎ َﺣ ﱠﻖ ِر َﻋﺎﻳَﺘِ َﻬﺎ

ِِ
ِ
ِ ِ
اﻋ ْﻮ َن
ُ َواﻟﱠﺬﻳْ َﻦ ُﻫ ْﻢ ﻻَ ٰﻣﻨٰﺘ ِﻬ ْﻢ َو َﻋ ْﻬﺪﻫ ْﻢ َر

In surah Al-Baqrah, the group of momineen have been asked not to say “( ” َرا ِﻋﻨَﺎraa ina) like the Jews
(2:102). The Jews used to twist the words while addressing the Messenger (pbuh) in order to change the
meanings of the spoken words. The word “( ” َرا ِﻋﻨَﺎra’ina) was among such twisted words. This was the
peak of their lowliness that they had even given up normal courtesy and came down to street language.
They used to say the word in such a way, as to make it a derivative of “( ” ُر ُﻋﻮْ ﻧَﺖra’onat). See heading (RAin-Y). But Al-Minar says that “( ” َرا ِﻋﻨَﺎraa ina) is derived from “( ” ُﻣ َﺮاﻋَﺎةmura ah). In this way “ً” َرا ِﻋﻨﺎ
(ra’ina) would mean that you concede to us and then we will concede to you. To use such words for the
Messenger (pbuh) is open disrespect and unbecoming. {Al-Minar vol.1 page 410}. That is, the prophet
should be obeyed unconditionally which actually is obedience of Allah and their life’s duty. They should
say “( ”اُ ْﻧﻈُﺮْ ﻧَﺎunzarna) to the Messenger (pbuh) prophet. It means, look after us lest we become wayward,
and they should not only listen to all his orders but obey them as well. “( ” َوا ْﺳ َﻤﻌُﻮْ اwasma’o) (2:102).
But in my opinion, this verse tells even those who trust, to abstain from such acts and talk in which good
and bad are mixed, or their difference is difficult to comprehend readily. If some saying or act has even a
doubt that anything (word or deed) insulting the Messenger (pbuh), then that should be avoided and the
purity of intent must not be cited for saying or doing them. Everything a Muslim says or does must be
clear and unambiguous. There is no room for a poetic license sort of thing here.

R-Gh-B

رغب

Ibn Faris says it means basically to demand or wish, and vastness.
“ٌ( ” َر ْﻏﺒَۃraghbah): actually it means for something to become vast or wide.
“ﯿﯽ ٌء
ْ ﺐ اﻟ ﱠﺸ
َ ( ” َر ُﻏraghubash shaiyi): the thing became vast.
“ ٌ( ” َﺣﻮْ ضٌ َر ِﻏﯿْﺐraghiba hauzun): a vast pool.
“َ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﻏﺒَہar-raghbaha), “ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮﻏَﺐar-raghbu): to wish very much, the vastness of intent {R}.
“ ٌ( ” َوا ٍد َر ِﻏﯿْﺐraghib waadin): a broad valley which can hold a lot of water.
“ َُﺐ ْاﻟ َﻤﮑَﺎن
َ ( ”ﺗَ َﺮاﻏtaraghabal makaan): the place widened, became vast.
ّ ٰ َﺐ
“ک
َ ﷲُ ﻗَ ْﺪ َر
َ ( ”اَرْ ﻏarghabal lahu qadraka): May God increase your respect or rank.
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺮﻏَﺎبar-righaab): animals which give a lot of milk and are very beneficial.
“ ُ( ” َر ِﻏﯿْﺐragheeb): every vast and broad thing {T}
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Raghib says “ﺐ اِﻟَ ْﯿ ِہ
َ ﺐ ﻓِ ْﯿ ِہ ﯾﺎ َر ِﻏ
َ ( ” َر ِﻏraghiba fihi ya raghiba ilaih): to wish for something and to long for it
ّ ٰ ( ”اِﻧﱠﺎاِﻟَﯽinna ilal lahi raaghiboon) as in 9:59 also means the
(with the broadness of intent). “ َﷲِ َرا ِﻏﺒُﻮْ ن
same. Also in 68:32 and “ُﺐ َﻋ ْﻨہ
َ ( ” َر ِﻏraghiba unhu) means to turn away one’s liking from it {R}.
2:130

Who can turn away from the leadership of Ibrahim?

ﺐ َﻋ ْﻦ ِﻣﻠﱠ ِﺔ اِﺑْـَﺮا ِﻫْﻴ َﻢ
ُ َوَﻣ ْﻦ ﻳـَْﺮ َﻏ

Also in 19:46 “ ٌ( ” َرا ِﻏﺐraghib) has been followed by “( ”ﻋ َْﻦun). At these places, this word means to take
away liking from.
Surah An-Nisa says:
you do not want to give widows and orphan girls what
4:127 they should be given according to God’s laws, and yet
you want to wed them

ِ
ﺐ َﳍُ ﱠﻦ َوﺗَـ ْﺮ َﻏﺒُـ ْﻮ َن اَ ْن ﺗَـْﻨ ِﮑ ُﺤ ْﻮُﻫ ﱠﻦ
َ َﻻ ﺗُـ ْﺆﺗُـ ْﻮﻧـَ ُﻬ ﱠﻦ َﻣﺎ ُﮐﺘ

Taj-ul-Uroos explains further that “ﺐ ﻓِ ْﯿ ِہ
َ ( ” َر ِﻏraghiba feeh) means liked him, intended it.

R-Gh-D

رغ د

“( ” ِﻋ ْﯿ َﺸۃٌ َر ْﻏ ٌﺪeeshatun raghadun) “( ” َر َﻏ ٌﺪraghadah): good, abundant and delightful earning.
“( ” َر ِﻏ َﺪ َﻋ ْﯿ ُﺸﮩُ ْﻢraghida aishehum): their lives became delightful and their earning (income) abundant or
vast.
“( ”اَرْ َﻏ ُﺪوْ ا َﻣ َﻮا ِﺷﯿَﮩُ ْﻢarghdiu mawashiahum): they left their cattle to graze freely.
“( ”اَرْ َﻏ ُﺪوْ اarghadu): they reached a fertile land {T, M}.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ َﻏ ُﺪar-raghadu): abundant wealth, water, grass, earning etc. which causes no constriction and which
is no cause for any worry {T}.
In surah Al-Baqarah, the characteristics of janna (heavenly society), have been detailed as that in which
ُ ( ” َر َﻏﺪًا َﺣﯿraghadan haisu shai’tuma) (2:35). That is, life’s necessities can be
earnings will be “ش ْءﺗُ َﻤﺎ
ِ ْﺚ
easily fulfilled from anywhere.
Surah Taha says in this context that in such a society the edibles, clothing and the basic necessities of life
will be available without any effort (20:118), and man shall not be deprived of these.
Surah An-Nahal says:
The basic characteristic of such a heavenly society on
16:112 earth is that every necessity of life is easily available
to everybody, everywhere and in abundance

ٍ ﻳﺄْ ﺗِﻴـﻬﺎ ِرْزﻗُـﻬﺎ ر َﻏ ًﺪا ِﻣﻦ ُﮐ ﱢﻞ ﻣ َﮑ
ﺎن
َ
ْ
َ َ َْ َ

In such a society, people cannot inveigle the fountainheads of sustenance for themselves only. All means
for development of the human being and his capabilities are freely available to all and it is the
responsibility of that system that it ensures that nobody is deprived and everything is available to him in
abundance.
ُ ( ” َر َﻏﺪًا َﺣﯿraghadan haiso shai’tuma): available feely from wherever he wants.
“ْﺚ ِﺷ ْﺌﺘُ َﻤﺎ
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رغم

R-Gh-M

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﻏ ُﻢar-raghm), “( ”اَﻟﺮﱡ ْﻏ ُﻢar-rughm), “( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺮ ْﻏ ُﻢar-righm): dislike, abhorrence.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﻏ ُﻢar-raghm) or “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮﻏَﺎ ُمar-raghaam) actually means ‘dust’.
“( ”اَرْ َﻏ َﻤ ٗہ اﻟ ﱡﺬ ﱡلarghanaz-zullu): his face was rubbed in the dirt. This also means to make one obey forcibly.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤﺮْ َﻏ ُﻢal-margham) means ‘nose’ {T}.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤ َﺮا َﻏ ُﻢal-muragham): a place where one may go after running away, or after being angry with
someone. Later it also came to mean fort, path, and spaciousness and abundance {T}.
Ibn Faris says it has two basic meanings. One is of dirt, while the other is of a path or a place to run away
to.
The Quran says that anyone who migrates in order to establish Allah’s system:
will find lots of sanctuaries in the world where he will
4:100
find abundance

ِ َِﳚ ْﺪ ﻓِﯽ ْاﻻَْر
ًض ُﻣَﺮا َﻏﻤﺎ

And if the opponents have closed one door for him, then dozens of doors will open up.

رفت

R-F-T

ٌ َ( ” ُرﻓrufaat): chaff or that which falls off from a dry thing. Hence it means old pieces and bits.
“ﺎت
( ”اِرْ ﻓَ ﱠirfattal hubl): the rope broke into pieces.
“ﺖ اﻟ َﺤ ْﺒ ُﻞ
َ
“( ” َرﻓﺘَ ٗہrafatah), “( ”ﯾَﺮْ ﻓُﺘُہyarfutuh): to break something, to pound or turn into small pieces. Like earth or
old bones {T, R}.
Surah Bani Israel says:
17:49 will we be raised even after our bones turn to dust?

ًاَاِذَ اَ ُﮐﻨﱠﺎ ِﻋﻈَﺎ ﻣﺎًﱠو ُرﻓَﺎﺗﺎ

Like today’s materialists, they too thought that their life was confined only to their physical being. If the
elements of life disintegrate, then life can’t go on. Their thoughts have been dispelled by saying that God,
who created them the first time, is capable of maintaining life without these physical elements as well
(17:51). This is what life after death is.

رفث

R-F-Th

ُ َ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮﻓar-rafas) is a composite word and means everything to do with sexual intercourse, from the
“ﺚ
initial conversation to the climax {T}.
Muheet says it means a man who performs the intercourse {T, R}. It also means cases of sexual
intercourse.
Raghib says it means sexual intercourse or talk about it, the mentioning of which is deemed improper.
Ibn Faris says it actually means sexual intercourse but is used for anything which a man feels shame to
express.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮﻓَﺚrafas) means abuse or inappropriate talk as well.
َ َ( ”ﻓَ َﻼ َرﻓfala rafas) in 2:197. It means that during Hajj no dirty thought
In the context of Hajj, it is said “ﺚ
should enter the mind. No such act should be committed nor should any conversation which has a sexual
overtone, be made.
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About fasting, the Quran says:
you can go to your wives for sexual intercourse in the
2:187
nights of the month of fasting

ِ َاُ ِﺣ ﱠﻞ ﻟَ ُﮑﻢ ﻟَﻴـﻠَﺔ
ﺚ اَٰﻟﯽ ﻧِ َﺴ ِﺎء ُﮐ ْﻢ
ُ َاﻟﺼﻴَ ِﺎم اﻟﱠﺮﻓ
ْ ْ

Here the Quran by using “( ”اِ ٰﻟﯽ ﻧِ َﺴﺎ ِء ُﮐ ْﻢila nisaikum) (your women), has made it clear that it means sexual
intercourse.

R-F-D

رفد

“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺮ ْﻓ ُﺪar-rifd): Gift, compensation. It also means something with which one gives support, help, share or
luck.
“ُ ( ” َرﻓَ َﺪهrafadah), “ُ ( ”ﯾَﺮْ ﻓِ ُﺪهyarfiduhu), “( ” َر ْﻓﺪًاrafda): he helped him, or gave him aid.
“( ”اَ ْ ِﻻرْ ﻓَﺎ ُدal-irfaad): to help, to gift, to endow. It is actually the cloth or other soft material under the
camel’s seat so that it does not hurt the animal’s back.
“ُ ”رﻓَﺎ َدة
ِ (rifadah) .): piece of cloth to wipe the wound. It also means the contribution that was gathered in
the days of ignorance by the Quresh tribe for the needy pilgrims forage.
“( ”اَ ْ ِﻻرْ ﺗِﻔَﺎ ُدal-irtifaad): to labor, to strive, to earn {T, R}.
Surah Hood says:
11:99 how bad a gift or compensation it is

ِ
ﺲ اﻟﱢﺮﻓْ ُﺪ اﻟْ َﻤ ْﺮﻓـُ ْﻮُد
َ ْﺑﺌ

That is, how bad is the help which has been given them or with which they have been supported.

R-F-Ain

رفع

“( ” َرﻓَ َﻊraf’a), “( ”ﯾَﺮْ ﻓَ ُﻊyarf’a): to elevate.
Raghib has said sometimes “( ” َر ْﻓ ٌﻊrafa) means to lift a material object, sometimes to build up a wall at
the time of construction and take it to a height, sometimes to elevate fame or mention or sometimes to
elevate the grade {T, R}.
Ibn Faris says it means basically means to elevate and pick. It also means to bring a thing closer, or to
spread or make manifest.
“( ” َرﻓَ َﻊraf’a) is used in various meanings. Its basic meaning contains the sense of intensity or
exaggeration. That is to do whatever, quickly and intensely.
“( ” َرﻓَ َﻊ ْاﻟﺒَ ِﻌ ْﯿ ُﺮ ﻓِ ْﯽ َﺳﯿ ِْﺮ ٖهas-rafaal baeeru fi sairihi): the camel increased his speed.
“( ” َرﻓَ َﻊ ْاﻟﻘَﻮْ ُمraf’al qaum): the people went up to the heights.
ٌ ْ( ”ﺑَﺮbarqun raaf’ih): the lightning which shines high above.
“ق َراﻓِ ٌﻊ
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺮ ﻓَﺎ َﻋۃar-rifa‘ah): the harshness of sound and intensity.
“( ” َرﻓُ َﻊraf’u), “ً”ر ْﻓ َﻌۃ
ِ (rif’ah): to be gentlemanly and of high stature {T}.
The Quran says:
2:63
We raised the mount of Toor near your head

َرﻓَـ ْﻌﻨَﺎ ﻓَـ ْﻮﻗَ ُﮑ ُﻢ اﻟﻄﱡ ْﻮَر

That is, you were at the bottom and the mount was above you. In connotation of being the height of a
building, it says in the context of the construction of the Kaba:
when Ibrahim was raising the foundations of this
ِ اِ ْذ ﻳـﺮﻓَﻊ اِﺑـﺮا ِﻫﻴﻢ اﻟْ َﻘﻮ
اﻋ َﺪ
2:127
َ ُ ْ َْ ُ َْ
house
“ً ( ” َرﻓَ َﻊ ﺻَﻮْ ﺗﺎrafa’a sautan): raised voice.
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“ﺻﻮْ ﺗِ ٖہ
َ ْ( ” َرﻓَ َﻊ ﺻَﻮْ ﺗَہُ ﻓَﻮrafa’a sautahu fauqa sautehi): literally, it means to raise one’s voice above
َ ق
another’s, but figuratively it means to impose one’s opinion over another’s (49:2).
About the elevation of grade, it is said about Idrees:
19:57 We granted him elevated grade

ًَو َرﻓَـ ْﻌ ٰﻨﻪُ َﻣ َﮑﺎﻧﺎً َﻋﻠِﻴّﺎ

God has himself called himself “ت
ِ ( ” َرﻓِ ْﯿ ُﻊ اﻟ ﱠﺪ َر َﺟﺎrafiud darajaat) in 40:15, that is, he did not reach His
elevated position gradually, but He is there from the beginning. That is, He is above the process of
evolution and progress. It also means supremacy and authority.
ٰ ( ” َرﻓِ ْﯿ ُﻊ اﻟ ﱠﺪrafud darjaat): of high grade, that is, of high ranks. It could also mean one who elevates
“ﺖ
ِ رﺟ
stages or grades or ranks.
In surah Al-Waaqiah where “ٌ ( ” َراﻓِ َﻌۃraafiah) has come opposite “ٌ ﻀۃ
َ ِ( ”ﺧَﺎﻓkhafizah), there too, it means
this. That is, the one who gets elevated to great heights.
ّ ٰ ( ”ﺑَﻞْ َرﻓَ َﻌ ٗہbal rafahul lahu ilaih) in 4:158, there too the meaning is that Allah
About Isa it is said “ﷲُ اِﻟَ ْﯿ ِہ
elevated him and brought him close to Himself. If “( ” َرﻓَ َﻊrafa) is taken to mean that he was lifted
physically, then one would have to accept that God is at a certain place. Because whenever it is said that
something has gone towards something, the thing towards which it has gone, has to be at a fixed place. It
is against the Quran to believe that God is confined to any one place.
ّ ٰ ُ( ”ﺑَﻞْ َرﻓَ َﻌہbal rafahul laahu ilaih) would mean that Allah elevated him and brought
That is why “ﷲُ اِﻟَ ْﯿ ِہ
him closer to Him. Details will be found in my book Sholayi Mastoor in the tale about Isa.
About the Messenger (pbuh) it is said:
94:4
we elevated your greatness

ِ َ َو رﻓَـﻌﻨَﺎﻟ
ک
َ ﮏ ذ ْﮐَﺮ
ََْ

For “( ” َرﻓَ َﻊrafa’a) and “ﺻ ِﻌ َﺪ
َ ” (sa’ida) as in 35:10, see heading (Sd-Ain-D).

R-F-F

رفف

( ” َر ﱞruff) has a lot of meanings but the Quran only uses “ف
ٌ ( ” َر ْﻓ َﺮrafrafun) in 55:76.
“ف
( ” َر ﱠraffat-tairu) and “ َ( ” َر ْﻓﺮَفrafraf): the bird opened up its wings in the air.
“ف اﻟﻄﱠﺎﺋِ ُﺮ
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﻓ َﺮفar-rufruf): scattered leaves.
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﻓ َﺮفar-rafrufu): mat, beddings, pillows, also green colored mattresses which are laid over floor
covering to sleep. Some say it means the hem etc. of a tent’s curtain, but generally it means floor covering
or bedding {T, R}.
Ibn Faris says it means gardens, beddings, and green clothing.

R-F-Q

رفق

ُ َ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﻤﺮْ ﻓal-mirfaq): elbow. Plural is “ﻖ
ُ ِ( ” َﻣ َﺮاﻓmarafiq). It also means softness and facility.
“ﻖ
ﱠ
َ
َ
“َﻖ اﻟﻨﺎﻗۃ
َ ( ” َرﻓrafaqan naaqah): the camel’s elbow was fastened so that it does not run away.
ٌ ”رﻓَﺎ
“ق
ِ (rifaaq): the rope with which one’s arm is tied (to its hind legs). This led to “ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺮ ْﻓﻘَۃal-rifqah)
meaning companion in the group (because while walking, their elbows touch each other). When the group
ٌ ” َرﻓِ ْﯿ
disperses then the word “ٌ”ر ْﻓﻘَۃ
ِ (rifqah) is not used for them, but every companion can be called “ﻖ
(rafiq).
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮﻓَﺎﻗَۃar-rufaaqah): group or party.
“ﻖ
َ َ( ”اِرْ ﺗَﻔirtafaq): he leaned on the elbow.
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ُ َ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤﺮْ ﺗَﻔal-murtafaq): anything which is leaned on, such as pillow or any other support {M}. Since this
“ﻖ
sort of leaning gives comfort, “ﻖ ﺑِ ٖہ
َ َ( ”اِرْ ﺗَﻔirtafaqa behi) means benefited from it.
ََ ( ” َرﻓrafaqa behi) or “ﻖ َﻋﻠَ ْﯿ ِہ
َ
“ﻖ ﺑِ ٖہ
ﻓ
ر
َ َ ” (rafaqa ilaih): dealt with him softly {T}.
Ibn Faris says that this root basically means to be close to one another and agree mutually without any
violence or coercion.
The Quran says:
4:69
They are good companions

ًﮏ َرﻓِْﻴﻘﺎ
َ َِﺣ ُﺴ َﻦ اُوٰﻟﺌ

Hence it means companions whose companionship during travel completes one’s shortcomings so that the
balance in his personality and the society is maintained. For ‘elbow’ this word has been used in 5:6.
Surah Al-Kahaf says:
He will facilitate or provide ease in the purpose before
18:16
you

ًﻳُﻬﻴﱢﯽءٌ ﻟَ ُﮑ ْﻢ ِﻣ ْﻦ اَْﻣ ِﺮُﮐ ْﻢ َﻣ ْﺮﻓَﻘﺎ

ْ ( ” َﺣ ُﺴﻨhasunat murtafaqa) in 18:31 and
The same surah calls janna (heavenly society) as “ً َﺖ ُﻣﺮْ ﺗَﻔَﻘﺎ
ً
ْ َ( ” َﺳﺎﺋsa’at murtafaqa) in 18:29, that is, a place to lean on, or on
jahannum (hellish society) as “ﺖ ُﻣﺮْ ﺗَﻔَﻘﺎ
whose support one can rise. Life in jahannum is such that man cannot traverse the evolutionary stages
with its support. Life in janna, however, is such that it is the best support for rising high and going
ْ ” َﺣ ُﺴﻨ
towards the heights. It is a support which never lets the balance be unbalanced, that is, “ً َﺖ ُﻣﺮْ ﺗَﻔَﻘﺎ
(hasunat murtafaqa). Supports are present in a jahannami or hellish society too, but they are quite
uneven. That is why they cannot support a man for standing on his own two feet. His personality’s
development can’t be helped by them. Only jannati society’s supports can help a man do so. And while
keeping their balance, they progress ahead.

R-Q-B

رق ب

“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮﻗَﺒَۃar-raqabah): neck.
“ُ ( ” َرﻗَﺒَہraqabahu): tied a rope around his neck, since when a man’s necked is roped, he becomes obedient
and thus this word generally began to mean a slave. Plural is “ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮﻗَﺒَہar-raqab).
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺮﻗَﺎبar-riqaab) means ‘slave’ as used in 2:177. Singular is “ٌ ( ” َرﻗَﺒَۃraqabah) as used in 4:92 {T}.
“ﺐ
َ َ( ” َرﻗraqab), “( ”ﯾَﺮْ ﻗُﺐyarqub): to wait for, and to protect and look after.
“( ” َوﻟَ ْﻢ ﺗَﺮْ ﻗُﺐْ ﻗَﻮْ ﻟِ ْﯽwalam tarqub qauli), as in 20:94. Here it can mean wait for, as well as to look after, and
to consider. “ ُ( ”ﯾَﺘَ َﺮﻗﱠﺐyataraqqab) in 28:18 also has this meaning but with reference to the context, it may
mean to wait anxiously, or more appropriate, be looking for something.
Taj-ul-Uroos says it means to expect something and to wait for it.
Raghib says it means to avoid something while waiting for something. That is, they used to raise their
head to see whether someone was coming or not.
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮﻗِﯿْﺐar-raqeeb) means the protector, or one who looks after something, or one who waits for
something, or one who looks after (1:4, 33:52)
Ibn Faris says it means basically to oversee something. The neck is also called “ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮﻗَﺒَۃar-raqabah)
because it remains erect and at attention when looking for something.
It may also mean to consider someone’s feelings and to uphold someone’s words. This word has been
used in 9:8 and in 20:94.
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“ﺊ
َ ﺐ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯿ
َ َ( ”اِرْ ﺗَﻘartaqabash shaiyi): to wait for something.
“ َﺐ ْاﻟ َﻤ َﮑﺎن
َ َ( ”اِرْ ﺗَﻘirtaqabal makaan): to climb to some place, or to be raised.
“ٌ ( ” َﻣﺮْ ﻗَﺒَۃmarqabah): a place to climb.
“ُ ( ”اِﻟ ﱢﺮ ْﻗﺒَۃariqbah): protection and to fear, apprehend. It is used in both these meanings {T}.
Surah Ad-Dukhaan says “( ”ﻓَﺎرْ ﺗَﻘَﺒْﺂﯾﺎfartaqabaaya) in 44:59, 44:10. Here it means to wait for.
Surah Yunus says:
10:102 Tell them to wait, and you as well wait with them.

ِ ِ
ﱢﯽ َﻣ َﻌ ُﮑ ْﻢ ِﻣ َﻦ اﻟْ ُﻤﻨْﺘَ ِﻈ ِﺮﻳْ َﻦ
ْ ﻗُ ْﻞ ﻓَﺎﻧْـﺘَﻈُﺮْوا اﻧ

رقد

R-Q-D

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﻗ ُﺪar-raqd), “( ”اَﻟﺮﱡ ﻗَﺎ ُدar-ruqaad), “( ”اَﻟﺮﱡ ﻗُﻮْ ُدar-ruqud): to sleep. In the Quran, this word has been used
opposite “ٌ( ”ﯾَﻘَﻆyaqaz), or awakening.
18:18

َوَْﲢ َﺴﺒُـ ُﻬ ْﻢ اَﻳْـ َﻘﺎﻇﺎً ﱠوُﻫ ْﻢ ُرﻗـُ ْﻮٌد

you think they are awake whereas they are sleeping

“( ” َﻣﺮْ ﻗَ ٌﺪmarqad): bedroom, sleeping place.
Surah Yasin says:
who awakened us from our sleeping places
36:52
(bedrooms)

َﻣ ْﻦ ﺑـَ َﻌﺜَـﻨَﺎ ِﻣ ْﻦ َﻣ ْﺮﻗَ ِﺪﻧَﺎ

Raghib says “( ”اَﻟﺮﱡ ﻗَﺎ ُدaruqaad) means a good nap {R}.
This clarifies the context of 18:18 in surah Al-Kahaf that they did not take a long sleep, they used to nap
but that too with the caution that outsiders think that they were awake. This means that they were not
oblivious of their safety at any time.

رقق

R-Q-Q

( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ﱡar-raq), “ق
( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ﱡar-riq): thin membrane or skin used for writing.
“ق
( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ﱡar-raq): white page, white page with some writing on it {T, R}.
“ق
Ibn Faris says it basically means fineness and softness.
( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ﱡar-raq), “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮﻗِﯿْﻖar-raqeeq): thin or fine thing.
“ق
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺮﻗَۃar-riqqah): softness of the heart.
( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺮ ﱡar-riq): slavery {T, R}.
“ق
The Quran says:
52:2-3 written book on fine, thin membrane
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رقم

R-Q-M

“( ” َرﻗَ َﻢraqam), “( ”ﯾَﺮْ ﻗُ ُﻢyarqam), “ً ( ” َر ْﻗﻤﺎraqma): to write.
“َﺎب
َ ( ” َرﻗَ َﻢ اﻟ ِﮑﺘraqamal kitaab): wrote the book with punctuation so that the book was crystal clear {T}.
The Quran says:
83:9
clearly written book

ِ
ﺎب َﻣ ْﺮﻗـُ ْﻮٌم
ٌ َﮐﺘ

“ب
َ ْ( ” َرﻗَ َﻢ اﻟﺜﱠﻮraqamus saub): to make lines on the cloth and make marks to determine the price.
“ٌ ( ”دَاﺑﱠۃٌ َﻣﺮْ ﻗُﻮْ َﻣۃda-abbatun marqumah): the animal which has branding marks on his legs or lines {T}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means writing and to make lines.
With reference to Khalil, he says “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﻗ ُﻢar-raqm) means to make clear the writing with the help of
punctuation, and a book is called “( ” ِﮐﺘَﺎبٌ ﱠﻣﺮْ ﻗُﻮْ ٌمkitabum marqum) when it is well punctuated.
The Quran says “ﻒ واﻟ ﱠﺮﻗِﯿ ِْﻢ
ِ ( ”اَﺻْ َﺤﺎبُ ْاﻟ َﮑ ْﮩashaabul kahfin warraqeem) in 18.9. It is generally taken to mean
that the affairs about the caved people was written on a metal plate and affixed outside the cave. Thus
they were called “( ”اَﺻْ َﺤﺎبُ اﻟ ﱠﺮﻗِﯿ ِْﻢashabur raqeem).
“( ” َﻣﺮْ ﻗُﻮْ ٌمmarqum) means written, but recent research says that this is the same word which has been
termed as “( ” َراﻗِ ْﯿ ْﻢraaqeem) in the Torah. This was the name of a city which became famous as Petra and
which the Arabs called Batrah. It was situated north of the Sinai and Bay of Aqaba on a plateau. When in
the second century A.D, the Romans merged Syria and Palestine, this city became famous as a Roman
colony. After the First World War, big caves were discovered there with ruins of buildings in and outside
caves. It is believed that according to 18:9, the “ﻒ واﻟ ﱠﺮﻗِﯿ ِْﻢ
ِ ( ”اَﺻْ َﺤﺎبُ ْاﻟ َﮑ ْﮩashaabul Kahafi war raqeem) had
taken shelter in one of these very caves where later a statue was built to commemorate them. Also see
heading ashaabul kahaf wir raqeem.

R-Q-W

رقو

“ ْ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮﻗُﻮar-raqwu): small, sand dune.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮﻗُ َﻮةar-ruqwah): the upper part of the chest below the throat where one sees a man breathing, the
collar bone. Plural is “ق
ٍ ( ”ﺗَ َﺮاtaraq) and “( ”اَﻟﺘﱠ َﺮاﻗِ ْﯽat-taraaqi) {T, M}.
75:26

When the breath comes above the chest (when you are
about to die). When the end is near.

ِ َاِ َذ ﺑـﻠَﻐ
ﺖ اﻟﺘـَﱠﺮاﻗِﯽ
َ

The real meaning here is to climb.
“( ” َرﻗَﺎاﻟﻄﱠﺎﺋِ ُﺮraq at tair) means the bird rose in its flight. See heading (R-Q-Y).
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R-Q-Y

رقی

“ﯽ
َ ِ( ” َرﻗraqi), “( ”ﯾَﺮْ ٰﻗﯽyarqa), “ً ( ” َر ْﻗﯿﺎraqya), “َ ( ” ُرﻗِﯿّﺎruqiyya): to climb, or to progress and prosper {T, M}.
The Quran says:
17:93 Or, climb up to the sky

اَْوﺗَـ ْﺮٰﻗﯽ ﻓِﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺴ َﻤ ِﺎء

“ُ ( ”اَﻟﺘّﺮْ ﻗُ َﻮةat-tarquwah): collar bone where one can see the breath climbing.
Plural is “ق
ٍ ( ”ﺗَ َﺮاtaraqin) and “( ”اَﻟﺘﱠ َﺮاﻗِ ْﯽat- taraaqi).
The Quran says:
75:26 When it reaches the collar bone

ِ
ِ
اﻟﱰاَﻗِ َﯽ
َ ا َذا ﺑـَﻠَﻐَﺖ

See also heading (R-Q-W).
“ُ ( ”اَﻟﺮﱡ ْﻗﯿَۃar-ruqiyah), “ً ( ” َرﻗَﺎهُ َر ْﻗﯿﺎraqaho raqiya) a sort of thing.
“ً ( ” َو ُرﻗِﯿّﺎwariqah), “ً( ” َو ُر ْﻗﯿَۃvarqiyah): He cast a spell over him or dispelled a spell.
“ق
ٍ ( ” َراraaq): one who cast spell.
The Quran says:
75:26 And is there anyone who can save himself by casting a spell?

ِ
ﻴﻞ َﻣ ْﻦ َر ٍاق
َ َوﻗ

Note: Some scholars of the dictionary accept “( ”تt) in the word but I think that “( ”تt) is additional and
the root of the word is (R-Q-W).
Ibn Faris has said that “ﯽ
ٌ ( ” َر ْﻗraqi) means to climb, or spells etc.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤﺮْ ﻗَﺎةal-marqatu) and “ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﻤ ٌﺮ ﻗَﺎةal-mirqaat): climbing ladder {T}.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮﻗَﺎ ُءar-raqa’u): mountain climber {T}.

R-K-B

رکب

“ُ( ”ر ِﮐﺒَہrakibahu), “ُ( ”ﯾَﺮْ َﮐﺒُہyarkubuh), “ً ( ” ُر ُﮐﻮْ ﺑﺎrukuba): to climb something, to rise, to mount {T}, either
on an animal or on boards a boat etc.
18:71

اِذَا َرﮐِﺒَﺎ ﻓِﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺴ ِﻔْﻴـﻨَ ِﺔ

when the two got on board the boat

ٌ َ( ” ُر ْﮐﺒrukbaan) as in 2:239, is
“ ٌ( ” َرا ِﮐﺐraakib): passenger. The plural is “ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﮐﺐar-rakb) as in 8:42. “ﺎن
the opposite of “ً”ر َﺟﺎﻻ
(rijaala),
which
means
on
foot.
ِ
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺮ َﮐﺎبar-rikaab): the camels which are ridden (59:6). The singular is “ٌ ( ” َرا ِﺣﻠَۃraahila) which is from a
different root.
“ ٌ( ” َر ُﮐﻮْ بrakub): an animal which is used for riding (36:72).
“ﺐ
َ ( ” َر ﱠﮐrakkaba): to put one thing on top of another, or to fix {T}. To make something climb {M}, to
arrange (82:8).
“ً( ” ُﻣﺘَ َﺮا ِﮐﺒﺎmutraakiba): one on top of another (6:100).
About man it is said in the Quran, that he has traversed various stages and will keep on traversing
evolutionary stages and rise through them.
That is why surah Inshiqaaq says:
You climb from one condition to another and rise (up)
84:19
in stages

ﱭ ﻃَﺒَﻘﺎً َﻋﻦ ﻃَﺒَ َﻖ
اَ ﱠﻟﱰَﮐ ُ ﱠ
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The present stage of the human life is not its ultimate. It has to go much further and be elevated.
Therefore death does not end the system of life. Dust (earth’s) particles have evolved biologically to
evolve to the human form. But within this form the human personality is not the result of evolution.
Thereafter the next stage of evolution develops, i.e. instead of the evolution of the human form (body),
the evolution of the human personality. This evolution begins in this life but continues in the life
hereafter. That is, physical death does not stop it from going ahead. This verse may mean that humanity
itself is rising by stages. History is a record of these stages.

رکد

R-K-D

“( ”اَﻟﺮﱡ ُﮐﻮْ ُدar-rukud): to be motionless.
“( ”اَﻟﺮﱠا ِﮐ ْﺪar-rakid): immobile thing {T, R, M}.
“ُت اﻟ ﱠﺴﻔِ ْﯿﻨَۃ
ِ ( ” َر َﮐ َﺪrakadatis safeenah): the boat anchored {T, R, M}.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ َوا ِﮐ ُﺪar-rawakid): the three stones (or bricks) used by the Arab gypsies as a make-shift stove, the
stones are immobile {T}.
The Quran says about boats:
42:33 stay put on the sea

َرَواﮐِ َﺪ َﻋ ٰﻠﯽ ﻇَ ْﻬ ِﺮِﻩ

Become unable to move. That is, if God orders the winds to stop, then the sailing boats will stop moving.

رکز

R-K-Z

“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺮ ْﮐ ُﺰar-rikz): soft sound, tread, or sound which is low. Or human voice heard from afar like the bay of
the hounds {T}.
Surah Maryam says:
19:98 Or do you even hear them making a whimper?

ًاَْوﺗَ ْﺴ َﻤ ُﻊ َﳍُ ْﻢ ِرْﮐﺰا

ُ ( ” َر َﮐ ْﺰrakaztu kaza): I buried him secretly.
“ت َﮐ َﺬا
ُ
َ
“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺮﮐﺎزar-rikaaz): buried treasure, as well as minerals which have been buried by God {R}.
“( ”اِرْ ﺗَ َﮑ َﺰirtakaz) means he stayed put and became stolid, because anything that is buried stays in its place
{T}.
“( ” َر َﮐ َﺰ اﻟﺮﱡ ْﻣ َﺢrakazar rumh): he dug the spear into the earth.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤﺮْ َﮐ َﺰal-markaz): the place where the spear has been dug in {T}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means to bury (dig) something into something so that it become immobile or
static.
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R-K-S

رک س

“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﮐﺲar-raks): to bend something in such a way that the front end meets its rear end {M}.
“ ٌ”رﮐَﺎس
ِ (rikaas): a rope, one end of which is tied to the camel’s nose ring and the other end to its leg, and
it is kept so tight that the camel’s head remains bent and is in severe pain. All this is to train it.
“َﮑﺲ
َ ( ”اِرْ ﺗirtaks): his head bent, he turned {T}.
The Quran says about the hypocrites:
Due to their (bad) deeds Allah made them lower their
4:88
heads

َواﻟ ٰﻠّﻪُ اَْرَﮐ َﺴ ُﻬ ْﻢ ِﲟَﺎ َﮐ َﺴﺒُـ ْﻮا

It means that Allah’s laws insulted and demeaned them, or put them into severe trouble, or turned them
back to their state of denial. This meaning appears in 4:91 as well.

R-K-Zd

رکض

“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﮐﺾar-rakz): to spur a horse so that it runs fast. It also means for a bird to prepare its wings to fly.
It also means to run fast.
The Quran says:
21:12 They fled away from it
21:13

ﻀﻮ َن
ُ إِذَا ُﻫﻢ ﱢﻣﻨْـ َﻬﺎ ﻳـَْﺮُﻛ
ﻀﻮا
ُ َﻻ ﺗَـ ْﺮُﻛ

Do not flee.

“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤﺮْ َﮐﺾal-mirkaz): the thing which is used to stoke the fire to make it burn brighter {T, R, M}.
In surah Saad, it has been said about Ayub:
38:42 move on

ﮏ
َ ِﺾ ﺑِ ِﺮ ْﺟﻠ
ْ اُْرُﮐ

To make your steps go fast. It can also mean put your leg into the water and move it.
Ibn Faris says “( ”رﮐﺾrikz) basically means to move forward or to make mobile.
Surah Al-Ambia says “( ”ﻻَﺗَﺮْ ُﮐﻀُﻮْ اla tarkuzu) which points to a big truth. Its earlier verse says that the
nations which have their social system follow other than God’s laws, create chaos in society. It makes the
distribution of wealth severely unbalanced and this leads to destruction. But they are drunk with power
and wealth and do not realize that they are proceeding towards destruction. Until that destruction stares
them in the eye, they try to run away from it. But at that time God’s consequential law calls out to them
and say “( ”ﻻَﺗَﺮْ ُﮐﻀُﻮْ اla tarkuzu) which means “do not try to run away, you cannot escape anywhere”.
21:13

ﻀ ْﻮا
ُ ﻻَﺗَـ ْﺮُﮐ

Go back to those places

Go back to your palatial houses which you had adorned with the color of the blood of the poor. Go back
so that you may be asked: where all this wealth came from and what right had you over these luxuries?
This is indeed a true picture of the result of capitalism which the Quran has drawn.
Verses before 21:13 say that those nations that build their economic systems on other bases than those
given by Allah, contribute in spreading disorder which ultimately results in destruction. But they are so
blinded by their wealth that they never realize their path towards destruction. Instead when destruction
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starts to knock at their doors, they try to run away from its wrath. That is the time when the consequential
law of Allah calls them “don’t try to run away, you can’t escape your consequences”.

21:13

َو ْارِﺟ ُﻌ ْﻮا اِٰﻟﯽ َﻣﺎ اُﺗْ ِﺮﻓْـﺘُ ْﻢ ﻓِْﻴ ِﻪ َوَﻣ ٰﺴﮑِﻨِ ُﮑ ْﻢ

Return to your palaces which you have created fron
the earnings of the needy

Now go back to your previous states so you may be asked where your wealth came from and if you had
any right to keep it as your own.
The Quran has made the whole system of capitalism with its many disadvantages crystal clear.

رکع

R-K-Ain

“( ” َر َﮐ َﻊraka’a): to bend face down or to fall down, whether the knees touch the ground or not, but the
head should bow.
ٌ ْ( ” ُر ُﮐﻮrukuh) means to bow. This word is spoken sometimes to bow physically and
Raghib says “ع
sometimes used for humility and submission whether that be in worship or not.
“( ” َر َﮐ َﻊ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯿ ُﺦraka ash sheikh): an old man, because in old age one bends a little due to weakness. If a
man’s condition becomes weak then too it is said “( ” َر َﮐ َﻊ ﻓُ َﻼ ٌنraka’a fulan).
Ibn Faris too has said that it means to bow.
Taj-ul-Uroos says that in the era before the advent of Islam, the Arabs used to call a man “( ” َرا ِﮐ ٌﻊrakiun)
ّ ٰ ( ” َرا ِﮐ ٌﻊ اِﻟَﯽrakiun ilal lah) to him which
when he was not a worshipper of idols. Then they would say “ِﷲ
means “the one who does not bend”
Zamkhishri has said that it means “he was content to turn towards Allah” {T}.
“( ” َرا ِﮐ ٌﻊraakiun) has the plural as “( ” ُر ﱠﮐ ٌﻊrukka-un).
ٌ ْ( ” ُر ُﮐﻮruku-un) and “( ” ُﺳﺠُﻮْ ٌدsujod) actually means to bow in submission to Allah’s laws. In “” ُﺳﺠُﻮْ ٌد
“ع
ٌ ْ( ” ُر ُﮐﻮruku-un), i.e. total submission and
(sujod), there is more intensity (of submission) than “ع
obedience. See heading (S-J-D).
In surah Al-Baqrah the Jews have been told:
the group which is genuflecting before Allah, you too
2:43
join them and follow My laws like them

ِِ
ﲔ
َواَﻗِﻴْ ُﻤ ْﻮا اﻟ ﱠ
َ ْ ﺼ ٰﻠﻮةَ َواَﺗـُ ْﻮا اﻟﱠﺰٰﮐﻮةَ َو ْارَﮐ ُﻌ ْﻮا َﻣ َﻊ اﻟﱠﺮاﮐﻌ

Since man’s movements are an indication of his emotions (for instance, when we say ‘no’, our head
automatically turns from side to side and when we say ‘yes’ then it automatically moves up and down),
ٌ ْ( ” ُر ُﮐﻮrukuh) and “ٌ ( ” َﺳﺠْ َﺪةsajdah), i.e. by bending
the display of bowing before Allah’s laws is done by “ع
and genuflecting in prayer.

48:29

you see them in rukuh and sujud (bending and
genuflecting)… the effects of their submission are
evident from their faces

ﺗَـَﺮا ُﻫ ْﻢ ُرﱠﮐﻌﺎً ُﺳ ﱠﺠ ًﺪا۔۔۔ ِﺳْﻴ َﻤﺎ ُﻫ ْﻢ ﻓِ ْﯽ ُو ُﺟ ْﻮِﻫ ِﻬ ْﻢ ِﻣ ْﻦ اَﺛَِﺮ
اﻟ ﱡﺴ ُﺠ ْﻮِد

It is obvious that if a person bends and genuflects before Allah, but he actually follows other laws, then
his rukuh and sujud will not be according to Allah’s will, i.e. for a few minutes, he bends before Allah,
but in his entire practical life he follows ungodly laws. Therefore his rukuh and sujud are not a true
indication of his subservience to Allah. True rukuh and sujud are such that a man’s heart submits to
Allah’s laws and along with his heart his head bends before Allah as well. This is what is desired by the
congregations of prayer.
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رکم

R-K-M

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﮐ ُﻢar-rakm): to put things over each other and to build them into a layer by layer heap.
“( ”ﻓَﯿَﺮْ ُﮐ ُﻤ ٗہfayarkumuhu): he will turn them into a heap (8:37).
“( ”رُﮐﺎ ُمrukaam): a heap of layer by layer {T, M, R}.
24:43

then they are turned into layer upon layer of cloud

52:44

layer upon layer of cloud

ﰒُﱠ َْﳚ َﻌﻠُﻪُ ُرَﮐ ًﺎﻣﺎ

ﺎب َﻣ ْﺮُﮐ ْﻮٌم
ٌ َﺳ َﺤ

“ٌ ( ”ﻧَﺎﻗَۃٌ َﻣﺮْ ُﮐﻮْ َﻣۃnaaqatun markumatun) is a camel which is very plump, which has layer upon layer of fat
in its body {T, M, R}.

رک ن

R-K-N

“ َ( ” َر ِﮐﻦrakin), “ ُ( ”ﯾَﺮْ ﮐَﻦyarkan): to lean towards someone and attain peace {T, M, R}.
Surah Hoodh says:
Do not lean towards the rebellious people.
11:113
(Do not be attracted to them)

َوَﻻﺗَـ ْﺮَﮐﻨُـ ْﻮا اِٰﻟﯽ اﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳْ َﻦ ﻇَﻠَ ُﻤ ْﻮا

Surah Bani Israel:
If We had not kept you firm then you might have
17:47
leaned a little towards them

ِ
ﮏ ﻟَ َﻘ ْﺪ ﮐِ ْﺪ ﱠ
ًت ﺗَـ ْﺮَﮐ ُﻦ اﻟَْﻴ ِﻬ ْﻢ َﺷْﻴﺌﺎً ﻗَﻠِْﻴﻼ
َ َوﻟَ ْﻮﻻَاَ ْن ﺛـَﺒﱠْﺘـ ٰﻨ

Messengers of Allah do not bend (from their stand), even though an ordinary man may (may it be for his
mission’s sake) bend a little. See 68:9 and 10:15.
“ ُ( ”اَﻟﺮﱡ ْﮐﻦar-rukn): a thing which strengthens someone, support {T, R, M}.
Ibn Faris says that its basic meaning is strength.
“( ” ُر ْﮐ ٌﻦrukn) means the strongest element or part of a thing.
Surah Hoodh says:
11:80 let me take the help of a strong support

اٰ ِو ْی اِٰﻟﯽ ُرْﮐ ٍﻦ َﺷ ِﺪﻳْ ٍﺪ

Ibn Faris says “( ” ُر ْﮐ ٌﻦ َﺷ ِﺪ ْﯾ ٌﺪruknun shaded) means respect and overpowering due to which nobody has the
courage for opposition.
“( ”اَرْ ﮐَﺎنُ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ ِءarkaanash shaiyi): a thing’s surroundings, the supports of that thing.

رمح

R-M-H

“ﺢ
ِ (rimah) {T, R, M}.
ِ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﻣar-rumh) means spear. Its plural is “”رﻣﺎ ٌح
The Quran says:
5:94
that which your hands and your spears can reach

ِ
ﺎﺣ ُﮑ ْﻢ
ُ ﺗَـﻨَﺎﻟُﻪُ اَﻳْﺪﻳْ ُﮑ ْﻢ َو ِرَﻣ

Figuratively also this word “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﻣ ُﺢar-rumh) is used to mean poverty and starvation {M}.
Taj-ul-Uroos has mentioned it as “( ” َر ﱠﻣﺎ ٌحrammah) instead of “( ” ُر ْﻣ ٌﺢrumh).
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رمد

R-M-D

Ibn Faris says anything that is colored ash or dust is called “( ”اَ ْﻻَرْ َﻣ ُﺪal-armadu).
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ َﻣﺎ ُدar-ramaad) means ashes {T, R, M}.
“ٌ ( ” َر َﻣﺎ َدةramadah): annihilation, destruction.
“( ”اَرْ َﻣﺪ َْاﻟﻘَﻮْ ُمarmadal qaum): people faced drought and their animals were destroyed.
The Quran has likened the deeds of those who tread the wrong path as “( ” َر َﻣﺎ ٌدramaad) over which strong
wind blows. Obviously if strong winds blow, ashes do not leave even a trace and are scattered. Wrong
systems and deeds can’t stand the strong currents of the times and like a heap of ashes which may seem to
be very big, disperses easily.

رمز

R-M-Z
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﻣ ُﺰar-ramz) means movement {M}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means movement or unease.

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ِﻣ ْﯿ ُﺰar-rameez): means with a lot of movement {T}, this leads to its meaning signals, be it by lips,
eyes, brows, mouth, hand or by the tongue, but there is no sound. Even if there is a sound it must be very
low like that of whispering.
Surah Aal-e-Imraan says about Zakariyah:
you will not be able to talk to people for three days
3:40
except in sign (language)

ﱠ ﱢ
ﱠﺎس ﺛـَ ٰﻠﺜَﺔَ اَﻳﱠ ٍﺎم اِﻻََرْﻣًﺰا
َ اَﻻ ﺗُ َﮑﻠ ُﻢ اﻟﻨ

In the traditions of the Jews, even talking was prohibited during fasting, or there was fasting in which the
intent was to abstain from speaking. See 19:26.

رمض

R-M-Zd

“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ َﻣﺾar-ramz): means for sand etc. to heat up in the sunlight.
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ َﻣﺾar-ramzu), “ﻀﺎ ُء
َ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﻣar-ramza’u): intense heat {T}.
“ َ( ” َﺷ ْﮩ ُﺮ َر َﻣﻀَﺎنshahru ramazaan): the month of Ramadan.
ٌ ِ( ”ﻧَﺎﺗnaatiq), when the names of the months were changed
In ancient Arabic, this month was called “ﻖ
(that too was before the advent of Islam) this month was called “ ُﻀﺎن
َ ( ” َر َﻣRamadan) because it fell in the
months of intense heat {T}.
The Quran began to be revealed during this month (2:185).
According to the lunar year, no month can fall in the same season every year. Hence this month of
Ramadan can fall in winter as well as in summer, but it is called “ ُﻀﺎن
َ ( ” َر َﻣRamadan) nevertheless. See
heading (N-S-A).
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رمم

R-M-M

ْ ( ” َر ﱠم اﻟ َﻌrammal azm): the bone became aged, and purified.
“ﻈ ُﻢ
“ُ ( ” َر ﱠم اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ َء َر ّﻣﺎ ً َوارﺗَ ﱠﻤہrammash shaiyi ramman wur tammah): he ate the thing completely.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺮ ﱠﻣۃar-rimmah): old bones.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟﺮﱡ ﱠﻣۃar-rummah): old rope, whatever is left of the past year’s plants.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ِﻣ ْﯿ ُﻢar-ramim): any old and decrepit thing.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺮ ﱡمar-rimmu): broken or mashed dry grass, the garbage which floats on the surface of the water.
“( ”اَ ْ ِﻻرْ َﻣﺎ ُمal-irmaam): to become quiet, silence.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ﱡمar-rammu): to mend a decrepit thing {T, M, R}.
Ibn Faris has four basic meanings for it.
1) To mend or correct something
2) For a thing to become decrepit
3) To be quiet
4) To talk (this word means the opposites of the above).
The noble Quran says:
When the bones become decrepit, then who can make
36:78
them live again?

َﻣ ْﻦ ُْﳛ ِﯽ اﻟْﻌِﻈَ َﺎم َوِﻫ َﯽ َرِﻣْﻴ ٌﻢ

Surah Zaariyaat says about the destructive storm that had blown on the nation of Aad:
It did not spare anyone who came within its range and
ٍ
ِ
ﺖ َﻋﻠِﻴْ ِﻪ اِﻻﱠ َﺟ َﻌﻠَﺘْﻪُ َﮐﺎﻟَﱠﺮِﻣﻴْ ِﻢ
51:42
ْ ََﻣﺎ ﺗَ َﺬ ُر ﻣ ْﻦ َﺷ ْﯽء اَﺗ
whoever did was reduced to smithereens (sawdust).

R-M-N

رمن

“ ُ( ”اَﻟﺮﱡ َﻣﺎنar-rummaan): pomegranate, whether tree or the fruit. Singular is “ٌ( ” ُر ﱠﻣﺎﻧَۃrummanah), probably
due to the effect which it has on the heart (it calms it down).
“ﺎن
ِ ( ” َر َﻣﻦَ ﺑِ ْﺎﻟ َﻤ َﮑraman bilmakaan): he resided there {T, M}.
The Quran has mentioned orchards of grapes, olives and pomegranates:
In jannat (heavenly society) there shall be grapes,
6:100
olives and pomegranates
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رمی

R-M-Y

“( ” َرﻣٰ ِﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ َءramash shaiyi), “( ” َرﻣٰ ﯽ ﺑِ ٖہrami behi): to throw something or lay it aside i.e. to discard.
“س
ِ ْ( ” َر َﻣ ِﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺴ ْﮩ َﻢ َﻋ ِﻦ ْاﻟﻘَﻮramas sahma unil qaus): shot the arrow from the bow.
“ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﻤﺮْ َﻣﺎةal-mirmah): small arrow.
“( ” َﺧ َﺮ َج ﯾَﺮْ ﺗَ ِﻤ ْﯽkharaja yartami): he went out to hunt with his bow.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤﺮْ ﻣٰ ﯽal-marma): the target {T}.
Surah Al-Murselaat says:
77:33 it throws sparks

اِﻧـﱠ َﻬﺎ ﺗَـ ْﺮِﻣ ْﯽ ﺑِ َﺸَﺮٍر

Surah Al-Feel says:
105:3 you stoned them

ٍﺗَـﺮِﻣْﻴ ِﻬﻢ ِِﲝ َﺠﺎرة
ْ ْ
َ

Surah Al-Anfaal says:
The shooting of arrows which was taking place from
8:17
your side in the battle of Badar was actually being
shot by Allah.

ِ وﻣﺎ رﻣﻴ
ﺖ َوﻟَ ِﮑ ﱠﻦ اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪَ َرٰﻣﯽ
َ ﺖ ا ْذ َرَﻣْﻴ
َ ْ ََ َ َ

All these battles were fought for establishing the supremacy of Allah’s system. When a commander fights
a battle at the command of a government, he fights the battle on behalf of the government, or when the
army attacks the enemy, the attack is deemed as an attack by the commander.
If “ َ( ” َر َﻣﯿْﺖramait) is followed by different verbs, it has different meanings but here the talk is about battle
and it has been made clear by saying “( ”ﻓَﻠَ ْﻢ ﺗَ ْﻘﺘُﻠُﻮْ ﮨُ ْﻢfalam taqtuluhum) that here the killing of the enemies
has been talked about. Therefore, “ َ( ” َر َﻣﯿْﺖramait) would mean shooting arrows.
William Lane has written with different references, that when “”را َﻣ ْﯿﺘُ ٗہ
ِ (ramaituhu) or “ٌ( ” ُﻣﺮا َﻣﺎةmuramah)
appears alone, it means archery or stoning.
“ْﺢ
ٍ ( ” َر َﻣﺎهُ ﺑِﻘَﺒِﯿramahu beqabeeh): he linked her to evil {T}.
The Quran says:
Those who accuse puritan women, to accuse some
24:33 puritan woman is worse than shooting arrows at her or
stoning her

ِ اِ ﱠن اﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦ ﻳـﺮﻣﻮ َن اﻟْﻤﺤﺼﻨ
ٰﺖ
َ ْ ُ ْ ُ َْ َ ْ

That is why the Quran has suggested very strong punishment for this crime (24:2).
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روح

R-W-H

“( ” َرا ٌحrah), “( ” َروْ ٌحrauh), “( ”رُوْ ٌحrooh), “”ر ْﺑ ٌﺢ
ِ (reeh): these all derived from the same root, and from it
ٌ ( ” َر ْﯾ َﺤraihaan) etc.
are also “ٌ ( ” َرا َﺣۃrahah), “ٌ ( ”رَوْ َﺣۃrauhah), “ٌ ( ”اِ ْﺳﺘِ َﺮا َﺣۃistiraha), “ٌ( ”ﺗَﺮْ ِوﯾْﺤۃtarviha), “ﺎن
“( ” َرا َحrah) basically means for the wind to blow, to feel the air {T}. Since air (wind) creates happiness for
humans, has movement and strength, therefore all these connotations are included in words derived from
its root.
Ibn Faris says it basically means vastness, expanse or large heartedness.
“( ”اَﻟﺮﱠوْ ُحar-rauh) means comfort, bliss, happiness, benevolence, vastness.
ٌ ( ” َﻣ َﮑmakanun rauhaani): a good and pure house {T}.
“ﺎن َروْ َﺣﺎﻧِ ﱞﯽ
“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺮ ْﯾ ُﺢar-reeh): wind.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺮ ْﯾ َﺤۃar-reeha): some part of the wind. “”رﯾَﺎ ٌح
ِ (riyah) is its plural.
Raghib says the Quran has used “”رﯾَﺎح
ِ (riyah) to mean benevolence and happiness at various places, and
“”رﯾْﺢ
(reeh)
for
punishment.
ِ
Lataif-ul-Lugha says that when “( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺮ ْﯾ ُﺢar-reeh) or the wind is strong, it is called “ ُﺻﻒ
ِ ( ”اَ ْﻟﻌﺎal-aasif).
ٌ ( ” ُﻣﺒَ ﱢﺸ َﺮmubash shiraat): that wind which brings clouds.
“ات
ُ ﺼ َﺮ
“ات
ِ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤ ْﻌal-mu’seeraat): those winds which bring rain.
ٌ ﺻ
“ﻒ
ِ ( ”ﻋَﺎaasif): winds in the valleys and deserts, or devastating winds.
“ ُﺻﻒ
ِ ( ”اَ ْﻟﻘَﻮاal-qawasif): those winds which raise a storm in the sea.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺮ ْﯾ ُﺢreeh): victory, power and overpowering, circulation, revolution, and turn {T}.
8:26

ﺐ ِرْﳛُ ُﮑ ْﻢ
َ َوﺗَ ْﺬ َﻫ

You will be out of wind,
(your strength will be lost)

“ٌ ( ”ﺗَﺮْ ِو ْﯾ َﺤۃtarviha): to sit and rest, to take a rest. Later it means the four sections prayer of taraveeh
because after every four sections of it, there is a short rest period.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟﺮ ِﱠو ْﯾ َﺤۃar-raviha): to get some ease after constriction.
“ٌ ( ” َرا َﺣۃraaha): for the cattle to come back home in the evening for rest.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ َوا ُحar-rawah) means evening or the period from when the sun starts setting till evening {T}.
In surah Saba, “( ” َر َوا ٌحrawah) or evening journey appears opposite to “( ” ُﻏ ُﺪ ﱞوghuduw) or morning
journey (34:12).
The Muheet says “( ”اَﻟﺮﱠوْ ُحar-rauh) means besides happiness and comfort and benevolence, also breeze
and help.
It also means justice which gives the prosecution contentment and peace.
“( ”اَﻟﺮﱡ وْ ُحar-rooh) means the human soul, as well as benevolence and revelation from God, and the noble
Quran itself {M}. In verse 16:2, the meaning of “( ”اﻟﺮﱡ وْ ُحar-rooh) means Revelation. In Surah Ash-Shura
verse 42:52, “ً ( ”رُوْ ﺣﺎroohan) means the noble Quran itself.
Surah Bani Israel says:
they ask you about ar-rooh, tell them that ar-rooh is
17:85
my Sustainers concern

ﮏ َﻋ ِﻦ ﻟﱡﺮْو ُح ِﻣ ْﻦ اَْﻣ ِﺮَر ﺑﱢ ْﯽ
َ ََوﻳَ ْﺴﺌَـﻠُ ْﻮﻧ

Here “( ”اَﻟﺮﱡ وْ ُحar-rooh) does not mean human soul, but Revelation, or Quran itself. The next verse
explains this when it says “ﮏ
َ ( ”اَوْ َﺣ ْﯿﻨَﺎ اِﻟَ ْﯿauhaina ilaika). The meaning is that these people want to know
about what revelation is, tell them that it is a matter that belongs to the meta-physical world, it has no
connection with the physical world so you cannot comprehend it even if you were to be explained. You
will have to believe in it regardless, although you can understand its teachings.
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They wanted to know about Revelation, and what the relationship between God and his Messenger is, etc.
These things cannot be understood by someone who is not a messenger {Al-Minar}.
“ُس
ِ ( ”رُوْ ُح اﻟﻘُﺪruhul qudus) as appeared in 2:87 means whose strength was available to Isa and which was
the orders in Torah and Bible which he was endowed with through revelation. And which were the cause
that a human being became exalted. Some think that “ُس
ِ ( ”رُوْ ُح اﻟﻘُﺪruhul qudus) means Jibrael and have
taken “ ُ( ”رُوْ ُح ْاﻻَ ِﻣﯿْﻦruhul amin) (26:193) to mean the same. {Al-Minar}.
Here the Quran has been said to be:
26:193 the trusted Spirit descended with it on your heart

ِ
ِ
ﮏ
َ ِﲔ َﻋ ٰﻠﯽ ﻗَـ ْﻠﺒ
ُ ْ ﻧـََﺰل ﺑِﻪ اﻟﱡﺮْو ُح ْاﻻَﻣ

This is supported by the verse of surah Al-Baqrah in which it is said about Jibreel:
Then indeed we brought it down on your heart by the
ﮏ ﺑِﺎِ ْذ ِن اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ
2:97
َ ِﻓَﺎِﻧﱠﻪُ ﻧـَﱠﺰﻟَﻪُ َﻋ ٰﻠﯽ ﻗَـ ْﻠﺒ
announcement of Allah
This clearly shows that “ ُ( ”رُوْ ُح ْاﻻَ ِﻣﯿْﻦruhul amin) is another title of “( ”ﺟﺒﺮﯾﻞJibreel).
Surah An-Nahal says “ُس
ِ ( ”ﻗُﻞْ ﻧَ ﱠﺰﻟَ ٗہ رُوْ ُح ْاﻟﻘُﺪqul nazzalahu ruhul qudus) in 16:102, thus “ُس
ِ ( ”رُوْ ُح اﻟﻘُﺪruhul
qudus) also means Jibreel. Since we cannot understand what Revelation is, we also cannot understand
what Jibreel is. The word “( ”اَﻟﺮﱡ وْ ُحar-rooh) points it to be a metaphysical being which reveals the Quran
unto the Messenger’s heart, and “ٌ( ” َﻣﻼَﺋِ َﮑۃmalaika) are those forces of nature in the universe which bear
witness to God’s being.
Therefore the Quran has used the terms malaikah and rooh separately as in 97:4, 78:38 and 70:4.
The initial links in the Quran about the creation of Man are the same as those which are known about
common animals, but after that the humans have been elevated by saying:
َوﻧـَ َﻔ َﺦ ﻓِْﻴ ِﻪ ِﻣ ْﻦ ُرْو ِﺣ ِﻪ
32:9
God breathed His soul into it
And the result has been said to be:
32:9
The humans were endowed with eyesight and hearing

ِ اﻻﺑ
ِ
َﺼ َﺎر َو ْاﻻَﻓْﺌِ َﺪة
ْ ْ َو َﺟ َﻌ َﻞ ﻟَ ُﮑ ْﻢ اﻟ ﱠﺴ ْﻤ َﻊ َو

This means that the means of gathering knowledge were induced in the mind and heart. It is obvious that
here God’s breath is that Godly strength which is known as personality or one’s self, and which
determines a man’s characteristics. This self has been granted equally to each human being. It remains to
be seen to what extent a man then develops it to. This is known as spiritualism and this development takes
place only in an Islamic society.
Here it must be understood why God has called this ‘force’ as our soul. Is it a manifestation of God’s
personality? There are forces everywhere in the universe. They are more pronounced and visible in living
things, this force is the result of materialist cause and effect, (or it comes into being as a consequence of
physical laws). That is why it is called physical force. Human energy can also be classified under it, but
humans have another sort of energy too which is manifested through his intent and authority. This force is
stronger than the physical force and the physical force is subservient to it. This superior force has been
attributed by God towards Himself. He has called it “( ”روﺣﻨﺎrohna) or God’s soul or force. What is meant
to portray by this is that this force has no connection with the physical laws, but has been given to us
directly by God. This is the character of human personality, and is attributed to divine force.
“( ”اﻟﻮﮨﯿﺎﺗﯽaluhiati) means a force which is not the product of matter but attributable directly to God. It
must be noted here that the force which is not “( ”اﻟﻮﮨﯿﺎﺗﯽaluhiati) or divine is also created by no other than
God. But it is created as per the laws which have been formulated by God in regard to matter. The human
energy He has attributed to Himself in order to discriminate it from the physical forces.
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This force is not a part of God’s personality. The personality cannot be divided into parts; to think that it
is a part which has separated from God, is a Hindu philosophy and a concept out of Vedant. Human
personality is a gift of God which is not part of His overall personality, nor is its ultimate aim to reunite
with the whole. This force is received in an undeveloped form and to develop it is the purpose of human
life.
For this reason the Quranic society is formulated. Every human deed has an effect on his personality, and
his personality does not end with the death of his corporeal self. The basic difference in the materialistic
concept of life and the Quranic concept is this very thing. The materialistic concept believes that this
corporeal self is all there is, that the machinery of this corporeal self is kept in motion by physical laws
and when they cease to function then that individual is finished. According to the Quranic concept,
human life consists of his corporeal self and his personality. His personality is not subject to physical
laws, and therefore when the corporeal being ceases to function, even then nothing happens to his
personality, it lives beyond.
Just as there are laws according to which a human body develops, so are there laws according to which a
man’s personality develops. These principals are called Permanent Values and are not a product of human
intellect. They are received through Revelation and are now safe in the Quran. The difference between the
developments of the two is that man’s body develops when he himself eats or uses things, but the
personality develops when a man helps others to develop. According to the Quran, the system of Quranic
welfare is built on this very basis. As the human personality develops, it starts reflecting more and more
the divine qualities (to a human extent, of course). More details can be found under heading (N-F-S).
The Quran has nowhere talked about the human “soul”, but has always talked about the “soul of God”.
When this “God’s soul” or the divine force is endowed to man, then in Quranic terms it is called “”ﻧﻔﺲ
(nafs) as in 91:74-79. This is what is known as the human personality, Self or Ego.
When we say that the purpose of human life is the development of its personality, it does not mean that
the human body and its development have no significance. According to the Quran the development of
the human body is also very important because at the present level the human personality is developed
through the development of the human body. As such, it is as important for the human body to be as
healthy as for an egg to be healthy enough to become a strong chick. Although if it so happens that there
is a tie between the interests of the body and the personality, then it is wiser to sacrifice the interest of the
body over that of personality, as it becomes a test for belief and human dignity, just like the chick which
breaks the shell when it gets too big for the eggshell. This is the essence of Quranic teachings, that is, to
sacrifice physical demands for permanent values whenever there is a tie between them, this is what
character building is.
The Quran has also used “ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﯾ َﺤﺎنar-raihaan) as in surah Ar-Rahman:
55:12 corn on the stalk, and aromatic crops

ِﺼ
ﻒ َواﻟﱠﺮْﳛَﺎ ُن
ْ َو
اﳊَ ﱡ
ْ ﺐ ذُ ْو اﻟْ َﻌ

“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﯾ َﺤﺎنar-raihan) is a sort of fragrant grass, also initial vegetation if it is sweet smelling and flowering.
ٌ ْ( ” َﻋﺼasf) and their leaves “ﺎن
ٌ ( ” َر ْﯾ َﺤrehaan).
Faraa has said that the stalks are called “ﻒ
“ ُ( اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﯾ َﺤﺎنar-raihaan) also means progeny and sustenance.
“( ”اَ َر ا َحarah): he rested, left the cattle to rest in the pen in the evening.
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رود

R-W-D

“( ” َروْ ٌدraud): to come and go several times in quest of something, that is, to keep searching for
something, to be continuously in movement.
“( ”اَﻟﺮﱠاﺋِ ُﺪar-ra’id): means the handle of a grind wheel,
“( ” َراﺋِ ُﺪ ْاﻟ َﻌ ْﯿ ِﻦraa-idul ain): the straw in the eye which keeps moving from one place to another {T, M}
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤ َﺮا ُدal-maraad): the place or path where camels come and go, this path is called “اﻻﺑِ ِﻞ
ِ ْ ”رﯾَﺎ ُد
ِ (riyaadul
ibl).
“( ”اَﻟﺮﱠاﺋِ ُﺪar ra-id): the man who is sent ahead of the caravan to look for water or fodder {T, M}.
Since “( ” َروْ ٌدraud) has the connotation to strive or struggle for something, “ٌ( ”اِ َرا َدةiraadah) came to mean
to desire something. But then “ٌ( ”اِ َرا َدةiradah) and demand were differentiated that desire is manifested by
a man’s talk or deed, but “ٌ( ”اِرادةiradah) is sometimes undisclosed and sometimes disclosed {T}.
“ٌ ( ”اِ َرا َدةiradah) actually means for the heart to be drawn towards something or hidden intent, or such
leaning as a result of which some benefit is expected {M}
Raghib says “ٌ ( ”اِرادةiradah) means a force which includes desire, need, and wish, all, thereafter it also
means for the heart to be drawn towards something or for decision only {R}. This led to “( ” َرا َودَةraaudawah) meaning wanted him, or asked for him time and time again. If it is followed by “( ”ﻋ َْﻦun), then
it means to demand a thing of someone against his willingness, as in 16:12 where it is related about
Yusuf’s brethren who said:
We will ask for him against his father’s will
12:61 (our father does not want us to take Yusuf with us but
َُﺳﻨُـَﺮا ِوُد َﻋﻨْﻪُ اَﺑَﺎﻩ
we will ask for him against his wishes)
“( ”ﯾ ُِﺮ ْﯾ ُﺪyureed): he intends, it has meant this in 36:23 that is:
36:23 If the Raham intends to give me some pain

ِ ِ
ﻀﱟﺮ
ُ ِٰﻦ ﺑ
ُ ا ْن ﻳُِﺮْدن اﻟﱠﺮ ْﲪ

“( ”راود َٗه ﻋ َْﻦ ﻧَ ْﻔ ِﺴ ٖہ َو َﻋﻠَ ْﯿﮩَﺎrawaddahu un nafsehi wa alaiha) means to deceive, to induce, to persuade {T, M}.
It also means to have the desire to have sex with someone {T, M}. This makes the meaning of the verses
such as 12:32 and 54:37 clear. The first verse points to the wrong intentions of Aziz’s wife towards Yusuf,
and the second towards the wrong ways of the nation of Lot.
“( ”اَرْ َو َد ﻓِ ْﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺴﯿ ِْﺮarwada fis sair): he traveled at a peaceful pace {T, M}.
From this it led to “( ” ُر َو ْﯾ َﺪruwaid) meaning to give time, breathing space.
The Quran has used “( ” ُر َو ْﯾﺪًاruwaida) in this meaning,
86:17

ﻓَ ِﻤ ّﻬ ِﻞ اﻟْ َﮑﺎﻓِ ِﺮﻳْ َﻦ اَْﻣ ِﻬﻠْ ُﻬ ْﻢ ُرَوﻳْ ًﺪا

so give the Deniers some time, a little time

God’s intentions, which are mentioned at several places in the Quran, should not be taken as Man’s
intentions. Human intents are fulfilled and broken too. They are right and even wrong, are practical and
sometimes while poetic at other times. But God’s intentions are those truths according to which
everything in the universe is working.

روع

R-W-Ain

ُ ْ( ”اَﻟﺮﱠوar-rau): awe that is inspired by something’s beauty or abundance.
“ع
“ُ ( ”اَﻟﺮﱠوْ َﻋۃar-rau’a): awe, or the effect of something’s beauty.
ُ ْ( ”اَﻟﺮﱠوar-ru): heart, fear and the place for palpitation {T, R}.
“ع
The Quran says:
When Ibrahim’s heart overcame his surprise and
11:74
palpitation
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روم

Rom
“( ”اَﻟﺮﱠوْ ُمar-room): the Roman Empire.

Surah Rom or Rome says in 30:2 that the Romans were overpowered. This is the tale about the defeat
which the Romans suffered at the hands of the Persian king Khusru Pervaiz, in which, province after
province of the Romans fell to the Persians, and this continued till 615 A.D. At the very time when the
Romans were in a weak condition, the Quran predicted that in a few years they will overpower the
Persians, as such in 624AD. Herkel not only took his areas back from the Persians but also entered Persia
and destroyed their place of fire worship. This happened in the year 2 H when the Muslims were
victorious for the first time in the battle of Badr. The closest opponents of the Arabs were Persians. When
the Persians were overpowering, even the Romans, the Arabs were distraught and worried, but within a
short period of time, the Arabs, due to the Quranic system, became so strong that neither the Persians nor
the Romans could stand up to them. This was all due to the strength that their Faith gave them.

رھب

R-He-B

ٌ َ( ” ُر ْﮨﺒruhbaan).
“ ٌ( ” َر ْھﺐrahb), “ ٌ( ” ُر ْھﺐrohb), “ ٌ( ” َرﮨَﺐrahab), “ٌ( ” ُر ْﮨﺒَۃruhbah), “ٌ( ” َر ْﮨﺒَۃrahbah), “ﺎن
This root means a fear which has caution in it, like one is afraid of burning and that is why we fear fire.
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤﺮْ ﮨُﻮْ بal-marhoob), “ ُ( ”اَﻟﺮ ِﱠﮨﺐar-rahib): lion {T}. It also means to become weak.
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮﮨْﺐarrabu) “( ”اَﻟﺮﱡ ْﮨ ٰﺒﯽar-ruhba) means a she-camel which is weak and tired after a journey.
“ﺐ ْاﻟ َﺠ َﻤ ُﻞ
َ ( ” َر ِﮨrahibal jamal): camel rose or stood up but again sat down due to weakness {T}.
“ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﮨﺒَﺎﻧِﯿﱠۃar-rahbaaniyyah): includes all elements such as fear, caution, weakness, etc. in monastic, i.e.
due to the fear of God, giving up all the pleasures of life [“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻻَرْ ﮨَﺎبal-arhaab): birds who do not prey
ٌ َ” ُر ْﮨﺒ
{T}] and thus become weak, this sort of puritan is called “ ُﱠاﮨﺐ
ِ ( ”اَﻟﺮar-raahib), its plural is “ﺎن
ٌ َ( ” ُر ْﮨﺒruhbaan) is a Persian word, and it is a compound of the
(ruhbaan) in 9:31. Some think that “ﺎن
words “( ” ُر ْهruh) and “( ”ﺑَﺎنbaan) which means a puritan {T}. This could be a Persian word because they
too used to practise monasticism.
The Quran says:
7:116 they tried to frighten the people

َوا ْﺳﺘَـ ْﺮَﻫﺒُـ ْﻮ ُﻫ ْﻢ

Surah Al-Hashar says:
59:13 their fear of you is great

ِ
ﺻ ُﺪ ْوِرِﻫ ْﻢ
ُ َﻻ اَﻧْـﺘُ ْﻢ اَ َﺷ ﱡﺪ َرْﻫﺒَﺔً ﻓﯽ

Here too “ٌ( ” َر ْﮨﺒَۃrahbah) means fear.
Bani Israel were told:
2:41
you must fear Me only

ِ
ﺎی ﻓَ ْﺎرَﻫﺒُـ ْﻮ ِن
َ اﻳﱠ

To fear God means to fear the devastating results of violating God’s laws and to uphold them and avoid
rebelling against them.
“ً ( ” َرﮨَﺒﺎrahaba) basically means to fear and avoid.
Surah Al-Ambia says that the prophets were wont to:
they used call on God (for help) to attain life’s
21:90
benefits
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This means that they used to call for help to attain life’s benefits “ً( ” َرﻏَﺒﺎraghaban) and to avoid its
unpleasantness “ً ( ” َرﮨَﺒﺎrahaban). They used to refer towards Him in both cases. Obviously removing the
ills and accruing the benefits are the emotions which motivate man or act as incentives for man.
Messengers used to obey the laws of God in both conditions, something which all momins should do as
well. As far as “ َ( ” َر ْﮨﺒَﺎﻧِﯿﱠﺖrahbaniyaat) or monasticism is concerned, that is, to give up on this world, the
Quran says that it was created by the Christians themselves (it was not ordered by God) (57:27).
Along with it, the Quran has said:
then they could not fulfill even this self-created
57:27
condition

ﻓَ َﻤﺎ َر َﻋ ْﻮَﻫﺎ َﺣ ﱠﻖ ِر َﻋﺎﻳَﺘِ َﻬﺎ

This is what the Quran says about monasticism and which is the basis of Sufism and which
(unfortunately) is considered to be our respectable Deen! When the Muslims let go of the Quran then all
those ungodly elements to remove which the Quran had been sent, became part of Islam one by one. The
total aneurism of the Romans, the racism of the Persians, the religious leadership and traditionalism of the
Jews, and the monasticism of the Christians, all became part of Islam! Nowadays Islam is thought to be
an amalgamation of all these! But this is no cause for hopelessness because God’s Deen (way of life) is
safe and intact with us within the Quran. As such, we can easily separate pure Deen from these
adulterations, if we really intend to do so.

رھط

R-He-Th

“ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﮨﻂar-raht): someone’s nation, tribe. Some say that “ٌ( ” َرﮨْﻂraht) is the party which has a membership
of three to ten or seven to ten, but some say it is said even for less numbers or more but only men are
included in it, not women.
Ibn Faris says it means a congregation of humans etc.
Surah Hoodh says:
11:92 brotherhood or tribe

ﻂ
ٌ َرْﻫ

Surah An-Nahal says about the nation of Samood:
and there were nine men who used to raise
27:48
chaos in the city

ِ َوَﮐﺎ َن ﻓِﯽ اﻟْ َﻤ ِﺪﻳْـﻨَ ِﺔ ﺗِ ْﺴ َﻌﺔُ َرْﻫ ٍﻂ ﻳـﱡ ْﻔ ِﺴ ُﺪ ْو َن ﻓِﯽ ْاﻻَْر
ض

It is a reference to the leaders of the nation who held the reins of power, every nation, government or
country is ruled by some people in power and who are responsible for creating the imbalance in the
country, and the rest of the country is destroyed by them.

R-He-Q

رهق

“ُ( ” َر ِﮨﻘَہrahiqah), “ُ( ”ﯾَﺮْ ﮨَﻘُہyarhaquhu), “ً( ” َرﮨَﻘﺎrahaqa): to cover something or overshadow it. Raghib has
added, with force. It means as well to join with something, to overtake it and besiege it {T, R}.
10:26

َوَﻻﻳـَْﺮَﻫ ُﻖ ُو ُﺟ ْﻮ َﻫ ُﻬ ْﻢ ﻗَـﺘَـٌﺮ

Their faces do not turn bleak

“ُ ( ”اَرْ ﮨَﻘَہarhaqahu): he forced him to do something beyond his power, put him into difficulty {M}.
Surah Al-Kahaf says:
Make rebellion overpower them.
18:80
(or involve them in rebellion)
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ٌ َ( ” َرﮨrahaq): foolishness, nonsense, impoliteness, harshness, commitment of evil deed {T, R}.
“ﻖ
Ibn Faris says it means cheating, hastiness and oppression,
72:6

ًﻓَـَﺰ ُاد ْوُﻫ ْﻢ َرَﻫﻘﺎ

so they increased their unawareness

ٌ ( ”اِرْ ﮨَﺎirhaaq) which means to coerce a man for doing that
Azhari says it actually has been derived from “ق
of which he is not capable {T, R}.
74:17

ِ
ﺻ ُﻌ ْﻮًدا
َ َُﺳﺎُْرﻫ ُﻘﻪ

I will involve him in great difficulty or stress

رهن

R-He-N

“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮﮨْﻦar-rahn): Something which is kept as a guarantee for something that you have taken temporarily.
ٌ َ”رﮨ
“ﺎن
ِ (rihaan) is plural of “ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮﮨْﻦar-rahn). It also means a guarantee. In the dictionary “( ” َرﮨ ٌْﻦrahn)
means proof and stability (to be stolid).
ٌ َ”رﮨ
Raghib says “( ” َرﮨ ٌْﻦrahn) and “ﺎن
ِ (rihaan) are things which are kept as guarantee for a loan, but
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺮﮨَﺎنar-rihaan) is a thing which is kept as a guarantee in a bet. It is usually used in horseracing.
“ ُﱠاﮨﻦ
ِ ( ”اَﻟﺮar-raahin): proven and ready, stolid and permanent.
“( ” َرﮨَﻦَ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ ُءrahanash shaiyi): the thing remained stolid {T}.
Ibn Faris says it means to stick to one thing whether it is right or wrong.
“ٌ”رﺟْ ﻠَ ٗہ َر ِﮨ ْﯿﻨَۃ
ِ (rijluhu rahina): his foot is imprisoned or trapped {T}.
“( ”اَﻧَﺎ َر ِﮨﯿ ٌْﻦ ﺑِ َﮑ َﺬاanaraheen bikaza): I am involved in that thing {M}.
The Quran says:
everybody is hostage to his deeds
52:21
(his life is dependent upon his deeds for results)

ِ ُﮐ ﱡﻞ اﻣ ِﺮی ٍء ِﲟﺎ َﮐﺴ
ﲔ
ٌْ ﺐ َرﻫ
َ َ َ ْ ْ

In surah Al-Baqarah, the advice that is given for lending says that if you are traveling and find no one to
write down (the loan agreement) then:
you must hold onto something as mortgage for the
2:283
ٌﺿﺔ
َ ﻓَ ِﺮٰﻫ ٌﻦ َﻣ ْﻘﺒُـ ْﻮ
things that are lent
To make this the basis for ‘keeper’s property’ is an injustice (to God’s laws), for example, a farmer takes
a loan from somebody and mortgages some of his land for it. Thereafter the land will remain with the
lender who will own the produce of the land till the loan is returned and will not even deduct the cost of
the produce from the loan. If this is not a type of interest, then what is it? This means that it is indeed a
type of interest, which is forbidden.
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R-He-W

رهو

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﮨ ُﻮar-rahwu): the space between the two legs, a place where water accumulates, also peace which is
tranquil.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮﮨَﺎ ُءarraha-u): level and expansive land.
“( ” َﻋﯿْﺶٌ َرا ٍهaishun rah): a content and peaceful life.
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﮨ َﻮانar-rahwaan): low land, a horse whose back while riding is soft {T, R}.
Kitab-ul-Ishteqaaq says that this word means the opposites, that is “( ”ﮨﺒﻮطhaboot) or to come down, as
well as “( ”ارﺗﻔﺎعirtafaa), or to go up.
Ibn Faris says it has two basic meanings. One is of peace and contentment, and second is of a place
which becomes high sometimes and at others becomes low. The Quran says when Moosa was taking
along the nation of Bani Israel then he was told:

ِ واﺗْـﺮ
42:24 to leave the sea in a calm state
ًک اﻟْﺒَ ْﺤَﺮ َرْﻫﻮا
ُ َ
One meaning of this is verse is:
When Moosa reached it, the sea was peaceful, it was in ebb and it had receded and left some dry land
behind.
Surah Taha says:
20:77 for them take the dry path in the sea

ب َﳍُ ْﻢ ﻃَ ِﺮﻳْﻘﺎً ﻓِﯽ اﻟْﺒَ ْﺤ ِﺮ ﻳـَﺒَ ًﺴﺎ
ْ َﻓ
ْ ﺎﺿ ِﺮ

Even if “( ” َر ْﮨ ًﻮاrahwa) is taken to mean broad or expansive, it will mean the path which has been
broadened by the sea (by receding), take them by that way. The place where there was the sea at first
would be low, when the sea recedes from there, then that land will be (as compared to the land which is
still under water) be higher.

R-W-Zd

روض

“ٌ ﺿۃ
َ ْ( ” َروrauzah): the land where there are beautiful flowers, trees and water, beautiful garden with a
canal, any green place which has a canal adjacent to it. The plural forms are “ ٌ( ” َروْ ضrauzun), “ ٌ”رﯾَﺎض
ِ
ٌ ﺿ
(riyazun) and “ﺎت
َ ْ( ” َروrauzaat). If there is no water, then it is not called “ٌ ﺿۃ
َ ْ( ” َروrauzah). It is a place
where water collects.
“ض ْاﻟﻘَﻮْ َم
َ ( ”اَ َرaradal qaum): he watered the whole nation, i.e, he benefited the entire nation.
“ُ ﺿۃ
َ ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺮﯾَﺎar-riyazah): to make somebody work hard to make him an expert at it, to train {T, R}.
Ibn Faris contends that its basic meanings contain vastness and expanse, as well as to soften something
or to make some chore easier.
The Quran says:
30:15
they will enjoy music in a green spot
42:22

ِ
ﺿ ٍﺔ ُْﳛﺒَـُﺮْو َن
َ ﻓَـ ُﻬ ْﻢ ﻓ ْﯽ َرْو

ٌ ﺿ
Its plural is “ﺎت
َ ْ( ” َروrauzaat).
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روغ

R-W-Gh

“( ” َرا َغ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ ُﻞraghal rajulu), “ً ( ” َروْ ﻏﺎragha): for some expedience, to turn to one side quietly, lean or to
avoid {T, R}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means to lean and not to remain in one state.
“( ” َرا َغ ﻓُ َﻼ ٌن اِ ٰﻟﯽ ﻓُ َﻼ ٍنraagha fulanun ila fulaan): that man secretly leaned towards him.
Faraa says that “( ” َرا َغ اِ ٰﻟﯽ اَ ْﮨﻠِ ٖہraagha ila ahlehi) means that he returned to his family and kept the purpose
of his coming back hidden from others.
َ ( ”اَ َراaragha), “ً( ”اِ َرا َﻏۃiraagha), “( ”ارْ ﺗَﺎ َغwartaagh): he intended and demanded.
“غ
“ٌ ”ر َوا َﻏۃ
ِ (riwagha), “ٌ”رﺑَﺎ َﻏۃ
ِ (ruyagha): ring (as in boxing or wrestling) {T, R, M}.
In the tale of Ibrahim, the Quran relates “( ”ﻓَ َﺮا َغ اِﻟَﯽ ٰاﻟِﮩَﺘِ ِﮩ ْﻢfaraagha ila aalihatihim) in 37:91 and “ ﻓَ َﺮا َغ
( ” َﻋﻠَﯿ ِْﮩ ْﻢfaragha alaihim) in 37:93. “( ” َرا َغ اِ ٰﻟﯽragha ila) means to keep your intentions to yourself while
attending to someone, and “( ” َرا َغ ﻋ َٰﻠﯽraagha ala) means to attack somebody overwhelmingly. As such,
Ibrahim’s tact was such that it contained the element of secrecy of intent and overpowering strength as
well.

ریب

R-Y-B

“ ٌ( ” َرﯾْﺐraib): actually it means psychological confusion, and uneasiness of “( ”ﻧﻔﺲnafs) {Aqrabal
Muwarid}.
It also means doubt, and restlessness {T}, also guess or opinion and accusation {T, R, M}. Besides it, it
also means the vicissitudes of life and need {T}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means doubt or doubt and fear.
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮﯾْﺐar-raib): anything which creates confusion. It also means need.
“ً ( َراﺑَﻨِﯽ ْاﻻَ ْﻣ ُﺮ َرﯾْﺒﺎrabanial amru raiba): that matter put me in doubt {T}.
In surah At-Taubah, in the context of Masjid-e-Zarar, it is said:
9:110 restlessness and confusion

ِرﻳْـﺒَﺔً ﻓِ ْﯽ ﻗـُﻠُ ْﻮﻬﺑِِ ْﻢ

In surah Ibrahim 14:9 and in surah Saba 34:54 and at other places, “ ٌ( ” ُﻣ ِﺮﯾْﺐmureebun) has come as an
( ” َﺷ ﱞshakk), which means doubt.
adjective of “ﮏ
( ” َﺷ ﱞshakkun mureebun): doubt which creates uneasiness and confusion. In 40:34 “ ٌ” ُﻣﺮْ ﺗَﺎب
“ﮏ ُﻣ ِﺮﯾْﺐ
(murtaab) has appeared, that is, one who doubts. In 29:48 is “َﺎب
َ ( ”اِرْ ﺗirtaab), that is, doubted.
Surah At-Toor says:
The vicissitudes of life which can be faced by realities
52:30
but not by poetic or idealistic emotionalism.

ﺐ اﻟْ َﻤﻨُـ ْﻮ ِن
َ َْرﻳ

Therefore, “ ٌ( ” َرﯾْﺐraib) would mean uneasiness of the mind due to doubt. The Quran has said about itself
in the very beginning:
this is the code of life which leaves no doubt or create
any confusion or unease in the minds
ِ َ ِذَاﻟ
ﺐ ﻓِْﻴ ِﻪ
2:2
ُ َﮏ اﻟْﮑﺘ
َ ْﺎب َﻻ َرﻳ
(its teachings create complete peace and calm, it has
no place for unease and confusion)
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Aqrabal muwarid says that these meanings are cited for the word ar-reebah, because it is entirely based
on logic and reasoning, and it is obvious that only reasoning can create complete peace, not by blind faith
and superstitions.

ریش

R-Y-Sh

“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺮﯾْﺶar-reesh), “ ُ( ”اَﻟﺮّاشar-raash): the feathers of the birds with which their bodies are covered {T}.
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺮﯾْﺶar-rish): human clothing and beautification. It also means wellbeing and economic freedom.
“ً ( ” َراشُ ﻓُ َﻼﻧﺎraasha fulaana): helped him earn and strengthened him, corrected his condition and benefited
him.
“اش اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ ُﻞ
َ ( ” َرraashar rujul): the man became rich and well to do {T}.
Ibn Faris says that the root basically means wellbeing, as well as the good things that one acquires in life.
The Quran says that your clothing covers your body and “ً ”رﯾْﺸﺎ
ِ (reeshan), also adorns you (7:26).
The Quran not only presents the utilitarian aspect of things but also gives equal importance to their
aesthetic values. The beauty in the universe is a manifestation of this aspect of the creator. This means
utilitarian and aesthetic values in everything. A momin’s life too must be an embodiment of both these
two aspects,

ریع

R-Y-Ain

“( ” َر ْﯾ ٌﻊree’a): the projecting part of anything, also everything’s best and first part.
“اع اﻟﻄﱠ َﻌﺎ ُم
ِ ( ” َرra’at tu-aamu): there was an increased production of crop, the crop production increased,
was in abundance.
“( ” ِر ْﯾ ٌﻊri’a), “( ” َر ْﯾ ٌﻊra’a): high land or high place. Every path or the path between two mountains, also
mountain.
“ﮏ
َ ﺿ
ِ ْ( ” َﮐ ْﻢ ِر ْﯾ ُﻊ اَرkum ree-u ardika): how high is your land?
“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺮ ْﯾ ُﻊar-ree’): high dune, the high place of the valley along which water flows down, it is also used for
church.
“ب
ِ ( ” َر ْﯾ َﻌﺎنُ ْاﻟ َﺸﺒﱠﺎrai’aanus shabaab): the early part of youth.
“ٌ ( ”ﻧَﺎﻗَۃٌ َر ْﯾ َﻌﺎﻧَۃnaaqatun rai’aanatun): a camel which gives a lot of milk {T}.
The Quran says:
Do you make a monument to yourself at every
26:128
elevated place? (And that too unnecessarily?)

اَﺗَـْﺒـﻨُـ ْﻮ َن ﺑِ ُﮑ ﱢﻞ ِرﻳْ ٍﻊ آﻳَﺔً ﺗَـ ْﻌﺒَﺜُـ ْﻮ َن

This means memorials are only for remembrance and have no utility as such. Only such things are good
memorials which are beneficial to the coming generations.
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R-Y-N

رین

“( ” َرﯾ ٌْﻦrayn): rust or dirt etc. {T}.
“ ُ( ”رَانَ ﮨَ َﻮاهُ َﻋﻠَﯽ ﻗَ ْﻠﺒِ ٖہ ﯾَ ِﺮﯾْﻦraana hawahu ala qalbehi birayn): his wishes controlled his heart.
“( ” ِز ْﯾﻦَ ﺑِﺎﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ ِﻞreyna bir rujul): the man was so involved in the confusion that it became difficult to
extricate himself. It also means liquor, because it overwhelms the intellect {M}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means to cover.
Quran says:
83:15 their deeds overwhelmed their hearts as rust

ِ را َن ﻋ ٰﻠﯽ ﻗُـﻠُﻮﻬﺑِِﻢ ﻣﺎ َﮐﺎﻧـُﻮا ﻳﮑ
ْﺴﺒُـ ْﻮ َن
َ ْ َْ ْ َ َ

Hearts are not sealed or close externally. A man’s own deeds act as seals and rust for the heart. This is
ّ ٰ ( ” َﺧﺘَ َﻢkhatamallahu ala qulubihim) in 2:7, because everything
what has been described as “ﷲُ ﻋ َٰﻠﯽ ﻗُﻠُﻮْ ﺑِ ِﮩ ْﻢ
takes place according to the laws of God. The results of a man’s deeds, which occur due to the law of
nature, is that the man loses the ability to think rightly. He is so submerged by surface emotions that the
road to thinking is closed to him.
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زبد

Z-B-D

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰﺑَ ُﺪaz-zabad): the foam that comes to the top of the water or other liquid {T}.
The Quran says:
13:17
The foam that mounts up to the surface...

َزﺑَ ًﺪا ﱠراﺑِﻴًﺎ

( ”اَ ﱡaz-zubd): cream which is later made into butter.
“ﻟﺰ ْﺑ ُﺪ
“ُ( ”ﺗَ َﺰﺑﱠ َﺪهtazabbadah): he took the gist {T}.
Ibn Faris says it means for a thing to be born out of another.
Raghib says that as a metaphor “( ” َزﺑَ ٌﺪzabadah) is also for something which is in abundance.

Z-B-R

زبر

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰ ْﺑ ُﺮaz-zubr): to write.
“ُ( ”اَﻟﺘﱠ ْﺰﺑِ َﺮةat-tazbirah): writing.
“( ” ِﻣ ْﺰﺑَ ٌﺮmizbar): pen.
“( ” َﻣ ْﺰﺑُﻮْ ٌرmaz-zaboor): written material, book etc. {T}. The plural is “( ” ُزﺑُ ٌﺮzubur).
ﺖ َو ﱡ
Surah An-Nahal says that the messengers were sent with “اﻟﺰﺑ ُِﺮ
ِ ( ”اَ ْﻟﺒَﯿﱢ ٰﻨal-bayyinaati waz-zubur) in
16:44, 26:196.
ﺖ َو ﱡ
Here “( ” ُزﺑُ ٌﺮzubur) means books. Similarly at other places i.e. “ﺐ اﻟْ ُﻤﻨِﯿ ِْﺮ
ِ اﻟﺰﺑ ُِﺮ َو ْاﻟ ِﮑ ٰﺘ
ِ ( ”ﺑِ ْﺎﻟﺒَﯿﱢ ٰﻨbilbayyinaati
waz-zuburi wal kitaabil munir) as in 35:25, 3:183, “( ” ُزﺑُ ٌﺮzubur) is referred to the divine book providing
guidance.
Surah Al-Ambia says:
21:105 Verily, We noted in Zaboor after the zikr (mention)

َوﻟَ َﻘ ْﺪ َﮐﺘَْﺒـﻨَﺎ ﻓِﯽ اﻟﱠﺰﺑـُ ْﻮِر ِﻣ ْﻦ ﺑـَ ْﻌ ِﺪ اﻟ ﱢﺬ ْﮐ ِﺮ

Some say that here “( ” َزﺑُﻮْ ٌرzubur) means “the Book of the Psalms” revealed on Dawood, and “( ” ِذ ْﮐ ٌﺮzikr)
means Torah. But Saeed Bin Jabeer says that “( ” َزﺑُﻮْ ٌرzaboor) means every Divine Book (Revelation),
i.e. Torah, Bible, Quran. Any of these books is “( ” َزﺑُﻮْ ٌرzaboor) {T}.
Surah An-Nisa says:
4:163
And we gave Zaboor to Dawood

ًَوآﺗَـْﻴـﻨَﺎ َد ُاوَد َزﺑـُ ْﻮرا

If “( ” َزﺑُﻮْ ٌرzaboor) means the book which was given to Dawood, then it would not have been said “” َزﺑُﻮْ رًا
(zaboora) which means one book. It should have been “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰﺑُﻮْ ًرaz-zaboor) which is a proper noun for
“the book”.
Ibn Faris says it basically means to read and write, and to strengthen or make something stolid.
Raghib says that any voluminous book is called “( ” َزﺑُﻮْ ٌرzaboor).
“ُ( ”اﻟَ ﱠﺰ ْﺑ َﺮةaz-zubrah): a big piece of iron {T}. Its plural is “( ” ُزﺑَ ٌﺮzubar) and “( ” ُزﺑُ ٌﺮzubur) as used in 18:96.
This led it to mean sects or separate groups, as in 23:53
Since “( ” ُزﺑُ ٌﺮzubur) is the plural of “( ” َزﺑُﻮْ ٌرzabur), as in 23:53, therefore it can also be interpreted as
separate books.
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زبن

Z-B-N

“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰﺑْﻦaz-zabn): to push, to shut out, to remove something from someone.
( ”اَ ﱡaz-zubun): the one who pushes away someone with strong force.
“ﻟﺰﯾ ﱡُﻦ
“( ”ﻧَﺎﻗَۃٌ َزﺑُﻮْ ٌنnaaqatun zabun): the she camel which kicks and pushes away who tries to milk her.
“( ” َﺣﺮْ بٌ َزﺑُﻮْ ٌنhurbun zaboon): severe clash in an intense battle {T}. A battle is called “( ” َزﺑُﻮْ ٌنzaboon)
because of its violance {Kitab-ul-Ashfaq}.
“ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺰ ْﺑﻨِﯿَۃaz-zibniyah): every brave or courageous person may be a soldier. The plural is “ٌ” َزﺑَﺎﻧِﯿَۃ
(zabaniyah) as in 96:18. It is used for the fighters who go to war in defence of Righteousness.

زجج

Z-J-J

Ibn Faris says it basically means for something to be thin, or fine.
( ”اَ ﱡaz-zujj) the iron piece at the back of a spear, the point of the elbow
“ﻟﺰ ﱡج
( ”اَ ﱡaz-zujaaj): things made from glass, ceramics etc. Singular is “ٌ ( ” ُز َﺟﺎ َﺟۃzujajah) {T, R}.
“ﻟﺰ َﺟﺎ ُج
The Quran refers to the lamp:
24:35
…within it a lamp….

ِ
ﺎﺟ ٍﺔ
َ ﻓ ْﯽ ُز َﺟ

It also means a glass covering or a chandlier.
When the glass is full, it is called “ ٌ( ” َﮐﺎْسkaas), and when empty, is called “ٌ ( ” ُز َﺟﺎ َﺟۃzujajah) {Latif-ulLugha and Fiqah-ul-Lugha}.

زجر

Z-J-R

“( ” َز َﺟ َﺮ ٗهzajarah), “( ”ﯾَ ْﺰ ُﺟﺮ ُٗهazjuruh), “ً( ” َزﺟْ ﺮاzajran), “ُ ( ”اِ ْز َد َﺟ َﺮهizdajarah): he stopped him (from
something) and prevented and scolded him. Actually it means to shout at someone with a view to drive
away or audibly scold someone or to give someone a dressing down.
“( ” َز َﺟ َﺮ ْاﻟﺒَ ِﻌ ْﯿ َﺮzajaral ba-eer): he scolded the camel and hushed it.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰﺟُﻮْ ُرaz-zajor): the she camel which cannot be milked unless shouted at, therefore this word has an
element of scolding or talking harshly.
The Quran says:
37:2
Hence those who drive away with strength …

ِ ﻓَﺎﻟﱠﺰ ِاﺟﺮ
ًات َز ْﺟﺮا
َ

This means the party of those fearless men who scold (or chastise) the oppressive forces to stop them
from their excesses. A little later in the same surah:
ِ ِ
ِ ﺎﻫﯽ زﺟﺮةٌ و
37:19
that will only be one chiding
ٌاﺣ َﺪة
َ َ ْ َ َ َﻓَﺎﱠﳕ
Surah Al-qamar says:
54:4
which contains such things as prevent from excesses
Still further ahead it is said:
54:9
they called him mad and ousted him chastising

َﻣﺎﻓِْﻴ ِﻪ ُﻣ ْﺰَد َﺟٌﺮ
ﳎَْﻨُـ ْﻮ ٌن َو ْازُد ِﺟَﺮ

Vested interests who have power and wealth always treat any messenger who calls them towards the
Divine Guidance with contempt and arrogance.
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زجو

Z-J-W

ْ (iz ja’a): to drive something (egg
“ُ ( ” َز َﺟﺎهzajah), “ُ ( ”ﯾَ ْﺰﺟُﻮْ هyazjuh), “( ”زَﺟْ ًﻮاzajwa), “( ” َواَ ْز ٰﺟﯽwazja), “”از َﺟﺎ ًء
on) softly {T, R}.
The Quran says:
Do you not reflect on the fact that God drives the
24:43
clouds slowly and softly?

ًاَ َﱂْ ﺗَـَﺮ اَ ﱠن اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪَ ﻳـَْﺰِﺟ ْﯽ َﺳ َﺤﺎﺑﺎ

ْ ( ” َز َﺟzajal amr): the matter became easy and simple or straight forward.
“ﺎاﻻَ ْﻣ ُﺮ
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤ ْﺰ ٰﺟﯽal-muzja): Something in in small quantity {T, R}.
“ٌ ﻀﺎ َﻋۃٌ ُﻣ ْﺰ َﺟﺎة
َ ِ( ”ﺑbiza’atun muzjah): a little capital or a small saving(12:88) {T, R}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means to throw away something without any hesitation or to drive, which can
be easily culled and sent along.
“ٌ ﻀﺎ َﻋۃٌ ُﻣ ْﺰ َﺟﺎة
َ ِ( ”ﺑbiza’atun muzjah): would mean a small sum which can easily be parted with and donated.
Ave h

ز ح زح

Z-H-Z-H

“ُ ( ”زَﺣْ َﺰ َﺣ ٗہ َﻋ ْﻨہzahzahahu unh): removed it from him, put it to one side.
“ُ َح َﻣ ْﻨہ
ٍ ( ”ﮨُ َﻮ ﺑِ َﺰ ﺣْ ﺰhuwa bizahzahin minh): he is at a distance from him.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰﺣْ ﺰَا ُحaz-zahzahu): far, distant {T}.
Ibn Faris says these are its basic meanings.
The Quran says:
2:96
..but this will not save him from punishment…

ِ ﺎﻫﻮ ِﲟُﺰ ْﺣ ِﺰِﺣ ِﺒﻪ ِﻣﻦ اﻟْﻌ َﺬ
اب
َ َ ُ َوَﻣ
َ َ

Surah Aal-e-Imraan says:
3:185
…only he who is saved from the fire..

Z-H-F

ِح َﻋ ِﻦ اﻟﻨﱠﺎ ِر
َ ﻓَ َﻤ ْﻦ ُز ْﺣﺰ

زحف

“ً ( ” َزﺣَﻒَ اِﻟَ ْﯿ ِہ زَﺣْ ﻔﺎzahafa ilaihi zahfa): proceeded towards him, went forward towards him {T}.
Ibn Faris says it means to keep marching forward.
ٌ ْ( ”زَﺣzahfin) means when a a child moves forward by dragging on his bottom {T}. This word is also
“ﻒ
used to mean to move on the knees like children do {M}.
“( ” َزﺣَﻒَ ْاﻟﺒَ ِﻌ ْﯿ ُﺮzahafal ba-eer): due to tiredness, the camel started to drag its feet {T}.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰﺣﱠﺎﻓَۃazuh hafah): reptiles, those creatures which crawl on ground, like a tortoise etc. {M}. Later it
began to be used for the movement of armies because these, due to their size, move as if are dragging at a
crawling pace.
“( ”اَ ْزﺣَﻒَ ﻟَﻨَﺎ ﺑَﻨُﻮْ ﻓُ َﻼ ٍنazhafu lana banu fulaan): that tribe came from the above stated condition to fight us.
“( ”ﺗَﺰَا َﺣﻔُﻮْ ا ﻓِﯽ ْاﻟﻘِﺘَﺎ ِلtazahafu fil qitaal): they came face to face in battle.
“( ” َﻣﺰَا ِﺣﻒُ ْاﻟﻘَﻮْ ِمmazahiful qaum): battle sites where a nation has fought battles {T}.
“ ُ( ”اﻟ ﱠﺰﺣْ ﻒaz-zahf): a brave army which is advancing towards an enemy.
Surah Al-Anfal says:
…. when you meet the enemy in battle ….
8:15
(when they are advancing towards you)
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Z-Kh-R-F

زخرف

( ”اَ ﱡaz-zukhraf): gold, which is used to make ornaments. This is its real meaning. Adornments
“ ُﻟﺰ ْﺧﺮُف
ٌ ( ” ُز ْﺧﺮzukhraf), and as a metaphor, for every exaggerated statements e.g. propaganda
were also called “ُف
{T, M}.
ٌ ( ” ُز ْﺧﺮzukhruf) also used to explain the extreme beauty. In 43:35, this word means the things for
“ُف
adornment or adornment itself
The Quran says:
6:113
Decorative speech
10:24

ف اﻟْ َﻘ ْﻮِل
ٌ ُز ْﺧُﺮ
ِٰ
ِ
َض ُز ْﺧُﺮﻓـُ َﻬﺎ
ُ ﺣﺘﯽ اذَا اَ َﺧ َﺬت ْاﻻَْر
ّ

Until the earth takes its decoration

“ً ( ” ُز ْﺧﺮُﻓﺎzukhurufa): cosmetic make up, or other things one uses for own objectification and projection.
Muheet doubts that it either means gold or adornment {M}.
Raghib says it means artificial beauty {R}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means gold and also adornment. Raghib supports him on this.

Z-R-B

زرب

“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰرْ بaz-zarb): entrance, a wooden enclosure for keeping goats in, etc.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰ َراﺑِ ﱡﯽaz-zarabi): the singular is “( ” ُزرْ ﺑِ ﱞﯽzurbi) or “ٌ( ”زَرْ ﺑَﯿﱠۃzarbiyah) which means mattresses,
bedding, any such thing which is used to lean upon or get support.
“ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰرْ ﺑِﯿﱠۃaz-zurbiyyah): good carpet or flooring {M}.
Fara says that “( ” َز َراﺑِ ﱡﯽzarabi) means mattresses with frills. It is possible that this meaning may have
developed with reference to “ﺖ
ِ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰ َراﺑِ ﱡﯽ ِﻣﻦَ اﻟﻨﱠ ْﺒaz-zarabiyyu minan nabt) which means yellow and green
plants which bear vegetables {T}.
Quran says:
88:16
floor covering of a high quality

ٌَزَراﺑِ ﱡﯽ َﻣﺒْﺜُـ ْﻮﺛَﺔ

Ibn Faris says that “ ٌ( ”زَرْ بzarb) basically contains the connotation of some resting place.

Z-R-Ain

زرع

ُ ( ”ﯾَ ْﺰرyazra), “( ”زَرْ ﻋﺎ ً َوzaruw), “”ز َراﻋَۃ
“ع
َ ( ” َز َرzara), “ع
ِ (zira’ah): to put seed into the soil.
ُ ْ( ”اَﻟ ّﺰرaz-zar’u): to grow {T}.
“ع
( ”اَ ﱡaz-zurra): those who till the soil, gardeners or farmers (48:29). The singular is “ع
ٌ َار
ُ ﻟﺰرﱠا
“ع
ِ ( ”زzarih).
ٌ ْ( ”زَرzar’un): crop, or what is produced by sowing {T} (6:141, 13:4).
“ع
Ibn Faris says with reference to Khalil that it basically means to develop or nurture something.
Therefore, as it will be explained later, it does not just mean to put seeds into the soil but also means to
grow a crop. A man cultivates the land and sows the seeds and takes various precautions, but for the seeds
to grow into a sapling and then into a plant is all according to Allah’s laws and in this process no human
effort is involved. That is why Allah has questioned:
ءَ اَﻧْـﺘُ ْﻢ ﺗَـ ْﺰِر ُﻋ ْﻮﻧَﻪُ اَْم َْﳓ ُﻦ اﻟﱠﺰا ِر ُﻋ ْﻮ َن
56:64
Do you make the crops grow or it is Us?
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The above verse explains that you only sow the seed while God’s laws make it grow, thus how can you
claim ownership of the entire produce ? Take what is due for your efforts and give Us Our share, i.e. give
it to those who need it (56:73).

زرق

Z-R-Q

ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰ َرaz-zaraq): blue color.
“ق
( ”اَ ﱡaz-zurqah): bluish, whiteness, greenish color in the blackness of the eye, for whiteness to cover
“ُ ﻟﺰرْ ﻗَۃ
eye’s blackness.
ُ ”اَ ْز َر
“ق
َ َر
ِ ( ”زzariq): his eyes’ blackness was covered by whiteness. A person who has this is called “ق
ٌ ْ( ” ُزرzurq).
(azraq). Its plural is “ق
ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰ َرaz-zaraqu) means blondness.
“ق
ْ ََرﻗ
ُ ﺖ َﻋ ْﯿﻨُ ٗہ ﺗ َْﺰ َر
“ق
ِ ( ”زzariqat anhu tazraq): for the eyes to turn blue {T}.
The Quran says:
On the day of judgment, We will raise the criminals as blind, their
20:102
blackness of the eyes will be covered with whiteness

ِ
ًﲔ ﻳـَ ْﻮَم ِء ٍذ ُزْرﻗﺎ
َ ْ َْﳓ ُﺸُﺮ اﻟْ َﻤ ْﺠ ِﺮﻣ

ٌ ْ( ” ُزرzurq) is plural and its singular is “ق
ُ ( ”اَ ْز َرazraq).
“ق
Raghib says that “ً ( ” ُزرْ ﻗﺎzurqa) means blind whose eyes are bereft of sight{R}. Some linguists think that
the Arabs had old enmity with the Romans and they were blue eyed. Thus every captive or enemy was
ُ ( ”اَ ْز َرazraqul ain) even though his eyes may not be blue {M, Kashaf}. But I think, the
called “ق ْاﻟ َﻌ ْﯿ ِﻦ
former meaning is more acceptable, because the Quran uses it in this context.
Later in the same surah, it is said:
20:124 ..on the day of judgment we will raise them blind..

Z-R-Y

َْﳓ ُﺸُﺮﻩُ ﻳـَ ْﻮَم اﻟْ ِﻘﻴَ َﺎﻣ ِﺔ اَ ْﻋ َﻤ ٰﯽ

زری

“ُ ( ” َز َر ٰی َﻋﻠَ ْﯿ ِہ َﻋ َﻤﻠَہzara ilaihi amalehi): to chastise someone for his deed, to dress him down, to criticize
him, to demean him and to accuse him {T}.
“ُ ( ”اِ ْز َد َراهizdarah): considered him to be low and insignificant.
“ُ ( ”اِ ْز َد َراهal-muzdari): one who thinks someone as inferior. {M, Kashaf}.
The Quran says:
11:31
…those who are lowly in your eyes ….

Z-Ain-M

ﺗَـ ْﺰَد ِر ْی اَ ْﻋﻴُـﻨُ ُﮑ ْﻢ

زعم

( ”اَ ﱡaz-zoam), “( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺰ ْﻋ ُﻢaz-zeem): such a saying or utternace which could either be
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰ ْﻋ ُﻢazza’am), “ﻟﺰ ْﻋ ُﻢ
true or false, i.e. good or evil. But often it is used for things which are not true and not based on facts.
Lane has said when the Arabs say “( ”ذ َﮐ َﺮ ﻓُ َﻼ ٌنzakara fulanun) then it means that the matter talked about
is true, but when there is doubt about the veracity of the saying, then it is said “( ” َز َﻋ َﻢ ﻓُ َﻼ ٌنza’ama fulan).
Some say that “( ” َز ْﻋ ٌﻢza’am) definitely means lie.
“( ”اَﻟﺘﱠ َﺰ ﱡﻋ ُﻢat-taza’am): to fabricate lies;linguists say “( ” َز َﻋ ُﻤﻮْ اza’amu) means such things which have no
authentication or proof, but are simply hear-say {T}. It includes the connotations of guesswork and
expectation (may be true).
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Muheet says “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰ ْﻋ ُﻢazza’am) means doubtful talk or which is secretly believed to be false, some say
talk without reasoning is “( ” َز ْﻋ ٌﻢza’am). Some say it means to claim knowledge, some say that “” َز ْﻋ ٌﻢ
(za’am) means belief whether true or false {R}.
Raghib says that this word has always appeared in Quran when condemnation of the speaker is intended.

The Quran says:
64:7
The unbelievers think that they can’t be raised….

َز َﻋ َﻢ اﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳْ َﻦ َﮐ َﻔُﺮْوا اَ ْن ﻟَ ْﻦ ﻳـُْﺒـ َﻌﺜُـ ْﻮا

In Surah Al-Anam says:
6:137
…false belief….

ﺑَِﺰ ْﻋ ِﻤ ِﻬ ْﻢ

“( ” َز َﻋ َﻢ ﺑِ ٖہza’ama bihi): guaranteed it, accepted the responsibility for it.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰ ِﻋ ْﯿ ُﻢaz-za’eem): responsible for and patron (68:40, 12:72).
Ibn Faris has said that the root has two basic meanings. Firstly to say something which has not been
verified, and secondly to accept the responsibility for something and become its patron.

Z-F-R

زفر

“( ” َزﻓَ َﺮzafar), “( ”ﯾَ ْﺰﻓِ ُﺮyazfir), “( ” َزﻓِ ْﯿﺮًاzafeera): to take the breath out {T}.
Raghib says it means to breathe heavily, as while sobbing the breath comes and goes. It is mostly used for
ٌ ( ”ﺷ َِﮩ ْﯿshaheeq), while
the initial gasping sound of a donkey’s braying. The last part of its voice is called “ﻖ
“( ” َز ﻓِ ْﯿ ٌﺮzafeer) means to take the breath inside {T}.
ٌ ( ”ﺷ َِﮩ ْﯿshaheeq) together in the same sentence 11:106. It
The Quran has used both “( ” َز ﻓِ ْﯿ ٌﺮzafeer) and “ﻖ
means to sob, to cry out loud 21:100. It also means the sound of a fire flaring up (25:13), and it is also
used for an unexpected misfortune.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺰ ْﻗ ُﺮaz-ziqr): the load on one’s back, a traveller’s luggage, a skin container used by shepherds to store
water, Ibn Faris says it can basicly mean both, load and noise.

Z-F-F

زفف

“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰﻓِﯿْﻒaz-zafeef) basically means for the wind to blow strongly, further the fast speed of an ostrich
which is a combination of running fast along with flying {R}.
( ” َز ﱠzaffal ba-eer): the camel moved faster.
“ف اِﻟﺒَ ِﻌ ْﯿ ُﺮ
ُ
ْ
ﱠ
“ ُ( ”اَﻟﺰﻓﺰفaz-zafzaf): a fast moving ostrich or a camel
“ َ( ”اﻟ ﱠﺰﻓِ ْﯿﻒaz-zafeef) also means lightning.
( ” َز ﱠzaffal uroosa ila zaujihazaffa wa zifafa): he presented the bride before the
“ً س ٰاﻟﯽ َزوْ ِﺟﮩَﺎ َزﻓّﺎ ً َو ِزﻓَﺎﻓﺎ
َ ْف ْاﻟ َﻌﺮُو
husband {T} ( Here the presenter’s eagerness is involved).
Ibn Faris says it basically means to be fast and slick in everything.
The Quran says:
37:94
they came towards him with alacrity

ﻓَﺎَﻗْـﺒَـﻠُ ْﻮا اِﻟَْﻴ ِﻪ ﺑَِﺰﻓﱡـ ْﻮ َن

(Here the emotive intensity is evident).
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زق م

Z-Q-M

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰ ْﻓ ُﻢaz-zaqm): to take a mouthful, to swallow.
“َﯿﯽ َء
ْ ( ”اَ ْزﻗَ َﻤ ٗہ اَﻟﺸazqamahush shaiyi): he gave him something as a mouthful and made him swallow {T}.
Raghib says “( ” َزﻗَ َﻢzaqam) and “( ”ﺗَ َﺰﻗﱠﻢtazaqqam) means to swallow something unpleasant {R}.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰﻗُﻮْ ُمaz-zaqqoom): means a wild plant which is bitter tasting and its small, round leaves are very ugly
and it has big knots in its stalk.
The Quran says:
37:65
The shoots of its fruit-stalk are like the heads of devils.

ِ ﻃَْﻠﻌﻬﺎ َﮐﺎَﻧﱠﻪ رﺋُـﻮس اﻟﺸﱠﻴ
ِ ْ ﺎﻃ
ﲔ
َ ُ ْ ُ ُ َُ

It is obvious why the Quran has used it as an allegory for a mental state of indivduals.
Soalub has said that “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰﻗﱡﻮْ ُمaz-zaqqoom) means every edible thing that is poisonous and can kill {T}.
Muheet says that it is used when a person eats or does something that becomes a bane for him.
The Quran declares:
37:64
the tree that grows at the base of a hellish society

ِ
ِ
ﺻ ِﻞ ا ْﳉَ ِﺤْﻴ ِﻢ
ْ َاﻧـ َﱠﻬﺎ َﺷ َﺠَﺮةٌ َﲣُْﺮ ُج ﻓ ْﯽ ا

It is obvious that this does not refer to an actual tree as no tree can grow in the fires of hell. It signifies
such sustenance which may turns humanity into a very unhappy state of living in this world. It refers to
powerful and rich people as long branches of the tree and their means of sustenance obtained through
oppressive means. This has also been pronounced “( ” َﺷ َﺠ َﺮةٌ َﻣ ْﻠﻌُﻮْ ﻧَۃshajaratun mal-oonah) in 17:60 and
“( ”طَ َﻌﺎ ُم ْاﻻَﺛِﯿ ِْﻢtu’aamul aseem) in 42:44. That is, such sustenance which makes a man weak and his
potentials are stultified, and he is deprived of the true pleasures of life as defined by the Quran. This is
sustenance of the people who have self-declared respect honour in a society due to the possession of
wealth and power (44:49). This the group of Mutrafeen (56:45). The group which lives on the hard work
of fellow human beings’ labor (37:66). Such sustenance may temporarily satisfy their desires, but will be
of no use for the development of humanity as whole.
In (17:60) which is referred above, it is also possible that it means ……… as quoted in (14:26). This may
mean wrong ideology of life; however, these all are allegorical and used to illustrate a state of a
individuals and society.

Zikriya

زﮐﺮﯾﺎ

The Quran has mentioned Zikriyah as one of the messengers belonging to Bani Israel (6:85). He is
referred in surah Aal-e-Imran (3:37-40), surah Maryam (19:2-15), and surah Al-Ambia (21:89-90). These
verses mention that he was old and his wife could not conceive, but the capability to give birth to a child
was restored in her (21:90) and Yahya was born as Zikriyah’s son. He was the patron of Maryam (3:37).
Loqa’s Bible says that during the reign of king Herodis of Yahudia, this was the name of an astrologer,
and his wife was from among the descendants of Haroon and was named Al-yashba. They had no child
as Al-yashba was infertile.
The Torah (Old Testament) mentions a messenger named Zakariah, a very big official of the Jews was
called Nabi (prophet) which was translated as astrologer. But the Quran’s concept of a Nabi is entirely
different from this, and the Quran has counted Zikriyah as one a Nabi (messenger receiving the
revelaion).
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زکو

Z-K-W

ْ ( ” َز َﮐzaka al-maal az-zar’o), “ ْ( ”ﯾَ ْﺰ ُﮐﻮyazku), “ً( ” ُز ُﮐ ّﻮاzukuwwa), “ﮐﯽ
ُ ْﺎاﻟ َﻤﺎ ُل َواﻟ ﱠﺰر
“ع
ٰ ( ”اَ ْزazka): for crops or
animals to grow, to develop, to increase, to prosper.
ّ ٰ ﮐﯽ
“ُ ﷲُ ْاﻟ َﻤﺎ َل َو ﱠز َﮐﺎه
ٰ ( ”اَ ْزazka allahu-lmala wazzakkahu): Allah gave prosperity and multiplied wealth.
“ ْ( ” َز َﮐﺎ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ ُﻞ ﯾَ ْﺰ ُﮐﻮzakar rajuluh yazku): someone prospered and his abilities developed. His life became
happier, rich and blossomed in all respects.. {Taj-ul-Uroos and Ibn Qateebah, Al-qartain. Vol. I page
62}
Therefore, the basic meanings of “ک
َ ( ” َزzaka) are to develop, propsper, grow and blossom in all respects.
Raghib has stated this verse to prefer this meaning:
…find out which is the best food and bring some that
18:19
satisfy your appetite …

ًﮐﯽ ﻃَ َﻌﺎﻣﺎ
ٰ ﻓَـﻠْﻴَـﻨْﻈُْﺮ اَﻳـﱠ َﻬﺎ اَْز

i.e. to select the food which has better overall nutritional value.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰ ٰﮐﻮةaz-zakaat) means to develop, to grow, to increase, to blossom {T}. It may also mean purity,
probably in order to let the trees grow properly you have to pare the branches, etc, but this is not its basic
ْ َ( ”اat-har) have been used
meaning. In the Quran itself, in the same verse “( ”اَ ْز ٰﮐﯽazka) and “طﮩَ ُﺮ
ْ
ٰ
ْ
َ
َ
separately in 2:232. Here “( ”اطﮩَ ُﺮat-har) is for purity and “( ”ازﮐﯽazka) for development. Purity is a
ٰ
negative virtue, i.e to stay away from impurities, but “”زﮐﻮة
(zakat) is a positive virtue, that is to blossom,
to grow, to increase, to progress, to realize potentials, etc.
Muheet writes with reference to Baizaai that the meaning of “ﯽ
( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰ ِﮐ ﱠazikki) is to grow with a view to
enhance all around abilities, one who develops his potentials from one stage of life to later part of life.
There is an implicit element of self-development and continuous evolvement in this term.
“ٌ ( ”اَرْ ض َز ِﮐﯿﱠۃardun zakiyyah): lush green pasture which is very fertile and has abundant potential for
growth.
“ﮐﯽ
ٰ ( ”اَ ْزazka) means very beneficial {M, F}.
ً“( ” َز َﮐﺎzaka) means the figure which is a pair {M, F}.
Surah Al-Kahaf Allah commits to bestow them a son who will have better abilities than their previous
son:
18:81
… better in character and conduct …
ًَﺧ ْﲑاً ِﻣﻨْﻪُ َزٰﮐﻮة
18:74

..Individual with good character and conduct….

At another place it is said:
19:19
… youth with good character and conduct..

ًﻧـَ ْﻔﺴﺎً َزﮐِﻴﱠﺔ

ًُﻏ ٰﻠﻤﺎً َزﮐِﻴّﺎ

In surah Ash-Shams, “( ” َز ٰ ّﮐﮩَﺎzakkaha) has been used against “( ” َد ٰ ّﺳﮩَﺎdassaha) (91:9-10).
“ٌ( ”ﺗَ ْﺪ ِﺳﯿَۃtadsiyatun) means to suppress someone, to bury someone alive (16:59), or to curb human
development. As such “ٌ( ”ﺗ َْﺰ ِﮐ ْﯿۃtazkiah) would mean to remove all restrictions and obstructions which
may be hampering someone’s progress and to facilitate path to self-development.
The Quran refers to the following term repeatedly in many places e.g. (2:83, 2:177):
Establish Salah and provide Zakaah

ﺼ ٰﻠﻮَة َو اَﺗُـ ْﻮاﻟﱠﺰٰﮐﻮَة
اَﻗِْﻴ ُﻤ ْﻮ اﻟ ﱠ

Indeed these are the two basic pillars of the Quranic System which lay the foundations. For the detailed
meaning of this term, see heading (Sd-L-W). You will find that its meaning is to establish a Quranic
social order within the defined permanent values so that the individuals living within the society have the
option to attain the aim of defined and explained self-development. The question is what then is the
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ٰ ( ”اﯾﺘﺎئeetayi zakat) i.e. to provide selfpurpose of establishing such a social order? The aim is to “زﮐﻮة
development. In other words, to provide the opportunity and environment to the mankind with requisite
means for their individual and collective growth and development. This development and growth include
both aspects: the nurturing of man’s corporeal being and the development of his Self (personality).
In Sura Al-Hajj:
This is the group who when given power will
22:41
establish the system of salaah and provide zakaah

ِ اَﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳْ َﻦ اِ ْن َﻣ ﱠﮑ ٰﻨّ ُﻬ ْﻢ ﻓِﯽ ْاﻻَْر
ﺼ ٰﻠﻮةَ َو اَﺗَـ ُﻮ اﻟﱠﺰٰﮐﻮَة
ض اَﻗَ ُﺎﻣﻮاﻟ ﱠ

i.e. the basic responsibility of the Islamic State will be to provide Zakaah to others. The duty of an
Islamic State would be to provide “َ( ”اﻟ ﱠﺰ ٰﮐﻮةzakaah). It will provide sustainable means of growth (both
aspects as mentioned above) to all in their society and the mankind at large.
At another place momins are defined as:
23:4
Those who strive for zakaah (development and growth for the mankind).

ِ َﻫﻢ ﻟﻠِﱠﺰَﮐ ٰﻮةِ ﻓ
ﺎﻋﻠُ ْﻮ َن
ُْ

Now the question that comes to our mind is, how will the Islamic State fulfill this huge obligation? It is
obvious that to fulfill this responsibility all means of production must remain with the state so that it can
distribute sustenance according to people’s needs. Secondly, the individuals keep open (available) all that
they earn above their needs, so that the state can take whatever and whenever it finds necessary for the
provision of this collective responsibility. For this purpose, the Quran has not fixed any amount, all that is
intended is to fulfill the need, so much so that it has been said that anything and all above one’s needs can
be handed over to the state (2:219). Seen from this angle, the entire income of such a state is geared
towards this mentioned prosperity, or fulfilling the needs of society’s individuals.
However, an Islamic \system can only be established gradually and in defined stages. Until the time that it
shapes up completely, individuals will give, as in today’s governments, voluntary donations and income
taxes will also be imposed. The Quran has used the term “( ”ﺻﺪﻗﺎتsadaqaat) for them. Commonly we
ٰ
believe “( ”ﺻﺪﻗﺎتsadaqaat) and “”زﮐﻮة
(zakat) to have same meaning, so much that the avenues of
ٰ
spending of “( ”ﺻﺪﻗﺎتsadaqaat) by the Quran (9:60) are also taken to be avenues for spending “”زﮐﻮة
(zakat), but the Quran has used these terms in different contexts.
It is obvious from the discussion so far that these are not simply individualistic issues according to the
Quran but these are the departments of the Islamic State. Whatever one gives individually to help a fellow
human beings will be charity. In an Islamic State, ultimately there is no need of individual charity because
it becomes the duty of the state to provide for every ones needs which includes both aspects of selfٰ
development. Whatever the Islamic State takes is not a state tax and “”زﮐﻮة
(zakat) is not Allah’s tax as
explained next.
This dualism of God and the sovereign is a product of Christianity, not of the Islam as revealed in the
Quran. There is no place for this dualism whatsoever in Islam. In a state which is established for
following Allah’s Laws, everything that is given to the Islamic State is given to Allah. For details see
headings (R-B-B), (N-F-Q) and (Sd-D-Q).
In Surah An-Najam the Quran declares:
do not decide on your own that your Self (Nafs) has been
53:32
purified, He knows who is righteous (as per the Quran).
The criterion is explained in the Quran:
..he who gives his wealth for the development of others, has
92:18
his Self-purified
92:5
he who gives and thus attains righteousness (taqwa)
92:7

..for him the path (of life) becomes easy…
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زلف

Z-L-F

( ﱡzulfa), “ُ ”اﻟﺰ ْﻟﻔَۃ
( ﱡzulfah): nearness, rank or grade.
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰﻟَﻒaz-zalaqu), “”اﻟﺰ ْﻟ ٰﻔﯽ
ْ
ﱡ
َ
َ
ٌ َ( ” ُزﻟzulaf).
“ُ ( ”اﻟﺰﻟﻔۃaz-zulfah): the part (long or short) of the initial or later night. The plural is “ﻒ
ْ
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ َﻤﺰَاﻟِﻒal-mazalif): steps, which take a man closer to his objective. This term has both connotations of
nearness and stages or grades in the achievement of an objective. “ٌ ( ” َد َر َﺟۃdarajah) also means steps
which take a man upwards.
“( ” َزﻟَﻒَ اِﻟَ ْﯿ ِہzalafa ilaih): he came closer to him.
“ُ ( ”أَ ْزﻟَﻔَہazlafah): brought him closer, gathered him.
Ibn Faris says it basically means to go forward in order to be closer.
ٌ َ( ” ُزﻟzulaf) means the stages of the night.
Raghib says that “ﻒ
( ”اَ ﱡaz-zulfah) means stages.
Kitabul Ashfaq says “ُ ﻟﺰ ْﻟﻔَۃ
The Quran says:
67:27
At length, when they will see it close at hand..
34:37

..which brings you nearer to Us in stature…

26:64

and We brought the others closer over there

ﻓَـﻠَ ﱠﻤﺎ َر ْأوﻩُ ُزﻟْ َﻔ ًﺔ
ِ
ﻔﯽ
ٰ ْﺗـُ َﻘﱢﺮﺑُ ُﮑ ْﻢ ﻋﻨْ َﺪﻧَﺎ ُزﻟ
َواَْزﻟَ ْﻔﺘَﺎ ﰒَﱠ ْاﻻَ َﺧ ِﺮﻳْ َﻦ
ﱠﻬﺎ ِر َوُزﻟَﻔﺎً ِﻣ َﻦ اﻟﻠﱠْﻴ ِﻞ
اَﻗِ ِﻢ اﻟ ﱠ
َ ﺼ ٰﻠﻮَة ﻃََﺮﻓَ ِﯽ اﻟﻨـ

11:114 both ends of the day and some parts of the night
Also see heading (D-L-K) and (Th-R-F).

زلق

Z-L-Q

ُ َ( ”ﯾَ ْﺰﻟyazlaq), “ﻖ
ُ ُ( ”ﯾَ ْﺰﻟyazluqu) “ﻖ
“ﻖ
َ ِ( ” َزﻟzaliq), “ﻖ
َ َ( ” َزﻟzalaq), “ً ( ” َزﻟَﻘﺎzalaqa): to slip, to waver, to move
from one’s place.
ُ َ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰﻟaz-zalaq): smooth ground on which one may slip. Ground which has no vegetation and plants.
“ﻖ
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰ ْﻟﻘَۃaz-zalqah): smooth rock. can also be mirror {T, R, M}.
Surah Al-Kahaf says:
It can become a smooth and plain field which has
18:40
no vegetation whatsoever (like a mirror)

ًﺻﻌِْﻴ ًﺪا َزﻟَﻘﺎ
ْ ُﻓَـﺘ
َ ﺼﺒِ َﺢ

“ﺼ ِﺮ ٖه
َ َ( ”اَ ْزﻟazlaqa fulanan bibasirih): looked at him with sharp (angry) eyes, stared at him as if he
َ َﻖ ﻓُ َﻼﻧﺎ ً ﺑِﺒ
will dislodge him from his place with his eyes {T, R, M}.
Surah Al-Qalam says about the non-believers:
they see you as if they will dislodge you from your
68:51
place (deter you) with their very looks

Z-L-L

ِ
ﻫﻢ
َ َﻟَﻴُـ ْﺰﻟ ُﻘ ْﻮﻧ
َ ْﮏ ﺑِﺎَﺑ
ْ ﺼﺎ ِر

زلل

“( ” َز ﱞلzal), “( ” َز ﻟِ ْﯿ ٌﻞzalil), “ٌ ( ” َﻣ ِﺰﻟﱠۃmazillah): to slip, to waver.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤ ِﺰﻟﱠۃal-mazillatu), “ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤ َﺰ ﻟﱠۃal-mazallatuh): the place on which one slips.
“ُ ( ”اَ َزﻟﱠہazallahu): misguided him (2:36).
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰﻟﱠۃazallah): slip, to move from one’s stance.
The Quran has used this word opposite “ َ( ”ﺛَﺒَﺖsabat) in 16:94, which means stability, firm position based
on principles.
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Ibn Faris says any word in which there is a “( ”لlaam) after “( ”زze) has a connotation to move (from
one’s place). In mutual conversation the term is used to waver, to change one’s opinion, or to make a
judgemental error.
Raghib says “ٌ ( ” َزﻟﱠۃzallah) means a slip which is unintentional.
“ٌ ( ” َزﻟﱠۃistazalla): decide to persuade someone to move him away from his stance. (3:154).
“( ” َزﻟِ ْﯿ ٌﻞzalil) also means to transfer from one place to another.
“( ”ﻗَﻮْ سٌ ز ﱠَﻻ ُءqausun zalla’u): the bow, out of which the arrow shoots with high velocity.
“ٌ ( ”ز َْﻟ َﺰﻟَۃzalzalah): means to move or shake something very fast, or move it from its location {T}.
“( ”ز َْﻟ َﺰ َلzalzal), “ ْ( ”ﯾُﺰ َْﻟ ِﺰلyuzalzil), “ً( ”ز َْﻟ َﺰﻟَۃzalzalatu), “ً”ز ْﻟﺰَاﻻ
ِ (zilzala): shook it {T}.
99:1

ِ
ِ
ض ِزﻟَْﺰا َﳍَﺎ
ُ اذَا ُزﻟْ ِﺰﻟَﺖ ْاﻻَْر

When the earth is shaken to its convulsion

زلم

Z-L-M

( ”اَ ﱡaz-zulam): the wooden part of the arrow which does not have feathers at its tail.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰﻟَ ُﻢaz-zalam), “ﻟﺰﻟَ ُﻢ
Plural is “( ”اَ ْز َﻻ ٌمazlaam).
Ibn Faris says it basically means to be slim and smooth.
“( ”اَ ْز َﻻ ٌمazlaam) also means the arrows which the Arabs used in the period before Islam to carry out
predictions or to foretell fate. Three arrows were used to be put into a bag. On one they used to write
َ (la taf’al), which means don’t, and the third one did
“ ْ( ”اِ ْﻓ َﻌﻞif’al) which means do, on the other “ ْ”ﻻﺗَ ْﻔ َﻌﻞ
not have any writing. When a man intended to do something, he used to come to the priest and asked him
to find out whether he should carry out what he intended to do. Thereupon the priest, as per his practice,
used to take out one arrow and tell him according to what was written on the arrow. If the arrow without
writing was picked then they would pick again. Some people used to carry such arrows and used them
when the need arose {T, M}. These arrows were also used for making draws and to divide the meat of the
animals, in gambling (5:3). For draw see heading (Q-L-M).
The Quran stopped all these practices, because in this way individuals instead of deciding according to
their intellect and understanding leave themselves at the mercy of pure chance. Such practices bring them
down from the level of the stature of humanity and consign them to the world of pure chances. The Quran
helps man to develop his intellect, insight and understanding and teaches him freedom. Thus it prevented
him from all of this which stultifies his intellect and his freedom of choice. The Quran gives him full
freedom (while remaining within the bounds of Allah’s laws) to exercise free will for deciding about his
individual and collective affairs. However, without the guidance of the Quran the human condition has
deteriorated to such extent that gambling has become common and is providing the basis of the capitalist
system. Nations which are on the downfall not only give up their efforts but also leave the exercise of
their intellect and reason and suffer the consequences as a result. A momin knows fully well that he is a
living being, not a dead star. He does not depend on chances or coincidences, but acts within the
permanent values and makes them subservient to his will.
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Z-M-R

زمر

“( ” َز ْﻣ ٌﺮzamr): sound.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰ ﱠﻣﺎ َرةaza zammaratu), “( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﻤ ْﺰ َﻣﺎ ُرal-mizmaar): flute.
“( ” َز َﻣ َﺮzamara), “( ”ﯾَ ْﺰ ُﻣﺮyazmuru), “( ”ﯾَ ْﺰ ِﻣ ُﺮyazmiru), “ً( ” َز ْﻣﺮاzamra): to play the flute.
( ”اَ ﱡaz-zumrah), the plural of which is “( ” ُز َﻣ ٌﺮzumar), means scattered army or party, because all
“ُ ﻟﺰ ْﻣ َﺮة
groups produce scattered sounds or noise {T, M}. This word is also used for gathering a group together by
through blowing a bugle producing a high sound.
Raghib says it means a small party {R}.
The Quran says:
Those who reject the guidance will be led to hell in
39:71
groups.

ِِ ﱠ
ِٰ
ﱠﻢ ُزَﻣًﺮا
َ َوﺳْﻴ َﻖ اﻟﺬﻳْ َﻦ َﮐ َﻔُﺮْوا اﻟﯽ َﺟ َﻬﻨ

The word “( ” ُز َﻣ ٌﺮzumar) seems to connote small groups {RIbn Faris says it has two basic meanings. One
is the paucity of something and the second is sound.

Z-M-L

زمل

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰ ِﻣ ْﯿ ُﻞaz-zameel) is a man who sits atop a camel. It also means a companion who helps in arranging
affairs before and during traveling.
“( ” َز َﻣﻠَہzamalahu), “( ”ﯾَ ْﺰ ِﻣﻠُہyazamiluhu), “ً( ” َز ْﻣﻼzamla): he made him ride behind him or made him sit on
the (camel’s) howdah beside him.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺰ ْﻣ ُﻞaz-ziml): load.
“( ”اِ ْز َد َﻣ َﻞ اﻟ ِﺤ ْﻤ َﻞizdamalil himl): he lifted the entire load in one go.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤﺰَا َﻣﻠَۃal-muzaamalah): for riders of the same weight to ride a camel on both sides or to load the same
type of loads for balancing on a camel.
There are usually two riders on a camel. On longer journeys, people who sit together on a camel, are
usually of similar weight, and also compatible to each other with similar outlook to life. The reason for
this is that if their weights are quite different then the camel will feel uncomfortable due to unbalance. If
they do not have a psychological harmony the journey will be very uncomfortable for both of them. The
leader of a caravan should be the one who is sensible and capable of selecting compatible companions in
the journey from all respects.
When the Quranic system was revealed to the Messenger (pbuh), the most important duty before him was
to adopt “( ” َز ِﻣ ْﯿﻼَﻧَہzammeelana), that is, to select companions who were psychologically in tune with the
message, because such a great system’s success depended on selecting the right individuals. This was the
duty towards which his attention was drawn by saying “( ” ٰﯾﺎ اَﯾﱡﮩَﺎ ا ْﻟ ُﻤ ﱠﺰ ﱢﻣ ُﻞya ayyohal muzammil) in 73:1.
Thereafter “( ”ﺗ َْﺰ ِﻣﯿْﻞtazmeel), i.e. the selection of companions, carried out by the Messenger (pbuh) is
unmatched in human history till now.
“( ”اِ ْز َد َﻣ َﻞizdamal), “( ”ﺗَ َﺰ ﱠﻣ َﻞtazammal), “( ”ا ﱠز ﱠﻣ َﻞ ﻓِ ْﯽ ﺛِﯿَﺎﺑِہaz-zammala fi siyaabehi) also means that he got
himself wrapped in his clothes. Hence “( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤ ﱠﺰ ﱢﻣ ُﻞal-muzammil) could also mean someone who is careless
ْ َ( ” ٰﯾﺎ اَﯾﱡﮩya ayyohal muzammil), this
in his affairs and is slack in his work {R}. Obviously in “ﺎاﻟ ُﻤ ﱠﺰ ﱢﻣ ُﻞ
meaning cannot be taken although it is a matter of surprise that a high caliber linguist like Raghib has
said that it this term is used allegorically and means, who are careless in their affairs and slack in their
work {R}.
Ibn Faris has written that this root basically means one who bears the load. He also mentioned that
( ”اَ ﱡaz-zumayl) could be a person who when faced with difficulties wraps himself tightly in his
“ﻟﺰ ﱠﻣﯿْﻞ
clothes and becomes like a ‘bundle’ of clothes.
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“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤﺰَا َﻣﻠَۃal-muzaamala) means to load a camel with equal weights on both sides. This way, “( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤ ﱠﺰ ﱢﻣ ُﻞalmuzammil) would mean one who is very careful and is keen in carrying out this task. “( ”ﺗ َْﺰ َﻣﯿْﻞtazmeel).
“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺰ ْﻣ ُﻞaz-zaml) also means load and “( ”اِ ْز َد َﻣ َﻞ ْاﻟ ِﺤ ْﻤ َﻞizdamalil himal) means that he loaded the entire load
at once {T}. From this aspect “( ” ُﻣ ﱠﺰ ﱢﻣ ٌﻞmuzammil) would be he who accepts and bears the responsibility
which is incumbent in following the Message.
ْ َ( ”ﯾﺎ اَﯾﱡﮩya ayyohal muzammil) means “O you who
Kashaf says with reference to Akramah, that “ﺎاﻟ ُﻤ ﱠﺰ ﱢﻣ ُﻞ
bears a great burden of responsibility”
Tafseer Rooh Al-mu’aani says it means the bearer of the burden of the Message and its responsibilities.
Tafseer Khazin also supports this. Tastari says in his book that “( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤ ﱠﺰ ﱢﻣ ُﻞal-muzammil) is one who has
adopted the attributes of Allah (this defines the highest scale in forming companionship with Allah to
establish the Islamic System with a view to solve human problems).
ْ ( ” ُﻣ ﱠﺰ ﱢﻣ ٌﻞmuzammilu bil Quran) i.e. one who
Tafseer Fatahul Qadeer (Shokaani) says it means “ﺑﺎﻟﻘُﺮآن
takes on himself the responsibilities defined within the Quran. One who takes all guidance from the
Quran.
Qurtabi has also supported these meanings and has attributed his interpretation to Abbas (RAH). To
conclude, when the Messenger (pbuh) was called “( ” ٰﯾﺎَﯾﱡﮩَﺎ ْاﻟ ُﻤ ﱠﺰ ﱢﻣ ُﻞya ayyohal muzammil), it was a reference
to his great responsibilities as a messenger, the purpose of which was to bring a great revolution for the
good of mankind with the willing assistance of a group of momineen.
Some think that “( ” ُﻣ ﱠﺰ ِﻣ ٌﻞmuzammil) is a word which has originated from “( ” ُﻣﺘَﺰ ﱢﻣ ٌﻞmutazammil).

زمھر

Z-M-He-R

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰ ْﻣﮩَ ِﺮ ْﯾ ُﺮaz-zamharir): intense cold. It also means the moon {T, M}.
“( ”اِ ْز َﻣﮩَ ﱠﺮ ْاﻟﯿَﻮْ ُمiz meharral yaum): the day became very cold.
“( ”اِ ْز َﻣﮩَ ﱠﺮ ْاﻟ َﻮﺟْ ٗہiz maharral wajah): the face was badly distorted and the teeth were visible.
The Quran says about jannah:
76:13
there will not be intense cold or intense heat

ًَﻻﻳـََﺮْو َن ﻓِﻴْـ َﻬﺎ َﴰْﺴﺎً ﱠوَﻻ َزْﻣ َﻬ ِﺮﻳْﺮا

“( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤ ْﺰ ِﻣﮩﱡﺮal-muz mahirru) means a man with ‘smiling’ teeth {T, M}. This is probably taken from the
chattering of teeth in intense cold.
Ibn Faris says it is possible that this word is based upon “( ” َز ْﮨ ٌﺮzahr) with an additional “( ”مmeem).
“( ” َز ْﮨ ٌﺮzahr) means to sparkle, shine.
“ ُت ْاﻟ َﮑ َﻮا ِﮐﺐ
ِ ( ”اِ ْز َﻣﮩَ ﱠﺮizmaharratil kawakib): the stars sparkled. When it is winter or cold weather, stars
appear to sparkle brighter.

Zanjabeel

زﻧﺠﺒﯿﻞ

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰ ْﻧ َﺠﺒِ ْﯿ ُﻞaz-zanjabeel): ginger. The Arabs used the term to define something which possess very
fragrant smell {T}.
Muheet thinks that it was originally a Persian word “shankabeel” which got adopted in Arabic.
The Quran says:
76:17
it will be a mixture of ginger
For details, see heading (M-Z-J).
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Z-N-M

زنم

Ibn Faris says “( ” َز ْﻧ ٌﻢzanam) basically means to hang a thing onto another, to latch onto another thing.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰﻧِ ْﯿ ُﻢaz-zaneem): a man who does not belong ancestrally to a tribe but is attached to the tribe {T}.
ْ ( ” َزﻧَ َﻤﺘzanata-lghuz): a phrase which refered to two tit like things hanging from a goat’s neck.
“َﺎاﻟ َﻌ ْﻨ ِﺰ
Ancestral lineage had great importance within the Arabs. This obviously had a consequence for a man
who was not from a tribe i.e no descendant lineage or of unknown lineage but was living within a tribe,
was consigned to a demeaning position.
From this “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰﻧِ ْﯿ ُﻢaz-zaneem) was referred to an individual who was known for being mean and wicked
{T}.
( ”اَ ﱡaz-zunmah): a tree which has no leaves {T}. The Quran has used the term “( ” َزﻧِ ْﯿ ٌﻢzaneem) in
“ُﻟﺰ ْﻧ َﻤۃ
68:13.

Z-N-Y

زنی

“َﻧﯽ
ٰ ( ”زzana), “( ”ﯾَ ْﺰﻧِ ْﯽyazni), “”زﻧ ًﯽ
ِ (ziniyan), “”زﻧَﺎ ًء
ِ (zina): fornication {T, R}. It means to have sexual
intercourse without marriage.
17:32

َوَﻻﺗَـ ْﻘَﺮﺑـُ ْﻮا اﻟﱢﺰﻧِ ٰﯽ

do not go near zina

This means, not only stay from from zina, but do not even approach anything that has anything to do with
zina.
Surah Al-Furqaan says:
25:18
do not commit zina

َوَﻻ ﻳـَْﺰﻧـُ ْﻮ َن

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰاﻧِ ْﯽaz-zaani): a man who commits zina, “ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰاﻧِﯿَۃaz-zaniyah): a woman who commits zina. Each of
them are to be lashed a hundred times as a punishment (24:2) within an Islamic State, as an exception if a
married who was a slave in the past, (according to the customs prevalent in the pre-Islamic era) then the
punishment is halved (4:25). This is because it is possible that a slave girl who has been brought up in an
environment of low morality, may not show same level of character and conduct as a girl of good and
strong upbringing. This serves as an indicator that how profoundly the Quran views moral conduct of
human beings and takes into account the environmental factors which shape human personality and thus
makes appropriate allowances. It must be noted that the Quran eliminated the institution of slavery once
for all. Details can be found under the heading (M-L-K).
This should be noted that the punishment of stoning to death (or rajm) is not stated anywhere in the
Quran.
This aspect has been done extensively researched in our times as to what effects sexual affairs have on
the rise and fall of nations and to what extent the nations which do not respect the celibacy (before
marriage) of its people descend low in character socially and morally. Anyone having an interest in this
subject can refer to the book titled “Letters to Saleem vol. III”.
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Z-He-D

زهد

“( ” َزﮨَ َﺪzahad), “( ”ﯾَ ْﺰﮨَ ُﺪyazhad), “( ” ُز ْﮨﺪًاzuhda): not to have a liking to something, turn away in dislike {T},
to avoid something, or to keep a distance {T}. The verb is “( ”ز َِﮨ ٌﺪzahid).
In Surah Yusuf it is stated that the caravan people disposed off Yusuf at a small price because:
َوَﮐﺎﻧـُ ْﻮا ﻓِْﻴ ِﻪ ِﻣ َﻦ اﻟﱠﺰِﻫ ِﺪﻳْ َﻦ
22:20
they did not have much interest in Yusuf
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰ ِﮨ ْﯿ ُﺪaz-zaheed): little and insignificant {T}.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰ ِاﮨ ُﺪaz-zaahidu), “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰ ِﮨ ْﯿ ُﺪaz-zaheed): impolite man, somone with ill manners, or someone who eats
little {T}.
Ibn Faris says it means the paucity of something, Something in short supply.
Muheet says that “( ” ُز ْﮨ ٌﺪzuhd) means to stop taking interest in in something. Cease liking something.
The term “( ” ُز ْﮨ ٌﺪzuhd) or “( ”زاﮨ ٌﺪzahid) commonly used in the Indian Sub continent in relation to e.g.
mysticism or sufisim does not appear anywhere in the Quran. This is a term of tasawwuf (mysticism) in
which giving up necessities and responsibilities of this world has great significnce. This concept is against
the Quranic teachings. Tasawwuf itself is an alien as far as the Quranic teachings are concerned.
According to the Quran, a believer has a responsibility to bring natural forces under human control for the
benefit of the mankind as a whole and enjoy the pleasures of this life within the values defined and
explained in the Quranic. The Quran pronounces in no uncertain terms to challenge those who declare the
bounties of this world which Allah has created for the benefit of mankind as forbidden (7:42). A momin
only avoids those things which Allah has specifically forbidden otherwise he brings all other things of
this world into use and benefits from them.

Z-He-R

زهر

“ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰ ْﮨ َﺮةaz-zahrah), “ُ( ”اﻟ ﱠﺰﮨَ َﺮةaz-zaharah): plant, or flower. Some say it is a flower in blossom.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰ ْﮨ َﺮةُ ِﻣﻦَ اﻟ ﱡﺪ ْﻧﯿَﺎaz-zahratuh minad duniya): the scenic views e.g. greenery, water, hills, etc in the world.
Beauty and splendour, the means of adornment (20:131).
( ”اَ ﱡaz-zuhrah): whiteness {T}, beauty, brightness.
“ُﻟﺰ ْﮨ َﺮة
ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰﮨ ِْﺮﯾaz-zahriyyaat minal ayyam): the spring season {M}.
َ
“ﱠﺎت ِﻣﻦَ ْاﻻﯾ ِﱠﺎم
Ibn Faris says that the basic meanings of this word are beauty, light, and cleanliness.

Z-He-Q

زهق

ٌ ْ( ” ُزﮨُﻮzuhuq) means to come out/exit with difficulty.
Muheet says “ق
َ
َ
“ ُﺖ اﻟﻨﱠ ْﻔﺲ
ﻘ
ﮨ
ز
”
(zahaqatin
nafs): he died with difficulty (that is he breathed his last with difficulty).
َ
ِ
ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰ ِاﮨaz-zahiq): plump animal, also an animal which is very weak. The word can have opposing
“ﻖ
meanings.
ُ ْ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰﮨُﻮaz-zahuq): means deep well and also used for the path between two lofty mountains {T}.
“ق
Whether with difficulty or ease, it means for something to exit {T}.
Ibn Faris says its basic meanings are to move forward, to pass away, or to surpass.
“ً ﺖ اﻟﺮﱠا ِﺣﻠَۃُ ُزﮨُﻮْ ﻗﺎ
ِ َ( ” َزﮨَﻘzahaqatir rahilatan zahuqa): the she camel overtook the horses.
ً“ﻖ اﻟ ﱠﺴ ْﮩ ُﻢ ُزﮨُﻮْ ﻗﺎ
َ َ( ” َزﮨzahaqas sahmu zuhuqa): the arrow went past the target.
ْ َ( ” َزﮨَﻘzahaqat nafsuh): he died {T}.
“ُ ﺖ ﻧَ ْﻔ ُﺴہ
ُ َ( ”ﺗ َْﺰﮨtazhaqu anfusahim): they died (9:55).
“ﻖ اَ ْﻧﻔُ َﺴﮩُ ْﻢ
ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰ ِاﮨaz-zahiqu): a defeated man {T}.
“ﻖ
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ُ َ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤ ِﺮﮨal-murhaquthe murdered one.
“ﻖ
“ﻖ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ ُء
َ َ( ” َزﮨzahaqas shaiyi): something was destroyed, or was ineffective {T}.
The Quran says about falsehood (batil):
every concept that is against the truth (haqq), creates
21:18
destructive results and remains unsuccessful (gets defeated)
17:81

and say that truth (haqq) has arrived and falsehood (batil) is
banished. In reality falsehood (by nature) is bound to parish.

ﻓَﺎِ َذا ُﻫ َﻮَز ِاﻫ ٌﻖ

ِ ﺎﻃﻞ ۔ اِ ﱠن اﻟْﺒ
ِ
ﺎﻃ َﻞ
َ
ُ ََوﻗُ ْﻞ َﺟﺎءَ ا ْﳊَ ﱡﻖ َوَزَﻫ َﻖ اﻟْﺒ
ًَﮐﺎ َن َزُﻫ ْﻮﻗﺎ

ٌ ْ( ” َزﮨُﻮzahuq) means the same as “ﻖ
ٌ َاﮨ
In fact, batil is destined to be banished. Here “ق
ِ ( ”زzahiq) but with
some exaggeration. Batil stays only till haqq (Allah’s constructive program) does not arrive. Once it
comes, batil gets defeated and wiped out. It does not have the ability to stay in when confronted by haqq.
For more details see headings (H-Q-Q) and (B-Te-L).
ُ ( ”اَ ْزﮨَ ْﻘazhaqatul inaa): I turned the pot over {T}.
“اﻻﻧَﺎ َء
ِْ ﺖ
ْ َ( ” َزﮨَﻘzahaqat nafsuhu) means he died due to sorrow and grief {R}.
Raghib says “ُ ﺖ ﻧَ ْﻔ ُﺴہ

زوج

Z-W-J

“( ” َزوْ ٌجzauj): Two things which are compatible with each other e.g. a pair of shoes. “( ” َزوْ َﺟﺎنzaujaan): Or
two things which are opposing each other e.g. day and night.
In both cases, each one of them is called the other’s “( ” َزوْ ٌجzauj).
“( ” َزوْ ٌجzauj) actually means someone who makes a combination or pairs with someone else, either in
similarity or opposite.
“( ” َز ﱠو َج اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ ُء ﺑِﺎﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ ِءzaujash shaiya bish shaiyi): he paired a thing with something like similar to it.
ْ ( ” َواِ َذا اﻟﻨﱡﻔُﻮْ سُ ُز ﱢو َﺟwa izan nafusu zuwwijat): when every person will meet his companions and
“ﺖ
counterparts (81:7).
44:54

they will be made companions with Hoor’een
(Companions with high intellect)

ٍ ْ ﺎﻫﻢ ِﲝُﻮٍر ِﻋ
ﲔ
ْ ْ ُ ََزﱠو ْﺟﻨ

For the meaning of “( ”ﺣُﻮْ ٌرhoor) see heading (H-W-R).
Lane says that everything of a homogenous variety is called “( ”اَ ْز َوا ٌجazwaaj).
37:22

ِ
اﺟ ُﻬ ْﻢ
َ اُ ْﺣ ُﺸُﺮْوا اﻟﱠﺬﻳْ َﻦ ﻇَﻠَ ُﻤ ْﻮا َو اَْزَو

gather the oppressive parties and their ilk

With regards to the dwellers of jannnat, it is delared:
4:57
Therein shall be azwaaj with pristine intellect for you

ِ
ٌاج ُﻣﻄَ ﱠﻬَﺮة
ٌ َﳍُ ْﻢ ﻓْﻴـ َﻬﺎ اَْزَو

Here it does not only mean virtuous wives or husbands, but also companions with the same pure thoughts.
In a heavenly society (jannah), there is existence of virtuous thoughts. Note that this heavenly society
will be formed in this world. Here the relationship between husband and wife will include the
responsibility of progeny as well. But such a concept of man and woman is not found in the Quran and
the companionship in the hereafter will not be for progeny. This will be based on companionship;
however, we cannot understand the nature of this at our present level of understanding and existence. The
Quran has explained the hereafter concepts allegorically.
Because of these meanings, the species of everything is called zauj {Lane}.
“( ”اَ ْز َواﺟﺎ ً ِﻣ ْﻨﮩُ ْﻢazwaaja minhum): people who are of different kind but of the same species, or things of
many kind but of the same type (20:131).
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26:7

We created different things of a good quality

38:58

similar types of various punishments
We have created things which are zauj to one another,
either similar or opposite

51:49

َﮐ ْﻢ اَﻧْـﺒَْﺘـﻨَﺎ ﻓِﻴْـ َﻬﺎ ِﻣ ْﻦ ُﮐ ﱢﻞ َزْو ٍج َﮐ ِﺮٍْﱘ
ِِ
ِ
اج
ٌ َواَ َﺧُﺮ ﻣ ْﻦ َﺷﮑْﻠﻪ اَْزَو
ِ ْ وِﻣ ْﻦ ُﮐ ﱢﻞ َﺷﯽ ٍء َﺧﻠَ ْﻘﻨَﺎ َزْو َﺟ
ﲔ
َ
ْ

For example the sky is the zauj of the earth. They together make a pair or a combination. Winter is the
zauj of summer, and a shoe is the zauj of the other shoe. Zauj also means whose companion is unique.
This word can be used for either one of them; however, for the combination, we will use “” َزوْ َﺟﺎ ِن
(zaujaan) {Lane}.
“( ”اِ ْز َد َو َجizdawaj), “( ”ﺗَﺰَا َو َجtazawaj): to make two parts go together; or words that rhyme; or for two
problems to be related to each other.
“( ” َزوْ ٌجzauj) with plural “( ”اَ ْز َوا ٌجazwaaj) means companion or friend {Lane}. It also means either
husband or wife. The husband is the “( ” َزوْ ٌجzauj) of his wife and she is the “( ” َزوْ ٌجzauj) of her husband
{T, M}. One complements the other. This is married (conjugal) life. The Quran has termed them each
other’s covering like a dress which covers the body. See heading (L-B-S). In verse 13:38, “ً ”اَ ْز َواﺟﺎ
(azwaaja) means wives.
ُ ْ( ”ﺗَ َﺰ ﱠوﺟtazawajtu imra’ah): I married a woman.
“ًﺖ اِ ْﻣ َﺮأَة
As per the Quran, it will be suffice to say that the term “( ”ﺗَ َﺰ ﱠو َﺟ ٗہ اﻟﻨﱠﻮْ ُمtazawwajahun naum) is used
allegorically when one is in a blissful sleep {T, M}. The relationship of a married couple is like a blissful
sleep which is a source of pleasure to both partners. See heading (N-K-H). The wives and husbands in a
heavenly society on earth will also be pure of heart and soul and good companions in the journey of life
extending beyond death to the next life. The Quran has described their characteristics in different
chapters. As far as the heaven in the next life is concerned, as mentioned earlier and in detail under the
heading (J-N-N) that we cannot comprehend it at our present level of understanding. Hence, we are
unable to say what the condition will be there. We cannot deny the fact that a companionship based on
similar values and interests is blissful in this life as the Quran has stated in (2:221).

زود

Z-W-D

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰا ُدaz-zaad): something more than the present needs and which is saved for later time. {R}. It means
food (provision), whether for the present or future, especially the food which is prepared for a journey
{F}.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﻤ ْﺰ َو ُدal-mizwaad): tiffin carrier {T}.
“ً( ” َز ﱠو ْدﺗُ ٗہ ﺗ َْﺰ ِوﯾْﺪاzawwattuhu tazweeda): I gave him food for the journey.
“( ”ﺗَ َﺰ ﱠو َدtazawwad): he took food along for the journey {T}.
The Quran says in respect of Hajj:
Take a provision for the journey,, so you may not
2:197
be dependent upon others???

ﻮی
ٰ َوﺗَـَﺰﱠوُد ْوا ﻓَﺎِ ﱠن َﺧْﻴـَﺮ اﻟﱠﺰ ِاد اﻟﺘﱠـ ْﻘ

Ibn Faris says with reference to Khalil, that “( ”ﺗَ َﺰ ﱠو َدtazawwad) means to take something good from one
place to another.
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زور

Z-W-R

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰوْ ُرaz-zaur): the upper part of the chest where the bones confluence. It is also used for a visitor.
“( ” ُزرْ ﺗُہzartuhu): I bared my chest before him (confronted him).
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰوْ ُرaz-zaur) and “ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺰﯾَﺎ َرةaz-ziyarah), “( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤﺰَا ُرal-mazaar): to meet, to visit.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰ َو ُرaz-zaur) also means the bent chest which leans on one side.
“( ”اَ ْﻻَ ْز َو ُرal-azwar): one who has a chest which is crooked or bent. One who leans his chest to one side
more than the other while walking. One who looks from side of his eyes. The word means to lean to one
side, as well as to move away from the right direction.
Ibn Faris says it means to lean to one side, as well as to move to onside.
It says in Surah Al-Kahaf:
the sun moves towards one side of their cave
18:17
(i.e. does not shine directly into their cave)

ﺗَـَﺰ َاوُر َﻋ ْﻦ َﮐ ْﻬ ِﻔ ِﻬ ْﻢ

“ُ ( ” َز ﱠو َر َﻋ ْﻨہzawwar unhu): he shifted or moved away from it.
( ”اَ ﱡaz-zuur) means to tell a lie.
“ﻟﺰوْ ُر
“( ” َﺣ ْﺒ ٌﻞ ﻟَ ٗہ ُزوْ ٌرhablun lahu zuur): a rope with twisted fibres or threads {T, M, R}.
Surah Al-Hajj says:
22:30
Avoid talk based on lies (traditional translation)

َواَ ْﺟﺘَﻨِﺒُـ ْﻮا ﻗَـ ْﻮ َل اﻟﱡﺰْوِر

The above verse actually means to avoid any act or deed which is not in line with the defined righteous
path. Every thought and action one takes away from the righteous path “( ”ﺻﺮاط ﻣﺴﺘﻘﯿﻢsirat-e-

mustaqeem), would fall under “( ”زُ ْو ٌرzuur). Islam is a M ovement, which has a definite aim. Therefore,
there is no room for “( ” ُزوْ ٌرzuur) in it. The next verse elaborates this:
turn away from all other paths and move towards
ُﺣﻨَـ َﻔﺎءَ اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ
22:31
the path defined by Allah (i.e the Quran)
do not mix it with an outside thought, emotion, and
ِ
ﲔ ﺑِِﻪ
22:31
َ ْ َﻏﻴْـَﺮ ُﻣ ْﺸ ِﺮﮐ
preference

This has also sated in Ssurah Al-Furqan:
25:4
An injustice and a lie

ﻃُﻠْﻤﺎً َوُزْوًرا

“( ” َﮐ َﻼ ٌم ُﻣ َﺰ ﱠورٌاkalamun muzawwar): fabricated talk and a pack of lies.
“( ” َز ﱠو َر اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ َءzawwarsh shaiyi): to mix and garnish a matter with lies.
“( ”ﺗ َْﺰ ِو ْﯾ ٌﺮtazweer) means to remove “( ” ُزوْ ٌرzuur). Therefore it means to rehabilitate.
Ibnul Airabi says that “( ”ﺗ َْﺰ ِو ْﯾ ٌﺮtazweer) would be used when something is improved, whether it is good
or bad {T}.
It also means to meet or to be confronted. It is used in 102:2:
102:2
until you reach your graves
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زول

Z-W-L

“( ”زَا َلzaal), “( ”ﯾَ ُﺰوْ ُلyazulu), “( ”ﯾَﺰَا ُلyazaal), “ً( ” َز َواﻻzawala): for something to be lost, to change, to be
depressed, to move to one side, to be removed, to go afar, to be parted, to desist.
The Quran has used this word opposite to “ﮏ
َ ( ”اَ ْﻣ َﺴamsaka) in 35:31, which means to prevent.
35:41

Verily Allah’s law is holding the sky and the earth
so that they do not move from their places
(do not leave their celestial places)

ِ
ِ
ض اَ ْن ﺗَـُﺰْوَﻻ
َ ا ﱠن اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪَ ﳝُْ ِﺴ
َ ﮏ اﻟ ﱠﺴ ٰﻤ ٰﻮت َو ْاﻻَْر

“( ” َزﯾﱠ َﻞzayyal): to separate {T, M, R}
2:217

they will always be like this

10:28

We will separate them

48:25

if they had separated

ﻻَ ﻳـََﺰاﻟُْﻮ َن
ﻓَـَﺰﻳـﱠﻠْﻨَﺎ ﺑـَْﻴـﻨَـ ُﻬ ْﻢ
ﻟَ ْﻮﺗَـَﺰﻳـﱠﻠُ ْﻮا

Raghib says “( ” َز َوا ٌلzawaal) refers to the movement of something which is initially stable and later
becomes unstable.

زیت

Z-Y-T

ٌ ( ” َزﯾzait): olive oil (24:35).
“ْﺖ
“ٌ( ” َز ْﯾﺘُﻮْ ﻧَۃzaitoonah): an olive tree, or its fruit (24:35, 80:29) {R}. It is considered to be a very useful and
beneficial plant {M}.
The Quran says:
95:103 By At-teen and the Az-zaitoon and the At-toor

ِ ْ واﻟﺘـ
ﱢﲔ َواﻟﱠﺰﻳْـﺘُـ ْﻮ ِن َوﻃُْﻮِر
َ

Here “ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰ ْﯾﺘُﻮْ نaz-zaitoon) means a mount named “( ”زﯾﺘﺎzita) in Palestine. Lataif-ul-Lugha has
mentioned it as Jabalash sham. Isa or Jesus was born there, and “ ُ( ”اَﻟﺘﱢﯿْﻦat-teen) is the place where Noah
received his Message. The Quran has said that messages towards Noah’s, Isa, Moosa and Muhammed
(pbuh) are from Allah. These are the divine invitations towards the establishment of Allah’s social order
and to educate mankind about the ultimate truth.
95:4-6

ِْ ﻟَ َﻘ ْﺪﺧﻠَ ْﻘﻨَﺎ
اﻻﻧْ َﺴﺎ َن
َ

Indeed We created the Man…

Z-Y-D

زید

“( ” َز ْﯾ ٌﺪzaid) means to develop, be nurtured, to grow and blossom, to increase, to flourish..
ّ ٰ ( ”زَا َدzadallahu khaira), “( ” َزﯾﱠﺪ َٗهzayyadahu) means to give more or to increase {T}.
“ًﷲُ ِﺧﯿْﺮا
“( ”اِ ْزدَا َدizdada), “ً( ”اِ ْز ِدﯾَﺎداizdiyada): to grow more, or to produce more {M}.
Surah Ar-Raad has used “( ”اِ ْز ِدﯾَﺎ ٌدizdiyaad) opposite to “ ٌ( ” َﻏﯿْﺾghaiz) in 13:8, which means to decrease,
or go inside, or to be absorbed.
Surah Yunus has used the word “ٌ”زﯾَﺎ َدة
ِ (ziyadatun) in 10:26, while “( ” َﻣ ِﺰ ْﯾ ٌﺪmazeed) has been used in
50:35, which means the addition that is made after something has been completed.
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Surah Aal-e-Imran says:
3:89
grow more (increase) in denial.

ًﰒُﱠ ْازَدا ُد ْو ا ُﮐ ْﻔﺮا

Surah Al-Ahzaab has mentioned Zaid in 33:37. This is the only companion of the Messenger (pbuh) who
has been mentioned in the Quran. He was the son of Harasa and the Messenger’s beloved servant and
adopted son. He was married to the Messenger’s cousin Zainab.
For the meaning of “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺰادaz-zaad), see heading (Z-W-D).

Z-Y-Gh

زیغ

َ ( ”زَاzaagh), “( ”ﯾَ ِﺰ ْﯾ ُﻎyazeegh), “ً ( ” َزﯾْﻐﺎzaigha): to lean to one side.
“غ
“‘ ُﺐ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﻤﺲ
ِ ( ”زَا َﻏzaaghatis shams): the sun commenced setting {T}.
Raghib says that although “( ”زَا َلzaal), “( ” َﻣ َﺎﻻmaala), and “( ”زَا َغzaagha) express almost the same
meaning, but “( ”زَا َغzaagh) means to move away from the right path towards the wrong direction {T}.
Muheet with reference to the procedure has explained that wherever the Quran has used the word “” َز ْﯾ ٌﻎ
(zaigh), it means to lean to one side, except when it says “ﺼﺎ ُر
َ ﺖ ْاﻻَ ْﺑ
ِ ( ”زَا َﻏzaaghatil absaar) which means
the eyes to be opened wide, or to remain open (in amazement ) {M}.
The Quran says:
When they diverted from Allah’s guidance, the law of Requital
61:56
made them lean towards that very path.

غ اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪُ ﻗُـﻠُ ْﻮﺑـَ ُﻬ ْﻢ
َ ﻓَـﻠَ ﱠﻤﺎ َزا ُﻏ ْﻮا اََزا

This verse reveals a great truth. Generally it is said that guidance or going astray is controlled by God (is
in His hands). He can guide whoever He wishes and lead astray, whomever He wishes. He seals the hearts
of those who are to be led astray etc. This concept is completely against the teachings of the Quran and
the Law of Requital. The Quran declares that man is created with the freedom to act as he chooses, he
decides for himself whether to go on the right path or otherwise. The type of decision makes him subject
to the corresponding laws. If he takes the wrong path then all his abilities get utilized in traversing the
wrong path and are wasted.
51:8

only he who wants to turn away from the right path gets turned away

ﮏ
َ ِﮏ َﻋْﻨﻪُ َﻣ ْﻦ اُﻓ
ُ َﻳـُ ْﺆﻓ

It is not Allah’s Will to coerce someone to adopt the right path if he wants to take the wrong path, or if a
man wants to stay on the right path then he is not turned away from it. Only those who wish to follow the
crooked ways have their hearts turned away from the truth. By virtue of possessing a free will the
initiative is in man’s own hands. Allah’s laws help a person according to his own choice and decision to
act – freedom to choose is at the heart of human functioning and with this comes the responsibility. For
exmample, it is Allah’s law that if we close your eyes, it will become dark for us, but if we open our eyes,
we will be able to see in the light.
In Surah An-Najam with reference to the Messenger (pbuh):
your sight has neither moved away from the truth nor has
53:17
it crossed the limit.

ﺼُﺮ َوَﻣﺎ ﻃَﻐٰﯽ
َ َﻣﺎ َزا
َ َغ اﻟْﺒ

Here “( ” َﻣﺎطَ ٰﻐﯽma tagha) has made it clear that although a messenger’s knowledge of the revelation is far
greater than any other human being, it is still limited in comparison to Allah. It can’t cross the limits set
for it by Allah.
In Surah Saba:
34:12
..if any of them turned away from our command order..
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“ﺼﺎ ُر
َ ﺖ ْاﻻَ ْﺑ
ِ ( ”زَا َﻏzaaghatil ansaar) has been used at the times of chaos during a collective punishment
(33:10). It either means that at times of fear, one’s eyes do not stay at one point, or as Muheet says, it
means that the eyes remain lifted (out of fear or bewilderment ). In any case, the purpose is to describe a
state of fear.
“( ” َز ْﯾ ٌﻎzaigh) has been used to describe the change in one’s opinion towards someone (38:63). Its
meaning is given as being crooked, and lean towards falsehood (3:9). That is, instead of concentrating and
be stolid on a point described by the Quran, move away hither or thither, to turn somewhere else, to
follow one’s wishes, desires and wishes. This is a very risky attitude; the right path is that which is
defined by the Quran, irrespective of what what our hearts and minds wish.. What the Quran says is the
truth, not what our leanings are. Anyone who goes to the Quran with preconceived ideas and with the
intention of getting support for those ideas, can never find the right guidance.
To get the right guidance from the Quran, the mind must be free from all the preconceptions and
preconceived beliefs. This is the reason that the Quran has described “( ” َز ْﯾ ٌﻎzaigh) as the opposite of
guidance (3:7). For more details see heading (H-K-M).

Z-Y-L

زیل

Z-Y-N

زین

See heading (Z-W-L).

“ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺰ ْﯾﻨَۃaz-zeenah): the thing which is used to adorn something. Some say that something to be perceived
by someone as beautiful is also called “ُ”ز ْﯾﻨَۃ
ِ (zeenah).
“ َ( ” َزﯾﱠﻦzayyan): to adorn something, to make something appear more beautiful, this also covers flattery
{T}.
Iblees declared:
I’ll make the earthly life appear so attractive (to men that they will
15:39
decide to make it their destiny )
(the concept of life will be materialistic)

ِ َﻻُ َزﻳـﱢﻨَ ﱠﻦ َﳍُ ْﻢ ﻓِﯽ ْاﻻَْر
ض
ْ

“ َ( ”اِ ﱠزﯾﱠﻦiz-zayyan): to be adorned or beautified (10:4).
20:60

ﻳـَ ْﻮُم اﻟﱢﺰﻳْـﻨَ ِﻢ

the day of adornment

Then about Bani Israel the Quran quotes:
those things with which people of the community
20:87
used to adorn themselves
7:148
their jewelry

اَْوَز ًار ِاﻣ ْﻦ ِزﻳْـﻨَ ِﻢ اﻟْ َﻘ ْﻮِم

ُﺣﻠِﻴﱢﻴِ ْﻢ

The Quran not only takes into account the utilitarian aspect of utilities but also considers the aesthetic
aspects. That is why it not only allows us to add beauty to ourselves and to our environment but goes a
step further by directing us to do so.
7:31

Adopt beauty and adornment while following Our
laws

The Quran declares: by saying:
Say: who has forbidden the beautiful bounties of
7:32
Allah which He has produced for His servants?
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This is for all to use:
That which is on earth We have made it attractive
18:7
and beautiful

ِ
ِ ﺎﻋﻠَﯽ ْاﻻَْر
ض ِزﻳْـﻨَ ًﻢ ﻟﱠﻴَﺎ
َ اﻧﱠﺎ َﺟ َﻌﻠْﻨَﺎ َﻣ

Nothing is forbidden on this earth; however, it must be borne in mind that the pursuit of these things
should not become the sole purpose of life (18:46). These should be used for helping in achieving the real
purpose of life. In short, there is no harm in enjoying the adornments of life, but whenever there is clash
with the laws mentioned in the Quran, those adornments and attractions should be sacrificed for
upholding the Quranic values. This is the crux of the Quranic teachings and the main aim of Islamic
System( Deen).
For example The Quran has directed (in the context of veil) that when men and women go about outside
they should lower their gaze and guard their modesty (24:30-31) and the women should:
Not display their beauty and ornaments except of
ﲔ اِﱠﻻ َﻣﺎﻇَﻴَـَﺮ ِﻣْﻨـﻴَﺎ
24:31
َﻻﻳـُْﺒ ِﺪﻳْ َﻦ ْزﻳـَﻨَﺘَـ ُ ﱠ
which appears naturally
Here adornments mean things which women use for beautification, for instance jewelry etc. This seems to
be supported by the next part of the same verse where it is said:
they should not step hard on the ground so
ِ
ِ ﻀ ِﺮﺑﻦ ﺑﺎَر ﺟﻠِِ ﱠ
ﲔ
24:31
whatever they are hiding among their adornments is
ﲔ ِﻣ ْﻦ ِزﻳْـﻨَﺘِِ ﱠ
َ ْ ﲔ ﻟﻴُـ ْﻌﻠَ َﻢ َﻣﺎﳜُْﻔ
ُ ْ َ َ ْ ْ ََوَﻻﻳ
made obvious
By stepping hard on the ground, the jewelry like anklets make a sound and draw attention, as far as the
adornment of the upper part of the body is concerned, it is advised that they should cover their body with
shawls (24:31) or put on “( ”ﺟﻠﺒﺎبjalbaab) (33:59) which is the same sort of cloth as a longer and wider
overall. This means that they should not exhibit the things of their adornment, although if it is done in
front of men in their household then there is no harm (24:31).
Sexual attraction and urge are not like the pangs of hunger which arouses at its own as and when body
needs it. This emotion is aroused on instigation and by thinking about it. The Quran directs us to stop
those causes which lead to provoking such thoughts and consequently cause arousing this urges. One of
the biggest instigations is by women to exhibit their adornment and provocative turn out in front of other
men, and this what is forbidden by the Quran.
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س

Seen

This letter appears in the beginning of “( ”ﺣﺮف ﻣﻀﺎرعharf muzaarih) which is such a verb that contains
connotations of both future and present tense. But when it appears at the beginning of a word, the
sentence is considered to only be about future. As for example “( ” َﺳﯿَ ْﻔ َﻌ ُﻞsayaf’al) means that he will work.
It normally means near future tense, but near or distant future does not matter. Some say that it can also
hold the meaning of infinity.
2:142

َُﺳﻴَـ ُﻘ ْﻮ ُل اﻟ ﱡﺴ َﻔ َﻬﺎء

These misguided will continue to say that…

Some even say that when it appears with some verb which refers to some promise or commitment, then it
holds the meaning of stressing on an issue.
2:137

ٰ
ِ
ُﻓَ َﺴﻴَﮑْﻔْﻴ َﮑ ُﻬ ُﻢ اﻟﻠّﻪ

Allah will surely be sufficient for you against them

سأل

S-A-L

“( ” َﺳﺎ َ ْﻟﺘُ ٗہ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ َءsaaltuhush shaiya): I asked him for a thing.
“( ” َﺳﺄ َ ْﻟﺘُ ٗہ َﻋ ِﻦ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ ِء وﺑِ ٖہsa altuhu unish shaiyi wabehi): I enquired from him about something.
“( ”اَ ْﺳﺎَﻟَ ٗہasalah), “( ”ﺳ ُْﺆﻟَ ٗہsulah): met the need in question.
“( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎ ِء ُلas-sa’il): one who requests for something, needy {T}.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤﺴْﺄَﻟَۃal-masa latah): need, necessity {M}.
The Quran declares:
Do not scold the needy
93:10
(thinking him to be lowly)
Everything in the universe is asking God to fulfil its needs.
55:29
(everything is dependent on his system of sustenance for its
development)
In Surah As-sajdah in reference to land and its produce:
41:10
it should be kept open (or available) for all needy

اَﱠﻣﺎ اﻟ ﱠﺴ ِﺎء َل ﻓَ َﻼ ﺗَـْﻨـ َﻬ ْﺮ
ِ ﻳﺴﺌـﻠُﻪ ﻣﻦ ﻓِﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺴ ٰﻤ ٰﻮ
ِ ت َو ْاﻻَْر
ض
ْ َ ٌ َْ َ
ِِ ِ
ﲔ
َ ْ َﺳ َﻮاءً ﻟﻠ ﱠﺴﺎءﻟ

Since land is the main source of human sustenance, it should be freely available to all. This is the purpose
of the creation of the earth. It is not the purpose that some should put barriers around the land and
consider this to be their personal property. Allah has provided everything which is necessary for the
sustenance of the human life.
14:34

And he provided for you everything you had asked for

ِ
َُواَٰﺗ ُﮑ ْﻢ ﻣ ْﻦ ُﮐ ﱢﻞ َﻣﺎ َﺳﺄَﻟْﺘُ ُﻤ ْﻮﻩ

This is part of His system of sustenance, and to consider it as means of nourishment for a particular class
as a private property is a heinous crime.
It is also used as asking one another about some matter of mutual interest as used in surah An-Naba:
َﻋ ﱠﻢ ﻳـَﺘَ َﺴﺎءَﻟُْﻮ َن
78:1
About what are they asking one another?
37:24

who are questioned

20:36

Verily you are granted your request, Moosa

َﻣ ْﺴﺌُـ ْﻮﻟُْﻮ َن
ِ
ﺳﯽ
َ َﺖ ُﺳ ْﺆﻟ
ٰ ﮏ ٰﳝُْﻮ
َ ﻗَ ْﺪ اُوﺗْﻴ

Here “( ”ﺳ ُْﺆ َلsuul) means request, need, demand, or your demanded thing.
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“( ”ﺳﻮالsawaal) or question basically means need or some necessity. When we question somebody, we
are indeed demanding for some kind of an answer. The Quran has to be viewed carefully to determine the
context in which it is used e.g. whether it means to demand or to question.

سأم

S-A-M
“( ” َﺳﺌِ َﻢsaim), “( ”ﯾَﺴْﺄ َ ُمyasaam): to become tired of something.
“( ”اَﺳْﺄ َ َﻣ ٗہasaama): he tired me out; he bored me {T}.
Some say that “( ” َﺳﺄ َ ٌمsaam) also means laziness {M}.
41:49

ِْ ﻻَﻳﺴﺌَﻢ
اﳋَِْﲑ
ْ اﻻﻧْ َﺴﺎ ُن ِﻣ ْﻦ ُد َﻋ ِﺎء
ُ َْ

man does not get tired of desiring for wealth

This verse means that his demand is not just for fulfilling his needs but for becoming better than others,
and thus his desires have no limits.
102:2
2:282

َﺣ ٰﺘّﯽ ُزْرُﰎُ اﻟْ َﻤ َﻘﺎﺑَِﺮ
َُوَﻻ ﺗَ ْﺴﺌَ ُﻤ ْﻮا اَ ْن ﺗَﮑْﺘُﺒُـ ْﻮﻩ

… till he meets his death
do not be tardy in writing down a loan
agreement (do not be frustrated or tired of it).

ﺳﺒﺄ

Saba

It was the name of the capitol city of a state which in the times of Suleman was ruled by a queen. The
Quran has referred to this nation, its state and about its queen (34:15, 27:22). The fertility of the land has
been specifically referred and then its subsequent destruction by floods. The people were creative and had
built a very big dam for irrigating their lands and subsequently the flooding took place because the the
dam was damaged due to lack of maintenance.
In 1955, an American archaeologist had discovered some ruins in southern Arabia, especially in the
Yemen area. The name of his book is “Qataban and Sheba” and the author is Wendell Phillips. The ruins
throw light on the tale told by the Quran, especially the dam and the destruction by floods because of
damage to the dam (34:19).
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﺒَﺎ ُءas-saba) means one who is in the liquor business, and “( ” َﺳﺒَﺎ ْاﻟ َﺨ ْﻤ َﺮsaba al-khamr) means that he
bought liquor {T, M}. If the city was named with reference to this, then the mind goes towards the
Taakistan which were abundant there. But “ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺴ ْﺒﺎَةsubah) also means long journey {T, M}, and perhaps
this capitol city was named with this reference.
The Quran says refers to the desire of the people as referred in this prayer:
34:19
Our Sustainer, prolong our journey so that our trade increases

ِ
ﲔ اَ ْﺳ َﻔﺎ ِرﻧَﺎ
َ ْ ََر ﺑـﱠﻨَﺎ ﺑٰﻌ ْﺪ ﺑـ

About queen of Saba and Suleman, see heading Suleman.
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سبب

S-B-B

“( ” َﺳﺒﱠ ٗہsabbahu), “ً ( ” َﺳﺒّﺎsabba): delinked it, sever it.
“ ( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺐﱡas-subbu): to swear, because it affects and severs relations between people {T}.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺴﺒﱡﺎas-sibbu) and “ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﺒَﺐas-sababu): long strong rope with the help of which one climbs a tree etc. or
which is used to reach to the bottom of the water well.
This gave it the meaning of something through which one reaches something {T}. A road too is called
“ ٌ( ” َﺳﺒَﺐsabab) {R, M}, because it joins one destination with another. Hence this word also means
relationship, or relative.
The Quran says:
Their mutual relations will be cut off
2:116
(The means the mutual interests and benefits which were
connecting them will end)
18:98
He then took another direction
22:15

Then let him extend a “ladder” to the Heavens

20:37

Means reaching towards the Heavens {T}

ِِ وﺗَـ َﻘﻄﱠﻌ
ﺎب
َْ َ
َ َﺖ ﻬﺑ ْﻢ ْاﻻَ ْﺳﺒ
ًﰒُﱠ اَﺗْـﺒَﻊ َﺳﺒَﺒﺎ
ٍ َﻓَـﻠْﻴَ ْﻤ ُﺪ ْد ﺑِﺴﺒ
ﺐ اِﻟَﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺴ َﻤ ِﺎء
َ
ِاَﺳﺒﺎب اﻟ ﱠﺴ ٰﻤ ٰﻮت
َ َْ

According to Taj, the word in 20:37 means steps or doors to the sky. Abu zaid says it means stages, {T},
and Muheet says it means steps, ways, surroundings or doors. The meanings of this word are wider and
cover means and possibilities in carrying out some tasks.
Surah Al-Kahaf says:
18:84
And we provided him all thing as means

ًَو اَﺗَـْﻴـﻨٰﻪُ ِﻣ ْﻦ ُﮐ ﱢﻞ َﺷ ْﯽ ٍء َﺳﺒَﺒﺎ

In the context of swearing , this root has been used in (6:108) where it is said that do not condemn or use
bad language against the idols which the disbelievers worship, lest they react, and unconsciously further
move away from Allah’s guidance. Such like events of mutual condemnation can take place among
religious debates at emotive level.

S-B-T

سبت

ُ َ( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺴﺒas-subaat): sleep.
“ﺎت
Ibn Faris says that the basic meanings of the word are of peace and tranquillity. Since peace and
tranquillity meant that a man rested and stopped whatever he was doing, it got the meaning of ceasing to
work or to cut it off {T}.
ُ ( ”ﯾَ ْﺴﺒyasbut), “ﺖ
ُ ِ( ”ﯾَ ْﺴﺒyasbitu), “( ” َﺳ ْﺒﺘًﺎsabta): he rested {T}.
“ َ( ” َﺳﺒَﺖsabat), “ُﺖ
ٌ ( ” َﺳﺒsabat) means to close the business and to relax on a Saturday, to spend Saturday
Raghib says that “ْﺖ
resting, to be around on a Saturday.
“( ” َﺳﺒَﺖَ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ َءsabatas shaiya) means to cut off something.
ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﺒas-sabt) also means to shave something, like to shave the head.
“ْﺖ
ُ ْ( ”اَﻟ َﻤ ْﺴﺒُﻮal-masbuutu): a corpse or an unconscious man. It also means a sick man who lies quietly with
“ت
closed eyes {T}.
“ﺖ
ِ ( ”ﯾَﻮْ ُم اﻟ ﱠﺴ ْﺒyaumus-sabti): the day of the week named Saturday. It is thought to be named so because on
that day the Jews do not work {T}. Verse 2:65 has used this word in these meanings, and also to mean
comfort and rest.
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78:10

ًَو َﺟ َﻌﻠْﻨَﺎ ﻧـَ ْﻮَﻣ ُﮑ ْﻢ ُﺳﺒَﺎﺗﺎ

Created sleep to take to rest

In surah Al-Furqaan this is referred to this meaning as well, and “( ”ﻧُ ُﺸﻮْ رًاnushura) has been used opposite
to it (25:47) which means to walk, to scatter, to get up.
It is mentioned in the Quran that a group of Jews broke the agreement not to do business on Saturdays
(4:154, 2:65). Surah Al-Airaaf says that they used to catch fish on that day (7:163). In violation of this
agreed arrangement (not to catch fish on Saturday) they suffered the consequences (4:27) and this state
was as a consequence of not following one their commitment as a community which led to divisions and
parting of ways (16:124). This makes it obvious that when a system is followed then even the very small
restriction needs to adhere otherwise gradually the whole system gets affected. The restriction of not
working on a Saturday is a small restriction; however, it tests the character of individuals. Those who
cannot resist such a small temptation, and try to make inroads into this rule created for the benefit of the
society, they cannot be expected to observe the stricter rules? Character develops through self-discipline
and by resisting temptation. By relating this event, Quran means to highlight this very fact. The
consequences of their conduct which Bani Israel faced for going against these agreed restrictions is
detailed under the heading (Q-R-D).
Hastings has written in his Encyclopaedia of Religious Ethics, with reference to various testaments, that
Sabat would start on Friday evening and lasted the whole of Saturday. During this time there were 38
other restrictions besides trading which were prohibited.

S-B-H

سبح

“( ” َﺳ ْﺒ ٌﺢsabh): to swim.
“( ” َﺳﺒَ َﺢ ﺑِﺎﻟﻨﱠ ْﮩ ِﺮsabaha bin nahari), “ً ( ”ﻓِﯽ اﻟﻨﱠ ْﮩ ِﺮ َﺳﺒْﺤﺎfi nahari sabhan), “ً( ” َﺳﺒَﺎ َﺣۃsabaha): he swam in a canal.
“( ”اَ ْﺳﺒَ َﺤ ٗہ ﻓِﯽ ْاﻟ َﻤﺎ ِءasbahu fil maa): made him swim in water.
ُ ( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎﺑِ َﺤas-sabihaat): boats.
“ﺎت
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ َﻮاﺑِﺢas-sawabih): horses while running very fast move their limbs like a fast swimming action.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﺒﱠﺎ ُحas-sabbbah): a good swimmer, on a same pattern also used for a fast horse or a fast camel {T}.
“( ” َﺳ ْﺒ ٌﺢsabh): to venture far and wide in the quest for earning a living {T}.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ ْﺒ ُﺢas-sabh) also means to experience travel through various lands {Latif-ul-lugha}.
Ibn Faris has said that it means a kind of pursuit , thus “( ” َﺳ ْﺒ ٌﺢsabh) means to strive very hard with utmost
effort to achieve a goal, to strive with the maximum strength, to make sustained and continuous effort.
Taj-ul-Uroos has described a dream of Ibn Shameel in which he saw a person who was explaining the
meaning of “( ” ُﺳ ْﺒﺤَﺎنَ ﷲsubhan Allah). He was explaining through the example of a horse which is going
at a maximum speed like a fast swimmer. This means “( ” ُﺳ ْﺒﺤَﺎنَ ﷲsubhan Allah) to direct all efforts
towards Allah as explained in the Quran and to remain steadfast in following the values {T}.
Raghib has also said that “( ” َﺳ ْﺒﺤٌﺎsabha) means to go very fast in water or through air. Later it was
allegorically used for the stars in the sky.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﺒِ ْﯿ ٌﺢas-sabih) means to make haste in Allah’s obedience, but with passage of time the meaning
expanded and was also used for spoken or practical worship {R}. Till this day “ٌ ( ” ُﺳ ْﺒ َﺤۃsubh) means beads
of a rosary. Although this is not common among the Arabs, since rosaries were used by Christians in their
worship, something they probably borrowed from Buddhists.
The Quran mentions about the celestial bodies:
36:40
they are all floating in their orbits

ٍ َُﮐ ﱞﻞ ﻓِﯽ ﻓَـﻠ
ﮏ ﻳَ ْﺴﺒَ ُﺤ ْﻮ َن
ْ

About the Messenger (pbuh) the Quran quotes:
for you, the daily program is very extensive and you have to
73:7
work hard to get through it
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About birds it is said:
Each one of them knows their flight directions , though their
24:41
flight path is not signposted

ِ
ُﺻ َﻼﺗَﻪُ َوﺗَ ْﺴﺒِﻴْ َﺤﻪ
َ ُﮐ ﱞﻞ ﻗَ ْﺪ َﻋﻠ َﻢ

It means that each bird knows how to go about its business, and each one is aware of its limits and the
way it has to get means of subsistence.

57:1

Whatever there is in the universe is fully engaged in in
carrying out the program designated for them through
Allah’s laws

ِ ﺳﺒﱠﺢ ﻟِٰﻠّ ِﻪ ﻣﺎﻓِﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺴ ٰﻤ ٰﻮ
ِ ت َو ْاﻻَْر
ض
َ َ َ

The things in the universe are instinctively tuned towards carrying out their programs. This is what has
been described in the tale about Adam as the “( ”ﺗَ ْﺴﺒِ ْﯿ ٌﺢtasbeeh) of the Malaikas: (2:31), or the “”ﺗَ ْﺴﺒِ ْﯿ ٌﺢ
tasbeeh) of the thunder (13:13). But a man has to use his choice in order to complete the program. Hence
believers are directed:
You should be engaged in carrying this program day and
33:42
ًَﺳﺒﱢ ُﺨ ْﻮﻩُ ﺑُﮑَْﺮةً ﱠواَ ِﺻْﻴﻼ
night (i.e. on continuous basis)
About the programme itself, the direction is:
to get busy in implementing Allah’s laws of subsistence
56:66
(Rabubyah), the programme on which the whole universe is
functioning

ﮏ اﻟْ َﻌ ِﻈﻴْ ِﻢ
َ ﺎﺳ ِﻢ َرﺑﱢ
ْ ِﻓَ َﺴﺒﱢ ْﺢ ﺑ

In a human society, the struggle against the opposing forces which obstruct the programme of subsistence
is also called “( ”ذﮐﺮzikr) and “( ”ﺗَ ْﺴﺒِ ْﯿ ٌﺢtasbeeh). When Musa (PBUH) was directed to the Pharaoh, he too
used these terms to define and explain his mission (20:34).
ٰ
The system which Quran proposes for the believers places great importance on “”ﺻﻠﻮة
(salaah), which
includes gathering for the prayer. These gatherings are physical manifestations of the group’s acceptance
of guidance from Allah. This is a manifestation in the form of “( ”رﮐﻮعruku) and “( ”ﺳﺠﻮدsajud) which are
translated to bowing and genuflecting. While doing this bowing and genuflecting, a believer agrees to
follow and live according to Allah’s laws and to spend his lifetime in implementing those laws in the
society where he lives. The words in which this agreement is made are also termed as the “”ﺗَ ْﺴﺒِ ْﯿ ٌﺢ
(tasbeeh) of Allah. Obviously if a person only says so but fails practically follow it , then these utterances
are mere rituals. The movements in salaah are the manifestations of one’s motive to follow the guidance
as explained in the Quran. If these gatherings are not followed through any actions and these become an
end it then nothing positive will emerge in the real life. It is evident that by simply enumerating the
attributes of Allah and by counting the beads of a rosary are not the actions the Quran has directed us to
do. These rituals can never produce any results and result in waste of precious human time.
“( ”ﺗَ ْﺴﺒِ ْﯿ ٌﺢtasbeeh), according to the Quran means to fully observe the laws of Allah by directing all efforts
employing all resources to achieve desired results.
Lissan-ul-Arab says that “( ”ﺗَ ْﺴﺒِ ْﯿ ٌﺢtasbeeh) means transcendence. It is used for saying “( ” ُﺳ ْﺒﺤَﺎنَ ﷲsubhan
Allah), or mention of Allah, praise of Allah etc. Since the aspect of intensity is implicit in it, therefore
tanzia would mean to consider Allah free from all limitations and weaknesses.
This root has the element of intensity and strength. As such “( ” ِﮐ َﺴﺎ ٌء ُﻣ َﺴﺒﱠ ٌﺢkisaaun musabbbah) means very
strong and tightly knit blanket. Hence “ﮏ اﻟْ َﻌ ِﻈﯿ ِْﻢ
َ ( ”ﻓَ ِﺴﺒﱠ ٌﺢ ﺑِﺎﺳ ِْﻢ َر ﺑﱢfasibbah bismi rabbikal azeem) would mean
to adopt the attributes of Allah as mentioned and explained in the Quran with total conviction and to
propagate them widely for the benefit of others.
In Surah As-Saffat in context with Yunus it is noted:
He would have remained inside its belly
37:143
until the Day of resurrection.
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If this word “ َ( ” ُﻣ َﺴﺒﱢ ِﺤ ْﯿﻦmusabbihen) had come from “( ” َﺳ ْﺒ ٌﺢsabh), then it would have meant swimmer. But
since the word is according to “( ” َﺳﺒﱠ َﺢsabbaha), it would mean one who struggles with full might. This
has the automatic connotation of struggling hard in order to stay away from the fish’s mouth and manage
to swim ashore.
In the same surah it is said a little later:
37:162 We are verily to struggle very hard in this path

َو اِﻧﱠﺎ ﻟَﻨَ ْﺤ ُﻦ اﻟْ ُﻤ َﺴﺒﱢ ُﺤ ْﻮ َن

These places too show that “( ”ﺗَ ْﺴﺒِ ْﯿ ٌﺢtasbeeh) means intensity, strength, and to engage in implementing
Allah’s laws with strength and persistence.
“( ” ُﺳ ْﺒﺤَﺎنَ ِﻣ ْﻦ َﮐ َﺬاsubhaana min kaza) is said at times of wonderment {T}.
It also means “distance”:
37:159 Allah is far from these wrong concepts in which they believe

ِ ﺳﺒﺤﺎ َن اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ ﻋ ﱠﻤﺎﻳ
ﺼ ُﻔ ْﻮ َن
َ َ
َ ُْ

ٌ ( ” ُﺳ ْﺒ َﺤsubhaan) also means to be engaged in something {T}.
“ﺎن
30:17

ِ
ِ ِٰ
ﺼﺒِ ُﺤ ْﻮ َن
ْ ُﲔ ﺗ
َ ْ ﲔ ﲤُْ ُﺴ ْﻮ َن َوﺣ
َ ْ ﻓَ ُﺴْﺒ ٰﺤ َﻦ اﻟﻠّﻪ ﺣ

You have to be engaged evening and morning
in the duties assigned for you by Allah

سبط

S-B-Te

“ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﺒَﻂsabt) basically means abundance and plentiful in something {M, T, Sulbi}.
Ibn Faris says it means for something to be prolonged.
It also means a tree which has one root but the branches are quite spread out. It also means family and
descendants.
“ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺴ ْﺒﻂas-sabit) means grandson, regardless of the maternal or paternal side. This word is also used for a
Jewish tribe.
“ٌ( ”اَ ْﺳﺒَﺎطas-baat) was a word used exclusive for the descendants of Is-haq, while “( ”ﻗَﺒَﺎ ِء ُلqabaa-il) was
used for the descendants of Ismail. The Arabs had kept this distinction to distinguish between the two
branches of Ibrahim’s descendants with a single word {M, T, Sulbi}. In the Quran too, the word “ٌ”اَ ْﺳﺒَﺎط
(asbaat) has been used for the nation of Moosa (7:160). The Arabs used to call a non-arab as “ُ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ ْﺒﻂ
(sabt), as they used to call the Arabs “( ” ِﺟ ْﻌ ٌﺪja’d). The Quran has also used “ٌ( ”اَ ْﺳﺒَﺎطasbaat) for the
descendants of Yaqoob (2:136)

S-B-Ain

سبع

“( ” َﺳ ْﺒ ٌﻊsab-un): means the figure seven, some think that in reality this word was “ٌ( ” َﺳ ْﺒ َﻌۃsab-uh) which
means a lioness, because she attacks even faster than a lion. The Arabs thought the number seven to be a
perfect number.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ ْﺒ ُﻊas-subuh), “( ”اَﻟَ ﱠﺴﺒَ ُﻊas-sabah) or “( ”اَﻟَ ﱠﺴ ْﺒ ُﻊas-sab’u): means a wild animal (5:3), some think that this
is so because the Arabs considered seven animals to be in the category of beasts.
Raghib says that wild animals are called “( ” َﺳ ْﺒ ٌﻊsabah) because their strength is complete and the figure
seven was also thought to be complete {M, T, Sulbi}.
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Lane with reference to Baizawi has written that the Arabs not only meant seven by saying “( ” َﺳ ْﺒ ٌﻊsabah)
but it is also used to mean “several” or “many”.
“ َ( ” َﺳ ْﺒﻌُﻮْ نsab’on) means seventy and “( ” َﺳ ْﺒ ُﻌ ِﻤﺎ َء ٍةsabame’atah) means seven hundred {M, T, R}. As we
sometimes say twenties, fifties, hundreds and do not mean any fixed figure, or as we sometime say ‘I
have told you a hundred times’ to put emphasis. It does not mean an exact hundred.
For example the Quran says:
9:80
Even if you ask forgiveness for them seventy times

ِ
ِ
ِ
ًﲔ َﻣﱠﺮة
َ ْ ا ْن ﺗَ ْﺴﺘَـ ْﻐﻔ ْﺮَﳍُ ْﻢ َﺳْﺒﻌ

It does not mean that if you ask for their pardon seventy times, we will not pardon them, but if you ask for
their pardon more than seventy times then We will pardon them. It means that even if you ask pardon for
them several times, they cannot be pardoned.
“ت
ٍ ( ” َﺳ ْﺒ َﻊ َﺳﻤٰ ٰﻮsab’as samawaat) is translated to numerous heavenly bodies (2:29). We also use the phrase
‘across seven seas’ by which we actually mean several seas.

2:261

Those who keep their wealth open i.e. spend for the
benefit of other human beings, for them the wealth is
like a seed which has seven saplings and there are a
hundred grains in each sapling

ِ
ِ ِ
ٍ
ِٰ
ﺖ َﺳْﺒ َﻊ
ْ َا ﻟﱠﺬﻳْ َﻦ ﻳـُﻨْﻔ ُﻘ ْﻮ َن اَْﻣ َﻮا َﳍُ ْﻢ ﻓ ْﯽ َﺳﺒِْﻴ ِﻞ اﻟﻠّﻪ َﮐ َﻤﺜَ ِﻞ َﺣﺒﱠﺔ اَﻧْـﺒَﺘ
َﺳﻨَﺎﺑِ َﻞ ﻓِ ْﯽ ُﮐ ﱢﻞ ُﺳْﻨﺒِﻠَ ٍﺔ ِﻣﺎءَةُ َﺣﺒﱠ ٍﺔ

Obviously here “( ” َﺳ ْﺒ َﻊ َﺳﻨَﺎﺑِ َﻞsab-a sanabil) means several.
The Quran says:
We have given you seven of the misaani and a great
15:87
Quran.

ﮏ َﺳﺒْﻌﺎً ِﻣ َﻦ اﻟْ َﻤﺜَﺎﻧِ ْﯽ َواﻟْ ُﻘ ْﺮاٰ َن اﻟْ َﻌ ِﻈﻴْ َﻢ
َ َوﻟَ َﻘ ْﺪ اَﺗَـْﻴـ ٰﻨ

See the word “( ”ﻣﺜﺎﻧﯽmisaani) in heading (Th-N-Y).

سبغ

S-B-Gh

“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ ْﺒ َﻐۃas-sabhag): vastness, expansiveness, generosity.
“( ” َﺳﺒَ َﻎ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ ُءsabaghas shaiyi), “ً ( ” ُﺳﺒُﻮْ ﻏﺎsubugha): for something (clothes, armour etc) to be long and
hanging.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎﺑِ َﻐۃas-saabegha): the armour which comes down to the level of knees or drags along the floor due
ٌ ( ” َﺳﺎﺑِﻐsaabeghaat) (34:11).
to its length. Its plural is “َﺎت
َ
“ُ ( ”ا ْﺳﺒَ َﻎ َﺷ ْﻌ َﺮهasbagha sha’rah): he let his hair grow very long.
“َﯽ ٌء َﺳﺎﺑِ ٌﻎ
ْ ( ”ﺷshaiyun sabeghun): a thing in full measure or abundance {M, T, R}.
Ibn Faris says that its basic meaning is of being in full measure or abundance.
“ُ ﺖ اﻟﻨﱢ ْﻌ َﻤۃ
ِ ( ” َﺳﺒَ َﻐsabaghatin ne’mah): for the benevolence to be expansive and in abundance {M, T, R}.
The Quran says:
Allah endowed you with his benevolence in
31:20
abundance
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سبق

S-B-Q

ٌ ( ” َﺳ ْﺒsabq) basically means to get ahead in a race. Later “ُ( ” َﺳﺒَﻘَہsabaqah) began to be used to mean
“ﻖ
exceed in everything, get ahead.
31:20

First the Messenger of Allah dies, and left the world, and after
him Abu Bakar left the World as well

ِٰ
ﺻﻠﱠﯽ اَﺑـُ ْﻮﺑَ ْﮑ ٍﺮ
َ َﺳﺒَ َﻖ َر ُﺳ ْﻮ ُل اﻟﻠّﻪ َو

ُ َ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﺒas-sabaqu) is the prize which is given to the winner of any race e.g. horse race {T}.
“ﻖ
“ﺎب
َ َ( ”اِ ْﺳﺘَﺒَﻘَﺎ ْاﻟﺒistabaqal baab): both of them leaped towards the door with each trying to go out ahead of the
other (12:25) {T}.
Muheet says that if this word is followed by “( ”ﻋ َٰﻠﯽala), then the thing which goes ahead or comes first, is
harmful and if it is followed by a “( ”لlaam) then the thing is beneficial.

21:101

… welcomed them with pleasure and went forward to
greet them

Surah An-Naqarah says:
Make effort to surpass one another in righteous
2:148
deeds

ﺖ َﳍُ ْﻢ ِﻣﻨﱠﺎ ا ْﳊُ ْﺴﻨٰﯽ
ْ َﺳﺒَـ َﻘ
ِ اﳋﻴـﺮ
ِ
ات
َ َْْ ﻓَﺎ ْﺳﺘَﺒ ُﻘ ْﻮا

Psychologically, it is stated and believed that to compete and get ahead in life is a motivating force in
people. It is the desire of competition and to get ahead that is something which keeps men busy. The
Quran recognises this human emotion and asks us to develop it, and asks us to redirect our
competitiveness into doing well for others. It says instead of getting ahead of others for personal gain try
to excel one another in things which bring happiness to others. This will not only satisfy our desire (to get
ahead) but will also prevent the chaos in society which would have occurred due to unbridled ambitions.
ُ ِ( ”ﺗَ ْﺴﺒtasbiqu) has appeared to mean “( ”ﯾَ ْﺴﺘَﺄ ِﺧ ُﺮyastakhir) which means to
In surah Al-Hijr, this word of “ﻖ
fall behind (15:5). At another place “ َ( ” ُﻣ ْﺴﺘَ ْﻘ ِﺪ ِﻣ ْﯿﻦmutaqdemeen) has appeared against “ َ” ُﻣ ْﺴﺘَﺄ ِﺧ ِﺮ ْﯾﻦ
(mustaakhireen) in 15:24.
ٌ ( ” َﺳ ْﺒsabaqun istikhaaratun) means the opposite of falling behind, and the same as
Therefore “ﻖ اِ ْﺳﺘَﺨَﺎ ٌر
َ
ْ
“( ”اِ ْﺳﺘَﻘﺪا ٌمistiqadaam) i.e. to move forward.
Surah Al-Waqiah says “ َ( ” َﻣ ْﺴﺒُﻮْ ﻓِ ْﯿﻦmusbooqeen) in 56:60 i.e. the one who is “ ٌ( ” َﻣ ْﻐﻠُﻮْ بmaghlub), or
surpassed.
Surah Al-Ambia says:
those for whom already our blessings have
21:101
come (traditional translation)

ِ ِ
ﺖ َﳍُ ْﻢ ِﻣﻨﱠﺎ ا ْﳊُ ْﺴﻨٰﯽ
ْ ا ﱠن اﻟﱠﺬﻳْ َﻦ َﺳﺒَـ َﻘ

The above translation appears to imply as if God has already destined as to who will do good deeds and
who will do evil deeds. This concept is against the Law of Requital explained in the Quran. The above
mentioned verse means that those who take the right path will have the positive results (because the result
of such deeds is such) and this thing has been predetermined and those who follow the wrong path will
have the negative consequences. There is no exception to this principle.
Surah Al-Hadeed says:
try to outdo each other in going towards
57:21
(seeking for) your Sustainer’s Protection
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S-B-L

سبل

Ibn Faris says that the basic meanings of this word are to hang, to leave and to elongate.
“( ”اَ ْﺳﺒَ َﻞasbal): to hang, to leave.
“اﻻزَا َر
ِ ْ ( ”اَ ْﺳﺒَ َﻞasbalal izaar): hanged izaar.
“( ”اَ ْﺳﺒَ َﻞ َد ْﻣ َﻌ ٗہasbala dama’hu): let his tears roll; let the tears roll so that they roll out of the eyes.
“ﺖ اﻟ ﱠﺴ َﻤﺎ ُء
ِ َ( ”اَ ْﺳﺒَﻠasbalatis sama’a): it started to rain heavily from above.
َ
“( ”اﻟ ﱠﺴﺒَ ُﻞas-sabal): rain, but this the rain which is suspended above as clouds but has not yet reached on the
ground
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺴ ْﺒﻠَۃas-sublah): rain on a wide scale.
ُ ْ( ”اَ ْﺳﺒَ َﻞ اﻟ ﱠﺰرasbalaz zar-u): the ears began to hang in the crop {T}.
“ع
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﺒِ ْﯿ ُﻞas-sabeelu) and “ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﺒِ ْﯿﻠَۃas-sabeelah): path, an easy path where there is no harshness, or the
distinct part of the path.
“( ” َﺳﺒِ ْﯿ ٌﻞsabeel) is both masculine and feminine but as feminine its usage is more common. The plural is
“( ” ُﺳﺒُ ٌﻞsubul) {T}.
Ibn Faris says that because a path goes a long way (due to its length), it is called “( ” َﺳﺒِ ْﯿ ٌﻞsabeel).
“ُق
ِ ( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎﺑِﻠَۃُ ِﻣﻦَ اﻟﻄﱡﺮas-sabilah minat turuq): the path that people traverse generally on, or on which they
come and go for fulfilling their needs, that is, the traveller {T}.
ّ ٰ ( ”ﻓِﯽ َﺳﺒِ ْﯿ ِﻞfi sabeel Allah) several times (2:190). Against it has appeared
The Quran has used the phrase “ِﷲ
ﱠ
ّ ٰ ( ”ﻓِﯽ َﺳﺒِ ْﯿ ِﻞfi sabeel Allah) and
“ت
ِ ْ( ”ﻓِ ْﯽ َﺳﺒِ ْﯿ ِﻞ اﻟﻄﺎ ُﻏﻮfi sabeelit taghut) as in 4:76. The Momineen go to war“ِﷲ
the kafirs go to war “ت
ِ ْ( ”ﻓِ ْﯽ َﺳﺒِ ْﯿ ِﻞ اﻟﻄﱠﺎ ُﻏﻮfi sabeelit taghut) as said in 4:76. “ت
ِ ْ( ”اﻟﻄﱠﺎ ُﻏﻮat-taghut) are those
forces which are oppressive and force others to follow their dictates and establish the system of falsehood.
ّ ٰ ( ”ﻓِﯽ َﺳﺒِ ْﯿ ِﻞfi sabeel Allah) would mean for the observance of Allah’s laws to establish
Therefore “ِﷲ
Allah’s system, and to traverse the path destined by Allah. They should do this act themselves as well as
make others do the same. They should do this instead of following personal interests, and work for the
interests of humanity at large. They should oppose the opposing forces. Momineen live and die for this
very purpose. This also clarifies the meaning of “( ”اﺗﻔﺎق ﻓﯽ ﺳﺒﯿﻞ ﷲitifaaq fi sabeel Allah) i.e. to keep one’s
wealth available or open for the benefit of mankind so that whatever is needed, can be taken from it.
“( ”ﺑْﻦُ اﻟ ﱠﺴﺒِ ْﯿ ِﻞibnus sabeel): traveller who travels a lot. Some think it means a traveller whose food during a
journey has finished {T}. The Quran has also included among the duties of an Islamic society to help
travellers. This duty is of such importance that it is one of the purposes of spending sadaqaat (9:10). This
includes facilities for any traveller in an Islamic society, and those who in their travels become needy for
any reason to help them to reach their destination.
Muheet has also said that it means guests. In today’s terminology “( ”اﺑﻦ اﻟﺴﺒﯿﻞibnus sabeel) would be
those who come to an Islamic state and are in transit (i.e. even non-citizens).
Surah Aal-e-Imran says about the people with the celestial book who used to say:
We can do whatever we want with these Arabs because they do
3:74
not have a book, and nobody will hold us accountable

ِ
ﲔ َﺳﺒِْﻴ ٌﻞ
َ ﺲ َﻋﻠَْﻴـﻨَﺎ ﻓﯽ ْاﻻُﱢﻣ ﱢ
َ ﻟَْﻴ

This sort of mentality is born of tribal bias. According to it a crime within the tribe is a crime but if
committed outside the tribe is not a crime. But this is not restricted to tribal societies. Even the Romans
believed that theft within their own nation was theft, but outside the nation was not. The fact is that
whether it is religious grouping or political, they give rise to the mentality that all benefits should be
confined to the party members and all others outside the party are despised. This is taking place even
today as it was a practice for four thousand years ago. Nationalism prevalent today as a product of such
thinking, and this very thing has turned the world into a sort of hell i.e. mutual conflicts. The Quran raised
its voice against this sort of thinking and declared that a crime is a crime no matter it is against the people
of your kind or others. There is no difference among nations or human beings in this respect. That is why
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ّ ٰ ( ”ﻓِﯽ َﺳﺒِ ْﯿ ِﻞfi sabeel Allah) is a good deed which is without any thought of
any deed which is done “ِﷲ
remuneration or compensation, and is for the benefit of the whole mankind.
The Quran has said about the heavenly life:
76:18
It has a spring which is named salsabeel

ًَﻋْﻴﻨﺎً ﻓِﻴْـ َﻬﺎ ﺗُ َﺴ ّٰﻤﯽ َﺳ ْﻠ َﺴﺒِْﻴﻼ

Muheet says that the root is “ً( ” َﺳﻞْ َﺳﺒِ ْﯿﻼsal-sabeela) which means to find out about the way, i.e. to ask the
way and move forward. It means the “river” that flows to satisfy the needs of all, and which does not
differentiate.
At another place is said:
flowing spring
88:12
(the spring which flows all the time)

ِ
ٌﲔ َﺟﺎ ِرﻳَﺔ
ٌْ ﻓْﻴـ َﻬﺎ َﻋ

The spring of life which keeps flowing forward; the eternal life which is the logical outcome of good
deeds which goes forward continuously without interruption? It has no interruption whatsoever. It means
ّ ٰ ( ” َﺳﺒِ ْﯿ ُﻞsabeel Allah) is the path, the
that for human personality to keep traversing the path ahead. “ِﷲ
direction on which man sticks to “ﺎس
َ ( ” َﻣﺎﯾَ ْﻨﻔَ ُﻊ اﻟﻨﱠma yanfa unnaas) for the good of mankind as mentioned in
(13:17). This is the path towards which Allah’s messenger invited mankind, because he knew the benefits
of it through his insight which was developed through the evidence and the understanding of the Quran
based on intellectual reasoning (12:108).
This is the right path as outlined by the Quran. By following this path the human abilities can develop to
their utmost because “ﺄس اِ ٰﻟﯽ أَ ْﺳﺒَﺎﻟِﮩَﺎ
َ ( ” َﻣ َﺴﻼَ ْاﻟ َﺴ َﮑmalal kaasa ila asbaalaha): it is said to fill the cup to the brim
{T}.
In surah An-Nahal the bee has been directed instinctively:
16:19
Follow the path laid out by your Sustainer.

ِ ﻓَﺎﺳﻠُ ِﮑﯽ ﺳﺒﻞ رﺑﱢ
ًﮏ ذُﻟُﻼ
َ َ ُُ ْ ْ

This shows that the laws of nature are also the paths of God. For the mankind the right paths are the ones
conveyed by the messengers as revealed to them through the revelation as noted in (14:12).
Surah Al-Ankabuut says:
29:69

Those who struggle for Us are shown the way (the right path)
by us. Allah is with those who do the righteous deeds.

ٰ ِ
ِ
ِ
ِ
َﱠﻬ ْﻢ ُﺳﺒُـﻠَﻨَﺎ ۔ َوا ﱠن اﻟﻠّﻪ
ُ َواﻟﱠﺬﻳْ َﻦ َﺟﺎ َﻫ ُﺪ ْوا ﻓْﻴـﻨَﺎ ﻟَﻨَـ ْﻬﺪﻳـَﻨـ
ِِ
ﲔ
َ ْ ﻟَ َﻤ َﻊ اﻟْ ُﻤ ْﺤﺴﻨ

There is only one path that leads towards Allah and that has been called by Him as “ﺻ َﺮا ٍط ُﻣ ْﺴﺘَﻘِﯿ ٍْﻢ
ِ ” (siraatul
mustaqeem) or the right path (1:5). But man is faced by new problems and challenges every now and
then, as the life progresses. The Quran has broadly laid down the principles of life for the mankind, it is
the duty of the believers to find the solution to these problems in the lightof these principles., Obviously
this requires knowledge about the universe, about the social life of the nations of this world, an
understanding of the needs of the times, and deep deliberation on the permanent values of the Quran. To
struggle to find a solution to the problems facing us from the guidance which the Quran provides is called
in the Quranic terms as “( ”اﺟﺘﮩﺎدijtehaad). It is Allah’s promise that those who strive in this way, He will
enhance their understanding and broaden their vision. This will help them to understand the issues of life
and they will be able to resolve these as per the guidance of the Quran This direction is defined and
explained by the Quran as the “( ”ﺳﺒﻞ اﻟﺴﻼمsubul islam) or the paths of tranquillity and protection.
At another place their purpose is described as:
5:16
to bring them out of darkness into light
5:16

ِ ﳜُْ ِﺮﺟﻬﻢ ِﻣﻦ اﻟﻈﱡﻠُ ٰﻤ
ﺖ اِٰﻟﯽ اﻟﻨـ ْﱡﻮِر ﺑِﺎِ ْذﻧَِﻪ
َ ْ ُُ
ٍ وﻳـﻬ ِﺪﻳ ِﻬﻢ اِٰﻟﯽ ِﺻﺮ
ٍاط ُﻣ ْﺴﺘَ ِﻘْﻴﻢ
ْ ْ ََْ
َ

and thus they are guided to the right path
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This also means that all these paths lead to the same “highway” called the guidance; whatever the group
of Momineen decides while remaining within the confines of the Quranic values to meet the requirements
of the time will always aim at the overall guidance which will serve as a criterion.

ستت

S-T-T

( ”اَﻟﺴ ﱡas-seet), “ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺴﺘﱠۃas-sittah): the number of six. It was actually “ ٌ( ” ِﺳ ْﺪسsids) at first {T}.
“ﱢﺖ
The Quran says:
7:75
created the earth and the heavens in six periods

ِ ﺧﻠَﻖ اﻟ ﱠﺴ ٰﻤ ٰﻮ
ِ ت َو ْاﻻَْر
ض ﻓِ ْﯽ ِﺳﺘ ِﱠﺔ اَﻳﱠﺎٍم
َ َ

There is a reference to the different stages through which the earth and other heavenly bodies have passed
before these reached the present stage. For the correct meaning of “( ”ﯾَﻮْ ٌمyaum), see (Y-W-M).
“ َ( ” ِﺳﺘﱡﻮْ نsituun) and “ َ( ” ِﺳﻨﱢ ْﯿﻦsitteen) means sixty (58:2).

ستر

S-T-R

“( ” ِﺳ ْﺘ ٌﺮsitr): veil, some type of a cover which is used to hide something.
Surah Al-kahaf says:
they lived in the open ground so that there was
18:90
no obstruction between them and the sun

َﱂْ َْﳒ َﻌ ْﻞ َﳍُ ْﻢ ِﻣ ْﻦ ُد ْوِ�َﺎ ِﺳْﺘـًﺮا

“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺴﺘَﺎ ُرas-sitar): veil.
“( ” َﺳﺘَ َﺮ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ َءsatarash shaiyi): he hid that thing.
“( ”اِ ْﺳﺘَﺘَ َﺮistatar): to hide {T, R, M}.
The Quran says:
41:22
You were not hidden

َوَﻣﺎ ُﮐْﻨﺘُ ْﻢ ﺗَ ْﺴﺘَِﱰُْو َن

In Surah Bani Israel it is stated that when you recite the Quran, between you and the people who do not
wish to believe in the life hereafter:
17:45
a veil descends
ًِﺣ َﺠﺎﺑﺎً َﻣ ْﺴﺘُـ ْﻮرا
Though this veil is not visible with eyes, but it can be understood as it prevents them from coming to the
message. Their psychological state has been described as “( ” ِﺣ َﺠﺎبٌ َﻣ ْﺴﺘُﻮْ ٌرhijabun mastoor), that is, a metaphysical cover. “( ” ِﻣ ْﺴﺘُﻮْ ٌرmistoor) also means the same as “( ” َﺳﺎ ِء ٌرsa’ir) which means one who hides.
Likewise “( ” َﻣ ْﺴﺤُﻮْ ٌرmashoor) is the same as “( ” َﺳﺎ ِﺣ ٌﺮsaahir) which means sorcerer. One of Gods attributes
is “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﺘَﺎرas-sattar) commonly referred, but this attribute has not been mentioned in the Quran.
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سجد

S-J-D
“( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺴﺠُﻮْ ُدas-sujud): to bow the head.
Ibn Faris says it basically means to be low or to bend over.

“ٌ ( ”ﻧ َْﺨﻠَۃٌ َﺳﺎ ِﺟ َﺪةnakhlatun sajidah): a date palm that is bent, especially one which bends under the weight of
its fruit {T}.
“( ” َﺳ َﺠ َﺪ ْاﻟﺒَ ِﻌ ْﯿ ُﺮsajjadal baeer): the camel bent its neck so that the man could mount on its back {T}.
Therefore, this root refers to (physically) someone bowing his head or some other thing to bend down(or
bow). However, behind the human mannerism there is a philosophy and in modern terms it is called
parallelism. It means that there is a profound connection between one’s mind and body, and these two
function in parallel. For example, if we are lying down and decide to do something, then we get up as the
thought crosses our mind. When we wish to rest, we either sit down or lie down, or when we say ‘yes’ we
nod our head (automatically and unconsciously). When we have respect for someone, our hand may rise
to our forehead (for a salute) and if our respect transcends this, then we may even bow before that person
to express out profound respect. These actions also affect our speech which is a translation of our bodily
movements, or expresses the same emotions that the body movements signify. For example, when we say
that he bowed his head at my order, you actually mean that he has accepted to carry out your order. When
we say that he rebelled against the law of the state, then we mean that he has refused to accept the state’s
law and chose to go against it. Since the Quran speaks in a particular language (Arabic), it too uses the
metaphors of this language to express itself clearly. In this context, it has used the words “( ”ﺳﺠﺪهsajdah)
to mean obedience and acceptance and is not referring to the act of physical bowing.
Surah An-Nahal says:
And all living things which are in the highs and
16:49
lows of the universe bow before Allah and do
not rebel (following laws)

ِ وﻟِٰﻠّ ِﻪ ﻳﺴﺠ ُﺪ ﻣﺎﻓِﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺴ ٰﻤ ٰﻮ
ِ ت َوَﻣﺎﻓِﯽ ْاﻻَْر
ض ِﻣْﻨ َﺪ اَﺑﱠٍﺔ َواﻟْ َﻤ ٰﻞ ِء َﮐﺔُ َوُﻫ ْﻢ َﻻ
َ ُ َْ َ
ﻳَ ْﺴﺘَﮑِْﱪُْو َن

َ (la yastakbiruun), i.e. they do not disobey the
Here “( ”ﯾَ ْﺴ ُﺠ ُﺪyashudu) has been explained by “ َ”ﻻﯾَ ْﺴﺘَ ْﮑﺒَﺮُوْ ن
orders of Allah but instead follow them. The verse is further explained by:
َوﻳـَ ْﻔ َﻌﻠُ ْﻮ َن َﻣﺎ ﻳـُ ْﺆَﻣُﺮْو َن
16:50
they carry out what they are directed to do
Therefore, the root of this word (S-J-D) must be kept in mind to determine whether it means a physical
bowing or a figurative bowing which is to express obedience.
For the difference between religion and Deen, see headings (Dh-H-B) and (D-Y-N).
Another point should also be considered at this stage. When the human mind was in its infancy (like a
child), it understood only the physical things and mostly used to express himself in physical terms. In
today’s terminology his knowledge was restricted to “sense perception”. He had not yet reached the stage
of having abstract concepts or to acquire knowledge through them. Therefore, his religion, like other
things, was limited to this sense-perception. This means that he was still in the stage of formalism. To
represent God, he had created idols. In worship etc. the stress was on the form of worship rather than the
spirit. In fact, form had become the end in itself.
The Quranic teaching treats a man like an adult with developed intellect, reasoning, and perception. It can
be said that the Quran wants human begins to come out of the nascent stage and into the adulthood.
Therefore the Quran stresses on conceptual knowledge as well as on conceptual knowledge. In the matter
of Deen the Quran stresses on the purpose while keeping the form without rejecting the later. This is
because human beings wish some visible form to express their ideas. It stresses on the intention rather
than the form, but it does not altogether do away with the form, but retains some part of it. We see that the
great philosophers and thinkers use facial expressions and hands to explain ideas and concepts. This
gesturing is part of human expression. In this way thinkers explain abstract truths with examples taken
from physical world. This is the reason that the Quran, despite man having evolved much higher than the
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perceptual stage, has retained some form. The practice of bowing in prayers is a manifestation of this
form. For example, in Surah An-Nisa (4:102) where observing prayer during a battle has been mentioned,
it has also been said that one group may establish the prayer and when it is finished, then the other group
observe their prayer.
Obviously here “( ”ﺳﺠﺪهsajdah) means to physically bow one’s head before God, like was the practice of
our messenger Muhammed (pbuh) and his followers. In the Quran, prayer and Hajj are two things in
which some form has been retained. These two are collective prayers and it is necessary to have some
uniformity in the collective form of worship. If in a collective gathering, every individual adopts his own
form of worship, then one can well imagine the chaos this may create. More details about these matters
can be found under the heading (Sd-L-W).
It is obvious that for a man to bow physically before God is the physical display of man’s emotions and
intentions towards God and that he accepts God’s Laws willingly without any reservation. If his visible
act of bowing is not a display of his inner feeling of acceptance and is purely a display of the worship
procedure then this whole practice of worshipping is meaningless and this will never produce any positive
result.
This is the truth for which the Quran has said:
The righteousness is not to turn your face towards the east or the west,
but it is whether you truly believe with conviction in Allah, the
hereafter), universal forces, revelation through His books and the
2:177
messengers who brought the revelation, and give wealth, despite the
love of it, to relatives (who need it) , orphans, needy, travellers, and
the oppressed

ﺲ اﻟِْﱪﱠاَ ْن ﺗـُ َﻮ ﻟﱡ ْﻮا ُو ُﺟ ْﻮَﻫ ُﮑ ْﻢ ﻗِﺒَ َﻞ
َ ﻟَْﻴ
ِ اﻟْﻤ ْﺸ ِﺮِق واﻟْﻤ ْﻐ ِﺮ
ب َوٰﻟ ِﮑ ﱠﻦ اﻟِْ ﱠﱪ۔۔۔
َ َ
َ

ٰ
This means that “”ﺻﻠﻮة
(salaah) is actually a physical display of man’s acceptance of the Quran as a book
ٰ
of guidance and a commitment to follow the values therein. If man takes the “”ﺻﻠﻮة
(salaah) only as an
end in itself, then it holds no importance with God and man will never reap the benefits which one can
only get by following the Quran as a whole. Instead the Quran says:
There is loss to those who pray but ignore the
essence of the prayer (as stated earlier) and
ِﱠ
ِِ ﻓَـﻮﻳﻞ ﻟﱢﻠْﻤﺼﻠﱢﲔ اﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦ ﻫﻢ ﻋﻦ
ﻳﻦ ُﻫ ْﻢ ﻳـَُﺮاءُ ْو َن
perform the obvious trappings of the salaat to
ُ ﺻ َﻼﻬﺗ ْﻢ َﺳ
َ ْ َ ْ ُ َ ْ َْ َ ُ ٌ َْ
َ ﺎﻫ ْﻮ َن اﻟﺬ
107:5-7
show people. Indeed the same people prevent
ﺎﻋ ْﻮ َن
ُ َوﳝَْﻨَـ ُﻌ ْﻮ َن اﻟْ َﻤ
the flow of the capital for the good of the
wider public and hoard it for themselves.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤ ْﺴ َﺠ ُﺪal-masjid): forehead which touches the ground (during bowing), and “( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤ ْﺴ َﺠ ُﺪal-masjid) is the
place where sajdah is performed {T}. This is a pronoun and can mean both the place where the sajdah is
performed and the time when it is done.
Surah Al-Kahaf says that people built a masjid (or mosque) near the cave where these young men had
escaped to (18:21). They were “( ”ﻣﺠﺎﮨﺪﯾﻦmujahideen) i.e. those who struggled in life and lived a righteous
life. But later (as usually happens) the truth disappeared and in their memory a monument was built
which became a place for sajdah or worship.
In surah Bani Israel the heckel (a synagogue) of the Jews has been called masjid (17:7).
Surah At-Taubah also mentions the masjid or mosque during the times of the messenger (pbuh) which
ٰ
was based on “”ﺗﻘﻮی
(taqwah) (9:109). It also mentions another mosque which was built with a view to
create divisions among the Muslims, which the Quran has termed as kufr and the sanctuary for those
fighting a war against Allah and His Messenger (pbuh) (9:107). The Quran has declared sectarianism as
shirk (i.e. associating other gods with Allah His sharing sovereignty), and clearly stated that the
mushrikeen, that is, those who follow other laws and associate these with Allah have no right to be in
these masjidsassociated with Allah.
The Quran declared:
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72:18

ًاَ ﱠن اﻟْ َﻤ ٰﺴ ِﺠ َﺪ اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ ﻓَ َﻼﺗَ ْﺪ ُﻋ ْﻮا َﻣ َﻊ اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ اَ َﺣﺪا

The masjids are only for Allah, so do not call
on others along with Allah.

Sectarianism or causing divisions is forbidden and is declared a crime because it moves us away from the
guidance and the values as revealed in the Quran and it prevents us from getting the benefits associated
with the following of the Quran. If the believers follow the Quran then there cannot be any divisions as
they will be moving away from their own desires which vary from individual to individual. The Quran
has declared that there is no contradiction within the guidance (4:82) and those who follow it the way it is
explained then they will be free from any contradiction as well.
Just as sajdah means not only to put your forehead on the ground but also to follow the Quranic Laws, so
masjid is not just the place or building where people go for the prayer ritual. It means the centre which is
the symbol for establishing Allah’s laws on earth. The “( ”ﮐﻌﺒہkaaba) Mecca has been declared “ َﻣ ْﺴ ِﺠ ِﺪ
ْ (masjidil haram) in 28:27. This is not because people perform sajda there, but because it is the
”اﻟ َﺤ َﺮ ِام
centre which represents the System which symbolises the Unity of Allah.. It is the centre for the Muslim
nation because of being “ﮏ
َ ( ” ُﻣ ْﺴﻠِ َﻤۃً ﻟﱠmuslimata alak) (2:128) i.e. a nation which symbolises the Quranic
Laws.
Historically, after the Messenger’s (pbuh) migration to Medina from Mecca, Medina was to become the
centre of the Quranic system, therefore (regarding the night of migration) Medina has been called “ َﻣ ْﺴ ِﺠ ِﺪ
ْ (masjid al-aqsa) in the Quran, which means the mosque far away.
ﺼﺎ
َ ”اﻻَ ْﻗ

17:1

Glory to Allah Who did take His servant by a
night journey from Mecca to the mosque far
away, whose precincts We did bless- in order
that We show him some of Our Signs.

ُﺳﺒْ ٰﺤ َﻦ اﻟﱠ ِﺬ ْی اَ ْﺳ ٰﺮی ﺑِﻌِﺒْ ِﺪ ٖه ﻟَﻴْﻼً ﱢﻣ َﻦ اﻟْ َﻤ ْﺴ ِﺠ ِﺪ ا ْﳊََﺮِام اِﻟَﯽ اﻟْ َﻤ ْﺴ ِﺠ ِﺪ
ﺼﺎ اﻟﱠ ِﺬ ْی ﺑـََﺮْﮐﻨَﺎ َﺣ ْﻮ َل ٗه ﻟِﻨُ ِﺮﻳَﻪُ ِﻣ ْﻦ آﻳٰﺘِﻨَﺎ
َ ْْاﻻَﻗ

After this, Moosa(pbuh) has been referred as noted in surah Taha where he has been ordered to go
towards the Pharaoh. There too similar wording is used:
ﮏ ِﻣ ْﻦ آﻳٰﺘِﻨَﺎ اﻟْ ُﮑ ْﱪ ٰی
20:22
so that We show you Our big signs
َ َﻟِﻨُ ِﺮﻳ
This sign was Moosa’s success in the struggle against the Pharaoh. This was also the sign which after the
Messenger’s (pbuh) migration, from Mecca to Medina, was to be manifested as the later events indicate
which ultimately led to the establishment of a model welfare state as directed in the Quran. It represents
the victory of the believers over the forces which were defending the system based on human
exploitation. This brings the fact before us that the building of a mosque is for a gathering of those who
have one ideology and is to resolve the human issues within the values and boundaries laid down by the
Quran . The human issues cannot be resolved through the existing concept of worship which is to satisfy
some self - created emotional need to please a concept of god which is quite different from the concept of
Allah explained in the Quran. The term used in the Quran has nothing to do with the concept of worship –
it is about dealing with the human issues with a view to providing an environment for the development of
the human self. This is to provide an option to those who think and reason to use their free will and deal
with the human issues on a global basis. See heading (Ain-B-D) and any steps taken within the Quranic
values are part and parcel of the concept of “( ”ﻋﺒﺎدتibadat). The existing gatherings for prayers do not
achieve this purpose and have become ritualised and are in a gross need of revision in the light of the
Quranic guidance.
Surah Al-Airaaf says:
7:31
O mankind take you adornment to every masjid

ِ
آد َم ُﺧ ُﺬ ْو ِزﻳْـﻨَﺘَ ُﮑ ْﻢ ِﻋﻨْ َﺪ ُﮐ ﱢﻞ َﻣ ْﺴ ِﺠ ٍﺪ
َ ﻳٰـﺒَﻨ ْﯽ

Here masjid has been used to mean to obey, to follow {Lisan-ul-Arab}.

In this verse, a great truth has been revealed. Christianity (and other religions) term monasticism as the
height of obedience and worship, i.e. to give up the pleasures of this life and this world. This concept has
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been refuted by the Quran as it leads to lack of challenging environment which is required for the
development of the human self, and the use of the adornment within the confines of the permanent values
is a way forward and helps to enjoy this life and paving the way for the next one. As the Quran deals with
the issues of the Self’s development and wishes us to partake in this life as much as possible on a
continuous basis through our physical self. More activity within the confines of these values widens the
sphere of human choices at self’s level. For example all those beliefs which hamper our decisions making
disappear and very confident self emerges which has only one belief based on conviction and which uses
Allah as an ultimate Self as a model. The self’s sphere of choices increase which has no bounds and
which extends beyond the geographical limits of this universe. One should of course benefit from world’s
good things while remaining within the limits defined within the Quran. The Quran invites us to use our
body to develop our self which is the true entity and whose nourishment is the purpose of our life. The
next part of this verse and the next verse has clarified this meaning by saying:
7:31

Eat and drink but do not transgress the limits. Allah
does not like those who transgress the limits

7:32

Say, who has forbidden the good things of this life
which Allah has created (for the use of mankind)

Two verses earlier say:
Say, Allah has directed you to be just and direct your
7:29
faces towards his guidance and call upon him with
total commitment and intensity
Surah Al-Fatah says about the Messenger (pbuh) and those with him:
48:29
You will find them in rukuh and in sajdah

ِ
ﲔ
َوُﮐﻠُ ْﻮا وا ْﺷَﺮﺑـُ ْﻮا َوَﻻ ﺗُ ْﺴ ِﺮﻓُـ ْﻮ۔ اِ ّن اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪَ َﻻ ُِﳛ ﱡ
َ ْ ﺐ اﻟْ ُﻤ ْﺴ ِﺮﻓ
ِ ﻗُﻞ ﻣﻦ ﺣﱠﺮم ِزﻳـﻨَﺔَ اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ اﻟﱠﺘِﯽ اَﺧﺮج ﻟِﻌِﺒ ِﺎدﻩِ واﻟﻄﱠﻴﱢﺒ
ﺎت ِﻣ َﻦ
ْ َ َ َْ ْ
َ َ َ َ َْ ْ
اﻟﱢﺮْزِق۔۔
ﻗُ ْﻞ اََﻣَﺮ َرﺑﱢ ْﯽ ﺑِﺎﻟْ ِﻘ ْﺴ ِﻂ َواَﻗِْﻴ ُﻤ ْﻮا ُو ُﺟ ْﻮَﻫ ُﮑ ْﻢ ِﻋﻨْ َﺪ ُﮐ ﱢﻞ َﻣ ْﺴ ِﺠ ٍﺪ
ِِ
ﲔ ﻟَﻪُ اﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳْ َﻦ۔
َ ْ ﱠو ْاد ُﻋ ْﻮءُ ُْﳐﻠﺼ
ًﺗَـَﺮ ُاﻫ ْﻢ ُرﱠﮐﻌﺎً ُﺳ ﱠﺠﺪا

Here if literal meaning of rukuh and sujud are taken, then it would mean collective prayer and if
figurative meanings are taken, then it would mean taking defined responsibilities and functioning within
the confines of the limits defined by the Quran.
After this it is said:
48:29
they can be recognized by the signs on their faces

ِ
ﺎﻫ ْﻢ ﻓِ ْﯽ ُو ُﺟ ْﻮِﻫ ِﻬ ْﻢ ِﻣ ْﻦ اَﺛَِﺮ اﻟ ﱡﺴ ُﺠ ْﻮِد
ُ ﺳْﻴ َﻤ

This means that the peace and tranquillity which they get by following the permanent values as revealed
in the Quran, become evident from their personality and body language. The internal stable state of the
human Self displays its confidence and strength through its value driven decisions making and their
results.
The Quran says:
The criminals will be recognized from their
55:41
personality and conduct

ف اﻟْ ُﻤ ْﺠ ِﺮُﻣ ْﻮ َن ﺑِ ِﺴْﻴ ٰﻤ ُﻬ ْﻢ
ُ ﻳـُ ْﻌَﺮ

Here too an aspect of the human psyche is referred where the inner state at times gives clues through the
body language and the face expressions. The calmness and the confidence which one gets through
following the righteous path translate at times into our conduct and appearance.
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سجر

S-J-R

“( ” َﺳ َﺠ َﺮ اﻟﺘﱠﻨﱡﻮْ َرsajarat tanur), “( ”ﯾَ ْﺴ ُﺠ ُﺮ ٗهyasjuruh), “ً( ” َﺳﺠْ ﺮاsajra): lighten a clay oven, putt maximum fuel to
heat it up, to fill with fuel e.g. wood, coal.
“( ” َﺳ َﺠ َﺮ اﻟﻨﱠ ْﮩ َﺮshajaran nahar): he filled the canal.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﺠُﻮْ ُرas-sajur): the thing with which the oven is stoked.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﻤ ْﺴ َﺠ ُﺮal-masjir): wooden rod with which fuel in an oven is moved around so it may heat up quickly.
“( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎ ِﺟ ُﺮas-saajir), “( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤ ْﺴﺠُﻮْ ُرal-masjur): immobile and filled thing. It also means to fill an empty thing,
thus it means opposites {Latif-ul-Lugha}. It means the flood water which is more than the river can
contain.
ُ ْ( ” َﺳ َﺠﺮsajartul ina’a): I filled the pot.
“اﻻﻧَﺎ َء
ِْ ت
“( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎ ِﺟ ُﺮas-saajir): the plain from which the flood passes and fills it up the area.
“ب ْء ٌر َﺳ ِﺠ ٌﺮ
ِ ” (beirun sajir): a filled well {T}.
“( ” َﺳ ﱠﺠ َﺮ ْاﻟ َﻤﺎ ُءsajjarul ma’u): for the water to make its own way {T}. This word means to flare up a fire as
well as to fill something up and be full.
Ibn Faris says it means (1) to fill, (2) to meet up , and (3) to flare up or instigate.
The Quran says:
40:72
Then they will be pushed into the fire
52:6

Filled sea (or adjoining sea)

81:6

The oceans will be busy with shipping all around

ﰒُﱠ ﻓِﯽ اﻟﻨﱠﺎ ِر ﻳُ ْﺴ َﺠُﺮْو َن
اَﻟْﺒَ ْﺤ ِﺮ اﻟْ َﻤ ْﺴ ُﺠ ْﻮِر
ِ
ت
ْ ا َذا اﻟْﺒِ َﺤ ُﺎر ُﺳ ﱢﺠَﺮ

If “( ”ﺑِ َﺤﺎ ٌرbihaars) is taken to mean the settlings along the shores, then it would mean that ports and
harbours will be inhabited and busy. However the meaning remains the same.

S-J-L

سجل

“( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺠْ ُﻞas-sajl): a big bucket (of the well) filled with water, philanthropist {T}.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺴ َﺠ ﱡﻞas-sijllu): book, document, writer {T}.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺴ ِﺠ ْﯿ ُﻞas-sijjeel): it is a Persian word that has been arabized from “ ْ( ” َﺳ ْﻨﮓِ ِﮔﻞsang-e-gul) i.e. clay which
is hardened in fire. In the old days when people began to write, slates of clay were ‘cooked’ in the fire and
hardened and were used to write on. This was called “( ”اَﻟﺴﱢﺠْ ُﻞas-sijl). Later everything which was used to
write was called “( ”اَﻟﺴﱢﺠْ ُﻞas-sijl) {R}.
The Quran says that on the nation of Loot:
11:82
were rained upon
51:33

ِﺣ َﺠ َﺎرةً ِﻣ ْﻦ ِﺳ ﱢﺠْﻴ ٍﻞ
ٍ ْ ِﺣ َﺠﺎرًة ِﻣ ْﻦ ِﻃ
ﲔ
َ

were rained upon

At both places they were called “ﮏ
َ ( ” ُﻣ َﺴ ﱠﻮ َﻣۃً ِﻋ ْﻨ َﺪ َر ﺑﱢmusawwamatun inda rabbika): (51:34, 11:83). That is,
those who were marked by Allah for this purpose {T}. But “( ”اَﻟﺴﱢﺠْ ُﻞas-sijl) has an element of writing and
this too elaborates the meaning of “ٌ ( ” ُﻣ َﺴ ﱠﻮ َﻣۃmusawwamath). Maybe they were “( ” َﻣ ْﻨﻀُﻮْ ٍدmanzood) layer
upon layer (11:82) or slates which were in a library atop the mountain and when the volcano erupted
these fell on the inhabitations around it. This refers to the physical destruction caused in the historical
context which affected the earlier nations from the past.
Surah Al-Ambia says:
This will be the era when heights or people belonging to
21:104 the upper echelons of society will be wrapped up like
paper
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This verse is signifying that “their era has ended, now economic egalitarianism will take place” (39:67). If
there is a reference to the celestial bodies in this verse then it would mean the wrapping up of the
heavenly bodies.
Ibn Faris says the root basically means for something to be over filled and then spill over.

سجن

S-J-N

“ َ( ” َﺳﺠَﻦsajan), “ ُ( ”ﯾَ ْﺴﺠُﻦyasjun), “ً ( ” َﺳﺠْ ﻨﺎsajna): to imprison someone {T}. (12:35, 12:25).
“ ُ( ”اَﻟﺴﱢﺠْ ﻦas-sijn): prison (12:33).
“( ” ِﺳ ﱢﺠﯿ ٌْﻦsijjeen): this word has appeared in surah At-Tatfeef:
83:3
And what can make you know what this sijjeen is?
Some have translated it as prisons. However, the Quran explained it by saying:
Some say that “( ” ِﺳ ﱢﺠﯿ ٌْﻦsijjeen) means prison, but the Quran has also said:
83:9
It is a written scripture (a chronicle of deeds)

ِ
ﲔ
ٌْ اک َﻣﺎ ﺳ ﱢﺠ
َ َﻣﺎ اَ ْد َر
ِ
ﺎب َﻣ ْﺮﻗُـ ْﻮٌم
ٌ َﮐﺘ

A chronicle of deeds a man does in his lifetime and record, like a written book with all details {T, R}.

سجو

S-J-W

“ ْ( ” َﺳ َﺠﺎ اﻟﻠﱠ ْﯿ ُﻞ ﯾَ ْﺴﺠُﻮsajjal lailu yasju), “ً( ” َﺳﺠْ ﻮاsajwa): for the night to become silent, to stop, to become dark.
Ibn Faris includes tranquillity and to cover in its basic meanings.
“( ” َﺳ َﺠﺎاﻟﻠﱠ ْﯿ ُﻞsajjal lail) means for the night to be very dark and quiet.
“( ”اَ ْﻟﺒَﺤْ ُﺮ اﻟﺴﱠﺎ ِﺟ ْﯽal-bahru-saaji): peaceful sea.
“( ”اﻟﻄﱠﺮْ فُ اﻟﺴﱠﺎ ِﺟ ْﯽat-tarfus saaji): quiet look.
Ibnul Airaabi says that “( ” َﺳ َﺠﯽ اﻟﻠﱠ ْﯿ ُﻞsajjal lail) means that the darkness of the night increased {T, R}.
The Quran says:
The darkness of the night and the intensity of
93:2
the darkness before dawn is a testimony

َواﻟﻠﱠْﻴ ِﻞ اِ َذا َﺳ ٰﺠﯽ

This testimony is to the fact that this program of Allah’s system will take some time to reach success and
it will complete its stages before doing so. As such you find that despite your best efforts, the darkness of
society is not being eliminated, then do not let this make you reach the conclusion that Allah’s laws have
left your side.
93:3

Neither has your Sustainer left your side nor put
you in trouble for nought

ﻚ َوَﻣﺎ ﻗَـﻠَﻰ
َ ﻚ َرﺑﱡ
َ َﻣﺎ َوﱠد َﻋ

With “ ٰ( ” َواﻟﻀﱡ ﺤﯽwadduha) appearing with it, it can also mean that the changes of day and night are
testimony to the fact that the opposition will always not remain so, and there will be a revolution, and that
things will change for the better.
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S-H-B

سحب

“ﺐ
َ ( ” َﺳ َﺤsahib): he pulled, dragged.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤﺮْ ْأ ةُ ﺗَ ْﺴ َﺤﺐُ َذ ْﯾﻠَﮩَﺎalmar’atuh tashabu zailaha): the woman drags the corner of her dress on the ground.
“ﺐ
َ ( ”اِ ْﻧ َﺴ َﺤinsahab): he dragged (along) on the ground.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ َﺤﺎﺑَۃas-sahabah): which means dark clouds, a piece of cloud, because it pulls the water (from the
sea), or the winds pull it, or it drags itself across the sky. The plural is “ ٌ( ” َﺳ َﺤﺎبsahaab).
In the Quran, this word has been used both as singular and plural.
2:165
cloud which has been in control
13:12
40:71
54:28

ﺎل
َ ﺎب اﻟﺜﱢـ َﻘ
َ اَﻟ ﱠﺴ َﺤ
ﻳُ ْﺴ َﺤﺒُـ ْﻮ َن ﻓِﯽ ا ْﳊَ ِﻤْﻴﻢ

very thick and dark clouds
They will be pulled (or dragged) into the
‘hameem’ (hell fire)
The day they will be dragged to fire

S-H-Te

ِ اَﻟ ﱠﺴﺤ
ﺎب اﻟْ ُﻤ َﺴ ﱠﺨ ِﺮ
َ

ﻳـَ ْﻮَم ﻳُ ْﺴ َﺤﺒُـ ْﻮ َن ﻓِﯽ اﻟﻨﱠﺎ ِر

سحت

ُ ْ( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺤas-seht): to uproot something, to pare something gradually.
“ﺖ
“( ” َﺳ َﺤﺖَ اﻟ ﱠﺸﺤْ َﻢ َﻋ ِﻦ اﻟﻠﱠﺤْ ِﻢsahatas sahma unil lahm): pared off the fat from the surface of the meat {T},
The Quran says:
He will punish them such that they will be
20:61
eliminated

ٍ ﻓَـﻴﺴ ِﺤﺘَ ُﮑﻢ ﺑِﻌ َﺬ
اب
َ ْ ُْ

ُ ْ( ”اَﻟﺴﱡﺤas-suht): everything which is forbidden to mention, a forbidden and dirty profession which is the
“ﺖ
cause of shame. Every forbidden and unacceptable sustenance which is deprived of the blessings of God
{T}.
About the Jews it is said:
5:42
their means of earning is execrable

ِ اَ ّٰﮐﻠَﻮ َن ﻟِﻠ ﱡﺴﺤ
ﺖ
ْ
ْ

Commonly the Jews were prone to charging interest and their religious scholars did business under the
cover of their religion i.e. gave religious edicts for profit. Not just the Jews, but capitalists and religious
leadership is the same everywhere.
ٌ ْ( ”ﺳُﺤsuht) is that thing which is clearly forbidden and there is
Muheet with reference to Qeys says that “ﺖ
no doubt about it being so.
ٌ ْ( ” َﺣ َﺮا ٌم ﺳُﺤharaamun suht) means forbidden and well known to everyone.
“ﺖ
“( ”اَرْ ضٌ َﺳﺤْ ﺘَﺎ ُءarzun sahta-u) means a barren piece of land {T}.
ُ ( ”ﻋَﺎ ٌم اَ ْﺳ َﺤaamu ashat): drought year during which there is no growth e.g. fodder {T}.
“ﺖ
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S-H-R

سحر

Muheet says “( ”اَﻟﺴﱢﺤْ ُﺮas-sehr) basically means to turn, and figuratively it means to represent falsehood as
truth.
Tahzeeb says it means to turn something away from the truth to untruth.
Taj-ul-Uroos says it means such things whose origin is such that it becomes difficult to separate fact from
fiction. It is used for a deception of a sort that one cannot find out how the deception has been made.
Later this word started meaning commony used techniques of cheating and deception {Ibn Qatebah}.
“( ” َﺳ َﺤ َﺮهsaharah) and “( ” َﺳﺤﱠﺮ ٗهsah-harah): he was deceived.
“ َﱠﺮ ْﯾﻦ
ِ ( ”اِﻧﱠ َﻤﺎ اَ ْﻧﺖَ ِﻣﻦَ ْاﻟ ُﻤ َﺴﺤnama unta minal musah hareen): you all are among those who have been deceived,
and are deceived time and again (26:153-158).
“ٌ ( ” َﻋ ْﻨ ٌﺰ َﻣ ْﺴﺤُﻮْ َرةunzun mashurah) means a goat which has big breasts but it produces little milk.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤ ْﺴﺤُﻮْ ُرalmas-huur) means someone whose mind has gone mad or someone who lost his mind {T, M}.
The opponents used to call the messenger (pbuh) as “( ” َر ُﺟﻼً َﻣ ْﺴﺤُﻮْ راًنrajulan mas huura), that is, one who
has been deceived, or one who is under a spell, or one whose intellect has been impaired (17:47). It also
means the same as “( ” َﺳﺎ ِﺣ ٌﺮsaahir), or one who deceives, as in 17:101.
Surah Al-Mominoon says:
Ask them why have you been deceived?
23:89

ﻗُ ْﻞ ﻗَﺎَٰﻧّﯽ ﺗُ ْﺴ َﺤُﺮْو َن

Aside from deception, this word also means lies. The Quran says:
11:7

If you tell them that you will be raised after you are
dead then the deniers will say that this is a lie.

ِ وﻟَﺌِﻦ ﻗُـﻠْﺖ اِﻧﱠ ُﮑﻢ ﻣﺒـﻌﻮﺛـُﻮ َن ِﻣﻦ ﺑـﻌ ِﺪ اﻟْﻤﻮ
ت ﻟَﻴَـ ُﻘ ْﻮﻟَ ﱠﻦ اﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳْ َﻦ
ْ َ ْ َ ْ ْ ُْ َْ ْ َ ْ َ
ِ
ِ ِ
ﲔ
ٌْ َِﮐ َﻔُﺮْو ا ْن ٰﻫ َﺬا اﱠﻻ ﺳ ْﺤٌﺮ ُﻣﺒ

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ ِﺤ ُﺮas-sahar) means the upper part of the chest, (lung, heart etc.). It means the corner of everything.
“( ” َﺳ َﺤ ٌﺮsahar) is the last part of the night, or just before dawn.
Raghib says that sahar means dawn, when the darkness of the night is changing into the light of day
(54:34). The plural is “( ”اَ ْﺳ َﺤﺎ ٌرashaar) as in 51:18 {T}.
Ibn Qateebah says that sahar means the beginning of a day, the time for commencing business.
History tells us that in the pas there has been a time which has been called the magical age. Western
researchers have provided quite a bit of information about this era. Sehr or magic meant that people
through various means tried to make various forces in the universe follow their orders or desires. This is
what is known as sorcery as well. First came the era in which man pleaded to the forces in the universe,
then came the era when he thought of forcing these forces to do what he wanted. Thus sorcerers had a
very high stature in society, but if given careful thought, it will be seen that man’s development from the
era of worship to the era of magic was a first and childish attempt to develop rational thinking, ‘Rational
thought’ means to find the cause of everything, to find out the cause and effect of everything. In the era of
worship man thought, for instance, that a man suffers from fever because some deity was displeased with
him. To get rid of this fever one needed to please that deity somehow. There was no cause and effect
inquiry into the matter. From this man evolved to the era of magic, in others words, he thought if such
mantra is read so many times, and in a certain way, then the aim will be achieved. That is, in his mind a
faint linkage with deed and effect had begun to make a beginning. Allah’s deen told him that everything
in the universe is created by Allah. Every deed has a designated effect and this happens according to
certain law. If man finds out about the laws then he can produce the effect any time he wants. This is the
foundation on which our entire scientific structure rests, and the axis round which human life and his
future revolves. Magic is false illusion only, because it does not have any concept of something
happening due to a certain law, but because of reciting some mantras and to do some odd things.
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The Quran invited mankind to rationally analyse everything in their world by using their intellect and
reasoning. In the Quran, in the story about Moosa, there is mention of the sorcerers of the Pharaoh’s
nation and their sorcery. Moosa had dealt with them. If sehr means magic then at these places it will be
taken to mean magicians, but if it means ‘the worship of falsehood, then the figurative meanings of those
verses will be taken accordingly.
If sehr is taken to mean magic, then one thing comes to fore. The Quran has said that these sorcerers
deceived people’s eyes (7:116), that is, the ropes they had thrown on the ground did not actually start to
move. The sorcerers with sleight of hand or psychologically made the people think that they had moved.
That is, this sort of magic only affects the power of thought and those things do not actually turn into
something different. The magician affects the power of thinking of the people who are watching. Today’s
psychological advancement has proven that it can be done and is called illusion. That means that nothing
more than our thoughts make this magic real. The point to note here is that the Quran exposed the
existence of these types of tricks from the past which took place many centuries ago. Also see heading
(Kh-Y-L).
The entire religion of the Jews seemed to have got infested and comprises of such sorcery and their places
of worship were the centres of such sorcery. They used to attribute these things to Suleman (Solomon).
Ism azam and nuqooshi sulemaani (the great name and the seal of Solomon) were their special gimmicks
for creating such magic. The Quran refuted all this and said that the messengers of God have nothing to
do with these deceptions and superstitions (2:102).
This is what the Quran said but the Muslims who are supposed to follow the Quran gradually got
influenced by superstitions one after another, and by naming it spiritualism gave falsehood the appearance
of the truth. They only deceived themselves.
The Messenger (pbuh)was accused to be:
17:47
he is under a spell
25:8

ﻮرا
ً َر ُﺟ ًﻼ ﱠﻣ ْﺴ ُﺤ

The Quran has denied this in 25:9. The personality of a messenger is so strong and developed through the
useof intellect and reasoning within the values of the revelation that no sorcerer’s psychological strength
can influence it. The messenger could never have come under any spell, as it is impossible. In Moosa’s
story it has only been said that he thought that the ropes were moving, but this is a different thing, while
to be under someone’s spell and talk nonsense is quite different.. Messengers can never be under a spell.
If in this tale about Moosa, sehr is taken to mean worship of false ideologies, then the meaning becomes
clearer.

S-H-Q

سحق

“( ” َﺳ َﺤﻘَ ٗہsuhaqa), “( ”ﯾَ ْﺴ َﺤﻘُہyashaquh), “ً ( ” َﺳﺤْ ﻘﺎsahqa): he hammered it or ground into fine (powder).
“ﻖ
َ ( ”اِ ْﻧ َﺴ َﺤinsahaq): he was ground (burdened).
“ض
َ ْﺖ اﻟ ﱢﺮ ْﯾ ُﺢ ْاﻻَر
ِ َ( ” َﺳ َﺤﻘsahaqatir rihul ard): the wind blew away the marks in the ground; it blew so hard as
if it was grinding the earth.
“ُ ﺖ اﻟ ﱠﺪاﺑﱠۃ
ِ َ( ” َﺳ َﺤﻘsahaqatil da-abbah): the animal ran fast.
ُ ْ( ”اَﻟﺴﱡﺤas-suhuq), “ﻖ
ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺴ ُﺤas-sahuq) means to be distant.
“ﻖ
ً“ﻖ ﻓُ َﻼﻧﺎ
َ
َ ( ”ا ْﺳ َﺤas-haqi fulana): he distanced him, killed him {T, M}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means enmity and distance, and to weaken something such that it becomes
brittle.
ٌ ( ”اَ ْﺳ َﺤas-haqaz zar-u): the nipples became dried of milk and withered.
ُ ﻖ اﻟﻀﱠﺮ
“ع
ٌ ْ( ” َﺳﺤsahq) means to turn something into smithereens.
Raghib says “ﻖ
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The Quran says:
The dwellers of hell will be deprived from the
67:11
good things of life
22:31
faraway place

ِ
ِ ﺻ ٰﺤ
ﺐ اﻟ ﱠﺴﻌِ ِْﲑ
ْ َﻓَ ُﺴ ْﺤﻘﺎً ﻻ
َﻣ َﮑﺎ ٌن َﺳ ِﺤْﻴ ٌﻖ

سحل

S-H-L

“( ” َﺳ َﺤﻠَ ٗہsahalahu), “( ”ﯾَ ْﺴ َﺤﻠُہyashalah), “ً( ” َﺳﺤْ ﻼsahla) he pared it, scraped it, filed it.
“ض
َ ْ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺮﯾَﺎ ُح ﻧَ ْﺴ َﺤ ُﻞ ْاﻻَرar-riyaahu nashalul ard): winds scrape the surface of the earth.
“( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎ ِﺣ ُﻞas-saahil): river bank or sea shore which is worn away (gradually) or scraped by the water {T,
R}.
The Quran says:
20:39
the river will put him on the shore

ِ ﻓَـ ْﻠﻴـ ْﻠ ِﻘ ِﻪ اﻟْﻴ ﱡﻢ ﺑِﺎ اﻟ ﱠﺴ
ﺎﺣ ِﻞ
َ ُ

سخر

S-Kh-R

“( ” َﺳ ِﺨ َﺮsaakhir), “( ”ﯾَ ْﺴ َﺨ ُﺮyaskharu), “( ” َﺳ ْﺨﺮًاsakhrann), “( ” َﺳ َﺨﺮًاsakhran), “( ”ﺳ ُْﺨﺮًاsukhra): means to joke
with, and to play with somebody thinking him to be a character.
“ٌ ( ” َر ُﺟ ٌﻞ ُﺳ َﺨ َﺮ ةrajulun suharah): a man who jests a lot andmakes fun of people.
ّ ( ”اَﻟﺴ ْﱡﺨ ِﺮsukhriyaw), “ی
( ”اَﻟﺴ ْﱢﺨ ِﺮ ﱡas-sikhriyyu): jest, joke.
“( ”اَﺳ ْﱡﺨ ِﺮﯾﱠۃsukhriyyah), “ی
“ُ ( ” َﺳ َﺨ َﺮهsakhara), “ُ ( ”ﯾَ ْﺴ َﺨ ُﺮهyaskharu), “ً ( ” ِﺳ ْﺨ ِﺮﯾّﺎsikhriyyaw), “( ”ﺳ ُْﺨ ِﺮﯾﱠﺎsukhriyya), “ُ ( ” َﺳ ﱠﺨ َﺮهsakh-kharahu),
“ً( ”اَ ْﺳ ِﺨﯿْﺮاtaskheera): to take someone forcibly somewhere, to force someone to some work, to make
someone work without pay, to subjugate somebody, to make someone follow orders {T}.
Ibn Faris says basically it means to consider lowly and to insult.
Surah Az-Zakhraf says:
43:32
So some of them are above others among them

ِ ِ
ﻀ ُﻬ ْﻢ ﺑـَ ْﻌﻀﺎً ُﺳ ْﺨ ِﺮﻳﱠﺎ
ُ ﻟﻴَﺘﱠﺨ َﺬ ﺑـَ ْﻌ

Here “( ”ﺳ ُْﺨ ِﺮﯾًّﺎsukhriyya) means to control or subjugate as related to getting work done {M}.
The above verse of surah Az-Zakhraf points to a very important reality. It says that individuals possess
different abilities, capacities and affinities so that they may work for and with one another. If everyone
had the same sort of qualities and abilities then nobody would work for nobody, or everyone would be
doing the same thing. This is to facilitate division of labour to get work done in a society. But those with
greater abilities are not permitted to rule over or subjugate others with lesser abilities. For the Quran,
every human being is equal and the difference is only as far their abilities are concerned. For further
details see the book titled “System of Sustenance” by G.A Perwaiz.
The Quran says:
And He has subjected to you all that is in the
45:13
heavens and in the earth as per Law

ِ
ِ ِ ِ ات وﻣﺎﻓِﯽ ْاﻻَر
ِ
ُض َﲨْﻴﻌﺎً ﻣﻨْﻪ
ْ
َ َ َﺳ ﱠﺨَﺮﻟَ ُﮑ ْﻢ َﻣﺎ ﻓﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺴ ٰﻤ ٰﻮ

This is done so that man should gain knowledge about those things and make use of them. As such, the
nation which deliberates upon them and utilizes them will be the nation which makes the right use of th
creation.
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We should reflect in the revelation by the Quran which has revolutionized human thinking. Man used to
be afraid of the forces of nature, he used to worship them, used to plead before them, or think that he was
weak and powerless before them. The Quran said that this was a false concept. Every force in the
universe is subservient to man. These forces do not have control him and are to be brought under his
control and used for the benefit of the mankind. The ‘malaikah’ or the forces of nature are subservient to
man. This raised man’s status above everything in the universe and the door to understanding and
expl;oring the universe was thus opened. Any nation that acquires knowledge of the laws of nature will
make these forces to come under their control and can take advantage of these resources. In this respect
there is no differentiation between a kafir and a momin. Although a kaafir would use these forces of
nature for own good, while a momin will use them for the overall good of mankind. This shows that
man’s status demands that he conquers the forces of nature and make use of them according to his will.
The status of a momin is that he conquers the forces of nature and utilizes them for the benefit of mankind
as directed and explained in the Quran. He who does not conquer these forces in the first place, leaving
the status of a momin aside, does not even deserve the status of a human being.
“( ” َﺳ ِﺨ َﺮsakhira) in the meaning of jest and satire has appeared at several places in the Quran as in 49:11,
37:12 and 21:41. Surah Al-Momin says “ً ( ” ِﺳ ْﺨ ِﺮﯾّﺎsikhriyya) in 23:110 which means the explained earlier.

سخط

S-Kh-Te

“ُ( ”اَﻟﺴ ْﱡﺨﻂassukht), “ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ َﺨﻂas-sakhat): dislike, hatred, unwillingness, anger.
“( ” َﺳ ِﺨﻂَ َﻋﻠِ ْﯿ ِہsakhita alaih): he was angry at him.
“َ( ” َﺳ ِﺨﻂsakhit): he disliked it, hated it.
“( ”اَ ْﺳ َﺨﻄَ ٗہaskhatah): he annoyed him, made him angry.
“ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤ ْﺴ ُﺨﻮْ طal-maskhuut): hateful, disliked {T}.
Raghib says “ٌ( ” َﺳﺨَﻂsakhat) means extreme anger which demands punishment {R}.
But when this word is attributed to God, it will not have this meaning because God is high above such
human emotions as anger. It becomes clear as noted in Surah Muhammed:
There is adversity for them because they do not َ َ َ
ﻂ ﱠ
َ ﻚ ﺑِﺄَﻧﱠﮭُ ُﻢ اﺗﱠ َﺒﻌُﻮا َﻣﺎ أَ ْﺳ َﺨ
ﷲَ َو َﻛ ِﺮھ ُﻮا ِرﺿْ َﻮاﻧَﮫُ ﻓﺄﺣْ ﺒَﻂ
َ َِذﻟ
47:28
follow Allah’s guidance; they dislike things
أَ ْﻋ َﻤﺎﻟَﮭُ ْﻢ
which are according to Allah’s directions.
They dislike the revelation: this results in their
ّ ٰ َﮐ ِﺮھُﻮْ ا ِرﺿْ َﻮاﻧَﮫُ ﯾﻌﻨﯽ َﮐ ِﺮھُﻮْ ا َﻣﺎﻧَ ﱠﺰ َل
47:26
ُﷲ
deeds going wasted i.e. without results
ّ ٰ َ( ” َﻣﺎ اَ ْﺳ َﺨﻂma askhat
That is, they do not produce the good results that they are expecting. As such “ُ ﷲ
allah) means those things which are not according to Allah’s laws and which result in their deeds being
ٌ ”رﺿْ َﻮ
unproductive. There is no meaning of anger here. In 3:161, “ٌ( ” َﺳﺨَﻂsakhat) has come opposite to “ان
ِ
(rizwaan).
ّ ٰ َ( ”اَ ْن َﺳ ِﺨﻂun sakhitallahu) which has been explained by “ﺖ ﻟَﮩُ ْﻢ اَ ْﻧﻔُ َﺴﮩُ ْﻢ
ْ ” َﻣﺎ ﻗَ ﱠﺪ َﻣ
Surah Al-Ma’idah says “ُ ﷲ
(qaddamat lahum anfusahum) in 5:80, which means the “natural outcome of ones actions”.
For more details see heading (R-Zd-Y) and (Gh-Zd-B).
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سدد

S-D-D

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ ﱡﺪas-sud): obstruction, barrier, mountain. Some say “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ ﱡﺪas-sid) is an obstruction that is manmade,
and “( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺴ ﱡﺪas-sodd) means a natural obstruction like a mountain {T}, but others do not agree with this
differentiation. In the Quran “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ ﱡﺪas-sudd) has been used in meaning mountain (18:93) as well as for a
man made obstruction (18:94). Surah Yasin uses this word to mean such causes and effects which
obstruct human intellect and comprehension (36:9).
Ibn Faris thinks the basic meanings are to fill some gap and make it smooth.
“( ” َﺳ ﱠﺪ َد اﻟﺮﱡ ْﻣ َﺢsaddadar rumh): straightened or corrected the (bent) spear.
“( ”ﺳ ﱠﺪ َد اﻟﺜﱠ ْﻠ َﻢsaddadas salam): filled the gap {T}.
“( ” َر ُﺟ ٌﻞ َﺳ ِﺪ ْﯾ ٌﺪrajulun sadeed): a man who takes the right path.
“( ”اَ ْﻣ ٌﺮ َﺳ ِﺪ ْﯾ ٌﺪamrun sadeed): something that fills every gap there may be in the truth.
Raghib says it means balanced and moderate talk which includes no exaggeration whatsoever.
The Quran says:
4:9
very balanced, and straightforward and clear
33:70
talk, which leaves no doubt

ًﻗَـ ْﻮﻻً َﺳ ِﺪﻳْﺪا

It is the Quranic teaching to be clear, straight, honest and truthful in dealing with others and talk without
ambiguity, straight forwardly, and in a balanced manner. One should adopt a speech which is direct and
to the point. It must not be meaningless and pointless.
“( ” ُﺳ ْﮩ ٌﻢ َﺳ ِﺪ ْﯾ ٌﺪsahmun sadeeda) is an arrow which finds the target straight away {R}.
Diplomacy is against the teachings of the Quran: See heading radam for the difference between “” َﺳ ﱞﺪ
(sudd) and “( ” َر ْد ٌمradam).

سدر

S-D-R

“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺴ ْﺪ ُرas-sidr): a lote tree. The singular is “ٌ( ” ِﺳ ْﺪ َرةsidrah). A lotetree has a good shade when it is in full
blossom and when the Arabs are very tired from the heat of the desert, they rest under it. Therefore it
symbolizes a heavenly place {R}. “( ”ﻓِ ْﯽ ِﺳ ْﺪ ٍر َﻣ ْﺨﻀُﻮْ ٍدfi sidrim makhzood) is a tree which is laden with fruit
and which has a good shade (56:28), or trees which have good shades but no needles to contend with.
That is, comfort without any qualms.
In meaning of shade, this word appears at another place:
4:57
And We will admit them to thick shades

ًَوﻧُ ْﺪ ِﺧﻠُ ُﻬ ْﻢ ِﻇﻼًّ ﻇَﻠِْﻴﻼ

Here comfort and wellbeing both are implied. This tree is evergreen even in the desert climate, but
according to Raghib, though its fruit is not great in nutrients, but its shade is. The Quran says that when
the saba area became barren after the floods, then some lote trees grew there in place of the very lush
gardens.
34:16

َو َﺷ ْﯽ ٍء ّﻣ ْﻦ ِﺳ ْﺪ ٍر ﻗَﻠِْﻴ ٍﻞ

And something of few plum trees

“( ” َﺳ ِﺪ ْﯾ ُﺮ اﻟﻨﱠ ْﺨ ِﻞsadeerun nakhl) means clump of date palms {T}.
“( ” َﺳ ِﺪ َرsaadir): he was surprised, he couldn’t see due to intense heat.
“( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎ ِد ُرas-saadir): a man who is mesmerised due to the intensity of the heat.
“ًﺼ ُﺮ ْه َﺳﺪَرا
َ َ( ” َﺳ ِﺪ َر ﺑsadira basarahu sadara): due to the intensity of the heat, his eyes opened wide with
wonderment {R}.
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Ibn Faris says it basically means surprise and bewilderment.
“( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎ ِد ُرas-saadior): means one who is surprised.
Surah An-Najam describes the status of messenger-hood in a symbolic way. Note that the condition of
revelation can only be related in a symbolic way because nobody except a messenger can ever understand
the true state of it, although one can understand what is meant. It has been said that the place from where
a messenger gets the revelation, the human intellect can only be surprised at it. Human intellect cannot
understand what that state is.
The Quran says:
53:14
The state where there is abundant surprise
53:16

when that which overshadows was overshadowing

ِﻋﻨْ َﺪ ِﺳ ْﺪ َرةِ اﻟْ ُﻤﻨْﺘَـ ٰﻬﯽ
اِ ْذ ﻳـَ ْﻐ َﺸﯽ اﻟ ﱢﺴ ْﺪ َرَة َﻣﺎ ﻳـَ ْﻐﺸٰﯽ

Other than the messenger of Allah none can understand what the state was. For the eyes it was profound
bewilderment like the expanse of the heated sand of the desert with mirages all around but despite that:
the eye of the messenger did not take for a deception, it
ﺼُﺮ َوَﻣﺎ ﻃَﻐٰﯽ
َ َﻣ َﺎزا
َ َغ اﻟْﺒ
53:17
observed the truth as a clear reality and with no ambiguity.
But this only implies for those realities which are manifested before him, it cannot cross the limit set for
him because the revelation does not come to him by personal effort, so it did not increase with his efforts.
Truth is revealed to him i.e. only the part which is meant to be disclosed. As compared to ordinary human
beings, a messenger’s knowledge knows no bounds, but compared to God’s knowledge, it has limits and
it cannot go beyond those limits.
Raghib says that verse 53:16 points to the place or the same tree under which the messenger (pbuh) made
the pact with God (48:18), but obviously here the word has more of a connotation of the state than meant
to be some geographical location.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ ِﺪ ْﯾ ُﺮas-sadder): a fountainhead or reservoir of water, or river {T}.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ ِﺪ ُرas-sidr): sea. It can also mean the fountainhead of God.
“( ” ِﺳ ْﺪ َرةُ ْاﻟ ُﻤﻨﺘَﮩٰﯽsidratul muntaha): the source of revelation where there is utter surprise for human intellect,
but the messenger’s eye sees it clearly.

S-D-S

سدس

“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺴ ْﺪسas-suds), “ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺴﺪُسas-sudus): sixth part (4:11).
( ”اَﻟﺴ ﱡas-siit): it was actually “ ٌ( ” ِﺳ ْﺪسsids) which later turned to “ت
ٌ ( ” ِﺳ ْﺪas-siit), i.e. six.
“ﱢﺖ
“ َ( ” ِﺳﺘﱡﻮْ نsittuun), “ َ( ” ِﺳﺘِ ْﯿﻦsittiin): sixty {T} (58:2).
“ ٌ( ” َﺳﺎ ِدسsaadisun): sixth (18:22).
Also see heading (S-T-T).
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سدی

S-D-Y

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﺪ َٰیas-sada): warp of the cloth.
“ب
َ ْ( ”ﻗَﺪ اَ ْﺳﺪ َٰی اﻟﺜﱠﻮqud asdayas saub) and “ُ ( ” َﺳ ﱠﺪاهsaddah): he straightened the warp of the cloth.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺴﺪ َٰیassudya): camels which are left to roam on their own {T}.
“ی
ً ﺐ َﮐ َﻼ ُﻣہُ َﺳﺪ
َ َ( ” َذﮨzaraba kal-uhu sudya): his talk went waste {M}.
Ibn Faris says that “( ”ﺳﺪیsudyah) means to leave something roam free and at its own.
Khalil says “( ” َﺳ ْﺪ ٌوsadwun) is a child’s game which is played with marbles and walnuts, in which they
throw these things with their hands.
The Quran says:
75:36
Does man think that he will be left unaccountable

ِ اََْﳛﺴ
ﺪی
َ ﺐ ْاﻻﻧْ َﺴﺎ ُن اَ ْن ﻳـُْﺘـَﺮ
ً ک ُﺳ
ُ َ

This meaning of this root needs careful attention. For weaving cloth, warp and weft both are required.
Even if the warp is a hundred yards long, it is useless alone until it has weft, we cannot weave cloth
without either one. Whatever social system man established was either like warp alone or weft alone.
Sometimes he sought spiritualism and at other times he became completely materialistic. He has tried to
keep the permanent values away from his political world. This is the reason his efforts to establish a
system which can provide development of the self and prepare him for a higher purpose of life, have
mostly evaded him. Humans either remained like warp or like weft but never became whole like cloth.
The Quran declared that it is wrong for man to be either one entirely. He also needs the other part, but for
this he will have to realize that his life has a great purpose before him. He is accountable for whatever he
does in this life and his life in the hereafter will be based on his conduct here. Therefore the in this life he
should use the right type of warp and weft to weave a cloth which fits into the design proposed by the
Quran. This is called the righteous path. The human intellect alone cannot guide in this life as human
beings do not have any internal guidance. The human intellect produces good results only when it works
under the guidance provided by the divine revelation now preserved in the Quran.
Now consider the other meaning i.e. to let the camels go without someone to guide them. Allah has not
left man rudderless in this way, but has provided guidance through the revelation. Therefore the correct
option for man is to follow the guidance path defined and explained in the revelation i.e. the Quran. If he
does not follow it, then all his efforts will go waste as noted and explained in the Quran (18:103-106). In
the universe, except man, all other creations are bound to follow Allah’s guidance which is inbuilt. They
cannot do otherwise. This is what is called their nature (or instincts). God has formulated laws for human
beings too but has given him the power to decide whether to follow them or not to follow them. However,
he does not have the power to alter the effects of following the chosen path. He has the option to ignore
Allah’s laws but the results will definitely be compiled as per these laws. This is called the Law of
Requital.
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س رب

S-R-B

“ ُ( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺮْ بas-sarb): a camel, or grazing cattle.
“ ُﱠﺮب
ِ ( ”اَﻟﺴas-sarib): flowing water.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟﺴﱡﺮْ ﺑَۃas-surbah): path, road.
“ ُﱠﺎرب
ِ ( ”اَﻟﺴas-saarib): to roam in the land without any restriction and at will {T, R}.
“ ُ( ”اﻟ ﱠﺴ َﺮبas-sarab) and “ ُﱠﺮب
ِ ( ”اﻟﺴas-sarib) means water that flows out of the leather containers.
Surah Ar-Raad says:
13:10
One who walks or moves by the day{T, R}.

ِ ٌ ﺳﺎ ِر
ﱠﻬﺎ ِر
َ ب ﺑﺎﻟﻨـ
َ

Surah Al-Kahaf says:
18:62
This fish made its way in the river.

ًﻓَﺎَﱠﲣَ َﺬ َﺳﺒِْﻴـﻠَﻪٌ ﻓِﯽ اﻟْﺒَ ْﺤ ِﺮ َﺳَﺮاﺑﺎ

This word connotes moving about without restriction and with complete freedom.
Azhari has said that “اﻻﺑِ ُﻞ
ِْ ﺖ
ِ َ( ” َﺳ َﺮﺑsarbati ilibil) is for camels to go freely where ever they may desire {T,
R}.
Ibn Faris says that this root has the meaning of expanse and to move on the earth.
Raghib says it means water that leaks.
“ ٌ( ” َﺳ َﺮابsaraab): mirage.
The Quran has likened the wrong path to a mirage (24:39). Living life without guidance is likened to
looking for water by chasing a mirage which is deceptive and unreal. Our desires and deeds may look
very attractive but bear on long lasting effects in life and like chasing a mirage the life ends wasted
without any purpose. The Quran calls such a life as a path which leads to self-destruction.
Raghib says “ ُ( ”اﻟ ﱠﺴ َﺮابas-sarb) means to go towards the low lying areas or slope, because the water flows
towards the slope – freedom to flow is evident in this meaning. Low lying area.

سربل

S-R-B-L

“( ” ِﺳﺮْ ﺑَﺎ ٌلsirbal), with its plural “( ” َﺳ َﺮاﺑِ ْﯿ ُﻞsarabeel) means shirts, or armour, or any dress that is worn on
the upper part of the body like a shirt {T, M}. The Quran has used this word in both meanings.

16:81

He created your dress which protects you from
the heat and created the armour which protects
you in war

اﳊَﱠﺮ َو َﺳَﺮاﺑِْﻴ َﻞ ﺗَِﻘْﻴ ُﮑ ْﻢ ﺑَﺄْ َﺳ ُﮑ ْﻢ
ْ َو َﺟ َﻌ َﻞ ﻟَ ُﮑ ْﻢ َﺳَﺮاﺑِْﻴ َﻞ ﺗَ ِﻘْﻴ ُﮑ ْﻢ

In surah Ibrahim, it is said about rebels of Islam that when their strength breaks:
14:50
their armour will turn to coal tar

َﺳَﺮاﺑِﻴْـﻠَ ُﻬ ْﻢ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﻗَ ِﻄَﺮ ٍان

This means that their armour which protects them from the enemy, will stick to their bodies like coaltar
instead of providing protection.
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سرج

S-R-J

“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺴ َﺮا ُجas-siraaj) means a lamp or anything which gives out light {T, R}. Some think that it is the
Arabized version of Persian word “( ”ﭼﺮاغchiraagh) which means a lamp.
“( ”اَﻟ ِﺴ َﺮا ُجas-siraaj) also means the sun {T, R}.
The Quran has said:
25:61
And made in it the sun
71:16

ًَﺟ َﻌ َﻞ ﻓِْﻴـ َﻬﺎ ِﺳَﺮاﺟﺎ
ًﺲ ِﺳَﺮاﺟﺎ
ْ َو َﺟ َﻌ َﻞ اﻟﺸ
َ ﱠﻤ

The sun was made a lamp (to provide light)

The Messenger (pbuh) has been called “ً( ” ِﺳﺮاﺟﺎ ً ُﻣﻨِﯿْﺮاsiraajaw muneera) in 33:46.
“( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺮْ ُجas-sarj): saddle.
“( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺮْ ا ُجas-saraaj): saddle maker, one who tells a lot of lies {T, R}.
Ibn Faris says that this root basically means beauty, adornment, and good looks.
The lamp is called “( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺴ َﺮا ُجas-siraaj) because of its light’s beauty. A saddle is called “( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺮْ ُجas-siraaj)
because it adorns an animal. “( ” َﺳ ﱠﺮ َج َوﺟْ ﮩَہsarraja wajhahu): he adorned his face, made it more beautiful.

سرح

S-R-H

“( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺮْ ُحas-sarh), “( ”اَﻟﺘﱠ ِﺴﺮ ْﯾ ُﺢas-saareeh): to let animals graze freely in a pasture in the morning {T}.
16:6

ِ
ﲔ ﺗَ ْﺴَﺮ ُﺣ ْﻮ َن
َْﺣ

When you take them out for grazing

“( ” َﺳ َﺮا ٌحsarah) and “ْﺮ ْﯾ ٌﺢ
ِ ( ”ﺗَﺴtasreeh) mean to let free or to liberate from a contract like wedlock. Hence it
may be used for divorce and to liberate {T}.
33:28

ًَو اُ َﺳﱢﺮ ْﺣ ُﮑ ﱠﻦ َﺳَﺮاﺣﺎً َﲨَْﻴﻼ

And to set you free (let you go) in a good manner

ٌ ( ”اِ ْﻣ َﺴﺎimsaak) which means to block in surah Al-Baqrah:
This word has appeared against “ک
2:229ٍ ِ ﻓَﺎِﻣﺴ
ٍ ف اَوﺗَﺴ ِﺮﻳﺢ ﺑِﺎِﺣﺴ
ﺎن
To keep obligated under contract
ٌ َْ
َ ْ ٌ ْ ْ ْ ﺎک ﲟَْﻌُﺮْو
2:231
Ibn Faris says its basic meanings are to open up or to proceed to go.

س رد

S-R-D

Ibn Faris says that “( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺮْ ُدas-sard) means to join one thing with another, like the links in armour.
It is also used to mean making armour and for sewing shoes or other leather goods.
“( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺮْ ُدas-sard): hole.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﻤ ْﺴ َﺮ ُدal-misrud): that with which a hole is made.
“ُ ﱠﺮ ْﯾ َﺪ ة
ِ ( ”اَﻟﺴas-sareedah): leather string with which shoe etc. is sewn {T}.
The Quran says:
keep measure of the holes correctly so that the
34:11
links of the armour may fit into them

َوﻗَﺪ ْﱢرﻓِﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺴ ْﺮِد

The second part of the verse refers to righteous deeds implying that these deeds tie together just like
armour and provide protection in the long run.
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سردق

S-R-D-Q

ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺴ َﺮا ِدas-suraadiq): that covering (of canvas or cloth) which is strung over the house patio, or any
“ق
wall, or canvas wall which is strung or built around something. That is why it also means the cloud which
spreads around a place and encircles it {T}.
ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺴ َﺮا ِدas-suraadiq) means dust cloud.
Ibn Faris says “ق
Raghib says it is a Persian word that has been adopted in Arabic {R}.
The Quran says:
The fire of hell whose columns will surround them from all sides.
18:29
(i.e. Hell will encompass them from all sides)

ﻧَﺎراً اَ َﺣﺎ َط ﻬﺑِِ ْﻢ ُﺳَﺮ ِادﻗـُ َﻬﺎ

سرر

S-R-R
“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺴ ﱡﺮas-sirruh): that matter which is kept secret {T}.

This root means to hide, but sometimes it also means the opposite i.e. to reveal {Latif-ul-Lugha} {F}.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺴﺮُوْ ُرas-sururu), “( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﺤﺒُﻮْ ُرhubur) and “( ”اَ ْﻟﻔَ َﺮ ُحal-farah) are almost similar words but “( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺴﺮُوْ ُرassurur) is the happiness which remains in the heart and “( ”اَﻟ ُﺤﺒُﻮْ ُرhubur) is the happiness which gets
reflected through one’s face. These are both good traits but “( ”ﻓَ َﺮ ٌحfarah) is that happiness which
produces false pride, and hence is bad {M}.
“( ” َﺳ ﱠﺮ ٗهsarrah): made him happy.
“( ” َﻣ ْﺴﺮُوْ ٌرmasroor): happy (84:9-13).
“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺴ ﱡﺮas-siir): the beginning of anything, it’s pure or basic part, the core. It is also used for prime land.
“ ْ( ” َﺳ َﺮا َرةُ اﻟ َﻮا ِدیsararatul waadi): the best part of the valley.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤ َﺴ ﱠﺮةal-masarrah): throne of flowers.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﺮﱠا ُءas-sarra’a): well being, abundance of prosperity, comfort and luxury {T}.
( ”اَﻟ ﱠazzarra’a) in 7:95.
This word is the opposite of “ﻀﺮﱠا ُء
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺴ ﱢﺮﺑﱠۃas-suriyyah): a slave girl with whom sexual relations were established.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺴ ﱢﺮ ْﯾ ُﺮas-sareer): government, seat of government, seat, bed {T}, because only well established people
have it.
Surah An-Anaam has used “( ” ِﺳ ﱞﺮsirrun) opposite to “( ” َﺟ ْﮩ ٌﺮjahr) in 6:3. As such, “( ” ِﺳ ﱞﺮsirrun) means
secrets.
Surah Al-Baqrah has used words like “ َ( ” َﻣﺎﯾُ ِﺴﺮﱡ وْ نmayusirron) and “ َ( ” َﻣﺎ ﯾُ ْﻌﻠِﻨُﻮْ نmayo’linun) to mean secret
talks in 2:77.
Surah Ibrahim says:
Whatever Allah has given them, whether unseen qualities or
14:31
things of this world which one can see, are kept available for the
benefit of mankind

ِ ِ
ًٰﻬ ْﻢ ِﺳّﺮاً َو َﻋ َﻼﻧِﻴَﺔ
ُ ﱠﺎرَزﻗْـﻨـ
َ َوﻳـُﻨْﻔ ُﻘ ْﻮ ﳑ

It could also mean openly and secretly.
In Surah Taha it says:
20:7
He knows secrets and even more hidden things.
Surah Yunus says:
10:54
They will try to hide their shame when they meet the punishment.
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Some scholars say that this word means opposite of hiding, that is, to reveal, but hiding seems more
appropriate here.
“( ” ُﺳ ُﺮ ٌرsurur) means wooden short seat (15:47). Singular is “( ” َﺳ ِﺮ ْﯾ ٌﺮsareer), and “( ” َﺳ َﺮا ِء ُرsaraa-ir) means
secret talks (86:9). Singular is “( ” َﺳ ِﺮ ْﯾ ٌﺮsareer).
“( ”اِ ْﺳ َﺮا ٌرisraar) means to talk about secret things, to hide from others and talk secretly (27:26).

S-R-Ain

سرع

ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ َﺮas-sara’a), “ع
ُ ﱠﺮ
“ع
ِ ( ”اَﻟﺴas-sari’h), “ُ ( ”اَﻟﺴﱡﺮْ َﻋۃas-sur’ah): to become fast, to happen quickly, fastness,
haste.
“ع
َ ( ” َﺳ ُﺮsaru’h): fast wind, he hurried.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ َﺮ َﻋﺎنُ ِﻣﻦَ ْاﻟ َﺨ ْﯿ ِﻞas-sar’aanu minal kail): horses which surge ahead {T}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means to make haste.
The Quran has said at various places:
2:202
Allah is quick in accountability

ِ اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪُ ﺳ ِﺮﻳْﻊ ا ْﳊِﺴ
ﺎب
َ ُ َ

According to the Law of Requital every cause has an effect. However, the results take time to materialise
though the natural turn of events starts long before the result becomes evident. For example a plant starts
its growth the moment a seed is planted in the ground and right environment is provided to the seed.
However, the growth manifests itself after sometime when it erupts from the ground and one can see the
branches and the stem of the plant. Likewise a our deeds start formulating results when the action is taken
, but the consequence is manifested sometime later. This is how the turn of events is “ب
ِ ( ” َﺳ ِﺮ ْﯾ ُﻊ ْاﻟ ِﺤ َﺴﺎsareeul hisaab), or quick in holding accountability. The Quran has declared that every deed is accountable
(45:21).
Surah Al-Qaf mentione “( ” ِﺳ َﺮاﻋًﺎsira’un) which means something that happens quickly.
“ع
َ ( ” َﺳﺎ َرsaara’a), “ً( ” ُﻣ َﺴﺎ َر َﻋۃmusara’ah) and “( ” ِﺳ َﺮاﻋًﺎsira’an) mean to make haste, to compete.
“ﺎر ُﻋﻮْ ا اِ ٰﻟﯽ َﻣ ْﻐﻔِ َﺮ ٍة
ِ ( ” َو َﺳsaari-u ila maghfirah): make haste in going towards security (3:132).

S-R-F

سرف

“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ َﺮفas-surf): to cross the limit, to commit an excess {T}.
Ibn Faris says it means to do something foolish.
Surah Bani Israel says:
He should not exceed in killing
17:33

ف ﻓِﯽ اﻟْ َﻘْﺘ ِﻞ
ْ ﻓَ َﻼﻳُ ْﺴ ِﺮ

This means that he should remain within limits, lest he kills the killer himself, by taking the law into his
own hands in foolishness. In this case one should hand over the matter over to a court of law. This is
explained further by “( ”اِﻧﱠہُ َﮐﺎنَ َﻣ ْﻨﺼُﻮْ رًاinnakana mansora):
Surah Al-Furqaan uses this word against “( ”ﻗَﺘَ َﺮqatar) in 25:67. “( ”ﻗَﺘَ َﺮqatar) means miserliness and
constriction. As such “( ”اﺳﺮافisraaf) would be “( ”اﻓﺮاطifraat) against “( ”ﺗﻔﺮﯾﻂtafreet). That is, to spend
more than necessary at a place i.e. to waste.
That is why it is said:
The mother fed too much milk to her child and spoiled his health

ِ َﺳﺮﻓ
ﺖ ْاﻻُﱡم َوﻟَ َﺪ َﻫﺎ
ََ

This means for a thing to go waste because the intended benefit does not accrue.
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“( ” َﺳ َﺮفُ ْاﻟ َﻤﺎ ِءsaraful ma’i) means water to be wasted by giving no benefit when it flows across the floor
ٌ ( ”اِ ْﺳ َﺮisraaf), and one who
{T}. That is why not keeping a thing where it is meant to be kept is called “اف
ُ
َ
ٌ ( ” ُﻣ ْﺴ ِﺮmusrif). The nation of Loot is called “ َْﺮﻓﻮْ ن
does so is called “ف
ِ ( ”ﻗﻮْ ٌم ُﻣﺴqaumun musrifoon) in 7:81,
because they used to waste their reproductive ability by resorting to sexual perversion. The Quran warns
us that these practices may not be taken serious when become prevalent; however, these have serious long
term consequences in the life of nations and lead to their ultimate fall. Those who create chaos in the land
are also called “ َْﺮﻓِ ْﯿﻦ
ِ ( ” ُﻣﺴmusrifeen) as in (26:151).
ٌ ( ”اِ ْﺳ َﺮisraaf) is not only being a wasteful spender (or one who
The above explanations show that “اف
spends needlessly), it also means to spend human energy, time, wealth or any other capability for a
purpose which is not constructive, or to waste it for destructive results.
ٌ ( ”اِ ْﺳ َﺮisraaf) and “( ”ﺗَ ْﺒ ِﺬ ْﯾ ٌﺮtabzeer) see heading (B-Dh-R).
For the difference between “اف

سرق

S-R-Q

“ٌ ( ” َﺳ ِﺮﻗَۃsaariqah): to take someone else’s possession secretly. If it is taken openly, then this act will be
called “ ٌ( ”اِ ْﺧﺘِ َﻼسikhtilaas), “ ٌ( ”اِ ْﺳﺘِ َﻼبٌ اِ ْﻧﺘِﮩَﺎبistilaab intihaab) if the owner resists. But if it is still taken from
him by force then it will be called “ ٌ( ”ﻏَﺼْ ﺐghasab) {T, M}.
“ق اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ ُء
َ ( ” َﺳ ِﺮsariqas shaiyi): the thing became hidden.
ُ ﺎر
“ق اﻟﻨﱠﻈَ َﺮ اِﻟَ ْﯿ ِہ
ِ ( ”ﮨُ َﻮ ﯾَ َﺴhuwa yusaariqun nazara ilaih): he is looking as glance at him.
“ق َﻋ ْﻨﮩُ ْﻢ
َ ( ”اِ ْﻧ َﺴ َﺮinsaraqa unhum): to slip away quietly {T, M}.
Surah Yusuf says:
12:81
Your son has stolen

ِ
ﮏ َﺳَﺮ َق
َ َا ﱠن اﺑْـﻨ

ُ ﱠﺎر
“ق
ِ ( ”اَﻟﺴas-saariq): thief (5:38).
“ق اﻟ ﱠﺴ ْﻤ َﻊ
َ ( ”اِ ْﺳﺘَ َﺮistaraqas sam’a): to eavesdrop {T, M} (15:18).
ْ ( ” َﺧ ِﻄﻒَ ْاﻟﺨikhifatil khatfitah): to catch something in the air, or to get the
In 37:10 it has been said “ََﻄﻔَۃ
whiff of something and to build mountain out of molehill.
ْ َ( ”ﻗqataa yud as noted in (5:38) i.e. cutting hands. For details of
For the punishment for a thief is “ﻄ ِﻊ ﯾَﺪ
this, see heading (Q-Te-Ain).

S-R-M-D

سرمد

“( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺮْ َﻣ ُﺪas-sarmad): permanent, a thing which always remains and which never ends.
“( ”ﻟَ ْﯿ ٌﻞ َﺳﺮْ َﻣ ٌﺪlailun sarmad): long night.
Raazi says “( ” َﺳﺮْ َﻣ ٌﺪsarmad) has been culled from “( ” َﺳﺮْ ٌدsard) which means continuous and one after
another. By adding “( ”مmiim) to it, the benefit of exaggeration has been obtained, thus it would mean
continuous period {T, R}. Ibn Faris says this as well.
( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺮْ َﻣ ِﺪ ﱡassarmadi) is something which has no beginning or end {M}.
Muheet says that “ی
The Quran says:
28:71
If Allah prolongs the night for you {T, R}.
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S-R-Y/W

 و/س ر ی

“( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺴ َﺮ ٰیas-sura): to walk the better part of the night.
“( ” َﺳ َﺮ ٰیsara), “ ْْﺮی
ً ( ” ُﺳ َﺮsurya): to walk at night.
ِ ( ”ﯾَﺴyasri), “ی
“( ”اَ ْﺳ َﺮ ٰی اِ ْﺳ َﺮا ًءasrya isra’ ): to walk during the night.
“ُ ﱠﺮﯾﱠۃ
ِ ( ”اَﻟﺴas-sarriyyah): an army contingent, because it moves at night so that the enemy is not warned.
ﱠﺮ ﱡ
“ی
ِ ( ”اَﻟﺴas-sariyyo): small canal which goes towards an oasis {M}.
Surah Maryam says:
19:24
there is a canal, down the slope

ِ ََْﲢﺘ
ﮏ َﺳ ِﺮﻳﱠﺎ

“ٌ ( ” َﺳﺮاَةsarah): the higher part of something, vast expanse of land.
Raghib and Muheet say that in 17:1, when it says “( ” ُﺳﺒ ْٰﺤﻦَ اﻟﱠ ِﺬیْ اَ ْﺳ َﺮ ٰی ﺑِ َﻌ ْﺒ ِﺪ ٖهsubhaanal lazi asra bi-abdehi),
the word “( ”اَ ْﺳ َﺮ ٰیasra) has not come from “ ْْﺮی
ِ ( ” َﺳ َﺮ ٰی ﯾَﺴsarah yasri) which means to walk at night, but
rather from “ٌ( ” َﺳ َﺮاةsarah), which means that God took his missionary to “ٌ ( ” َﺳ َﺮاةsarah), vast expanse of
land.
“( ”اَﺟْ ﺒَ َﻞajbala) means that he went atop a mountain and “( ”اَ ْﺗﮩَ َﻢathama) means that he went to the “”ﺗﮩﺎﻣہ
(tahamah) {R, M}. Mecca had become a restricted land for the Messenger (pbuh) and his companions, so
he migrated to Medina where the atmosphere for his mission was more favourable and there were more
opportunities for his work.
ٰ ( ” َﺳsarya) is indeed from “ ْْﺮی
But we consider that this “ﺮی
ِ ( ”ﯾَﺴyasri) and lilan is an addition for stress.
History tells us that the Messenger (pbuh) had commenced his migration journey at night.
Ibn Faris says it means physical courage and generosity and the word is spelled both as (S-R-Y) and
(S.R-W).
Hence “( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺮْ ُوassaro) means to open something up
“ﺎر
ِ َ( ” َﺳ َﺮ اَةُ ا ﻟﻨﱠﮩsaratun nahaar): the peak of a day.

S-Te-H

سطح

ْ ( ”اَﻟﺴas-sath): the roof of a house which is even/flat (smooth), or the upper part of anything.
“ﱠﻄ ُﺢ
“( ” َﺳﻄَ َﺢsatash), “( ”ﯾَ ْﺴﻄَ ُﺢyastah): he spread out, smoothened it and laid out.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤ ْﺴﻄَ ُﺢal-mastah): smooth place where dates are dried {T, R}.
The Quran says:
88:20
(don’t you notice) at the earth, how it is spread out (for habitation)
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S-Te-R

سطر

ْ ( ” َﺳsatra): to write (in straight lines).
“( ” َﺳﻄَ َﺮsatar), “( ”ﯾَ ْﺴﻄُ ُﺮyastur), “ًﻄﺮا
Ibn Faris says its basic meaning is to make even rows, like the lines in a book or a row of trees. This has
led it to mean writing.
68:1

ن َواﻟْ َﻘﻠَ ِﻢ َوَﻣﺎﻳَ ْﺴﻄُُﺮْو َن

By the ink pot and the pen, and what ever they write

This above verse is referring to the Quran and all the knowledge which man puts down in writing for safe
keeping. All testify to this fact.

Surah Bani Israel says:
17:58
that which is written in the book

ِ ﮏ ﻓِﯽ اﻟْ ِﮑﺘ
ٰﺐ َﻣ ْﺴﻄُْﻮًرا
َ َِﮐﺎ َن ذَاﻟ

“( ”ﻣﻌﻨﯽ ُﻣ ْﺴﺘَﻄَ ٌﺮmustatar) has the same meaning as mentioned above (54:53).
“( ”اَ ْﻻَ َﺳﺎ ِط ْﯿ ُﺮal-asaateeer) is the plural of “ٌ ( ”اُ ْﺳﻄُﻮْ َرةoosturah), which means stories, tales. {T}.
Some have said that word means a story. The Quran says that when these people are told to deliberate on
historical facts to find out what happened to the nations which indulged in what you too are practicing,
they reply by saying:
ِ
ِ
ِ
ِ
ﲔ
6:25
These are tales from the past, which we have nothing to do with us
َ ْ ا ْن ٰﻫ َﺬا اﱠﻻ اَ َﺳﺎﻃﻴْـُﺮ ْاﻻَﱠوﻟ
The Quran states that previous generations were warned that early nations got destroyed according to the
Law of Requital and that the present generations will also experience the same outcome if their conduct
remains the same.. The present day Mulims who read the Quran have the same attitude as those of the
previous generations. When they are warned about the Law of Requital and what it did to the previous
nations, they say that it was applicable to the Jews, or it was concerning the Christians, or this is about the
pagans (mushrikeen) of Mecca, or this is about the hypocrites of Medina. In other words the entire Quran
is only narrating the tales from the past which has no implications for the modern world. The present day
Muslims claim that the only part that is relevant for us is, where there is a mention of the promises of
paradise and heavenly life. The Quran states that this is their false claim and complacency and has
nothing to do with the accountability process. Each individual is accountable for his deed (45:21). Since
stories and tales are generally made up, “( ” َﺳﻄﱠ َﺮsattara), “ً( ”ﺗَ ْﺴ ِﻄﯿْﺮاtasteera) means to collect lies {T}, and
ْ ( ” َﺳsatrun) means a straight line, therefore “ﱠﻄ ُﺮ
ْ ( ”اَﻟﺴas-satr) also means to cut straight with the
since “ﻄ ٌﺮ
sword.
“( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎطُﻮْ ُرas-saatoor) means knife {T}.
“( ” َﺳ ْﯿﻄَ َﺮ َﻋﻠَ ْﯿ ِہsversera alaih): to stand straight as a row at someone’s head.
This led it to mean “( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤ َﺴ ْﯿ ِﻄ ُﺮal-musatr) which means overseer, guard, imposer {R}.
The Quran says:
88:22
You are not a guardian over them
52:37

ِ
ﺼْﻴ ِﻄﺮ
َ ﻟَ ْﺴ
َ ُﺖ َﻋﻠَْﻴ ِﻬ ْﻢ ﲟ
ﺼْﻴ ِﻄُﺮْو َن
َ اَْم ُﻫ ُﻢ اﻟْ ُﻤ

Are they imposed ones?

In these verses the meanings are equivalent with “ َ( ” َﻣ َﺴﻠﱠﻄُﻮْ نmasallatoon) which means those who are
imposed as guards on someone
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S-Te-W

سطو

ْ ( ” َﺳsatwun), “ًﻄ َﻮة
ْ ( ” َﺳsatwah): to attack or to strongly overpower
“( ” َﺳﻄَﺎ َﻋﻠَ ْﯿ ِہ َوﺑِ ٖہsata alihi wabehi), “ًﻄﻮا
someone.
ْ ( ” َﺳsatwah). Actually it is derived
Raghib says to attack someone physically with bare hands is called “ٌ ﻄ َﻮة
from “ ُ( ” َﺳﻄَﺎ ْاﻟﻔَ َﺮسsatal faras) which means a horse to raise its forelegs and stand on its hind legs {T, R}.
The Quran says:
they might attack any moment
22:72
(commit excesses on them)

ﺎد ْو َن ﻳَ ْﺴﻄُْﻮ َن
ُ ﻳَ َﮑ

Ibn Faris says it basically means anger and overpowering, as well as height.
“( ” َﺳﻄَﺎ ْاﻟ َﻤﺎ ُءsatal ma-o): water level has increased many folds.

S-Ain-D

سعد

ّ ٰ ( ” َﺳ َﻌﺪ َٗهsa’adahul-lah): Allah helped him
“ُ ﷲ
“ُ( ”ﯾَ ْﺴ َﻌﺪهyas-aduhu), “( ” َﺳ ْﻌﺪًاsa’da): he guided him.
“( ” َﺳ ِﻌ َﺪsa’id), “( ”ﯾَ ْﺴ َﻌ ُﺪyas’ud), “( ” َﺳ ْﻌﺪًاsa’da), “ً( ” َﺳ َﻌﺎ َدةsa’adah): he was blessed.
“( ”اَ ْ ِﻻ ْﺳ َﻌﺎ ُدal-eesaad), “ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤ َﺴﺎ َﻋ َﺪةal-musa’adah): to help.
Faraa says it means to follow Allah’s guidance and His commandments.
“( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎ ِﻋ ُﺪas-sa’id): the part of the hand from the elbow to the wrist wherein all the strength lies.
This led to “ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤ َﺴﺎ َﻋ َﺪةal-musa’idah) meaning to help one another, that is because when people go on a
mission to help one another, they walk hand in hand as close companions {T, R}.
The Quran quotes “( ” َﺳ ِﻌ َﺪsaeedun) which has appeared opposite to “( ” َﺷﻘِﯽshaqiun) in (11:105) The later
means going against Allah’s guidance.
“ﯽ
( ” َﺷﻘِ ﱞshaqiyun) too has come against “( ” َﺳ ِﻌ ْﯿ ٌﺪsayedun) in (11:106-108). That is, fortunate is is he who is
close to Allah by opting to follow His guidance to go forward in life, and while “( ” َﺷﻘِ ﱞﯽshaqiyun) is he
who ignores this guidance and thus remains deprived of its benefits. It is an unimaginable personal loss
for those who reject the guidance of Allah as revealed and preserved in the Quran.
Raghib says “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ ْﻌ ُﺪassa’du) and “ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ َﻌﺎ َدةas-sa’adatah) refers to the help which comes from Allah to
those who opt to follow the guidance to help them reach virtue. We sometime hear people saying that
such a thing is “( ”ﺳﻌﺪsa’d) lucky or such a thing is “( ”ﻧﺤﺲnahas) unlucky. Similarly this day is “”ﺳﻌﺪ
(sa’ad) lucky or so and so day “( ”ﻧﺤﺲnahas) is unlucky. This is all non sense and the Quran warns us to
stay from all such beliefs as these keep us away from the righteous path.
Nothing is lucky or unlucky. Any deed which has good result according to the criterion from the Quran is
good and can be called “( ”ﺳﻌﺪsa’ad), and the day on which the result appears can be called “”ﻣﺴﻌﻮد
(masood). Likewise, any deed whose result is bad using the Quranic criterion is called “( ”ﻧﺤﺲnahas) and
the day on which this result appears can be called “( ”ﻣﻨﺤﻮسmanhoos). The days of the week have no
significance at their own since these are simply measurements of time fixed by us to be aware of the
passing time (and life). There is nothing “( ”ﺳﻌﺪsa’ad) or “( ”ﻧﺤﺲnahas) in the stars either. Stars follow
their designed paths according to the known laws and the Quran makes it very clear. These have
absolutely no connection to anyone’s fate. Our fate is in our own hand and this is dependent on our deeds.
More details can be found under the heading (N-H-Sd).
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سعر

S-Ain-R
“( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺴ ْﻌ ُﺮas-so’ar): the heat of the fire, hunger.

Ibn A’rfa says that “( ” ُﺳ ْﻌ ٌﺮso’ar) means something that burns someone.
Faraa says it means to bother, hard work, severe pain, hardship.
“( ” َﺳ َﻌﺮْ ﻧَﺎﮨُ ْﻢ ﺑِﺎﻟﻨﱠ ْﺒﻠِﮩﻢsa’rna hum bin nabl): we shot arrows at them and pierced them {T}.
“( ” َﻣ ْﺴﻌُﻮْ ٌرmas’or) means a man who is very thirsty and hungry {T}. Also one who is greedy for more even
though he has had his fill or one whose desire is never satisfied {M}.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺴ َﻌﺎ ُرas-su’ar): the heat of the fire, or intense hunger.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺴ َﻌﺎ ُرas-sa’er): fire, flaming fire {T}.
Surah An-Nisa says:
Those who unjustly usurp the orphan’s
4:10
possessions, fill themselves with fire and they
will be thrust into flaming fire

اِ ﱠن اﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳْ َﻦ ﻳَﺎْ ُﮐﻠُ ْﻮ َن اَْﻣ َﻮ َال اﻟْﻴَﺘ ٰٰﻤﯽ ﻇُﻠْ ًﻤﺎ اِﱠﳕَﺎ ﻳَﺎْ ُﮐﻠُ ْﻮ َن ﻓِﯽ ﺑُﻄُْﻮ�ِِ ْﻢ ﻧَ ًﺎرا ۔
ًﺼﻠَ ْﻮ َن َﺳﻌِ ْﲑا
ْ ََو َﺳﻴ

What will happen to such people after death is to be seen over there (in the world hereafter). In this life
such people are extremely greedy with unsatiable greed for riches, and they madly pursue easy money..
As such, “( ” ُﺳ ْﻌ ٌﺮso’r) and “( ” ُﺳ ُﻌ ٌﺮso’or) means madness as well {T}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means for something to flare up, to be raised, to be provoked.
“( ” َﺳ َﻌ َﺮsa’ar) and “ب
َ ْ( ” َﺳ ﱠﻌ َﺮ اﻟﻨﱠﺎ َر َو ْاﻟ َﺤﺮsa’aran naar wal hurb) would mean to intensify the battle and make
it rage {T}.
81:12

ِ ْ و اِذَا
ت
ْ اﳉَﺤْﻴ ُﻢ ُﺳ ﱢﻌَﺮ
َ

and when hell will be stoked

This indicates the intensity of the punishment which will be intense according to severity of the
committed crime.

S-Ain-Y

سعی

“ﯽ
ٌ ( ” َﺳ ْﻌsayun) means to intend, to walk fast or move fast, to arrange for something, or struggle for it.
Muheet says that when this word is used to mean go or run, it is followed by “( ”اِ ٰﻟﯽila), like in “ ﻓَﺎ ْﺳﻌَﻮْ ا اِ ٰﻟﯽ
ّ ٰ ( ” ِذ ْﮐ ِﺮfas-au ila zikril lah), and when it is used to mean struggle or strive for, then it is followed by “”ل
ِﷲ
(laam), like in “( ” َﺳ ٰﻌﯽ ﻟَﮩَﺎ اَﻟﺴﱠﺎ ِﻋ ْﯽas-sa’aa laha)
“( ”ﺳﻌﯽas saee) one who tries, also one who collects charitable donations .
The Quran has used this word to mean run (2:260, 20:20), as well as to mean to strive (17:19). That is,
running around, struggle, strive and take action, etc.
The Quran says:
53:39
a man gets what he strives for

ِ ﻟَﻴﺲ ﻟِ ِْﻼﻧْﺴ
ﺎن اِﻻََﻣﺎ َﺳ ٰﻌﯽ
َ َ ْ

This verse guides to a great principle. Economics also dictates that man should only receive the
remuneration for his labour. To take something for nothing or to receive the returns on capital is not
ligitimate as one has not worked for it. The benefits of a system which is built upon this principle can
only be imagined by those who have insight. This principle highlights the fact that a man’s place in
society is determined by the labour he puts in, and not by virtue of his family or other references.
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In the world of Deen this principle establishes the fact that deliverance and happiness accrue only through
one’s own efforts and not by someone’s recommendation or favour.
The Quran has also refuted the concept that every child is born with the sins of his parents. Quran refutes
that he is atoning for the sins committed during his last incarnation. A human being is born with a clean
slate, and he becomes liable to get as many pleasantries of life as he struggles for doing good deeds. This
principle also announces to the world of statesmanship and politics that every human child must get a
level playing field. Nobody should be favoured in this respect nor obstructed. Is this not a revolutionary
idea as a Quranic Principle to be put forward to the modern world?

سغب

S-Gh-B

“َﺐ
َ ( ” َﺳﻐsaghab), “ ُ( ”ﯾَ ْﺴ ُﻐﺐyasghab), “ ُ( ”و َﺳ ِﻐﺐsaghebu), “ ُ( ”ﯾَ ْﺴﻐَﺐyasghab), “ً ( ” َﺳ ْﻐﺒﺎsaghba), “ً” َﻣ ْﺴ َﻐﺒَۃ
(musghaba): to be tired and hungry.
Raghib says it also means to be thirsty.
Ibn Faris says the basic meaning of this root is hunger.
“ُ ( ”اﻟ َﻤ ْﺴ َﻐﺒَۃal-masghabah) means drought.
The Quran says:
Arrange for food of people when hunger and
90:14
strife is all around

اِﻃْ َﻌ ٌﺎم ﻓِ ْﯽ ﻳـَ ْﻮٍم ِذ ْی َﻣ ْﺴﻐَﺒَ ٍﺔ

The Quran has compared it to climbing uphill (90:11-14). To earn with one’s own efforts and to spend
whatever more one earns which exceed his needs at a time when hunger is galore, is a great thing to do
This is what polishes human personality, and this is what Islam aims at. This is what is meant by
establishing a system of ‘raboobiyat’ or welfare. In this connection, these verses of surah Al-Balad are a
great manifestation of truth (90:11-16), and they should be studied in detail as a permanent value. Details
can be found in the book titled Islamic System of Sustenance by G.A.Parwez.

S-F-H

سفح

“( ” َﺳﻔَ َﺢ اﻟ ﱠﺪ َمsafahad-dum): he let blood flow, dropped blood, killed
“( ” َﺳﻔَ َﺢ اﻟ ﱠﺪ ْﻣ َﻊsafahad dum-a): he shed tears
“( ” َﺳﻔَ َﺢ اﻟ ﱠﺪ ْﻣ ُﻊsafahad dum-u): tears rolled down
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤ َﺴﺎﻓَ َﺤۃal-musafaha): to fornicate , because in it the human effort is wasted without any comittment.
Thus in the pre-Islamic era of ignorance when Arabs invited a woman for marriage, they said “”اِ ْﻧ َﮑ ِﺤ ْﯿﻨِﯽ
(inkaheeni) and when they invited only for illicit relationship they said “( ” َﺳﺎﻓِ ِﺤ ْﯿﻨِ ْﯽsaafiheeni).
“( ” َﺳﺎﻓِ ِﺤ ْﯿﻨِ ْﯽas-safeeh) means the fourth arrow among the arrows of chance or gambling which had no
marking and was plain, for which no one had to pay and which was without any result {T}.
The Quran has first listed the women with whom wedlock is forbidden, and then declared that besides
them the marriage is permitted with the rest. This will be “ َﺼﻨِ ْﯿﻦَ َﻏ ْﯿ َﺮ ْﻣ َﺴﺎﻓِ ِﺤ ْﯿﻦ
ِ ْ( ” ُﻣﺤmuhsineena ghaira
musaafeheen) as in 2:24.
“ َﺼﻨِ ْﯿﻦ
ِ ْ( ” ُﻣﺤmusaafeheen) means as related under heading (H-Sd-N).
“ َ( ” ُﻣ َﺴﺎﻓِ ِﺤ ْﯿﻦmusaafeheen) means to waste the human energy in the sexual act. This is meant to point to a
great truth. Let us first see what is the difference between “( ”ﻧﮑﺎحnikah) marriage and “( ”زﻧﺎzina)
fornication. Both include the sexual act and its associated pleasure, but in the former, personal pleasure is
not the only aim, whereas in the latter, only personal pleasure is intended. In fornication both man and
woman try to avoid pregnancy. This is what is meant by wasting the human effort. As such, man should
avoid any fornication which avoids the responsibilities of being married , and if the purpose is only to
obtain sexual pleasure, then according to the Quran it is not permitted.
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In the same surah, it is stated later:
Chaste, not immoral and not those who take
4:25
secret relations

ِ ﱠﺨ َﺬ
ِ ﺖ ﱠوَﻻ ﻣﺘ
ٍ ٰﺖ َﻏﻴـﺮ ﻣ ٰﺴ ِﻔ ٰﺤ
ٍ ُْﳏ
ات اَ ْﺧ َﺪ ٍان
َ
ُ
ُ َ ْ ﺼﻨ

For “( ”اﺧﺬانakhdaan), see under heading (Kh-Dh-N), which means secret friendship, although this word
has appeared in the context of a slave girl of that time as well.
These three terms would mean as under:
i.
ii.
iii.

“ َﺼﻨِ ْﯿﻦ
ِ ْ( ” ُﻣﺤmuhseneen): the form of married relation in which all the limits, rights and duties, and
purpose are kept in mind.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺸﻔَﺎ ُحas-sifaah): fornication which has no form of “muhsinee”, no matter even if it becomes
“acceptable” in a society.
“( ”اِﺗﱠﺨَﺎ ِذ اَ ْﺧﺪَا ِنittekhaazi akhdaan): the fornication which is not permitted, even in permissive
societies.

According to the Quran, only the form mentioned in (i) is permissible.

سفر

S-F-R

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ ْﻔ ُﺮas-safr) basically means to lift off a veil and make it evident.
Muheet says that “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ ْﻔ ُﺮas-safr) means to display or highlight the evident part of something and “”اَ ْﻟﻔَ ْﺴ ُﺮ
(al-fasr), from which “( ”ﺗﻔﺴﯿﺮtafsser) or explanation has been derived from, means to lay open the insides
of something and to make it evident or clear. However, it means to unveil, distinct and make clear.
“ُ ت ْاﻟ َﻤﺮْ أَة
ِ ( ” َﺳﻔَ َﺮsafaratil mar-ah): the woman lifted the veil from her face {R}.
Ibn Faris says it means to open, to disperse and to be clear.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ ْﻔ ُﺮas-safr) also means to sweep clean.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﻤ ْﺴﻔَ َﺮةal-misfarah) means broom.
“( ” َﺳﻔَ َﺮsafar) means to soil or make dirty.
“ت اﻟ ﱢﺮ ْﯾ ُﺢ ْاﻟ َﻐ ْﯿ َﻢ
ِ ( ” َﺳﻔَ َﺮas-safaratir reehul ghaim) i.e. the wind dispersed the clouds.
“( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎﻓِ ُﺮas-saafir) means a traveller.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺴ ْﻔ َﺮةas-sufrah) food for the traveler which is prepared for the journey. After that it started meaning
lunch box, and then “ٌ ( ” ُﺳ ْﻔ َﺮةsufrah) began to mean cloth, mat or plastic that is laid out on the ground as a
table e.g. in some eastern cultures {T}.
“( ” َﺳﻔِ ْﯿ ٌﺮsafeer) means one who arbitrates peace between nations, that is, an ambassador {T}, in a sense
that he brings out what is in both the proponent’s hearts and clears up the matter.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﻔَﺎ َرةas-safaaratu), “ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺴﻔَﺎ َرةas-sifaarah): to try to make peace among nations {T}.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺴ ْﻔ ُﺮas-sifr) a great book or a book which highlights the truth, the plural is “( ”اَ ْﺳﻔَﺎ ٌرasfarah) as in 62:5.
“ًَﺎب َﺳﻔَﺮْ ا
َ ( ” َﺳﻔَ َﺮ ْاﻟ ِﮑﺘsafaral kitaaba safra): wrote the book {T}.
“( ” َﺳﺎﻓِ ٌﺮsaafir) means writer, plural of which s “ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﻔَ َﺮةas-safarah).
“( ”اَ ْﺳﻔَﺮاﻟﺼﱡ ْﺒ ُﺢasfaras subh): the day dawned (became bright).
The Quran says:
74:33
When the morning is well lighted (becomes bright)
80:38

some faces that day will be lighted (happy)

80:15

in the hands of the writers

2:184

during travel
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سفع

S-F-Ain

“( ” َﺳ ْﻔ ٌﻊsaf’un) means to pull after holding something, to singe, to mark. It also means to slap.
“ﺻ ْﯿﺘِ ٖہ ِوﺑِ ِﺮ ﺟْ ﻠِ ٖہ
ِ ( ” َﺳﻔَ َﺢ ﺑِﻨَﺎsafaha bina siyatehi wabirijlihi): caught him by the forelocks or the leg, and pulled
him {T}.
The Quran says:
We will surely pull him by the forelocks (by catching hold of the
66:15
forelocks), will pull them harshly

ِ ﻟَﻨَﺴ َﻔﻌﺎً ﺑِﺎﻟﻨ
ﱠﺎﺻﻴَ ِﺔ
ْ

It means that at last these powerful and rich opposing the Truth will be demeaned and demoralized and
will be overpowered and defeated.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺴ ْﻔ َﻌۃas-suf’ah) means that heap of rubbish that lies in the ruins. Actually this word is used for
blackish colour {T}.
Raghib says “( ” َﺳ ْﻔ ٌﻊsaf’un) means to catch a horse by its black forelocks and pull.
Ibn Faris says it has two basic meanings. One is of blackish colour, and the second is to catch/hold
something by hand.

سفک

S-F-K

ٌ ( ” َﺳ ْﻔsafak): to let flow, usually it means to shed blood {T}.
“ﮏ
“ک
ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﻔﱠﺎas-saffaak): one who sheds too much blood, or a man who is fluent in some language {T}.
The Quran says:
2:30
will shed blood

ُ ﻳَ ْﺴ ِﻔ
َ ﮏ اﻟﺪ
َﱢﻣﺎء

سفل

S-F-L

“( ”اَﻟ ِﺴﻔﱡ ُﻞsiful), “( ”اَﻟ ُﺴﻔﱡ ُﻞas-sufl): lowliness. It is the opposite of “( ” ِﻋ ْﻠ ٌﻮilwun) and “( ”ﻋ ُْﻠ ٌﻮulwun) which mean
height, stature etc.
“( ”اَ ْﻻَ ْﺳﻔَ ُﻞal-asfal): very low, it is the opposite of “( ”اَ ْﻋ ٰﻠﯽaala) which means very high.
“ﺎس
ِ ( ” ِﺳ ْﻔﻠَۃُ اﻟﻨﱠsiflatun naas): lowly, mean people {T}.
The Arabs also call a man “ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﻔِﻠَۃas-saafilah), if he is a guest at a dinner and robs the host {M}.
The Quran says about the punishment of Loot’s nation:
turned the upper class into the lower class
11:82
About the hypocrites, the Quran declares:
4:145
they live in the lowest level of hell

َﺟ َﻌﻠْﻨَﺎ َﻋﺎﻟِﻴَـ َﻬﺎ َﺳﺎﻓِﻠَ َﻬﺎ
ِ ﻓِﯽ اﻟﺪﱠر
ک ْاﻻَ ْﺳ َﻔ ِﻞ ِﻣ َﻦ اﻟﻨﱠﺎ ِر
ْ

This means that they live in a state of continuous inner turmoil. This refers to their state in this life, while
in the hereafter they will face the worst consequences as a result of what they did in this life.
5:95

ِِ
ﲔ
َ ْ اَ ْﺳ َﻔ َﻞ َﺳﺎﻓﻠ

the lowest, even worst
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S-F-N

سفن

“( ” َﺳﻔَﻦَ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ َءsafanash shaiya), “ً ( ”ﯾَ ْﺴﻔِﻨُ ٗہ َﺳ ْﻔﻨﺎyasfinuhu safna): to pare something from the top or to rub it.
“ٌ( ” َﺳﻔِ ْﯿﻨَۃsafeenah) has been derived from it and means a boat, perhaps because boats were made by
scraping out big trunks of trees in the old days. This was how a place to sit inside a boat was made. Or
because when it sails, the boat seems to be parting the water.
“( ” َﺳﻔَﺎ ِءنُ ْاﻟﺒَ ﱢﺮsafaa-inul bar) means camels which are called boats of the desert {T, M, R}.
The Quran says:
18:71
they both boarded the boat
as far the matter related to the boat is
18:76
concerned….

S-F-H

َرﮐِﺒَﺎ ﻓِﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺴ ِﻔﻴْـﻨَﻬﺔ
ُاَﱠﻣﺎ اﻟ ﱠﺴ ِﻔْﻴـﻨَﺔ

سفه

“ٌ ( ” َﺳﻔَہsafah) means stupidity, ignorance, nonsense, uneducated .
“ُ ( ” َﺳﻔِﮩَہsafihahu): to persuade someone to ignorance , or stupidity , to kill someone .
“ً اب َﺳﻔَﮩﺎ
َ ( ” َﺳﻔِہَ اﻟ ﱠﺸ َﺮsafehash sharaaba safaha): is said when a man drinks a lot but his thirst is not
quenched.
“ٌ ( ”ﺛَﻮْ بٌ َﺳﻔِ ْﯿہsaubun safyeh): a poorly and roughly woven cloth, but its basic meanings are being nervous
and in a hurry as well, which are an indication of being emotive and not rationally thinking.
“ٌ ”ز َﻣﺎ ٌم َﺳﻔِ ْﯿہ
ِ (safyeeh) is a person who is perturbed because of a camel which is not stable and its
unpredictability causes concern to the rider - therefore can refer to immature intellect or poor logic {M}.
Those people whose hearts and minds are confused due to their inner psychological state which is in
conflict and are called “ٌ( ” َﺳﻔَﺎ َﮨۃsufaha-a) by the Quran. Because of their such conduct they create
imbalances in a society and behave like hypocrites (2:10-14). These people apparently consider
themselves as very clever and smart but in reality they harm themselves while remaining unaware about
the negative consequences of their wrong conduct (2:12).
At another place the word “ٌ( ” َﺳﻔِ ْﯿہsafeehun) has been used for imbeciles in 2:282. In 6:141, by adding
“ً ( ” َﺳﻔَﮩﺎsafaha) after “( ”ﺑِ َﻐﯿ ِْﺮ ِﻋ ْﻠ ٍﻢbighairi ilm) i.e. without knowledge , it is declared that “ٌ( ” َﺳﻔَﺎﮨَۃsafahah)
means not to use intellect and critical thinking . According to the Quran, not using human intellect and
critical thinking is a very big mistake, as these people then cannot benefit from this ability to the
maximum and as a consequence suffer in this life as well as in the next. Momin is the one who uses his
intellect and critical thinking in the light of the Quranic values as revealed by Allah and takes full
advantage of this life and then moves on to the next life with a developed Self. .
“( ” َﺳﻔَﺎﮨَ ٍۃsafahah) as used in 7:66 means foolishness, unawareness, ignorance.
Surah Al-Baqrah says:
who can be unmindful of the nation of Ibrahim except one who has
2:130
not deliberated upon his very self, who has never even thought
about how a personality develops and why it is important?

ﺐ و َﻋ ْﻦ ﱢﻣﻠﱠ ِﺔ اِﺑْـَﺮ ِاﻫْﻴ َﻢ اِﻻََﻣ ْﻦ
ُ َوَﻣ ْﻦ ﻳـﱠْﺮ َﻏ
ِ
َُﺳﻔﻪَ ﻧـَ ْﻔ َﺴﻪ

Muheet says that it means to demean and to devalue oneself – not giving oneself the significance which it
deserves and not appreciating the possession of a free will which is only available to human beings.
The Quran highlights the significance of accepting the Quran as an external source of guidance with the
permanent values. It also means that the belief in the existence of a Self and its ability to make choices is
part of this conviction which requires guidance to develop itself. This possession of a free will which
makes human beings superior to other creations in the world. Without accepting this fact the belief in God
becomes meaningless as it does not bring any change in the Self. Further details can be found under the
heading (N-F-S).
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سقر

S-Q-R

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ ْﻘ ُﺮas-saqr): heat of the sun.
“ﺲ
َ ( ” َﺳﻘَ َﺮ ْﺗہُ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﻤsaqaratus shams): the sunlight melted it, burned him, and hurt him.
“( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎﻗُﻮْ ُرas-saqoor): a branding iron.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﻘَ ُﺮas-saqar) also means to be distant and enmity {T, M, R}. The Quran has used this word to mean
conditions existing in a state of hell
54:49

ﺲ َﺳ َﻘَﺮ
ذُ ْوﻗُـ ْﻮ َاﻣ ﱠ

get a taste of the ‘saqar’ which distances you
(deprive you) from the pleasantries of life.

سق ط

S-Q-Te

“( ” َﺳﻘَﻂَ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ ُءsaqatash shaiyu): for something to fall down, that is, to fall off the roof, or to fall down while
standing {T, M, R}.
“( ” َﺳﺎﻗَﻄَہsaaqata): to make one do a thing continuously {T, M, R}.
The Quran says:
6:59
no leaf drops
19:25

that tree will drop fresh dates on you regularly

26:187

drop on us

52:44

that which drops

ﻂ ِﻣ ْﻦ َوَرﻗٍَﺔ
ُ َوَﻣﺎ ﺗَ ُﺴ ُﻘ
ِ ﺗُﺴﺎﻗِ ْﻂ َﻋﻠَﻴ
ًﮏ ُرﻃَﺒﺎً َﺟﻨِﻴّﺎ
ْ
َ
ﻓَﺎَ ْﺳ ِﻘ ْﻂ َﻋﻠَْﻴـﻨَﺎ
ًَﺳﺎﻗِﻄﺎ

Surah Al-Airaf says about the Bani Israel:
7:149
they repented

ﻂ ﻓِ ْﯽ اَﻳْ ِﺪﻳْ ِﻬ ْﻢ
َ َوﻟَ ﱠﻤﺎ ُﺳ ِﻘ

Taj says it means to be ashamed and surprised. Zajaj says it means to repent on what one has done
(regret).
Ibn Faris says it means to wring one’s hand in repentance.
Muheet too says it means repentance. Similar meaning appears in the Quran for this word that is to repent
at one’s foolishness and mistakes.

سقف

S-Q-F
ٌ ُ( ” ُﺳﻘsuquf) (43:33).
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ ْﻘﻒas-saqf): roof, plural is “ﻒ

Ibn Faris says its basic meanings are to be high and to be overshadowing.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﻘِ ْﯿﻔَۃas-saqifah): any place that has a roof over it. Usually it means a projected shed. The Arabs also
ٌ ( ” َﺳ ْﻘsaqf) because they think that it is the roof of the earth.
term the sky as “ﻒ
Surah Al-Anbia says:
21:32
we made the sky as a strong roof

ًَو َﺟ َﻌﻠْﻨَﺎ اﻟ ﱠﺴ َﻤﺎءَ َﺳ ْﻘﻔﺎً َْﳏ ُﻔ ْﻮﻇﺎ

This means that the atmosphere is safe because whatever breakages take place in the heavenly bodies gets
grounded or burned to dust in the atmosphere, and thus we are safe from it destruction, as if the sky is like
ٌ ( ” َﺳ ْﻘsaqf), the Arabic metaphor is also at work, since Arabs
a roof over the earth. In calling the sky as “ﻒ
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ٌ ( ” َﺳ ْﻘsaqf) metaphorically to mean roof of the earth. The Quran too has used this word as a
used “ﻒ
metaphor, it does not literally mean roof of a house.
“( ”ﺳﻤﺎءsama’a) too does not mean the blue sky or ‘roof’ over our heads, but the atmosphere above us, or
the heavenly bodies.
Details can be found in (S-M-W).

S-Q-M

سقم

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﻘَﺎ ُمas-saqaam), “( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺴ ْﻘ ُﻢas-suqm): illness, disease.
( ”ﮨُ َﻮ َﺳﻘِ ْﯿ ُﻢ اﻟ ﱠhuwa saqeemus sadri alaih): he has prejudice against him.
“ﺼ ْﺪ ِر َﻋﻠَ ْﯿ ِہ
ْ
ْ
ٌﺐ
“( ”ﻗَﻠ َﺳﻘِﯿ ٌﻢqalbun saqeem): unhappy and frustrated heart {T}.
The nation of Ibrahim was idol-worshippers and star gazers. Ibrahim used to tell people to give up this
practice of having multiple gods besides Allah, and invited them to unity. In this context the Quran says:
ِ َ ﻓَـﻨﻈَﺮ ﻧﻈْﺮةً ﻓِﯽ اﻟﻨﱡﺠﻮِم ۔ ﻓَـﻘ
He deliberated on the star being god, judged it correctly
ﱢﯽ َﺳ ِﻘﻴْ ٌﻢ
َ ُْ ْ َ َ َ َ
37:88
ْ ﺎل اﻧ
and then said: I am very frustrated by your false gods
I am frustrated with you and those you follow other than
اِﻧﱠﺎ ﺑـَُﺮٰء ُؤ ِﻣْﻨ ُﮑ ْﻢ َوِﳑﱠﺎ ﺗَـ ْﻌﺒُ ُﺪ ْو َن ِﻣ ْﻦ ُد ْو ِن اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ
60:4
Allah
ِِ َﻻ اُ ِﺣ ﱡ
ﲔ
6:77
I do not like such gods which change every second
َ ْ ﺐ ْاﻻَﻓﻠ

S-Q-Y

سقی

“ﯽ
ُ ( ”اَﻟ ّﺴ ْﻘas-saqyu): to give someone a drink.
“( ”اَﻟ ّﺴ ْﻘﯿَﺎas-suqya): made him drink, gave him to drink.
“ﯽ
ٌ ” َﺳ ْﻘ
ُ ( ”اﻟ ّﺴ ْﻘas-saqyu), “( ”اَ ْ ِﻻ ْﺳﻘَﺎ ُءal-isqaa): These words have almost similar meanings. Some think that “ﯽ
(saqyun) means to make one drink by mouth and “( ”اِ ْﺳﻘَﺎ ُءisqaa) means to give water or point out water.
Raghib says “ﯽ
ٌ ( ” َﺳ ْﻘsaqy) means to give something to drink or make him drink, and “( ”اِ ْﺳﻘَﺎ ٌءisqa’) means
that you give someone a drink whether he drinks it or not. As such, “( ”اِ ْﺳﻘَﺎ ٌءisqaa) is more composite than
“ﯽ
ٌ ( ” َﺳ ْﻘsaqy).
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺴﻘَﺎﯾَۃas-siqayaa): the place where water is given to drink or the pot or utensil used for giving a drink
(12:70), or the arrangement for drinking (9:19).
“( ”اَ ْ ِﻻ ْﺳﺘِ ْﺴﻘَﺎ ُءal-istisqaa): to ask for a drink of water, or ask for rain.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﻘِ ﱡﯽas-saqiyyo): the cloud which rains hard {M}.
Surah Al-Baqrah says “( ”اِ ْﺳﺘَﺴ ْٰﻘﯽistasqaa) in 2:60, which means to ask for a drink or to ask for rain.
Surah Ash-Shura says:
26:79
it is God who gives me to eat and drink

ِو
ِ ْ اﻟﺬ ْی ﻳـُﻮ ﻳُﻄْﻌِﻤﻨِﯽ وﻳَﺴ ِﻘ
ﲔ
ْ َْ ُ َ
َ

Surah An-Nahal says:
We give you to drink what is in their body
16:66
(honey in bees’ stomach)

ﻧُ ْﺴ ِﻘْﻴ ُﮑ ْﻢ ِﳑﱠﺎ ﻓِ ْﯽ ﺑُﻄُْﻮﻧِﯽ

Surah Ash-Shams says about Saleh’s camel:
91:13
look after God’s camel and about its drink

ﻧَﺎﻗَ َﻢ اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﯽ َو ُﺳ ْﻘ ٰﻴـﻴَﺎ

In the story of Yusuf it is said “ٌ( ” ِﺳﻘَﺎﯾَۃsiqayah) in 12:70, this word has been used for a utensil which has
ٌ ﺻ َﻮا
also been called “ع
ُ ” (swa’a) in 12:72.
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سکب

S-K-B

“ﺐ ْاﻟ َﻤﺎ َء َو اﻟ ﱠﺪ ْﻣ َﻊ
َ ( ” َﺳ َﮑsakabal ma’a wad dama’a): he shed tears and let the water flow.
ْ
“ﺐ اﻟ َﻤﺎ ُء
َ ( ” َﺳ َﮑsakabal maa-oo): water flowed.
“ ٌ( ” َﻣﺎ ٌء َﺳﺎ ِﮐﺐmaa un saakibun), “ ٌ( ” َﻣ َﺴ ُﮑﻮْ بmaskub): the water that flows on the earth’s surface, which has
not be dug out {T}. The scholars have also said it means to drop from above and flow. As such “ َﻣﺎ ٌء
ٌ( ” َﻣ َﺴ ُﮑﻮْ بmaaun masakub) includes the meaning of a waterfall (which drops from a height). The Quran
has used “ ٌ( ” َﻣﺎ ٌء َﻣ َﺴ ُﮑﻮْ بmaa-inn maskub) in 56:31, which means that in a society based on the permanent
values, the to get the necessities of life no one will not be exploited . This means that one will not have to
dig a well to get water. But in a society not based on these values , one will have to strive extremely hard
to get these basic necessities of life (20:117).
“ ٌ( ” َر ُﺟ ٌﻞ َﺳ ْﮑﺐrajulun sakb): a happy man {M}.
“ ُ( ”ﻓَ َﺮسٌ َﺳ ْﮑﺐfarasun sakb): a fast horse.

سکت

S-K-T
ُ ْ( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺴ ُﮑﻮas-sakt): to be quiet, not to speak.
“ت

ٌ ْ( ” ُﺳ ُﮑﻮsukut) and “ﺖ
ٌ ﺻ ْﻤ
The difference between “ت
َ ” (samt) is that the former one is said for things which
are able to speak, but remain silent, and the later one is for things which cannot speak at all. In other
ٌ ﺻ ْﻤ
words, “ﺖ
َ ” (samt) can be said for anything whether it is able to speak or not.
“ ُﻀﺐ
َ ( ” َﺳﮑَﺖَ ْاﻟ َﻐsakat-al-ghazab): his anger cooled down {T}.
The Quran says:
7:154
when Moosa’s anger cooled down

ﺐ
َ َﺖ َﻋ ْﻦ ُﻣ ْﻮ ٰﺳﯽ اﻟْﻐ
َ َوﻟَ ﱠﻤﺎ َﺳ َﮑ
ُﻀ

ٌ ْ( ” ُﺳ ُﮑﻮsukut) has a kind of peace, so here the word “ َ( ” َﺳﮑَﺖsakat) has been used to mean
Raghib says “ت
silence or peace.

سکر

S-K-R
“( ” ُﺳ ْﮑ ٌﺮsukr): to be intoxicated.

Raghib says this is a condition which comes between a man and his intellect. Usually this word is used
for intoxication but such condition can also be produced by anger and in passionate love {T, R}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means “surprise”.
“( ” َﺳ َﮑ ٌﺮsakar): alcohol, intoxication (16:67).
“ٌ ( ” َﺳ ْﮑ َﺮةsakrah): stupor, unconsciousness. This is a condition of stupor.
The Quran has said “ت
ِ ْ( ” َﺳ ْﮑ َﺮةُ اﻟْ َﻤﻮsakaratul maut) in 50:18, which means unconsciousness of death.
Surah An-Nisa says:
4:43
do not go near salaah when you are intoxicated

ﺼ ٰﻠﻮةَ َو اَﻧْـﺘُ ْﻢ ُﺳ َﮑ َﺎر ٰی
َﻻ ﺗَـ ْﻘَﺮﺑـُ ْﻮا اﻟ ﱠ

Here the word “( ” ُﺳ َﮑﺎ َر ٰیsukara) is usually taken to mean stupor, but Lissan-ul-Arab says that it means
overwhelming of sleep.
ٰ ( ”ﺳ ُٰﮑsukaara) has been used for people who are out of their senses due to fear and tribulation (22:2,
“ﺮی
75:72).
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“ٌ ( ” َﺳ ْﮑ َﺮةsakrah) has been used for the stupor that is produced by an overflow of emotions.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ ْﮑ ُﺮas-sakr): to close a canal.
“ت اﻟ ﱢﺮ ْﯾ ُﺢ
ِ ( ” َﺳ ِﮑ َﺮsakiratir reeh): the wind became still.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤﺎ ُء اﻟﺴﱠﺎ ِﮐ ُﺮal-ma’us saakir): standing water.
“ﺎب
َ َ( ” َﺳ َﮑ َﺮ ْاﻟﺒsakarul baab): closed the door {T, R}.
“( ” ُﺳ ﱠﮑ َﺮ ٗهsak-karahu): strangulated him.
Surah Al-Hijr says:
our eyes have been blinded
15:15
(we have been hoodwinked)

ﺼ ُﺎرﻧَﺎ
ْ ُﺳ ﱢﮑَﺮ
َ ْت اَﺑ

In surah An-Nisa:
when you are overwhelmed by sleep do not go
4:43
near salaat

ﺼ ٰﻠﻮةَ َو اَﻧْـﺘُ ْﻢ ُﺳ َﮑ َﺎر ٰی
َﻻ ﺗَـ ْﻘَﺮﺑـُ ْﻮا اﻟ ﱠ

ٰ ( ” ُﺳ َﮑsukarya) is the plural form of “ ُ( ” َﺳ ْﮑ َﺮانsakran) and “ٌ( ” َﺳ ْﮑ َﺮاﻧَۃsakranah)
“ﺎری
Later it is said:
4:43
until you know what you are saying

ﺘﯽ ﺗَـ ْﻌﻠَ ُﻤ ْﻮا َﻣﺎ ﺗَـ ُﻘ ْﻮﻟُْﻮ َن
ّٰ َﺣ

This means in a condition (sleepy condition) when you do not even know what you are saying. There is
no use of saying your prayers in such a condition. It is evident from this verse that if a person does not
understand what salaah is about; there is no use in attending salaah. The first thing is that you should
understand what you are saying in salaah. Only then salaah is of any benefit.
The Quran is to be studied with a view to benefit from the values in our life. To believe that to recite the
words without comprehension can be of some use, is a sort of superstition that was prevalent in the magic
age. . The Quran was revealed to end these false practices and invites us repeatedly to understand the
guidance through the use of intellect and reasoning.

S-K-N

سکن

“( ” ُﺳ ُﮑﻮْ ٌنsukun): not to move, to stop {T}.
“ َ( ” َﺳ َﮑﻦsakana), “ً ( ” َﺳ َﮑﻨﺎsakanan), “( ” ُﺳ ْﮑﻨَﯽsukna): to adopt the style, or to reside {M}.
Raghib says that “( ” ُﺳ ُﮑﻮْ ٌنsukun) means for a mobile thing to become immobile. That is why this word
means to make some place in one’s country or abode.
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺴﮑَﺎنas-sukkaan): a boat’s oar.
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺴ ﱢﮑﯿْﻦas-sikkeen): a knife (12:31), because according to Raghib, it turns the one who is slaughtered
from mobility to immobility.
“( ” ِﻣ ْﺴ ِﮑﯿ ٌْﻦmiskeen): one whose movement has been reduced by hunger and deprivation. There is more of
an element of being needy in it and refers to poverty.
“( ” ِﻣ ْﺴ ِﮑﯿ ٌْﻦmiskeen): he who is insulted and mean.
In surah Al-Kahaf, the boat people have been called “( ” َﻣ َﺴﺎ ِﮐﯿْﻦmasakeen) in 18:79, because they were
unable to do anything against the king’s oppression {T}.
“ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤ ْﺴ َﮑﻨَۃal-maskinah): hardship and strife which makes a man helpless {Al-fazul Mutaradif}.
“( ” ُﺳ ُﮑﻮْ ٌنsukun): poverty and lowliness and weakness {T}.
“ً( ” َﺳ ﱠﮑ ْﻨﺘُ ٗہ ﺗَ ْﺴ ِﮑﯿْﻨﺎsakantuhu taskinah): I removed his tribulations and gave him peace of heart, or made him
immobile.
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The Quran says:
6:97
Allah made the night to give you peace
9:103

ًَﺟ َﻌﻞ اﻟﻠﱠْﻴ َﻞ َﺳ َﮑﻨﺎ
ِ
ﮏ َﺳ َﮑ ٌﻦ َﳍُ ْﻢ
َ َﺻ َﻼﺗ
َ ا ﱠن

your prayer is cause of peace for them

Ibn Faris says that “ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﮑَﻦas-sakn) means any favourite thing which provides peace and tranquillity.
“ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ ِﮑ ْﯿﻨَۃas-sakinah) means peace and contentment and honour.
ُ ( ”اَﻟﺘﱠﺜَﺒat-ta’abbutu), which means peace of mind
Ar-rumani has said that this word means the same as “ﱡﺖ
{Al-fazul Mutaradif}.
“ َ( ”اِ ْﺳﺘَ َﮑﺎنistakaan) means to become demeaned and weak {T}. This is actually derived from (K-W-N) and
not from (S-K-N).
The Quran has used this root to mean to reside somewhere or settle somewhere (2: 35).
ٌ ﺿﻌ
“( ” َوﮨ ٌْﻦwahnuun), “ْﻒ
ُ ” (zo’fun) and “ٌ( ”اِ ْﺳﺘِ َﮑﺎﻧَۃistakanahu) have been used in 3:145 to mean the same
thing, but the order in which they have appeared shows that “ٌ( ”اِ ْﺳﺘِ َﮑﺎﻧَۃistakanahu) is used for extreme
weakness. Since “( ”اِ ْﺳﺘِ َﮑﺎﻧَﺖistakanat) is from (K-W-N), we have also mentioned it under this heading.
“ٌ( ” َﻣ ْﺴ َﮑﻨَۃmaskanah) has been described as God’s wrath (2:61), because it is that inertia due to which a
nation becomes ‘lifeless’ and is devoid of progressing forward.
Surah At-Taubah has used the words “( ”ﻓُﻘَ َﺮا ُءfuqaraa) and “ ُ( ” َﻣ َﺴﺎ ِﮐﯿْﻦmasakeen) together in 9:60.
“( ” ِﻣ ْﺴ ِﮑﯿ ٌْﻦmiskeen) is one whose running business comes to a halt, or he is unable to take part in the
struggle of life due to some mishap. In a Quranic system, no “( ” ِﻣ ْﺴ ِﮑﯿ ٌْﻦmiskeen) can be deprived of the
necessities of life. He can acquire these things, not as a charity , but as his right.
Surah Al-Balad says:
90:15
he who feels lonely in a crowd, and he who is isolated by a society
he who falls down due to some weakness, is trampled upon, the
90:16
Quranic society gets established to provide support to the weak and
lonely

ﻳَﺘِﻴْﻤﺎً َذا َﻣ ْﻘَﺮﺑٍَﺔ
اَْوِﻣ ْﺴﮑِْﻴﻨﺎً َذ َاﻣْﺘـَﺮﺑٍَﺔ

سلب

S-L-B

“ ُ( ”اَﻟﺴ ْﱠﻠﺐas-salb): to wrench something from someone. Some say it means to snatch something from
someone when he is not attentive.
Ibn Faris says it means to take something swiftly, or snatch it.
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﻠُﻮْ بas-saloob): a female camel whose young one has been snatched from her {M}.
“ ُ( ” َﺷ َﺠ َﺮةٌ َﺳﻠِﯿْﺐshajaratun saleeb): a tree whose branches and leaves have fallen.
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﻠِﯿْﺐas-saleeb): a woman whose child has died.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟﺴ ْﱡﻠﺒَۃas-sulbah): to be naked, to be without any clothes on the body {T, R}.
Surah Al-Hajj says:
22:73
if a fly snatches away something from them
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سلح

S-L-H

“( ”اَﻟﺴ َﱢﻼ ُحas-silaah), “( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺴﻠَ ُﺢas-silah): a weapon of war, anything used in a battle to fight or to attack,
arms, metal part of a weapon, sword or its sharpness, a bow without tension, stick. Plural is “ٌ ”اَ ْﺳﻠِ َﺤۃ
(asleha).
4.102

وﻟْﻴَﺄْ ُﺧ ُﺬ ْوا اَ ْﺳﻠِ َﺤﺘَـ ُﻬ ْﻢ

should take their weapons along

“( ” َﺳﻠَ َﺢsalah), “( ”ﯾَ ْﺴﻠَ ُﺢyaslah): for the birds to leave their droppings, but the Quran has not used this word
in these meanings.

سلخ

S-L-Kh

“( ” َﺳﻠَ َﺦsalakha), “( ”ﯾَ ُﺴﻠُ ُﺦyaslukhu), “( ”ﯾَ ْﺴﻠَﺦyaslakh): to skin an animal.
“ُ ﺖ ْاﻟ َﺤﯿﱠۃ
ِ ( ” َﺳﻠَ َﺨsalakhatil hayyah): snake shed its skin.
ْ
“( ”اَﻟﺴﱢﻠ ُﺦas-silkh): snake skin.
“ﺖ ْاﻟ َﻤﺮْ أةُ ِدرْ َﻋﮩَﺎ
ِ ( ” َﺳﻠَ َﺨsalaklhatil mar’atu dir’aha): the woman took off her shirt {T}.
It also means to separate a thing from another in such a way that no residual mark is left behind.
The Quran says:
36:37
we draw the day away from the night

ِ
ﱠﻬ َﺎر
َ اَﻟﻠﱠْﻴ َﻞ ﻧَ ْﺴﻠَ ُﺦ ﻣْﻨﻪُ اﻟﻨـ

This word as used in this verse points to the fact that day is drawn away from nigh in such a way that
there is not even a trace of daylight left in night.
“( ” َﺳﻠَ َﺦ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﮩ ُﺮ وا ْﻧ َﺴﻠَ َﺦsalakhash sharu wansalakh): month passed {T} (9:5).
“ُ( ”اِ ْﻧ َﺴﻠَ َﺦ ِﻣ ْﻨہinsalakha minhu): leaving something, or donning it off. He has become naked or is devoid of
it.
Surah Al-Airaf posts an example:
We gave him our laws and he put them on one
7:175
side like a snake sheds its skin

اٰﺗَـْﻴـﻨٰﻪُ آ ٰﻳﺘِﻨَﺎ ﻓَﺎﻧْ َﺴﻠَ َﺦ ِﻣﻨْـ َﻬﺎ

This can be related to the state of the Muslims who claim to have the Quran as a book of guidance, but
have abandone it as quoted in the verse earlier. But thanks to Allah, the Quran is preserved in its original
text and and anyone looking for guidance can study it and can benefit from its permanent values.

S-L-S-L

سلسل

“ُ ( ”اَﻟﺴ ْﱠﻠ َﺴﻠَۃas-salsalah): to link a thing with another.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟﺴ ْﱢﻠ ِﺴﻠَۃas-silsilah): a chain.
“( ”ﺗَ َﺴ ْﻠ َﺴ َﻞ ْاﻟ َﻤﺎ ُءtasalsalal ma’a): the water went continuously down the throat {T, R}.
“( ” َﺳ ﱠﻞsall): to pull something. See heading (S-L-L).
The Quran has used “( ” ِﺳ ْﻠ ِﺴﻠَ ٍۃsilsilah) in 69:32 to mean chain, plural of which is “( ” َﺳ َﻼ ِﺳ ُﻞsalasil) as in
76:4. One link gets linked to another and so on, and thus forms a chain.
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سلط

S-L-Te

“ُ( ”اَﻟﺴ ْﱠﻠﻂas-sult), “ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﻠِ ْﯿﻂas-saleet): hard and strong.
“ُ( ”اَﻟﺘﱠ ْﺴﻠِ ْﯿﻂat-tasleet): to make dominating, to give domination and power.
ّ ٰ ُ( ” َﺳﻠﱠﻄَہsallatulaahu alaih): Allah gave dominance and power over him (4:90).
“ﷲُ َﻋﻠَ ْﯿ ِہ
Ibn Faris says it means domination and power.
“ﺎر
ِ ( ” َﺳ ْﻠﻄَﺎنُ اﻟﻨﱠsaltuwanun naar): for the fire to flare up {T}.
“ ُ( ”اَﻟﺴ ْﱡﻠﻄَﺎنas-sultaan): reason, proof, sign, evidence. {T}.
Mohammed bin yazeed has said that it has been derived from “ٌ( ” َﺳﻠِﯿْﻂsaleet) which means olive oil which
ٌ َ( ”ﺳ ُْﻠﻄsultan) will only be that argument which is based on reasoning
is used to provide light . As such, “ﺎن
and evidence with capacity to enlighten itself and show any matter like light {T}.
The Quran says:
37:156 or do you have clear proof

ﲔ
ٌْ ِاَْم ﻟَ ُﮑ ْﻢ ُﺳﻠْ ٰﻄ ٌﻦ ُﻣﺒ

But as per the meaning of “ُ( ”اَﻟﺴ ْﱠﻠﻂas-sult), it also means domination and power. This word has been used
several times by the Quran to mean this.
ٌ ( ”ﺑَﯿﱢ ٰﻨbayyenaat) clear reasoning (14:9),
In surah Ibrahim it is said that God sent the messengers with “ﺖ
but the opponents refused to accept them saying that they would not obey until they are under their
governance.
Iblees is told in surah Al-Hijr:
you will have no power over those who decide to follow
15:42
My guidance

ِ ِ ِﱠ
ﮏ َﻋﻠَْﻴ ِﻬ ْﻢ ُﺳ ْﻠ ٰﻄ ٌﻦ
َ َﺲ ﻟ
َ ان ﻋﺒَﺎد ْی ﻟَْﻴ

This word has also been used to mean capable or having the right to something in surah Bani Israel
(17:33). Here domination is implied in the meaning.
Surah An-Nisa says:
4:153
And We gave Moosa domination and power

ًواٰ ﺗِْﻴـﻨَﺎ ُﻣ ْﻮ ٰﺳﯽ ُﺳﻠْﻄَﺎﻧًﺎ ُﻣﺒِْﻴﻨﺎ

Surah Al-Haqq also has used “( ”ﺳ ُْﻠﻄَﺎﻧِﯿَ ْہsultaniah) in this meaning (69:29).
In surah Ar-Rahman there is a verse which points to a great fact:
ِ ﺲ اِ ِن اﺳﺘﻄَﻌﺘﻢ اَ ْن ﺗَـْﻨـ ُﻔ ُﺬوا ِﻣﻦ اَﻗْﻄَﺎ ِر اﻟ ﱠﺴ ٰﻤ ٰﻮ
If you have the power (the capability) to go
ِْ اﳉِ ﱢﻦ و
ِ ْاﻻﻧ
ت
ْ ْ
ْ ُْ َ ْ
َ ْ ٰﳝَْﻌ َﺸَﺮ
beyond the planets or the stars, then do it , go
ِْ و
ِ اﻻ ْر
ض ﻓَﺎﻧْـ َﻔ ُﺬ ْوا
beyond them
َ
Here all mankind is addressed which includes both uncivilized and civilized people. Death is a mystery
for human beings. The universe around us is also a mystery and modern man has tried hard to go beyond
the earth’s orbit to satisfy his inquisitiveness e.g. moon landing and sending probes to the mars. In this
verse there is a pointer to an important sign saying you wish to go beyond the limits of this material
visible universe. However, there is a limit of human physical self which cannot go beyond the physical
world. The Quran has pointed to an ability which man can attain through the following of the permanent
ٌ َ( ” ُﺳﻠَﻄsultan), i.e. the power to be attained through obeying Allah’s laws. The
values which is called “ﺎن
Quran has declared through the Messenger’s (pbuh)reference:
17:80

ِ ِ
ِ َﮏ ﺳﻠْﻄَﺎﻧﺎً ﻧ
ًﺼ ْﲑا
ْ َو
ُ َ ْاﺟ َﻌ ْﻞ ﻟ ْﯽ ﻣ ْﻦ ﻟﱠ ُﺪﻧ

And bestow me with the helping power

We know the fact that human physical self ultimately dies and has limitations. However, the Quran deals
with the human Self which operates through choices and decision making in this life and has the ability to
survive our death. The Quran points to this fact that if man chooses to live within the guidance then he
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ٌ َ( ” ُﺳﻠَﻄsultan). This helps self-development and strengthens it and gradually makes it
can this power or “ﺎن
develop ability to go beyond the physical boundaries of this visibsle universe. This is only possible by
accepting the Quranic guidance. But this does not mean the so-called spiritual development propagated by
ٌ َ( ” ُﺳﻠَﻄsultan) means such power and domination as annihilates all evil forces and
monasticism. This “ﺎن
establishes Allah’s law effectively in a society. Physical forces can take man to the moon and stars, but
they will keep him within this universe. Only human personality can go beyond, provided that it creates
ٌ َ( ” ُﺳﻠَﻄsultan) to which the Quran has pointed.
the “ﺎن

سلف

S-L-F

“ض
َ ْ( ” َﺳﻠَﻒَ ْاﻻَرsalafal arda), “( ”اَ ْﺳﻠَﻔَﮩَﺎaslafaha): to cultivate the land or to level it.
“( ” َﺳﻠَﻒَ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ ُءsalafush shaiyi): the thing passed, went ahead.
“( ” َﺳﻠَﻒَ ﻓُ َﻼ ٌنsalafa fulan): that man went ahead.
“ َ( ”اَ ْﺳﻠَﻒaslafa): sent ahead, presented.
“ ُ( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎﻟِﻒas-saalif): the one who passes ahead
“ُ ( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎ اﻟِﻔَۃas-salifah): predecessor who stays ahead in battle or travel {R}.
Ibn Faris says it means to be ahead and to supersede, to excel.
Surah Al-Baqrah says:
2:275
that which has been taken earlier, belongs to him

ﻒ
َ َﻓَـﻠَﻪُ َﻣﺎ َﺳﻠ

Surah Az-Zakhraf says about annihilated civilisations :
43:56
we made them predecessors
Above verse is referring to nations from the past whose history now remain as an example.
Surah Al-Haqq says:
69:24
whatever you did earlier

ًٰﻬ ْﻢ َﺳﻠَﻔﺎ
ُ َو َﺟ َﻌﻠْﻨـ

ِﲟَﺎ اَ ْﺳﻠَ ْﻔﺘُ ْﻢ

سلق

S-L-Q

ُ ( ”اَﻟﺴ ْﱠﻠas-salq): this root basically means to rise or climb {M}.
“ﻖ
“ﻖ اﻟْ ِﺠﺪَا َر
َ ( ”ﺗَ َﺴﻠﱠtasallaqil jidaar): he climbed the wall.
“ﻖ ﻋ َٰﻠﯽ ﻓِ َﺮا ِﺷ ٖہ
َ ( ”ﺗَ َﺴﻠﱠtasallaqa ala firashehi): due to sadness and grief he couldn’t sleep and kept changing
sides in the bed .
“ﻖ ﻓُ َﻼﻧﺎ ً ﺑِﺎﻟﺴﱠﻮْ ِط
َ َ( ” َﺳﻠsalaqa fulanan bis saut): he skinned the man with his whip.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﻠِ ْﯿﻘَۃas-saleeqah): the footsteps and hoof marks on a treaded path , thin, fine bread, also temperament
{T}.
ُ ( ”اَﻟﺴ ْﱠﻠas-salq) means to lay down something forcibly, either with the hands or by
Raghib writes that “ﻖ
word of motuh{R}, and “ً ﻖ ﻓُ َﻼﻧﺎ
َ َ( ” َﺳﻠsalaqa fulana) means he flattened him {T}.
The Quran says:
33:19
These people hurt you with their words (remarks)

َﺳﻠَ ُﻘ ْﻮُﮐ ْﻢ ﺑِﺎَﻟْ ِﺴﻨَ ٍﺔ

Say accusations against you (the messenger), wish to control and overpower you with these satirical
utterings .
Ibn Faris says it has so many different meanings that it is difficult to find a common thread though all.
However from its use in the Quran, the term predominantly has an element of causing hurt to someone
else.
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سلک

S-L-K

“ﮏ
َ َ( ” َﺳﻠsalak) actually means for one thing to enter another or make it to enter.
“ﺐ
َ َ( ” َﺳﻠsalaka yadahu fil jabeeb): he put his hand into his shirt front {T}.
ِ ﮏ ﯾَﺪ َٗه ﻓِﯽ ْاﻟ َﺠ ْﯿ

َ ” (khait) is any string that is either used for
While explaining their difference, Muheet says that “ٌﺧﯿْﻂ
ٌ ( ” ِﺳ ْﻠsilk).
sewing or as a garland around the neck, but the string in which pearls etc. are put, is called “ﮏ
The string which is already adorned with pearls etc. is called “ٌﺳ ْﻤﻂ
ِ ” (simt) {M}.
“ک
ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺴﻠُ َﻮas-salook) means to enter a path {M}.
“ﮏ
َ َ( ” َﺳﻠsalak) is to walk or make to walk, to enter or make to enter.
“ﮏ
َ َ( ”اَ ْﺳﻠaslak): to make someone walk, to make someone or something to enter {T}.
The Quran says:
15:12
this way We enter it into the hearts of criminals
20:53

And made pathways for you (on the earth)

71:20

so that you walk on them (travel on them)

S-L-L

ِ
ِ
ﲔ
َ َِﮐ َﺬاﻟ
َ ْ ﮏ ﻧَ ْﺴﻠُ ُﮑﻪُ ﻓ ْﯽ ﻗُـﻠُ ْﻮ ِب اﻟْ ُﻤ ْﺠ ِﺮﻣ
ًﮏ ﻟَ ُﮑ ْﻢ ﻓِْﻴـ َﻬﺎ ُﺳﺒُﻼ
َ ََو َﺳﻠ
ﻟﺘَ ْﺴﻠُ ُﮑ ْﻮا ِﻣﻨْـ َﻬﺎ

سلل

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ ﱡﻞas-sal): to extricate something quietly and with softness.
Ibn Faris has also added, extricating something secretly, in its basic meaning.
ٌ ( ” َﺳﯿsaifun saleel): the sword that has been pulled out of the scabbard.
“ْﻒ
“ُ ( ”اَﻟﺴ َﱡﻼﻟَۃas-sulalah): the part that which is extricated {T}.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤ ْﺴﻠُﻮْ ُلal-maslool): that which is extracted, the man or animal whose testicles have been removed
(made impotent) {M}.
The Quran says that man was created from “( ”ﺳ ُٰﻠﻠَ ٍۃ ِﻣ ْﻦ ِط ْﯿ ٍﻦsulaalatim min teen) according to 23:14. Here it
means a substance which has been culled from the matter both organic and inorganic. We know our body
is composed of organic and inorganic matter such as found in the soil. .
“( ”اِ ْﻧ َﺴ ﱠﻞinsalla) and “( ”ﺗَ َﺴﻠﱠ ُﻞtasallal): he went away secretly, slipped away quietly.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﻠﱠۃas-sallah): to steal secretly, theft.
“( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎ ﱡلas-saal), “( ”اَﻟﺴ ﱠﱠﻼ ُلas-sallaal), “( ”اَ ْﻻَ َﺳ ﱡﻞal-asallu): thief {T}.
Surah An-Noor says:
24:63
those of you who slip away quietly
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S-L-M

سلم

Since this is the root from which the word “( ”اِﺳ َْﻼ ٌمIslam) is derived, its basic meanings must be
comprehended properly, because these meanings will be used to explain various aspects of the word
Islam.
“( ” َﺳﻠِ َﻢsa-lima): he became clean (or free) from all sorts of faults, limitations, weaknesses. All his
shortcomings were removed .
“( ” َﺳﻠَ َﻢ اﻟ ﱠﺪ ْﻟ َﻮsalamad dalau): he prepared a strong bucket (e.g. for drawing water from a well).
In surah Al-Baqrah it is said about the cow of Bani Israel:
2:71
It is free from all bodily marks (faults) and is spotless

ُﻣ َﺴﻠﱠ َﻤﺔٌ َﻻ ِﺷْﻴﺔَ ﻓِﻴْـ َﻬﺎ

As such “( ” َﺳﻠِ َﻢsa-lima): basically means to be pure and to be without any blemish. This is in realtion to
the complete development of human abilities so that no failings and inadequacies remain in the Self.
The other meaning of this root is to be protected from dangers, accidents, or disasters.
Ibn Faris has said that it means more of health and wellbeing than anything else.
ٰ ْ َ( ” َﺳﻠِ َﻢ ِﻣﻦsalima minal aafateh salamah): he remained safe from disasters.
“ًاﻻﻓَ ِۃ َﺳ َﻼ َﻣۃ
ٰ
ّ ( ” َﺳﻠﱠ َﻤ ٗہsallamahullahu tasleemah): Allah kept him safe from any disaster.
“ً ﷲُ ﺗَ ْﺴﻠِﯿْﻤﺎ
The Quran has mentioned one attribute of God as “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﻼَ ُمas-salam) in 59:23, which is generally taken to
mean “free of all blemishes and weaknesses”. However, Taj-ul-Uroos says that those who have used this
meaning have committed a grave error. This is because “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﻼَ ُمas-salam) is something from which
protection is sought, and “( ” َﺳﺎﻟِ ٌﻢsalim) is one who seeks protection, or someone who wants to be
protected against evil or misfortune that is imminent. Thus Allah has been pronounced “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﻼَ ُمas-salam)
because He has protected all creations from disasters and His system e.g. the Solar System is thus running
well protected without interference from outside for a time appointed. Therefore, “” (salaam) would also
mean to be safe from disasters and troubles. This is the second meaning of the root.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺴﻠﱠ ُﻢas-sullam) means a ladder, i.e, a safe and dependable means for climbing. Thus the third meaning
of this root is the means through which somebody can reach new heights safely and reliably.
“( ”اَﻟﺴ ْﱢﻠ ُﻢas-silm) means to live peacefully and amicably. It means amity and thus the fourth meaning of this
root would be to live peacefully and to establish peace and security for all in the world.
“ﺖ اﻟ َﺨ ْﯿ ُﻞ
ِ ( ”ﺗَ َﺴﺎﻟَ َﻤtasaalamatil khail): horses moving together, synchronizing their feet and galloping in
tandem, and for none of the horses doing something which may frighten other horses or cause stampede.
This projects a concept of harmony and team work of an Islamic Society.
“( ”اَﻟﺴ ْﱢﻠ ُﻢas-silmu), “( ”اﻟﺴ َﱠﻼ ُمas-salsaam): obedience, to bow before. Therefore, the fifth basic meaning of
the root would be to completely and willingly follow the laws of the Quran.
Nawab Siddiq Hasan Khan writes that S-L-M basically has the element of compassion and humility {Alilm-ul-akhlaaq}.
“ْﻖ
ِ ( ”اِ ْﺳﺘَ ْﺴﻠَ َﻢ ﺛَ َﮑ َﻢ اﻟﻄﱠ ِﺮﯾistaslam akamat tareeq): he walked in the middle of the road and kept straight path.
ً“( ”ﻗَﺎﻟُﻮْ ا َﺳ َﻼﻣﺎqaalu sal-ah): they adopt the balanced path as defined in the Quran and do not do anything
that is against the permanent values. Thus the sixth meaning of this root would be to adopt the balanced
path of moderation and to avoid things which have negative influences and are obstructive.
ُ ْ( ”اِ ْﺳﺘَﻠَ َﻢ اﻟ ﱠﺰرistalamz zar-u): the ears of corn came out. This is the seventh meaning of this root which
“ع
refer to the multiplied reward of human righteous efforts.
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“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﻠِ َﻤۃas-salimah): refers to a woman who is extremely pretty and attractive. Thus the eighth meaning
of this root refer to beauty and pleasant looks.
To summarise all this Islam “( ”اَ ْ ِﻻﺳ َْﻼ ُمal-islam) is the name of a system in which all shortcomings of an
individual are addressed and his potentials are fully developed. The system in which he/she is given
protection from the negative forces and influences and he/she feels secure. The individual lives in peace
and works to extend this peace to his fellow human beings across the world. He lives in complete
harmony with others in his society and does nothing to cause annoyance to others and thus contribute to
imbalance in the society. . This is only possible when he willingly follows the permanent values of the
Quran He does not cross the defined limits knowingly and believes in the working of the law of requital.
This way his efforts will be fruitful and do not go waste. Not only will his own personality be balanced
and develop further, but he will contribute effectively for the well being of others.
This is the path that will result in success. If anyone adopts any other path, he will not be able to produce
these results and he will ultimately be a loser (3:84). This is called Islam and is preserved within the folds
of the Quran (20: 47). This means that Islam = The Quran.
The Quran has used the word “( ” ُﻣ ْﺴﻠِ ٌﻢmuslim) extensively that it is not possible to mention all references.
Some selected ones are presented:
ُﻣ َﺴﻠﱠ َﻤﺔٌ َﻻ ِﺷﻴَﺔَ ﻓِﻴْـ َﻬﺎ
2:71
he is free from all faults and is impeccable
2:33

52:38

when you have given (handed over)
(you had started to quarrel among yourselves) so Allah
protected you from its destructive effects
reaching loftiness

8:61

amity

2:112

obedient

8:43

اِ َذا َﺳﻠﱠ ْﻤﺘُ ْﻢ
َوٰﻟ ِﮑ ﱠﻦ اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪَ َﺳﻠﱠ َﻢ

ُﺳﻠﱠ ٌﻢ
َواِ ْن َﺟﻨَ ُﺤ ْﻮا ﻟِﻠ ﱠﺴﻠْ ِﻢ
َﺳﻠَ َﻢ
ْ َﻣ ْﻦ أ

ٌ ( ”اِ ْﯾ َﻤiman) separately (30:53). “ﺎن
ٌ ( ”اِ ْﯾ َﻤiman) means to
Surah Ar-Rom has mentioned “( ”اِﺳ َْﻼ ٌمislam) and “ﺎن
believe in something which is Ture and “( ”اِﺳ َْﻼ ٌمislam) is to then follow it with complete unity of thought
and conviction. As against those who have accepted the faith by word of mouth, but their hearts are
devoid of the faith. They too are said to be “( ” ُﻣ ْﺴﻠِ ٌﻢmuslim), but not “( ” ُﻣ ْﺆ ِﻣ ٌﻦmomin) (49:14).
Surah An-Namal has used the word “( ”ﻣﺴﻠﻤﯿﻦmuslemin) to mean those who do not break the limits, or
transgress them, but rather become obedient (27:3).
Surah Maryam has used the word “( ” َﺳ َﻼ ٌمsalam) opposite to “( ”ﻟَ ْﻐ ٌﻮlaghu) which means useless things –
something which wastes time and energy.
A man with these characteristics has been called one with a “( ”ﺳﻠﯿﻢsaleem) heart (26:89), and a nation
with these characteristics is called “ﮏ
َ ( ”اُ ﱠﻣۃً ُﻣ ْﺴﻠِ َﻤۃً ﻟﱠummatan muslimal-laka), or a nation which follows the
laws of Allah (2:128). Every individual of this nation has a duty to say “( ” َﺳ َﻼ ٌم َﻋﻠَ ْﯿ ُﮑ ْﻢsalamun alaikum) to
everyone he meets (7:46). It means that I wish you peace and security and all the good things mentioned
above. The other returns the same complements and thus the whole society rings with the sounds of “ ً َﺳ َﻼﻣﺎ
ً ( ” َﺳ َﻼﻣﺎsalaman salaman).
It is said in 3:66 about Ibrahim that he was neither a Jew nor a Christian, but rather “ً ( ” َﺣﻨِ ْﯿﻔًﺎ ﱡﻣ ْﺴﻠِﻤﺎhanifan
muslima). This is the title used for followers of Allah’s Deen, even before the advent of the Quran
(22:78). To belong to some sect is against Islam, because sectarianism is against the Quranic teachings
(30:32) - the Quran has declared mankind as one community (2:213).
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“( ”ﻣﺴﻠﻢmuslim) and “( ”ﻣﺸﺮکmushrik) are opposite of each other at thought and belief level, same is
meant by “( ”ﮐﻔﺮkufr) and “( ”اﺳﻼمislam) (9:74). It must be well understood that a Muslim can never be a
criminal, if he commits a crime, then he is technically not a Muslim anymore. That is why the Quran says:
68:35

ِ
ِِ
ﲔ
َ ْ ﲔ َﮐﺎﻟْ ُﻤ ْﺠ ِﺮ ﻣ
َ ْ اَﻓَـﻨَ ْﺠ َﻌ ُﻞ اﻟْ ُﻤ ْﺴﻠﻤ

Would We make Muslims as criminals?

Therefore he who follows Allah’s laws is a Muslim.
“( ”اَ ْ ِﻻﺳ َْﻼ ُمal-islam) is the code of conduct for life that Allah has designated for mankind available as an
alternative and it is upto us to accept it or not to accept it. No other code of life is acceptable to Allah than
Islam – because this is not based on human emotions and is based on the permanent values which do not
change with time.
Surah Aal-e-Imran says:
Do these people prefer a Deen other than that
3:82
designated by Allah?
(Even though) everything in the heavens and
the earth is subjected to His laws accepting it
3:82
willingly or unwillingly and at every step they
have to follow his law

اَﻓَـﻐَْﻴـَﺮ ِدﻳْ ِﻦ اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ ﻳـَْﺒـﻐُ ْﻮ َن

ِ وﻟَﻪ اَﺳﻠَﻢ ﻣﻦ ﻓِﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺴ ٰﻤ ٰﻮ
ِ ت َو ْاﻻَْر
ض ﻃَ ْﻮﻋﺎً ﱠوَﮐ ْﺮﻫﺎً َواِﻟَْﻴ ِﻪ ﻳـُْﺮ َﺟ ُﻌ ْﻮ َن
َْ َ َ َُ

After that it is said:
And if man wants to experiment (another Deen)
3:84
then he can try, but then he will find that
ultimately he is the loser

ِ
ِ
ِ
َُوَﻣ ْﻦ ﻳـَْﺒﺘَ ِﻎ َﻏﻴْـَﺮ ْاﻻ ْﺳ َﻼِم دﻳْـﻨَﺎ ﻓَـﻠَ ْﻦ ﻳـُ ْﻘﺒَ َﻞ ﻣﻨْﻪ

Anyone who adopts any other code of life except Islam will not be accepted i.e. will not get the benefit as
one will get by following Islam. This is the same code of life that was given to all previous messengers
and ultimately was completed with the advent of the Quran.
Allah has chosen this code of life for all humanity (5:3). As such, under the Sun, there is no other code of
life other than that which Allah has termed “( ”اَ ْ ِﻻﺳ َْﻼ ُمal-islam), and is not to be found anywhere else
except in the Quran. The followers of this Deen are called “( ”ﻣﺴﻠﻤﯿﻦmuslimeen), and a “( ”ﻣﺴﻠﻢmuslim) is
one who believes that the Quran is a complete code of life revealed by Allah . Since it is complete
therefore there is no need for any other messenger.

سلو

S-L-W

“( ” َﺳ ْﻠ َﻮ ٰیsalwa): anything which provides consolation, reassurance.
“( ”اَﻟﺴ ْﱠﻠ َﻮ ٰیas-salwa): honey, as well as meat {T}.
“ْﺶ
ِ ( ” َﺳ ْﻠ َﻮةٌ ِﻣﻦَ اﻟ َﻌﯿsalwatun minal aish): a comfortable life which is free from fear and tribulation {M}.
“ً( ” َﺳ َﻼهُ َﻋ ْﻨہُ ﺗَ ْﺴﻠِﯿَۃsalahu unhu tasleehi): he made him forget his grief {T}.
“( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎﻟِ ْﯽas-saali): one who forgets sadness and grief {M}.
“ُ ( ” َﺳ َﻼهsalaahu): he gave up his memory and mitigated his sorrow {T}.
“( ”اَﻟﺴ ْﱠﻠ َﻮ ٰیas-salwa): a white coloured bird which the Bani Israel were given to eat in the valleys of Sinai
(2:57) {T}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means a comfortable life with plenty of luxuries.
Raghib says that it means anything which gives solace.
Also see under heading (M-N-N)
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ﺳﻠﯿﻤﺎن
ؑ

Suleman

Among the messengers of the Bani Israel, Suleman had a prominent position due to his fame and
execution of power. He was the son of Dawood (38:30) and his heir (27:16). He was had great desire to
acquire knowledge and had developed the ability make effective decisions (27:15). Although in those
days the kingdom was acquired just for being the king’s son, Suleman was designated king because of his
special qualities. Civilized and uncivilized people (djinn and inns) were included in his armies and
cavalry brigades (27:17). His naval fleet was also very famous at the time. The Quran has quoted saying
that the winds were made subservient to him (21:28), meaning that he used his knowledge of the winds to
employ his ships.. The rebellious mountainous tribes were brought under control by employing them on
different tasks during his reign (21:82). They used to construct big buildings, design statues and draw
pictures for him (34:12-13). During this period, the nation of Saba was ruling over the eastern part of
Yemen, and they were Star worshipers. They were ruled by a queen. Suleman went to war with her nation
which eventually became subservient to Allah (27:20-44). The Quran has noted some of this detail by
stating that his army had passed through the valley of “( ”ﻧﻤﻞnamal) (27:18-19). “( ”ﮨُﺪ ﮨُﺪhuud huud) was
an officer in this army (27:20-21).
Suleman was a grand and powerful king but his heir proved to be very weak (34:14). The Torah mentions
him as Solomon in detail. As happens in human reporting of the history the Jews have fabricated a lot of
stories of sorcery and superstition about him. The Torah carries some of these stories and narrations
which are refuted by the Quran (2:102).

سمد

S-M-D

Ibn Faris says that its basic meaning is to keep going without stopping.
“( ” َﺳ َﻤ َﺪsamada), “( ” ُﺳ ُﻤﻮْ دًاsamooda): to raise the head high out of pride {T}.
“اﻻﺑِ ُﻞ ﻓِ ْﯽ َﺳﯿ ِْﺮﮨَﺎ
ِْ ت
ِ ( ” َﺳ َﻤ َﺪsamadatil ibilu fee saireha): the camels went straight ahead with speed. From this the
meaning is derived that they did so out of rebellion and pride, or that they did as they liked.
“( ” َﺳ َﻤ َﺪsamada), “( ”ﯾَ ْﺴ َﻤ ُﺪyasmadu) means to be pushed high.
“( ” َﺳﺎ ِﻣ ٌﺪsaamid): one who is left standing in wonderment, perhaps because he too stands with his head
high.
Ibn-ul Airabi says it means a man who is engaged in the pleasures of life and neglects his responsibility
{T}.
Muheet says that “( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺴ ُﻤﻮْ ُدas-sumud) means for the face to be distorted due to worries and grief {M}.
The Quran says about the opponents:
You ridicule instead of worrying because you
53:60-63 are unaware of the (bad) results that your
deeds are going to produce

ﻀ َﺤ ُﮑ ْﻮ َن َوَﻻ ﺗَـْﺒ ُﮑ ْﻮ َن َو اَﻧْـﺘُ ْﻢ َﺳ ِﺎﻣ ُﺪ ْو َن ۔
ْ ََوﺗ
ِ
ٰ
ِ
ﺎﺳﺠ ُﺪ ْوااﻟﻠّ ِﻪ َو ْاﻋﺒُ ُﺪ ْو
ْ َﻓ

According to this sentence “ َ( ” َﺳﺎ ِﻣ ُﺪوْ نsamidoon) would mean to be unaware.
But after that it is said “( ”ﻓَﺎ ْﺳ ُﺠ ُﺪوْ ِ ٰ ّہﻠﻟ َوا ْﻋﺒُ ُﺪوْ اfasjudul lahi wa’bedu). Here “ ْ( ” َﺳﺎ ِﻣ ُﺪوsaamedoon) would mean
that you are very rebellious and proud, and do whatever suits you. It is better for you to leave this path
and willingly follow Allah’s guidance.
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S-M-R

سمر

“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺴ ْﻤ َﺮةas-sumrah): fair complexion (as colour of wheat).
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ ْﻤ َﺮا ُءas-samra’a): wheat.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ َﻤ ُﺮas-samara): night or conversation at night, nightly tales.
“( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎ ِﻣ ُﺮas-saamir): a congregation for story telling at night. It is also used for a story teller, singular as
well as plural (23:67).
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ ِﻤ ْﯿ ُﺮas-sameer) means story teller.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤ َﺴﺎ ِﻣ ُﺮal-musaamir): a companion or fellow participant in a gathering at night for gossip and story
telling.
“( ” ِﺳ َﻤﺎ َرةُ ا ﻟﻠﱠ ْﯿ ِﻞsimaratul lail): to talk at night.
“( ” َﺳ ِﻤ ْﯿ ٌﺮsamiyar) also means period, era {R}.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎ ِﻣ َﺮةas-saamirah), “ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ َﻤ َﺮةas-samarah): a Jewish tribe. They differ in some things with the
mainline Jews, for instance, they believe that no messenger will come after Moosa. They also believe in
the caste system. They think that the city of Nablus (where they lived) is the holy city. There are two sects
among them, kushaan and dushaan. These are the people whom the samari is said to have led to worship
the golden calf built by him after Moosa, had gone up the mount to receive the commandments from God.
Muheet says “ُ( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎ ِﻣ َﺮةas-saamirah) is also a place in Palestine and a tribe as well which resides in
Nablus. They are very few in number and believe that they become impure if touched by others {M}
(20:97).
But modern day research shows that this chap was an individual of the sameri tribe, not Bani Israel.
Three thousand years before Christ, there were two nations living in Iraq. One nation which had come
from the south was Arab, and the other which probably came from the north was called Sameri.
Although Sameri tribe had Iraq as its motherland, it had spread out afar out. History has proven their
relations with the Egyptians. It seems that this person who has been called Sameri by the Quran in 20:85
had become a disciple of Moosa and had left the place along with Bani Israel. But it seems that Moosa’s
teachings had not affected him and he never accepted these from heart (20:96).
ٌ ( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎ ِﻣ ِﺮas-saamiri) has been derived from the root “( ” َﺳ َﻤ ٌﺮsamara), then it means story teller.
But if “ی
The way the story tellers mislead the nation (simple folk) is known to everyone. Our own history is
testimony to that fact that when we left the facts and truths of the Quran and diverted ourselves to myths
and stories, we fell into ignominy. Gradually our Deen has turned into merely some mythical stories and
the Quranic truths are ignored by the majority.

S-M-Ain

سمع

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ ْﻤ ُﻊas-sama): hearing part of the ear. It also means listening, and sometimes even ear.
“( ” َﺳ ْﻤ ٌﻊsama): that which is listened to. It also means to listen and also one who makes one to listen,
although some scholars have refuted the later meaning.
“( ”اِ ْﺳﺘَ َﻤ َﻊ اِﻟَ ْﯿ ِہistama-a ilaih) means to be attentive to someone, to lend an ear and to listen attentively.
The Quran has said “ﮏ
َ ( ”ﯾَ ْﺴﺘَ ِﻤﻌُﻮْ نَ اِﻟَ ْﯿyastami-oona ilaik) for those who appear to be very attentive but
actually are not listening (10:32). The Quran calls them deaf because they do not employ their intellect
and thus do not benefit from listening (10:42).
4:46

اِ ْﲰَ ْﻊ َﻏْﻴـَﺮ ُﻣ ْﺴ َﻤ ٍﻊ

listen to us, even if you are not heard

Raghib says it is said satirically for someone to have turned deaf, and otherwise it is said as a prayer.
Sometimes “( ” َﺳ ْﻤ ٌﻊsama) means understanding and method, i.e. “( ”اَ ْﺳ َﻤ َﻊasma) means to make someone
understand too. This word is also used for obedience, i.e. “( ”اِ ْﺳ َﻤﻌُﻮْ ِنisma-oon) means “( ”اَ ِط ْﯿﻌُﻮْ ِنatee-oon)
in 2:93.
“( ” َﺳ ِﻤ َﻊ ﻟَ ٗہsami-a lahu):accepted it, agreed to it.
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The Quran has mentioned eyesight and hearing and “( ”ﻗﻠﺐqalb) for acquiring knowledge. Eyesight and
hearing are the senses through which a man knows about things. These are means for perceptual
knowledge. The mind conceives an image after receiving data from these senses. Thus through eyesight,
hearing and seeing it through intellect, one acquires knowledge.
The Quran lays a lot of stress on perceptual knowledge which helps us to develop concepts. These
concepts are them used for furthering our knowledge through the use of critical thinking skills. It says that
those who do not employ their hearing, eyesight and reasoning are dwellers of a society which is bound to
be left behind and is equivalent of hell on earth (7:179).
Also see (Q-L-B) and (B-Sd-R). It also says that when a man’s emotions overwhelm him, his means of
acquiring knowledge do not let him reach the right conclusion (47:16-17). We notice how someone can
become blinded in rage. One can sometime be overwhelmed by emotions..
In greed a man can do things which are otherwise laughable or silly. If biased, one can never
accommodate the other’s point of view. Just like when intoxicated, one’s senses do not work properly,
similarly these do not work properly when one is overwhelmed by emotions as well.
This is termed by the Quran as:
To be blinded, to be deaf , and hearts
2:7
to be sealed

ٰ
ِ
ِِ
ٌﺼﺎ ِرِﻫ ْﻢ ِﻏ َﺸ َﺎوة
َ َْﺧﺘَ َﻢ اﻟﻠّﻪُ َﻋ ٰﻠﯽ ﻗـُﻠُ ْﻮﻬﺑ ْﻢ َو َﻋ ٰﻠﯽ ﲰَْﻌ ِﻬ ْﻢ َو َﻋ ٰﻠﯽ اَﺑ

See heading (Kh-T-M). Knowledge can only produce good results under the guidance of the revelation,
because it gives us those values of life which are free from human emotions. Human emotions bias our
decision making and thus misguide us in the long run. Human intellect when alone will make any laws,
these will never be free from the emotional bias and thus will have flaws.
(istama) to eavesdrop (72:1), to listen very attentively (42:38), not tinged with emotion.
ٌ ( ” َﺳ ﱠﻤﺎsamma) also means spy {T} (9:47)
“ع
Surah Al-Kahaf says:
18:20
how well he listens and how well he sees

ِ اَﺑ
ﺼ ْﺮﺑِِﻪ َواَ ِْﲰ ْﻊ
َ

Ibn Faris says “( ” ُﻣ ْﺴ ِﻤ ٍﻊmus-m’i) and “( ” ُﻣ ْﺴﺘَ ِﻤ ٌﻊmustami’i) also means praise of beauty and fame.

S-M-K

سمک

“ﮏ
ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ ْﻤas-samk): height of a house or ceiling.
“( ”ﻗَ ْﺪ َﺳ َﻤ َﮑ ٗہqad samakahu): he made him lofty, raised him {R}.
“ک
ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺴ َﻤﺎas-simaak): something used to make something lofty, or to raise something.
“ک
ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﻤ ْﺴ َﻤﺎal-mismaak): wooden pole with which a tent is raised.
“ﮏ
ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ َﻤas-samak) means fish, because it is high or raised (in the middle):
The Quran says:
79:28
God raised the height of sky (or its roof)
It means that He raised the atmosphere to great heights. (The height of space is unlimited).
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سمم

S-M-M

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ ﱡﻢas-sum): narrow hole like a needle’s eye (7:40), or the openings of the ear and nose. May mean
poison
“( ” َﻣ َﺴﺎ ﱞمmasaam): pores on skin.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ َﻤﺎ ُمas-samaam): any light and fast moving thing.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ ُﻤﻮْ ُمas-samoom): fast, hot wind which generally blows in the summer months (in the hot regions)
{T}.
The Quran says
56:42
In scorching fire and scalding water
15:27

َِ ﻓِﯽ َﲰﻮٍم و
ﲪْﻴ ٍﻢ
َ ُْ ْ
ِﻧَﺎ ِر اﻟ ﱠﺴﻤﻮم
ُْ

Scorching fire

Ibn Faris described the basic meaning of this root as the spot from where you enter something. He writes
that poison is called “( ” َﺳ ﱞﻢsamma) because it enters into the body.
“( ” َﺳ ُﻤﻮْ مsamom) means hot air because it enters into the body due to its high velocity.
Raghib writes that “( ” َﺳ ﱠﻤ ٗہsammah) means that it entered something, while “( ” َﺳ ُﻤﻮْ ٌمsamom) as that hot air
that appears to affect like poison.

سمن

S-M-N

“ َ( ” َﺳ ِﻤﻦsamin), “ً( ” َﺳ َﻤﺎﻧَۃsamanah): he became plump, became fat.
ٌ ( ” ِﺳ َﻤsimaan) and means plump {T}.
“( ” َﺳﺎ ِﻣ ٌﻦsaamin), “( ” َﺳ ِﻤﯿ ٌْﻦsameen): the plural is “ﺎن
The Quran says:
12:43
fat cows
51:27

ٍ
ٍ ات ِﲰ
ﺎن
َ ﺑـَ َﻘَﺮ
ٍ ْ ﺑِﻌِ ْﺠ ٍﻞ َِﲰ
ﲔ

fat calf

“( ”اَ ْﺳ َﻤﻦَ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ ُﻞasmanar rajul): man became fat.
“( ”اَ ْﺳ َﻤﻨَ ٗہasmanahu): fattened him, put on weight {T}.
Surah Al-Haashiya says about the sustenance in a hellish society:
88:7
It does not fatten (does not develop the body)

َﻻﻳُ ْﺴ ِﻤ ُﻦ

How can sustenance of ignominy can help to grow?
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ ْﻤﻦas-samn) means saturated butter, which is fattening.
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سمو

S-M-W

ٌ ( ” َﺳﻤٰ ٰﻮsamawaat) means sky because it is high and overshadows the
“( ” َﺳ َﻤﺎ ٌءsama-a), with plural form “ت
earth. It actually means anything that is over you and overshadows you.
“( ” َﺳ َﻤﺎ ٌءsama-a): every roof over your head. Fuqah-ul-lugha has also said that this word has this meaning:
Raghib says that everything is “( ” َﺳ َﻤﺎ ٌءsama-a) in relation to a thing below it, and everything in relation to
the thing above is called “ ٌ( ”اَرْ ضarz).
Clouds and rain as well are called “( ” َﺳ َﻤﺎ ٌءsama-a). Greenery and plants are called “( ” َﺳ َﻤﺎ ٌءsama-a) as well
because they are higher than the earth {T}, {Ibn Qateebah}.
“( ”اِ ْﺳ ٌﻢism) means a sign with which one recognizes something.
Names are also called “( ”اِ ْﺳ ٌﻢism). Plural is “( ”اَ ْﺳ َﻤﺎ ٌءasma-a).
“ﯽ
( ” َﺳ ِﻤ ﱞsammi) means of a similar name and equal.
“ٌ( ” ُﻣ َﺴﺎ َﻣﺎةmusaamah) means mutual respect {T}.
“ً( ” َﺳ ﱠﻤﯽ ﺗَ ْﺴ ِﻤﯿَۃsamma tasmeeh): to keep a name, to name something.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤ َﺴ ٰ ّﻤﯽal-musamma): name that is kept or given, said to be, nominated, designated, fixed and known
{T}.
Mufardaat says:
until the “musamma” is known, names are of no use

ِ
ﺼ ُﻞ اِﱠﻻ ِﲟَْﻌ ِﺮﻓَِﺔ اﻟْ ُﻤ َﺴ ّٰﻤﯽ
ُ َﻣ ْﻌ ِﺮﻓَﺔُ ْاﻻَ ْﲰَﺎء َﻻ ْﲢ

It means that Adam (human beings) has been given the ability to recognize things by their constituents
and can characterise these by their properties and can identify them accordingly by giving them different
names.
The Quran has used “( ”اَرْ ضٌ َو َﺳ َﻤﺎ ٌءarz o sama-a) at many places. There is no doubt that this earth of ours
is also called “ ٌ( ”اَرْ ضarz) i.e. Earth, but everything in relation to (Sama) heavens seen as above is called
“ ٌ( ”اَرْ ضarz) as well. Therefore “( ”اَرْ ضٌ َو َﺳ َﻤﺎ ٌءarz o sama-a) would mean the lows and highs of the
universe as visible to us. When “ ٌ( ”اَرْ ضarz) is to be used against “( ” َﺳ َﻤﺎ ٌءsama-a) then “( ” َﺳ َﻤﺎ ٌءsama-a)
would also include the entire universe, and “ ٌ( ”اَرْ ضarz) would refer to the society and civilization of
ٌ ( ” َﺳﻤٰ ٰﻮsamawat) would not only mean sky and heavens, but also
humans. Therefore, “( ” َﺳ َﻤﺎ ٌءsama-a) or “ت
everything that is in the universe which includes galaxies so far discovered and those yet to be discovered
and beyond. In other words, this word includes everything there is to be found.
Where ever the Quran has used the phrase of “( ”اَرْ ضٌ َو َﺳ َﻤﺎ ٌءarz o sama-a), it needs to seen in the context
in which it appears e.g. whether it implies loftiness and lowliness, whether it is in regard to physical
things or in respect of ranks, or social life within a society. More details have appeared under the heading
(A-R-Zd).
The Quran says:
2:31
Adam has been taught the names of everything

آد َم ْاﻻَ ْﲰَﺎءَ ُﮐﻠﱠ َﻬﺎ
َ َو َﻋﻠﱠ َﻢ

Here Adam refers to all humanity or mankind. Also see under the heading (A-D-M). As mentioned
earlier, knowing the names alone will do no good, until and unless you know what a thing is. As such, the
meaning of the knowledge of names being given to Adam or man means that he has been given the
potential and ability to discover and determine the characteristics of various elements and things in the
universe. This is the reason the Quran declares that all the forces of the universe (the Malaikah) are within
the reach and control of the man i.e. he has the potentials, attributes, and abilities to bring these to his use.
The Quran does not differentiate this life from the next life when mentions these aspects of putting to the
disposal of the human potentials. When man becomes aware of the law under which these forces of nature
operate, all forces under that law become within his reach and are acchiveable. The Quran refers to both
parts of human life i.e. this physical existence and the life beuond death. It is upto us to explore both
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possibilities through the use of our intellect and reasoning. Therefore, a nation will become master of the
universal forces according to the laws it becomes aware of. Further step is how to utilize those forces.
It has been said:
Any nation which will utilize the guidance in the Quran
2:38
they will have no fear and no grief.
If a nation which masters the forces of the universe but
utilizes these not for the benefit of the mankind then
2:39
they will suffer the consequences of going agains the
Quranic guidance.

ِ
ف َﻋﻠِْﻴ ِﻬ ْﻢ َوَﻻ ُﻫ ْﻢ َْﳛَﺰﻧـُ ْﻮ َن
ٌ ای ﻓَ َﻼ َﺧ ْﻮ
َ ﻓَ َﻤ ْﻦ ﺗَﺒ َﻊ ُﻫ َﺪ
ﺐ اﻟﻨﱠﺎ ِر ُﻫ ْﻢ ﻓِﻴْـ َﻬﺎ َﺧﺎﻟِ ُﺪ ْو َن
َ ِاُوٰﻟﺌ
ْ َﮏ ا
ُ ﺻ ٰﺤ

What should be nation called then it neither masters the forces of the universe nor utilizes these forces as
per the laws of God? A western doctor has written something very interesting as per his perception.
“Adam was made responsible for characterising things. This was a very husge responsibility, because the
things whose characteristics and properties are not known remain undetermined and undefined. And if
inaccurate characteriscis are given to things, the results can be very harmful”. {Dr. M.L. Tyler in
“Homeo, drug pictures” (preface)}.

This too signifies that acquiring knowledge about physical laws is a sign of being human. The Quran says
that those whom you think are your gods (other than the real God) are:
Simply some names which you and your
اَ ْﲰَﺎءٌ َﲰﱠﻴﺘُ ُﻤ ْﻮَﻫﺎ اَﻧْـﺘُ ْﻢ َوآﺑَ ُﺎؤ ُﮐ ْﻢ
12:40
forefathers have fabricated
ٍ َﻣﺎ اَﻧْـﺰَل اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪ ِﻬﺑﺎ ِﻣﻦ ﺳﻠْﻄ
Allah has not provided any support for this (not
ﺎن
ُ ْ َ ُ َ َ
12:40
evidence and fact based)
The big religious structures which have been erected from the past or those being erected now have no
real significance other than the names given to them. These don’t solve any human problems and issues
except being used to project some mortals in high position to impress fellow mortals to influence them.
The Quranic guidance explains the purpose of each human and thus takes away all the paraphernalia
associated with the power, religious stature or wealth and helps us to look through to the reality. The right
place of things is that which has been designated by Allah’s law. His laws operate smoothly in the outer
universe, and in the human world, the divine revelation is the right source and guide to these laws.
Everything else may have a big name but gets exposed when analysed in the light of the guidance
provided in the Quran.

S-N-B-L

سنبل

“( ”اﻟ ﱡﺴ ْﻨﺒُ ُﻞas- sumbul): An ear of grain, bunch of ears Singular is “( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺴ ْﻨﺒُﻠَۃas-sumbulah) as used in 2:261.
ٌ ( ” ُﺳ ْﻨﺒَ َﻼsunbalat)
Plurals are “( ” َﺳﻨَﺎﺑِ ُﻞsanabil) and “ت
ُ ْ( ”ﻗَ ْﺪ َﺳ ْﻨﺒَ َﻞ اﻟ ﱠﺰرqad sanbalaz zar-a): corn grew ears {T}. This word is used to mean grain, not fruit.
“ع
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S-N-D

سند

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﻨَ ُﺪas-sanad): a thing which is used for support.
ْ َ( ”ﯾyasnud): he leaned (e.g. against a support) {T}.
“( ” َﺳﻨَ َﺪ اِﻟَ ْﯿ ِہsanada ilaihi), “ﺴﻨُ ُﺪ
ﱠ
ﱠ
“( ” َﺳﻨ َﺪ اﻟﺸ ْﯽ َءsanadash shaiyi): he supported the thing and made it strong.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﻨَ ُﺪas-sanad): high mountain facing you .
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ ْﻨ َﺪانas-sandaan): an ironsmith’s anvil over which heated iron is rested (to soften it) and then beaten
(into a particular shape) {M}.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﻨَ ُﺪas-sanad): a sort of sheet that was made in Yemen.
“( ” َﺳﻨﱠ َﺪ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ ُﻞsanadar rajul): man put a cloth sheet over him {T}.
The Quran says that the hypocrites are like“ٌ( ” ُﺧ ُﺸﺐٌ ُﻣ َﺴﻨﱠ َﺪ ةkhushboon musannadah) in 63:4, that is, they are
like sticks which are leaning against the wall. It can also mean that they are like sticks which are wrapped
up in human clothing . If we take the first meaning which will mean, a hypocrite is never self-confident
and is always seeking support of others for his hypocrisy.
If we take the later meaning then it will mean a hypocrite is one thing inside and something else outside.
Their exterior is always very appealing to people making use of various clothing, but deprived of all
human qualities.

S-N-D-S

سندس

“ ٌ( ” ُﺳ ْﻨﺪُسsundus): silk of high quality (Taj & Raghib).
The Quran says:
18:31
Clothes of green silk

ﻀًﺮا ِﻣ ْﻦ ُﺳْﻨ ُﺪ ٍس
ْ ﺛِﻴَﺎﺑﺎً ُﺧ

S-N-M

سنم

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﻨَﺎ ُمas-sanaam): camel’s hump.
“ﺖ
ِ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﻨِ ْﻢ ِﻣﻦَ اﻟﻨﱠ ْﺒas-simu minan nabt): a tall plant which has flowered or grown ears.
ً“اﻻﻧَﺎ َء ﺗَ ْﺴﻨِﯿْﻤﺎ
ِ ْ ( ”ﺳﻨﱠ َﻢsannamal ina-a tasneema): he filled the utensil or pot – filling to the extent that whatever
is put into it (e.g. grain) rose above the edges.
“َ( ”ﺗَ َﺴﻨﱠ َﻢ ْاﻟ َﺤﺎ ِءطtasannamal ha-it): he climbed the wall.
“ﺖ اﻟﻨﱠﺎ ُر
ِ ( ”اَ ْﺳﻨَ َﻤasnamatin naar): the flames of the fire rose high.
“َﯽ ٍء
ﺷ
ْ ( ” َﺳﻨَﺎ ُم ُﮐ ﱢﻞsanaamu kulli shaiyin): the best or highest part of something {T, M}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means loftiness and height.
The Quran has said about “( ”ﺗَ ْﺴﻨِ ْﯿ ٌﻢtasneem) which has been explained further by saying:
83:28
a spring out of which the righteous ones drink

ب ِﻬﺑَﺎ اﻟْ ُﻤ ِﻘﱠﺮﺑـُ ْﻮ َن
ُ َﻋْﻴﻨﺎً ﻳَ ْﺸَﺮ

This has the connotation of loftiness. That is, life’s evolutionary stages, humanity’s heights in
righteousness, full development of human abilities and enhancement of potentials.
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سنن

S-N-N

“( ”اَﻟﺴ ﱡﱢﻦas-sinnu): teeth {T, M} as in (5:45). Since the age of animals is determined by the number of teeth
they have, it also means age.
“( ”اَ َﺳ ﱠﻦ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ ُﻞas-sannar rajul): the man reached old age.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺴﻨﱠۃas-sunnah): face, the open and distinct part of the face. It also means path, manner, custom, law.
Its plural is “( ” ُﺳﻨ ٌَﻦsunan).
“ْﻖ
ِ ( ” َﺳﻨَﻦُ اﻟﻄﱠ ِﺮﯾsananat tareeq), “ْﻖ
ِ ( ” ُﺳﻨَﻦُ اﻟﻄﱠ ِﺮﯾsunanat tareeq), “ْﻖ
ِ ( ” ِﺳﻨَﻦُ اﻟﻄﱠ ِﺮﯾsinanat tareeq). These words
ﱠ
are not plural forms of “ٌ( ” ُﺳﻨۃsunnah) which is a separate word. This means open and distinct part of a
path. This led to its meaning of manner, sect, routine, and law:
The Quran says:
17:77
you will find no change in our way (system, law):
now people appear to be waiting for whatever happened to the
35:43
others to happen to them as well
a lot of different systems and paths , and routines have passed
3:136
before your time

ًَوَﻻ َِﲡ ُﺪ ﻟِ ُﺴﻨﱠﺘِﻨَﺎ َْﲢ ِﻮﻳْﻼ
ِ
ِ
ﲔ
َ ْ ﱠﺖ ْاﻻَﱠوﻟ
َ ﻓَـﻴَ ْﻞ ﻳـَْﻨﻈُُﺮْو َن اﱠﻻ ُﺳﻨ
ﺖ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﻗَﺒِﻠِ ُﮑ ْﻢ ُﺳﻨَ ٌﻦ
ْ َﻗَ ْﺪ َﺧﻠ

Ibn Faris says it means for something to continue, and for things to appear comfortably one after another.
“( ” َﺳ ﱠﻦ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ َءsannash shaiyi) means to make something easy or to facilitate it {M}.
ٰ َ ( ” َﺳ ﱠﻦ اﻟﺘّ َﺮsannat turaaba ala wajhil arda): spread the soil smoothly on the ground till it
“ض
ِ ْاب ﻋَﻠﯽ َوﺟْ ِہ ْاﻻَر
turned into a dam {M}.
Regarding the creation of man, the Quran says:
15:26
From putrefied mud

ِﻣ ْﻦ َﲪَﺎءً َﻣ ْﺴﻨُـ ْﻮ ٍن

ُ ( ” َﺳﻨَ ْﻨsananatul hajara alal hajar)
Lane (with different references) has written that “ﺖ ْاﻟ َﺤ َﺠ َﺮ َﻋﻠَﯽ اﻟْ َﺤ َﺠ ِﺮ
means that I put a stone on stone and rubbed it (grounded it). Occasionally putting water and rubbing
stone on stone produces a kind of putrified matter which is called “( ” َﺳﻨِﯿ ٌْﻦsaneen). When it is allowed to
remain for some time, it becomes hard {L}.
Some say that “( ” َﻣ ْﺴﻨُﻮْ ٌنmasnoon) means wet and moist.
Abul heesham says that “( ” َﺳ ﱠﻦ ْاﻟ َﻤﺎ ُءsannal maa-u) means that water transforned {T}.
The Quran says that man was initially created from the soil. The soil which was mixed with water, i.e. life
began with(inorganic & Organic) matter intermingling with water. When these two met and eons passed,
there was a lot of metamorphosis in the matter and life began. This has been termed as “( ” َﺣ َﻤﺎ ٍء َﻣ ْﺴﻨُﻮْ ٍنhama
inn masnoon). Note that it explains how life began physically, but this does not mean that life is the
product of this matter.
The Quran’s has declared:
35:43
There are no changes in the method of Allah

ِ ﻓَـﻠَﻦ َِﲡ َﺪ ﻟِﺴﻨ
ًﱠﺖ اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ ﺗَـْﺒ ِﺪﻳْﻼ
ْ
ُ

This is an expression of a great fact, on which all scientific research rests, which is the basis of human
living in the universe. Quran declared 1500 years ago that God’s laws never change. Declaring such a fact
is not the product of a human intellect. Humans have become aware of the concept of laws in the recent
past . All scientific research is producing ever new results and we are becoming aware of the laws which
never change. This understanding of these laws is giving us a new confidence in our functioning knowing
fully well that these laws will never let us down and this has opened ever new spheres of scientific
discoveries When man once understands the law made by God, he knows that these laws never change.
Just like Allah’s immutable laws are operating in the physical world and the universe, so are His laws
working in the human world. He has fixed some rules for the rise and fall of nations, and these rules never
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change. Any nation which follows these values will prosper and a nation which does not follow these
values , will get destroyed.
This law based concept of God has brought a revolutionary change in the world. In the early human
period man conceived God as a despot who did not follow any laws and values. For example He could go
angry just like a human dictator or bestow rewards without any reason. Such a concept of God was
became an object of fear lest He may become angry on a minor matter so man tried according to his own
self-created belief and understanding to keep such a God happy with different offerings – the acts of
worship.
The Quran made this revolutionary declaration that although God was all powerful and the highest
authority, He had formulated laws for the physical universe, as well as for the human functioning sphere.
And despite holding unlimited power, He has ordained that there will be no change in the laws He has
formulated (no matter what happens).
So the decisions of human life too will be made, not whimsically, but according to His laws. That is,
every human deed will produce results according to the laws framed by God and these are noted and
explained in the Quran. For example the Quran declared: ‘Allah created the heavens and the earth for just
ends, so that every self finds the recompense of what it does in life; and none is treated unjustly’ (45:22)
ّٰ ﺖ
“ًﷲِ ﺗَ ْﺒ ِﺪ ْﯾﻼ
ِ ( ” َو ﻟَ ْﻦ ﺗَ ِﺠ َﺪ ﻟِ ُﺴﻨﱠwalan tajida lisunnatil lahi tabdeela): and His laws will never change.
God only acts according to His law this is a law which never changes – we have verified it through our
research in the scientific field. This change in human thinking has helped to change the face of the earth
and the Quran has declared that: ‘Soon will we show them Our signs in the furthest regions and in their
own Self until it becomes manifest to them that this (The Quran) is the Truth….’ (41:53). Those who
understand the Quran and its thinking need to make others aware of the reality explained in the Book.
This will help to bring change in the human thinking so that we can reduce the mutual conflicts and use
this life to develop our self within the domain of the permanent values.

سنه

S-N-He
food and drink were spoiled or deteriorated

ِ
َاب َﺳﻨْﻬﺎً َوﺗَ َﺴﻨﱠﻪ
ُ َﺳﻨﻪَ اﻟﻄﱠ َﻌ ُﺎم َواﻟﺸَﱠﺮ

“ُ( ”اَﻟﺘﱠ َﺴﻨﱠۃas-sanahu): to petrify, something to change due to passage of time. This word is used when bread
becomes stale and drinks become stale and deteriorate.
“ٌ ( ”طَ َﻌﺎ ٌم َﺳﻨِہtyaamu sanehun): spoilt food.
“ٌ ( ” ُﺧ ْﺒ ٌﺰ ُﻣﺘَ َﺴﻨﱢہkhubzun mutasannehun): stale or spoiled bread.
The Quran says:
2:259
It was not spoiled

َُﱂْ ﻳـَﺘَ َﺴﻨﱠﻪ

Even after passage of so much time, it did not metamorphose or change {T, M}.
Ibn Faris says that the meaning of “( ” َﺳﻨَﮫsanah) is to depend on time.
“ُ ﺖ اﻟﻨﱠ ْﺨﻠَہ
ِ َ( ” َﺳﻨَﮭsanahatin nakhlah): many years passed on the date palm.
Most scholars are of the opinion that “ٌ( ” َﺳﻨَۃsanah) meaning of years has been derived from this root, but
we have put “ٌ ( ” َﺳﻨَۃsanah) and its derivatives under heading (S-N-W).
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سنو

S-N-W

ٌ ( ” َﺳﻨَ َﻮsanawat), “ َ( ” ِﺳﻨُﻮْ نsinoon) and “ َ(” ِﺳﻨِ ْﯿﻦsineen).
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﻨَۃas-sanah) means years (its plurals are “ات
There is some difference of opinion about its root. One school of thought says that its root is (S-N-H)
ُ ( ” َﺳﺎﻧَ ْﮩsaanahtu fulana) which means that I cut a deal with him on yearly
because the Arabs say “ً ﺖ ﻓُ َﻼﻧﺎ
rate.
Ibn Faris says the real meaning of “ٌ ( ” َﺳﻨَہsanah) is dependent on a period of time.
“ُ ﺖ اﻟﻨﱠ ْﺨﻠَۃ
ِ َ( ” َﺳﻨَﮩsanahatan nakhlah): many years passed on the date palm. A second opinion says that its
root is “( ” َﺳﻨَ ٌﻮsano) from which “ ْ( ”ﯾَ ْﺴﻨُﻮyasnu) has been derived, which means to go round and round a
well.
“ُ( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎﻧِﯿَۃas-saaniyah) means an animal which is made to go round and round a well in order to bring
water out .
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﻨَۃas-sanah) means one orbit of the sun. This is also called “( ”دَا ٌرdaar), and since this orbit takes a
full year, therefore “ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﻨَۃas-sinah) means one year.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ َﺴﻨَۃas-sanah) is a solar year while “( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻌﺎ ُمal-a’am) is a lunar year.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﻨَۃas-sanah) also means a year when there is drought and intensity, and “( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻌﺎ ُمal-a’am) is a year
when there is prosperity and good harvest .
29:14

ِ ِﻓَـﻠَﺒ
ِ ٍِ
ًﲔ َﻋﺎﻣﺎ
َ
َ ْﺚ ﻓْﻴ ِﻬ ْﻢ اَﻟ
َ ْ ﻒ َﺳﻨَﺔ اﱠﻻ ﲬَْﺴ

And he lived fifty less than one thousand years
among his people

Here “ً ( ”ﻋَﺎﻣﺎa’ama) is the period without hardships and “ٌ ( ” َﺳﻨَۃsanah) is the period when there were
hardships.
Lane says “ٌ ( ” َﺳﻨَۃsanah) also means crop of which there are four harvest in a year.
“( ”اَ ْﻟﻒَ َﺳﻨَ ٍۃalfa sanatin) means two hundred fifty years, and “( ”ﻋَﺎ ٌمa’am) is one full year. So if “ً ” َﺧ ْﻤ ِﺴ ْﯿﻦَ ﻋَﺎﻣﺎ
(khamseen aama) are taken out from it, it leaves us with two hundred years, which could be a man’s age.
But these are all conjectures. When more historical facts come forth it will become clear what the Quran
meant to say that Nooh lived fifty less than one thousand years among his people (29:14). Some say this
is his period of messenger-hood, which commenced from the the era of an earlier messenger of Allah.
“ُ( ” َﺳﻨﱠﺎهsannah) or “ً( ”ﺗَ ْﺴﻨِﯿَۃtasniah): opened it, facilitated it, made it easy {T, M, R}.

S-N-Y

سنی

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ ٰﻨﯽas-sana) means light.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﻨَﺎ ُءas-sana-u) and “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﻨَﯽas-sana) means loftiness and high stature.
The Quran says:
24:43
The dazzle of the lightning nearly blinded

ِِ
ﺼﺎ ِر
ُ ﻳَ َﮑ
َ ْﺐ ﺑِﺎْﻻَﺑ
ُ ﺎد َﺳﻨَﺎ ﺑـَْﺮﻗﻪ ﻳَ ْﺬ َﻫ

Here “( ” َﺳﻨَﺎsana) means dazzling light.
Ibn Faris says it basically means stature and loftiness.
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شهر

S-He-R

“( ” َﺳ ِﮭ َﺮsahir), “( ”ﯾَ ْﺴﮭَ ٌﺮyasher), “( ” َﺳﮭَﺮًاsahara): to be awake (at night).
“( ” َﺳﺎ ِھ ٌﺮsaahir): one who wakes up at night, remaining awake at night {T, M, R}.
“ٌ ( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎ ِھ َﺮةas-saahirah): the upper part of the earth, the face of earth, or that part of the earth on which
human beings live, or which is ‘alive’ because of them.
The Quran says:
There will be eternal life after the renaissance
79:14
(life after death),

ِ ِ
ِ
ِﺎﻫﺮة
َ ﻓَﺈ َذا ُﻫﻢ ﺑﺎﻟ ﱠﺴ

It also means continuously in a state of awakening, or speed in development because
“ٌ ( ”اَرْ ضٌ اَﻟﺴﱠﺎ ِھ َﺮةardun saahirah) is a land which grows plants very quickly {T}.
Since the state of life after death is incomprehensible to us, therefore the Quran relates those in terms of
metaphors and examples only. Men having insight can have a faint glimpse at a inner reflection level of
what it is meant by those examples and metaphors. Understanding more than this is not possible in this
life –at least that is the level of understanding at the beginning of the 21st century. As further research is
carried out on the Quranic message, more may be discovered by the later generations.
In Syrian language “( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎھُﻮْ ٌرas-saahoor) means the same as “( ”اَ ْﻟﻘَ َﻤ ٌﺮal-qamar) or the moon {F}, {Kitabul-Ashfaq}. In pure Arabic it means lunar eclipse {Lane}.

سهل

S-He-L

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ ْﮩ ُﻞas-sahal), “( ”اَﻟﺴ ِﱠﮩ ُﻞas-sahil): a soft thing.
“ض
ِ ْ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ ْﮩ ُﻞ ِﻣﻦَ ْاﻻَرas-sahal minal arz): soft ground. Plural is “( ” ُﺳﮩُﻮْ ٌلsuhul) {T}.
The Quran says:
7:74
you build palaces on levelled and soft ground

S-He-M

ِ
ِ
ِ
ًﺼ ْﻮرا
ُ ُﺗَـﺘﱠﺨ ُﺬ ْو َن ﻣ ْﻦ ُﺳ ُﻬ ْﻮﳍَﺎ ﻗ

سهم

“( ” َﺳ ْﮩ ٌﻤﺎسsahumas): part. Its fundamental meaning is of an arrow which was used for balloting to
apportion shares or to divide. It also means a corridor in a house.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺴﮩُﺎ ُمas-suhaam): to become weak and change colour. It also means a camel disease in which they feel
hot and thirsty.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺴﮩُﻮْ ُمas-suhoom): to be harsh due to some stress or worry.
“ﺳﺎﮨَ َﻢ ْاﻟﻘَﻮْ َم
َ ” (saahamal qaum): he balloted with the nation {T, M, R}.
It also means to compete in archery, as well as to try overpowering each other.
The Quran says in reference to the story of Yunus:
he balloted along with the others
37:141
(traditional translation)

ﺎﻫ َﻢ
َ ﻓَ َﺴ

This verse is taken as part of a story of Yunus where he was in a boat and there was a ballot to ask one to
leave the boat to lighten its load. However, this interpretation does not fit here and as explained later,
more plausible meanings are taken for this term.
Allah has said that Yunus contested our laws (went against them or did not follow them) and it was his
mistake.
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37:141

ِ
ِ
ﲔ
َ ْ ﻓَ َﮑﺎ َن ﻣ َﻦ اﻟْ ُﻤ ْﺪ َﺣﻀ

(as a consequence) he slipped

Yunus got frustrated with the people of his nation and hastened in making a decision prior to receiving
clear signs from Allah. . This hastening and leaving his people resulted in his getting in trouble in the
water; however, he managed to come back to his people as explained in the Quran.

S-He-W

سهو

“( ” َﺳﮩَﺎﻓِﯽ ْاﻻَ ْﻣ ِﺮsaha fil amr): to forget something. Linguist scholars say that “( ” َﺳ ْﮩ ٌﻮsahw), “ٌ( ” َﻏ ْﻔﻠَۃghaflah)
ٌ َ( ”ﻧِ ْﺴﯿnisyaan) are all of the same meaning, but some say that “( ” َﺳ ْﮩ ٌﻮsahw) is slight neglect of
and “ﺎن
ٌ َ( ”ﻧِ ْﺴﯿnisyaan) is for something to go completely out of
something present in the human memory, and “ﺎن
memory.
Ibn al-Asseer says that “( ” َﺳﮩَﺎﻓِﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ ِءsaha fish shaiyi) means to give something up due to unawareness,
and “ُ( ” َﺳﮩَﺎ َﻋ ْﻨہsaha unhu) means to give something up knowingly {T, R, M}.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ ْﮩ ُﻮas-sahw): for something to be motionless and soft.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ ْﮩ َﻮةas-sahwah): a bow which is easily stretched {T, R, M}.
Ibn Faris says most of the meanings of this word are connected with neglect and peace.
“ً( ” َﺟﺎ َء َﺳ ْﮩﻮاً َرﮨْﻮاja’an rahwan rahwa): he came very peacefully.
The Quran says:
51:11
They are engaged in their doings and are unaware of the reality
107:5

They are neglectful of their duties

9:54

They are unaware of the reality of salaah

ِ
ﺎﻫ ْﻮ َن
ُ ُﻫ ْﻢ ﻓ ْﯽ َﻏ ْﻤَﺮةٍ َﺳ
ِِ اَﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦ ﻫﻢ ﻋﻦ
ﺎﻫ ْﻮ َن
ُ ﺻ َﻼﻬﺗ ْﻢ َﺳ
َ ْ َ ْ ُ َْ
َوﻻَﻳَﺄْﺗُﻮ َن اﻟ ﱠ
َﺼﻼَة
ِﱠ
ﻳﻦ ُﻫ ْﻢ ﻳـَُﺮ ُاؤو َن
َ اﻟﺬ

107:6
and only believe in its physical form
Because these can be very easily carried out and can gain respect in society .through visible worship acts

S-W-A

سوأ

“ُ ( ” َﺳﺎﺋَہsa-ahu), “ُ ( ”ﯾَﺴُﻮْ ُءهyasu-uhu): to say something to someone which is unpleasant.
“( ” َﺳﺎ َء اﻟ ﱠﺸﯽ ُءsa-ush shaiyi): something bad happened.
“( ”أَ َﺳﺎ َءasa-a), “( ”ﯾُ ِﺴ ْﯽ ُءyu-see): to do something bad, to create imbalance and inequality, to create chaos
and deterioration. It is the opposite of “ َ( ”اَﺣْ ﺴَﻦahsan).
“ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﯿﱢﺌَۃas-sabeelah): life’s unpleasantness, problems in life {T}.
This is the opposite of “ٌ( ” َﺳ ﱢﯽ َءةhasanah) which means to give something complete balance and hence
“ٌ ( ” َﺳ ﱢﯽ َءةsayyye-atah) means imbalance. As such, “( ”ﺳَﻮْ ٌءsau-u) means harm, chaos, and annihilation {T},
{Latif-ul-Lugha}. “ٌ( ” َﺣ َﺴﻨَۃhasanah) also means striking balance in actions and deeds “ٌ( ” َﺳﯿﱢﯿﺌَۃsayye-atah)
being opposite would mean exaggeration, disturbing the balance, going to extremes {T}.
“ﺊ
ُ ﺎوﯾ
ِ ( ” َﻣ َﺴmasaawi): unpleasant things, faults {T} {Latif-ul-Lugha}.
Also see heading (H-S-N).
“ُ ( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﻮْ ﺋَۃas-sau-ah): bad nature, bad thing or work, any talk or deed which if revealed will cause shame. It
ٌ َ( ”ﺳَﻮْ اsaw’aat) as in (7:20, 7:26).
also means the male and female genitalia {T}. Plural is “ت
The Quran says “ٌ( ” َﺳﯿﱢﺌَۃsayyi-atah) against “ٌ( ” َﺳﯿﱢﺌَۃhasanah) at several places, as in (7:131), 3:119 etc. It
also uses “ﺼﺎ ٌد
َ ِ( ”اِ ْﻗﺘsaa-a) against “ﺼﺎ ٌد
َ ِ( ”اِ ْﻗﺘiqtesaad) which means striking balance (5:66).
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To mean to be sad or have tribulations “( ” ِﺳ ْﯿ َﺊ ﺑِ ِﮩ ْﻢsiya behim) has been used in (11:77). The effects of the
righteous living is beauty and goodness in a society. In a society based on the permanent values, both
human personality and society are balanced, and each member gets all the pleasantries of life. Acting
against this way creates imbalance and as a consequence unpleasantness is created. This is why the Quran
has said that people who live these opposing lifestyles can never be the same (40:58). The question that
arises here is that if the balance of a society has gone awry, then what do we do to set it right?
The Quran says:
if you do righteous deeds , the imbalance within a
23:96
society will (gradually) go away
11:114 Indeed the good deeds remove the evil deeds

ِ ِِ ِ ﱠ
َا ْدﻓَ ْﻊ ﺑﺎﻟﺘ ْﯽ ﻫ َﯽ اَ ْﺣ َﺴ ُﻦ اﻟ ﱠﺴ ﱢﯽء
ِ
ِ ٰﺖ ﻳ ْﺬ ِﻫﱭ اﻟ ﱠﺴﻴﱢﺌ
ﺎت
َ َ ْ ُ ِ ا ﱠن ا ْﳊَ َﺴﻨ

Surah Al-Momineen says that one of the characteristics of a true believer is:
13:22
They remove evil by virtue
25:54

ِ
َﻳَ ْﺪ َرءُ ْو َن ﺑﺎ ْﳊَ َﺴ َﻦ اﻟ ﱠﺴ ﱢﯽء

This does not mean that the Quran teaches us to present the other cheek if one is slapped or if someone
takes off your coat (i.e. robs it forcibly), then you take off your shirt for him too. Such teachings only
encourage the criminals . The Quran directs us to enforce justice which requires that steps to be taken to
prevent crimes in a society and to punish criminals taking into account all circumstances. It also asks us to
look at the causes of the crimes and to have a programme in place to rehabilitate those who are willing to
reform themselves.
For example the Quran declares:
42:40
The punishment should always be
10:27
commensurate to the crime,

اﺳﻴﱢﺌَﺔٌ ِﻣﺜّـﻠُ َﻬﺎ
َ َﺟَﺰ ُاؤ

No crime should have more punishment than what it deserves – as noted earlier, all circumstances should
be taken into account. . Also where reform can be expected, forgiveness is advocated. This verse makes it
clear that evil should not be returned with evil. . Each member of the society should be made aware of the
Law of requital i.e. what we sow so shall we reap.
verily we will punish them severely for the
ﱠﻬ ْﻢ اَ ْﺳ َﻮآ اﻟﱠ ِﺬ ْی َﮐﺎﻧـُ ْﻮا ﻳـَ ْﻌ َﻤﻠُ ْﻮ َن
41:27
ُ َوﻟَﻨَ ْﺠ ِﺰ ﻳـَﻨـ
deeds they have committed
The foregoing explains how the Quran teaches to create balance in our personality and in a society at
large.

Suw’a

ٌ ﺳُ َﻮ ا ع

It was the name of an idol during the reign of Nooh (71:23). People of Arabia were well aware of this
name. The tribe of Banu Hazeel used to worship an idol of this name.

S-W-D

سود

“( ”اَ ْﻻَ ْﺳ َﻮ ُدal-aswad) is the opposite of “ ُ( ”اَ ْﺑﯿَﺾabyaz), which means black. Plural is “( ”ﺳُﻮْ ٌدsuud) as in
(35:27).
“( ”اِ ْﺳ َﻮ ﱠدiswad), “( ”ﯾَ ْﺴ َﻮ ّدyaswud): it became black:
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ َﻮا ُدas-sawaad): darkness, blackness, great wealth, the villages around a city, a large number,
common folk, a big part of the nation.
“( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎ ِء ُدas-saa’id): a leader of a smaller stature than “( ” َﺳﯿﱢ ٌﺪsyed) {T}.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﯿﱢ ُﺪas-syed): leader, or one who has a big party , lord, or husband {T}.
“ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺴﯿَﺎ َدةas-siyaadah): leadership.
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“( ”اَ ْﻻَ ْﺳ َﻮ ُد ِﻣﻦَ ْاﻟﻘَﻮْ ِمal aswad minal qaum): the most powerful and prominent man in a nation, a patron of a
nation {T}.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻻَﯾﱠﺎ ُم ْاﻟ ُﻤ َﺴ ﱠﻮ َدةal ayyamal muswada): days of ill-being and pain {M}.
Raghib says “ﻀﺎضُ ْاﻟ ُﻮﺟُﻮْ ِه
َ ِ( ”اِ ْﺑﯿibyidadul wujuh) means happiness and pleasure and “”اِﺳ ِْﻮدَا ُد اﻟْﻮﺟُﻮْ ِه
(ibswidadul wujuh) means sorrow and pain {R}. Also see heading (B-Y-Zd).
“ً( ” َﺳﯿﱢﺪاsayyeda) meaning leader or head – this has been used by the Quran in (3:38). It means a man of
respect, and meaning as a husband, has been used in (12:25); here it has been referred to a man in Egypt
who was not only a husband , but was a leading figure as well. The Quran has not used it to mean an
ordinary husband.
The Quran says:
16:58
black, dark, or sorrowful
3:105

ًَو ْﺟﻪُ ُﻣ ْﺴ َﻮّدا
ٌﺗَ ْﺴ َﻮﱡد ُو ُﺟ ْﻮﻩ

faces to blacken (be demeaned)

It means when a face turns’black’, out of tribulation and trouble as an example. Against this the word
used is ( tabyaz) which means to be white meaning to be honoured.

سور

S-W-R

“( ” َﺳﺎ َرsaar), “( ”ﯾَﺴُﻮْ ُرyasoor), “( ”ﺳَﻮْ َر ٍةsaurah): to accost or attack someone.
ُ ْ( ”ﺳُﺮsurt ul-haa-ita wa tasawwaratuh): I climbed the wall.
“ت ْاﻟ َﺤﺎ ِءطَ و ﺗَ َﺴ ﱠﻮرْ ﺗُہ
“( ”اَﻟﺴﱡﻮْ ُرas-soor): a city in which one takes sanctuary. It also means loftiness, respect and honour.
“( ”ﺳَﻮْ َرةُ اﻟﺴﱡﻠْﻄَﺎ ِنsauratus sultan): a king’s grandeur, respect etc.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺴ َﻮا ُرas-siwaar): a bracelet which was at that time a sign of honour and stature. “ر
ُ ﺎو
ِ ( ”اَ َﺳasaawir) is
its plural form.
“( ”اَ ْﻻَ ْﺳ َﻮا ُرal-uswaar) or “( ”اَ ْ ِﻻ ْﺳ َﻮا ُرal-aswaar): cavalry commander. It also means a very good archer and
horseman {T}.
Ibn Faris has said that “( ”اَ ْ ِﻻﺳْﻮا ُرal-iswaar) is not an Arabic word.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟﺴﱡﻮْ َرةas-surah) means rank and stature, respect, loftiness. It also means a building which rises
majestically towards the sky {M}.
Many reasons are quoted about the Quranic chapters called “ٌ ( ”ﺳُﻮْ َرةsurah). Some think that these are
called so because they contain higher level thoughts. Others think that the earlier chapters work as a
stepping stone for the following chapters.. Still others say that since the chapters were revealed by stages
and they all constitute the “building” of the Quran, therefore they are called “ٌ ( ”ﺳُﻮْ َرةsurah). Some say that
they are called so because they are safe within the Quran, like a man seeking sanctuary is safe in a city
which has provided protection {T}. A sign is also called a “ٌ ( ”ﺳُﻮْ َرةsurah) {M}.
“( ”ﺳُﻮْ ٌرsoor) also means strong, well-built camels of high breed {T}.
In the Quran itself, it has meant Quranic chapters (2:23) and as a sign of leadership. It has also come to
mean hand bracelet in (35:33), (18:31) and (76:21).
Surah Saad says:
38:21
when they climbed over the wall into the porch.

ِ
ِ
اب
َ ﻮروا اﻟْﻤ ْﺤَﺮ
ُ ا ْذ ﺗَ َﺴ

The bracelets mentioned in heavenly society are referring towards power, grandeur and loftiness which
believers will enjoy there (18:41). The Quran says that this is an allegory of the real thing. We cannot
comprehend their reality with our present level of consciousness. See heading (J-N-N).
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S-W-Te

سوط

Ibn Faris says that “ُ( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﻮْ طas-saut) basically means to mix things with other things. Mixing to confuse
things as these loose true identity. Ibne Faris has noted these meanings.
“ُ( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﻮْ طas-saut) also means to whip because it mixes the skin with blood, or because it penetrates the
skin or perhaps because the whip itself is woven by twisting different strands of leather. The plural is
“ٌ( ”اَ ْﺳ َﻮاطaswaat).
Although it means to whip, the Arabs meant that any painful punishment was “ب
ٍ ( ”ﺳَﻮْ طَ َﻋ َﺬاas-sauta
azaab), or punishing whip.
Muheet and Raghib think that “ب
ٍ ( ”ﺳَﻮْ طَ َﻋ َﺬاsauta azaab), as in (89:12) means different kinds of
punishments, mixed together {T, R, M}.
Ibn Faris says “ب
ٍ ( ”ﺳَﻮْ طَ َﻋ َﺬاsauta azaa) means a part of punishment.

S-W(Y)-Ain

س و)ی( ع

ُ ْ( ”ﯾَﺴُﻮyasoo)
“ع
َ ( ” َﺳﺎsaa-a), “ع
Muheet says that this root’s real meaning is destruction, decline, and downfall {T}.
“( ” َﺳﺎ َع اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ ُءsa-ash shaiyi) means that a thing was wasted.
ٌ ع َﺳﺎ ِء
ٌ ﺿﺎ ِء
“ع
َ ( ”ﮨُ َﻮhuwa zaa-i-un saa-ih): he is to be wasted and annihilated.
ٌ ( ”ﻓَﺎﻗَۃٌ ِﻣ ْﺴﯿَﺎfaqatun misyaun): a she camel which leaves her young one unprotected in the jungle where
“ع
wild animals may kill it.
“( ”اَ َﺳﺎ َﻋ ٗہasa-a): left it unprotected and let it go waste.
ٌ ( ” ِﻣ ْﺴﯿَﺎmesa’u lilmaal): a man who wastes his wealth.
“( ” َر ُﺟ ٌﻞ ُﻣ ِﺴ ْﯿ ٌﻊrajulun muse’un) and “ع ﻟِ ْﻠ َﻤﺎ ِل
َ
ْ
ﱠ
“( ”اﻟﺴﯿ ُﻊas-sayyi’u): water that flows on the ground.
“ ُﺎع ْاﻟ َﻤﺎ ُء َواﻟ ﱠﺸ َﺮاب
ِ ( ” َﺳsaa-al maa-u wa ash-sharaab): water and wine fell to the ground and started flowing.
“( ”ﺗَ َﺴﯿﱠ َﻊ ْاﻟﺒَ ْﻘ ُﻞtasayyi-al baql): the vegetables began to dry {T}.
“ع
َ ( ”اَ ْﺳ َﻮaswa): he transferred from one time frame to another, or went back one moment or stage {T}.
ٌ ْ( ”ﺳَﻮsau un minal lail): a peaceful part of the night.
“ع ِﻣﻦَ اﻟﻠﱠ ْﯿ ِﻞ
“ُ ( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎ َﻋۃas-saa-ah): portion of a time which passes continuously and the time which is lost.
Ibn Faris says it means to pass on a continuous basis.
It also means tough time , rivalry, and distance
“ُ ( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎ َﻋۃas-saa’h): those who are killed {T}.
The Quran has used the word “ُ ( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎ َﻋۃas-sa’h)” extensively. The Quran repeatedly warns those who are
on the wrong path that such a choice leads only to destruction and loss. It warns that if you do not change
your ways then you will be destroyed as consequence of your actions. This is known as “( ”اِ ْﻧ َﺬا ٌرinzaar) i.e.
giving warning of the consequences of one’s actions. These people do not heed this, and stick to their
ways. Their wrong deeds keep piling up negative results until the time arrives when these results that are
being compiled quietly but surely, become evident and the people are destroyed. This is called “ُ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎ َﻋۃ
(as-saa’h), or the time of manifestation of the results. This change does not come at once, but is brewed
for a long time. Despite this, it does make its appearance in a way that those who are unaware of its
reality think that it has come upon them suddenly. Since this revolution mostly takes place through the
hands of those who rise in the support of the truth - , this “ُ ( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎ َﻋۃas-saa’h) is in a way the last battle
between good and evil, in which the forces of evil are defeated and destroyed. In short, the meaning of
“ُ ( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎ َﻋۃas-saa’h) would be the manifestation of the result of deeds.
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Surah Taha says that Allah informed Moosa in detail about how far the pharaoh’s rebelliousness had
gone, and then told him what he had to do. It is then said:
ِ
20:15
Know that the time for the last battle between good and evil has come.
ٌﺎﻋﺔَ اٰﺗِﻴَﺔ
َ ا ﱠن اﻟ ﱠﺴ
It means that it will come for sure. The pharaoh cannot be left to do as he pleases. The revolution is bound
to come. Likewise the last Messenger (pbuh) was also told several times in the Quran:
ِ
15:85
the time for the last revolution is arriving
ٌﺎﻋﺔَ َ ٰﻻ ﺗِﻴَﺔ
َ ا ﱠن اﻟ ﱠﺴ
Here it means that the revolution will definitely come and the opponents will be destroyed. The battle
between truth and falsehood has been going on, on a small scale, and continues to do so. But it appears
from the study of the Quran that as time moves ahead and the truths become revealed, there will be a big
clash between the universal concept of meeting human basic needs and those who pursue selfish interests
- , after which the earth will be illuminated by the universal concept of sustenance for all human beings as
noted in (39:69). . This is the great “ُ( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎ َﻋۃas-saa’h) pointing to a momentous change in the world and
predicted by the Quran (89:22).
As per the Quran the human life does not end with death, nor do the results of deeds end with death. Thus
in the life hereafter, results too have been called “ُ( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎ َﻋۃas-saa’h). The context in which the term is used
can be deduced from the study of the Quran i.e. whether referred to the present life to the life in the
hereafter.
The cumulative effects of human actions take time to materialise, therefore the effects of the wrong path
adopted by various nations take time to show their results. The Quran invites us to study the history from
this aspect and see the consequences of following the wrong values.
In Surah Al-Airaaf the Quran declares:
These people ask you as to when will that time
of reckoning, with which you try to frighten us,
7:187
will come? Tell them, only Allah knows.
Nobody but Allah will reveal it at its time
Also see 79:42-44.
At another place it is said:
people ask you about the time of reckoning, tell
33:63
them only God knows about it, and what do you
know, that moment may be near

ﺎﻋ ِﺔ اَﻳﱠﺎ َن ُﻣ ْﺮ ٰﺳ َﻬﺎ۔ ﻗُ ْﻞ اِﱠﳕَﺎ ِﻋﻠْ ُﻤ َﻬﺎ ِﻋْﻨ َﺪ ِرﺑﱢﯽ۔ َﻻ
َ َﻳَ ْﺴﺌَـﻠُ ْﻮﻧ
َ ﮏ َﻋ ِﻦ اﻟ ﱠﺴ
ِ
ُﳚَﻠﱢﻴْـ َﻬﺎ ﻟَِﻮﻗْﺘِ َﻬﺎ اﱠﻻ ُﻫ َﻮ

ِ
ﮏ
َ ْﺎﻋﺔَ۔ ﻗُ ْﻞ اﱠﳕَﺎ ِﻋ ْﻠ ُﻤ َﻬﺎ ِﻋْﻨ َﺪ اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ۔ َوَﻣﺎﻳُ ْﺪ ِرﻳ
َ ُﻳَ ْﺴﺌَـﻠ
َ ﱠﺎس َﻋ ِﻦ اﻟ ﱠﺴ
ُ ﮏ اﻟﻨ
ًﺎﻋﺔَ ﺗَ ُﮑ ْﻮ ُن ﻗَ ِﺮﻳْﺒﺎ
َ ﻟَ َﻌ ﱠﻞ اﻟ ﱠﺴ

At other places too it is said that only God knows when that moment will come (see 41:47, 43:85 and
31:34)
The Quran refers to the Bani Israel as an example to illustrate the rise and fall of nations from the history.
The Bani Israel had messengers of Allah for about 1500 years and enjoyed the prosperity until they
followed the revealed permanent values. However, when they went against these values, they suffered the
consequences.
The last was Isa who told them clearly that if they do not reform their ways, then the power and
prosperity will be taken away from them as per Allah’s laws. But the reply they gave Isa is a historical
fact and after that the time for revolution did come and the nation’s grandeur and prosperity was taken
away from them.
It is said about Isa in the Quran:
His advent was to make the people aware of the
43:61
great moment of truth.
Also see 3:46-55, 43:63-66.

ِ ِ ِ
ﺎﻋ ِﺔ
َ َو اﻧﱠﻪُ ﻟَﻌ ْﻠ ٌﻢ ﻟﻠ ﱠﺴ

If the pronoun “( ”اِﻧﱠ ٗہinnahu) is taken to refer to the Quran, then the verse would mean that this Quran tells
about the great revolution which is imminent.
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سوغ

S-W-Gh

ُ ْ( ”ﯾَﺴُﻮyasoogh), “ً ( ”ﺳَﻮْ ﻏﺎsaugha): for a drink to go down the throat
“ ُ( ” َﺳﺎ َغ اﻟ ﱠﺸ َﺮابsaghas sharaab), “غ
easily.
“( ” َﺳﺎ َغ اﻟﻄﱠ َﻌﺎ ُمsaaghat tu-aam): the food went down the throat easily.
ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺴ َﻮاas-siwagh): that which helps in getting something down the throat.
“غ
ٌ ( ” َﺷ َﺮابٌ َﺳﺎ ِءsharabun saa-igh): pleasant drink which can easily be swallowed.
“غ
“( ”طَﻌﱠﺎ ٌم َﺳﯿﱢ ٌﻎtu-aamun sayyigh): delightful food.
“( ” َﺳﺎ َغ اﻟﻨﱠﮩَﺎ ُرsaaghun nahar): the day passed easily or peacefully {T, R, M}.
The Quran says about the hell dweller:
14:17
he will swallow it indeed but with difficulty
For details see heading (J-R-Ain).

ِ ﻳـﺘ ِﺠﱠﺮﻋﻪ وَﻻ ﻳ َﮑ
ُ َ َ ُ ُ ََ
ُﺎد ﻳُﺴﻴْـﻐُﻪ

Surah An-Nahal says about milk:
it is very pleasant for whosoever drinks it
16:66
(it is easily swallowed)

Sauf

ﲔ
ّٰ َِﺳﺎﺋِﻐﺎً ﻟ
َ ْ ِﻠﺸ ِﺮﺑ

ف
َ ﺳَ ْﻮ

“ َ( ”ﺳَﻮْ فsauf) is used like “”س
َ (seen) for indication of some event taking place in the near future, soon.
Some say that “”س
َ (seen) is used for the near future, while “ َ( ”ﺳَﻮْ فsauf) for distant future, but this is not
a rule. Sometimes “( ” َلlaam) comes ahead of “ َ( ”ﺳَﻮْ فsauf) to put stress on what is being said :
And your Rabb will endow you with so much
ﮏ ﻓَـﺘَـ ْﺮﺿٰﯽ
93:5
that you will become satisfied
َ َوﻟَ َﺴ ْﻮ
َ ﮏ َرﺑﱡ
َ ف ﻳـُ ْﻌ ِﻄْﻴ
(it will be according to your wish).

S-W-Q

سوق

ٌ ْ( ”ﺳُﻮsuuq) as in (38:33.)
ُ ( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎas-saaq): the calf (upper part) of a leg. The plural is “ق
“ق
ٌ ْ( ”ﺳُﻮsuuq) as well, as in (48:29). But when
ُ ( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎas-saaq) also means the trunk of a tree. Its plural is “ق
“ق
ٌ ( ” َﺳﺎsaaq) {T, R, M}. See heading (KArabs relate something with stress or intensity, they link it with “ق
Sh-F) where it has been described in detail.
The Quran says:
68:42
The day that the shin will be laid bare
75:29

ٍ ْﺸﻒ ﻋﻦ ﺳ
ﺎق
َ ْ َ ُ َ ﻳـَ ْﻮَم ﻳُﮑ
ِ ﺎق ﺑِﺎﻟ ﱠﺴ
ِ واﻟْﺘَـﻔ
ﺎق
ُ ﱠﺖ اﻟ ﱠﺴ
َ
ﺖ َﻋ ْﻦ َﺳﺎﻗَـﻴْـ َﻬﺎ
ْ َﮐ َﺸ َﻔ

And one leg will be joined with another

27:44
And she uncovered her legs
In all the above, the connotation is of intensity.

“ق
َ ( ” َﺳﺎsaaqa): to drive the animals from behind {T, R, M} as in 7:57.
“( ”ﻓَﺎ َدqaada) means to pull animals from the front.
ٌ ( ” َﺳﺎ ِءsaa-iq): one who drives ( animals) {T, R, M} (50:21).
“ق
ٌ ( ” َﻣ َﺴﺎmasaaq): place to drive animals
“ق
ٌ ”اَ ْﺳ َﻮا
ُ ْ( ”اَﻟﺴﱡﻮas-sooq): marketplace, or a place where people bring their animals for sale. Plural is “ق
“ق
(aswaq)
Nawab Siddiq Hasan Khan has written that (S-W-Q) connote intensity and gathering.
Ibn Faris says it basically means to drive.
“( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎﻗُﺎسas-saaq) also means calf of leg because it supports the walker.
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S-W-L

سول

“( ”ﺗَﺴ ِْﻮ ْﯾ ٌﻞtasweel): to make something to be so attractive (usually something bad) that one is attracted to it
{T}, {M}, {Al-ilm-ul-akhlaq}. It also means to turn some something bad to good {T, R}.
Surah Yusuf says:
12:18
This is something your desires have made look good to you

ﺖ ﻟَ ُﮑ ْﻢ اَﻧْـ ُﻔ ُﺴ ُﮑ ْﻢ اَْﻣًﺮا
ْ َﺑَ ْﻞ َﺳ ﱠﻮﻟ

Some say that it is from “( ”ﺳُﻮْ ٌلsuul) which means a desire which decks out something bad as good.
Surah Muhammad says:
Their desires made it look good to them
27:25
(and in this way misled them)

اَﻟﺸﱠﻴَ ٰﻄ ُﻦ َﺳ ﱠﻮ َل َﳍُ ْﻢ

In surah Taha the Saamri says:
20:96
in this way, my heart (mind) made it look good to me

S-W-M

ﺖ ﻟِ ْﯽ ﻧـَ ْﻔ ِﺴ ْﯽ
َ َِوَﮐ َﺬاﻟ
ْ َﮏ َﺳ ﱠﻮﻟ

سوم

“( ”ﺳَﻮْ ٌمsaum) means to go out in search of something. The meaning is compound i.e. to go and search.
Sometimes only the first meaning is taken, like “اﻻﺑِ ُﻞ
ِ ْ ( ” َﺳﺎ َمsama al-ibl) which means that camels went for
grazing, or camels were let free to graze. At other times only the second meaning prevails, like “ ﯾَﺴُﻮْ ُﻣﻮْ ﻧَ ُﮑ ْﻢ
ب
ِ ( ”ﺳُﻮْ َء ْاﻟ َﻌ َﺬاyasumoonakum su-ul azaab) in (2:49) which means that they (bad) used to be looking for
punishment to come to you (good). To treat others cruely, to create difficulties deliberately.
“ﺖ اﻟﻄﱠ ْﯿ ُﺮ ﻋ َٰﻠﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ ِء
ِ ( ” َﺳﺎ َﻣsaamatit tair alash shaiyi): The bird kept hovering over it {T, M}.
“( ” َﺳﺎ َم ﻓُ َﻼﻧﺎ ً ْاﻻَ ْﻣ َﺮsama fulanal amr): hurt him with something, made something must for him {T, M}.
“اﻻﺑِ َﻞ
ِ ْ ( ”اَ َﺳﺎ َمasamal ibl): left the camels to graze.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟﺴﱡﻮْ َﻣۃas-suma), “ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺴ ْﯿ َﻤۃas-seemah), “( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺴ ْﯿ َﻤﺎ ُءas-seema-a): sign, mark.
“ً س ﺗَﺴ ِْﻮﯾْﻤﺎ
َ ( ” َﺳ ﱠﻮ َم ْاﻟﻔَ َﺮsaumul farsa tusma): branded the horse.
“ً ( ” َﺳ ﱠﻮ َم ﻓُ َﻼﻧﺎsawwama fulanan): let him go free.
Surah Aal-e-Imran calls the malaika which are used to punish as “ َ( ” ُﻣ َﺴ ﱢﻮ ِﻣ ْﯿﻦmusawwameen) in (3:124).
The Quran says:
Those stones under Allah’s law were earmarked to do the
51:33
job
And branded horses
3:14
(horses which have been left to graze)
that in which you graze your cattle
16:10
(the grazing fields)
48:29
Signs (marks) on their faces
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ِ
ِ ِ
ِ ِ
ًﲔ ُﻣ َﺴ ﱠﻮَﻣﺔ
ً ْ ﻟﻨُـ ْﺮﺳ َﻞ َﻋﻠَﻴْ ِﻬ ْﻢ ﺣ َﺠ َﺎرةً ﻣ ْﻦ ﻃ

اﳋَْﻴ ِﻞ اﻟْ ُﻤ َﺴ ﱠﻮَﻣ ِﺔ
ْ َو

ِ ِِ
ِ
ﻴﻤﻮ َن
ُ َوﻣْﻨﻪُ َﺷ َﺠٌﺮ ﻓﻴﻪ ﺗُﺴ
ِ ِﺳﻴﻤﺎﻫﻢ ِﰲ وﺟ
ﻮﻫ ِﻬﻢ
ُُ ُْ َ
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S-W-Y

سوی

“( ”اِ ْﺳﺘِ َﻮا ٌءistiwaa) means for something to be perfectly balanced in itself, or for something to have its
forces in the right places in the right proportion, and for it to have reached the peak of its development {T,
M}.
Ibn Faris says it means solidarity and the balance between two things.
ٰ ( ”اِ ْﺳﺘistawar rajul): he reached his prime.
“َﻮی اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ ُﻞ
ٰ ( ”اِ ْﺳﺘistawa) by saying “( ”ﺑَﻠَ َﻎ اَ ُﺷ ﱠﺪ ٗهbalagha ashud dah) in (28:14). Likewise in
The Quran has described “َﻮی
ٰ ( ”اِ َﺳﺘistawa ala suuqehi) in (48:49) the meaning is clear i.e. for plants to stand upright on
“َﻮی ﻋ َٰﻠﯽ ﺳُﻮْ ﻗِ ٖہ
their stems.
( ”اَﻟﺴ ِﱠﻮ ﱡas-sawiyyu) means which is safe from any exaggeration and in perfect proportion {T, M}.
“ی
ﺼ َﺮاطُ اﻟﺴ ِﱠﻮ ﱡ
“ی
( ”اَﻟ ﱢas-siraatus sawiyyu) means balanced path (20:135).
( ” َر ُﺟ ٌﻞ َﺳ ِﻮ ﱞrajulun sawiyyu): a man whose morals and manners are immaculate.
“ی
That is, he has good figure and has balanced personal;ity {T}.
Surah Maryam says:
19:17
Then he assumed for her likeness a well-balanced man

ﱠﻞ َﳍَﺎ ﺑَ َﺸًﺮا َﺳ ِﻮﻳًّﺎ
َ ﻓَـﺘَ َﻤﺜ

“ﺻ َﺮا ٍط ﱡﻣ ْﺴﺘَﻘِﯿ ٍْﻢ
ِ ” (siraatim mustaqeemin) has come against “( ” ُﻣ ِﮑﺒّﺎ ً ﻋ َٰﻠﯽ َوﺟْ ِﮩ ٖہmukibban ala wajhihi) in 67:22.
“ً( ” َﺳﻮﱠاهُ ﺗَﺴ ِْﻮﯾَہsawwahu taswiyatah) and “ُ ( ”اَ ْﺳ َﻮاهaswah) mean balanced him, made him balanced, smoothed
him {T}.
Raghib says it also means to make according to what sagacity demands e.g. meeting the demands of
human wisdom, the requirements to run human affairs as per the permanent values.
2:29
82:7

made them with the right balance
Allah is he who created and made you of the right
proportion and balance as was needed

ﻓَ َﺴ ﱠﻮ ٰی ُﻫ ﱠﻦ َﺳْﺒ َﻊ َﲰ ٰٰﻮ ٍت

ﮏ
َ َاک ﻓَـ َﻌ َﺪﻟ
َ اَﻟﱠ ِﺬ ْی َﺧﻠَ َﻘ
َ ﮏ ﻓَ َﺴ ﱠﻮ

“( ”اِ ْﺳﺘَ َﻮ ٰی اِ ٰﻟﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ ِءistaa alash shaiyi): to arrive at some conclusion through individual thinking , or to
intend to do something, or to be attentive to it {T, M}.
“( ”اِ ْﺳﺘ َٰﻮ ٰی ﻋ َٰﻠﯽistawa ala) has the connotation of overpowering and control{R}.
The Quran says:
43:13
That you may sit firmly on their backs
23:28

to sit tight (on an animal meant for riding, or on a boat)

ِ
اﻋ ٰﻠﯽ ﻇُ ُﻬ ْﻮِرِﻩ
َ ﻟﺘَ ْﺴﺘَـ ُﻮ
ِ اِﺳﺘَـﻮﻳﺖ۔۔۔ َﻋﻠَﯽ اﻟْ ُﻔ
ﻠﮏ
َ َْ ْ

For Allah becoming “( ”اِ ْﺳﺘَ َﻮ ٰیistawa) on His throne, see the heading (Ain-R-Sh).
“( ” َﺳ َﻮا ٌءsawa-un) means for two things to be equal to each other.
“( ” َﺳ َﻮا ٌء َز ْﯾ ٌﺪ َو َﻋ ْﻤﺮٌوsawa-un zaidu wa um-run): Zaid and Umru are of the same rank, are equals.
“( ”اِ ْﺳﺘَ َﻮﯾَﺎistawaya) and “( ”ﺗَ َﺴﺎ َوﯾَﺎtasawiya): for two things to be like each other, or similar.
ُ ( ” َﺳﺎ َوﯾsaawaitu bainahuma musaawah): I made one equal to the other.
“ًْﺖ ﺑَ ْﯿﻨَﮩُ َﻤﺎ ُﻣ َﺴﺎ َواة
“( ” َﺳ َﻮا ٌءsawa-un) also means justice.
“( ” َﺳ ﱠﻮ ْﯾﺘُ ٗہ ﺑِ ٖہsawwatahu behi), or “ی ﺑَ ْﯿﻨَﮩُ َﻤﺎ
ُ ( ” َﺳ ﱠﻮsawwaitu bainahuma) means I did justice between those two.
ٰ
ُ
ُ
ْ
ُ
َ
َ
َ
“( ”ﻓﻘﻞْ اذﻧﺘﮑ ْﻢ ﻋَﻠﯽ َﺳ َﻮا ٍءfanbiz aihim ala sawa-inn): I have told you about all things on equal account
(21:109).
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The Quran says:
The earth should be available for use to all on
41:10
equal basis
Both of us will have to follow these conditions
20:58
(You and I will be in the same position)

ِِ ِ
ﲔ
َ ْ َﺳ َﻮاءً ﻟﻠ ﱠﺴﺎﺋﻠ
َﻣ َﮑﺎﻧًﺎ ُﺳ ًﻮی

ٌ ( ” َﻣ َﮑmakanun suwa) means a point which is equidistant from both sides.
Raghib says “ی
ً ﺎن ﺳُﻮ
Ibn saidah writes that(suwa) means the place which has pointers so that people can find their way {T}.
“( ” ُﺳ َﻮ ٰیas-sawa-u) means the middle or centre of a thing.
“( ” َﺳ َﻮا َء اﻟ ﱠﺴﺒِﯿْﻞsawa as-sabeel) means the middle of the road.
“( ” َﺳ َﻮا َء اﻟْ َﺠ ِﺤﯿ ِْﻢsawa al-jaheem): the centre of jahanum (hellish society) in (37:54).
“( ”ﻓَ َﺴ ٰ ّﻮﮨَﺎfasawwaha): God levelled their cities to the ground (91:14) i.e. all their dwellings were destroyed
{T}.
Surah An-Nisa says:
4:42
If only they had been annihilated before hand

ِِ
ض
ُ ﻟَ ْﻮﺗُ َﺴ ﱠﻮ ٰی ﻬﺑ ُﻢ ْاﻻَْر

Surah Al-Kahaf says “( ” َﺳﺎ َو ٰیsawa) to mean make it level (18:96)
“ی
ً ( ” ِﺳﻮsiwyun) and “( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺴ َﻮا ُءas-siwaa) also mean ‘other’.
ُ ْ( ” َﻣ َﺮرmarartu bi-rajulin siwaaka): was spent time with someone other than yourself
“ﮏ
َ َک َو ِﺳ َﻮاﺋ
َ ت ﺑِ َﺮ ُﺟ ًﻞ ِﺳ َﻮا
{T}.
Surah An-Najam (53:6) uses the term “( ”ﻓَﺎ ْﺳﺘَ َﻮ ٰیfastawaya) about the last messenger (pbuh) to refer to to
describe his completely balanced personality which had all the characteristics of knowledge and vision
which defined the upper most scales in the human self-development. The attributes of this personality are
referred within the Quran as a model for us to follow through the study of the book. The selection for the
revelation was based on a certain criterion by God and this is evident from the Quran. The messengers
were then provided guidance as they lived their life through the revelation of the message. The final
message has now been revealed to the mankind through the last messenger as the book has been
completed.

سیب

S-Y-B
“ﺎب
َ ( ” َﺳsaab), “ ُ( ”ﯾَ ِﺴﯿْﺐyaseeb): he walked fast {T}.
“ﺎب اﻟ َﻤﺎ ُء
َ ( ” َﺳsaabal maa-u): the water flowed everywhere.
Ibn Faris says it means to move continuously.

“( ” َﺳﯿْﺐُ ْاﻟ َﻤﺎ ِءsaibul maa-i): water started flowing.
ُ ( ” َﺳﯿﱠﺒsayyabtu): I freed that thing to go wherever it wants.
“ْﺖ
“ُ ( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎ ِءﺑَۃas-sa’ibah) is derived from this root as well.
During the period before the advent of Islam, the Arabs had a practice of letting an animal (camel, or cow
etc.) go free in the name of some god. These animals could feed and drink from where ever they wanted
and nobody would prevent them from doing this. The Quran says that Allah has not endorsed such
superstitious practices and all these are self-made customs by your fore-fathers. The Quran directed to
stop these (and others) superstitious practices (5:103).
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سیح

S-Y-H

“( ” َﺳﺎ َح ْاﻟ َﻤﺎ ُءsaahal maa-u): for water to flow on the ground.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ ْﯿ ُﺢas-saih): flowing water on the surface of the ground {T}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means to keep moving continuously.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺴﯿَﺎ َﺣۃas-siyaha): to move along the land, tourism (9:2). Some think that “( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤ ِﺴ ْﯿ ُﺢal-maseeh) has been
derived from this root. Still others say that it is not an Arabic word. See also heading (M-S-H).
“( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎ ِء ُحas-saa’ih): one who travels for pleasure, tourist {T}.
The Quran has said that one of the characteristics of a Momin (believer) is that he is “ َ( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎﺋِﺤُﻮْ نasُ ”ﺳﺌِ ٰﺤ
ٰ (sa-ihaat) in (66:5). Although some
sayihoon) as noted in (9:112). For Momin women, it has used “ﺖ
say that it means those who fast, but Raghib has written that it means those who as per God’s guidance go
about in the land to gain knowledge, discover and learn new things and share it with others. This meaning
seems more appropriate. This points to the fact that the Quran has included this character as a hallmark of
the believing men and women and asked them not to remain confined in one part of the earth. This life is
meant to be explored and discovered through learning and sharing for the good of mankind at large.
Putting any restrictions on the free movement of men and women is directly against this value and Allah
has disapproved it.

22:46

Have they not travelled through the earth? Do
they not have understanding with which they
can grasp, or ears with which to hear? It is not
their eyes that are blind, but the hearts in their
breasts are.

ِ أَﻓَـﻠَ ْﻢ ﻳَ ِﺴْﻴـُﺮوا ﻓِﯽ ْاﻷ َْر
ﻮب ﻳـَ ْﻌ ِﻘﻠُﻮ َن ِﻬﺑَﺎ أ َْو آ َذا ٌن
ٌ ُض ﻓَـﺘَ ُﮑﻮ َن َﳍُ ْﻢ ﻗُـﻠ
ْ
ِ َﻳﺴﻤﻌﻮ َن ِﻬﺑﺎ ﻓَِﺈﻧـﱠﻬﺎ َﻻ ﺗَـﻌﻤﯽ ْاﻷَﺑﺼﺎر وﻟ
ﻮب اﻟﱠﺘِ ْﯽ ﻓِ ْﯽ
ﻠ
ﻘ
ﻟ
ا
ﯽ
ﻤ
ﻌ
ـ
ﺗ
ﻦ
ﮑ
ْ
ُ
ُ
َ
ُ
َ َ َُ ْ َ
َْ
َ ُ َ ْ َْ
ﺼ ُﺪوِر
اﻟ ﱡ

“ُ ( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎ َﺣۃas-saahatuh): open space, ground, open space between houses, the open space in front of a
house.
“ار
ِ ( ” َﺳﺎ َﺣۃُ اﻟ ﱠﺪsaahaqud daar): terrace space (37:177)

S-Y-R

سیر

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ ْﯿ ُﺮas-sair): to walk, to go, either in daytime or at night.
“( ” َﺳ َﺮ ٰیsara) means only to walk at night (17:1, 15:65). See heading (S-R-Y).
“( ” َﺳﺎ َر اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ ُﻞsaarur rajul): the man walked.
“( ” َﺳﯿﱠ َﺮ ٗهsayyerah): he made him walk, took him from one place to another.
“ٌ ( ” ِﺳ ْﯿ َﺮةseerah): way, speed, the way of walking, built, condition.
20:21

َﺳﻨُﻌِﻴْ ُﺪ َﻫﺎ ِﺳْﻴـَﺮﺗَـ َﻬﺎ ْاﻻُْوٰﻟﯽ

we will return it to its former condition

“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴﯿﱠﺎ َرةas-sayyaarah): the group which goes together, caravan (12:19).
The Quran repeatedly quotes historic facts as an evidence from the past:
Move through the earth and see the fate of
ِ
ِ ِﺳﻴْـُﺮْوا ﻓِﯽ ْاﻻَْر
ﲔ
6:11
َ ض ﰒُﱠ اﻧْﻈُُﺮْوا َﮐْﻴ
َ ْ ِﻒ َﮐﺎ َن َﻋﺎﻗﺒَﺔُ اﻟْ ُﻤ َﮑ ﱢﺬﺑ
ْ
those who thought our laws were untrue
If those nations exist, then study their present condition and the level of development, but if these
civilisations have ceased to exist, then through archaeology study their history and signs and learn lessons
in the light of the permanent values revealed in the Quran.
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S-Y-L

سیل

“( ” َﺳﺎ َل اَ ْﻟ َﻤﺎ ُءsaalal maa-u): the water flowed.
“( ”اَ َﺳﺎﻟَ ٗہa’saalah): someone spilled it, or let it flow.
“( ” َﻣﺎ ٌء َﺳ ْﯿ ٌﻞmaa-un seyl): the water which flowed.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺴ ْﯿ ُﻞas-sayl): abundantly flowing water, flood.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟِ ّﺴ ْﯿﻠَۃas-seelah): the way or manner in which the water flows.
The Quran says:
valleys are flooded
13:17
flood takes away the foam with it.
34:12
we made a copper spring flow for him
34:16

ِ َﻓَﺴﺎﻟ
ﺎﺣﺘَ َﻤﻞ اﻟ ﱠﺴْﻴ ُﻞ َزﺑَ ًﺪا
ْ َ
ْ َﺖ اَْودﻳَﺔٌ ۔ ﻓ
ﲔ اﻟْ ِﻘﻄْ ِﺮ
َ ْ َواَ َﺳﻠْﻨَﺎﻟَﻪُ َﻋ
َﺳْﻴ َﻞ اﻟْ َﻌ ِﺮِم

Big and fast flood

Seen

ﺳﯿﻦ

“ ُ( ”اَﻟِ ّﺴﯿْﻦas-seen) is a letter, but “ﺲ
َ َ( ”ﯾyaseen) (36:1) means O’ man, or O’ leader. The dictionary “”طﮯ
(tey) says that “ﺲ
َ َ( ”ﯾyaseen) means O’ man.
Actually it is the abbreviation of the word “ ُ( ”اِ ْﻧ َﺴﺎنinsaan), and historically the Arabs at the time used to
making abbreviations in their language.
“ْﻒ ﺷَﺎ
ِ ( ” َﮐ ٰﻔﯽ ﺑِﺎﻟ ﱠﺴﯿkafa bis saifi sha) is an abbreviation for “َﺎﮨﺪًا
ِ ( ” َﮐﻔَﺎﺑِﺎﻟ ﱠﺴﯿkafa bis saif shahida) which
ِ ْﻒ ﺷ
means that this is a verse by some poet.
ْ َ( ”ﻗُ ْﻠﻨَﺎ ﻟَﮩَﺎ ﻗِﻔِ ْﯽ ﻟَﻨَﺎ ﻗَﺎﻟqulna laha qifi lana qaalat qaf). Here instead of saying “ﺖ
ُ ْ( ”وﻗَﻔwaqaftu) it is only
ْ َﺖ ﻗ
“ﺎف
ْ َ( ”ﻗqaf).
said “ﺎف
“ ُ( ”اَﻟِ ّﺴﯿْﻦas-seen) means pillar or support. If some link of the ceiling becomes weak then some “( ” ِﺳﯿ ٌْﻦseen)
is put up to support it.
“( ” ِﺳ ْﯿﻨَﺎ ُءseena) is a kind of stone.
“ َ( ” َوطُﻮْ ِر ِﺳ ْﯿﻨِ ْﯿﻦtoori seeneen) as in (95:2), and “( ” ِﻣ ْﻦ طُﻮْ ِر َﺳ ْﯿﻨَﺎ َءmin toori seena) as in (23:20) is the mountain
in Syria on which Moosa had gone to receive the revelation. See heading (Seen)
“ُ( ”اَﻟِ ّﺴ ْﯿﻨِ ْﯿﻨَۃas-seeninah) is a kind of tree.
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شأم

Sh-A-M

“( ”اَ ْﻟﯿَ ُﺪ اﻟ ﱡﺸ ْﺆﻣٰ ﯽal-yadush ashuma): left hand, as opposite of “( ”اَ ْﻟﯿُ ْﻤ ٰﻨﯽal-yumna) which means right hand.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺸﻮْ ُمash-shoom) is the opposite of “( ”ﯾُ ْﻤ ٌﻦyumna) i.e. ill boding.
Taj-ul-Uroos says “( ” ُﺷ ْﺆ ٌمshoom) means such deeds which are disliked and feared.
“( ”ﻗَ ْﺪﺷَﺄ َ َﻣﮩُ ْﻢqad sha aamahum): he boded ill for them.
“( ” َر ُﺟ ٌﻞ َﻣﺶْ ءُوْ ٌمrajulun mash-uoom): ill boded man {T}, {F}.
For the Quranic meaning of “( ”ﻧﺤﻮﺳﺖnahusat), see heading (N-H-S).
The Quran (56:9) has used “( ”اَﺻْ ٰﺤﺐُ ْاﻟ َﻤﺶْ َء َﻣ ِۃashaab al-mash’amah), or people on the right hand, against
“( ”اَﺻْ ٰﺤﺐُ ْاﻟ َﻤ ْﯿ َﻤﻨَ ِۃashaab al-maymanah), or the ones on the left hand (the ill-fated ones)
Syria is called “( ”ﺷَﺄْ ٌمsham) because it is to the left of the central (Mecca) {T}.

Sh-A-N

شأن

“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﺄْنash-shaan): especially important matter, issue or condition {T}. Plural is “ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺸﺌُﻮْ نash-shu oon).
Raghib says it is said for matters or condition of great importance {T}.
“ َ( ” َﺷﺄنshaana), “( ”ﺷَﺄْﻧَ ٗہshanahu): he intended it.
“( ”ﺷَﺄْ ٌنshaan): important matters, because they are a thing of deliberate intent. It also means that he did
something which he could do well.
ْ
ْ
“س
ِ ( ”ﺷَﺄنُ اﻟﺮﱠأshaanur raas): the confluence of the small bones of the skull.
ْ
“ ُ( ”اﻟ ﱠﺸﺄنash-shaan): a blood vessel which takes blood to the eye. It also means the path which brings tears
to the eyes.
“( ” ُﺷﺌُﻮْ نُ ْاﻟ َﺨ ْﻤ ِﺮshu-oonul khumr): that part of liquor which permeates the body {T}.
Ibn Faris says it basically mean to search, demand and intent.
Surah Ar-Rahman says:
55:29

whatever there is in the highs and lows of the universe is
dependent on the nurturer for its development

ِ ﻳﺴﺌـﻠُﻪ ﻣﻦ ﻓِﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺴ ٰﻤ ٰﻮ
ِ ت َو ْاﻻَْر
ض۔
ْ َ ُ َْ َ
ٍ ُﮐ ﱠﻞ ﻳـﻮٍم ﻫﻮ ﻓِﯽ َﺷ
ﺎن
ْ َ ُ َْ

This is the translation of the first part of the verse. In the second part “( ”ﮨُ َﻮhuwa) is taken to mean Allah
which is translated as Allah is in a different form of grandeur every moment. We think it is wrong,
because Allah is a permanent entity which is constantly in a similar state of grandeur, though His powers
may be displayed in different ways. As such, if in the second part of the verse above “( ”ﮨُ َﻮhuwa) is taken
to mean “ض
ِ ( ” َﻣ ْﻦ ﻓِﯽ اﻟﺴﱠﻤٰ ٰﻮmun fis samawati fil ard), it be will be more appropriate. This way, the
ِ ْت َو ْاﻻَر
full verse would mean that everything in the universe is dependent on him for its development and the
needs of things keep changing with time. In different situations their needs for development are different
and Allah sustains them according to their changing needs (14:34). In this way, the development of things
in the universe continues according to the law of evolution.
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Sh-B-H

شبه

“( ”ﺗَﺸَﺎﺑَہtashabah) means for two things to be so similar that it becomes difficult to distinguish one from
the other.
“( ” َﺷﺒﱠﮩَ ٗہ اِﯾ ٗﱠﺎهshabbahu iyyahu): he made that thing like the other thing, made them similar, look alike.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺸ ْﺒہash-shibhu), “ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﺒَہash-shabahu), “ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﺒِ ْﯿہas-shibyah): alike, similar to.
“( ” ُﺷﺒﱢہَ َﻋﻠَ ْﯿ ِہ ْاﻻَ ْﻣ ُﺮshubbihah alaihil amr): the matter became doubtful or unclear (ambiguous) for him {T}.
“ٌ( ”ﺗَ ْﺸﺒِ ْﯿہtashbih): to describe a thing by referring to a similar thing.
“ٌ( ” ُﻣﺸَﺎﺑَﮩَۃmushabahah): to resemble one another {T}, {M}.
The Quran says:
2:25
Similar
We can’t understand what sort of cow should it be because all cows
2:70
are similar to us and this throws us into doubt (or confusion)
2:119
their hearts are alike (are mutually agreed)
6:100

mutually alike and dissimilar

6:144

mutually alike and dissimilar

ًُﻣﺘَ َﺸ ِﺎﻬﺑﺎ
اِ ﱠن اﻟْﺒَـ َﻘَﺮ ﺗَ َﺸﺎﺑَﻪَ َﻋﻠَﻴْـﻨَﺎ

ﺖ ﻗـُﻠُ ْﻮﺑـُ ُﻬ ْﻢ
ْ ﺗَ َﺸﺎﺑـَ َﻬ
ٍﻣ ْﺸﺘﺒِﻬﺎً و َﻏﻴـﺮ ﻣﺘ َﺸﺎﺑِﻪ
َُ َ ْ َ َ ُ
ٍﻣﺘ َﺸ ِﺎﻬﺑﺎً وﻏَﻴـﺮ ﻣﺘ َﺸﺎﺑِﻪ
َُ َ ْ َ
َُ

ٌ ٰ( ” َﻣﺤْ َﮑﻤmuhkamaat) and “ﺎت
ٌ َ” ُﻣﺘَﺸَﺎﺑِﮩ
The noble Quran has two types of verses which are “ﺖ
(mutashaabihaat), as explained in 3:6. For detailed discussion on this, see heading (H-K-M) and (Th-NY).
Surah An-Nisa says in the tale about Isa that the Jews neither crucified Jesus nor murder him.
the truth became doubtful for them
َوٰﻟ ِﮑ ْﻦ ُﺷﺒﱢﻪَ َﳍُ ْﻢ
4:157
(what had actually happened)
For details see my book “Shola-e-Mastoor” in the part about Jesus.

Sh-T-T

شتت

“( ” َﺷﺘﱠہshattah), “ُ( ”ﯾَ ُﺸﺘﱡہyashuttuhu), “ً ( ” َﺷﺘّﺎshatta), “ً ( ” َﺷﺘَﺎﺗﺎshatata): he separated or differentiated them,
removed them.
( ”ﺷ ﱠshat): he became different and unlike.
“َﺖ
( ”اَ ْﻣ ٌﺮ ﺷ ﱞamrun shat): different matter {t, m}. The plural is “َﺎت
ٌ ( ”اَ ْﺷﺘashtaat).
“َﺖ
“ً ( ” َﺟﺎ ُء وْ ا اَ ْﺷﺘَﺎﺗﺎja’oo ashtata): they came individually, and separately.
Surah An-Noor says “( ” َﺟ ِﻤﯿْﻌﺎ ً اَوْ اَ ْﺷﺘَﺎﺗًﺎjami’a au ashtata) in 24:61 to mean together or separately.
Surah Al-Lail says:
92:4
your struggle is in different directions

اِ ﱠن َﺳ ْﻌﻴَ ُﮑ ْﻢ ﻟَ َﺸ ٰﺘّﯽ

This verse means that there is a purpose to every man’s life and each has its own purpose.
There can be various aims in a man’s life too, for the attainment of which he strives. The Quran says that
although a man can have several purposes in life, but overall they can be classified into two categories.
One is “( ”اَ ْﻋ ٰﻄﯽaata) as in 62:5, and the other is “( ”ﺑَ ِﺨ َﻞbakhil) as in 9:82. “( ”اَ ْﻋ ٰﻄﯽaata) means that a man
gives from his earnings for the development of others, and “( ”ﺑَ ِﺨ َﻞbakhil) means that he keeps them only
for himself. The previous case is the height of humanity and the other cause for demeaning of humanity.
Surah Taha says “ت َﺷ ٰﺘّﯽ
ٍ ( ”ﻧَﺒَﺎnabaatin shatta) in 20:53 to means various types of herbs and plants.
ٌ ( ” َﺷﺘِﯿshateet) which means that which has been separated, differentiated,
“( ” َﺷ ٰﺘّﯽshatta) is the plural of “ْﺖ
individualised.
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شتو

Sh-T-W

“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺸﺘَﺎ ُءash-shita): winter. The Arabs divided the year into two parts. One was “( ”ﺷﺘﺎءshita’a) and the
other “( ”ﺻﯿﻒsaif). Furthermore, “( ”ﺷﺘﺎءshita’a) was divided in two parts of. The last three months of this
ٌ ﺻﯿ
period were “( ” َرﺑِ ْﯿ ٌﻊrabih), and last period was “ْﻒ
َ ” (saif) which had the last three months of “ٌ”ﻗَﯿْﻆ
(qaiz). Since in winter the Arabs hardly went out of their homes to go and make a living, in these months
there was dearth of fodder and grain. Therefore “( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺸﺘَﺎ ُءash-shita’a) also meant drought, and “ ُﺻﺎ ِﺣﺐ
َ
( ”اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﺘ َﻮ ِةsaahibush shatu) as a person whom got frustrated of winter and drought, and sought for help {T,
M}.
The Quran says about the caravans of the Quresh tribe:
their travels in winter and summer
106:2
(all year around)

Sh-J-R

ِ ﺼْﻴ
ﻒ
ِر ْﺣﻠَﺔَ اﻟﺸﱢﺘَ ِﺎء َواﻟ ﱠ

شجر

“( ” َﺷ َﺠ ٌﺮshajar) means anything that disperses after gathering together {T}.
“( ” َﺷ َﺠ َﺮ ﺑَ ْﯿﻨَﮩُ ْﻢshajara bainahum) means to quarrel among themselves because of differences.
The Quran says:
2:65
mutual disagreement

ﻓِْﻴ َﻤﺎ َﺷ َﺠَﺮ ﺑـَْﻴـﻨَـ ُﻬ ْﻢ

“ً ( ”ﺷَﺎ َﺟ َﺮ ﻓُ َﻼ ٌن ﻓُ َﻼﻧﺎshajarun fulanun fulana): so and so differed with so and so.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ َﺠ ُﺮash-shajar): tree. This is the plural while singular is “ٌ ( ” َﺷ َﺠ َﺮةshajarah), probably because it has
one trunk but many different branches. This is the basic meaning of “( ” َﺷ َﺠ َﺮshajar).
Taj-ul-Uroos says that “( ”ﺗَﺸَﺎ َﺟ َﺮtashajar) means for the armies to engage in hand to hand combat. Since
the branches of a tree are also seemingly engaged with each other, this is why a tree is called “” َﺷ َﺠ ٌﺮ
(shajar), but the former meaning is more plausible i.e. for a tree having one trunk but many branches.
Ibn Faris says it means for something to be lofty or high and its elements to be engaged with others.
In the Quran, in the tale about Adam, it is said:
2:35
do not go near that tree

ِِ
َﱠﺠَﺮة
َ ﻓَ َﻼ ﺗَـ ْﻘَﺮﺑَﺎ ٰﻫﺬﻩ اﻟﺸ

As related in the tale about Adam, the tale is actually a detailed account of human story. Man prior to his
civilized life used to exist on a few needs and the food supply was abundant, hence there were no
differences between them. Later when humans began civilized life, they got led to clash of interest
between individuals and tribes, and this led to differences among them:
mankind was one group earlier but later they
ِ وﻣﺎ َﮐﺎ َن اﻟﻨ
ِ
ﺎﺧﺘَـﻠَ ُﻔ ْﻮا
10:19
ْ َﱠﺎس اﱠﻻ اُﱠﻣﺔً َواﺣ َﺪةً ﻓ
ََ
ُ
began to differ among themselves
Humanity has to reunite once again, but this unity is not possible without the guidance of revelation
(2:213). This is the connotation of 2:35. That is, they were all told that their reality (beginning) was the
same, therefore, they should not develop mutual differences. Later on, self-interests which teaches every
individual to protect his own interests, and is a devilish intellect, led them to selfish interests and thus
they became each other’s enemy (2:36). As such, at this point “( ” َﺷ َﺠ ٌﺮshajar) would mean those mutual
differences among human beings which arouse because of pursuing selfish interest.
And which can be resolved only by living according to the system of the revelation (2:38), which teaches
us to equally share the available sustenance.
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شحح

Sh-H-H

“ ( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺸﺢﱡash-shuh): to comprehend he right meaning of this word we have to visualize very harsh summer
time when there is very little water and lot of thirsty people. In this situation people would certainly try to
get ahead of each other in order to get a drink. This situation is called “( ”ﺗَﺸَﺎ َﺣ َﺤﺎ ْاﻟ َﻤﺎ َءtashaha ha ma’a), or
“ُ ( ”ﺗَﺸَﺎﺣﱠﺎهtashah ha hu) {T}.
The Quranic system is that everyone should prefer the need of others over those of themselves.
So “( ” ُﺷ ﱢﺢ ﻧَ ْﻔﺲshuhhin nafsi) would be opposite to this system.
Surah Al-Hashar’s verse makes this clear when it says the following for a Momin:
A Momin’s trait is that he may be in dire straits
ِِ
ِ
ِ
59:9
himself, but he prefers the needs of others to before his
ٌﺎﺻﺔ
َ ﻳـُ ْﺆﺛُﺮْو َن َﻋ ٰﻠﯽ اَﻧْـ ُﻔﺴ ِﻬ ْﻢ َوﻟَ ْﻮَﮐﺎ َن ﻬﺑ ْﻢ َﺧ
َ ﺼ
own
remember, those he who protect themselves from shuh
ﮏ ُﻫ ُﻢ اﻟْ ُﻤ ْﻔﻠِ ُﺤ ْﻮ َن
59:9
hi nafs (selfish interests), are the ones whose crops
َ َِوَﻣ ْﻦ ﻳـُ ْﻮ َق ُﺷ ﱠﺢ ﻧـَ ْﻔ ِﺴ ِﻪ ﻓَﺎُوٰﻟﺌ
grow well
In other words, a Momin is he who prefers watering the fields for someone else.
“( ”ﺗَﺸَﺎ ﱠح ْاﻟﻘَﻮْ ُمtashah halqum): people tried to get ahead of each other, lest the thing remains out of their
reach.
“ﺒﺮ
ِ ( ”ﺗَﺸَﺎﺣﱠﺎ َﻋﻠَﯽ ْاﻻَ ْﻣtashah ha aslal amr): they both quarrelled in the matter, and none was ready to let the
matter go {T}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means to withhold something.
With this meaning “( ”ﺗَﺸَﺎ ﱠح ْاﻟﻘَﻮْ ُمtashah hul quum) would not only mean that nations tried to get ahead of
one another, but also that in order to get ahead, they tried to stop others from doing so. This makes the
meaning of “( ” ُﺷ ﱞﺢshuh) clear. It is the psychological attitude to get ahead and grab something for you,
and to stop others from getting to it.
According to this connotation, “ ( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺸﺢﱡash-shuh) would mean the worst type of selfishness which has both
greed and miserliness in it. Some say that miserliness is confined only to wealth but “( ” ُﺷ ﱞﺢshuh) is used
for miserliness or confining all sorts of things for self-including wealth {T}. Not only for reserving for self
but also for stopping them from reaching anyone else.
Raghib says it is “( ” ُﺷ ﱞﺢshuh) when this habit is found habitually in a person.
“( ”اِﺑِ ٌﻞ َﺷ َﺤﺎ ِء ُحiblun shaha-ih): a camel which gives very little milk.
“( ” َز ْﻧ ٌﺪ َﺷ َﺤﺎ ٌحzandun shuhah): fire stones which do not spark fire.
“( ” َﻣﺎ ٌء َﺷ َﺤﺎ ٌحma-un sha-ha): very little water {M}.
Surah Al-Azaab says “ً( ”اَ ِﺷ ﱠﺤۃashihah) in 13:19. Singular is “( ” َﺷ ِﺤ ْﯿ ٌﺢshahih) which means to be miser and
greedy.

Sh-H-M

شحم

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﺤْ ُﻢash-shahm): fat. Plural is “( ” ُﺷﺤُﻮْ ٌمshuhoom).
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﺤْ َﻤۃash-shahmah): piece of fat.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﺤْ ُﻢash-shahm): a camel’s hump {T, M, R}.
The Quran says:
6:147
fat (of cows and goats) was made forbidden for them
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Sh-Kh-Sd

شخص

“ ٌ( ”ﺷ َْﺨﺺshakhs): everything seen from afar. With reference to height it is said “َﺺ ْاﻟﺠُﺮْ ُح
َ ( ” َﺷﺨshaksal
jurh): the wound became high i.e. worsened, or swelled.
“( ” َﺷﺨَﺺ ُﺷ ُﺨﻮْ ﺻًﺎshakhas shakhusa): he rose.
“َﺺ اﻟ ﱠﺴ ْﮩ ُﻢ
َ ( ” َﺷﺨshakhasas sahm): the arrow went above the target {T, M, R}.
Ibn Faris says there is a sense of height in its basic meaning.
“ُ ﺼ َﺮه
َ ََﺺ ﺑ
َ ( ” َﺷﺨshakhasa basarah): he kept his eyes open without blinking, or when someone’s eyes
remain wide open due to terror {T, M, R}.
The Quran says:
the eyes will be opened wide at the time of that great
14:42
revolution
21:97
the deniers of this system will have their eyes wide opened

Sh-H-N

ِ ِ ﺗَ ْﺸﺨ
ﺼ ُﺎر
َ ْﺺ ﻓْﻴﻪ ْاﻻَﺑ
ُ َ
ِ ِ
ﺼ ُﺎر اﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳْ َﻦ َﮐ َﻔُﺮْوا
َ ْﺎﺧﺼﺔٌ اَﺑ
َ ﻓَﺎ َذا ﻫ َﯽ َﺷ

شحن

“َ( ” َﺷﺤَﻦَ اﻟ ﱠﺴﻔِ ْﯿﻨَۃshahamnas safeenata) or “( ”ﯾَ ْﺸ َﺤﻨُﮩَﺎyash-hanuha): loaded the boat with whatever goods were
to be loaded {T, R}.
The Quran says:
26:119 Laden boat

ِ ْاَﻟْ ُﻔﻠ
ﮏ اﻟْ َﻤ ْﺸ ُﺤ ْﻮ ِن

“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺸﺤْ ﻨَۃash-shihnah): the goods that are loaded on a boat.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺸﺤْ ﻨَۃash-shihna): the fodder for animals which is collected and is enough for the animals for a day
and a night.
“ َ( ” َﺷﺤَﻦshahan), “ً ( ”ﺷَﺤْ ﻨﺎshahna): to reply to someone harshly, to scold, and also to distance.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺸﺤْ ﻨَۃash-shihnah): the administrator for some area appointed by the king.
“ ُ( ”اَ ُﻣﺸَﺎ ِﺣﻦal-mushaahin): one who is secretly opposed {T, R}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means both, to fill and to distance, but there seems to be no link between them.

شدد

Sh-D-D

“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺸ ﱠﺪةal-shiddah): hardness.
“( ” َﺷ ﱠﺪshud): he strengthened and solidified it.
“َﯽ ٌء َﺷ ِﺪ ْﯾ ٌﺪ ُﻣ ْﺸﺘَ ﱞﺪ
ْ ( ”ﺷshai-un shadeedun mushtad): very strong thing.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ ﱡﺪash-shud): to tie someone up strongly.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺸ ﱠﺪةash-shiddah): bravery and solidarity of heart.
“( ”اِﻧﱠ ٗہ ﻟِﺤُﺐﱢ ْاﻟ َﺨﯿ ِْﺮ ﻟَ َﺸ ِﺪ ْﯾ ٌﺪinna lihbi alheer ash-shadeed): brave, strong, miser (100:7)
“( ”اَ ْ ِﻻ ُﺷ ﱡﺪal-ashuddu): maturity.
“َﻠﯽ ﻗُﻠُﻮْ ﺑِ ِﮩ ْﻢ
ٰ ( ” َوا ْﺷ ُﺪ ْد ﻋwushdud ala qulubhim): seal their hearts (10:88) {T, M}.
It means maturity and guidance as in 40:67, 6:153 and 17:44.
Surah An-Nisa says:
4:6
oversee the wealth of orphans till they reach “age of nikah”

ِ واﺑْـﺘَـﻠُﻮاْ اﻟْﻴﺘَﺎﻣﻰ ﺣ ﱠ
ﺎح
َ ﱴ إذَا ﺑـَﻠَﻐُﻮاْ اﻟﻨﱢ َﻜ
َ
ََ َ َ

At other places, such as in 17:34 and 6:135 it has been said to watch over their assets till they reach
maturity. This clearly shows that the age for wedding is when one grows up, not old age. This is what has
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been said about the orphans whose wall was about to fall down and which Moosa’s companion had
repaired without any charge.
In 22:5 it has been used for the youth of ordinary folk. In 28:14, the same has been said about Moosa.
In surah Yusuf the word “( ” ِﺷﺪَا ٌدshidaadun) has been used to mean harsh years (12:48). It is the plural of
“( ” َﺷ ِﺪ ْﯾ ٌﺪshaded). Its plural is also “( ”اَ ِﺷ ﱠﺪا ُءashidda’a).
Surah Al-Fatah describes a Momin as:
48:29
They are very hard against the opponents

اَ ِﺷﺪﱠاءُ َﻋﻠَﯽ اﻟْ ُﮑﻔﱠﺎ ِر

“( ”اَ َﺷ ﱡﺪashaddu): very hard and strong (2:74).
“( ”اِ ْﺷﺘَ ﱠﺪishtaddu): to attack fiercely or to walk fast (14:18).

شرب

Sh-R-B

“ب
َ َﺮ
ِ ( ”ﺷshariba), “ ُ( ”ﯾَ ْﺸ َﺮبyashrab): to drink, to be satiated.
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ َﺮابash-sharaab): anything which is swallowed and not chewed (2:259).
“ ُ( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤ ْﺸ َﺮبal-mashrab): water, to drink water, place to drink water, time or place of drinking, the manner
in which the water is drunk {T, M}.
“( ”طَ َﻌﺎ ٌم ُذوْ َﻣ ْﺸ َﺮﺑِ ٍۃtu-aam un zu mashrabah): food which after eating one gets very thirsty {Aqrab-ulmuwarid}.
The Quran says “( ” َﻣ ْﺸ َﺮﺑَﮩُ ْﻢmashrabahum) in 2:60 to mean a place to drink or water itself.
“ ٌ( ” ِﺷﺮْ بshirb) as in 26:155 means the portion to drink water or turn to drink, or the time to drink.
“ ٌ( ” ُﺷﺮْ بshuurb) as in 56:55 means to drink.
“ ٌ( ”ﺷَﺎ ِربshaarib) as in 47:15 means one who drinks water. The plural is “ب
َ َْﺎرﺑُﻮ
ِ ( ”ﺷshaariboon) or “ َﺎر
ِ ﺷ
َْ( ”ﺑِﯿﻦshaaribeen).
ْ َ( ”ﯾyat-umhu) after “ب
Surah Al-Baqrah says “ﻄ َﻌ ْﻤ ٗہ
َ َﺮ
َ َﺮ
ِ ( ”ﺷsharib) in 2:249. Here “ب
ِ ( ”ﺷshariba) means to
drink to the fill and “( ”طَ ِﻌ َﻢta-im) means to taste the water:
The tale of Bani Israel relates:
2:93
the calf lay in their hearts

َواُ ْﺷ ِﺮﺑـُ ْﻮا ﻓِ ْﯽ ﻗُـﻠُ ْﻮﻬﺑِِ ُﻢ اﻟْﻌِ ْﺠ َﻞ

But it means figuratively that the calf’s sanctity had permeated their hearts, or that its love found its way
to their hearts.

شرح

Sh-R-H
“( ”ﺷَﺮْ ٌحsharh): to open, or make clear {T, M}.

Raghib says it means to spread the flesh. It also means to widen and expand, as well as comprehension.
“ﺎب
َ َ( ” َﺷ َﺮ َح ْاﻟﺒsharahal baab): opened the door.
“( ” َﺷ َﺮ َح ْاﻟ َﮑ َﻼ ُمsharahal kal): comprehended a matter {M}.
The Quran says that anybody whom the Quran wants to guide:
Widens his chest for Islam
6:126
(makes it more accommodating)
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This word includes the connotations of comprehension, the ability to accept the right thing, and the
courage to adopt the right path. It also means conversely. About those on the wrong path is said:
6:126

ًﺿﻴﱢﻘﺎً َﺣَﺮﺟﺎ
َ ُﺻ ْﺪ َرﻩ
َ َْﳚ َﻌ ْﻞ

It constricts his chest, narrows it

The truth is that “ًﺻ ْﺪرا
َ ( ” َﺷ َﺮ َحsharah sadr) is a very big specialty for whoever gets it, or to comprehend
something without being biased on merits, to appreciate the truth wherever it is found, and to accept it. In
other words, accept the truth despite all opposition and to propagate it in as much detail and clarity. To be
courteous to everyone, be expansive towards enemies, and not be narrow minded anywhere. All these are
included in “ًﺻ ْﺪرا
َ ( ” َﺷ َﺮ َحsharah sadr). That is why the messengers have always prayed to God to give
them this “ًﺻ ْﺪرا
َ ( ” َﺷ َﺮ َحsharah sadr) as in 20:25, and the Messenger (pbuh) has been told as much that it is
ً
because of “ﺻ ْﺪرا
َ ( ” َﺷ َﺮ َحsharah sadr) that his difficult mission became so easy and the burden which was
breaking his back was made light (94:1-2). Otherwise the opponents were acting in a way as to make one
unable to breathe (15:97).
Therefore, as per the Quran, for matters to become easy “ًﺻ ْﺪرا
َ ( ” َﺷ َﺮ َحsharah sadr) is necessary (94:1,
20:25-29). It must be every Muslim’s trait (6:126). Anyone who is narrow minded or lacks in courage,
has not his chest widened to accept real Islam. In 39:22, this has been likened to “ًﺻ ْﺪرا
َ ( ” َﺷ َﺮ َح ٖﺑہsharaha
behi sadra) which means to accept something gracefully, or to open one’s heart for it (16:106).

Sh-R-D

شرد

“( ” َﺷ َﺮ َد ْاﻟﺒَ ِﻌ ْﯿ ُﺮsharadal ba-ir): the camel ran way after stampeding.
“( ”اَﻟﺘﱠ ْﺸ ِﺮ ْﯾ ُﺪat-tashreed): to scold, to oust, to disperse, to make someone balk and run away.
ُ ( ” َﺷ ﱠﺮ ْدsharadat behi) means that I acted in such a way that nobody will ever follow
Raghib says that “ت ﺑِ ٖہ
it. They will stay away from such acts and balk at doing so.
The Quran says:
give them such a taste (teach them such a lesson) that those
8:57
who are following with the same designs run away at seeing
their condition (become frustrated).

ﻓَ َﺸﱢﺮْد ﻬﺑِِ ْﻢ ﱠﻣ ْﻦ َﺧﻠْ َﻔ ُﻬ ْﻢ

Ibn Faris says its basic meanings are to balk and to be distanced.

شرذم

Sh-R-Dh-M
“ٌ ( ” ِﺷﺮْ ِذ َﻣۃshir zimah): a small group, a group that is breakaway.
“( ”ﺛِﯿَﺎبٌ َﺷ َﺮا ِذ ُمsi-aabun sharazim): rags {T, R}.
The Quran says:
26:54
an insignificant group

ِﺷ ْﺮِذ َﻣﺔٌ ﻗَﻠﻴْـﻠُ ْﻮ َن

ُ ” َﺷ َﺮ ْﻣ
Ibn Faris says that the “( ”ذdhal) is additional in this word, which is actually derived from “ﺖ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ َء
(sharamtush shaiyi), which means to tear something to bits. A small group is called “ٌ( ” ِﺷﺮْ ِذ َﻣۃshirzimah)
because it breaks away from a bigger party.
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شرر

Sh-R-R

“( ” َﺷ ﱞﺮsharr) is the opposite of “( ” َﺧ ْﯿ ٌﺮkhair) i.e. Goodness (99:8).
Lissan-ul-Arab says that “( ” َﺷ ﱞﺮsharr) means evil or badness i.e. “( ”ﺳُﻮْ ٌءsuu).
The author of Misbaah says that it means oppression and chaos.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ َﺮا ُرash-sharaar), “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ َﺮ ُرash sharer): the sparks that fly from a fire. Singular is “ُ ( ” َﺷ َﺮا َرةsharaarah)
and “ٌ ( ” َﺷ َﺮ َرةshararah) as in 77:32.
“( ” َﺷﺮ ْﱠاﻟ َﻤﺎ ُء ِﻣﻦَ ْاﻟﻘِﺮْ ﯾَ ِۃsharrul ma-un minal qaryah): water continued to drip from the water bag (of leather).
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ ﱡﺮash-sharru) means intensity, happiness, anger, rage, greed and morally decrepit. It also means
everything that is not according to one’s personality, or that which obstructs the attainment of his needs
{M}.
Ibn Faris says its basic meanings are to scatter, to fly away hither and thither and to disburse.
Raghib says that “( ” َﺧ ْﯿ ٌﺮkhair) and “( ” َﺷ ﱞﺮsharr) are ambivalent words. While a thing may be khair or
good for someone, it could be sharr or bad for someone else {R}.
Since the word is the opposite of khair, the heading (Kh-Y-R) should also be consulted.
Ibn Faris says this word means for the spending of human capability and strength to be so spent, wasted,
scattered away or disperse so as not to produce any positive result.
Conversely khair would mean for human forces to produce good or constructive results. When water
flows within the boundaries of a river’s banks, its result is only good, but when it overflows the banks as
flood, it produces negative results. When breeze blows slowly, it is cause for pleasure, but when it turns
into a storm, it can only wreak havoc. When forces gets scattered or frittered away and become unbridled,
they cause sharr. This very thing applies to human personality. If ones strengths are diffused, ones
capabilities cannot develop. If they are concentrated, then they solidify.
Surah Al-Falaq says:
113:2
be safe from whatever that has been created

ِ
ﺎﺧﻠَ َﻖ
َ ﻣ ْﻦ َﺷﱢﺮ َﻣ

This makes it clear that sharr is not something which has been created as such i.e, bad, as it was believed
in the old days. Nothing in the universe is good or bad by itself. Everything has an evil aspect and a good
aspect. One should try to avoid its evil element and adopt the good element. If water stays under the boat
then it is good, but if it comes into the boat then it is not good. To utilize everything under the guidance of
God’s revelation is khair, and to use it for human destruction is sharr. As far as our social evils are
concerned, they are the product of our wrong social system. If a society is established under the guidance
of the Quran then all the social ills will disappear. This is the same situation with individualistic pain. As
human knowledge progresses, the pains are lessened.
Then there are the emotional problems which trouble us. If man is brought up in the right way, he can
overcome those problems as well. When a man’s point of view is changed his whole perspective is
changed. That is why “Iblees” has been told:
ِ ِ ِﱠ
ﮏ َﻋﻠَﻴْ ِﻬ ْﻢ ُﺳﻠْ ٰﻄ ٌﻦ
15:22
truly, you will have no power over my missionaries
َ َﺲ ﻟ
َ ْان ﻋﺒَﺎد ْی ﻟَﻴ
Khair and sharr have appeared quite many times in Quran which reveal the truths mentioned above. Not
that the Quran has not argued about good and evil in a philosophical manner, because its subject matter is
not philosophy. Its purpose is to provide guidance so that sharr may not remain i.e. strengths do not
disperse and do not produce destructive results, but consolidate in an organized way and produce
constructive results. As mentioned earlier, it is the way we use things which makes them good or bad. As
far as the permanent values which have been given to man through the revelation are concerned, they are
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inherently khair or good, such as justice, benevolence etc. They are opposite to bad or sharr: Likewise the
things which have been classified by the Quran as forbidden, produce sharr or evil.

شرط

Sh-R-Te

“ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ َﺮطash-shart): mark or sign that is fixed by the people. Plural is “ٌ( ”اَ ْﺷ َﺮطash-raat).
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺸﺮْ طَۃash-shurtah): the first part of anything, or the front rank of the army which is ever ready to lay
down lives. It also means the governor’s brigade and body guards, because they wear signs which
distinguish them {T, R, M}. The singular is “ﯽ
( ” ُﺷﺮْ ِط ﱞshurti).
The Quran says about the “ُ ( ”اَﻟﺴﱠﺎ َﻋۃsa-a) or the imminent revolution, after that the decisive time, when the
opponents were so defeated that they could not recover, will come.

شرع

Sh-R-Ain

“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ ِﺮ ْﯾ َﻌۃash-shareeya): the spot where people and animals come to drink, but the water must be coming
from a continuous spring which never ceases and is open on the surface. Ergo no effort is needed to get to
ٌ ( ” َﮐ َﺮkara’a).
the water. If it is accumulated rain water, then it is not “ُ َﺮ ْﯾ َﻌۃ
ِ ( ”ﺷshari’ah) but “ع
ﱠ
َ
ُ ﺎر
“ع
ﺷ
ا
”
(ash-shaareh):
thorough
fare:
ِ
ُ ْ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﺮash-shara’a): straight path which is distinct and open.
“ع
Ibn-ul-Airaabi says that “( ” َﺷ َﺮ َعshara) means “( ”ظَﮩَ َﺮzahar), i.e. was made evident, and disclosed.
“ﺖ اﻟ ﱢﺮ َﻣﺎ ُح
ِ ( ” ُﺷ ِﺮ َﻋshuri-atir rimaah): spears were straightened.
ﱠ
“( ”اَ ْﺷ َﺮ َع اﻟﺸ ْﯽ َءashra-ash shaiyi): he granted it loftiness.
ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺸ َﺮاash-shira’a): a boat’s sail.
“ع
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ ِﺮ ْﯾ َﻌۃash-shari’ah): thresh hold.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ َﺸ ﱠﺮ ْﯾ َﻌۃash-shari’ah), “ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺸﺮْ َﻋۃash-shir’ah): straight and distinct path {T, M}.
Ibn Faris says it means to open something lengthwise i.e. to open it in such a way that the whole thing
can be viewed.
Surah Ash-Shura says:
34:13
Allah has highlighted this way of life (Deen) for you
Surah Al-Jaasiah says:
45:18
then we put you on an open and distinct path in the matter of Deen

ع ﻟَ ُﮑ ْﻢ ِﻣ َﻦ اﻟﺪﱢﻳْ ِﻦ
َ َﺷَﺮ
ٰﮏ َﻋ ٰﻠﯽ َﺷ ِﺮﻳْـ َﻌ ٍﺔ ِﻣﻦ ْاﻻَ ْﻣ ِﺮ
َ ﰒُﱠ َﺟ َﻌﻠْﻨ

These verses talk about Deen or the path fixed by God.
Surah Al-Ma’idah says that we have revealed this book to you with truth, which is going to prove true the
truths that were revealed in prior celestial books. It is the safe keeper of those truths, so in matters that
they differ decide according to Allah’s laws. When the truth has come to you then do not just follow
whims and fancies. After that it is said:
5:48
and for each one of you we had designated a path and manner
ًﻟِ ُﮑ ﱟﻞ َﺟ َﻌﻠْﻨَﺎ ِﻣﻨْ ُﮑ ْﻢ ِﺷ ْﺮ َﻋﺔً ﱠو ِﻣْﻨـ َﻬﺎﺟﺎ
Here Deen does not mean those unchanging rules which have been the same from Nooh to our messenger
Muhammed (pbuh) (42:13). Here Deen means those sub laws or rules which were given to earlier
messengers temporarily according to their time, and which have been kept changing with the times.
The Quran says that the Jews and the Christians object saying that why does some of Quran’s orders are
opposed to their Shariat, they should realize that there are some principles of Deen and some sub-rules.
The principles do not change but the sub rules do so according to the needs of the times. Therefore, if
some of these are different from that of previous nations then it cannot be concluded that the Quran is not
come from God.
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This meaning is confirmed by that verse of surah Al-Hajj which says:
We had imposed for every nation
ِ َﻟِ ُﮑ ﱢﻞ اُﱠﻣ ٍﺔ ﺟﻌﻠْﻨَﺎ ﻣﻨْﺴﮑﺎً ﻫﻢ ﻧ
ﮏ ﻓِﯽ ْاﻻَ ْﻣ ِﺮ
22:67
(the practical ways of implementing
َ ﺎﺳ ُﮑ ْﻮﻩُ ﻓَﻼُﻳْـﻨَﺎ ِزﻋُﻨﱠ
ْ ُ َ َ ََ
the deen) which they followed
There can be difference in these, but not the Deen itself. Therefore let them not raise an issue with you as
far as the real Deen is concerned.
22:67 could also mean that we do not coerce anybody to follow this Deen, or way of life. Everyone has
the right to follow the way he wants. Our job is to introduce them to this way, but it is on the humans
themselves to whether follow this way or some other. This meaning is confirmed by the next verse which
says:
5:48

If Allah wanted, He could have made you all
follow the same way of life.

ِ وﻟَﻮ َﺷﺎء اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪ َﳉﻌﻠَ ُﮑﻢ اُﱠﻣﺔً ﱠو
ًاﺣ َﺪة
ْ ََ ُ َ ْ َ

But this would have usurped your free will, and this would be against God’s wishes.
We treat Deen and shariat separately or to mean different things. Shariat is taken to mean those sub laws
which are to be followed by the followers of Islam. The Islamic system is based on principles outlined of
none other than Allah. These principles and some orders given in the Quran will never be changed, but
staying within their parameters, and make sub laws in their accordance, is a requirement every nation can
meet. The Quranic principles will remain unchanged but these sub laws will keep changing with time. If
these sub laws can be called shariat, then shariat will keep changing as per the times, but the Quranic
principles will remain constant.
The characteristics of the shariah, i.e. the sub rules prepared by mutual consultation by the nation within
the parameters of the broader and unchanging Quranic principles, should be clear, distinct and notable. It
must also be a path that is the same for everybody, such as water from which everyone can drink. Which
is reachable by everyone, which is continuous and should not be like accumulated rain water which
depletes after a time. As such, shariat must not be stagnant but should be changing continuously, along
with the changing requirements of time. If it is stagnant, then like standing water, it too will develop a bad
smell, and will no longer be life giving.
Surah Al-Airaaf has used “( ” ِﺣ ْﯿﺘَﺎﻧُﮩُ ْﻢ۔ ُﺷ ﱠﺮﻋًﺎheetanuhum shurra’a) in 7:162
ٌ َﺎر
“ً ( ” َﺷﺮﱠﻋﺎsharra’a) is the plural of “ع
ِ ( ”ﺷshaari’) and means a fish that raise its head high and come to
the surface of the water {M}.
Ibn Faris says that it means a fish which keep its heads low. He writes that “ ُ( ”ﺗَ ْﺸ َﺮبtashrab) means to
drink water, but this could be a printing error and the right word is could be “ ُ( ”ﺗَ ْﺴ َﺮبtasrab). But the
point at which this has been used in the Quran, shows that the earlier meaning is more appropriate.
Bani Israel used Saturday as a holiday and did not work on that day. Therefore their fishermen did not
catch fish on that day. When fish or other animals from continuous experience find no danger at a certain
time, they openly come within human presence without fear. But the greedy among Bani Israel used to
take advantage of this trait of the fish and used to catch it, even on the day of Sabbath. See details under
heading (S-B-T).
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شرق

Sh-R-Q

ُ ْ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﺮas-sharq): an opening.
“ق
“َق اﻟ ﱠﺸﺎة
َ ( ” َﺷ َﺮsharaqash shah): split the ear of the goat.
ُ ( ”اَﻟﺘﱠ ْﺸ ِﺮ ْﯾat-tashreeq): to cut the flesh or tear it apart.
“ﻖ
“ْﻖ
ِ َﺮﯾ
ِ ( ”اَﯾﱠﺎ ُم اﻟﺘﱠﺸayyaamush shareeq): three days of Eid-ul-Azha (when animals are slaughtered as a sacrifice
to Allah) {T}.
Ibn Faris says that this word basically means to enlighten and to open.
“ ُﺖ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﻤﺲ
ِ َ( ” َﺷ َﺮﻗsharaqatis shams): the sun rose.
“ﺲ
َ ﺖ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﻤ
ِ َ( ”اَ ْﺷ َﺮﻗashraqatis shams): the sun illuminated.
ْ
ﱠ
“ْﻖ
ﯾ
ﺮ
ﺸ
ﺘ
اﻟ
( ”اَﯾﱠﺎ ُمayaamuttashreeq): days when meat is sundried.
ِ ِ
ُ ْ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﺮash-sharq) also means the sun, when it has risen or has been illuminated.
“ق
ُ ْﺖ اﻟ ﱠﺸﺮ
ُ ْﺖ اﻟ ﱠﺸﺮ
“ق
ِ ( ”طَﻠَ َﻌtala’tish asharq) means the sun came out, “ق
ِ َ( ” َﻏ َﺮﺑgharabitish sharq) is never used.
ﱠ
َ
ُ ْ( ”اﻟﺸﺮash-sharq): for the sun to come up, the place from where the sun rises, that is, the east.
“ق
ُ ﺎر
“ق
ِ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸash-shaariq): the sun, at the time when it is rising {T, M}.
“ق اﻟﻨﱠﺤْ ُﻞ
َ ( ” َﺷ َﺮsharaqan nakhlu) and “( ”اَ ْﺷ َﺮقashraq): date palms became tall or white flowers bloomed on
them.
“ق اﻟ ﱠﺪ ُم ﻓِ ْﯽ َﻋ ْﯿﻨِہ
َ َﺮ
ِ ( ”ﺷshariqad damu fi ainihi): his eye became red {T, M}.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤ ْﺸﺮﻗَﺎ ِنal-mashriqaan): two points at which the sun rises in summer and the winter {T, M}.
ٌ ( ” َﻣ ْﺸ ِﺮmaghrib) as against “ ٌ( ” َﻣ ْﻐ ِﺮبmashriq) in 2:115. Surah Saad has used
The Quran has used “ق
ْ
“( ”ﺑِﺎﻟ َﻌ ِﺸ ْﯽbil ashiyyi) against “اق
ِ ( ”اَ ْ ِﻻ ْﺷ َﺮal-ishraaq) in 38:18.
Surah Ar-Rahman says:
Sustainer of the extreme points of summer and
55:17
winter from which the sun rises and sets

ِ ْ َب اﻟْﻤ ْﻐ ِﺮﺑـ
ِ
ﲔ
َر ﱡ
َ ب اﻟْ َﻤ ْﺸ ِﺮﻗَـ ْﲔ َوَر ﱡ

ٌ ( ” َﻣ ْﺸ ِﺮmashariq) and “ ٌ( ” َﻣ ْﻐ ِﺮبmagharib) has also been used
The whole world is meant by it. Likewise “ق
ُ َﺎر
for the east and west in 70:40 and only “ق
ِ ( ” َﻣﺸmashaariq) has also been used in 37:5.
ٌ ( ” َﻣ ْﺸ ِﺮmashariq) as
Surah Al-Airaaf says that Bani Israel was made the owners of the lush lands in the “ق
ْ
well as in “ ٌ( ” َﻣﻐ ِﺮبmagharib) in 7:137. This means all parts of the blessed land which were situated in the
east and west, or the entire area, because the Quran has further said:
ِ ِٰ
ب
2:115
the entire universe
ُ َوﻟﻠّﻪ اﻟْ َﻤ ْﺸ ِﺮ ُق َواﻟْ َﻤﻐْ ِﺮ
Surah An-Noor says:
He is above the relationships of the mashriq or
24:35
maghrib (the whole universe).

َﻻ َﺷ ْﺮﻗِﻴﱠ ٍﺔ َو َﻻ َﻏ ْﺮﺑِﻴﱠ ٍﺔ

His light illuminates the entire universe. Just as God is the God of all humanity, so are His laws light
(enlightenment) for all humans, and his system of sustenance is for all humans.
39:69

ِ
ض ﺑِﻨُـ ْﻮِر َرﺑـﱢ َﻬﺎ
ُ َواَ ْﺷَﺮﻗَﺖ ْاﻻَْر

This is the light which at long last will
illuminate the whole world

ٌ ( ”اِ ْﺷ َﺮاishraaq) has been used by the Quran for the day to proceed in 38:18, while 15:72 has used
“ق
“ َ( ” َﻣ ْﺸ ِﺮﻗِ ْﯿﻦmushriqeen). This means that they faced punishment when there was sunlight, or at the time of
sunrise.
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شرک

Sh-R-K

“ک
ُ ْ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺸﺮas-shirk) basically means to stick to, to hang on to, become inter mingled.
ً“ﺖ ﻓُ َﻼﻧﺎ
ُ ( ”ﺷَﺎ َر ْﮐshaaraktu fulanan): became companion or friend.
ْ
“ک اﻻَ ْﻣ ُﺮ
َ ( ”اِ ْﺷﺘَ َﺮishtarkal amr): the matter got confused or intermingled.
“ٌ ( ” ُﻣﺸَﺎ َر َﮐۃmusharakah): to be partners in something.
“ﮏ ﻓُ َﻼ ٍن
ُ َﺮ ْﯾ
ِ ( ”ﻓُ َﻼ ٌن ﺷfulanun sharikun fulanun): he is his partner or companion. It also means to marry a girl
and be part of her family. The plural is “( ” ُﺷ َﺮ َﮐﺎ ُءshuraka’a).
“ک
ُ ( ”اَ ﱠﺷ َﺮash-sharaku): the net of a hunter, the small pathways that emerge from a bigger path “ْﻖ
ِ ”اُ ﱡم اﻟﻄﱠ ِﺮﯾ
(ummut tareeq), and end after going some way. Singular is “ٌ ( ” َﺷ َﺮ َﮐۃsharakah).
ٌ ْ( ” ِﺷﺮshirk) is a particular term of the Quran. It means to consider non godly things as Allah’s
“ک
contemporary, or to consider that others also have the same powers as Allah. It can be understood as
considering man-made laws to be equal to that of Allah’s laws, or to accept the right of others where
Allah’s right should be acknowledged. The Quran teaches that everything in this universe has been
subjugated to man and all men are equal. No one has the right to make anyone obey him. As such, there is
no power higher than man on this earth, i.e. humans are all equal and everything else in the universe is
subservient to them. Only one being, that is, Allah is above humans. Hence accepting anyone other than
Allah to be superior to him is an insult to mankind.
ٌ ْ( ” ِﺷﺮshirk) is. It makes no difference to Allah’s divinity. Man himself falls from the high
This is what “ک
ٌ ْ( ” ِﺷﺮshirk). This is why Quran says that “ک
ٌ ْ( ” ِﺷﺮshirk) is the
pedestal of humanness by indulging in “ک
greatest crime or sin.
“ َ( ” ُﻣ ْﺸ ِﺮ ِﮐ ْﯿﻦmushrikeen) are those who fall from man’s stature, and consider others then Allah to be
superior to them. “( ”ﺗﻮﺣﯿﺪtauheed) or oneness means the obedience of one Allah’s laws (which He has
given through the revelation and which are preserved in the Quran) and the conquering of the entire
ٌ ْ( ” ِﺷﺮshirk).
universe. Even a little digression in this is considered “ک
“ک
َ ( ”اَ ْﺷ َﺮashrak): he was guilty of shirk, or of sharing Allah’s place with others.
ٌ ( ” ُﻣ ْﺸ ِﺮmushrik): one who commits shirk. The plurals are “ َ( ” ُﻣ ْﺸ ِﺮ ُﮐﻮْ نmushrikoon) and “ َ” ُﻣ ْﺸ ِﺮ ِﮐ ْﯿﻦ
“ک
(mushrikeen).
At the time Quran was being revealed, there was one group of people which was claiming to be obedient
to God’s revelation. These people were called the ones with the book. They are the Jews and Christians.
The other group was not obedient to any celestial law. They were followers of self-made customs and
traditions. According to their own concept, they were obedient to Allah but were as well obedient to other
Gods. These people were called mushrikeen, or those who think Allah’s divinity was also shared by other
forces. Since both of these groups were deniers of the Quran, they were called kafireen, or the deniers.
These terms do differentiate between them but the fact is that even those with the book were not really
obeying Allah’s laws, but were actually following man made laws. They followed the religion given to
them by their religious scholars. The laws of Allah in their real shape were no longer with them at all, and
whatever they had was also a formality. Their deeds or acts were dependent on the writ of the scholars.
As such, in deed they too were mushrikeen, as the Quran calls them in 2:135:
Deen of oneness is the right path, and the different sects are those small pathways which mislead man to
other directions and meet a dead end after going some way. That is why the Quran has called sectarianism
as shirk in 30:31-32, because in sects the last authorities are human beings and not Allah. In Deen, any
argument or the last word belongs to Allah’s laws only.
As such shirk not only means to worship idols and statues, it is also means to give man-made laws the
status of Allah’s law (and this is big shirk). In this way they divide God’s Deen into different sects.
The Quran says that those who do this call themselves Momin, but in fact are mushrik.
12:106

most of them believe in Allah but in such a
way as to be mushriks
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Just as Quran discusses one-ness or unity of Allah all through the book, it also discusses shirk and its
elements. The Quran’s basic teaching is to obliterate shirk and establish oneness.
ّ ٰ ”ﻻ اِ ٰﻟہَ اِ ﱠﻻ
َ (la ilaha illal lah) is aimed towards this meaning. That is, denial or refusal to obey any law
“ُ ﷲ
except Allah’s law and to accept Allah’s law whole-heartedly and practically. Muslims and mushriks are
opposites of one another (3:63), and the believers on non-godly forces and the acceptors of devilish
authority are “ َ( ” ُﻣ ْﺸ ِﺮ ِﮐ ْﯿﻦmushrikeen) (16:99-100).
A point should be clarified here. There will be several places in the Quran where waging war against the
mushrikeen is advocated. This does not mean that Muslims go to war against the world’s mushrikeen in
any case. At these places the mushrikeen at the time of revelation of the Quran are meant, that had created
conditions that led to battles. Thus war will be waged only against those who create that sort of
conditions. In other words, there will be no war against mushrikeen only because they are mushrikkeen.
War will be fought only with those who create war-like conditions. For this there are detailed orders in
the Quran.
But the position of the mushrikeen and the relationship with them which the Quran has determined will
remain the same always.
Whatever has come above means that:
-

To think that anyone shares the forces and authority reserved for Allah alone, is shirk.
To think that one is subservient or obedient to any force or human being except Allah, or is
bowed before is shirk.
To accept the supremacy of anyone or anything except the Quran is shirk, and to follow any law
excepting this law is shirk.
Deen formulates unity within the nation of believers of Allah. To be divided into sects is shirk.
One God, one code of life given by Him, its followers is one nation, one system for this nation.
This is what oneness is. Anything besides it is shirk.

Sh-R-Y

شری

“( ” َﺷ َﺮ ٰیshara) means to buy as well as to sell. The word “( ”ﺑَ ْﯿ ٌﻊbai) also has similar meanings. When
barter system was the mode of trading, goods were exchanged in return for goods and not currency,
because currency had not yet been invented. Thus buying and selling used to take place simultaneously
since object were echanged instead of being paid for with money. As such, this word meant both, buying
and selling {T, R, M}.
“( ” َﺷ َﺮ ٰیshara) actually means to give up possession of a thing and take another thing in one’s possession
instead.
“( ”اِ ْﺷﺘِ َﺮا ٌءishtira’a): giving up one way and adopting another {T}.
Raghib says “( ” َﺷ َﺮ ٰیshara) is for selling and “( ”اِ ْﺷﺘَ َﺮیishtaras) is mostly used for buying.
The Quran says “( ”ﯾَ ْﺸ ِﺮیْ ﻧَ ْﻔ َﺴ ٗہyashri nafsehi) in 2:208 to mean sell oneself. It says in 12:20 “ َو َﺷ َﺮوْ هُ ﺑِﺜَ َﻤ ٍﻦ
ّ ٰ ( ”اِ ﱠنinnallahash
ﺲ
ٍ ( ”ﺑَ ْﺨwashrauhu besamanin bakhs). Here as well it means to sell away, but “ﷲُ ا ْﺷﺘَ َﺮ ٰی
tara) in 9:11 means to buy.
Quran says in 2:16 “ک اﻟﱠ ِﺬ ْﯾﻦَ ا ْﺷﺘَ َﺮ ُوا اﻟﻀ ٰﱠﻠﻠَۃَ ﺑِ ْﺎﻟﮩُﺪ َٰی
َ ( ”اُوْ ٰل ِءoolaikal lazeenaash tara wuz zaalatah bil hudaa). Here
it means to give up the right guidance and to be misled.
ٌ َ( ”ﺷَﺮْ ﯾsharyaan), “ ُ( ” َﺷ َﺮاﯾِﯿْﻦshiryaan) is a kind of tree whose wood is used to make bows. It also means
“ﺎن
that vein of the human body which keeps throbbing. The plural is “ ُ( ” َﺷ َﺮاﯾِﯿْﻦsharayeen).
“( ” َﺷ َﺮ ٰیshara) also means to spread {T, M, R}.
Ibn Faris writes that the connotations to be agitated and to rise are also found in this word.
“ی اﻟﺒَ ِﻌ ْﯿ ُﺮ ﻓِﯽ َﺳﯿ ِْﺮ ٖه
َ َﺮ
ِ ( ”ﺷsharial ba-ir fi saa irehi) is used for a fast walking camel {F}.
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The Quran says:
9:111

Verily, Allah has bought (traded) their lives and wealth
in return for the jannat (heaven)

ٰ ِ
ِِ
ِ
ﲔ اَﻧْـ ُﻔ َﺴ ُﻬ ْﻢ َواَْﻣ َﻮا َﳍُ ْﻢ ﺑِﺎَ ﱠن
َ ْ ا ﱠن اﻟﻠّﻪَ ا ْﺷ َﱰ ٰی ﻣ َﻦ اﻟْ ُﻤ ْﺆﻣﻨ
ََﳍُ ُﻢ ا ْﳉَﻨﱠﺔ

This is not just a concept but the very basis of an Islamic republic and state. In it, the system of the state
which is formulated for establishing the laws of Allah makes a pact with the individuals. This pact trades
the lives and wealth of the citizens in exchange for a heavenly society on earth. It is obvious that if a
nation’s life on this earth becomes heavenly, it also gets heaven after death. Details can be found in my
book Nizaam-e-Raboobiyat.

شطأ

Sh-Te-A

ْ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸash-shat’u): date or the crops needles (vermiculites), new saplings.
“ﻂ ُء
ْ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸash-shat uminal shajar): branches that sprout near the root of the tree.
“ﻂ ُء ِﻣﻦَ اﻟ ﱠﺸ َﺠ ِﺮ
ْ ( ”ﺷshat ul-waadi wan nahar): the edge of the valley or bank of a river, or beach {T, M, R}.
ﱠ
“َﻄﺎُاﻟْ َﻮا ِدیْ َو اﻟﻨ ْﮩ ِﺮ
The Quran says:
48:29
like the crop which sprouts needles or plant hairs
28:30

َﮐَﺰْرٍع اَ ْﺧَﺮ َج َﺷﻄْﺄَ ٗه
ِ ﺎﻃ
ِ ِﻣﻦ َﺷ
ﯽء اﻟْ َﻮ ِاد ْاﻻَْﳝَ ِﻦ
ْ

from the edge of this blessed valley

شطر

Sh-Te-R

ْ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸash-shatr): a part which is separated from the whole. Later it began to be used to mean one side
“ﻄ ُﺮ
of anything, no matter if it is not separated from it.
It also means ends, towards, environs, direction etc. It also means to be distanced.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ ِﻄ ْﯿ ُﺮas-shateer) means foreigner, stranger, also far, distant,
“( ” َﻣ ْﻨ ِﺰ ٌل َﺷ ِﻄ ْﯿ ٌﺮmanzilun shateer): a distant destination.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﺎ ِط ُﺮash-shaatir): a fast horse used for taking mail {T}.
“( ” َﺷﻄَ َﺮshatara): direction
ْ ( ”ﺷshatrahu): he intened to go towards him.
“َﻄ َﺮ ٗه
ْ
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﻄ ُﺮash-shatr): the half of something {M}.
The Quran has used this word to mean direction and manner:
2:114
towards masjid-ul-haraam

َﺷﻄَْﺮ اﻟْ َﻤ ْﺴ َﺠ ِﺪ ا ْﳊََﺮاِم

ْ ( ”ﺷshatr) is said when the connotation of distance is also included.
Ibn Faris says “َﻄ ٌﺮ

شط ط

Sh-Te-Te

“( ”ﺷَﻂﱠshat), “( ”ﯾَ ُﺸﻂﱡyashut), “( ”ﺷَﻄًّﺎshatta): to be distanced, to surpass the limit, to be unjust.
“( ”اَﺷَﻂﱠashatt) is also used for the latter meaning {T, M, R}.
The Quran says:
38:22
decide justly between us and do not be unjust

ﺎﺣ ُﮑ ْﻢ ﺑـَْﻴـﻨَـﻨَﺎ ﺑِﺎ ْﳊَ ﱢﻖ َوَﻻ ﺗُ ْﺸ ِﻄ ْﻂ
ْ َﻓ

That is, do not take us away from the truth, or be distanced from it.
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Surah Al-Kahaf says:
18:14
we will say something that is far away and distanced from the truth.

ﻟَ َﻘ ْﺪ ﻗـُﻠْﻨَﺎ اِذًا َﺷﻄَﻄًﺎ

“ٌ( ” َﺷﻄَﻂwala tushtit) in 38:22 means do not lean to any (one) side.

شطن

Sh-Te-N

“( ” َﺷﻄَ ٌﻦshatan) means strong, long rope.
“( ”ﺑِ ْﺌ ٌﺮ َﺷﻄُﻮْ ٌنbeirun shatun): a deep well.
“( ” َﺷ ِﻄﯿ ٌْﻦshateen) or “( ”ﺷَﺎ ِط ٌﻦshaatin): anything that is very far.
Ar-Rumani says “( ”ﺷَﻂﱠshatt), “ َ( ” َﺷﻄَﻦshatan) and “( ”ﺑَ ْﻌ َﺪba’ad) means to be distanced, and are of the same
meaning {Al-fazul Mutaradifa}.
Ibn Faris too says it means to be distanced.
“ َ( ” َﺷﻄَﻦshatan) means that he went too far.
“ُ ﺻﺎ ِﺣﺒَہ
َ َ( ” َﺷﻄَﻦshatana sahibahu): he opposed his companion, and intended to oppose him, to be rebellious
{T}.
ٌ َ( ” َﺷ ْﯿﻄshaitaan) has been derived from it, which will mean:
The word “ﺎن
- to be far away or distance from Allah’s blessings, removed or deprived of life’s happiness.
- one who gives up the right path and adopts the wrong way by being rebellious.
- an ugly snake.
“( ” ُرﺋُﻮْ سُ اﻟ ﱠﺸﯿَﺎ ِط ْﯿ ِﻦru-oosush-shverseeen): a head snake (cobra) {T}.
Ibn Faris too says these are its basic meanings.
Some think that shaitaan has been derived from “َ( ”ﺷَﺎطshaat) or “ُ( ”ﯾَ ِﺸ ْﯿﻂyasheet).
“ٌ( ” َﺷﯿْﻂshait) means to be incinerated, to be killed.
“( ”ﺷَﺎطَ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ ُءshata- shaiyi): the thing burned up.
ُ ( ”ﺷَﺎطَ اﻟ ﱠﺴ ْﻤﻦُ َو اﻟ ﱠﺰﯾshaatas samanu waz zait): the oil heated up so much that it almost caught fire.
“ْﺖ
ٌ َ( ” َﺷ ْﯿﻄshaitaan) would hence mean fiery, rebellious, and producing negative results.
“ﺎن
In the Hebrew language, shaitaan means one who obstructs.
The Quran says:
19:44
shaitaan is rebellious against Allah’s orders

ِ
ِ
ِ ﲪ ِﻦ ﻋ
ﺼﻴًّﺎ
َ ٰ ْ ا ﱠن اﻟﺸْﱠﻴ ٰﻄ َﻦ َﮐﺎ َن ﻟﻠﱠﺮ

Surah Al-Qasas says that when moosa hit the qubti a punch in anger which killed him, he said:
ٰﻫ َﺬا ِﻣ ْﻦ َﻋ َﻤ ِﻞ اﻟﺸْﱠﻴ ٰﻄ ِﻦ
28:15
This is a shitaani deed
Thus it is obvious that anything done when overwhelmed by emotions (in this case anger) is attributed to
shaitanat (devilishness), as in 12:5. The leaders of the people rebellious to Allah’s orders were also
termed as “ ُ( ” َﺷﯿَﺎ ِطﯿْﻦshayateeen):
َواِذَا َﺧﻠَ ْﻮا اِٰﻟﯽ َﺷ ٰﻴ ِﻄﻴْﻨِ ِﻬ ْﻢ
2:14
when they go to their party leaders
The wild and rebellious tribes which Suleman had subjugated and made to work for him are also called
shayateen (38:37, 21:82). To mean snake, this word has been used in the tale about Ayyub (38:41). In the
ٌ َ” َﺷ ْﯿﻄ
Gharib-ul-Quran by Mirza Abul Fazal, it has been mentioned with reference to Qamoos, that “ﺎن
(shaitaan) also means the intensity of thirst.
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In the tale about Ayyub it is said:
the snake to have touched
38:41
(or the overwhelming of thirst)

اِﻧﱢﯽ َﻣ ﱠﺴﻨِﯽ اﻟﺸْﱠﻴﻄَﺎ ُن

Also 8:11 says “”رﺟْ َﺰ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯿﻄَﺎ ِن
ِ (rijzas shaitaan) where the meaning could be the weakness and trouble born
out of thirst.
The Quran says:
whatever sprouts from it is like a snake’s head
37:65
which is broad like a cobra’s

ِ ْ ﻃَﻠْ ُﻌ َﻬﺎ َﮐﺎَﻧﱠﻪُ رﺋُـﻮس اﻟﺸْﱠﻴ ٰﻄ
ﲔ
ُ ُْ

Astrologers have also been called “ ُ( ” َﺷﯿَﺎ ِطﯿْﻦshiyateen) in 67:5, 37:7.
Any force, according to the Quran that rebels against Allah’s laws, is “ ُ( ” ِﺷﯿَﺎ ِطﯿْﻦshaitaan), whether it is
man’s own rebellious emotions or the leaders of nations which are opposed to Allah’s system.
Rebelliousness and mutiny is their basic characteristic, and their job is to obstruct the establishment of the
right systems.
ٌ َ( ” َﺷ ْﯿﻄshaitaan) and “( ”طﺎﻏﻮتtaghoot) are one and the same thing because “( ”طﺎﻏﻮتtaghoot) is
“ﺎن
anything that is non-godly (2:256, 4:76).
For more information about shaitaan, see heading (B-L-S) and (Ain-B-D).

Sh-Ain-B

شعب

“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﻌْﺐas-shobe): to gather together and to differentiate, to split and create a gap (it has opposite
meanings):
Raghib says “ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﻌْﺐas-shobe) means to gather and scatter because “ ْ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﻌْﺐُ ِﻣﻦَ ْاﻟ َﻮا ِدیash-shobe minal
waadi) is a place where one end meets the valley, but the other end departs from it. When viewed it seems
that a thing is being parted, and when you see the other ends it seems as if the two ends are meeting
together. So the word means both to gather together and to separate {R}.
Ibn Faris says that it connotes collectiveness together with parting:
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﻌْﺐash-shobe): big tribe, the line of descendants to which all the tribes belong. The plural is “ ٌ” ُﺷﻌُﻮْ ب
(shu-ub) as in 49:13. Tribe is smaller than “ ٌ( ” َﺷﻌْﺐsha’ab),
“ٌ ( ” ُﺷ ْﻌﺒَۃshoa-bah) means branch, or a part that has broken away, the space between two horns of
branches. Plural is “ ٌ( ” ُﺷ َﻌﺐshu-ab) as in 77:30.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺸ ْﻌﺒَۃُ ِﻣﻦَ اﻟ ﱠﺸ َﺠ ِﺮash-shobatus minal shajr): spread out branches of tree:
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺸﻌْﺐasheeb): the path between two mountains.
“ ُ( ” َﺷ ْﻌﺒَﺎنshaabaan): the month before the month of fasting (ramadaan). In this month the Arab gypsies
use to spread out in search of water and loot {T}. Hence it also means to scatter.
“ ٌ( ” ُﺷ َﻌﯿْﺐShoaib): is the name of a messenger who was sent towards the nation of Madyan. Some say that
he was Moosa’s father-in-law {M}. For more details see heading Shoaib.
The Quran teaches that all mankind is one nation, one universal brother hood (2:213), but in order to be
recognized, they were divided into many different races and tribes. The difference is only for recognizing
them just as we give different names to our sons in order to distinguish between them. It is not to signify
any superiority or bias. Therefore, no nation or tribe or caste is superior to others. All humans are
respectable (17:70). The standard or rank is deed and he who is better in deeds is the more respectable.
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This verse has this meaning.
Just as by dividing a city it is easier to
recognize the parts so was the human race
29:13
divided for recognition

َو َﺟ َﻌ ْﻠﻨَﺎ ُﮐ ْﻢ ُﺷ ُﻌ ْﻮﺑﺎً ﱠو ﻗَـﺒَﺎﺋِ َﻞ ﻟِﺘَـ َﻌ َﺎرﻓُـ ْﻮا ۔
اِ ﱠن اَ ْﮐَﺮَﻣ ُﮑ ْﻢ ِﻋﻨْ َﺪ اﻟ ٰﻠِّﻪ اَﺗْـ َﻘ ُﮑ ْﻢ

If this purpose could be served some other way then this difference would no longer be necessary. As far
as ranking is concerned, it is determined by the humanism in individuals.

شعر

Sh-Ain-R

“( ” َﺷ ْﻌ ٌﺮsha’run) and “( ” َﺷ َﻌ ٌﺮsha-arun): the hair that grows on a human body. A camel’s hair is called “” َوﺑَ ٌﺮ
ٌ ْ( ”ﺻُﻮsuuf). All these three words have been used in 16:80,
(wabarun) and a sheep’s hair is called “ف
although Zamkhishri says that “( ” َﺷ َﻌ ٌﺮsha-arun) can be used for human as well as animal hair {T}.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺸ ْﻌ ُﺮash-sheru) and “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﻌ ُﺮash-sha’ru) is to comprehend something, to know, to judge, to understand
the finer points, to comprehend something by using the senses. The verbs that are derived from it are
“( ” َﺷ َﻌ َﺮsha’ar), “ ْ( ”ﯾُ ْﺸﻌُﺮyush-ur), “( ” َﺷ ُﻌ َﺮsha-ur), “( ”ﯾَ ْﺸ ُﻌ ُﺮyash-ur). Prominent from the nouns derived
from it are “( ”اﻟ ﱢﺸ ْﻌ ُﺮash-sher), “( ”اﻟ ﱠﺸﻌْﺮash-sha’r), “( ”اﻟ ﱡﺸﻌُﻮْ رash-shu’ur), “( ”اﻟ ﱢﺸ ْﻌ َﺮیash-shera).
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﺷ َﻌ َﺮهash-ara): told him, made him aware. Some say it means to judge or comprehend something by
the senses {T}.
Mental philosophy and abstract concepts were not “( ”ﺷﻌﻮرshu-ur) to the Arabs. It is an ajami (non arab)
practice which was of a Greek concept.
“( ”ﺷَﺎ ِﻋ ٌﺮshaa-ir) or poet is called so because he comprehends meanings by using his intelligence which
eludes the common man. Sometimes “( ” ِﺷ ْﻌ ٌﺮshe’r) means a lie and “( ”ﺷَﺎ ِﻋ ٌﺮshaa-ir) means a liar. Since
exaggeration is mostly present in poetry, it became a saying that the best poetry is the most exaggerated.
Opponents used to call the Messenger (pbuh) as poet and the Quranic verses as poetry in these very
meanings {T}.
“( ” ِﺷ َﻌﺎ ٌرshi-aar): code words (as are used in the war).
“( ” ِﺷ َﻌﺎ ُر اﻟ َﺤ ّﺞsha’ir-ul-hajja): all those deeds performed in pilgrimage, which are done to express
obedience to God. The place where these deeds are done is called “ٌ( ” َﺷ ِﻌ ْﯿ َﺮةmash’ar). The plural is “” َﺷ َﻌﺎ ِء ُر
(sha-ir).
“( ” ِﺷ ْﻌ َﺮ ٰیshi’ra) is the name of a star which is seen in very hot weather and is very bright.
The Quran mentions “( ” َربﱡ اﻟ ﱢﺸ ْﻌ َﺮ ٰیrabbush shera) in 53:49.
In the period before the advent of Islam, some Arab tribes worshipped this star {Lisan-ul-arab}. But if
ٰ ( ” َﺷﻌsheyra) is taken to have come from “( ” َﺷ َﻌ َﺮsha’ar) then it would mean intellect and
“ْﺮی
comprehension.
The Quran has mentioned intellect, comprehension, awareness, deliberation etc. at several places. By
deliberating on them with reference to context, we can glean their fine differences. But all have one thing
in common, that is, those who do not utilize their intellect and consciousness, are thought to be worse
than animals and the fuel for jahannam (hellish society).
The Quran has opposed poetry but that does not mean that prose is preferable to it and poetry not. The
Quran does not bother with the style of relating. By poetry it means that emotionalism which is not
concerned with facts.
In surah Yasin, the Quran says:
36:69
We have not taught poetry to this Messenger (pbuh)
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Neither is poetry befitting the revolution that a messenger brings. Then it says:
Whatever We have given the messenger (pbuh) is historical facts
26:69
and life’s basic principles and rules
And their purpose is:
Those who have the ability to be alive, to warn them (through the
36:70
Quran about the destructive results of the wrong ways of life)

ِ
ِ ِ
ﲔ
ٌْ ِا ْن ُﻫ َﻮ اﱠﻻ ذ ْﮐٌﺮ َوﻗـُ ْﺮآ ٌن ُﻣﺒ
ًﻟِﻴُـﻨْ ِﺬ َر َﻣ ْﻦ َﮐﺎ َن َﺣﻴّﺎ

This means that the Quran is concerned with historical facts and the solid facts of life. As against it,
poetry plays with man’s emotions. Therefore it has likened it to a camel which is driven hither and thither
by false thirst. See heading (H-Y-M). The poets traverse the land of emotions and their entire life they say
what they do not practice (26:225-226). This way of life is not befitting the stature of a messenger (and
his followers). According to Biographical literary by Coleridge, the opposite of poetry is not anti-thesis
(prose), but science. The Quran argues scientifically, and therefore poetry (which is removed from facts)
can not be accepted by Allah.
Here it must be noted that like other nations (the Greeks etc.) the Arabs too believed that like astrologers
and fortune tellers, poets also receive divine messages. Even today poets in the west are thought to be
‘inspired’ people. The Quran clearly distinguishes between human capabilities and the Revelation, so that
it becomes clear that direct inspiration from God can only be had through the revelation and only
messengers had this. Since messenger hood has come to an end, it can not be available to anyone
anymore. It gives no credence to ‘kashf’ and ‘ilhaam’ (both mean inspiration) and does not think them to
be direct knowledge from God. It says that this ‘inspiration’ is actually the product of human
emotionalism or the product of psychological power which have no relevance to knowledge and fact. This
is why the Quran says that a messenger is not a poet, just as he is not a fortune teller, sorcerer, or
astrologer. Revelation towards a messenger is from God, and it does not have any mixture of his own
wishes and thoughts (53:3-4). The Arabs did not have the term ‘tasawwuf’ in their language but the
specialty that tasawwuf was thought to be present in poets, astrologers, sorcerers etc. By rejecting these
elements, the Quran has actually rejected “tasawwuf”too. If the Arabs were familiar with the term of
‘tasawwuf”, they would also say that ‘tasawwuf’is not befitting a messenger. Instead the Quran has said
that a messenger is not an astrologer or sorcerer. He gets knowledge directly from God which creates
revolutionary changes in man’s world, but “tasawwuf”cannot do all this.
The Quran says about the hypocrites:
These people try to deceive God and the group
2:9
of believers, but actually they are deceiving
themselves, but they do not realize this

ُﳜ ِٰﺪ ُﻋ ْﻮ َن اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪَ َواﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳْ َﻦ اََﻣﻨُـ ْﻮا ۔
َوَﻣﺎ ﳜَْ َﺪﻋُ ْﻮ َن اِﱠﻻ اَﻧْـ ُﻔ َﺴ ُﻬ ْﻢ َوَﻣﺎ ﻳَ ْﺸ ُﻌُﺮْو َن

This means that consciously they try to deceive others but sub-consciously they are deceiving themselves.
Note how well this difference between conscious and subconscious conditions has been related.
Surah Al-Ma’idah says:
5:2
Do not desecrate the symbols of God

َﻻ ُِﲢﻠﱡ ْﻮا َﺷ َﻌ ِﺎء َر اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ

Islam is a way of living which takes shape in the form of a state. A state has some symbols. Respecting
them means that that you respect its way of life, or state like the flag of a state. The flag is actually a piece
of fabrics but it is also the symbol of a state and is therefore respected. Respecting the flag means that one
ّ ٰ ( ” َﺷ َﻌﺎﺋِ ُﺮsha-a-irillah) would
respects that state. These symbols are called “( ” َﺷ َﻌﺎﺋِ ُﺮsha-a’ir), therefore “ِﷲ
mean the symbols of a state which is established to implement the Quranic laws.
The respect of those symbols would mean respecting the laws themselves. These symbols will not be
worshipped, only respected, and that too while keeping in mind that in themselves these symbols hold no
value. Their respect is the respect of God’s laws, and that is that.
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Sh-Ain-L

شعل

“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺸ ْﻌﻠَۃas-sholah): the flames of the fire. The wood or fuel which helps to flares up a fire.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ ِﻌ ْﯿﻠَۃas-sha’eelah): a dwelling on fire.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤ ْﺸ َﻌ ُﻞal-mash’al): lamp.
“ﺐ
ِ َﺎر ﻓِﯽ ْاﻟ َﺨﻄ
ِ ( ” َﺷ َﻌ َﻞ اﻟﻨﱠsha-alan naara fil yaseeb): he lighted a fire among the wood.
“ﺖ اﻟﻨﱠﺎ ُر
ِ َ( ”اِ ْﺷﺘَ َﻌﻠishta-alatin naar): the fire was alighted and flared up {T, R}.
Ibn Faris says it means for the edges of something to fray, or when a fire flares up.
“ً ( ”اِ ْﺷﺘَ َﻌ َﻞ اﻟﺮﱠأْسُ َﺷﯿْﺒﺎishta-alar raasu shaiba): for white hairs to proliferate in the head and in this way the
head to flare up with whiteness {M}, or for white hair to appear in the head.
In surah Maryam, these words have been used for Zikria in 19:4.

Shoaib

ﺷﻌﯿﺐ

One of Ibrahim’s sons (from his third wife, Qatura) was named Madyan.
He settled in an area adjacent to north Hijaaz and his descendants came to be known as the nation of
Madyan. Their period is taken to be around 2000 B.C. This nation flourished here for about four hundred
years. Later Shoaib was sent to them. When Moosa had escaped from Egypt (after the murder incident) he
had come to Madyan. The Quran says that here he lived with and old man (and his daughters) and became
a shepherd. This old man married off one of his daughters to him (28:22-28, 20:40). This old man has not
been described further, but some believe that it could have been Shoaib.
The Torah has named him Raaweel, and also Yasru as well as Hubaab. Historians think that Hubaab is
indeed the name of Shoaib {Torah 10:29}, while these other names are of his pseudonyms and that
Hubaab is called Shoaib in the Quran. This way the time of Shoaib and Moosa is the same i.e.
approximately 1700 to 2000 B.C.
The Torah says Madyan’s brother was named Yaqshaan. His son Duwaan settled near his uncle. This was
a very green area and swamped by thick forests. The Quran says that Shoaib was sent towards the nation
of Madyan (29:36), and Ashabul aika (26:176-177). Researchers think that Ashaabul aika were the
descendants of Duwaan. The Quran has talked about the nation f Madyan and Ashaabul aika as if they
were people of the same tribe.
From what Shoaib advised them, one can glean what things they were indulging into:
My nation, be obedient to Allah, be subservient no
ِ
ٰ
ٍِ ِ
7:58
ُﻳٰـ َﻘ ْﻮم ْاﻋﺒُ ُﺪ ْو اﻟﻠّﻪَ ۔ َﻣﺎﻟَ ُﮑ ْﻢ ﻣ ْﻦ ا ٰﻟﻪ َﻏﻴْـَﺮﻩ
one else is your Allah except him
7:58

You should measure fully (not less). Do not give
people less (than they bargain for). After the country
has reformed, do not bring chaos in it

ِ
ﱠﺎس أَ ْﺷﻴَﺎء ُﻫ ْﻢ
َ ﻓَﺄ َْوﻓُﻮاْ اﻟْ َﮑْﻴ َﻞ َواﻟْﻤْﻴـَﺰا َن َوﻻَﺗَـْﺒ َﺨ ُﺴﻮاْ اﻟﻨ
ِ َوﻻَﺗُـ ْﻔ ِﺴ ُﺪواْ ﻓِﯽ اﻷ َْر
ﺻﻼَ ِﺣ َﻬﺎ َذﻟِ ُﮑ ْﻢ َﺧْﻴـٌﺮ ﻟﱠ ُﮑ ْﻢ
ْ ِض ﺑـَ ْﻌ َﺪ إ
ْ
ِِ
ﲔ
َ ْ إِن ُﮐﻨﺘُﻢ ﱡﻣ ْﺆﻣﻨ

This shows that there were serious inequities in that society for removing, which Shoaib had been sent to
them (as a messenger).
He brought his message to them and as usual, the capitalist section or the wealthy section of society
opposed him strongly and warned that if he and his people did not accept their religion, they will be
banished (7:88).
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Surah Hoodh talks about one objection they made which points to a great fact about the way of Islam as
well. They had said:
Shoaib, does your salah teach you to tell us to
ک َﻣﺎ ﻳـَ ْﻌﺒُ ُﺪ آﺑَ ُﺎؤﻧَﺎ أ َْو أَن
َ َُﺻﻼَﺗ
leave worshipping the gods that our forefathers
َ ک أَن ﻧـﱠﺘْـُﺮ
َ ﮏ ﺗَﺄْ ُﻣُﺮ
َ ﺐأ
ُ ﻗَﺎﻟُﻮاْ ﻳَﺎ ُﺷ َﻌْﻴ
11:87
worshipped, or that we can not spend our
َﻧﺖ ا ْﳊَﻠِْﻴ ُﻢ اﻟﱠﺮِﺷْﻴ ُﺪ
َ ﻧـﱠ ْﻔ َﻌ َﻞ ﻓِ ْﯽ أ َْﻣ َﻮاﻟِﻨَﺎ َﻣﺎ ﻧَ َﺸﺎء إِﻧﱠ
َ ﮏ َﻷ
wealth as we wish?
This shows how deep the connection between salah and economics in Islam is. Salah means to follow the
laws of Allah, and the laws of Allah also encompass economics. As such, salah and economics go hand in
hand.
That nation did not reform and kept on its erring ways until it was totally destroyed.
Surah Al-Airaaf says:
7:91
earth shaking doom overtook them

ُﻓَﺎَ َﺧ َﺬﺗْـ ُﻬ ُﻢ اﻟﱠﺮ ْﺣ َﻔﺔ

( ”اَﻟ ﱠas-saihah). It means a harsh voice or sound.
Surah Hoodh mentions “ُ ﺼ ْﯿ َﺤۃ
( ”ﯾَﻮْ ِم ﱡyaumi zullah) in 28:189, that is, the day of the shadow. It seems that an
Surah Ash-Shora says “اﻟﻈﻠﱠ ِۃ
earthquake occurred with a deadly sound and volcanoes emitted clouds of smoke. In this way that nation
was destroyed.
To understand what the relationship between physical or natural calamities and Allah’s punishment is, see
the heading Nooh in my book “Jooy-e-noor”.

شعف

Sh-Gh-F

“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﻐَﺎفas-shaghaaf): the veil over the heart, or the membrane over the heart.
“( ” َﺷ َﻐﻔَہshaghafah): reached his heart’s veil.
“ ( ” َﺷ َﻐﻔَ ٗہ ْاﻟﺤُﺐﱡshaghafahul hoob): love reached the veil of his heart, or love penetrated the membrane of his
heart and entered in it {T}. Therefore, the height of love is also called “ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﻐَﻒas-shaghaaf) {M}.
Surah Yusuf says:
Yusuf’s love penetrated her heart
12:30
(into the depths of her heart)

ﻗَ ْﺪ َﺷﻐَ َﻔ َﻬﺎ ُﺣﺒًّﺎ

شغل

Sh-Gh-L

“( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺸ ْﻐ ُﻞas-shugl), “( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺸ ُﻐ ُﻞas-shughul), “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﻐ ُﻞas-shaghl), “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ َﻐ ُﻞas-shaghal): engagement, hobby, an
activity which engages one’s entire attention.
“( ”اِ ْﺷﺘَ َﻐ َﻞ ﻓِ ْﯿ ِہ اﻟ ﱠﺴ ﱡﻢishtaghala fihis samm): the poison penetrated into him.
“( ” َﻣﺎ ٌل َﻣ ْﺸ ُﻐﻮْ ٌلmisalun mashghool): capital invested in trade or business.
ٌ ( ”ﻓَ َﺮاfaraaghun) which means to be empty, vacant or free.
Ibn Faris says this word is opposite of “غ
The Quran says:
We are so much occupied in our wealth that
48:11
we have no time to spare for other things.
Surah Yasin says about the dwellers of jannah:
They will be engaged in something happily all
36:55
the time (which will be very pleasing to them)
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شفع

Sh-F-Ain

“( ” َﺷ ْﻔ ٌﻊshaf’un) basically means to join one thing with another, or to join two things together, or to make
them become a pair {M}.
“( ” َو ْﺗ ٌﺮwatrun) means to be single and “( ” َﺷ ْﻔ ٌﻊshafun) means to be part of a pair, or the former is odd and
the latter even {T}.
Raghib says it means to join one thing with another similar thing or to integrate them, and “( ” َﺷ ْﻔ ٌﻊshaf’ah)
means to join one while helping or commiserating with him.
“ٌ ( ” َﺷﻔَﺎ َﻋۃshuf’ah) means to strive and mix something with one’s own things and thus make them
additional {T}. In Faqahi terms, it means to pay the price of something which is asked for, and thus make
it one’s own, i.e. to buy at a price {M}.
“ٌ ( ” َﻋﯿ ٌْﻦ ﺷَﺎﻓِ َﻌۃainun shaafi’ah): the eye which due to lack of focus sees double.
“( ”ﻧَﺎﻗَۃٌ ﺷَﺎﻓِ ٌﻊnaaqatun shafi’ah): a she-camel who has one child following her, and a second in the womb.
ٌ ْ( ”ﻧَﺎﻗَۃٌ َﺷﻔُﻮnaaqatun shafoo): a she- camel which gives twice as much milk as usual {T}.
“ع
ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﻔﺎ ِءas-shaafi’o): different types of grass which grows together {T}.
“ع
Ibn Faris says “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﺎةُ اﻟ ﱠﺸﺎﻓِ ُﻊash-shatush shaafi’o) is a goat with its kid with her.
The above meanings show that “( ” َﺷ ْﻔ ٌﻊshaf’un) means for one thing to be added to another and thus make
two. Later “ٌ( ” َﺷﻔَﺎ َﻋۃshaf’ah) began to mean recommendation because in this a man stands with someone
else for the recommendation or for helping him with his support {T}. It also means to pray {T}.
Ibn Faris says “( ” َﺷﻔَ َﻊ ﻓَ َﻼ ٌن ﻟِﻔُ َﻼ ٍنshafa-a falanun lifulaan) means a man who comes with someone and
recommends whatever he wants (supports him in whatever he wants).
The Quran preaches collective life because the development of a man’s capabilities takes place only in a
collective life. Thus everyone of the group of Momineen is the “( ” َﺷﻔِ ْﯿ ٌﻊshafi) of every other individual.
That is, always there if he needs help and the centre of this system is the “( ” َﺷﻔِ ْﯿ ٌﻊshafi) of everyone. He
does not let anyone feel that he is alone. This companionship is his basic characteristic.
This “ٌ ( ” َﺷﻔَﺎ َﻋۃshaf’ah) goes beyond the members of the group of Momineen, because it is their duty for
sustenance towards the whole of mankind. They have been told to “ ّ( ”ﺑِﺮbirr) and “( ”ﺗَ ْﻘ َﻮ ٰیtaqwa). That is,
to co-operate with others big heartedly, according to the laws of Allah. They are told conversely to “”اِ ْﺛﻢ
(ismun) and “( ” ُﻋ ْﺪ َوudwaan), or not to co-operate in malpractices (5:2).
It has been said as:
He who helps others in good deeds also gets
his share of the benefits, and so does one get
4:85
equal share of punishment if he helps someone
in bad deeds

ِ ﺼﻴ
ِ
ًﺎﻋﺔ
َ ﺐ ﻣْﻨـ َﻬﺎ َوَﻣ ْﻦ ﻳَ ْﺸ َﻔ ْﻊ َﺷ َﻔ
َ َﻣ ْﻦ ﻳﱠ ْﺸ َﻔ ْﻊ َﺷ َﻔ
ٌ ْ َﺎﻋﺔً َﺣ َﺴﻨَﺔً ﻳﱠ ُﮑ ْﻦ ﻟَﻪُ ﻧ
َﺳﻴﱢﺌَﺔً ﻳَ ُﮑ ْﻦ ﻟَﻪُ ﮐِ ْﻔ ٌﻞ ِﻣﻨْـ َﻬﺎ

Note that in co-operation, one does help another but in shafa-at one is by the other’s side.
We believe that on the Day of Judgment the criminal will be judged and designated to hell. Then those
who are close to God i.e. the messengers, especially messenger Muhammed (pbuh)) will intervene on
their behalf and God will pardon them and grant them Jannat. This is called shafa-at. It is evident that
this belief demolishes the entire structure of Deen which is based on the consequential law, i.e. as you do
so you reap.
99:7-8

every deed produces a result
and is manifested

ﺎل َذ ﱠرةٍ َﺷّﺮاً ﻳـََﺮُﻩ
َ ﺎل َذ ﱠرةٍ َﺧﻴْـًﺮا ﻳـﱠَﺮﻩُ َوَﻣ ْﻦ ﻳـﱠ ْﻌ َﻤ ْﻞ ِﻣﺜْـ َﻘ
َ َﻣ ْﻦ ﻳـَ ْﻌ َﻤ ْﻞ ِﻣﺜْـ َﻘ

It seems that the concept is a product of the era of hegemony. When the friends of the oppressive rulers
recommended amnesty for the criminals and criminals were pardoned, and even rewarded. This concept
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seems to be like the Christian belief and lends support to it that Isa (Jesus) will at last atone for the
wrongs of people and thus they will be pardoned. But your Messenger (pbuh), it was said by them, can do
nothing in this regard. Thus, in response to this, the concept of shafa-at came into existence, which says
that after the criminals are so adjudged on the day of the judgment, our Messenger (pbuh) will go into
bowing before God and will himself not go into jannat until God pardons all.
This did answer the Christians but demolished the entire structure of the Deen and the Muslim nation
which believed this, went into ignominy. There is no such certification from the Quran, nor can there be
any leeway for this. It has been said clearly:
nobody can do anything for anybody, nor will
ِ
ٍ َواﺗﱠـ ُﻘﻮاْ ﻳـَ ْﻮﻣﺎً ﻻَ َْﲡ ِﺰ ْی ﻧـَ ْﻔﺲ َﻋﻦ ﻧـﱠ ْﻔ
ٌﺎﻋﺔ
َ ﺲ َﺷْﻴﺌﺎً َوﻻَﻳـُ ْﻘﺒَ ُﻞ ﻣْﻨـ َﻬﺎ َﺷ َﻔ
anybody sahafa-at be accepted nor will any
ٌ
2:48
ِ
body let off after paying any compensation,
ﻨﺼُﺮون
َ َُوﻻَﻳـُ ْﺆ َﺧ ُﺬ ﻣﻨْـ َﻬﺎ َﻋ ْﺪ ٌل َوﻻَ ُﻫ ْﻢ ﻳ
and nobody will be able to help the criminal
To support the concept of shafa-at, such verses are presented as:
who can recommend or plead without his
2:225
permission

َﻣ ْﻦ َذااﻟﱠ ِﺬ ْی ﻳَ ْﺸ َﻔ ُﻊ ﻋِْﻨ َﺪﻩُ اِﱠﻻ ﺑِﺎِ ْذﻧَِﻪ

It is concluded from this that with God’s permission, recommendations can be made and the messenger
Muhammed (pbuh) will recommend his followers with God’s permission indeed.
But to draw these conclusions from this verse is wrong because it goes against the natural law, which runs
throughout the Quran. So if the concept of recommendation or shafa-at is also in the same Quran then it
will mean (God forbid) that the Quran has contradictions.
The verse before the one above says:
O believers, whatever Allah has given you, keep it open
(available) for the sustenance of the needy, before such a time
2:224
comes when neither can one pay for one’s crimes and enter the
jannat, nor will the friendship of any elder be of any
advantage, and neither will anybody’s shafa-at.

ِِ
ٌﺎﻋﺔ
َ َﻻ ﺑـَْﻴ ٌﻊ ﻓْﻴﻪ َوَﻻ ُﺧﻠﱠﺔٌ َوَﻻ َﺷ َﻔ

In the next verse, if the meaning is taken to mean that Allah will accept (any) recommendation, then there
will be an open contradiction, which there is none of in the Quran.
That raises the question of what this verse really mean? According to the law of nature, every deed’s
results begin to be formulated right from when the deed starts. In order to make one understand the truth
about reward and punishment, the Quran has drawn a picture before us as if people are presented in court
for judgment. There is a judge, the accused, the prosecutor, witnesses, and policemen etc. The Quran has
used these as allegories. At one place in the Quran it is said that the one who is being questioned will
stand alone in the witness stand.

6:95

you will be presented alone before us…..there
will be nobody with you (to help you or
recommend you or plead for you)

َوﻟَ َﻘ ْﺪ ِﺟﺌْﺘُ ُﻤ ْﻮﻧَﺎ ﻓُـَﺮ َادی۔۔ َوَﻣﺎﻧـََﺮ ٰی َﻣ َﻌ ُﮑ ْﻢ ُﺷ َﻔ َﻌﺎءَ ُﮐ ْﻢ

And “the policeman” (the malaikah) will push you from behind and bring you before Us:
50:21

everyone will have one to drive him forward:
there will also be witnesses

ٍ ﺖ ُﮐ ﱡﻞ ﻧـَ ْﻔ
ﺲ َﻣ َﻌ َﻬﺎ َﺳﺎﺋِ ٌﻖ۔۔ َو َﺷ ِﻬْﻴ ٌﺪ
ْ ََو َﺟﺎﺋ

These witnesses will not stand with the criminal on their own. Whoever, those who will be called, will
come forward and will be allowed to present evidence. These are the “( ” َﺷﻔِ ْﯿ ٌﻊshafi-un) which have been
mentioned in the Quran.
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2:255

َﻣ ْﻦ ذَا اﻟﱠ ِﺬ ْی ﻳَ ْﺸ َﻔ ُﻊ ِﻋﻨْ َﺪﻩُ اِﱠﻻ ﺑِﺎِ ْذﻧَِﻪ

Who can stand with anyone (support anyone)
without Allah’s permission

These witnesses will also be messengers who are said to be:
The day when Allah will gather the
5:109
messengers together and ask them as to the
response they had received from the people?
And the Mala-ikah too will be called to appear:
The day when the arruh and the malaikah
will be standing in rows and only he will
78:38
speak who has been granted permission to do
so

ﻳـَ ْﻮَم َْﳚ َﻤ ُﻊ اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪُ اﻟﱡﺮ ُﺳ َﻞ ﻓَـﻴَـ ُﻘ ْﻮ ُل َﻣﺎ َذا اُ ِﺟْﺒﺘُ ْﻢ

ِ
ِ
ِ
ٰﻦ
َ ُﻳـَ ْﻮَم ﻳـَ ُﻘ ْﻮُم اﻟﱡﺮْو ُح َوﻟْ َﻤ ٰﻞء َﮐﺔ
ُ ﺻ ّﻔﺎً ﱠﻻ ﻳـَﺘَ َﮑﻠﱠ ُﻤ ْﻮ َن اﱠﻻ َﻣ ْﻦ اَذ َن ﻟَﻪُ اﻟﱠﺮ ْﲪ
ﺻ َﻮاﺑًﺎ
َ ََوﻗ
َ ﺎل

Therefore in these verses the meaning of shafa-at seems to be to give evidence. To present the right
evidence for somebody is a very great help too. The Quran has explained this itself:
Those other than Allah whom they call upon
ﮏ اﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳْ َﻦ ﻳَ ْﺪﻋُ ْﻮ َن ِﻣ ْﻦ ُد ْوﻧِِﻪ اَﻟ ﱠﺸ َﻔﺎﻋَﺔَ اِﱠﻻ َﻣ ْﻦ َﺷ ِﻬ َﺪ ﺑِﺎ ْﳊَ ﱢﻖ
43:86
have no power for shafa-at. Only who gives
ُ َِوﻻ ﳝَْﻠ
true evidence has the power to give shafa-at.
That is, shafa-at means evidence. This is why the messenger (pbuh) has been called shaheed, or witness
(16:89), but never shafi. About the concept of shafa-at which others have, the Quran has said:
The shafa-at or recommendations or pleadings
ِِ
ﲔ
74:47
َ ﻓَ َﻤﺎ ﺗَـﻨَـ َﻔ ُﻌ ُﻬ ْﻢ َﺷ َﻔ
َ ْ ﺎﻋﺔُ اﻟﺸﱠﺎﻓﻌ
of their recommenders will do no good
This because Allah’s law says that:
6:165
No man can lift another’s burden

َﻻ ﺗَ ِﺰُر َوا ِزَرةٌ ِوْزَر اُ ْﺧ ِﺮ ٰی

Jannat is begotten only in exchange for good deeds:
to acquire the jannat (heaven) through
7:43
recommendation is born in nations which have
lost the will or power to do good deeds

اﳉَﻨﱠﺔُ اُْوِر ﺛـْﺘُ ُﻤ ْﻮَﻫﺎ ِﲟَﺎ ُﮐﻨْﺘُ ْﻢ ﺗَـ ْﻌ َﻤﻠُ ْﻮ َن
ْ ﺗِﻠْ ُﮑ ُﻢ

This sort of concept prevailed among the Jews when they were at the lowest ebb. They used to say that
they will not stay in jahannam or hell. They shall perhaps stay there for a few days (after which they will
be rescued by their holy people). At this the Quran says to ask them if there is some pact about this
between Allah and them. Then it says to tell them that such beliefs are false. Allah’s law dictates that
anyone who commits bad acts will be destroyed, and he who has faith and does good deeds will be among
the heirs to the jannat, or heaven (2:81-82).
It is obvious from these explanations that in this world shafa-at would mean to be with someone to help
him. If the work assisted is good, then he too will be equally rewarded, if not then he will also be
punished. In the life hereafter the concept of shafa-at is as if a witness chooses to give true evidence. It is
an allegorical statement.
For the criminals to go scot free on somebody’s recommendation or sifarish or for someone to get what
one does not deserve as such, is against the basic teachings of the Quran. Therefore, this is not the right
meaning of shafa-at. Wherever it appears in the Quran, reference must be made to the context to
determine its true meaning.
Surah Al-Fajar says “( ” َواﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﻔ ِﻊ َو ْاﻟ َﻮ ْﺗ ِﺮwush shaf-ee wal watr) in 89:3. It either means the stars which move
together or which exist together or which move separately or exist separately. That is, the stars which
seem to be together and the stars which seem separate.
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شفق

Sh-F-Q

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﻔَﻖash-shafaq): the redness that remains in the sky from sunset till darkness falls.
ٌ َ( ” َﺷﻔshafaq) also means edge {T}.
“ﻖ
ٌ َ( ” َﺷﻔshafaq) means daylight at time of sunset intermingling with the darkness of the
Raghib says that “ﻖ
night.
The Quran says:
84:17
But no, I sweat by the dwelling glow

ﻓَ َﻼ اُﻗْ ِﺴ ُﻢ ﺑِﺎﻟ ﱠﺸ َﻔ ِﻖ

Ibn Faris says its basic meaning is weakness in something.
ُ َ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﻔash-shafaq) or “ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﻔَﻘَۃash-shafaqahk): to have apprehensions about the welfare of someone.
“ﻖ
“ُ ﻖ ِﻣ ْﻨہ
َ َ( ”اَ ْﺷﻔash-faqa minhu): feared it, was bothered.
“ﻖ َﻋﻠَ ْﯿ ِہ
َ َ( ”اَ ْﺷﻔash-faqa alaih): looked after him out of love (or sympathy) and feared lest anything bad
ٌ ِ( ” ُﻣ ْﺸﻔmushfiq) or “ﻖ
ٌ ( ” َﺷﻔِ ْﯿshafiq).
befalls him {T}. Such a well-wisher is called “ﻖ
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﻔَﻘَۃal-shafaqah) also means weakness, since fear is also weakness.
ٌ َ( ”ﺛَﻮْ بٌ َﺷﻔsaubun shafaq): fragile cloth {M}.
“ﻖ
Since this word signifies a weakness, it is not used for God.
Raghib says that when this word is followed by “( ” ِﻣ ْﻦmin), the element of fear is dominant, and when it is
followed by “( ”ﻓِ ْﯽfi), the element of love, sympathy and well-wishing is more prominent. But Taj-ul-Uros
has used “( ”ﻋ َٰﻠﯽala) instead of “( ”ﻓِ ْﯽfi), and this seems more appropriate.
Surah Al-Azaab says:
they feared it
33:72
(they were afraid of misappropriating what was trusted to them)
Surah Al-Ambia says:
They are afraid (of the destructive results of going against the laws)
21:28
and fear the results

اَ ْﺷ َﻔ ْﻘ َﻦ ِﻣﻨْـ َﻬﺎ
َوُﻫ ْﻢ ِﻣ ْﻦ َﺧ ْﺸﻴَﺘِ ِﻪ ُﻣ ْﺸ ِﻔ ُﻘ ْﻮ َن

In other words, they think it would be in their own interests to abide by these laws.

Sh-F-H

شفه

“( ” َﺷﻔَﮩَہshafahu), “ً ( ” َﻋ ْﻨہُ َﺷ ْﻔﮩﺎunhu shafha): he put him to work that made him oblivious of other things.
“ُ ( ” َﺷﻔَﮩَہshafahu): struck his lips.
“ُ ( ”ﺷَﺎﻓَﮩَہshafahu): talked to him in person.
“ٌ ( ” َﺷﻔَۃshafatun) means a single lip. The pair of lips is called “َﺎن
ِ ( ” َﺷ ْﻔﺘshaftaani) as well as “” َﺷ ْﻔﺘَ ْﯿ ِﻦ
ٌ ( ” َﺷﻔَ َﻮshafawaat) {T}.
(shaftaini). The plural is “ٌ( ” ِﺷﻔَﺎهshifah) and “ات
Some scholars think that “( ” َﺷﻔَﺘَﯿ ِْﻦshafah) is actually from “( ” َﺷﻔَ ٌﻮshafwun). That is why we have listed it
under (Sh-F-W), which may as well be referred to there.
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شفو

Sh-F-W
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﻔَﺎash-shafa): edge, the limit of everything.

Ibn Faris says that this word may have been culled from “( ” َﺷﻔَﺎshafa), which is from the root (Sh-F-W),
and it is also possible that “( ”فfa) has been exchanged with “( ”بba), that is, “( ”ﺷﺒﺎshiba) has changed
into “( ”ﺷﻔﺎshifa).
When the sun is setting, they say “( ” َﻣﺎﺑَﻘِ َﯽ ِﻣ ْﻨہُ اِ ﱠﻻﺷَﻔ ًﯽma baqiya minhu illa shafa). That is, very small part of
it remains {M}. This has the connotation of being near death.
“ ُﺖ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﻤﺲ
ِ َ( ” َﺷﻔshafatish shams): the sun is about to set {T}.
The Quran says:
9:189
at the edge of the beach
3:102

ٍ ﻋﻠﯽ َﺷ َﻔﺎﺟﺮ
ف
ٰ َ
ُُ
ٍﺷﻔﺎ ﺣﻔﺮم
َْ ُ َ َ

at the edge of the hole

ٌ ( ” َﺷﻔَ َﻮshafawat) and “ٌ( ” ِﺷﻔَﺎهshifah). From this it
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﻔَۃas-shafah) means lip. The plural is “ات
became“ٌ ( ” ُﻣﺸَﺎﻓَﮩَۃmushafah) i.e. to talk person to person {T}.
The Quran says:
90:9
two lips

ِ ْ َﺷ َﻔﺘَـ
ﲔ

شفی

Sh-F-Y

“ُ ( ” َﺷﻔَﺎهshafah), “( ”ﯾَ ْﺸﻔِ ْﯿ ِہbi-shafihi), “( ” ِﺷﻔَﺎ ًءshifa-a): gave him health (freedom from sickness).
“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺸﻔَﺎ ُءash-shifa-o) means to recover from an illness. Later it began to be used for medication and
treatment too {M}.
The noble Quran has used this word as against sickness:
26:80
when i fall sick, it is he who gives me health

ِ
ِ ْ ﺖ ﻓَـ ُﻬﻮ ﻳَ ْﺸ ِﻔ
ﲔ
ْ َواذَا َﻣ ِﺮ
َ ُﺿ

It also to mean medicine, as in:
16:69
it has recovering power for people (cure)

ِ ﻓِْﻴ ِﻪ َﺷ َﻔﺎءٌ ﻟِﻠﻨ
ﱠﺎس

Ibn Faris says that this root basically means to come to the edge and peep over it. He thinks that the cure
overpowers the disease and that is why “( ”ﺷَﻔﺎءshiffaa) is called so.

Sh-Q-Q

شق ق

“( ” َﺷﻘﱠ ٗہshaqqah), “( ”ﯾَ ُﺸﻘﱡ ٗہyash-uqquhu), “ً ( ” ِﺷﻘﱠﺎshaqqa): to tear something up, to make a hole in it.
( ”اِ ْﻧ َﺸ ﱠinshaqq): was torn.
“ﻖ
( ”اﻟ ﱠﺸ ﱡash-shaqq): the morning {T}.
“ﻖ
“ﺼﺎ
َ ﺖ ْاﻟ َﻌ
ِ ( ”اِ ْﻧ َﺸﻘﱠinshaqqatil asa): the elements shattered, or mutual differences cropped up.
( ” َﺷ ﱠshaqqa asal muslimeen): it created fissiparous tendencies among the group of
“ َﺼﺎ ْاﻟ ُﻤ ْﺴﻠِ ِﻤ ْﯿﻦ
َ ﻖ َﻋ
momineen.
ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺸﻘَﺎash shiqaaq): opposition, enmity, mutual differences {T}.
“َ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤﺸَﺎﻗﱠۃal-mushaqqah), “ق
( ” ِﺷ ﱞshiqq): hard labor, problem, to become tired after exerting to the full, tiredness.
“ﻖ
( ” َﺷ ﱠshaqqa ilaihil amr): the matter weighed heavy on him.
“ﻖ َﻋﻠَ ْﯿ ِہ ْاﻻَ ْﻣ ُﺮ
َ
( ” َﺷ ﱠshaqqa alaih): put him in trouble {T}.
“ﻖ َﻋﻠ ْﯿ ِہ
( ” َﺷ ﱠash-shuqqah): the opposition of distance, distant journey {T} as in (9:42), or the destination
“ﻖ َﻋﻠَ ْﯿ ِہ
which is reached with difficulty.
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( ” َﺷ ﱞshiqq) to mean splitting of stones and for springs to spring forth, as break of dawn
The Quran says “ﻖ
(2:74). Surah Saad has used “ق
ٍ ( ” ِﺷﻘَﺎshiqaaaq) to mean opposition, and it has been used in 59:4 for
opposition and differences.
Surah Al-Abas says:
80:26
Then we split the earth in a physical way

ًض َﺷ ّﻘﺎ
َ ﰒُﱠ َﺷ َﻘ ْﻘﻨَﺎ ْاﻻَْر

Surah Al-Qasas says:
I do not want to be harsh with you or to give
28:27
you a difficult responsibility

ﮏ
َ َوَﻣﺎاُِرﻳْ ُﺪ اَ ْن اَ ْﺷ ﱠﻖ َﻋﻠَْﻴ

( ” ِﺷ ﱞshiqq) to mean hard work (16:7).
Surah An-Nahal uses “ﻖ
( ”ﺷَﺎ ﱠshaqq) means to oppose intensity and constriction, deprivation and hopelessness. It means to adopt
“ق
a different way, create a difference, to part with each other (4:35).
Surah Al-Qamar says:
the time of revolution neared and al-qamar is
54:1
about to split

ِ ِ
ﺎﻋﺔُ َواﻧْ َﺸ ﱠﻖ اﻟْ َﻘ َﻤُﺮ
َ اﻟﺴ
َ اﻗْـﺘَـَﺮﺑَﺖ

For its meaning, see heading (Q-M-R).

Sh-Q-W(Y)

(ش ق و)ی

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﻘَﺎ ُءash-shaqa’a): intensity and constriction, deprivation.
“ﯽ
َ ِ( ” َﺷﻘshaqiya), “( ”ﯾَ ْﺸ ٰﻘﯽyash-qa), “ً( ” َﺷﻘَﺎ َوةshaqawah), “ً( ” ِﺷ ْﻘ َﻮةshiqwah): to be ill fated, have bad luck.
“ٌ ( ” َﺷﻘَﺎ َوةshiqawah) is the opposite of “( ”ﺳﻌﺎدةsaa’a-dat) or faithfulness, and since “ٌ ( ” َﺷﻘَﺎ َوةsiqawat) has
tiredness and trouble in it, that is why it also means tiredness and trouble or bother.
Ibn Faris says its basic meanings are intensity and to bear hard labor. It is also the opposite of facility,
softness, faithfulness and good luck.
“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤﺸَﺎﻗَﺎةal-mushaqah): to bear trouble, to bear harshness.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﺎﻗِﯽ ِﻣﻦَ ْاﻟ ِﺠﺒَﺎ ِلash-shaaqi minal jibal): a mountain which juts out and overhangs, and which is very
difficult to climb.
The Quran has said “( ” َﺷﻘِ ﱞﯽ َو َﺳ ِﻌ ْﯿ ٌﺪshiqiyyun wa saeed) in 11:105. Here “( ” َﺷﻘِ ﱞﯽshiqiyyun) is the opposite of
“( ”ﺳﻌﺎدةsaa’a-dat).
Zikriyah says in surah Maryam:
And I have not been deprived and hopeless in your
ِ
19:4
ک َر ﱢ
ًب َﺷ ِﻘﻴّﺎ
َ َوَﱂْ اَ ُﮐ ْﻦ ﺑِ ُﺪ َﻋﺎء
supplication, my Sustainer.
Surah Taha says:
We have not revealed the Quran to you for depriving you
20:2
of life’s blessings and to throw you in trouble

ﮏ اﻟْ ُﻘ ْﺮاَ َن ﻟِﺘَ ْﺸﻘٰﯽ
َ َْﻣﺎ اَﻧْـَﺰﻟْﻨَﺎ َﻋﻠَﻴ

This “( ”ﺗَ ْﺸ ٰﻘﯽtash-qa) has been explained a little further on where Adam has been told that life’s
necessities are plenty in this heaven (20:118), but if you listen to Iblees, he will cause your exit from
jannat (20:117). The result will be that you will be deprived of all the blessings and be involved in great
difficulties.
Surah Al-Lail says he who is “( ”اَ ْﺷ ٰﻘﯽash-qa), goes to jahannam of great ill fate (92:15). In other words,
he will be deprived of happiness, but against this has come “( ”اَ ْﺗ ٰﻘﯽatqa) in 92:17. Therefore “( ”اَ ْﺷ ٰﻘﯽashqa) may also mean rebellious.
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Surah Maryam says:
19:32
Insolent unblessed

ًَﺟﺒﱠﺎراً َﺷ ِﻘﻴّﺎ

Surah Al-Mominoon says about those in jahannum who will say:
26:106 bad luck befell us

ﺖ َﻋﻠَﻴْـﻨَﺎ ِﺷ ْﻘ َﻮﺗُـﻨَﺎ
ْ ََﻏﻠَﺒ

Remember that this ill fate is the result of man’s own bad deeds. Good luck or bad luck is not man’s
destiny.

شکر

Sh-K-R
“( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺸ ْﮑ ُﺮash-shukr): to fill up and to express {M}.

Ibn Faris says it has different meanings, one of which is to be filled and abundant.
“ُ ت اﻟﻨﱠﺎﻗَۃ
ِ ( ” َﺷ ِﮑ َﺮshakaratin naaqah): the camel’s teats became full of milk.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﻤ ْﺸ َﮑﺎ ُرal-mishkaar): an animal which may have little fodder but still its teats are full of milk.
“ﺿ ﱠﺮةٌ َﺷ ْﮑ َﺮ ٰی
َ ” (zarratun shakra): teat full of milk.
ُ“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ ِﮑ َﺮةas-shikrah): a female camel whose teats are full of milk {T}.
“ُ ت اﻟ ﱠﺸ َﺠ َﺮة
ِ ( ” َﺷ ِﮑ َﺮshaakiraatish shajarah): branches sprouted on the tree trunk.
“ت اﻟ ﱠﺴ َﻤﺎ ُء
ِ ( ”اِ ْﺷﺘَ َﮑ َﺮishtakaratis sama-u): it rained very hard.
“( ”اِ ْﺷﺘَ َﮑ َﺮ ْاﻟ َﺤﺮﱡ َو ْاﻟﺒَﺮْ ُدishtakaral harru wal bard): the winter and summer were fulsome.
“( ” َﺷ َﮑ َﺮ ﻓُ َﻼ ٌنshakara fulan): that man was greatly benevolent and gave a lot to people.
Taj-ul-Uroos says that “( ” ُﺷ ْﮑ ٌﺮshukr) means obedience and the performance of must to do duties, as also
the expression of thankfulness, God’s full response to this “( ” ُﺷ ْﮑ ٌﺮshukr), or to give much in return for
little.
For example if a person helps someone else a little, even at his own cost, then this little sacrifice on his
part will be considered greater than giving something to someone that is more than one’s necessities. This
is what it means by giving ample return for little benevolence.
If we keep the basic meaning of “( ” ُﺷ ْﮑ ٌﺮshukr) in mind, then we can easily comprehend the meaning of
“( ”ﺳﻌﯽ ﻣﺸﮑﻮرsa-ee mushkoor) or that effort which fetches good results. That is, more than the effort
warranted, so complete like the teats of a goat which are full of milk.
“( ”ﺷَﺎ ِﮐ ٌﺮshaakir) is one who makes one’s effort fetch full results, and also the one whose efforts fetch such
complete results. The word “( ” ُﺷ ْﮑ ٌﺮshukr) has been used for the efforts going waste, against “( ” ُﺧ ْﺴ ٌﺮkhusr)
in 39:65-66. A man’s efforts which produce good results is also called “( ” َﺷ ُﮑﻮْ ٌرshakoor) in 14:5.
“( ” َﺷ ُﮑﻮْ ٌرshakoor) has more exaggeration than “( ”ﺷَﺎ ِﮐ ٌﺮshaakir).
Since “( ” ُﺷ ْﮑ ٌﺮshukr) means to highlight or make evident. That is why “( ” ُﮐ ْﻔ ٌﺮkufr) or denial has been used
against it in 14:7. It is meant for covering up or bury.
Surah Al-Baqrah says:
Always keep God given blessings uncovered
2:154
or available so that the human race can benefit
from it (do not hide them or cover them)

َوا ْﺷ ُﮑُﺮْو اﻟِ ْﯽ َوَﻻ ﺗَ ْﮑ ُﻔُﺮْو ِن

Among the first of God given gifts are the capabilities which a human being possesses. The development
of capabilities and them to be evident is also “( ” ُﺷ ْﮑ ٌﺮshukr), and this thing is produced by doing good
deeds. Therefore, good deeds become the cause of “( ” ُﺷ ْﮑ ٌﺮshukr) of God’s benevolence.
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Surah Al-Ahqaaf relates this very fact when it is said that you should ask for:
O my nurturer, give me the capability of
thanking you (for committing shukr) for your
ِ ﮏ۔۔۔ واَ ْن اَﻋﻤﻞ ﺻ
ِ
ِ رﱢ
46:15
ًﺎﳊﺎ
َ َ َ ْ َ َ َب اَْوِز ْﻋﻨ ْﯽ اَ ْن اَ ْﺷ ُﮑَﺮ ﻧ ْﻌ َﻤﺘ
َ
benevolence. (I may do such deeds as to
develop them)
At another place, it is said:
He who covers up or hides Allah’s benevolence
(hides or does not disclose), does Allah no harm, but
31:12
he who uncovers them develops his own capabilities
(he harms himself). Allah in his personality needs no
thanks (He is not dependent on you)

َﻣ ْﻦ ﻳﱠ ْﺸ ُﮑ ْﺮ ﻓَﺎِﱠﳕَﺎ ﻳَ ْﺸ ُﮑُﺮ ﻟِﻨَـ ْﻔ ِﺴ ِﻪ َوَﻣ ْﻦ َﮐ َﻔَﺮ ﻓَﺎِ ﱠن اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪَ َﻏﻨِ ﱞﯽ
َِ
ﲪْﻴ ٌﺪ

To uncover God’s gifts or to disclose them means to utilize them as God has ordered. That is, they should
be kept available for humanity at large. This fact has been highlighted with the help of an example. A
dwelling was plentiful, but they started covering God’s benefits (16:112), and the result was that they
started facing punishment of hunger and fear. Allah’s messenger was sent to them but they rejected him
too. Then the momineen have been warned not to do likewise.
16:112
16:114

ت ﺑِﺎَﻧْـ ُﻌ ِﻢ اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ
ْ ﻓَ َﮑ َﻔَﺮ
ِ
ﺖ اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ
َ َوا ْﺷ ُﮑُﺮْوا ﻧ ْﻌ َﻤ

Keep Allah’s gifts uncovered
If you follow his laws only, then obviously you will
keep open whatever Allah has given you

Denial of those gifts means to hide them (according to yours self made laws):
16:114 For what they used to do on their own

اِ ْن ُﮐﻨْﺘُ ْﻢ اِﻳﱠﺎﻩُ ﺗَـ ْﻌﺒُ ُﺪ ْو َن

This has been made further clear in surah Al-Airaaf that “ َ( ”ﺷَﺎ ِﮐ ِﺮ ْﯾﻦshaakireen) are those who do not
follow the way of the Iblees and do not fall into his trap (7:17).
Surah Al-Baqrah says about Bani Israel:
We gave your life after death so that you could be
2:56
“thankful”

ﰒُﱠ ﺑـَ َﻌﺜْـ ٰﻨ ُﮑ ْﻢ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﺑـَ ْﻌ ِﺪ َﻣ ْﻮﺗِ ُﮑ ْﻢ ﻟَ َﻌﻠﱠ ُﮑ ْﻢ ﺗَ ْﺸ ُﮑُﺮْو َن

This makes it clear that nations regain life or are resurrected after death so that they can develop their
capabilities. Those nations which do not do so are not ‘alive’, nor can they exist.
For efforts to be thankful or “( ”ﻣﺸﮑﻮرmash-koor) means for them to produce full results, that is, they
produce the fullest results and become fully fruitful.
To be thankful means to uncover the blessings or gifts that God has given:
A) That he makes his latent capabilities fully evident or develops them.
B) Keep the means of development spread in the universe open for the benefit of mankind and not
hide them for himself.
This is only possible when Allah’s laws are fully followed. This will be ‘thankfulness’ of man.
“( ” ُﺷ ْﮑ ٌﺮshukr) from Allah’s side means that He makes man’s efforts produce full results, and it is a
particularity of Allah’s law that if followed, they produce the fullest possible results.
Surah Adh-dhahar says:
We have shown the right path through revelation. Now it is
76:3
upot him (man) to adopt it, or some other way

ًاِﻧﱠﺎ َﻫ َﺪﻳْـﻨٰﻪُ اﻟ ﱠﺴﺒِْﻴ َﻞ اِﱠﻣﺎ َﺷﺎﮐِﺮاً َواِﱠﻣﺎ َﮐ ُﻔ ْﻮرا

Here “( ” ُﺷ ْﮑ ٌﺮshukr) means to treat the path as a great gift and adopt it.
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Surah An-Nisa says:
4:147
If you value this guidance then believe (have faith or eeman)

اِ ْن َﺷ َﮑ ْﺮُْﰎ َواََﻣﻨْﺘُ ٌﻢ

34:13 has used “( ” َﺷ ُﮑﻮْ ٌرshakur) or “( ”ﺷَﺎ ِﮐ ٌﺮshaakir) which means to benefit from the gift you have been
given.
Surah Saba says:
O descendants of Dawud. Act (according to our laws) by benefiting
34:13
from the gifts given

ًاِ ْﻋ َﻤﻠُ ْﻮا اَ ْل داؤد ُﺷ ْﮑﺮا

That is, utilize the multiple benefits and avail of the benefits in the universe and thus be thankful for them.
Ibn Faris says it also basically means to be content with little means.
“( ”ﻓَ َﺮسٌ َﺷ ُﮑﻮْ رًاfarasin shakoor) means a horse which is fat, so even a little fodder is enough for it. When
one’s capabilities are developed, then even few external supports are sufficient to produce profuse results.

Sh-K-S

شکس

“ق
ِ ( ” َﺷ َﮑﺎ َﺳۃُ ْاﻻَ ْﺧ َﻼshakaasatul akhlaaq): to be impolite or discourteous.
“( ”ﺷَﺎ َﮐ َﺴ ٗہshakasahu): he treated him shabbily, harshly.
“( ”اَﻟﻠﱠ ْﯿ ُﻞ َواﻟﻨﱠﮩَﺎ ُر ﯾَﺘَﺸَﺎ َﮐ َﺴﺎ ِنal-lailu wan nahaaru yatash-a kasan): day and night are opposed to each other.
“( ”ﺗَﺸَﺎ َﮐﺴُﻮْ اtash-akasu): they opposed each other, or they acted narrowly in their dealings.
The Quran says:
Partners in business who keep quarrelling as they are bad tempered
39:29
and narrow minded in their dealings

Sh-K-K

ُﺷَﺮَﮐﺎءُ ُﻣﺘَ َﺸﺎﮐِ ُﺴ ْﻮ َن

شکک

( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ ﱡas-shak): it is the opposite of belief.
“ﮏ
Raghib says that when two quite different things begin to look similar to a person, then this condition is
( ” َﺷ ﱞshak).
called “ﮏ
( ” َﺷ ﱞshak) begins with
Muheet says with reference to Keys that just as knowledge begins with belief, “ﮏ
( ” َﺷ ﱞshakkun mureebun) but not “ﮏ
ٌ ” َرﯾْﺐٌ ُﻣ َﺸ ﱢﮑ
doubt. See heading (R-Y-B). This is why it is said “ ٌﮏ ُﻣ ِﺮﯾْﺐ
(raibun mushakkik)
Ibn Faris says it basically means for one thing to diffuse in another.
As such, “ﺢ
ِ ( ” َﺷ َﮑ ْﮑﺘُ ٗہ ﺑِﺎﻟﺮﱡ ْﻣshakatuhu bir rumh) means that I pierced the spear into his body.
َ
( ”ﺷ ﱞshakk) is like that one thing which seems to have entered another, and nothing is certain (doubt).
“ﮏ
ُ ( ” َﺷ َﮑ ْﮑshakaktu shaiyi) means that a thing which has a hole through it. A thing
Raghib says that “ﺖ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ َء
like that cannot be depended upon to be reliable. There is a thought that it is from a proverb which says
for the arm to stick to the side. This word would therefore mean for two opposing things to enter into one
another so that the distinction is no longer clear {R}.
“( ” َﺷ ﱡﮑﻮْ ا ﺑُﯿُﻮْ ﺗَﮩُ ْﻢshakku buyutahum) means that they built all their homes to be similar {T, R}.
( ” َﺷ ﱞshak) clear. That is, for two opposite things to look similar
These examples make the meaning of “ﮏ
and not be clearly distinguishable from one another. Hence it also means to be hard for a person to reach
the right conclusion about something.
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About the matter of crucifixion of Christ, it has been said that:
4:157
Indeed, those who differ in it, are surely in doubt about it

ِ اِ ﱠن اﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦ اﺧﺘـﻠَ ُﻔﻮا ﻓِﻴ ِﻪ ﻟَ ِﻔﯽ َﺷ ﱟ
ُﮏ ﻣﻨْﻪ
ْ ْ ْ َْ َ ْ

( ” َﺷ ﱞshak) clear, i.e. there was so much resemblance between Isa (Jesus)
This makes the meaning of “ﮏ
and the man they had arrested, that it was difficult to differentiate one from the other. Therefore, they are
still in doubt as to what had actually happened. Details can be found in my book “Shola-e-mastoor” in the
subject of Isa.

Sh-K-L

شکل

“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺸ ْﮑ ُﻞash-shikl), “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﮑ ُﻞash-shakal), “( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺸ ْﮑ ُﻞash-shukal): similar, alike.
“( ”ﻓِ ْﯽ ﻓُ َﻼ ٍن َﺷ ْﮑ ٌﻞ ِﻣ ْﻦ اَﺑِ ْﯿ ِہfi fulanun shaklin min abih): that man resembles his father very much {T}.
Surah Saad says:
38:58
Various punishments of the same kind

ِِ
ِ
اج
ٌ َواَ َﺧُﺮ ﻣ ْﻦ َﺷﮑْﻠﻪ اَْزَو

The plural is “( ”اَ ْﺷ َﮑﺎ ٌلash-kaal) which means different matters and needs.
“( ” َﺷ َﮑ َﻞ ْاﻻَ ْﻣ ُﺮshakalal amr): the matter became complex and dubious {T}.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺸ َﮑﺎ ُلash-shikaal): the rope with which an animal’s fore and hind legs are secured so that it can only
take measured steps as the rope’s leeway allows.
“َ( ” َﺷ َﮑﻞ اﻟ ﱠﺪاﺑﱠۃshakalad dabbah): he bound the legs of the animal with “( ” ﱢﺷ َﮑﺎ ُلshikaal)
ُ َﺷ َﮑ ْﻠ
Ibn Faris says that most meanings of this word are derived from similarity and likeness. He says “ ﺖ
( ”اﻟ ﱠﺪاﺑﱠ َۃshakalad dabbah) is so said because one leg of the animal is secured to a similar leg.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺸ َﮑﺎ ُل ﻓِﯽ اﻟﺮﱠﺣْ ِﻞash-shikaalun fir rahl): the rope with which the camel’s seat ends are tied {T}.
“( ”ﺷَﺎ ِﮐ ٌﻞshaakilun) has come from it, the feminine of which is “ٌ ( ”ﺷَﺎ ِﮐﻠَۃshaakilah) as in 17:84, that is which
binds.
Surah Bani Israel says:
17:84
Say that each works on its manner

ﻗُ ْﻞ ُﻛ ﱞﻞ ﻳـَ ْﻌ َﻤ ُﻞ َﻋﻠَﻰ َﺷﺎﻛِﻠَﺘِ ِﻪ

To comprehend the meaning of this verse, we first have to understand that everything has potential. A
mango seed has the capability to grow into a mango tree and bear sweet fruit. But although the cactus
seed also turns into a tree, it bears only needles. The inner destiny of a mango seed is the fruit of the
mango, while that of the cactus tree are the thorns.
Like the animal which cannot go beyond or above its “ٌ ( ”ﺷَﺎ ِﮐﻠَۃshaakilah), so can nothing go beyond its
inherent limits. Nothing can go beyond the limit nature has proscribed for it. As far as man is concerned,
he too has limited “ٌ ( ”ﺷَﺎ ِﮐﻠَۃshaakila), but death is not his limit. He can go beyond it (55:33). Heredity,
initial environment, upbringing, education, emotional leanings etc. are the shackles which arrest his feet,
but the right kind of society can produce vastness in his scope.
The Quran formulates a system which gives every man the chance to develop his latent capabilities and
talents. The prohibitions in such a society are there only in order to create this expansiveness (2:286).
In a Quranic society, everyone will be held accountable according to his “ٌ ( ”ﺷَﺎ ِﮐﻠَۃshaakilah), although his
limits will also be tried to be extended. The climax of an animal’s progeny is that it becomes like its
father, but the human child can go much farther than his fore fathers. Modern day science is testimony to
the fact that today man is much ahead of his forefathers. The next generation will be much advanced than
the present generation. Just like the capabilities of men differ in any era, so do the possibilities of
different generations of man differ, and their possibilities increase as their knowledge and awareness
increases. Note that these possibilities are present in everybody’s personality, which are equal.
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Lataif-ul-lugha says that “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﻮا ِﮐ ُﻞash-shawakil), which is the plural of “ٌ( ”ﺷَﺎ ِﮐﻠَۃshaakilah) means the
roads which lead from the main highway {T}. This is referring to the different ways of life men adopt
according to their capabilities.
Humans have the power to do as they like, but their powers are limited. For instance, a man can raise one
foot and keep standing but he cannot raise both feet and still keep standing. In so far as they have the
power to exercise their right, they are totally independent and there is no interference in it what so ever.
See details in the heading (Q-D-R).

(ش ک و)ی

Sh-K-W(Y)

“ٌ ( ” َﺷ ْﮑ َﻮةshakwah) means a leather bag with an opening at one end, used for holding water or milk.
“( ” َﺷ ْﮑ ٌﻮshakwun) means to open the opening so that whatever it holds comes out or becomes evident. This
leads to “ٌ( ” ِﺷ َﮑﺎﯾَۃshikayah) i.e. to come out with whatever one may have in his heart {T}.
Raghib says it means to make one’s unpleasing thoughts known.
Surah Yusuf says:
12:86
I relate or express my troubles to my Allah.

ِﱠ
ﱢﯽ َو ُﺣ ْﺰﻧِ ْﯽ اِﻟَﯽ اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ
ْ اﳕَﺎ اَ ْﺷ ُﮑ ْﻮﺑَﺸ

At another place it is said:
58:1
She was relating her condition to Allah

َوﺗَ ْﺸﺘَ ِﮑ ْﯽ اِﻟَﯽ اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ

“ُ ( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﻤ ْﺸ ٰﮑﻮةal-mishkaat): a hole in the wall which is not through that wall. Some have said it means a place
where lamps are kept (24:35).
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﮑ َﻮ ٰیash-shakwa): complaint {T}.

Sh-M-T

شمت

“ً( ” َﺷ ِﻤﺖَ ْاﻟ َﻌ ُﺪ وﱡ َﺷ َﻤﺎﺗَۃshamital aduwwu shumatah): for someone’s enemy to be happy at one’s plight:
“( ”اَ ْﺷ َﻤﺘَہُ ﺑِ َﻌ ُﺪ ﱢو ٖهash-matahu bi-aduwwih): made him happy by hurting or troubling his enemy: {T}.
When in anger Moosa dragged his brother by his heard. His brother Haroon had said:
do not give the opponents a chance to be
7:150
happy at my expense or to laugh at me

ِ ْ ﻓَﻼَﺗُ ْﺸ ِﻤ
َﺖ ﺑ َﯽ ْاﻻَ ْﻋ َﺪاء

ُ ( ”اَﻟﺘﱠ ْﺸ ِﻤﯿat-tash-mit) means to pray for somebody who sneeze. Like saying “bless you”, or to remove
“ْﺖ
this “( ”ﺷﻤﺎﺗﺖshumatat) by one’s prayer, like “ ٌ( ”ﺗَ ْﻤ ِﺮﯾْﺾtamreez) means to remove sickness from someone:

Sh-M-Kh

شمخ

“( ” َﺷ َﻤ َﺦ ْاﻟ َﺠﺒَ ُﻞshamakhal jabal): for a mountain to be very high and long.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﺠﺒَﺎ ُل اﻟ ﱠﺸ َﻮا ِﻣ ُﺦal-jibalu-shawamikh): very high and long mountains.
“( ” َﺷ َﻤ َﺦ اﻟ ﱠﺮ ُﺟ ُﻞ ﺑِﺎ َ ْﻧﻔِہshamakhar rajulu bi-anfehi): The man raised his nose (high in the air): showed pride: {T,
M, R}.
Ibn Faris says the root means to be big and high.
The Quran says:
22:77
big mountains that are firmly in their place
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شمز

Sh-M-Z

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﻤ ُﺰash-shamz): for the human palate to be displeased or revolted with unpleasant things.
“( ”ﺗَ َﺸ ﱠﻤ َﺰ َوﺟْ ﮩَ ٗہtash-ammaz wajhu): his face distorted, changed colour.
“( ”اِ ْﺷ َﻤﺎ َ ﱠزash-maazz): to fear and be uneasy, for hair to stand on its end in fear, to stand, to be stifled, to
feel constricted.
“( ”اِ ْﺷ َﻤﺄ َ ﱠز اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ َءishmaazash-shaiyi): he dislikes that thing.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤ ْﺸ َﻢ ِء ﱡزalmushma-izz): to dislike: one who dislikes: one who is frightened. {T, M, R}.
Surah Az-Zumr says:
When only Allah is mentioned before those
39:45
who do not believe, their hearts become
constricted
when others (except Allah) are mentioned,
39:35
they get very happy

ِب اﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳْﻦ َﻻ ﻳـُ ْﺆ ِﻣﻨُـﻮ َن ﺑِﺎَْ ٰﻻ ِﺧﺮة
ْ ُاِذَا ذُﮐَِﺮ اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪُ َو ْﺣ َﺪﻩ
ْ اﴰَﺄَز
ْ
َ ُ ﱠت ﻗـُﻠُ ْﻮ
َ
َواِذَا ذُﮐَِﺮ اﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳْ َﻦ ِﻣ ْﻦ ُد ْوﻧِِﻪ اِذَ ُاﻫ ْﻢ ﻳَ ْﺴﺘَْﺒ ِﺸُﺮْو َن

Happy with personality cults and pure obedience to Allah is only displeasing to him, because men can
easily be won over by emotions but law makes concessions for no one. The system or law that the Quran
has chosen for mankind seeks only to obey Allah and no one else. Personality cults have no place in this
system, but personality cults have so distorted Allah’s Deen that a human being is the last word nowadays
on anything. The law of Allah as the final authority has no place in this system! This has extended to that
stage that if anyone is invited to only follow Allah, he becomes displeased! This is the great truth which
the Quran points to in the above verse.

شمس

Sh-M-S
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﻤﺲash-shams): the sun: 2:285 the sunlight.

Ibn Faris says it basically means to be of different colours, to be fickle, and transient.
“ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ ُﻤﻮْ سُ ِﻣ ْﻦ اﻟ ﱠﺪوابﱢash-shamusu mid dawaab): the four legged animal which is uneasy.
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﻤﺲash-shams) is used for the sun because it keeps on moving along with its heat which is not
constant.
76:13

They will neither feel the sun, or freezing cold

َﻻﻳـََﺮْو َن ﻓِﻴْـ َﻬﺎ َﴰْﺴﺎً َوَﻻ َزْﻣ َﻬ ِﺮﻳْـًﺮا

ْ ( ” َﻣmatli-ash-shams): is the place from where the sun seems to be rising, or the east (18:90).
“ﺲ
ِ ﻄﻠِ َﻊ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﻤ
ﱠ
“ﺲ
َ ( ” َﻣ ْﻐ ِﺮmaghrib ash-shams): the spot at which the sun seems to be setting, or the west (18:86).
ِ ب اﻟﺸ ْﻤ
Gharib-ul-Quran says that the sun was the national symbol of the Persians just as the moon was the
national symbol of the Arabs before Islam {Mirza Abul Fazal}. For these meanings of the sun and the
moon, see heading (Q-M-R).
Ibn Kalbi says that “ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﻤﺲash-shams) is the name of an ancient idol {F}. Probably that is why the
Arabs of old, named their boys Shams. Some think that it was the name of a famous water spring {F}.
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شمل

Sh-M-L

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ َﻤﺎ ُلash-shimaal): the left side. It is the opposite of “( ”ﯾَ ِﻤﯿ ٌْﻦyameen), or right side (18:17).
“ ُ( ”ﯾُ ْﻤﻦyumnu): a symbol of happy tidings.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺸ َﻤﺎ ُلash-shimaal): the sign of ill fate.
ُ ْ( ” َز َﺟﺮzajaratun lahu twairush shimaal): I scolded the bird of his ill-fate {T}.
“ت ﻟَ ٗہ طَ ْﯿ َﺮ اﻟ ﱢﺸ َﻤﺎ ِل
The Quran says “( ”اَﺻْ َﺤﺎبُ اﻟ ﱢﺸ َﻤﺎ ِلash-abush shimaal) in 56:41, meaning the fellowship of the ill-fated ones.
It has appeared to mean those who live in jahannam (hellish environment). These are the people who will
be given the list of their deeds in their left hand (69:25).
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ َﻤﺎ ُلash-shamaal): the north wind which is usually very cold. This wind is cold and dry and if it
blows for more than a week, the undertakers get ready for brisk business because the Egyptians could not
tolerate the wind for long {T}.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺸ َﻤﺎ ُلash-shimaal) also means the cover that is put on the teats of the goat (to protect them from
other’s eyes).
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﻤﻠَۃash-shamlah): is the blanket in which a man wraps himself {T}.
Raghib has said that “( ” ِﺷ َﻤﺎ ٌلshimal) is used for that cloth in which something gets wrapped from left.
“ب
ِ ْ( ”ا ِﻻ ْﺷﺘِ َﻤﺎ ُل ﺑِﺎﻟﺜﱠﻮishtimaalu bis saub): is to be wrapped up in cloth in a way that its end is to the left {R}.
“( ”اِ ْﺷﺘَ َﻤ َﻞ ﻋ َٰﻠﯽ اﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯽ ِءishtamala alash- shaiyi) means to overshadow something and include it in itself {M}.
According to Ibn Faris, this above mentioned is included in its basic meaning.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺮ ِﺣ ُﻢ ﺗَ ْﺸﺘَ ِﻤ ُﻞ َﻋﻠَﯽ اﻟْ َﻮﻟَ ِﺪar-rahimu tash-tamilu alal wald): the womb encompasses the child or has taken the
child within it.
6:145

ِ ْ ﺖ َﻋﻠَْﻴ ِﻪ اَْر َﺣ ُﺎم ْاﻷُﻧْـﺜَـﻴَـ
ﲔ
ْ َاَﱠﻣﺎ ا ْﺷﺘَ َﻤﻠ

that which is in the wombs of the mothers

Habit and temperament is also called “( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺸ َﻤﺎ ُلash-shimaal). Plural is “( ” َﺷ َﻤﺎ ِءلshamaa-il). We have
already said that “( ”ﯾَ ِﻤﯿ ٌْﻦyameen) means symbol of happiness and “( ” ِﺷ َﻤﺎ ٌلshimal) the symbol of ill fate.
The Quran has termed those in hellish environment as “( ”اَﺻْ َﺤﺎبُ اﻟ ﱢﺸ َﻤﺎ ِلas-haabish shimaal) and those in
heaven as “( ”اَﺻْ َﺤﺎبُ اﻟﯿَ ِﻤ ْﯿ ِﻦas-haabul yameen). This does not mean that the Quran also believed or accepted
these symbols as the Arabs in those days did. Since the Quran has been revealed in the Arabic language, it
uses the metaphors of that language to express its meaning clearly. This point should always be kept in
mind that the Quran did not believe in things like the Arabs did, but only used the terms of their language
so that it would be easier for them to understand.

شنأ

Sh-N-A
“( ” َﺷﻨَﺄ َ ٗهshana-ah): to be dead against somebody {T, R, M}.
Muheet says it involves enmity with rudeness.
The Quran says:
5:2
Some nation’s strong enmity
108:3

your enemies (those who had enmity with you)

َﺷﻨَﺎ ُن ﻗَـ ْﻮٍم
ِ
ﮏ ُﻫ َﻮ ْاﻻَﺑْـﺘَـُﺮ
َ َا ﱠن َﺷﺎﻧِﺌ

Ibn Faris says the root of the word contains the connotations of having enmity and of avoiding.
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شهب

Sh-He-B

“ ْ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﮩَﺐash-shahab): white colour with a blackish tinge, just like the flame of the fire which in intense
heat seems white with a blackish centre, or a mountain covered with snow.
“( ” َﺳﻨَۃٌ َﺷ ْﮩﺒَﺎ ُءsanatun shah-baa): a drought year with no greenery to be seen and the land seems white and
barren.
“ ٌ( ” ِﺷﮩَﺎبshihaab): the flame of fire which rises, or the flame which is seen till afar in the sky. It is called a
broken star {T, R}.
In the old ages (dark ages) it was thought that man’s luck or destiny was connected with the stars, and
therefore astrologers traced the movement of the stars to find out about man’s destiny. This is practiced
even now and astrologers are given much importance. The Quran says that when the world was less
knowledgeable, such things (astrology) could be accepted, but when the light of knowledge has come,
then such guess work is not tolerable. If somebody makes such claims these days (as astrology does) then
they should be dispelled by the whip of knowledge, which discloses the myth of such predictions (72:9,
37:9, 15:18).

شهد

Sh-He-D

“( ”ﺷ َِﮩ َﺪshaheda), “( ”ﯾُ ْﺸﮩَ ُﺪyush-hud) means to be present, to present one.
“ٌ( ” َﺷﮩَﺎ َدةshahadah): to present truthfully whatever is known to one through actual viewing or through
insight {T, R}. One who does this is called “( ”ﺷ َِﺎﮨ ٌﺪshahid) or “( ”ﺷ َِﮩ ْﯿ ٌﺪshaheed).
“ٌ( ” ُﻣﺸَﺎﮨَ َﺪةmushahidah) means to observe, according to scholars, but if the meaning is stretched then it
would mean for anything to come within the grasp of the senses.
The word “ ٌ( ” َﻏﯿْﺐghaib) has come against “ٌ( ” َﺷﮩَﺎ َدةshahadah) in 59:22.
“ ٌ( ” َﻏﯿْﺐghaib) means that which is oblivious to the eyes, invisible. See heading (Gh-Y-B).
َ ” (shahadah) would mean things which can be seen and felt and “ ٌ( ” َﻏﯿْﺐghaib) would
As such, “ٌﺷﮩَﺎ َدة
mean those things or forces which are latent. So “ٌ ( ” َﺷﮩَﺎ َدةshadah) or “( ” َﻣ ْﺸﮩُﻮ ٌدmash-hoodh) are those things
and forces which appear as palpable realities. “( ”ﻏَﺎ ِءبُ ْأﻟﻔَ َﺮghaibul fars) is that force of the horse which it
preserves while running and “س
ِ َﺎﮨ ُﺪ ْاﻟﻔَ َﺮ
ِ ( ”ﺷshahidul fars) is the strength which he uses up in running.
“( ”ﺷ َِﮩ َﺪshahida) also means to be at home and “َﺎب
َ ( ”ﻏghaab) means to go away on a journey. {Lane}.
Those of you who are traveling (in the midst
of travel) should fast in this month
Travellers have a different set of orders.
2:185

ِ
ْ ﻓَ َﻤ ْﻦ َﺷ ِﻬ َﺪ ﻣْﻨ ُﮑ ُﻢ اﻟﺸ
ُﺼ ْﻤﻪ
ُ َﱠﻬَﺮ ﻓَـﻠْﻴ

“( ”اِ ْﻣ َﺮ اَةٌ ُﻣ ْﺸ ِﮩ ٌﺪimra atun mush-hid): a woman whose husband is not at home {T, R}.
“( ” َﻣ ْﺸﮩَ ٌﺪmush-hud): the place one presents oneself, or the place where all hidden results appear palpably
(19:37).
“( ”ﯾَﻮْ ٌم َﻣ ْﺸﮩُﻮْ ٌدyaumun mash-hoodh): means such time (11:103).
Surah Bani Israel says:
Indeed the forthcoming of the Quran teachings
17:87
have appeared in palpable form

ًاِ ﱠن ﻗُـ ْﺮآ َن اﻟْ َﻔ ْﺠ ِﺮ َﮐﺎ َن َﻣ ْﺸ ُﻬ ْﻮدا

Here “( ” َﻣ ْﺸﮩُﻮْ ٌدmash-hoodh) means that the results appear in palpable form. About the meaning of “”ﻓَﺠْ ﺮ
(fajr), see heading of that name.
“( ” ُﺷﮩَﺪَا َء ُﮐ ْﻢshuhada akum): your helpers (2:23).
God has been called “( ”ﺷ َِﮩ ْﯿ ٌﺪshaheed) because everything is before him to witness (22:17) and a
messenger is a “َﺎﮨ ٌﺪ
ِ ( ”ﺷshahid) as well (28:2), because the facts that he sees as a messenger, he unveils
exactly before others. This is a main function of messenger-hood.
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“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﮩ ُﺪash-shahd), “( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺸ ْﮩ ُﺪash-shohd): honey which is not yet taken out of the hive.
“( ”ﺷ َِﮩ َﺪshahida) means to give evidence, be a witness and to swear:
“( ”ﺷ َِﮩ َﺪ َﻋﻠَﯿ ِْﮩ ْﻢshahida alaihim): 41:21 will give evidence against them:
“( ”ﺷ َِﮩ َﺪ َﻋﻠَﯽ َﮐ َﺬاshahida ala kaaza): also means to give full report or news about someone {M, Arab-ulMuwarid}{T, R}.
Gharib-ul-Quran (with reference to Ibn Abbas) says that “( ”ﺷ َِﮩ َﺪshahida) also means to decide as in
12:21, or one who decides, as in 6:19. It also means watchman (2:143).
Whatever the form this word takes the meanings include the sense of being present, to present, to keep
within sight, in all of them.
The Quran has not used the term “( ”ﺷ َِﮩ ْﯿ ٌﺪshaheed) for those who give their lives in the way of god. Such a
man has not been described by the Quran as “( ”ﺷ َِﮩ ْﯿ ٌﺪshaheed). Even a man alive, as well as a dead man
can be “( ”ﺷ َِﮩ ْﯿ ٌﺪshaheed). Anybody who by practical example, gives evidence of “( ”ﻣﺎ اَ َﻣﻦَ ﺑِ ٖہma amana
behi), what he believes, is a “( ”ﺷ َِﮩ ْﯿ ٌﺪshaheed), whether it is through life, or wealth, or with any other thing,
and stays steadfast with it for his entire life. To give one’s life in the way of God is the biggest evidence
of one’s belief.
According to the Quran (2:143), the entire nation of Muslims is “ﺎس
ِ ( ” ُﺷﮩَﺪَا َء َﻋﻠَﯽ اﻟﻨﱠshuhada’a alan naas),
i.e. the nation that kept watch over all the nations of the world, and their centre (Rusool), acts as safe
keeper of their deeds (2:143). Recall the duty of the nation of Muslims of yours, and the high stature it
enjoyed for this responsibility and then compare that to the nation of Muslims of today. Today we are
dependent on others for the barest needs. The reason of this is obvious. That nation of before considered
the Quran as its code of life and acted upon it, but we seem to have been lost in superstitions and myths.

Sh-He-R

شهر

Taj-ul-Uros says that “ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺸ ْﮩ َﺮةash-shohrah) means for a bad thing to be famous or well known.
Johri says it means for something to become known completely. In the urdu language, “( ”ﺷﮩﺮتshohrat)
is used for good things to become famous, and “( ”ﺗَ ْﺸ ِﮩﯿْﺮtash-heet) for bad things to be famous.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ ِﮩ ْﯿ ُﺮash-shaheer): famous, respected {T}.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﮩ ُﺮash-shahru) means the moon because it heralds the advent of a month. A month is also called
“( ” َﺷ ْﮩ ٌﺮshahr).
Ibn Faris says that it basically means to be evident and clear. This is probably why the moon is also
called “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﮩ ُﺮash-shahar).
“َ( ”ﺷَﺎﮨَ َﺮهُ ُﻣﺸَﺎﮨَ َﺮةshaharahu mushaharah): employed him at a monthly salary {T}.
The Quran says “ َ( ” َﺷ ْﮩ ُﺮ َر َﻣﻀَﺎنshahru ramazan) in 2:185, where this word has appeared for the month of
Ramadan.
The plural is “( ”اَ ْﺷﮩُ ٌﺮash-har) and “( ” ُﺷﮩُﻮْ ٌرshuhur), as in 9:36.
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شه ق

Sh-He-Q

ُ َ( ”ﯾَ ْﺸﮩyash-haq), “ً( ”ﺷ َِﮩﯿْﻘﺎshaheeqa): the sound of the voice of his crying
“ ْﻖ اﻟ ﱠﺮﺟُﻞ
َ َ( ” َﺷﮩshahaqar rajul), “ﻖ
came out of his chest haltingly.
ُ ( ”ﺷ َِﮩ ْﯿshaheequl aari wa tash-ahaquh): the sound of a donkey braying.
“ﺎر َوﺗَ ْﺸﮩَﺎﻗُہ
ِ ﻖ اﻟ ِﺤ َﻤ
ُ ْ( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺸﮩُﻮash-shuhuq): to rise.
“ق
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﮩﻘَۃash-shahqah): a scream {T, R}.
The Quran says:
11:106 to shout and make a din

ِزﻓِْﻴـٌﺮ َو َﺷ ِﻬْﻴ ٌﻖ

ٌ ( ”ﺷ َِﮩ ْﯿshaheeq) means a loud sound of
Zajaaj says this word means the voices of people in plight, and “ﻖ
ٌ ( ” َﺟﺒَ ٌﻞ ﺷ َِﺎﮨjabalun shahiq) which means a very high mountain,
crying in pain. This word is from “ﻖ
climbing which is very difficult {T, R}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means to be high.
“ﻖ
ٍ ( ”ﻓُ َﻼ ٌن ُذوْ ﺷ َِﺎﮨfulana zu shahiq) means that he is very hot tempered.
ٌ ( ”ﺷ َِﮩ ْﯿshaheeq) to mean jahannam (hellish environment) in 67:7. In
The Quran has also used the word “ﻖ
such a hellish society, there is chaos, cries and shouts everywhere, whether it is hell in this world or the
hereafter.

شهو

Sh-He-W

“ُ( ” َﺷﮩَﺎهshahu), “ُ( ”اَ ْﺷﺘَﮩَﺎهashtahah): to wish for something, to lean towards it, desire it.
Raghib says that “ٌ ( ” َﺷ ْﮩ َﻮةshah-watun) means temptation towards the things one wants or likes.
Sometimes a thing which is wanted is called “ٌ( ” َﺷ ْﮩ َﻮةshahwah) as well and sometimes this emotion is
called “ٌ( ” َﺷ ْﮩ َﻮةshahwah) {T}.
“ﯽ
( ” َﺷﯿْﯽ ٌء ﺷ َِﮩ ﱞshaiyi shaiyyun): tasty thing.
“ﯽ
( ”طَ َﻌﺎ ٌم ﺷ َِﮩ ﱞtayamun shahi-yun): the food that one likes {M}.
ٌ ( ” َﺷﮩَ ٰﻮsahahawatun) is the plural of “ٌ ( ” َﺷ ْﮩ َﻮةshahwah) which according to Raghib
In the verse (3:13) “ت
means goods that are liked (3:13).
Muheet says that “( ”اﻟ ﱠﺸﮩَ َﻮاتshahawaat) is an exaggeration meaning.
ٌ َ( ” ُﻣ ْﺸﺘَﮩَﯿmushtahiyat) means favourite things or leanings (27:56). Along with other words, it has
“ﺎت
appeared for sexual leanings.
The Quran has described life of jannat as:
Every good thing will be available there
41:31
(whatever your heart desires).
Surah Maryam says:
After that such people came who shunned
19:59
salawaat and pursued sexual interests.

َوﻟَ ُﮑ ْﻢ ﻓِْﻴـ َﻬﺎ َﻣﺎﺗَ ْﺸﺘَ ِﻬ ْﯽ اَﻧـْ ُﻔ ُﺴ ُﮑ ْﻢ
ِ ِ ِ َﻓَﺨﻠ
ِ ﺼ ٰﻠﻮةَ واﺗﱠـﺒـﻌﻮا اﻟﺸﱠﻬﻮ
ات
ٌ ْﻒ ﻣ ْﻦ ﺑـَ ْﻌﺪ ﻫ ْﻢ َﺧﻠ
َ َﻒ ا
ُﺿ
َ َ
َ َ ْ ُ َ َ ﺎﻋ ْﻮا اﻟ ﱠ

This means that instead of following Allah’s laws, they started pursuing their temptations and wishes. If
human desires are met under the laws of the revelation then the pleasantries of a heavenly life are
begotten. Instead, if the laws of revelation are broken, and such desires are met, then the result is
destruction Also see heading (H-W-Y).
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Sh-W-B

شوب

“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﻮْ بash-shaub): to mix together.
“ً ( ”ﺷَﺎب اﻟ ﱠﺸﯿ َﺊ َﺷﻮْ ﺑﺎshaabash shaiyi shauba): he mixed that thing, he adulterated that thing.
From this “ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﻮْ ﺑَۃash-shauba) came to mean deception.
“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﻮﱠا ِءبash-shawa-ibu): is the plural of “ٌ( ”ﺷَﺎﺋِﺒَۃshaa-ibah) which means the adulterations, the faults,
and dangers.
“ ٌ( ” َﺷﻮْ بshaub) also means honey because it also is mixed with wax, and it is also mixed with herbs for
medication {T, M, R}.
The Quran says about those in jahannam:
37:67
On top of it, they will be given hot mixture (to drink)

َِ اِ ﱠن َﳍﻢ ﻋﻠَﻴـﻬﺎ ﻟَ َﺸﻮﺑﺎً ِﻣﻦ
ﲪْﻴ ٍﻢ
ْ ْ َ ْ َ ُْ

This means that they will have unpleasant environment, troublesome existence, life full of difficulties,
deceitful existence.

Sh-W-R

شور

“( ”ﺷَﺎ َر ْاﻟ َﻌ َﺴ َﻞshaaral asal): took the honey out of the hive and collected it.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤﺸَﺎ ُرal-mash’aar): the hive out of which the honey is taken.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﻮْ ُرas-shaur): the honey which is taken out of the hive.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﻤ ْﺸ َﻮا ُرal-mishwaar): the stick which is used to take the honey out (of the hive).
“ُ ( ”اﻟِﻤ ْﺸ َﻮا َرةal-mishwaarah): the honeycomb.
Ibn Faris says it basically means to make evident or present, and to take something away.
“( ”ﺷَﺎ َو َرshawar), “ً( ” ُﻣﺸَﺎ َو َرةmushawarah), “( ”ﺗَﺸَﺎ َورtash-awar): to consult mutually, to get the gist of
others’ opinions and arrive at a conclusion {R}. Hence it means deposition of the thoughts, opinions etc.
so that the opinions may lead to some conclusion.
If it is taken to mean honey itself, then it would mean to collect all the honey from the hive.
The string of a bidder’s bow is also called “( ”اَ ْﻟ ِﻤ ْﺸ َﻮا ُرal-mishwaar) {T}.
As such the principal for “( ”ﻣﺸﻮرهmashwarah), or consultation would be the thrashing of opinions and
then reaching a conclusion through them.
“( ”اَﺷَﺎ َر اِﻟَ ْﯿ ِہash-aaral ilaih): pointed to him {T}. (19:29).
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﻮْ َرةash-shaurah), “ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﺎ َرةash-harah): beauty, style, dress, clothing, plumpness, look, adornment.
“( ”ﺷَﺎ َرshaara), “( ”ﯾَ ُﺸﻮْ ُرyash-oor): trained the horse or made it run in order to display it to a customer.{T}.
The Quran has given laws for the humanity, which are never changing. A Quranic system is one in which
people formulate sub laws by consultation according to needs of their times under the broader framework
of these laws.
That is why it is said about the Momineen:
their matters will be decided by mutual
42:38
consultation

َو اَْﻣُﺮُﻫ ْﻢ ُﺷ ْﻮَر ٰی ﺑـَﻴْـﻨَـ ُﻬ ْﻢ

Since the first ever Quranic system was established by the Messenger (pbuh) himself, he was told:
َﺷﺎ ِوْرُﻫ ْﻢ ﻓِﯽ ْاﻻَ ْﻣ ِﺮ
3:158
Consult these Momineen in such matters
Since the consultation is for all Momineen, their system can never be rigid or static. They can, with
mutual consultation, not only amend old laws but also make new sub laws in keeping with the needs of
their times. Thus while the never changing laws of Quran will always be constant, the sub laws will keep
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changing from time to time. This is what Quran means by consultation. The Messenger (pbuh) himself
did this, and the Quran is testimony to it. Therefore all Momineen of all times are supposed to do this
(4:115). In the western style of governance, nothing is changeable. The nation is free to decide what it
wants. They do not have to follow any parameters.
It is called the secular form of governance. In the other hand, the fundamentalists think that nothing is
changeable and the decisions that have been made some time back should always hold. Contrary to both,
the Quranic system says that the basic unchangeable laws are that of the Revelation, and staying within
their parameters sub laws can be changed with consultation as per the need of the times. This is a very
good mix of permanence and change, and human life will be able to progress smoothly in this manner.

شوظ

Sh-W-Ze

“ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱡﺸ َﻮاظash-shawaaz), “ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺸ َﻮاظash-shiwaaz): flame which has no smoke {T, M, R}. These words also
mean the heat of the fire and smoke, the heat of the sun, to shout and cry, and the intensity of thirst.
The Quran says:
a fiery flame will be sent towards your two
55:35
groups

ﻳـُْﺮ َﺳ ُﻞ َﻋﻠَْﻴ ُﮑ َﻤﺎ ُﺷ َﻮا ٌظ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﻧﱠﺎ ٍر

شوک

Sh-W-K

“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﻮْ َﮐۃash-shaukah): the cutting of a tree, or a weapon as in 8:7.
“ٌ ( ”اَرْ ضٌ ﺷَﺎ َﮐۃardun shaakah): land of thorns.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﻮْ َﮐۃُ ِﻣﻦَ ْاﻟﻘِﺘَﺎ ِلash-shaukatu minal qitaal): the intensity of battle.
“ح
ِ ( ” َﺷﻮْ َﮐۃُ اﻟﺴ َﱢﻼshaukatus silaah): the sharpness of a weapon. {T, M, R}.
Ibn Faris says it means for something to be rough as well as to be sharp and pointed.

شوی

Sh-W-Y

“( ” َﺷ َﻮ ٰی اﻟﱠﻠﺤْ َﻢshawil lahwa), “ً ( ”ﯾَ ْﺸ ِﻮ ْﯾ ِہ ِﺷﯿّﺎashwihi shaiya): to fry meat.
“( ”اَﻟ ﱢﺸ َﻮا ُءash-shiwa’u): fried meat or barbequed meat.
“( ” َﺷ َﻮ ٰی ْاﻟ َﻤﺎ َء ﯾَ ْﺸ ِﻮ ْﯾ ِہshawil ma-a yash-wih): he heated the water, or boiled it.
“( ”اَ ْﺷ َﻮ ٰی ْاﻟﻘَ ْﻤ ُﺢash-wal qamh): the wheat grains became so hard that they could be brought out by rubbing
between the bare hands and to fry them {T, M}.
Surah Al-Kahaf says:
18:29
which will burn their faces or singe their faces

َﻳَ ْﺸ ِﻮ ْی اﻟْ ُﻮ ُﺟ ْﻮﻩ

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ َﻮ ٰیash-shawa): means the skin of the hands and legs and the skull. Singular is “ٌ ( ” َﺷ َﻮاةshawah).
Some think that all the parts of the body which if hit, do not cause death are “( ” َﺷ َﻮیshawa). Thus a noncrucial or valueless thing is also called “( ” َﺷ َﻮیshawah).
Surah Al-Ma’arij says about the fire of jahannam:
70:16
It pulls out the hands and legs perforce

ِ ﻧـَﱠﺰ
ﱠﻮ ٰی
َ
َ اﻋﺔً ﻟﻠﺸ

This means that it makes people completely helpless, or that it pulls the skin of the head. It means both
ignominy and plight, or that which robs of strength and cripples.
Ibn Faris says it means an ordinary thing or valueless thing.
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شیأ

Sh-Y-A

“( ”ﺷَﺎ َءsha’a), “( ”ﯾَﺸَﺎ ُءyasha’u), “ً ( ” َﺷ ْﯿﺎshaiya), “ً( ” َﻣ ِﺸ ْﯿﺌَۃmashiyah): to intend.
Most scholars have not differentiated between will and intent, but there is a difference.
“( ”ﻣﺸﯿﺖmashiyat) or will, means to invent or create and intend means to want {T, M}.
Raghib says that “ﺊ
ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯿash-shaiyi) can be used for anything which is present, whether it is present
ٌ ( ” َﺷ ْﯿshaiyi) can also be used for anything which can be known about or about
physically or otherwise. “ﺊ
which some news can be given {R}.
ٌ ( ” َﺷ ْﯿshaiyi) can be used for. Some even say that
Scholars have argued a lot as to what are things that “ﺊ
ٌ ( ” َﺷ ْﯿshaiyi). But we will not go into the
things which are hidden or latent can also be said to be “ﺊ
academic discussion here because the Quran is not about academic disagreements.
The Quran has said at various places:
2:20
Indeed, Allah is ordinator on every thing

اِ ﱠن اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪَ َﻋ ٰﻠﯽ ُﮐ ﱢﻞ ِﺷ ْﯽ ٍء ﻗَ ِﺪﻳْـٌﺮ

Here “( ” ِﺷ ْﯽ ٍءshaiyi) means thing, or matter, or issue or affair.
Surah Al-Baqrah says:
2:48
(the day) when nobody can be of help to anybody

ٍ َﻻ َْﲡ ِﺰ ْی ﻧـَ ْﻔﺲ َﻋ ْﻦ ﻧـَ ْﻔ
ًﺲ َﺷْﻴﺎ
ٌ

It must be understood as to what is meant by Allah’s will. We think that for Allah to have power over all
things is that He acts without any law or rule like a despot, that He may grant estates if He is happy, and
annihilate a whole village if He is angry at something (God forbid) {T}, {M}, {R}.
For details about God being all powerful, see heading (Q-D-R). For now, let it suffice to say that for God
being all powerful the above meaning is quite wrong. For God’s will does not mean that it is exercised
without any law or rule (or justification).
It is scientific observation that everything is bound by the system of cause and effect, but if we go
backwards from this, a point will surely come when we will have to acknowledge that there is some effect
which has no discernible cause. This is the point where everything in the universe and the universe itself
began according to purely God’s will. If somebody inquires as to why and how this universe was created
by God, he can only be answered that all this was made as per God’s will. At this point, as we believe,
His will is not restricted or bound by any law or rule (the law and rule is as He willed).
36:82

At this point God says be, and the thing comes
into being

اِﱠﳕَﺎ اَْﻣُﺮﻩُ اِ َذا اََر َاد َﺷْﻴﺌًﺎ اَ ْن ﻳـَ ُﻘ ْﻮ َل ﻟَﻪُ ُﮐ ْﻦ ﻓَـﻴَ ُﮑ ْﻮ َن

“Say” does not mean that God utters the words from his mouth, i.e. He simply intends and that thing
starts being created. When we observe, we find that everything in the universe follows a certain law or
rule. At this point God has subjected everything to certain laws:
33:39
65:3

here everything starts following the law that god has
made for these things in the first phase of creation
Allah has fixed a law or rule or standard for everything

َوَﮐﺎ َن اَْﻣُﺮ اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ ﻗَ َﺪ ًرا َﻣ ْﻘ ُﺪ ْوًرا
ﻗَ ْﺪ َﺟ َﻌ َﻞ اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪُ ﻟِ ُﮑ ﱢﻞ َﺷْﻴ ٍﺊ ﻗَ ْﺪ ًرا

All these laws of nature have been made by Allah, but He has decided not to interfere in them:
33:61
you will never find change in Allah’s rules
ًﻟَ ْﻦ َِﲡ َﺪ ﻟِ ُﺴﻨ ِﱠﺔ اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ ﺗَـْﺒ ِﺪﻳْﻼ
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Here Allah’s “( ”ﻣﺸﯿﺖmashiyat) or will would mean the laws that are being followed in the entire
universe, and nothing in the universe has the power to go against these laws. The first phase (of creation)
in which all laws were created by Allah as per His will alone, is out of our comprehension and we can’t
and do not know anything about it. Whatever we can learn about Allah is through studying these laws
which are at work in the universe. In other words, this phase of Allah’s will can be understood by us
through knowledge and experience.
God has given man the power to obey or disobey the laws that have been created for this life:
18:29

Whosoever wishes can adopt the path of acceptance and
whoever wants can choose denial

ﻓَ َﻤ ْﻦ َﺷﺎءَ ﻓَـﻠْﻴُـ ْﺆِﻣ ْﻦ َو َﻣ ْﻦ َﺷﺎءَ ﻓَـﻠْﻴَ ْﮑ ُﻔ ْﺮ

That is, contrary to other creations in the universe, man can exercise the right to obey or disobey the laws
that have been made for him, but at the same time he has been told that while he can indeed choose
whichever way he wants, he has no power over the results. The result of every deed will be as has been
created by Allah, i.e. good result for good deeds and bad result for bad deeds. For instance, man can
choose between eating poison and sugar but he cannot create the result eating sugar while eating poison.
The laws as to which deed will produce what sort of results have been given to man through the
revelation, which today are safe in the Quran. So when man wants to understand something about Allah,
he will have to understand the laws of nature along with the laws created for him. When man deliberates
on both these laws, then he can get to the truth that both these laws are actually branches of the same tree.
Wherever in the Quran has been said “( ”ﻣﺸﯿﺖmashiyat) i.e. “as Allah wills”, it will have to be seen with
reference to the context as to which phase of His will is being talked about. To take the same meaning
everywhere would create confusion due to which one may wrongly believe that it is the Quran which is
contradictory! It does not have any contradiction. Our own lack of understanding creates the confusion
and contradiction.
The Quran also says in 2:142 “( ”ﯾَ ْﮩ ِﺪیْ َﻣ ْﻦ ﯾﱠﺸَﺎ ُءyahdi mun yash-a). It clearly means that Allah gives
guidance to whosoever so wishes. “( ” َﻣ ْﻦ ﯾَﺸَﺎ ُءmun yash-a) means whichever person wants, but if it is taken
to mean whoever Allah wishes, as it is generally understood, then it would mean that guidance from Allah
is received by whoever He wants.
Surah Al-Ma’idah says:
Allah grants guidance through this Quran to anybody who
5:16
wants to follows its laws

ْ ﻳـَ ْﻬ ِﺪ ْی ﺑِِﻪ اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪُ َﻣ ِﻦ اﺗـﱠﺒَ َﻊ ِر
ُﺿ َﻮاﻧَﻪ

The thing is very clear that the guidance will come from Allah, no doubt, but the initiative will have to be
man’s i.e, he must want it. If man follows Allah’s laws, he will get guidance to the right path, but if he
rejects them or goes against them then he will definitely meet destruction.
61:5

When they adopted the crooked ways (wrong ways), their
hearts were also turned.

غ اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪُ ﻗـُﻠُ ْﻮﺑـَ ُﻬ ْﻢ
َ ﻓَـﻠَ ﱠﻤﺎ َزاﻏُ ْﻮا اََزا

This fact has been displayed or clarified in another way. The Bani Israel demanded a commander. Allah
appointed Taloot as their commander. Bani Israel objected to his appointment as they thought there was
no outstanding-ness as to wealth. The messenger told them that Taloot was selected because of sagacity
and bodily strength, i.e. they were told in other words that Allah’s selection is not random, but well
thought out and as per a certain law.
Whatever is received by anyone is because he deserves it:
2:247

Power and statehood is received from Allah according to his
law (his will or certain scheme), not blindly.
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َز َادﻩُ ﺑَ ْﺴﻄَﺔً ﻓِﯽ اﻟْﻌِﻠْ ِﻢ َوا ْﳉِ ْﺴ ِﻢ

ِ ٰ
َُواﻟﻠّﻪُ ﻳـُ ْﺆﺗ ْﯽ ُﻣﻠْ َﮑﻪُ َﻣ ْﻦ ﻳﱠ َﺸﺎء
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This also clarifies the meaning of surah Aal-e-Imran’s verse which says:
Receiving power and statehood and losing
ِ ْﺗـﺆﺗِﯽ اﻟْﻤﻠْﮏ ﻣﻦ ﺗﺸﺎء وﺗـﻨ ِﺰع اﻟْﻤﻠ
ﱠﻦ ﺗَ َﺸﺎءُ۔۔
3:25
َ ُ ُ َْ َ ُ َ َ ْ َ َ ُ ْ ُ
ْﮏﳑ
them depends on Allah’s scheme, or will
That is, all this happens according to a law which is based on the principle that he, who deserves power
and authority to rule, gets it (21:105). He who loses this capability loses them.
The above explanations show that there are three phases of Allah’s will or scheme. The first phase in
which laws for all things are created and everything is created according to His plan, or as He sees fit. We
cannot comprehend anything about this phase. The second phase is that of the external universe where
everything is bound to follow the laws made for it. These do not change ever. Man can find out (he has
been given the capability) about these laws by deliberation. The third phase is that of the human world. In
one part of his life, (the physical part) the same laws apply as to other things in the universe, but on the
human level, the laws that he needs, are given through divine revelation. These laws too are not
changeable but man, contrary to other things in the universe, has been given the right (power) either to
follow them or go against them, but the results of his deeds, whatever they may be, will definitely be
according to his deeds i.e. good results for good deeds and bad results for bad deeds (as per god’s plan).
This is what is known as the turn of events, law of nature, which too is not changeable.
This is what is meant by god’s “( ”ﻣﺸﯿﺖmashiyat), or will. Do note that the space, in which man has been
given freedom to choose, is never interfered in by Allah. And he has been told:
In this phase, do as you wish. We will not
اِ ْﻋ َﻤﻠُ ْﻮا َﻣﺎ ِﺷﺌْﺘُ ْﻢ
41:40
interfere.
Although the results of whatever you do will be according to the laws of nature. There is one verse which
causes confusion because of its right meaning not being explained.
Surah Ad-Dahar says:
This noble Quran is a reminder, and anyone
76:29
who wants may obey Allah

ِ
ِ
ًا ﱠن ٰﻫ ِﺬﻩِ ﺗَﺬﮐَِﺮةٌ ﻓَ َﻤ ْﻦ َﺷﺎءَ ﱠاﲣَ َﺬ ا ٰﻟﯽ َر ﺑﱢِﻪ َﺳﺒِْﻴﻼ

Up to this point the meaning is very clear, i.e. the revelation has been given by Allah, now whosoever
wants, can adopt the way suggested by it, and whoever wants can adopt some other way. Ahead it is said:
and you cannot want that which god does not
ِ
ٰ
76:30
َُوَﻣﺎ ﺗَ َﺸﺎءُ ْو َن اﱠﻻ اَ ْن ﻳَ َﺸﺎءَ اﻟﻠّﻪ
want (general translation)
This meaning is not only contradictory to what has been said before but it also demolishes the entire
structure of human freedom. This would mean that whatever you wish is not your own decision but Allah
makes you do what He wants, and that man is helpless in this regard.
Aside from surah Ad-Dahar , more or less the same verse has also appeared in surah Al-Mudassar (74:5456) and surah At-Takweer (81:28-29). “ َ( ” َﻣﺎ ﺗَﺸَﺎ ُء وْ نma tash-aoon) means ‘you do not want’, but according
to the Arabic grammar, it also means “no, do not do it”.
Mukhtasiral maani says in page 232 that the speaker wants that it may so happen, or the speaker wants to
avoid a direct order (and wants the other to do what he wishes), or says this in order to instigate the other
(to do it), because the one spoken to does not want to belie the speaker.
Zamkhishri has explained this point in his book Kishaaf.
Surah Al-baqrah (2:83) says that you cannot want that which God does not want (general translation)
َ (la ta’badoon) does not mean a negative. The translation of the verse is:
Here “ َ”ﻻﺗَ ْﻌﺒُ ُﺪوْ ن
“When we made Bani Israel agree that they will not follow anyone except Allah, and be in good
behaviour with parents, and orphans and needy”. After that it is said “be nice (kind) to people”.
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Here these words are taken in a negative term, like “( ”ﺗ َْﺬ َﮨﺐُ اِ ٰﻟﯽ ﻓُ َﻼ ٍنtazhabu ila fulanan) or “”ﺗَﻘُﻮْ ُل ﻟَ ٗہ َﮐ َﺬا
(taqulu lahu kaza). Here “ ُ( ”ﺗ َْﺬﮨَﺐtazhab) and “( ”ﺗَﻘُﻮْ ُلtazaru) are pronouns but they mean ‘do it’. It is
further written that this style is more effective than giving a direct order to do or not to do.
There are other examples too of this style in the Quran, for instance, the same surah says:
َوَﻣﺎ ﺗـُﻨْ ِﻔ ُﻘ ْﻮ َن اِﻻَاﺑْﺘِﻐَﺎءَ َو ْﺟ ِﻪ اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ
2:227
do not spend, except in the way of Allah
ّ ٰ ( ” َو َﻣﺎﺗَﺸَﺎ ُء وْ نَ اِ ﱠﻻ اَ ْن ﯾﱠﺸَﺎ َءwama tash-aaoona illa un
In the light of these explanations, the meaning of “ُ ﷲ
yash-a allah) becomes clear i.e. “you should homogenize your intent with Ours”. In other words “You
should live according to Our principles, and We want you to live according to Our principles”.
Surah Az-Zumr says:
If you go against his laws (what harm can you
39:7
bring to him i.e., nothing. He is not dependant
on you at all)
But He does not like denial from His
39:7
followers. He wants you to be thankful.

اِ ْن ﺗَ ْﮑ ُﻔُﺮْوا ﻓَﺎِ ﱠن اﻟ ٰﻠّﻪَ َﻏﻨِ ﱞﯽ َﻋﻨْ ُﮑ ْﻢ
ِ
ِِ ِ
ﺨﻬﻠَ ُﮑ ْﻢ
َ َوَﻻﻳـَْﺮﺿٰﯽ ﻟ َﻌﺒَﺎدﻩ اﻟْ ُﮑ ْﻔَﺮ۔ َوا ْن ﺗَ ْﺸ ُﮑُﺮْوا ﻳـَْﺮ
ُ ﺿ

As such, a man must willingly accept and homogenise with Allah’s will or “( ”ﻣﺸﯿﺖmashiyat).

شیب

Sh-Y-B

“ ُ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﯿْﺐash-sheeb): old age, white hair or the whiteness of the hair {T, M}.
Surah Maryam says:
19:4
The head due to whiteness of the hair (seems aflame)

ًْس َﺷْﻴﺒﺎ
ُ َوا ْﺷﺘَـ َﻌ َﻞ اﻟﱠﺮأ

Or it means white hair has appeared in abundance in the head.
Surah Ar-Room uses “ٌ( ” َﺷ ْﯿﺒَۃshaibah) for old age (30:54).
Surah Al-Muzammil says:
73:17
The day whose difficulty will turn the young ones old

ًَْﳚ َﻌ ُﻞ اﻟْ ِﻮﻟْ َﺪا َن ِﺷْﻴﺒﺎ

Ibn Faris says it basically means for one thing to be mixed with another.
“ ٌ( ” َﺷﯿْﺐshaib) is called so because in it the whiteness of the hair mixes with the blackness of the hair.

Sh-Y-Kh

شیخ

“( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯿ ُﺦash-sheikh): an old man, an old camel, a teacher, a scholar, a leader, head of a tribe, expert.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯿ َﺨۃash-shaikha): old woman etc.
“ٌ ( ” َﺷ ْﯿ ُﺨﻮْ َﺧۃshaiku khah): old age {T, M}.
The Quran has used the word “( ” َﺷ ْﯿ ٌﺦsheikh) in 11:72 and 12:78 to mean old man, but has not used
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯿ َﺨۃash-shaikha) anywhere. “( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯿ ُﺦash-shaikhu) and “ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸ ْﯿ َﺨۃash-shaikhah) is nowhere to be found
in the Arabic dictionaries to means married man or married woman.
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شید

Sh-Y-D

“( ”ﺷَﺎ َد اﻟﺒﻨَﺎ َءshaadal bana-a), “ُ( ”ﯾَ ِﺸ ْﯿ ُﺪهyash-eeduhu), “ُ( ” َﺷﯿﱠ َﺪهshaiyaduhu): to plaster a building and raise it
higher.
“( ”اَﻟِ ّﺸ ْﯿ ُﺪash-sheed): the material (limestone etc.) with is used to plaster the building.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ َﻤ ِﺸ ْﯿ ُﺪal-masheed): the building which is made of limestone etc. and raised high, solid, and strong {T,
M}.
The Quran says:
22:45
to raise the voice
4:78

ﺼ ٍﺮ َﻣ ِﺸْﻴ ٍﺪ
ْ َﻗ
ُاَِْﻻ َﺷ َﺎدة

high and mighty forts

Ibn Faris says the root means to raise something higher.

شیع

Sh-Y-Ain

“ﺎس
ِ ( ”ﺷَﺎ َع ْاﻟ َﺨﺒَ ُﺮ ﻓِﯽ اﻟﻨﱠsha-al khabaru fin naas): the news spread among the people {T, M}.
The Quran says:
22:19
the people who want dirty things to spread.

ِ اِ ﱠن ﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳﻦ ُِﳛﺒﱡـﻮ َن اَ ْن ﺗَ ِﺸﻴﻊ اﻟْ َﻔ
ُﺎﺣ َﺸﺔ
ُْ
ْ َْ

“( ” ٰﮨ َﺬا ِﺷ ْﯿ ُﻊ ٰﮨ َﺬاhaaza shaiyu haza): it is like, similar to {T, M}.
Surah Saba says:
34:54
like it was done with people like them

ِ َﮐﻤﺎ ﻓُﻌِﻞ ﺑِﺎَ ْﺷﻴ
ﺎﻋ ِﻬ ْﻢ ِﻣ ْﻦ ﻗَـْﺒ ُﻞ
َ َ َ

Surah Al-Qamar says:
54:51
we have annihilated people like you

ﺎﻋ ُﮑ ْﻢ
َ ََوﻟَ َﻘ ْﺪ اَ ْﻫﻠَﮑْﻨَﺎ اَ ْﺷﻴ

ُ ( ”ﻟ ﱢﺸﯿَﺎash-shiya’u): the flute or voice of the shepherd with which he calls together the spread out
“ع
animals of the flock. Those who give a call, invites {T, M}. It also means to follow behind the caller.
“( ” َﺷﯿﱠ َﻌ ٗہ ﻋ َٰﻠﯽ َر ْأﺑِ ٖہshayyi-ahu ala raabihi): he followed his opinion, supported him.
“( ” ٰﮨ َﺬا ِﺷ ْﯿ ُﻊ ٰﮨ َﺬاhaaza shiyu haaza): this is the child who was born after that child. This is said for two
children who were born one after the other and no child was born in between them.
“( ”اَ ْﻟ ُﻤﺸَﺎﺑِ ُﻊal-mushaa-iyu): one who is always found with someone or attached to someone.
“( ” ِﺷ ْﯿ ُﻊ ﻧِ َﺴﺎ ٍءshaiyun nisaa-un) means one who is always found among women.
“ُ ( ”اَﻟ ﱠﺸﺎ َﻋۃash-sha’atuh) means wife, because she is always with her husband {T, M}.
Ibn Faris says it basically means to help one another.
These meanings explain what “ٌ ( ” ِﺷ ْﯿ َﻌۃshiyah) means. That is, the people who become one party by
following the same person, and thus be one another’s strength and support. If it is obedience of Allah’s
law (which they all are following) in which there is co-operation in good deeds, then it is a party of the
Momineen, to be with whom is a matter of pride and honour.
As such, after talking about the Momineen of the nation of Nooh, it is said:
Verily, Ibrahim was one of them (their
37:83
successor)

اِ ﱠن ِﻣ ْﻦ ِﺷﻴْـ َﻌﺘِ ِﻪ َﻻ اِﺑْـَﺮ ِاﻫْﻴ َﻢ
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But if such grouping is made in obedience of some human idol, then the Quran calls it shirk. Therefore, it
has told the Muslim nation very clearly:
All of you attach yourself to this book and do
َِ ﺼﻤﻮ ِﲝﺒ ِﻞ اﻟ ٰﻠّ ِﻪ
ِ
ﲨْﻴﻌﺎً َوَﻻ ﺗَـ َﻔﱠﺮﻗُـ ْﻮا
3:103
َْ ْ ُ ََو ْاﻋﺘ
not be divided into sects
Do not be like those people who have divided
ِ
ِ
ﲔ ۔ ِﻣ َﻦ اﻟﱠ ِﺬﻳْ َﻦ ﻓَـﱠﺮﻗُـ ْﻮا ِدﻳْـﻨَـ ُﻬ ْﻢ َوَﮐﺎﻧـُ ْﻮ ِﺷﻴَﻌﺎً ۔
themselves into sects and formed groups. (do
َ ْ َوَﻻ ﺗَ ُﮑ ْﻮﻧـُ ْﻮا ﻣ َﻦ اﻟْ ُﻤ ْﺸ ِﺮﮐ
30:32
not turn into mushrik once you have accepted
ُﮐ ﱡﻞ ِﺣ ْﺰ ٍب ِﲟَﺎ ﻟَ َﺪﻳْ ِﻬ ْﻢ ﻓَ ِﺮ ُﺣ ْﻮ َن
Islam).
The result is that every sect claims and believes to be on the right path while all other sects (in its opinion)
are not. Since Quran prohibits sectarianism itself, there is no question as to which sect is right and which
wrong. Sectarianism, according to the Quran is shirk. That is why the Messenger (pbuh) has been told:
Those who forms groups in Deen, you have no
ِ ِ
ِ
ِ
ﺖ ِﻣْﻨـ ُﻬ ْﻢ ﻓِ ْﯽ َﺷ ْﯽ ٍء
6:159
َ ا ﱠن اﻟﱠﺬﻳْ َﻦ ﻓَـﱠﺮﻗُـ ْﻮا دﻳْـﻨَـ ُﻬ ْﻢ َوَﮐﺎﻧـُ ْﻮا ﺷﻴَـ ًﻌﺎ ﻟَ ْﺴ
connection with them
Since there are so many groups today among the Muslims, how can they all be united? The method to
eliminate the differences among these sects is suggested by Quran itself. It says to consider the book of
Allah as the centre and to establish a system according to it. This is the only way. By doing so, the sects
will dissipate by themselves. If personalities are removed from within, and only one system (according to
the Quran is followed) then the sects will be forced to perish. To follow the Quran is very important. To
follow Allah according to what one individually believes creates sectarianism. If only Allah’s system is
followed then it maintains unity. This may be kept in mind that sectarianism is not only division in
religion but also in politics, not only among the Momineen, but in every nation. Sectarianism and
grouping in politics too has been prohibited by Allah, and termed as punishment (6:65). The Quran has
said that the Pharaoh (Firouni) authority or the oppressive forces always divides and rules (28:4). For
more details, see heading (F-R-Q).
The Quran has termed “( ” ِﺷﯿَ ٌﻊshiya-un) to mean nations or tribes (15:10).
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